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URBAN HABITAT· THE ENVIRONMENT OF TOMORROW 

Preface 

The international Conference under the title "Urban Habitat: the Environment of Tomorrow, 
focusing on infrastructural and environmentallimitations" was held at the International Institute 
for Infrastructural, Hydraulic and Environmental Engineering in. Delft, 15-17 February, 1995. 
This conference has attracted a great number of participants from all over the world. 
This International Conference was the second urban conference organized by the Research 
Team "Built Environment and Development" based at the Faculty of Architecture of the 
Eindhoven University of Technology. 

Both the preparations and the realization of the conference was substantially supported for its 
funds by the Netherlands' Directorate General for International Cooperaóon of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, in particular the Special Programme on Q?mbating Urban Poverty, and the 
British Overseas Development Associaóon. 

This book is a compilation of the most prominent papers of this conference in their integral 
forrn. Throughout this hook all papers have been professionally 'scanned' with regard to the 
English used. 

We are grateful for the support received from the Design office of the Faculty of Architecture 
and we thank Jenny Govers for all the typing work. For the extensive English scanning 
operation we thank drs. Gèr Daniels. 

The Faculty of Architecture of the Eindhoven University of Technology has sponsored this 
book. 

Eindhoven, May 1996 

George G. van der Meulen 
(Conference chairrnan) 

Peter A. Erkelens 
(Conference secretary) 
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Foreword 

Urban Environment 11 

After the first international Conference, organized by George van der Meuten and Peter 
Erkelens, on the "Urban Environment in Develil{jing Countries", a selection of its proceedings 
has been published in a final conference book, at is in this series Bouwstenen nr. 28. 
These two organisers had the good initiative to organize a secend Conference on the same 
subject, this time in Delft. 
In February 1995 this next international Conference "Urban Habitat: the E~vironment of 
Tomorrow" of which the main papers are published in thts volume, a range of subjects were 
put forward and were discussed, varying from urban disasters, integration to_ services of the 
city__Qf_tomoiTow, passing, inter alia, infrastructure of the city, sustainable development 
reading as the agenda for the Habitat II Conference. 
It is therefore a lucky coincidence that these contributions wil! be available in this volume, just 
before the start of the Cities Summ.it. 
The list of participants serve as a quality insurance for the way the topics are presented, 
analyzed and discussed. Amongst the important contributions to the Conference, I would like 
to mention, the Brown Agenda, the importance of participation of the people involved in the 
irnplementation of urban development, and the limitations on one hand, and_QQportunities on 
the other, of strict technical contributions. 
In this sense the Conference was moving the frontiers of the fields of knowledge. This 
'frontier rnentality' servedas a breading ground of new insights, and new directions, much of 
these is needed in the com.ing Urban Age. 
It is therefore my wish that this publication wilt not only serve as a sound introduetion for 
those assisting the Habitat 11 Conference, but also, in its aftermath, as a hook of consultation 
for those interested to know what was it all about? 
And who asks themselves 'is there sernething new in Urban Development, since the 
V ancouver Habitat Conference (1976)'. 
This book shows that: yes there is much new under the sun, and the sooner we do sarnething 
in the field of Urban Environment, the better for us, ourselves and the generations of 
tomorrow. 

The Hague, 3 May 1996 

Thee H. Kolstee 
Head of the Special Programme on Combating Urban Poverty 
Directorale-General of Development Co-opera ti on 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
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URBAN HABITAT THE ENVIRONMENT OF TOMORROW 

INTRODUCTION TO URBAN HABITAT 

George G. van der Meulen, 
Conference Chairman Urban Habitat 1995 

The first major reason for the international conference "Urban Habitat: the environment of 
tomorrow", held in Delft in the Netherlands, 15 - 17 February 1995, was the discussion 
during an earlier international conference "Urban Environment in Developing Countries; 
Futures, Ideas, Directions", held in Eindhoven, also in the Netherlands, 16- 18 June 1993 
(Erkelens and Van der Meulen 1994). 

That discussion concerned the history of Habitat and the international thinking about the 
development of human settlements, especially those located in the developing countries, with 
an 'emotional' linkwithand consideration of the 1976 Vancouver Habitat conference. 

Particularly, Han van Putten, the Chairman of the Habitat International Coalition with its 
secretarial office in Mexico City, outlined that history extensively in his keynote speech 
"Follow-up of UNCED in International Cooperation", sketching both mainlines and relevant 
details. 

Another major reason concerns the time schedule of the United Nations' activities which 
includes for 1996 the UN Conference on Human Settlements, generally known as Habitat II, 
to be held in Istanbul, Turkey. 

In the contribution of Han van Putten we can a1so read about this following step, Habitat II, 
notably: "It could fulfil a function of major importance if it would do two things: one is toface 
the olitical uestions involved and to adopt specific progranunes to solve them; and the other 
is to revive the spirit of Rio e Janeiro and call the wortd's attention again to the need to find 
common solutions for the world's pressing__problems of environment and sustainable 
development" (Van Putten 1994, p. 321 ). 

With the Habitat II Conference in mind, this Special Issue - offering a selection of the 
contributions presented in the 1995 Delft conference - intends to conoibute to the international 
thinking and discussion about a better living environment, particularly in the human, urbanized 
settlements. 
Of course, we hope that this objective will be achieved by the efforts of the contributions to the 
1995 Delft conference. 

The scope of this conference was relatively wide, embracing more general policy oriented 
issues, because of the subtitle of the above mentioned conference, which was "focusing on 
infrastructural and environmentallimitations", embracing also more or less professional issues. 
All of them focus on environmental quahues related totheliving conditions and activities of 
human beings in urban settlements. Special attention has been paid to the so- called 'Brown 
Environment Agenda'. This Agenda has been explained in the policy document of the Special 
Programme on Urban Poverty Alleviation of the Netherlands' Directorate-General for 
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International Cooperation of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, publisbed in June 1994. This 
explanation has been included in an abbreviated version in the contribution of Johan Boer in 
this Special Issue. 
It says, that the Brown Agenda is connected with the neighbourhood and househeld level and 
that it is particularly focused on health threatening circumstances as a consequence of 
inadequate sanitation and solid waste colleerion and disposal. 

Furthermore, problems conceming urban housing and access to land, and concerning_ 
el)lployment., participation and decentralization are mcluded in this Agendä. 

Besides this Brown Agenda, a 'Grey Environment Agenda' has been indicated. 
The Grey Agenda, in its turn, has been explained as fellows: it concerns the environment on 
the city level and is particularly focused on the overtoading of theecosystem b_y_ theemission of 
cambustion gases, by pollution of the air, soil, surface water and groundwater, by the use of 
energy, especially by urban transport, householcts for cooking and airconditioning, and by the 
urban infrastructure. 

Habitat 11 in Istanbul in June 1996 is an extremely important meeting both to continue the 
adequateelementsof the policy stated during the Vanecuver Habitat (I) meeting and to initiate 
the foundations setting out a new policy for a livable and sustainable environment in human 
settlements in the future anywhere in the world. 

It is obviously the common objective of all those, who contributed to this Special Issue of 
Landscape and Urban Planning to offer a substantial contribution to that UN conference in 
Istanbul in 1996. 
These efforts with regard to "Urban Habitat, the environment of tomorrow" have been laid 
down in the following sections. 

References 

DGIS (1994): "De stad uit het slop", Eng. Urban Poverty Alleviation, 's-Gravenhage, Policy 
Document Nr. 5. 

Erkelens (1994), P.A. and G.G. van der Meulen (eds.): "Urban Environment inDeveloping 
Countries; Futures, ldeas, Directions", in: Bouwstenen, Nr. 28, Faculty of 
Architecture, Eindhoven University of Technology, the Netherlands. 

Putten (1994), H. van: "Fellow-up of UNCED in International Cooperation", in: Erkelens and 
Van der Meulen (1994), pp. 316 - 321. 
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URBAN HABITAT FOCUSING ON INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
ENVIRONMENT AL LIMIT A TI ONS 

Peter A. Erkelens and George G. van der Meulen 

' 

The unrestrained urbanization in many developing and industrializing countries seriously 
threatens the natura! resources in its region, and_ hence is a major factor in the increasing 
pressure on the environment. At the same time, cities cannot plan and provide an adequate 
infrastructure for their growing population, to the point where basic environmental services 
(like water supply and sanitation) and environmental qualities are still deteriorating. 
Nevenheless, the current quality of the human, physical and ecological environment forces 
anybody anywhere on our globe, to treat the remaining environment with care. Cities, 
panicularly mega-urbanized areas, mainly located in the South and its developing countries, 
physically representing the 'Urban Habitat', the major living environment of hu man beings, in 
the 'midst' of their activities, are confronted with the consequences of both use and abuse of 
this environment: cities, congested with day and night traffic 'jams', polluted by traffic and 
industry, overcrowded, incapable of responding to housing demands, especially the 
'promised' provision of housing for all, embedded in a liveable environment. 

The development of sustainable human settlements is continuously threatened. Besides, natura! 
disasters such as earthquakes, landslides, cyclones, sealevel rising, and volcanic eruptions, 
panly in conneetion with unrecognized geological risks, are increasingly responsible for 
serious deterioration of the Urban Habitat. Sustainability is not enough; probably, policies and 
strategies should go beyond sustainability. Whilst environmental quality is under threat, the 
cities have to face uncontrolled growth. unemployment. and concomitant po.Y.e.rty_. In an 
atmosphere of 'crisis management' the municipalities are expected to sirnultaneously strengthen 
their financial base by increasing employment and economie activities, and improve the 
environmental infrastructure and services which are a prerequisite for public health and 
development. 

Urban Habitat is conditioned by the technica! infrastructure which is both physical - roads, 
waterways, sanitation - and non-ph~sical with facilities such as television, cables, potable 
water. Meanwhile all this has rts hmitations in view of the environmental 'hearing' capacity. 
The idea is that the narrowing down to these two topics may be useful for the preparations of 
international workshops on behalf of the United Nations Habitat II Conference in lstanbul, 
Turkey, in 1996. 

I Special emphasis will be put on the br·o· wn agenda: roughly, habitat connected with the local 
level. This also concerns the envifOnffiental question with regard to sanitation, waste, 
landownership, housing and employment. Further attention will be paid to the grey agenaa 
which is at a higher level: the city with aspects likeurban transportand urban energy. At thrs 
level the environment is a topic of attention too. 

The International "Urban Habitat" Conference paid attention to the support of ~nning, and to 
decision- and policy-making for urban land use and related facilitleSäiï<l infrasu·üëtüre in the · 
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developing counuies both in the South and the North. 

The leading issue is that of environmental sustainability. This has primarily to do with 
answering the question of our capability to forecast future consequences of present-day 
impacts. 

In the sphere of answers one may find many technica! solutions but the question remains how 
the environmental issue can be taken into account. In a technica! sense any type of 
infrastructure can be made and organised as we are able to produce more 'levels' in a city. The 

chnical roblems can be solved as Ion as there is a olitical will but it also needs, of course, 
mancial suwort. These two aspects (polities and finance) may also e hm1tat1ons for the 

reähsatlon o an optimum infrastructure needed for the urban habitat of tomorrow. A more 
serious limitation is the environmental capacity. Any construction will cause an 'attack' on the 
environment. Even if people are mak:ing the more condensed and so-called 'eco'-cities, the 
environment is still under attack. Another form of infrastructure like the electrooie high-way is 
almost unlimited in its possibilities. It impraves cornmunication/exchange of information and 
wiJl reduce the need for transport. 

New views as to bring both jQM and recreation closer to the people need to be developed and 
put into practice. However, this requires a huge change in mentality. In this context a very 
interesting 'example' are the Netherlands. Although most people are aware of reducing 
pollution by private transport they still make use of their cars. This has not only to do with 
saving time but is also a mentality: "my car is my castle". As long as it cannot be organized on 
a voluntary basis it will not work: incentives, even speciallevies would not work: people can 
stillafford to pay. Indeveloping countries transport problems may differ: factoTies tend to be 
located near the people's housing. Due to expansion of urban centres, travel distances for 
people are on the increase. It is not so easy to act on this problem in a specific way. 

Other limitations in the provision of infrastructure are e.g. the availability of potable water: a 
problem of the future, the non-availability of proper sanitation in high density areas (e.g. 
Kibera in Nairobi; where people have to empty their septic tanks by opening the covers during 
heavy downpours. Sofarthere are no technica! solutions; if any, they are at high costs only). 

We see that number and degree of hazards is on the increase! The environment is taking back 
what was "taken away" before. Because of all this, we are faced with the question: whether 
there exists a 'makeable' future? Technicians believe there is a solution for each problem, 
contrary to views of others. Few papers presented in this issue show an elementary try into a 
comprehensive approach to solve the complex problems. Th.is may be indicative for our limited 
capacities as human beings. 

Is the solution in the socalied "autonomous housin&"; fully self supporting housing: in 
energy/infrastructure so that people do not have to travel? So far the answer wiJl be "no" as 
human beings are not made for living in isolation. Are we then basically nomads? Another 
question may be posed whether solutions should be basedon private or public initiatives? 

This special issue has three more pruts which briefly have the following contents: 

Part 11: consists of general visions on the problems related to urban habitat as presented by a 
number of key persons representing both impo1tant national and intemational institutions. 
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Part III: an extensive series of !opical contributions which have been identified under six 
themes/area as there are: 
A: Habitat, policies for sustainability 
B:Urban housing and environmeïlfrelated policies 
C:lnfrastructure of the city of tomorrow 
D:Geo-informatics 
E:§ervices of the city~f tomorrow 
F:Urban disasters: ref1ef and riskfeauction 

Thereby the main results of the six reports of the sessions (A-F) as prepared by Warmerdam 
(A) Jonquière (B) Metcalfe (C) De Man (D) Kootatep (E) Jonker (F) were taken into account. 

Each area distinguishes as much as possible global and more local themes. 
In particular most of the invited contributions have been incorporated under the global parts. 
These contributions cover mostly the visions of those international agencies which were not 
grouped under part II. 

Part IV covers at the locallevel the underlying issue of the conference: "The environment of 
tomorrow". This is done through the panel discussion as reported by Kluyskens. Finally the 
main perspectives of the urban habitat issue are laid down in the form of conclusions and 
recommendations. 

6 
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Part 11 General contributions 
Introduetion and chapter synopsis 

This part contains a number of general (reviewing) articles emphasizing that a great number of 
national and international institutions are engaged in urban habitat problems. 
The year 1996 will be a special year because of the Habitat 11 conference in Istanbul. Because 
of that, the frrst contribution comes from Wally N'Dow, the Secretary-General of that Habitat 
II conference. He sets out a number of directions which wil! guide the politica! agenda that will 
result from the Habitat II conference. 
N'Dow represented the UNCHS (Habitat) also a number of other United Nations 
organizations are very active in the field of urban habitat and related issues. Th is is in particular 
the case for the UN Development Programme whereby in the following contributions two 
approaches are worked out. 
It concerns more in general the overall activities of UNDP as described by Rabinovitçh in the 
area of urban developrnent cooperation. · · · 
The second approach puts emphasis on the 4rban environment in the local context. This 
concerns the Life programme as described by Neves. Apart from mternat.Ional contnbutions, 
also national ones are ineluded; in particular those from the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and the Min is try of Housing Spatial Planning and Environment (VROM). - - - - -·-- ·-

A crucial directorate-general with regard to international development issues within the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs is that of International Development Cooperation (DGIS) which is 
headed by a special minister. DGIS has a number of programmes especially oriented towards 
solving international problems in developing countries. One of these is the urban poverty 
alleviatien programme. This programme in partic u lar can be connected with the theme of this 
Urban Habitat conference. The urban dirneusion of these special DGIS programmes are 
presented by Boer in his artiele on urban environment and coo eration. His words are very 
much in line with the three international politica! agendas m icat as the brown, grey and 
green environment (all of them have physical and socio-econornical components). 
As the various Dutch Ministries have their own way of looking at the problem of urban habitat, 
the vision of the Ministry VROM is also presented, in this case by Kokhuis. 

The last artiele of this part II presents a comprehensive discussion whereby the sustainable city 
policy is shown from different points of view: i.e. economical, environmental and 
technological. On the basis of those viewpoints, Camagni, Capello and Nijkamp plead not to 
load the environment beyond a level a_t which sustainable development can no Jonger be 
guaranteed. In their discussion the emphasis is put on the city, meanwhiie pomting out that 
there are various concepts, which address the urban environment decay. One of them is the 
concept of the sustainable city, which is increasingly mentioned in publications as a need to 
develop sustainable policies. 
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UNITED NA TIONS CENTRE FOR HUMAN SETTLEMENTS (Habitat) 

Dr. Wally N'Dow, Secretary General 
Habitat II "City Summit" United Nations Conference on Human Settlements 

Mr. Chairman, Distinguished Colleagues, 
Honoured Guests, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I am delighted to be here with you in this historie city of Delft, which played such an important 
role in the birth of nationbood of the Netherlands. I have always been very positively 
impressed by The Netherlands efforts to address Habitat issues over the years, ranging from 
policies to urgently resolve the housing crisis after the destruction of the second world war to 
being in the forefront on actdressing environmental issues in the 1970's, and to presently 
recognising ei ties for what they are: a growing, multi-ethnic part of the global village. 

I want to express, too, my appreciation for the Netherlands support UNCHS (Habitat) has 
received over the years, and particularly for the Netherlands support to the preparatory process 
of the Second United Nations Conference on Human Settlements, (or Habitat II), including the 
present conference on Urban Habitat: the Environment of Tomorrow, which I see as a major 
contri bution to this preparatory process. lndeed, it is an honour to address such a distinguished 
gathering of experts. I look forward with much anticipation to your discussions and 
observations as you meet here for the next three days. 

The Urban Challenge 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
It is in our cities that the future problems of the global community must be answered. Such a 
statement may seem odd in a world dominated by crisis in Rwanda, Bosnia, Chechnya and 
elsewhere; yet the evidence is compelling that the focus of many, if not most, of th~ politica!, 
economie, and social program'!!~ of the 21st century must be on urban areas. For it is there 
that most of the world's popuiatien willlive and work, where most pollution will be generated 
and natural resources consumed, where politica] and social tensions are most likely to boil over 
into conflict, and where, ultimately, the roots of real global security Iie. lndeed, we have only 
just begun to understand the complex and potentially explosive politica!, economie, social and 
psychological implications of our urban future. 

Just fifty years ago- as the United Nations was coming into being- almest ninety percent of 
the world's popuiatien stilllived in rural areas. As we approach the next millennium - and a 
"new" United Nations remakesitself for the challenges of the post-Cold War era- we are faced 
with the reality that notlong after the new century dawns, the overwhelming majority of the 
world's people wil! be living in cities. Already, at least 600 million of these new urban 
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residents live in health and life-threatening situations, with over 300 million living in absolute 
poverty. At least 250 million have no access to safe piped water. And 400 million Jack 
sanitation. 

These staristics and more wil! be dwarfed in the next forty years as global popuiatien will grow 
by 3.7 biltion people. Ninety percent of this growth will be indeveloping countries; and ninety 
percent of that will be in urban areas. In effect, every year we are witnessing the birth of a 
new Paris twenty times over. Or, to put it another way: more people will be packed into the 
cities of the developing world in the 21st century than arealive on the entire planet today. 

Staristics such as these only offer a partial picture of the nature and depth of the crisis 
unfolding daily in our ei ties. Although the stresses of urbanization have just begun to be felt, 
the myriad of social, economie, and politica! problems that have accompanied urbanization 
have created problems of epic proportion in every corner of the globe. 

In Asia, rapid urbanization has been accompanied by fast rates of economie growth in many 
countries, but the sheer number of people involved and the rapidity of industrialization in Asian 
cities have made rnanaging the politica!, economie, social and environmental questions a 
tremendoos eh allenge for years to come. 

In Africa, which is currently undergoing the most rapid _urb~izatiQI} on the p)ane.t,_Qle problem 
is compounded so _at a time of extreme economie difficulties and ten si on with_insufficiem 
capital .and investrnents,JüLth_us ~~!l:.t!_Qg_~_iti.e.~_l!I!_q tow_Q~_!Qat Ca.n.Q.~.generate jobs while also 
creating a rural crisis of g_rgwjng_di_mensions unmatched an where else. 

In Latin America, a continent that was largely rural at mid-century, urbanization levels are now 
beginning to stabilize - at roughly 80 percent! As might be expected in such a case, 
homelessness, shantytowns, the breakdown of traditional social structures, alienation, and 
crime can now be witnessed in any Latin American city. 

In the industrialized world, the growing urban problems associated with economie change, 
decaying infrastructure, environmental degradation, multi·ethnicity and violence offer funher 
testimony to the global nature of the challenges presented by the urban agenda. And unless this 
20th century urban agenda is addressed, its repercussions threaten to dominate and engulf the 
21 st century ju st dawning with a vast array of problems: increasing urban poverty; 
homelessness and substandard housing; unemployment and dissatisfaction among youths; 
social disintegration ethnic tension and violence; overly stressed urban infrastructure, land 
degradation; traffic congestion; air, water and noise pollution; Jack of adequate educational and 
training facilities; and epidernies (ranging from tuberculosis to AIDS), to ei te just a few on an 
ever-expanding list of pressing issues. 

Paradoxically, rather than offer solutions, these problems may well be intensified by two ether 
phenomena - democratization and economie liberalization - that the 20th century will bequeath 
the 21st. The tide of democratization that has characterized the post-Cold War world, while 
undeniably a positive force, also threatens instability, at least in the short term in aniculating 
pressing and unavoidable demands on the part of civil society. Likewise, economie 
liberalization, while in the long run likely to be a healthy influence on development, may, at 
least in unadulterated form, have short-run consequences unacceptable to many countries. 
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Need for New Policy Directions 

Thus, without the mediation of far-sighted policy and good govemance, the interplay of these 
dynamics can only be expected to create less stable, and potentially more explosive, situations 
as the numbers of urban poor grow and the pressures increase. 

In this sense, at least, it is clear that our cities are not working. On a global scale human 
settlements are deteriorating in urban as well as rural areas, and with that deterioration comes a 
threat of a new division - between rich and poor, within and between nations - that may well be 
the new polarity that characterizes the dawning era of global urban civilization. If such a 
polarization doesindeed become the dominant characteristic of the new world order, it wil! 
threaten our future in a way at least as dangerous as the period of East-West rivalry the world 
has just recently left behind. 

Without question, therefore, the focus of global social and economie development must be on 
the world's cities. 

The Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements (or the 
"City Summit" as UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros Ghali has dubbed it) held its first 
session in Geneva last year to begin the process of identifying the myriad issues that we are 
confronted with and to find a systematic strategy for actdressing them. This process of 
intergovernmental consultation and discussion, so vita! if we are to effectively mobilize global 
resources, will continue when the second session of the Preparatory Committee convenes in 
Nairobi in April, and then again when it comes tagether for its third session in New York in 
January 1996, culminating in June at the lstanbul Conference itself. 

The reconceptualization of the global agenda that is called for by the impact of a global urban 
civilization, however, is nota task that can be completed by Habitat alone. We wil!- we must
draw on the efforts, which, although perhaps starring from different perspectives, also engage 
many of the sarne issues. Notably, the Earth Summit held in 1992 in Rio, the United Nations 
Conference on Population and Development held in Cairo last year, the Social Summit to be 
held in Copenhagen next month and the Women's Conference to be held in Beijing this fall 
offer valuable insights as wel! as programme and policy innovations. As such, they represem a 
unique, open, and ongoing discussion as the United Nations prepares for the new century. 

Needless to say, this is not a simpte task. Wh at we must do requires a shift in our strategie 
orientation and approach, and as we begin our search for answers, it is increasingly apparent 
that yesterday's solutions are no longer sufficient. 

For example, although sustained economie growth in the developing world is necessary if we 
are to begin to deal with the problem of human settlements, economie growth in and of itself 
may create as many problems as it solves. The economie growth rates necessary to satisfy the 
mushrooming needs of the developing wortd's cities - some 5 to 6 percent a year in real terms 
are attainable. But the implications of unbridled growth on investments, housing, urban 
infrastructure, services, transport, industry, and other sectors are tremendous. And, perhaps 
most importantly, such growth would represent an unprecedent_e_Q__!le~ l:Jllrd~ll Q_Q_ an already 
overstressed and frägileëcosystem. 

A central problem in the implementatiol!_ _of an_y___Q9licy to address_suc_hj§sues lies in 
ascertaining the proper role of the state. Ju st a few short years a go there was full confidence in 
the role of the state to lead the processof human settlements development. Today, even as a 
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tide of democratization has swept the globe, bringing with it hope for revitalized public 
institutions, this confidence has given way to the realization of the limits of the state, and of the 
critica! importance of private economie forces and civil society as agents of development. 
Without state action and activity on some level - as an incubator for new technology 
development, in training and education, in public-private efforts to build capacity, and, not 
least of all, in maintaining social and poli ti cal stability to allow for economie development- it 
seems clear, however, that any effort will meet with failure. 

Policy Directions for Habitat 11 

As we strive to articulate a new development paradigm that can take into account the human 
settlements demand of our rapidly urbanizing globe, all that seems certain at this point is that 
there are, unfortunately, no easy, or popular answers. 

Nonetheless, identifying these challenges brings with it the obligation to point to solutions, and 
this, inevitably, leads me to my expectations for the second United Nations Conference on 
Human Settlements. For all the obvious reasons what follows is nota comprehensive agenda 
by any means. It is rather an outline of the principles that we must forge a consensus on, and 
of the goals that I think must, at a minimum be met, if we are to consider the conference a 
successin helping toprepare the international community toenter the 2lst century. 

First, a primary goal of the conference must be to raise awareness about the true nature and 
depth of the urban crisis. In a sense, the trend towards democratization that I discussed in 
terms of the added element of instability it can create also offers the best hope fora solution: 
mobilization of public sentimentand civic engagement at the global, national and locallevels 
offers the best hope for forging the necessary politica! commitment to address these problems. 
Without such a commitment, no policy, however wise, can be successfully implemented. 

Second, we must strive to base this new commitment on sustainability principles. This means 
learning more from each other from solutions that do workin practice ("best practices" and 
"win-win" options); establishing reachable objectives and monitoring our progress, using 
appropriate performance indicators; and identifying creative relations at creative solutions to the 
challenges of building capacity, measured in the ftrst instanee as human resource development. 
Such a measure includes the whole range of hu man capita! and skilis required if developing 
countries are to successfully complete the transition towards integration in the global 
development agenda. 

As an essential component of capacity-building, we also need to find ways to nurture and 
incubate partnerships at every level of social, politica!, and economie life, both within and 
between countries. Such partnerships - between local and national govemments, civil society 
organizations, public-private initiatives, and the like - are the necessary foundation for 
successful policy implementation, and offerthebest long-term hope that policy, once initiated, 
will be carried to term. 

Thirdly, and in conformity with the fundamental principle of equity, we must identify new 
strategies to reduce urban poverty while balancing the needs of the urban populations with 
environmental concerns. In this sense, it is my hope that we can arrive at suggestions that will 
allow the accelerated implementation of Agenda 21 drawn up at the Rio Summit and its goal of 
sustainable development. 
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I am convineed that the above directions can only be positively embarked on if all parties 
involved on decision-making and programme implementation are brought into the fold early 
on. Such "stakeholders" include communities, local governments, private enterprise, NGO's, 
national government entities and professionals such as yourselves. This participatory logic also 
applies to all the steps in the Habitat 11 preparatory process and beyond, that is in the 
presentation and implementation of national action plans, regional and global preparatory 
conferences as well as the preparation, adoption and implementation of the global plan of 
action to address the urban crisis. 

I offer this loosely configured plan not as an inflexible program, but as a suggested guide, 
pointing to the types of strategies that will be necessary if the global community is to 
successfully deal with the new urban era. It is my hope that you will find it helpful in your 
deliberations during the next three days. I know that the outcome of these deliberations will 
enrich the Habitat Il preparatory process. 

I want to close by telling you that the problems we face are critica!, but they are not 
insurmountable. Hard yes. Impossible to solve, no. 

The reconceptualization of the global agenda that is called for by the impact of the global urban 
civilization that will come into being shortly, however, is nota task that can be completed by 
Habitat alone. We will - we must - draw on the efforts of those such as yourselves, who, 
although perhaps starting from different perspectives, engage many of the same issues and 
offer valuable insight as well as program and policy innovations for us to consicter in 
actdressing all the dimensions of this issue. 

The United Nations Conference on Human Settlements is just a little than 17 months away. As 
we start down the road leading to Istanbul - the road that began in Rio - we must begin the 
journey in our own cities, the same cities, towns, townships, and hamiets where our journey 
willend. On the way, all our individuallives wil! be touched in one or another. For together 
these settlements are the sourees of civilization, propeiling notjustour economie development, 
but our social interaction and cultural attainments, the very humanity that helps give meaning 
and hope to life itself. 

It is in the interest of every nation, therefore, to see to it that these hurnan habitats - from the 
smallest to the largest - are made safe and liveable so that we pass on to our children an urban 
world that can sustaio them in harmony, an urban world rid of the shameful poverty, the 
inequality, the discrimination that still pervades its ghettos, an urban world at peace with the 
environment and with itself. 

This is our collective challenge. 
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UNDP AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT CO OPERA TION 

Jonas Rabinovitch 
UNDP- Urban Development Unit/Sustainable Energy and Environmental Division 

Abstract: 

The activities of UNDP are described in relation to urban development and cooperation. In 
particular the work of the urban development unit is highlighted. The UNDP adopted approach 
tourban problems is discussed, (the five) priority areas and projects. 

Keywords: UNDP, UMP, LIFE, Urban, Poverty, Strategy 

The text below was developed for the brochure "UNDP and Urban Development 
Cooperation". 

Introduetion 

UNDP-assisted urban development programmes are designed and implemented by 
govemments and NGO's in the developing countries. Assistance is channelled through a 
network of more than 130 field offices with the support of Regional Bureaux and other 
operational units of UNDP. 

At UNDP headquarters, the Urban Development Unit is responsible for providing technica!, 
advisory support to the field offices and operational units, rnanaging innovative urban 
programmes, such as LIFE, and monitoring UNDP-funded and agency executed programmes, 
including the UMP. 

The Unit is a part of the Management Development Govemance Division (MDGD) of the 
Bureau for Programme Policy and Support (BPPS). It consists of specialists in the fields of 
human settlements, urban management, water, waste management, urban planning, and 
participatory urban development, as wellas focal points in Regional Bureaux and operational 
units. The Unit works in close collaboration with HABITAT and other specialized agencies in 
the UN system. 

The urban trend 

It is estimated that the world's population will grow to 8.5 billion people by the year 2025. 
More than 5.5. biltion willlive in urban areas. 

The three largest cities wil! be Mexico City, Sao Paulo and Tokyo. Of the 18 cities with 
populations over 10 million, eight of the ten largest will be in the developing world, They will 
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include Calcutta, Bombay, Shanghai, Tehran, Jakarta and Buenos Aires. 

Cities in the developing world with more than four million inhabitants will also increase. In 
1960, there were nine; in 1980, there were 22; by the year 2000, there will be 50. 

Approximately half of the urban dweilers in developing countries willlive in cities of a million 
or more. 

By the year 2000, about half the poor willlive in urban areas - 90% of poor people in Latin 
America, 40% of the poor in Africa, and 45% in Asia. 

Unprecedented in scope, dramatic in consequence, and irreversible in direction, the rural to 
urban movement is inexorable. 

The paradox of urban poverty 

Cities have a dichotomous reality. They are places of need and plenty, growth and congestion, 
poverty and wealth. 

Structurally, urban poverty is connected to monetary and fiscal policies that lower real wages 
of urban workers, raise unemployment, keep prices high and restriet access to public services. 

Urban poverty exacts a cruel toll. As in rural areas, the poor are characterized by low calorie 
intake, disease and inadequate shelter. 

However, urban {lOverty presents a somewhat different visage than its rural counterpart. 
Children rummage through garbage landfills for food and other valuables. Many are homeless, 
and live on the streets. They often become prey to abuse and crime, which narrows their 
chances of becoming productive adults. 

Many women head families that live in slum settlements without safe water and adequate 
sewage facilities. Their access to income earning opportunities and basic services, such as 
education and training, is limited. Legal, administrative and social factors often block their 
access to land, credit and building rnaterials; 

All segments of the urban poor are subject to malnutrition, pneumonia, tuberculosis, 
HIV I AIDS, and other acquired, gasto-enteric and respiratory diseases associated with high 
popuiatien density. 

To think urban, however, is to think hope, not despair. Cities are indeed eentres of 
opportunity. Urban dweilers usually findabetter life. The assumption that urbanization leads 
to catastrophe is not borne out by fact. The poor are not satisfied to remain poor. They move to 
the city to imprave their condition. Cities thus become settings for the dynamic expression of 
human potential. 

Cities are catalysts for economie growth. The highest rates of urban population growth are 
associated with countries experiencing the highest rates of economie growth. Cities spearhead 
economie development. They transferm society through growth in the productivity of Iabour. 
The economies of scale found in large cities make them capable of generating goods and 
services in excess of their share of the nation al population. 
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Cities produce 60% of gross dornestic product, indicating a high average per capita 
productivity. Markets for Iabour, capitaland technology transferm advantages of location into 
higher incames and employment opportuni ties. 

Urbanization restructures social relations and alters life expectations. Child-bearing women 
usually insist on smaller families. As large families become in economie, the birth rate 
declines. As a result, braader social and economie choice open up for wamen, many of which 
are income-producing. 

The urban environment permits the efficient mobilization of people's energies and resources. It 
enhances the incame-generating ability of the informal sector and promotes education and skilis 
training. Greater participation in the urban economy leads to the creation of a skilied and literate 
work force. 

Thus, the promise of ei ties is ·ta liberate the mass of people from poverty, hunger, disease and 
premature death. 

UNDP's urban strategy 

The United Nations Development Programmes (UNDP) has adopted an approach to urban 
problems that links human development with economie productivity. It eneaurages strategies 
that promate equitable growth, and encourage gender equality and participatory development 

The goal is to enlarge peoples' choices by assisting in the development of their capabilities, 
improving their access to employment, credit, health and education, and increasing their 
participation in economie, social and politica! activities. 

UNDP promotes human development in urban areas through support for actions in five 
priority areas. 

Alleviating Poverty 

* promoting incame-generating activities for disadvantaged groups; 

* promoting the participation of women in shelter finance, vocational training, and incame
generating activities; 

* improving the productivity and income of the urban poor by supporting informal enterprises 
and investing in human resource development; 

* enacting appropriate economie policies to promo te the role of the urban in forma! sector; 

* expanding job opportunities through economie growth of smal! and medium-sized cities. 

Strengthening Urban Local Gaveromentand Administration 

* decentralizing power resources from the central gaveroment to municipalities, regionat cities 
and market towns, as wel! as strengthening the capacity of local authorities to plan and 
manage urban development programmes; 
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* improving municipal fmance, revenue generation and tax administration; 

* improving land management and information systems; 

* promoting participatory urban management through increased involvement of community 
organizations. 

Providin~ Urban Infrastructure. Shelter and Services 

* providing and maintaining urban infrastructure; 

* increasing shelter for the urban poor by improving their access to land, housing fmance and 
construction materials; 

* fonnulating national shelter strategies within the framework of the Global Strategy for 
Shelter to the Year 2000; 

* providing basic urban services such as education, primary health care and water supply and 
sanitation; 

* improving women's access to shelter, basic urban services and govemment facilities. 

Improvin~ the Urban Environment 

* upgrading waste management, energy use and alternative transport systems; 

* reducing air pollution; 

* improving the living environment of disadvantaged groups, including women, squatters and 
slum dwellers; 

* enacting legislation for urban environmental management; 

* incorporating environmental considerations in urban planning. 

Promoting the Private Sector and Non-govemmental Organizations <NGO's) 

* eneauraging private initiatives in the provision of urban housing and in the maintenance of 
urban infrastructure and services; 

* privatizing such se~ices as transportand water and waste management; 

* helping involve NGO's in the identification and implementation of local projects to alleviate 
poverty and imprave the environment. 

Types of projects 

Within the frameworkof gaveroment priori ties, UNDP plans to increase technica! assistance to 
deal with urban problems, supporting national, regionat and global urban development 
cooperation projects in the five priority areas. 
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At the nationallevel, UNDP provides assistance for country-specific, directly-targeted urban 
projects. As urban development involves multisectorial activities, assistance to a govemment is 
comprehensive and coordinated to achieve a lasring impact. The assistance package is designed 
to build institutions and eosure sustainability. Projects, which vary from country to country, 
are formulated by the govemment in collaboration with UNDP, NGO's and executing agencies 
of the UN System such as UNCHS/HABIT AT. 

At the re~onal and ~loballevels; urban development cooperation project include: 

* creating forums for examining innovative policies and tools for urban development that 
enhance the understanding of urban problems; 

* strengthening regional institutions for operational research and technica! cooperation; 

* contributing to the building of regional, national and municipal capacity through exchange 
of innovative policies and practices for urban managementand human settlements; 

* activities relating directly to national development objectives. 

Ongoing cooperation 

As of the first quaeter of 1993, UNDP, including the UN Capita! Development Fund 
(UNCDF), was assisting over 280 ongoing urban development and human settiement projects 
at a total cost of over US $ 470 million. Of this amount, $ 330 million was provided from 
UNDP resources and $140 million from government and third party cost sharing 
contributions. 
UNDP-assisted programmes are executed by specialized agencies of the UN system, and 
increasingly by developing country governments and NGO's. UNOP's main partner agency in 
the Urban Sector is the United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (HABITAT), which is 
promoting the role of ei ties in sustainable development, strengthernog urban managements, and 
coordinating the implementation of the Global strategy forShelter to the Year 2000. UNDP 
also works in close collaboration with the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), the 
international Organisation (ILO), the World Health Organization (WHO), the United Nations 
Population Fund (UNFPA), the United Nations Department of Development Support and 
Management Services (DSMS), Regional Commissions and the World Bank. 

The Urban Management Programme (UMP) and the Local lnitiative Facility for Urban 
Environment (LIFE) are examples of ongoing national, regional and global-level cooperation 
among partner agencies. 

Urban Mana&ement Programme (UMP) 

UMP is a ten-year global technical support programme designed to strengthen the con tribution 
that cities and towns in developing countries make toward human development, including 
economie growth, social development and the reduction of poverty. 

UNDP provides the core funding and overall monitoring for the UMP, HA BIT AT is the 
executing agency, with the World Bank as associated agency. In addition, the World Health 
Organization, bilateral donors and non-governmental organizations (NGO's) provide various 
types of support. 
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The Programme's uniqueness is its capacity to draw on the strengths of the three multilateral 
partner agencies to create a demand driven, coordinated approach to teehoical cooperation in 
five areasof concentration: municipal finance, land management, urban infrastructure, urban 
environment and poverty alleviation. 

Local Initiative Facility for Urban Environment CLIEE) 

The principal objective of LIFE is to promote "Local-Local" dialogue among municipalities, 
NGOs and community-based Organizations (CBO's) to improve the quality of the urban 
environment. Through LIFE, developing countries and multilateral and bilateral donor agencies 
recognize the crucial role local authorities, non-govemmental organizations and community
based organizations play in promoting sustainable urban environment and development. 

Eight countries - two per region - have been chosen for the fust phase of the LIFE program me. 
In each selected country a participatory consultalion wiJl be held to bring together NGO's, 
CBO's, local authorities, central govemment and the private sector to establish priorities and 
guidelines for the selection and funding of smali-scale project by a national selection 
comrnittee. Proposals for regionat and inteuegional activities are subrnitted by NGO networles 
and cities' associations. LIFE is executed by the Office for Project Services. 

Public-Private Partnership for the Urban Environment 

The purpose of the programme is to create a mechanism which can help promote the 
involvement of the private sector in programmes and projects actdressing urban environmental 
problems in developing countries. 

UNDP-BCSD collaboration: UNDP and BCSD had been collaborating prior to the United 
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED). UNDP was actively 
involved in the preparation of the book "Changing Course", one of the main contributions of 
the international business community to the UNCED process. Immediately after UNCED, 
UNDP and BCSD agreed to join forces in promoting a more active role for the private sector, 
particularly in the area of urban environment. This initialive is the result of our assessment of 
the needs and opportunities for greater private sector involvement in support of sustainable 
development goals. BCSD has ju st joined forces with WICE, of the International Chamber of 
Commerce, forming the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), 
which is also suppottive of this initiative. 

In September 1994 the Business Council for Sustainable Development (BCSD) decided to 
"spin-off" its activities through the creation of the Sustainable Project Management (SPM), a 
not-for-profit association based in Geneva, Switzerland. UNDP is supportive of the approach 
and the pragmatic advocacy role of SPM. This programme therefore represents a partnership 
between UNDP, SPM and the international community. 

Uniqueness of the Programme: UNDP has several on-going urban programmes, two of 
which already enjoy great donor support: the Local Initialive Facility for the Urban 
Environment (LIFE) and the Urban Management Programme (UMP). Whereas these two 
programmes are mainly oriented toward building capacities of govemments, municipalities and 
NGO's, the Public-Private Partnerships will focus on enhancing the role of the private sector 
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Selection of pilot ei ties: A small number of ei ties will be selected initially. In each of 
these ei ties, models of technology cooperation will be established. It is hoped that these models 
would be replicated in other cities. The main goal of the projects will be, therefore, the 
dissemination and exchange of technology and information. 

T)l?ical seguence of events: 

a. ldentification of pilot ei ties: There are strict selection criteria, which include, among others, 
interest on the part of the municipality, potenrial for private sector involvement over a relatively 
long period of time, and clearly established social benefits. UNDP will play an important role 
in the identification and negotiation with local authorities. The fmal selection is made jointly by 
UNDP, BCSD and the participating donors. 

b. Undertakin2 of pre-feasibility studies: The potential for private sector involvement is often 
not realized, for two reasons: lack of information, and unwillingness to provide risk capita! in 
the early stages of potential projects. The pre-feasibility study stage addresses these two 
problems by gathering data to demonstra te that a feasibility study is worthwhile. The main goal 
at this stage is to convince the private sector of the value of being associated with an in vestment 
phase. 

c. Undertakin2 of feasibility study: The feasibility study will be carried out if the following 
pre-conditions are met: funding for feasibility study (from the UNDP Trust Fund established 
for this purpose or from other funds), local interest, and interest on the part of the potential 
investor(s) to be involved right from the outset of the investrnent stage. 

d. Establishment of mixed capita! companies: In those cases where the feasibility study 
reeommencts follow-up implementation, a mixed company will be created to operate the 
implementation phase. This mixed company will typically be composed of local authorities, 
local entrepreneurs, and national[mtemational technica! partners. 

Innovative features of the programme: The innovative perspective of this programme is that it 
allows for a direct communication channel between local authorities and the private sector at 
various levels, creating opportunities for technology disseminarion and a positive impact on the 
most pressing urban environmental problems. Cities worldwide do not have a direct channel 
with external funding sources, but at the same time they represem potèntial investment 
opportunities bringing social, economie and environmental benefits. 

Proposed funding arrangement: UNDP proposes to provide the initia] seed funding but hopes 
to attract a number of additional contributions from ether donors. Preliminary positive 
responses have been received concerning the finance of several pre-feasibility and feasibility 
studies around the developing world as wel! as contributions into a Trust Fund established for 
this purpose. The final objective of the programme is to promate investments in the 
environmental area, which, at the same time, are sustainable, economically sound and socially 
conscious. 
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UNDP'S LIFE PROGRAMME: URBAN ENVIRONMENT, POVERTY 
ALLEVIATION, PARTICIPATORY PROCCESSES, AND CAPACITY 
BUILDING FOR THE CIVIL SOCIETY AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES 

Ricardo Neves 
Institute of Technology for the Citizen, Brazil 

Abstract: 

The paper describes the activities of LIFE, as one of the responses to support local authorities 
in improving the urban environment. It shows the LIFE agenda, the programme and the 
vanous phased act1v1ttes. 'Ihese actlvities are at country, regional and inter-regionallevels. 

Keywords: LIFE, poverty, urban, participation, capacity, building 

I. Background 

LIFE is one of the concrete responses of the international development community to support 
local authorities, NGO's and community based organizations (CBO's) to improve the urban 
environment. 

Within the UNDP framework of sustainable human development, LIFE is an initiative 
particularly concerned with the local innovations in urban sector which aim to contribute to 
poverty allevia ti on and to reverse environmental degradation. 

In February 1992 a consultalion was held at UNDP with mayors, cities associations, NGO's 
networks and bilateral donors to get their input in the programme design. In March 1992 
another consultation was held with multilateral agencies including UNCHS, UNICEF, ILO, 
and the World Bank to fmalize the final design. 

I I. The LIFE agenda 

The purpose of LIFE is to promate "local-local dialogue among municipalities, NGO's and 
CBO's in order to improve the quality of life of the urban environment. The main objectives 
are: 
• test and demonstrate strategies, processes, and smali-scale projects based on local level 

dialogue; 
• promote participatory approaches to draw on the full complement of hu man energy in the city 

especially the participation ofwomen's organizations; 
• strengthen the capacity of CBO's, NGO's and local authorities in identifying and 

implemenring local solutions to the urban environmental problems; 
• mobilize local resources to respond to the urban environmental problems. 

The LIFE efforts are expected to produce local solutions to the urban environmental problems 
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that directly affect urban residents, especially the poerest groups in the following issues: 
• inadequate provision of water supply and sanitation, 
• inadequate solid and liquid waste management, 
• air and water pollution, 
• accupation of hazard-prone areas, 
• inadequate access to means of livelihood (land, credit, and productive resources, largely as 

part of local projects addressing other urban environmental problems), 
• Jack of environmental education, 
• environmentally unfriendly technologies, 
• Jack of environmental considerations in urban planning. 

111. Programme design and support 

LIFE provide funding for demonstratien projects, institutional strengthening and collaboration, 
documentation, and interchange of information and experience, and the transfer and replicatien 
of successful approaches to urban environment. 

LIFE is presently initiating its Phase 2. During Phase I (1992-1994) with the financial support 
of the Governments of Sweden, the Netherlands, and Germany and from UNOP's SPR 
Poverty, SPR Environment and DGIP, LIFE conducted activities at the local/national (eight 
countries), regional and inter-regionallevels. Out of a$ 3.2 rnillion Phase 1 budget, allocations 
included $ 2.3 rnillion (72%) for countryilocal activities; $.5 rnillion (16%) for regional/inter
regional activities; and $.387 rnillion (12%) for global technica! support. 

The total budget for Phase 2 is $ 8.5 million and camprises $ 3,2 rnillion for the eight first 
countries; $ 3,2 million for the secend eight countries; $.8 million for regional projects (eight 
projects); $.8 million for inter-regional projects (eight projects); and $.5 rnillion for operational 
and technica! support. The resources are still being raised and the expectation is to have UNDP 
contributing with $1.5 rnillion and bilateral agencies with $7 rnillion. 

IV. Phase 1 (Sept. 1992 - September 1994) activities 

1 . Country level 

At the locallcountry level, LIFE has set in motion a process of dialogue and collaboration 
towards improving the urban environment. Initiating missions to eight pilot countries have 
been conducted involved discussion with over 260 persons and setting up a Preparatory 
Committee in each country. 

The pilot countries, two per region, include Pakistan, Thailand, Brazil, Jamaica, Egypt, 
Morocco, Tanzania and Senegal. 

National, Provindal and City Workshops 

National Consultatiens have been held in six countries invalving over 320 persons and 
identifying the country-specific strategies for LIFE. 

Each country conducts a one to three day national consultatien for 40 to 80 participants 
representing NGO's, CBO's,local authorities, the private sector, central govemment, bilateral 
agencies and multilateral organizations. Utilizing a highly participatory methodology of 
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discussion and planning, the participants detennine the priority issues facing the urban 
environment, the keys to successful small scale projects, the geographic focus of the 
programme and other strategie matters of programme implementarion. 

In some of the countries, for example, Pakistan and Egypt, provindal workshops have also 
been held to involve the local actors in dialogue and planning at a sub-narional level and to 
assist organizations in proposal formularion. And in other countries, Thailand and Brazil, for 
example, workshops have been held at the city and town level in order to bring the local actors 
together for discussion and coordinated acrivity. 

Narional Selection Committees 

Each country creates a National Selection Committee compose of eight to sixteen persons 
representing CBO's, NGO's and local authorities, as well as central govemment, bilateral 
agencies providing support and UNDP. These committees play an important role in the LIFE 
Programme and act as a forum for ongoing dialogue on urban environment improvement, 
review project proposals, assist the National Coordinator in visiting the applicants, apply the 
global and national selection criteria in a rigorous manner, select projects for funding, aid the 
Coordinator in monitoring projects, assist in mobilizing additional resources for the 
Programme, ensure the credibility and transparency of the Programme and its methodology 
within the larger society. · 

National Coordinators 

Each LIFE country has a National Coordinator who is the chief animator and facilitator of 
LIFE. The Coordinator are familiar with the local actors - NGO's, CBO's and municipal 
govemments - and with local urban environment issues. 
They assist local and national groups to plan and work together. They provide support to the 
small-scale projects with training and monitoring and work with many other actors - bilateral 
donors, multilateral organizations, national and provincial government, the private sector and 
research and training institutions. They also mobilize local resources and arrange for 
documentation, evaluation and disseminarion of information. 

Smali-scale projects 

Allocations for smali-scale projects total $ 1.86 million in direct support of activities by 
NGO's, CBO's and local authorities. To date projects have been funded in four countries with 
other countries beginning later in 1994. The smali-scale projects deal with a wide range of 
urban environmental issues including: 
• environmental management, 
• garbage colleerion in slum communities, 
• canal rehabilitarion, 
• sewerage improvement, 
• low cost sanitation, 
• recycling, 
• establishment of community cooperarives, 
• creation of green zones, and 
• environmental educarion. 
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Impacts in country level 

In its first year, there is evidence that LIFE has already had an influence on promoting national 
and local dialogue and collaboration of the local actors. The participants of LIFE in each 
country have already learned valuable lessons concerning "local-local" dialogue, e.g., the need 
to make strategie investments, the need to balance city and community level activities, and the 
need to assist local CBO's and NGO's in project presentation. Recommendations concerning 
the next steps of LIFE at the country level, include linking micro projects and macro policy 
fonnulation and conneering country activities with regional and inter-regional activities. 

2 • Regional level 

At the regional level, LIFE has provided support for four regional networks, including: the 
Asian Coalition for Housing Rights based in Bangkok for "People's Plan for the 2lst 
Century"; the Mega-Cities Project for "Transfer of Innovations between Asian Cities"; the 
International Union of Local Authorities (IULA) Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East, based 
in Istanbul, for the "Documentation and Exchange of Infonnation concerning Successful 
Projects and Institutions in Arab States Region"; and Environmental Development Action in the 
Third World (ENDA-TM) based in Dakar, for the "Documentation and Dissemination of 
Community based Approaches in West Africa". 

3 . lnter-regional level 

At the inter-regionallevel, LIFE has provided support for two inter-regional networks: Habitat 
International Coalition based in Mexico City for the "Promotion of Sustainable Technologies in 
Drinking Water and Sanitation Services in Urban Settings"; and the International Council for 
Local Environment Initiatives for the "Local Agenda 21 Initiative". In addition, presentations 
on the LIFE methodology were made at ten international conferences and workshops. Global 
resources mobilization efforts have involved ongoing contacts with several bilateral and 
multilateral agencies. 

V. Plans and Projections for Phase 2 (Sept. 1994 - Sept. 1996) 

Expansion 

In consultation with the Regional Bureaux, Country Offices and bilateral donors, LIFE will 
add four to eight more countries. The tentative list of countries currently being considered 
includes: Bangladesh, India, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Colombia, Ecuador, Lebanon, and 
Tunisia. In Phase 2, the projected budgetary requirements $ 8.5 million would support smali
scale projects in up to sixteen countries, as well as up to sixteen new regional and inter
regionar projects. 

Financial Support 

Financial support for Phase 2 will come from the Governments of Sweden, the Netherlands, 
Gennany, the USA, and the UK, the International Center for Sustainable Cities (Canada) and 
the International Development Research Center (Canada). The Government of the Netherlands 
will also fund WH O's Healthy Cities Project as a componentsof LIFE. From within UNDP 
funding will come from Asia Pacific 2000 (UMPAP) and from IPF in certain countries such as 
Tanzania and Bangladesh, and is anticipated fro SPR Poverty. Collaboration with UNCDF in 
Tanzania and Ethiopia is being explored. In addition, Resident Representatives and LIFE 
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National Coordinators are mobilizing local funds from the private sector, foundations, central 
and local governments, and bilateral donors. 

Monitorin~. Trainin~. Documentation. Evaluation. Disseminarion and lnterchan~e 

The National Coordinators and National Committees will provide ongoing monitoring and 
training of the smali-scale projects. Each project will be documented and evàluated so that 
successful methodologies can be disseminated and interchanged. 

Policy Dialo~e 

Based on successful methodologies of smali-scale projects, policy dialogue will be promoted 
by the National Selection Committees at the city, provincial, national and international levels. 

Leamin~ Process 

Even though LIFE is action-oriented, leaming through reflection-in-action is built into the 
programme culture. The methodology of LIFE is applicable to the operationalizing of 
sustainable human development in any of the four focus areas - poverty alleviation, 
environmental regeneration, actvancement of women and productive employment. In fact, 
LIFE promotes each of these themes through the entry point of improving the urban 
environment. 

VI. How to participate in LIFE 

LIFE is not only a Pro gramme, it is a way of promoting local urban environment impravement 
through dialogue and collaboration. Some of the ways to participate in LIFE include: 

• u se of the LIFE methodology at the municipal or nationallevel, 
• application to be a LIFE country of city, 
• support of LIFE projects with financial or teehoical inputs, 
• design of community-based LIFE project, 
• design of a regional or inter-regional LIFE project, 
• provision of matching-funds, 
• arranging a training session in the LIFE methodology, 
• sponsorship of an exploratory LIFE miss ion, 
• volunteering to assist LIFE at country or city level, 
• and sponsorship of a LIFE consultalion or workshop. 
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URBAN ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION: ABOUT 
BROWN, GREY AND GREEN AGENDAS 

Johan Boer 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Netherlands 

Directorate-General for International Cooperation 

Abstract: / 1 

In this artiele it is argued that a distinction should be made between a brown and a~ agenda 
for the urban environment. The forrner refers to the most acute threat to pubtic health, i.e. the 
biologica! contarninants at the micro-level: the household, the workplace and the neighbour
hood. The latter refers to the overburdening of local ecosystem caused by the concentrated 
economie activities. "Dte distinction becomes particularly relevant when we realize that for both 
agendas different interests and key actors are involved and thus, different strategies to be 
followed. 

Keywords: brown agenda, grey agenda, poverty alleviation, environment 

According to the announcement of the conference, the focus of this international meeting wiJl 
be on planning, decision- and policy making for urban land use and infrastructure in urban 
areas, with special emphasis on the so-called "Brown Agenda". As soon as the expression 
"so-called" is used, one may assume that definitions are either contraversial or in develop
ment. The adjective "brown" at least suggests that it is not green, the colour usually associated 
with bio-diversity, wetlands, ozone layers, etc. and the management of these natura! resour
ces. 

In order to get a clue what is meant by the "brown environment or brown agenda", two recent 
reports seem especially important. One has been issued by UNCHS for the Commission on 
Sustainable development and is called "Sustainable Human Settlements Development; 
implementing Agenda 21 ". The second has been prepared for the "Urban Management 
Prograrnrne", and is titled: "Toward Environmental Strategies for Cities: Policy Conside
rations for Urban Environmental Management inDeveloping Countries" 

The first souree describes the "Brown Agenda" ... "in the following terrns the most critica! 
problems in human settlements are the health impacts of urban pollution". Collectively dubbed 
"the brown Agenda", this set of issues is closely linked to the poverty & environment relation
ship. Sirnilarly, many of the problems of access by low-income groups to basic services, 
land, housing and health care are grounded intheir poverty. A focus on the "Brown Agenda" 
and urban poverty lends itself toa comprehensive and strategie multi-sector - and thus multi
actor- approach to sustainable development, through which many of the separate sectoral goals 
of Agenda 21 can be achieved in a more effective way ... " 

The second source, the UMP report, describes the "brown Agenda" as: .. . "the immediate and 
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most critica! environmental problems such as: Jack of safe water, sanitation .and drainage; 
inadequate waste management; uncontrolled emissions from motor vehicles, factones and low 
grade dornestic fuels; accidents linked to congestion and crowding; and the occupation and 
degradation of environmentally sensitive lands; as well as the inter- relationships between these 
problems". The problems are closely linked to the overall development process, to poverty and 
productivity as well as to broader macro-economie performance. 

The descriptions are almost sirnilar, though the emphasis differs: the fust description emphasi
zes the relationship between poverty, health and environment. The second does not ignore the 
poverty issue, but the focus is primarily on productivity and the irnplications of urban produc
tivity at a city wide and even national scale. My initia! observation that at present the Brown 
agenda is not unambiguously defined seems therefore to contain a grain of truth. The concept 
needs further clarification and demarcation in at least the direction of poverty alleviation. Since 
the concept of the Brown agenda seems in full development it might need a bit of pushing and I 
would like to share some of our thoughts here. 

The urban environment in the Dutch development Cooperation 

In The Netherlands development cooperation, poverty alleviation is a core element of the 
development policy together with issues such as gender and environment In a recently publis
bed policy document "Urban Poverty Alleviation", produced by the Urban Poverty Section of 
our Ministry, the relationship between poverty and environment is extensively addressed. 

Breaking through and reversing processes of impoverishment is and will remain central to our 
policy. The govemment's framework policy document "A World of Difference", states that 
poverty has an economie, social and politica! dimension. The econoi;llÎc dimeosion refers to 
inequitable access to natura! and produced resources. The social dimeosion relates to inade
quate basic services and living conditions, in other words, minimum facilities which are 
necessary if people are not to be excluded from development Finally, the politica! dimeosion 
involves looking after the interests of the poor and allowing fortheir participation in decision
making processes. 

Improving the socio-economic.circumstances of the poor by enabling them to meet their basic 
needs and developing local institutional frameworks, are in our view the main routes by which 
urban poverty can be addressed in specific terms. In this respect the distinction between ~ 
and~t methods of alleviating poverty is quite relevant. By direct methods to alleviate 
poverty, activities are meant which are undertaken in cooperation with the poor or on their own 
initiative, whereas indirect methods refer to measures designed to improve the situation of the 
poor in which they are not actively involved. 
For either to succeed they need to build on thorough analysis of the situation as perceived 
"from the inside", in other words through the perspective of the target groups. In this context I 
would like to refer to the work such as that of Carotine Moser in Guayaquil, Ecuador fol
lowing urban neighbourhoods in-depth over prolonged periods of time, leaming to know their 
coping and livelihood systems. Policy measures to increase urban productivity by improving 
the infrastructure, the functioning of the market, or the capacity of the local govemments can 
certainly make a positive contri bution to the circumstances of the urban poor but are in our 
opinion necessary complements to the bottorn-up approach building on livelihood systems and 
perceptions of investments of urban citizens, rather than isolated autonomous approaches. 
The key issue in combatting poverty, in our opinion remains to identify the forces and 
mechanisms that rnaintaio the downward spiral of poverty and impoverishment as perceived 
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from the inside and proceed from there. From the outside, it might seem as if the informal 
housing and employment provide for many most basic needs of the poor. But paradoxically, 
life in the informal sector is not only inadequate, it is also expensive, time consuming and 
wasteful. The costs of informality make life disproportionately expensive for those involved. 
To break out of this vicious circle, bottlenecks in informal system as seen from the inside need 
to be identified, the logic of the participant needs to be understood and solutions need to build 
on the bottlenecks as seen and perceived by the those directly involved. All very obvious you 
might think. The difficulty is, however, that the basic notion of victims which often underlies 
our thinking and acting in urban poverty gets bentand needs to be adjusted. If we take a time
out to listen and observe we might become impressed by the capability to cope by those whom 
we call 'target groups. By listening we also gain new insights and opportunities. In this sense 
we strongly urge for a better blending of knowledge from the inside and expertise coming from 
the outside. 

The Brown and Grey Agendas 

In the vicious circle of urban impoverishment, there is a clear relationship between poverty 
and the deteriorating environment. Within that quickly degrading environment we distinguish 
a "brown" and a "grey" agenda. This distinction is not to complicate matters, nor does it 
pretend a conceptual framework or an academie device. It is ju st a consequence of a funda
mental choice in which the emphasis of urban poverty alleviation is put on "bottom-up" 
development and a "from the inside" perspective. 
In this view, the brown a~enda refers to the main and most acute threat to the quality of living 
environment and public health; i.e. the biologica! pathogens in the immediate surroundings, 
mainly due to substandard housing, inadequate sanitation and waste management, indoor 
pollution, and of course in the quality of drinking water and food. In other words, environ
mental problems as they present themselves at micro-level: i.e the household, the workplace 
and the neighbourhood. 

The !ifeY environment, on the other hand, refers to the local ecosystem and addresses the 
urban polJution of ground and surface water, the uncontrolled emissions of combustion gases 
from factories and motorized traffic polluting the air; and inadequate hazardous waste 
management , polluting the soil. These issues are equally serious but, generally speaking, are 
less acute and health threatening than the contaminants belonging to the brown agenda. The 
grey agenda, is furthermore a meso-level agenda, with city-wide implications, invofving 
different actors for which different measures and institutional arrangements are needed. 

The relevanee of a brown-grey distinction. 

Though the brown and grey agendas do overlap to a certain extent, I would like to suggest two 
major reasons for dealing with them separately: 

1. It emanates from the above that "brown agenda" ,'bottom-up and 'from inside" approaches 
are intimately linked. A wareness raising, participation and community involvement are basic 
steps in tackling these acute problems at a large, and broad based scale. 

In an address made by Mr. Wally N'dow, SG WHC II, titled "the human face of the urban 
environment" made at the World Bank Conference on Environmentally Sustainable Develop
ment in September last year, he expressed his deep concern about the urban crisis by giving the 
following illustration: 
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A mother. trying to keep her large family together in a teemingsquatter area. withno running 
water or sanitation facilities ... who copes with the diseases of her children's bocties and the 
despair and hopelessness of her children's mincts .. does not need to be told "that something 
has to be done". She is her own reality check. She does not need our statistics to back up her 
own condition. She does not need to be told that a crisis is upon us ... " 

Statistica! indicators such as poverty lines are useful tools, of course. But they are unable to 
reflect the coping mechanisms in a degrading physical and social (!) environment in urban 
areas. A staristic for the burden of disease, such as the DAL Y (Disability Adjusted Life Year, 
which combines losses from premature death and lossof healthy life resulting from disability) 
may give a significant correction. It has been shown for developing ei ties that more than 50% 
of the DALY is caused by environrnental factors, cornpared toabout 10% in cities in the North. 
(source: RIVM 10/2/95). But again it is no real alternative to getting to know coping 
mechanisms. 

Secondly enhancing the productivity of the urban economy is generally seen as a major 
remedy to combat rnass poverty in the long run. But whose productivity is most likely to 
grow? That of the economie elite in the forma! sectors or that of the majority involved in the 
inforrnal sectors of the urban economy? And,. how sure are we that the expected (trickling 
down) effects will actually reach the poor? Do the poor have a say in the redistributive 
rnechanisms of that expected growth or are they rather to bear the burden of the ever increa
sing pollution of urban air, soil and water, now dubbed as the "Grey Agenda"? 

Speaking about the grey agenda, lessons to be leamed from the cities of our Asian Tigers are 
illustrative. 
Quoted in a very recent artiele titled (Wir leben im Schweinesta/1; we live in a pigsty") in the 
German magazine "Der Spiegel", the former Indonesian minister of Environment Mr. Emil 
Salim, prediets that Jakarta will be unlivable in the next century. In Bangkok, lead contents in 
blood of school kids exceed four tirnes the acceptable limits. In Taiwan 90% of the rivers are 
polluted by heavy metals, and about 70% of the water stock has dried up. And to end this 
litany it might be recalled that in South Korea at the beginning of 1994 a quarter of the 44 
million inhabitants had no drinking water frorn their taps. Main eau se: pollution of the Naktong 
river due to incompetent management. 

This in essence illustrates why for the Netherlands the brown agenda is a meaningful com
plement to the notion of a grey agenda. 

Towards environmental strategies for the cities 

My last point touches upon one of the most fundamental issues in the search for environmental 
strategies for urban areas the politica! component of poverty: i.e. good govemance and institu
tional development. What are appropriate policy interventions, how to design regulatory frame
works, how to reinforce thern and how to make the real users and polluters pay? 

Let me first be clear about the limited role of the donor cornmunity:. Weil over 95% of in
vestments in hurnan settlernents come frorn local sources; i.e. the householcts and the local 
private and public sectors. In other words, donor agencies can only play a minor catalytic role. 

But back again to the environmental strategies; the question is: what priority actionscan be 
taken to turn the tide? In UMP-report no. 18, five priority areas to respond to the above 
described environrnental problerns indeveloping cities are rnentioned: 
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1. Mobilisation of pubtic support and participation by invalving 3 groups of actors: those 
whose interests are affected by the problems as well as proposed strategies and plans, i e. 
the citizens or constituencies; those who control policies and interventions; and those who 
possess relevant information and expertise. 

2. Improving environmental policy interventions and instruments. Importantinstrumentsin 
this respect are: economie instruments (such as user charges, resource pricing, pollution 
taxes and subsidies); regulatory instruments (technology standards, permits and public 
health codes); property rights; land management (spatial planning, zoning, etc.) and infor
mation (GIS and EIA) 

3. Enhancing the effective management of urban infrastructure and service systems such as 
disposal operations and transport systems. 

4. Strengthening institutional capacity;apart from the formal institutions a main question here 
is what non institutionalized institutions exist, and fmally 

5. Building a data and knowledge base regarding the nature, extent and processes of environ
mental degradation. 

The Urban Poverty Alleviatien programme of the Netherlands actively supports actions in all 
five priority areas. The first two priority areas are mainly supported through multilateral 
programmes by agencies such as UNCHS (Habitat), UNDP, WHO and the World Bank. As 
for the third priority area, the functioning of urban systems, support is given to several 
programmes which are focused on smal! scale waste collecting and disposal systems, Iabour 
intensive recycling facilities, urban mobility, in particular the non-motorized transport com
ponent. The programme also underlines the need for instutional capacity building for the urban 
environment and supports such programmes in India, Peru and Bolivia .. Finally, closing the 
knowledge gap is no less a serious issue. Quite recently an interesting a six year programme 
has been launched which aims at the generation and disseminarion of waste related knowledge 
and, most particularly, how to make this knowledge accessible to and applicable for low 
income communities and micro-enterprises. 

The support for the five priority actions has one thing in common: it is aimed at the produc
tivity of the urban poor rather than at urban productivity at large, an strategy of which the 
marginalizing effects for the effects for the major part of the urban societies are still poorly 
understood. 
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POLICY ISSUES FOR A LIVEABLE AND SUST AINABLE URBAN 
ENVIRONMENT 

Abstract: 

Leo H. Kokhuis 
Director-General of Housing 

Ministry of Housing, Sparial Planning and Environment, the Netherlands 

The paper discusses the strong relationship between the built environment and sustainable 
deveioement. It stipulates that sustainable development is not impossible, nor difficult or 
expens1ve. A cohesive approach is necessary and possible if and when basedon transfer of 
knowledge and information and on a structure of responsibilities. 

Keywords: environment, housing, sustainability, responsibilities, policies 

Both nationally and internationally, sQstainable developm~t is an important subject. The 
relationship with the built-u~ environment is obvious. I shall deal with this subject from my 
view as Director-General o Housing. My account of this is set against a background of 
practical policy. 

The Mi nistry of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment in the Netherlands is responsible 
for "the quality of a sustainable residential environment". This concern rises from the Dutch 
Constitution. In concrete terms, this means: 

- a sustainable environment; 
- properly equipped space for the Netherlands; 
- availability of quality- and affordable dwellings. 

I shall begin with the last point- housing. I shall then draw parallels with the environment and 
equipped space: the residential environmenL 

Housing 

Housing in the Netherlands has entered an important new phase. In past decades, adequate 
housing has been an active concern of national government. We have also ensured that 
housing remains affordable and offers good quality. However, the situation within the 
housing system has changed drastically in recent years. National government has taken an 
important step backwards, to create space for the own responsibility of the individual and of 
local bodies, who have better understanding of specific local situations. These are, in 
particular, the local authorities, the market operators and the non-profit housing associations 
(the latter being commissioned by law to fulfil social housing needs). "Decentralisation" and 
"autonomy for housing associations" are therefore now the key words. This is accompanied by 
new, but less regulation. 
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As I have already mentioned, we in the housing sector are faced with a major housing 
shortage. Nearly a million homes must be added between 1995 and the year 2005 on good, 
clean locations and preferably close to - or even in - the city. 

Living expenses remaio a matter of concern. After all, housing must remaio affordable to the 
lowest incomes. Quality of life in residential neighbourhoods and estates brings me back to the 
central theme of my introduction. 

Sustainability and housing construction 

I need oot tel! you that the Netherlands is a smal! country, one of the world's most densely 
populated ones. With its traffic, its building activities and its industry, the city is a burden on 
its surroundings and ultimately on the global environment. You could say that the city -
together with the people in it- is both the originator and the victim of environmental problems. 
So, rules are needed to keep the often conflicting interests in an urban environment in balance. 
The aim is to create a pleasant residential conununity. People must be able to fee! happy and 
safe in the surroundings in which they live, work and relax. And thát we must also secure for 
coming generations. 

But putting this into practice is certainly not easy. We, too, are racking our brains to find 
solutions. For example, we are only just discovering that it is no lasting solution to do 
something only about the physical environment - such as improving old city areas through 
urban renewal - without also paying attention to the creation of job opportunities and personal 
safety. Awareness of the inter-relationship between the problems has persuaded the Secretary 
of State for Housing, who took office in the new cabinet last year, to -amongst other things
highlight two key factors in housing policy: namely Liveability and Sustainable Development. I 
shall deal with both these key factors. 

Liveability 

As I said, "liveability" is a concept that is composed of a number of associated factors. It is a 
matter oot only of .ahsence of noise, crime and the like, but also of ~sence of good dwellings, 
adequate facilities and security. In the Netherlands, "liveability" is a policy item, especially in 
the large cities. 

As I have already mentioned, particular efforts have been made in recent years towards urban 
renewal. The process of urban renewal has already been wholly or partly completed in many 
pre-war areas. This tackles the "physical" part of the residential environment especially, that is 
the quality of dwellings and the residential environment have greatly improved. Nonetheless, 
there is particular dissatisfaction in several areas of urban renewal regarding residential 
environment and quality of life. Here, we see an accumulation of such problems as 
unemployment, crime, drug nuisance, conflicting lifestyles, vacant properties and pollution. 
The threat of physical separation between ethnic groups is also worrying. 

A cohesive approach is necessary. In my view, the strength of viabie liveability policy lies in 
three key concepts. Firstly, in cohesion, secondly in area orientation, and thirdly in 
cooperation. By cohesion I mean that added value of an investment in, for instance, the 
residential environment will begreater if steps are taken at the same time to improve security 
and jobs. Area-orientation is important because one neighbourhood is not like any other. 
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Different areas have different problems and so sometirnes require a different approach. Finally, 
by cooperation I mean a common approach. Promoting the liveability of neighbourhoods and 
estates is essentially something for the people themselves and secondarily for the municipal 
authorities. The national govemment cannot solve the problems, but can create conditions or 
try to remove any restrictions - for instanee in its own regulations. Local authorities and 
housing associations play an ever more important role in this. 

A promising approach to improve the liveability is undertaken in Amsterdam in the Mercator 
square area. The local authorities have destined the area (with great historie and cultural 
heritage) as the action area. Broad based negotiations among inhabitants, owners, authorities, 
housing associations, police, shop keepers etc. have already resulted in a steep decline in 
feelings of unsafety. The housing stock has already been successfully renovated in accordance 
with its original architectural design. The authorities expect an equal success from the 
restructuring of pub! ie spaces. 

Sustainable construction 

Much knowledge and experience has been gained in the Netherlands in recent years with 
sustainable construction through experimentation and pilot projects. You may have the 
opportunity of visiting the Ecolonia demonstration housing project at Alphen aan de Rijn. 
Fortunately, sustainable construction is becoming increasingly "more self-evident" in the 
Netherlands. Sustainable construction has left the starting pad and need now be no exception. 
We have made it our aim to include sustainable construction as a logica! component of the 
normal construction process. It has already got through to many people that concern for the 
environmental effects of construction is no Jonger a prerogative of some do-gooders. City 
administrators, developers, landlords, residents and builders must now take it to heart. 
National government is taking the necessary steps to promote the process. I shall briefly 
mention the most important ones. 

With the construction of~ dwellings, the government has a direct potential for control by 
making technica! requirements as to sustainable quality. At the present time, some of these 
requirements are already in force, for example in energy saving. Supplementary requirements 
wil I be considered in the coming months, for example regarding waste lirnitation, water saving 
and extending the usefullife of dwellings. With regard to sustainability, national govemment 
wiJl make working arrangements with urban authorities (cooperative arrangements amongst 
municipalities). This wil! then, for example, include the use of building materials but also 
opportunities for the solar orientation of dwellings, urban heating and water removal from the 
area. Regarding the last point, the enormous flooding of the major rivers that has threatened the 
Netherlands in recent weeks indicates only too wel! that in this country water management is 
tremendously important and topical. 

Opportunities for sustainable construction are rather more difficult when dealing with existin2 
~ than with new building. Workon an existing dwelling means a fair amount of nuisance 
for residents and is usually more costly. The quality of the Dutch housing stock and residential 
environment is generally good. However, environmental quality leaves something to be 
desired in eertaio respects. For example, many homes are still inadequately insulated. So we 
must make sure that sustainability is incorporated in the maintenance and management of 
dwellings. The govemment will develop a strategie plan in the foreseeable future to bring this 
about. In the meantime, arrangements have been made with housing managers in the 
Netherlands on insulating the existing stock with a view to energy saving. 
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Sustainable construction does not need to be difficult or expensive. And that is of crucial 
importance. Knowled~e transfer and information on all aspects of sustainable construction is 
therefore one of the mainstays of policy. Concrete demonstratien projects and experimental 
schemes exist in the country. Practical, useful information is also available in the form of 
manuals, while a course exists for local government and housing association officers. The 
Housing Experiments Foundation in The Netherlands, for example, plays an important role in 
this. This organisation - set up and financed by the Ministry -supports practical initiatives by, 
amongst other things, offering actvice and giving examples. 

Condusion 

Concluding we can make the following observations: 
- firstly, we have agreed upon a new structure of ~nsibili!!_~s among_!he market parties in 

the housing process: more decentrali~l!.tion o..f_r:!!andates and more self-reliance of market 
parties; 

- second.ly, a crucial part are the ~otiatioll.~?:l}_c!_!lgr~.!!!~.!m ~tween all partners in the field; 
- third.ly, regarding liveability and sustainability there is a reapprai~J!l towards the social 

dimension! 

I am a ware that national government does not have a monopoly of wisdom in these matters. 
We, too, are racking our brains at to how to create a liveable and sustainable urban 
environment. You can never rest on your laurels; we have to stay awake! You can see this 
once again from the entirely unexpected threat to our dykes. 

Conferences such as this one offer us an opportunity to exchange knowledge and experience 
and to discuss alternatives. I greatly appreciate the efforts made by the organizers and all 
guests. 
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SUST AINABLE CITY POLICY: 
ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENT AL, TECHNOLOGICAL 

Peter Nijkamp, Roberto Camagni and Roberta Capello 
Free University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

Environrnental probieros have become world-wide concern for econornists, as is witnessed by 
the development of many theories and Qolicies airr~ü1g to drive the economy towards a 
"sustainable econo'!!Y'. The problem becomes even greater if we speale about c1t1es: as 
recognised in many studies, more than 80% of the world population lives in cities, where 
quality of life and environmental concerns undermine all advantages associated with 
agglomeration econornies. 

The vast experience in terms of theoretica! and empirica! substance which has been built up 
around the theme of "sustainable economy" has only partially helped to generate a framework 
for an "urban sustainable development": the city is in fact by definition an "artificat 
environment", where well established concepts of "environmental econorniçs" (such as natura! 
capita! stock, natura! environment) can hardly be transferred and applied, in the way they are 
theoretically formulated. 

The first scope of the paper is to offer an analytica! framework for "urban sustainable 
qevelopment" to present the main economie concepts that are hidden under this label. In 
particular, various "environments" co-exist in a city: the natura! .. the artifact and the social 
environment. Each of them generates positive and negative externalities for the city, since each 
of them represent "use advantages" and "usc; co_g~" for a city. If this is true, then it is a 
plausible assumption that the inlegration of these three "environments" has to be supported 
with specific intervention policies. The main aim of this paper is to highlight the possible 
intervention policies which may be developed to achieve a balanced "sustainable development". 

Keywords: urban sustainabilities; public policies; market interventions; technology oriented 
strategies 

I. Introduetion 

In the context of sustainable city policy it should be recognised that ei ties are not passive sparial 
units victimised by anonymous global environmental developments, but may play an active 
role in producing sustainable development in a multiplicity of relevant fields, such as housing, 
employment or environmental quality. This promising profile of the city as a window of 
environmental opportunities is increasingly coming to the fore in institutional agenda formation 
for sustainable development, not only for the developed world but also for the developing 
world. This means that urban development planning has to address a wide variety of issues 
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and objectives regarding the economy, the environment, the cultural heritage and the socio
economie distribution of costs and benefits. Clearly, there is not a uniform panacea for 
sustainable urban planning, as there are site-specitïc environmental, economie, politica! and 
socio-cultural condinons in all ei ties of our world. In addition, representation and participation 
of citizens and the business sector in all aspects of urban life are critical (cf. Healey and 
Williarns, 1993), as a sustainable city has to be created by people themselves. 

Strategies favouring sustainable city development mayalso be varied in nature, ranging from 
in formation carnpaigns to financial incentives or strict regulations. Such strategies, which may 
inter al ia concern economie sectors, social groups or land use in the city, should of course be 
consistent with sustainability policies elsewhere (adjacent areas, or higher geographicallevels) 
up to the level of global environmental policy-making. In view of the threats caused by spatial 
environmental spillovers to other areas - a phenomenon also witnessed by concepts like 
weak/strong sustainability or extema.Vintemal sustainability - a coordinated action is needed to 
prevent spatial imbalances in sustainability policy at all levels and in all regions of an 
interconnected sparial system. 

It is thus clear that sustainable city policy requires a multi-faceted strategy, in which socio
economie interests are brought in harmony with environmental and cultural interests. Such 
ideas have already been advocated more than a decade ago by Lynch (1981) who claimed: "The 
good city is one in which the continuity of this complex ecology is maintained while 
progressive change is permitted" (p.ll6). Lynch suggests five dimensions for judging such an 
urban quality: vitality, sence, fit, access and controL It goeswithout saying that the empirica! 
application of such principles will require much applied research on sustainability conrotions in 
a variety of urban settings. 

In this context, the position of Third World cities deserves more attention (see also Nijkamp, 
1995). Cities in the developing world are often facing a serious struggle for continuity and 
survival on the basis of short-run economie interests. Even though it is widely recognised that 
favourable environmental quality conrotions are a sine qua non for long-term sustainability, 
severe short-term survival behaviour prevents many cities from developing a co-evolutionary 
strategy in which economie interestsare brought in harmony with the urban ecology. Poverty 
situations are apparently playing a more privileged role than the strive for environmental quality 
irnprovement 

Nevertheless, the dilemma between micro rationality and collective sustainability policy ought 
to be considered also from the opposite perspective. Low environmental quality (including 
poor sanitary conditions) generates a multiplicity of negative stimuli for human health, 
education and social welfare and is hence detrimental to the welfare position of the 
economically less privileged and at the end at odds with a sustainable urban habitat. 

This observation justifies strict pubtic environmental housing and health policies in Third 
World cities, as investments in these sectors will pay off in economietermsin the long run. In 
this respect, there is in the long term no conflict of interest between urban economie 
development and urban environmental sustainability. 

The reasoos for the increasing importance attached to urban environmental policies are 
manifold. An important background phenomenon is the recent recognition that more than 80% 
of the world population Jives in cities, where quality of life and environmental concerns 
undermine many socio-economie advantages associated with urbanisation. Moreover, cities 
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represent the location of most production and consumption activities of modern economies, 
and hence are for this reason the largest consumers of energy and materials. To the same ex tent 
cities generatea significant share of global environmental pollution. 

The importance attached to the locallevel of analysis and policy-making is conceivable and in 
recent publications a more thorough justification has been given for the necessity to develop 
sustainability policies at a localleveL Given the role of cities as vehicles for economie growth, 
a significant share of environmental issues is generated in urban areas. Hence, it seems to be a 
prornising departure to look at ei ties as focal points for analyses and policies regarding global 
environmental detriments, such as greenhouse gas ernissions of carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, 
methane, etc. Such emissions tend to be rather concentrated in the urban area, while they 
generate at the same time environmental problems at a global scale. 

Recent years have witnessedan increasing concern on urban environmental questions, e.g. the 
Greenhook on the Urban Environemnt by the EC, the Report on Environmental Policies for 
Cities in the 1990s by the OECD, the STOA report on the Technological City for the European 
ParHamentand the Report on Urban Air Pollution in Megacities of the World by UNEP and 
WHO. 

Various new concepts for coping with urban environmental decay have been introduced in the 
meantime, such as the "green city", the "eco-city", the "liveable city", the "resourceful city", 
the "zero-emission city" or the "sustainable city". The importance attached to the locallevel of 
analysis and policy-making is conceivable and in recent publications a more thorough 
justification has been given for the necessity to develop sustainability policies at a localleveL 
In the context of sustainable city concepts it has to be recognised that in most developed 
countries the rnajority of the people live in urban areas and than most value added is generated 
in urban-economic activity spaces. Consequently, also a significant share of all pollutants is 
generated in urban areas. Hence, it seems to be a promising departure to regard cities as focal 
points for analysis and policy regarding local and global environmental quality problems. Most 
of environmentally darnaging emissions are caused by human activities (e.g. industry, 
consumption, transport, etc.) and, of course, not all of these are the result of our "urban way 
of living". But the specific lay-out and lifestyle of cities or urban areas does generally and 
world-wide cause various types of unnecessary greenhouse gas emissions. Motorized 
transport is of course a major contributor to such emissions, but also related activities such as 
industrial activies, the built environment, waste management, (lack of) district heating or 
combined heat and power technologies may exert a significant influence. 

While the reasons for advocating intensified environmental concerns at the urban level are more 
and more accepted and clear, the question how to overcome such concerns is still fraught with 
many difficulties. The aim of the present paper is to formulate some policy guidelines - based 
on economie principles - fora "sustainable city"; it is an ambitious aim, since a unique and 
operationally defined "recipe" is difficult to envisage. An urban policy fora sustainable city 
needs to take different (and contrasting) aspects and many conflicting interests into 
consideration, while many politica!, social and economie frictions need to be overcome. 

In light of the previous background observations, the structure of the present paper is the 
following. A description of various aspects and concepts concerning sustainability issues at the 
urban level is given in Section 2. Section 3 then provides some considerations on possible 
technological, economie and environmental urban policies, by creating a typology of policy 
tools associated with different causes of urban decline. Section 4 provides some new - and 
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partly provocative - suggestions for specific urban sustainability policies; in particular it deals 
with the problem of urban sustainability indicators, measures, and critica! tlrreshold levels at 
which urban sustainability policies should be implemented. Some reflective remarks wil! 
conclude the paper. 

2. Sustainable City as a New Concept 

2.1. The interaction between three critical environments 
The definition of "sustainability" is still ambiguous; it has provoked many debates and many 
interpretations have been given to this concept (see Van den Bergh, 1991; Van Pelt et al., 1995 
and Van Pelt, 1993). It is not the aim of this papertoenter this (never ending) semantic debate. 
However, the importance of the sustainability concept for the purpose of this paper is quite 
evident. 

The vast literature on the concept of sustainability at a global scale contains, however, some 
common agreements on various critica! aspects, namely: 

- sustainability does not only refer to environmental protection, but embraces also economie 
and social aspects. As the well-known Brundtland report "Our Common Future" (1987) 
states: " ... a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, the direction of 
investments, the orientation of technological development and institutional changes are made 
consistent with future as well as present needs" (p. 46). This implies that the -environmental 
utilisation space has to be related to social and economie factors; 

- sustainability relates to a dynamic, balanced and adaptive evolutionary process, i.e., a 
process in which a balanced use and management of the natura! environmental basis of 
economie development is ensured (Nijkamp and Perrels, 1994). A basic underlying principle 
may take for granted that the stock of natura! resources should not be depleted beyond its 
regenerative capacity, a principle according to which sustainability is traditionally interpreted 
(see Opschoor and Turner, 1994; Pearce et al., 1989). This implies essentially a dynamic 
carrying capacity. 

Our definition takes these two aspects as a starting point for the interpretation of what is meant 
by "urban sustainability". Clearly, first an effort to relate them to an urban setting is needed. 

A city is in fact by definition an artifact environment, where the natura! environmental aspects 
have already been sacrified to the creation of urban agglomerations. Consequently, it is a 
serious question to describe what is meant by a "sustainable city". Especially, the more 
diffused and common interpretation of a sustainable city as a city in which "natura! 
environmental aspects" are given first priority in urban policy is somehow a limited 
interpretation, since it would underestimate, or even forget, the positive aspects related to the 
agglomeration advantages (synergy) in the city. These positive aspects stem primarily from the 
social and economie environments of a city and provide an explanation for the existence of this 
efficient and intricate organisation of space and time for all human activities over the last 
centuries. We wil! take our orientation in Haughton and Hunter (1994) who describe a 
sustainable city as "one in which its people and businesses continuously endeavour to imprave 
their natura!, built and cultural environments at neighbourhood and regional levels, whilst 
working in two ways which always support the goal of global sustainable development" (p. 
27). Their definition means that the concept of a sustainable city is a multidimensional one and 
also related to higher geographicallevels. On the other hand, emphasising the outcome of the 
use of local resources, both for consumption and for production purposes, viz. the level of 
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welfare or per-capita income, we could state that urban sustainable development (USD) is "a 
development which ensures that the local population can attain and maintain an acceptable and 
non-declining level of welfare, without jeopardizing the opportunities of people in adjacent 
areas" (Nijkamp and Opschoor, 1995). 

In a city three different environments coexist, the physical (natura! and built) environment, the 
economie environment and the social environment, each of them explaining in part or in 
combination the existence and continuity of a city. All three environments generate advantages 
and disadvantages for the city, i.e. user benefits and costs of a city. All three have to be 
considered together, because they deeply interact with one another and represent or express at 
the sametime goals, means and constraints to human action in the city. 

The economie environment justifies the presence of a city through the agglomeration 
economies concept, i.e. through the exploitation of specific socio-economie advantages due to 
sparial proximity, namely (Camagni, 1992 and 1994a): 

• indivisibilities, in the provision of pub! ie goods, in the size of the urban market for outputs, 
for inputs and for the Iabour market, and in the presence of managerial capabilities and 
specialised functions; 

• synergies, in the information exchange and face-to-face contacts, in the transfer of tacit 
information, in imitations in business behaviour, and in supplier-customer relationships. 

All these elements have an impact on costs and revenues of economie actors, in particular 
reduction in production costs, reduction in transaction costs, increase in the efficiency of 
production resources, valorisation of production, reduction of uncertainty, and so forth. 

The second dimension which may be introduced in the analysis of the city is given by the 
advantages stemming from the "social environment". This environment provides opportunities 
for individuals to exploit "social network externalities" (Capello, 1994): a city offers many 
social amenity resources, and guarantees socialisation opportunities and access to many public 
goods. 

The third environment in a city is the "natural/built environment" or "physical environment". 
Advantages stemming from this environment are typical pubtic goods and externalities, such as 
presence of urban green areas and environmental facilities, clear air, a pleasant city form, 
conducive to social interaction and peacefulliving. 

These notions are brought together in table 1. In our opinion, the concept of urban 
sustainability refers logically to the three above mentioned environments in a twofold way: 

a. in a static sense, as maximisation of the net cross-extemality effects of each of the three 
environments on the other two. both in a short and a long term perspective; this means 
avoiding to the largest possible extent the negative interactions and trade-offs and 
exploiting all the potentials for positive feedback effects; 

b. in a dynamic sense, as co-evolution of the three environments in a balanced perspective. 

We will first in turn analyse these two logica! dimensions. 
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Table 1. Positive and negative external effects of the interaction between the different 
environments in a city 

Positive extemal 
effects 

Negative external 
effects 

Interaction between economie Interaction between economie Interaction between social 
and physical environments and social environments and physical environments 

Efficient energy use Accessibility to qualified Green areas for social amenities 
Efficient use of non-renewable housing facilities Residential facilities in green 
natura! resources Accessibility to qualified jobs areas 
Economies of scale in the Accessibility to social Accessibility to urban 
use of urban environmental amemues environmental amenities 
amenities Accessibility to social contacts 

Accessibility to education 
facilities 

Depletion of natura! 
resources 
Intensive energy use 
Water pollulion 
Depletion of green areas 
Traffic congestion 
Noise 

Accessibility to health services 
Diversification of options 

Poreed suburbanisation due to 
high urban rents 
Social frictions on the Iabour 
market 
New poverties 

Urban health problems 
Depletion of historica! 
buildings 
Loss in cultural heritage 

2.1.1. The static interaction 
The interaction between the economie and the physical environment in a city is usually 
characterised by negative externalities. The negative effects generated by economie activity 
within the city on the naturai/built environment are in fact well known and can be identified as 
environmental disasters caused by cities; depletion of natura! resources, noise, water and air 
pollution, depletion of green areas, traffic congestien and intensive energy use are all negative 
external effects caused by excessive economie activities in cities. Given the role of cities as 
vehicles for economie growth, they are recognised to be the place where an intensive use of 
environmental detriments, as such greenhouse gas emission of carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide 
or methane, is rather concentrated. 

On the other hand, we have to recognise that many of these negative effects are highly visible 
as a consequence of a mass effect and a density effect: if the sarne mass of economie activity 
were to take place in a more diffused territoria! pattern, the sparial concentratien of emissions 
could be reduced, but the absolute consumption of some natura! resources (narnely energy and 
soil) would be strongly increased. In other words, concentratien of activities and proximity is 
not only a precondition for social interaction and economie efficiency, but also it is the source, 
up to certain levels, of increasing returns in the u se of scarce, non renewable resources. 

An example may be interesting in this respect. It is illustrative that the Milan rnetropolitan area, 
with 44% of the Lombardy population, accounts for 33% of regional energy for public 
lighting, 38% of electricity for dornestic users, and 31.8% of electricity for all uses. Thanks to 
proximity and indivisibilities in energy consumption, the city may thus become an efficient 
user of natura! resources. 
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The usual paradox is however, that because of the mass density of environmental extemalities 
in city areas urban inhabitants are tempted to move out of the city, with the necessary 
consequence that individually their level of well-being may rise, so that at an aggregate level in 
a braader territoria! setting the volume of environmental polJution will rise due to lower scale 
advantages and trasportation. This is a clear example of the well-known social dilemma. 

The interaction between the economie and social environments gives rise to specific positive 
and negative external effects. The positive effects stem from accessibility to social services, 
such as education, health, social amenities (theatres and cinemas) and qualified jobs. On the 
contrary, agglomeration diseconomies may cause negative external effects on the social 
environment by imposing, for example, suburbanisation due to high urban rents, class 
segregation, new poverties and inertia in social class division. Social negative externalities may 
influence in a negative way the economie sphere, by generating various frictions on the Iabour 
markets, urban conflict, repulsion of potentially incoming fmns. 

The last interaction deals with advantages and disadvantages stemming from the physical and 
social environments. Various examples can also be given in this respect; green areas for social 
amenities are environmental resources which have a positive impact on social welfare. On the 
negative side, depletion of historica! buildings, loss of cultural heritage or urban health 
probieros are examples of negative effects of the physical environment on the social one. 

A "sustainable city" is - in light of the above observations - now first of all a city where the 
three environments characterising an urban agglomeration interact in such a way that the sum 
of all positive extemalities stemming from the interaction of the three environments is larger 
than the sum of the negative extemal effects caused by the interaction. A "sustainable city" is a 
city in which agglomeration economies should possibly be associated with positive 
environmental extemalities and social network extemalities, and in which at the same time 
negative effects stemming from the interaction of the three different environments should be 
kept within certain threshold conditions associated with the urban carrying capacity on the 
urban environmental utilisation space (Nijkamp and Opschoor, 1995). 

2.1.2. The dynamic interaction 
It is often stated that sustainability means a balanced co-evolution of the three environments 
that constitute the deep structure of society (and of the city). But it is still an open problem how 
this co-evolution may take place, in a spontaneous or planned way. Ethics, equity, regulations, 
market incentives are considered altematively as elements that have to be included into the 
picture in order to ensure a true sustainability for economie development. 

In our opinion, the condition under which such a co-evolution can actually be reached is a 
transformation and an integration of the regulatory principles goveming the three environments 
(see figure 1). The pure short-term market profitability regulating the economie sphere cannot 
be sustained, in the presence of environmental extemalities and in the absence of market 
signals referring to future markets and future generations; the same holds with respect to pure 
equity and welfare policies, or to pure ecological ad aesthetic regulations, which do notaccount 
for govemment failures, economie disincentives and high opportunity costs of intervention 
policies. A further shortcoming of pure or extreme eco-policies may also be found in equity 
considerations, in that it may easily happen that these policies bring only benefits to a part of 
total society, the one that could afford paying for easier access to environmental assets (or 
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paying more pollution rights); affluent classes in the case of households, and fmns acting in 
monopolistic or oligopolistic sectors in the case of economie activities. 

E~ 
/ 

(intra-and inter-generational) "" 

. . Pure ecological 
Pure eqUity and aesthetic 
and welfare 

Fig. 1: The locus of sustainability principles and policies 

Pure short term profitability principlés should evolve into a long term allocative efficiency, 
through the intemalisation of negative extemalities, the embedding of eertaio behavioural rules 
with respect to the environment into common·business practices, and the adoption of a long 
term perspective in the allocation of resources and in the definition of benefits and costs. The 
resort to market principles is maintained as the most effective way of allocating resources; but 
this market is enriched in order to take into account - through subsidies, taxes and some 
regulations - the cases where a pure market fails or does not exist or does not operate on a 
sufficient time horizon. The direction is towards the construction of what philosophers and 
theorists of justice call the "good-market", incorporating environmental considerations in the 
same way as present Iabour market incorporates modern working and wage conditions. 

On the side of the integration between the principles reguiaring the environrnental and the social 
sphere, an environmental equity principle should be developed, guaranteeing both inter- and 
intra-generational fairness. While the former is generally underlined in many current 
environmental debates, opening the way to a risk of inter-generational paternalism, the latter 
looks particularly crucial, in that not just provision of environmental as sets should be secured, 
but also the fair social accessibility to these assets. In the absence of this, environmental policy 
could become the public provision of luxury goods. Equity in terms of iocome dis tribution is 
quite a different matter; here we draw attention to the substantial inequalities in access to e.g., 
land, water, energy, environmental and sanitation facilities. In Third World cities this problem 
is not related only to social services, but also to the basic urban environmental services, such 
as clean drinking water, sanitary facilities and solid waste colleerion (see Table 2); the degree to 
which these services are available in all cities and all parts of the cities should be driven by 
environmental equity. This is especially true for the poorer segmentsof the population in Third 
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World cities. Urban sustainability policies should address these differences in resource 
endowment by either enhancing the level of supply of public facilities (e.g. water, electricity, 
housing, sanitation) or by defining and (more equitably) allocating private property rights to 
environmental assets (Nijkamp and Opschoor, 1995). 

Table 2. Incidence of Access to Basic Social Services in Four Asian Megacities 

Manila Jakarta Calcutta Madras 

Total Population (Millions of people) 6.4 8 9.2 5 
Areas (square kilometers) 646 550 800 1170 
Urban Density (People per hectare) 98 200 115 43 
Urban Growth Rate (per cent) 3.8 4 3 3.5 
Average Household Size 
(number of people) 5.4 5 5.1 5.2 
AverageAnnwliln~e 

(US$ per capita per year) 296 132 104 104 
Absolute Poverty Level 
(US$ per capita per year) 266 124 132 132 
Percentage of Population below 
Absolute Poverty Level 35 60 60 45 
Percentage of Population in 
Substandard Housing (slums) 45 40 33 60 
Percentage Living in Squatter 
of lllegal Settiement 30 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Education Levels (literacy rates) 85 78 65 66 
Percentage of Labour orce 
in the Informal Sector 50 65 54 60 
Percentage with Access to Water 
(house connection) 43 47 48 40 
Percentage of Garbage Colleeled Daily 70 25 55 78 
Percentage with Access to Human 
Waste Disposal Systems 60 42 45 58 

Note: although the data are drawn from the most authoritative and reliable sources, 
they may be not comparable because of the Jack of standardised definitions and 
concepts used by different Countries in collecting the data. 
Source: Lea and Courtney ( 1986). as quoled in Nijlcamp (1995) 

Finally, the integration between profitability and equity principles calls for a distributive 
efficiency: this means operating through redistributive mechanisms in order to secure social 
stability, fair access to education and health services, wider access to options of economie 
upgrading and vertical societal mobility. A sustainable city is nota city of equals, but requires a 
wide accessibility to those basic elements that allow the continuous regeneration of its 
professional basis and its creativity potential. 

A city where distributive efficiency and environmental equity principles are established can be 
labeled a "good-city" in the tradition of some urban planners and urban scientists; as we 
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mentioned above, a "good city" is a city where the eco-dimension (both natural and built) is 
maintained, while progressive change is permitted (Lynch, 1981). But this is possible only 
when distributive efficiency as well as environmental equity principles are satisfied. 

2.2. The global/local dilemma and the "locality theorem" 
Cities, as the locus of modem economie and social relationships and the main concentrations of 
production activities and human interaction, are almost by nature the main producers of 
environmental poll u ti on and therefore the natural focal points of reflections about development 
sustainability. The complicated issue they raise regards the global versus local nature of the 
environmental problems linked to them, and consequently the question of the most effective 
policy level at which these problems can be coped with. 

Cities are by nature open systems, impacting intensively on other areas and on the earth as a 
whole. In fact, although a wide part of environmental problems originating from the intemal 
operating mechanism of cities are feit at the local level (pollution, congestion, noise, decay of 
the visual environment), nevertheless many effectsexist that have a transborder nature (e.g. 
waste water flows, waste disposal) or a global one (contribution of traffic and heating 
emissions to greenhouse effect and global warming). 

From a policy point of view, the interlink:age of local/transborder/global problems originating 
from territorially limited units might present an advantage: that of operating locally with a 
global advantage. In fact, cities may be regarded as efficient starting points for sustainability 
policies, notjustin the trivia! sense of the size and spatial concentratien of the problems they 
imply, but because: 

- ei ties offer an institutional framework for coping with tailor-made local actions, particularly 
fitting with the diversified nature of sustainability issues (institutional efficiency); 

- cities fit very well in the decentralisation movement in pubtic policy, and are able to motivate 
more directly local actors like citizens and industries (subsidiarity); 

- ei ties are also administrative units responsible for data collection, so that applied and policy
relevant research can more easily be undertaken at the urban level (monitoring and 
assessment efficiency). 

But cities - and the local systems in general - may become efficient eentres for sustainability 
policies as a consequence of another element stemming from the economics of environmental 
action, which may be depicted in the following terms: "the more local the problem (be it by 
nature, by convention or by policy-maker's choice) the more a sustainability policy can rely on 
(good-) market principles". In fact, with increasing "locality" we may generate the following 
beneficial impacts: 

• increasing identity between polluter and victim, and therefore a higher willingness to avoid 
the damage or to pay for environmental protection; 

• in cases of low number of polluters, it is easier to apply a poll u ter pay principle (also because 
the possibility of identifying them is higher); 

• in the case of many polluters, population is more homogeneous, with more homogeneaus 
goals and needs, and therefore polluters are likely to accept more easily to pay for 
environmental protection; 

• property rights à la Coase could be more easily advocated and implemented in case of local 
commons than in case of global commons; 

• it is easier to establish good-market rules reflecting local population ethics and goals, in order 
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to intemalise extemalities; 
• some specific environmental goals may be achieved through the existing free market some 

localised environmental assets may beseen as luxury goods, for whom some specific sub
communities might be eager to pay a price; given the positive externalities and transborder 
effects, the provision of these assets could be beneficia! to a wider part of the local 
comrnunity (even if we cannot exclude an equity problem bere); 

• the smaller the territory under scrutiny, the higher transborder mobility of both population 
and economie activities. Therefore, local communities may be more eager to place a premium 
on environmental assets, in order to rnaintaio or attract residential and economie activities; 

• particularly in peri-urban sites, supra-national, national or local incentives to rnaintaio a 
naturallandscape and agriculture-related activities may be activated (as the ones guaranteed 
by the EU), in order to enhance the profitability of environment-friendly activities with 
respect to urbanisation or speculative expectations (Camagni, 1994b). 

The "theorem" suggests that we should tackle urban environmental policies under a locality (or 
urban) viewpoint an easier consensus can be obtained when local quality and congestion costs 
are under scrutiny, rather than when global greenhouse effects are prophesised. To the citizen, 
these latter are uncertain in terros of importance and causa! chain, do not impact directly on 
their welfare function, and above are depending on parallel measures implemented 
independently and voluntarily by other communities. But even if substainability policies are 
implemented for the sake of local interests, they turn to be beneficia! also at the globallevel. 

3. Strategie Tools and Structural Features of an Urban Sustainability Policy 

In designing urban sustainability policies, it should be recognised that our world turns to an 
urban world. Approximately eighty percent of the population of the EC lives in urban areas, 
while more than twenty percent Jives in large cities of more than 250,000 inhabitants. This 
means that the "urban way of living" is the dominant forrn of "residential style". Industrial 
activities aretoa large extent also concentraled in and around urban areas. And finally, by far 
the largest share of mobility flows takes place in urban areasas well. Consequently, cities (or, 
in genera!, urban areas) are to a large extent responsible for pollution emissions, including 
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane, CFC's, etc. In the past 
decade, many efforts have been made to develop - with more or less success - sectoral 
environmental policies (e.g. conceming industrial manufacturing, household consumption, 
transportation), but so far the city - as a natura! "niche" for energy/environmental management 
- has never been the subject of a comprehensive action-oriented sustainability strategy. This 
paper will now deal with the question how to design and assess policy strategies for tuming 
cities as environmental problem areas into spatial entities of environmentally sustainable 
opportunities. 

The time horizon of urban action-oriented sustainability policies is twofold; a short term and a 
long term horizon. The shortterm horizon interprets policy goals as the selection of production 
factor combinations, transport modes and behavioural panems oriented towards a more carefut 
control on urban environment; it allows a substitution for less environmentally sustainable 
activities, behaviours and production techniques with more environment-friendly ones. The 
second time horizon which can be envisaged is a long term horizon; in this case, sustainable 
city policies are miented towards a structural change in activities, behaviours and technologies. 
While in the first case, the short term perspective, the idea is the substitution and selection of 
more sustainability-oriented urban actions, in the second case, the long term perspective, the 
logic ruiving policy goals is a logic of radical change and structural revision of choices related 
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tourban activities, urban forrns and technology. 

Two main fields of intervention polkies may be envisaged fora city to drive it towards urban 
sustainability; technology and territory (see Table 3). The first and more common area of 
intervention is technology; a reduction in the use of less polluting technologies is one way of 
keeping environmental constraints under control, through less polluting transport means, less 
polluting heating systems, and in general through a more efficient energy use. Input 
substitution becomes in this way the short run aim of urban sustainability policy; through the 
substitution of more polluting aód high energy consumption technology with more efficient 
ones, a certain level of production is guaranteed, with advantages in terrns of better quality of 
the urban environment. On the other hand, many studies have developed the notion of "zero
emission city" and of "electrified urban areas", to underline the strategie role which technology 
may play in solving urban environmental problems. These notions are related to a long run 
technological policy, which may envisage a natura! resources-benign technological change as a 
long term goal. In this perspective, a theoretica! urban production function would not only 
present a different mix between less polluting factors and more polluting ones, but would 
guarantee higher production level with the same exploitation of energy and polluting inputs 
(see Table 3). 

Table 3. Tools and Goals of Urban Sustainability Polides 

FJELDS TECHNOLOGY TERRITORY 

tools and goals Shon run Long run Shon run Long run 

MARKET·BASED Incentives to use less polluüng Incentives to R&D for Incentives to reuse derelict areas Incentives to supply envirorunenl 
TOOLS transpon means environmental·benign technologies values in peri-wban areas 

T ax oo energy resources 

Discriminatory prioes and taxes 
on energy 

Marketabie emission rights 

INSTI1UTIONAL Discriminatory pricing in 
TOOLS reguialed services 

GOALS ~put substitution 
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Limits in the use of specific 
poUuting leehnologies 

Narual fesources-
being technological change 

Pricing On scarce resources 
parlcing, rood pricing) 

lncentives to provide and use 

Incentives for long distance 
transpon means 

technologies against congestions Long distance transpon means 
(traffic control systems) provision 

Regulation for congesled areas Regulation for unused land 

Pubüc transport provision 

Land development regulations 

Regul.alion fortheuse of cenain 
mate rial< 

Change in mobility pattems Change in urban fonn 
and modal choice 
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Intervention policies in this field are rather important, and should guarantee the achievement of 
a long term allocative efficiency. A "good market" which would internalise in its price 
mechanisms negative extemalities associated with urban economie activity and realised through 
both institutional and market-based measures, finds its a more profound rationale notjustin the 
short term disincentive to polluting inputs and activities, but in the long-term orientation of 
technological efforts towards sustainability. 

Technology may in fact be the way in which the interaction between the economie and physical 
environments in a city is controlled. Technological upgrading in terms of energy use in urban 
areas offers many opportunities to the economie sphere, guaranteeing the same (or even more 
efficient) production system; at the same time it allows the economie system to control the 
negative extemal effects that its activities generate on the natura! environment. This field of 
action strengthens the positive external effects associated with the interaction of the two 
environments - such as efficient energy use, efficient use of non-renewable natura! resources -
and keeps the negative extemal effects under controL Water pollution, air pollution, traffic 
congestion and depletion of natura! resources may be improved with the introduetion of 
technological-benign production systems. 

To achieve these goals at an urban level, a series of market-based tools exist which may drive 
urban actors towards the use of less polluting technologies; incentives, taxes and 
discriminatory prices on energy are all examples of market mechanisms driving the urban 
system towards the exploitation of less polluting technological systems. Institutional 
regulations, through discriminatory pricing in regulated services and limits in the use of 
specific polluting technologies, help in this direction. 

Technology does not represent the only field where urban sustainability policies should act. In 
the past few years, several attempts have been undertaken in different countries to identify 
optima! structures of urban form that would minimise energy consumption and environmental 
pollution. The territoria! form of an urban system, in fact, and the organisation of its activities 
in space, is a second field of intervention which may lead towards urban sustainability. An 
example of this is the compact city idea, which contains the idea to minimise travel mobility 
pattems and thus energy use. A systematic identification and analysis of alternative urban 
configurations from the viewpoint of sustainable development and a critica! jud.gement of such 
options seem necessary, as an uncritical implementation of common wisdom (like the compact 
city movement) does not necessarily lead to more environmental-friendly outcomes (Breheny, 
1992). 

Parallel to what happens with regard to the technological field, also in the field of territoria! 
organisation we can separate short-term and long-term "visions" and strategies. In the short 
run the aim of urban sustainability policies is addressed towards a change in mobility pattems 
and modal choice. The shift from private cars to less polluting transport means may be 
achieved via institutional tools such as regulations in congested areas (i.e. traffic restrictions in 
core areas of the town) so as to influence travel behaviour. This is made possible through 
incentives and prices on scarce resources and through strict infrastructure regulations (see 
Table 3). 

In the long run, a change in urban form may become the goal of urban sustainability policy; 
this implies not only a change in mobility patterns of urban residents, but also a change in 
urban locations and land-use pattems. It is recognised that environmental interests are usually 
not incorporated in regionat and urban development planning, especially in Third World cities, 
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and norrnalive guidelines - based, for example, on carrying capacity and regenerative capacity 
-are often absent from the planning process (Nijkamp, 1995). An effort in this direction is for 
sure a good strategy towards urban sustainability: it is a strategy which guarantees the same 
urban performance - in terms of activity levels - by reducing pressure on the carrying capacity 
of the urban environment. As is the case for technological change, also territory could be 
exploited in a way that the sparial allocation of urban activities minimises energy consumption 
and pollution emissions without limiting economie activities. 

Territory is a field of action where urban sustainability policies may act on the interaction 
between the physical and the social environments. A different urban form, favouring urban 
sustainability, strengthens the positive external effects associated with the interaction of the 
physical and social environments, granting green areas for social amenities, better residential 
facilities, and higher accessibility to urban environmental amenities. 

Finally, a third and less clearly identified field of possible policy interventions is personal "life
styles"; also in this area urban sustainability policies may play a role, although one can 
imrnediately foresee a much more limited space for these kinds of policies, since they impact 
directly on the private sphere and on behavioural choices of individuals. 

In actvaneed countries the present life-style is the result of increasing per-capita income, and 
energy prices that do not include the full social costs of energy use. The number of private car 
ownerships is high and increasing, as well as the density of electrical appliances per family. 
High mobility in leisure time is also sarnething which belongs to comrnon social behaviour in 
modern societies. All these habits may be influenced by urban sustainability policies, such as 
differentiated price of electric energy by hours of the day, so as to influence energy use for 
private needs in peak: hours. If these are short term policies, long term ones should try to orient 
structural changes in social behaviour embedding more environmentally-oriented attitudes. 

In Third World cities, on the contrary, low per-capita income and high social-class disparities 
determine a different life-style, more oriented towards daily survival, justified by the high 
incidence of urban poveny (see Table 4). In Third World cities, life-style may be influenced by 
a wider access to basic social services, such as education, health and sanitary infrastructures. 
All these services allow people to change their habits, to raise their standard of living and to 
avoid environmentally darnaging social behaviour (Button, 1992). 

Table 4. Incidence of Urban Poverty in Developing Countries 

Region 

Africa 
As ia 
EMENA* 
Latin America 
Total 

Urban Population Share of Each Urban Population Share of 
(million) Region (per cent) below Poverty Each Region 

133.24 
591.91 
174.14 
291.66 

1191.95 

I 1.2 
49.7 
4.7 

24.5 
100 

Line (million) (per cent) 

55.46 
136.53 
59.53 
77.27 

329.79 

17 
42 
18 
24 

100 

* Europe, Middle East and North Africa 
Source: World Bank 1989, as cited in Asian Developrnent Bank 1991 
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41.6 
23 
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In these three fields, and especially in the technology and territory field, there is ample space 
for urban sustainability policies, also in Third World cities. Although the fields of possible 
normative action are clear and evident, other problems related to urban sustainability policy 
remain open. In particular distributive and equity effects of the casts associated to specific 
urban sustainable policies remain an open question. This wil! be investigated in the next 
Section. 

4. Market Principles for Urban Sustainability 

Now the question emerges whether some market principles can be formulated which support 
the notion of a sustainable city. From what has been said before, some general points emerge 
as far as the urban sustainability paradigm is concerned, narnely: 

a. urban sustainability is an integrated concept, encompassing at the sarne time economie, 
physical (natural and built) and social aspects, and imposing a favourable (balanced) co
evolution of the three environments sketched in the "circles" of Figure 1; 

b. a balanced co-evolutionary sustainable development path can be achieved by integrating 
the three logies or regulatory principles of each environment, still relying on (good-) 
market principles. By this we mean that the short term private profitability principle should 
be: 

- widened, so that also social costs and extemalities may betaken into consideration (e.g. 
polluter pays principle) and a langer time horizon may be adopted by private decision 
makers (e.g. through incentives to R&D and long term technological change in the 
environmental sphere), and; 

- complemented by equity policies, in order to achieve a superior and Jong term effec
tiveness (what we have called "distributional efficiency") and to avoid the creation of new 
disparities and inequitable situations as far as the accessibility to (and the cost of) 
environmental assets is concemed); 

c . urban sustainability policies should address the goal of enhancing the positive cross
interactions among the three environments, and avoid or limit the negative feed-back 
effects among them. In terms of the well-known trade-off between economie performance 
indicators and environmental quality indicators, all this means that policy intervention 
should aim at achieving an outward shift of this trade-off curve, at the minimum social 
co st. 

As far as this last sentence is concemed, two reflections can be put forward. The first refers to 
the real form of the trade-off between the economy and the environment, since in different 
contexts characterised by widely different levels of per-capita income, this trade-off curve 
could turn into a positive slope (see figure 2). In fact: 
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Urban environmental indicators 

---- (Uienv) 

Fig. 2: The economic/environmental trade-offin widely different tenitorial contexts 

• in Third World countries, an increase in income levels, carryingalong better housing, basic 
social servicès and basic infrastructure conditions, improved general education levels and 
organisational capability, may (almost) automatically imply an impravement of environmental 
conditions. This is in line with what the South Commission (1990) claimed, when it stated 
that poverty causes environmental decay; 

• on the other hand, in affluent and advanced societies, environmental quality may be feit by 
households as a crucially needed superior good, and by fmns as a necessary location factor. 

If these conditions are met, policy intervention could concentra te on only one goal, namely the 
economie one, by capitalising the positive spillovers (at least at the local scale) on the 
environmental side. 

The second reflection regards the case where the trade-off curve between economie and 
environmental indicators maintains its traditional negative slope. In this case, a compatibility of 
economie. efficiency principles (driven by growth objectives), social equity principles (driven 
by distributional objectives) and environmental equity principles (driven by ecological 
objectives) will normally require the identification of criticalloads or thresholds for various 
relevant sustainability indicators at the urban level. This implies, for instance, that in the 
environmental field the total volume of permissible pollution in the urban area has to be 
assessed and specified, based on the concept of urban environmental utilisation space. 
Similarly, the mimimum acceptable level of economie performance (e.g. urban value added, 
urban employment) has to be indicated. Analogous targets on minimum distribution of 
resources (economie, environmental) may be set forth (e.g. by group, by urban district, etc.). 
This leads us to the notion of critica! urban sustainability (CUS), which defines the feasible 
area within which urban sustainability would have to take place. Such a CUS would have to be 
basedon measurable indicators, e.g.: 
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U lee 
Ulenv 

:2!. CUSec 
:2!. CUSenv 

where Ulec is the urban economie indicator and CUSec the critica! urban economie 
sustainability indicator which has to be achieved in any case. Similarly, Ulenv is the urban 
indicator for envirónmental quality and CUSenv the critica! urban environmental threshold 
indicator, which should at least be attained. Clearly, for distributional impacts similar 
constraints may be imposed. 

The basic question is now how the achievement of the above mentioned goals - in terms of a 
feasible solution space - can be realised. In economie terms, we have to investigate the trade
off between Ulec and Ulenv for instance, by using the following curve (see figure 3). 

Urban environmental indicators -----i•- (Uienv) 

Fig. 3: The trade-off curve between Ulec and Ulenv 

Normally, one would have to impose a co st curve to identify a least cost solution. The problem 
however is that in case of incompatibilities in critica! threshold conditions (curve B) the 
maximum permissabie environmental load has to be reduced to a level where sustainable 
development is guaranteed (curve B should shift to A). Here the solution strategies basedon 
technology, territory and life-styles may be helpful, as discussed above. This leads to 
complicated choice problems regarding the question which sector in the urban area should be 
forced to reduce its pollution. A sector-specific re-allocation may be based on the principles: 

• an equal percentage reduction of pollution in all sectors ("grand-fathering"); 
• a sector-specific reduction in pollotion that is proportional to the environmental stress caused 

by that sector; 
• a sector-specific reduction in pollution that is basedon sectoral cost-effectiveness measures 

for pollotion abatement; 
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• a sector-specific reduction in pollulion that is proportional to the growth rate of its pollulion 
in the past years; 

• a sector-specific reduction in pollution that is inversely proportional to its pollution abatement 
investments in the past 

lnstitutional policy solutions (based e.g. on standards) do not seem to offer many perspectives 
for such trade-off problems, and therefore market-based tools may offer a much higher 
potential. Especially the idea of urban tradeable pollulion permits seems to be prornising here, 
as it will ensure that (Nijkamp and Vleugel, 1995): 

• the overall urban critical environmental threshold is not violated; 
• a cost minirnising solution is found based on individual incentives for actors, and; 
• transaction costs are included in the market based solution as welt. 

The tradeable permit policy ensures that not only environmental quality conditions but also 
distributional objectives can be achieved at minimum all-in costs. In fact, it allows a selective 
policy strategy with respect to different income groups or fmns categories, whenever equity 
problems arise, acting on the initial distribution of pollulion permits. Poor versus wealthy 
households, small versus large firms , competitive markets versus oligopolistic markets 
operaring fmns could receive special attention, according to the equity value judgement of the 
cornmunity. Urban sustainability policy would then mean a) to establish critica! values for the 
urban economy the urban environment and the urban equity; b) to organise the market for 
tradeable permits by establishing rules for all actors involved and by creating the necessary 
institutional framework. 

An application of tradeble emission permits for driving in the urban area is planned in Mexico 
City to increase the situation of air pollution due to heavy urban traffic (Goddard, 1995). An 
ernission trading scheme is characterised by the following elements. In recognition that the 
benefits of many pollution control measures cannot yet be adequately quantified, the authorities 
take a cost-effectiveness approach to ernissions control by fixing the area wide level of 
emission needed to meet the environmental air quality target or standard. Permits to ernit are 
issued and distributed to ernitters via one of several possible methods (based on equity 
principles), but the number of permits issued and distributed are insufficient to ratify past total 
emissions levels. As Goddard (1995) claims, in order to cover the gap between uncontrolled 
ernissions and those that the permits would allow, the ernitter has two options: 

• imptement emissions reductions, by installing and operating pollution control equipment 
(technological change towards more efficiently environmental technologies); 

• buy permits from others, who then in turn will have to imptement emissions reductions 
measures. A market can be organised by the local govemment for exchanging these pollution 
permits. 

Emission targets will in this case be reached in a cost-effective manner, thus avoiding 
unnecessary expenditures to reach the air pollution target; most of the mechanisms in fact rely 
on market principles, which do not need a direct control of the govemment to make them work 
properly. Apparently, the equity principle is one possible objection to the introduetion of such 
a control mechanism. However it can be taken into consideration, in the phase of distri bution 
of tradeble permits; an equal distri bution of these permits may be ensured by relying on income 
distribution. 
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5. Conclusions 

The paper presents some reflections and propositions on urban sustainability policies, applied 
to both the case of actvaneed and Third World Cities. In synthesis, the main propositions 
presented in the paper are the following: 

• the concept of "urban sustainability" is a complex concept which refers to the interaction of 
three critica! environments which characterise an urban system: the physical, the economie 
and the social environments. This interaction generates positive and negative external effects; 

• in a static perspective, a sustainable city is first of all a city where the three above mentioned 
environments interact in such a way that the sum of all positive extemalities stemming from 
the interaction is greater than the sum of the negative external effects caused by the 
interaction; 

• in a dynarnic perspective, urban sustainability means a balanced co-evolution of the three 
environments that constitute the city. The condition under which such a co-evolution can 
actually be reached is a transformation and an integration of the regulatory principles 
governing the three environments. Firstly, pure short term profitability principles should 
evolve into a long term allocative efficiency, which guarantees a (good-)market incorporating 
the full social costs in the market prices. Secondly, an environmental equity principle should 
be developed, guaranteeing intra and inter-generationat fairness. Thirdly, a distributive 
efficiency is called for, which requires eperating through redistributive mechanisms in order 
to secure social stability, fair access to education and health services; 

• three main fieldsof intervention policies for urban sustainability are envisaged: technology, 
territory and life-styles. For each of them, short-term and long-term measures may be 
foreseen. The former find their rationale in a substitution for less environmentally-sustainable 
activities, behaviours and techniques with more environment-friendly ones. The latter are 
oriented towards a structural change in activities, behaviours and selection of more 
sustainability-oriented urban actions; 

• urban sustainability policies should address the goal of enhancing the positive cross
interactions among the three environments, and avoid or limit the negative feed-back effects 
among them. In termsof the well-known trade-off between economie performance indicators 
and environmental quality indicators, all this means that policy intervention should aim at 
achieving an outward shift of this trade-off curve, at the minimum social co st; 

• at certain income level (i.e. at very low or very high income levels) the trade-off cmve has a 
positive slope. In Third World countries, an increase in income levels, carryingalong better 
housing, basic social services and basic infrastructure conditions, improved general 
education levels and organisational capability, may (almost) automatically imply an 
impravement of environmental conditions. On the other hand, i_n affluent and actvaneed 
societies, environmental quality may be feit by householcts as a crucially needed superior 
good, and by firms as a necessary location factor. If these conditions are met, policy 
intervention could concentrate on only one goal, namely the economie one, monitoring the 
positive spillovers (at least at the local scale) on the environmental side; 

• in front of the traditional trade-off cmve between urban environmental and economie 
indicators, the problem is that in case of incompatibilities in critica! threshold conditions the 
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maximum permissabie environmental load has to be reduced to a level where sustainable 
development is guaranteed. In this situation, the tradeable permit policy ensures that not only 
environmental quality conditions but also distributional objectives can be achieved at 
minimum all-in costs. In fact, it allows a selective policy strategy with respect to different 
income groups or firms categories, whenever equity problems arise, acting on the initia! 
distribution of pollution permits. On the contrary, institutional policy solutions do notseem 
to offer many perspectives for such trade-off problems. 
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A. Habitat: polides for sustainability 

Introduetion and chapter synopsis 

Apart from a proper definition for sustainability, policy fonnulation can cover a number of 
aspects. It depends a.o. on how Habitat is defined: apart from simple shelter it also concerns 
infrastructure (both on and off site; both technica! and non technica!). Land matters like 
employment, income generation, environment, services-utility provisions, and also the social 
aspects. The papers under this chapter contribute to a few of these aspects in tenns of theories 
and case studies. The latter not only cover problems but also some of the successes. 

Wegelin shows in his paper how the UNDP/UNCHS urban management programme can be a 
vehicle for the Habitat 11 preparatory process and vice versa. It translates results of previous 
programmes into actions and programmes at various levels. It has already brought to light that 
basic issues like financing options for urban basic infrastructure and services and land tenure 
for the poor need to be addressed. Mugore describes in his contribution "Municipal conditions 
for sutainable development of human settlements in eastern and southem Aftica" a number of 
conditions which have to be created before real sustainable development can take place: It 
neects a clear context, a national philoso_phy, values and oyerall strategy but also 
synchronisauon of planning and execution of plans. It has to be done at alllevels of society. 
He is realistic when he says that sustainability depends not only on economics and technology 
but also on the _social and psychological securi!L_as people's struggle for survival will always 
come first. 

If one wants to do someting about improving sustainability Blair points out in his paper that 
both proper settiement planning and capacity building are preconditions to get things done. 
This however requires a different way of thinking a bout human settlements combined with a 
higher quality of decision making. He gives some ideas on how this can be reached: throug 
human power, community participation. Cunningham develops in his contribution "Urban 
planning and philosophy: the concept of altruistic surplus" the vision that the success of a city 
cannot only be based on self interest, it is also the result of altruism. He pleads for the 
recognition and use of this altruismand pleads fora more spiritual oriented society in order to 
establish a sustainable city/society. 

Loetsch mentions that we have to usher in 'ecological retooling of our (industrialized) 
societies' (comp!eted by the turn of the century at the latest!). More specific Loetsch forrnulates 
in his contribution: "the Eco-city" criteria for an 'ecologically' sound city which contributes to 
the idea of sustainability. He distinguishes topics like energy, traffic transport, waste 
procurement, water, healthy building/people, green city scopes, farm land/open spaces and the 
relationship between young and old. 

Some of the aspects mentioned above are illustrated in a number of local case studies. In their 
Con tribution "Land and Urban Growth speculatien as a constraint to social housing in Brazil" 
Carvalho et al. show limitations in the provision of social housing when it comes to 
mismanagement of land. It supports the above mentioned view that a number of preconditions 
have to be answered/satisfied before a real sustainable development can take place. There are 
also examples of succesful approaches as reported by Frederico in the case of urban growth 
and planning polides in historie urban eentres like Mérida, Venezuela, and as shown by 
Djoekardi for the Indonesian case in his artiele "Enabling strategy as an alternative towards 
sustainable development". 
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THE URBAN MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME AND lTS ROLE IN THE 
HABITAT 11 PREPARATORY PROCESS 

Emiel A. Wegelin, 
UNDP/UNCHS (Habitat)/World Bank, Nairobi, Kenya 

Abstract: 

The paper clarifies the ins and outs of the Urban Management Programme (UMP) and how it 
operates. Furthermore, the Habitat 11 preparatory process wil! be described: core activities, 
independent activities, special programmes and conference activities. Finally the 
interrelationship is shown between both UMP and Habitat II. 

Keywords: UMP, Habitat II, special programmes 

1 . Introduetion 

I have been asked by the organisers of this conference to address the topic of "Urban 
management pro gramme, a vehicle for Habitat 11?" You may have noted from the modified title 
of my paper that, at this time, to me as the Coordinator of the Urban Management Programme 
(UMP), the question mark can safely be removed: the UMP is beyond question a vehicle for 
the Habitat 11 preparatory process. However, equally so, the Habitat II preparatory process is a 
vehicle for UMP programme implementation. In order to clarify why this is so the paper first 
discusses what the UMP is and how it operátes, then briefly describes the Habitat 11 
preparatory process and ends with a review of how the programme and the preparatory process 
mutually reinforce one another. 

2 . UMP: General Approach and Overview of Activities 

The Urban Management Programme is a long term global technica! cooperation programme 
(initially funded for the ten-year period 1986-1996), designed to strengthen the contribution 
that cities and towns in developing countries make toward human development, including 
economie growth, social development, and the reduction of poverty. It is a partnership 
programme between UNCHS (Habitat), the World Bank and UNDP. UNCHS (Habitat) is the 
executing agency for the programme, the World Bank is the associated agency and UNDP 
provides core funding, as well as backstopping and monitoring support. The programme is 
also supported by a total of 11 bilateral extemal support agencies (ES As), of which the most 
significant are DGIS (Netherlands), SDC (Switzerland), SIDA (Sweden), Italy, GTZ 
(Germany) and Danida (Denmark). The UMP is thus a major undertaking of the international 
community and involves a partnership of many actors in developing countries at the regional, 
national, municipal, NGO and community levels. 
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UMP Phase 1 (1986-1992) focused on the development of "generic" policy framework papers, 
discussionpapers and tools with global validity and applicability. UMP Phase 2. (1992-1996) 
is translating the results of this synthesis of experiences into operational support for policy 
action planning and programming at national, provincial and city levels. This phase of the 
programme is characterised by three key operational principles: 
- it is demand driven; 
- it is operationally decentralised, and 
- it brings logether the creative efforts and experience of the international 

assistance community in urban management. 

The UMP has built up its operational momenturn through the participation in the programme by 
its multi- and bi-lateral ESAs, and as such it is the largest global multi-agency technica! 
assistance programme in urban development in the world The UMP promotes coherent urban 
policies, strengthens urban management and enhances the provision of municipal services by 
harnessing the skilis and strategies of regional networks of experts, communities and private 
sector organizations. It does this primarily through its regional offices, of which there are four: 
the UMP regional office for Sub-Saharan Africa located in Accra, Ghana; the office for the 
Arab States located in Cairo, Egypt; the office for Latin America and the Caribbean in Quito, 
Ecuador; and the office for Asia and Pacific in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Each regional office 
is headed by a regional coordinator. 

UMP Phase 2 thematically covers the following five substantive areas: 
- municipal finance and administration; 
• urban infrastructure management; 
• urban land management; 
• urban environmental management; and 
- urban poverty alleviation. 

The programme relies on two mutually supportive processes at local and regional level to 
facilitate capacity building in these theme areas: 

a) City and Country Consultations, which bring together national and local authorities, 
the private sector, community representatives, and other stakeholders within a country to 
discuss specific probieros within the above UMP theme areas and to propose reasoned 
solutions. In doing so, UMP thematic policy framework papers, discussion papers and 
technica! tools, as applicable, are used as starting points for the discussion. Consultations 
are held at the request of a country or city and are intended to provide a forum for 
discussion of a cross-section of issues, generally resulting in a concrete action plan for 
policyprogramme change. As noted above, the UMP in Phase 2, as a matter of principle, 
responds to articulated demand for support, rather than proffering its potential for 
assistance. 

b) The development of Regionat Networks of Experts in each of the five UMP theme 
areas for the purpose of providing technica! ad vice and cooperation to ensure a sustained 
capability to support consultations and follow-up thereafter. This follow up i.a. includes 
facilitating the implementation of action plans and the mobilization of resources required for 
that. Typically these regional experts become the foundation of the human resource base in 
the programme after having participated in supporting several country or city consultations 
in their specific area of competence. 
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Through its core teams in Nairobi (UNCHS) and Washington (World Bank) the UMP 
supports the regional programmes and networks by synthesizing lessans learned; identifying 
best practices; conducting ongoing state-af-the-art research; and disseminating programme
related materials. In principle, this covers all the five UMP themes noted above. 

Selected UNCHS Core Team Activities 

The Urban EPM Demonstration in Dar Es Salaam: this activity is ongoing with 
UNDP-IPF funding (approx. US $ 1.2 million). The conclusions of the city consultation 
(August 1992), are being implemented through working groups on six key issues, with 
preparations of issue specific strategies and sectoral action plans (serving urban land, solid 
waste management, surface water and liquid waste, upgrading unplanned settlements, air 
pollulion and transportation, open space/urban agriculture). Three more working groups are 
being formed (urban expansion, public open space/petty trading and coastal zone 
management). The coordinating working group ensures coordination among linked project 
activities such as the World Bank Urban Sector Engineering Project, LIFE, IDRC and the 
ILO/UNCHS/UNDP/UNV "Hanna Nassif' initiative on improving living conditions and 
expanding employment opportunity in urban low income communities. The Sustainable Es 
Salaam Project has become a framework for otherwise isolated topic-focused project initiatives 
in sectors of waste management (incl. waste as a resource), city expansion, upgrading 
unplanned settlements and open space/urban agriculture; so far approximately US$ 15 miltion 
has been pledged to those additional technica! cooperation activities by various multi- and bi
lateral funding agencies (e.g. WB, AfDB, EU, IDRC and private foundations). 

A major policy framework paper on infrastructure "Strategie Options for Urban 
Infrastructure Management" has been publisbed as #17 in UMP' s forma! publication 
series. The paper advocates an infrastructure service delivery policy which focuses on users 
and services and emphasises affordability and appropriate standards; pricing for cost recovery 
and demand management; targeting of subsidies and other appropriate equity concerns; 
involvement of the private sector through competition to achieve greater reliability and 
efficiency; and the effects on future genera ti ons of present infrastructure investments decisions. 
A critica! objective is to achieve sustainable infrastructure services in response to effective 
demand. This also implies a sharper focus on building numan and institutional capacity to 
maintain and efficiently and effectively operate facilities and to allocate required resources to 
O&M. 

Urban poverty alleviation policy framework development: A framework paper on 
operational policy options for urban poverty alleviation at the municipal level is under 
preparation, in association with the UMP regional coordinators. A first draft was discussed at 
the programme's June 1994 Annual Review Meeting. Based on comments received at the 
meeting a revised version in being discussed in the context of city-specific workshops at 
municipal level on poverty alleviation. Four such meetins have been held todate in Dakar, 
Senegal; Cebu, Philippines; Sukkur, Pakistan; and in Concepcion, Chile. Similar workshops 
are under preparation in El Alto, Bolivia and Cali, Colombia in the LAC region and in Lusaka 
and Kampala in Africa. The meetings are designed to bring tagether the main local actars in 
urban poverty alleviation and to enhance the practical value of the dra ft framework paper on 
options for municipal action in urban poverty alleviation. So far the responses at municipal and 
city levels have been positive and concrete follow-up actions have been embarked on in each of 
the four cities where consultations have taken place. 
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The core teams have todate developed framework and tooi papers in the areas of urban land 
management, municipal finance and adrninistration, urban infrastructure management and 
urban environmental planning and management. A framework paper on policy options for 
urban poverty alleviation at the local (i.e. municipallevel) is presently under preparation, as are 
several framework papers on aspects of infrastructure development, such as participatory 
strategies towards improved urban infrastructure services, informal sector solid waste 
management options, pubtic-private partnership in urban services delivery and a guidebook on 
urban environmental planning and development practices, drawing on the emerging 
experiences in a number of ei ties in the four programme regions. 

Selected Examples of World Bank core team support to regional programmes: 

An important part of the World Bank core team activities has been to transfer existing work to 
the appropriate regional programmes and to support the development of new regio na! activities. 

In Africa, the Bank transferred activities such as the Cöte d'Ivoire land and urban 
environment consultations and the Senegal consultatien on decentralization to the regional 
office. Special support was provided to the regional programs for the West Africa 
disseminarion workshop and the Dakar rapid urban environmental assessment. 

In the Arab States, assistance was provided to develop several activities, including a gender 
training workshop, regional and in-country solid waste management, and an information 
dissemination strategy. Bank staff directly participated in support of a residentialland studyin 
Jordan and the evaluation of urban development projects in Morocco. 

In Asia and the Pacific, transferred activities included an urban strategy consultatien for the 
Philippines, a national consultatien on urban environment strategies for India, and a municipal 
services upgrading consullation for Bangladesh. Special staff support was provided for 
developing a municipal managementand environmental sanitation consultatien in three Pacific 
is land countries and for preparing a workshop on land management tools in China. 

In Latin America/the Caribbean, management of several activities was transferred or 
jointly shared, including a country consultatien on urban environment and infrastructure for 
BraziJ and a consultatien on decentralization in Venezuela. Bank staff directly supported the 
identification of UMP activities in Cuba, the urban services and environmental impravement 
workshop in Mexico, and the regional seminar on urban violence in Cali, Colombia. 

Programme activities are started by the development and approval of an lnitiating Brief (IB). 
IBs may be developed by any party in the programme, but require to be circulated by the 
initiating coordinator to all programme offices for comments prior to their approval by the 
initiating coordinator (at global or regionallevel as the case may be) and implementation of the 
activities described in the IBs. As of end 1994, 205 of such IBs had been developed since the 
UMP Phase 2 inception in July 1992, of which 62 were under implementation. 72 activities 
have been completed, 6 have been deferred for various reasons, 26 have been cancelled and 39 
were under review prior to finalisation and approval. 

3. UMP Activities in the Four Programme Regions 

As of end 1994, 65 UMP supported city and country consultations/demonstrations have been 
undertaken, are currently planned or presently underway. Additionally, the programme has 
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supported 57 seminars and workshops, mostly regional or sub-regional in nature. The 
programme has furthermore sponsored 66 supporting studies (of which 47 under the core 
teams auspices) at local, nation al, regional and globallevels, of which 22 are on-going. 
Activities are fairly evenly spread across the five programme theme areas, with 27 IBs in the 
area of urban land management, 32 in the area of urban infrastructure management, 30 in the 
area of municipal finance and administration, a high of 52 activities in the area of urban 
environmental management and a low of only 24 activities in the area of urban poverty 
alleviation - UMPs most recently initiated theme area - with the balance being 40 multi
component activities. 

In urban land management, UMP has recognised the limitations of traditional approaches to 
urban land management such as master planning and large-scale public land acquisition and 
development. The UMP is therefore promoting policies and practices resulting in more 
equitable, effective and efficient land markets as the best means of meeting massive demands 
for urban land. This involves support for effective procedures and institutions to provide land 
to the public for development and secure titles at reasonable cost through transparent 
processes. Land registration and titling, land use regulations, and public land utilization and 
d.isposal procedures and pricing, are related areas of focus. The need to build on customary 
systems of land managementand to consicter informallillegalland markets is recognized. 

The traditional supply orientation to infrastructure policy has resulted in over-emphasis on 
facilities rather than services, on public sector provision often requiring the coord.ination of 
many institutional actors, highly politicized decision-making regarding types of investments 
and standards and pricing of services, and lack of attention to operations and 
maintenance(O&M). The UMP therefore promotes policies that focus on services delivered in 
response to effective demand; pricing for cost recovery and demand managementand targeting 
of subsidies; competition and partnerships between the public, private and community sectors 
in demand identification and service delivery; and capacity building for better O&M 
management. 

As far as municipal finance and administration is concerned, the UMP focuses on promoting 
the implementation of municipal finance and administration policies and practices that facilitate 
the efficient and equitable provision of urban services. This has the following major 
dimensions: 
(i) mobilizing resources: i.e. augmenting municipalities' own resources, enhancing the 

effectiveness of intergovernmental transfers of resources to municipalities, and 
rationalising local govemment borrowing; 

(ü) improving the effectiveness of local govemment current and capita! expenditures; 
(üi) increasing the efficiency of intergovernmental institutional arran-gements and procedures, 

and similar internal institutional arrangements in municipal institutions to ensure efficient 
delivery of urban services. 

An add.itional focus in this theme area is to initiate and facilitate processes of capacity building 
at locallevel to ensure sustainable improvements in the above areas. 

The main focus in the UMP environmental management theme area is to support capacity 
building for urban environm:ental planning and management processes at city, country and 
regionat levels. UMPs sister programme for urban environmental support, the Sustainable 
Cities Programme (SCP), has developed an operational framework for urban environmental 
management, primarily through developing pilot experiences of consultative and participatory 
processes in environmental planning and management in cities around the world, and 
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synthesizing these experiences. 
In urban poverty alleviation the UMP aims at increasing the capacity of urban managers 
(primarily in municipalities) to address urban poverty issues. The broad areas of operatien 
comprise: 
(i) the municipal regulatory framework, where actions will generally include revisions to the 

framework to make it more responsive to the requirements of the poor, whether in the 
areas of housing-, building- and infrastructure standards, land tenure regularisation or 
eperating licences for hawkers, street vendors, pedicab drivers and other law-ineome 
employment areas; 

(ii) basic services delivery, particularly primary health care and primary education, micro
infrastructure in low-income neighbourhoods, water supply, solid waste managementand 
sanitation; and 

(üi) direct employment creation strategies e.g. through public works programmes and 
vocational education. 

UMP also focuses on specific vuJoerabie groups (scavengers, street children- particularly in 
Africa - and the informal sector) through disseminating successful practices and/or building 
networks at municipallurban level. In order to better cope with the growing urban violence and 
to provide access to justice for the urban poor, UMP has undertaken several initiatives in this 
area in the Latin America/Caribbean and Africa Regions, as well as through the headquarters 
team at UNCHS, which is supporting an overview on this topic, covering all regions. 

An Example of Africa Regional Activities: The Regional Municipal Finance 
and Administration Workshop, Accra, Ghana, May 1994 

The workshop, which had as participants a number of carefully selected regional experts in this 
subject area, essentially served two purposes: 
a) to identify major issues of importance in the area of municipal finance and administration, 

which the UMP should positively respond to in the region; 
b) to discuss the way the UMP could respond to such issues through the mobilization of its 

regional panel memhers 
The major areas of interest covered were the financial, institutional and manpower development 
implications of decentralisation. Within these major areas of concern, the balance of these isues 
differed between West-Africa and East and Southem Africa, very largely deterrnined by the 
differences in colonial settiement pattems and administration. 
The workshop also discussed the role of the region al panel memhers in the development of the 
regional UMP support network, essentially identifying three major areas of action for regional 
panel (or network) members: 
- identifying demand for UMP services; 
- participate/facilitate in country/city consultations; 
- participate in regional exchanges on good practice on municipal finance and administration. 
The practicalities and modalities of this support were discussed at some length in the 
workshop, so as to make the regional panel merobers onderstand fully what they can (and 
cannot) expect from UMP. 

The UMP has a clear brokerage function in Sub-Saharan Africa, not only in initiating country 
and city consultations (pa.rticularly in the theme areas of land, infrastructure and environmental 
management), but also in its communication strategy and in its relation with (bilateral) donors 
for support of downstream activities. The regional team has also started cooperation with the 
African Development Bank to help it develop its own urban development support agenda. 
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An example of in-country activities in the Arab States - Morocco: A workshop 
was held in Rabat in November 1993 to enhance the sensitivity ofpolicy makers in the field of 
urban development on evaluation techniques. Organised with l'lnstitut National 
d' Amenagement et d'Urbanisme in Rabat and the Montreal Institute for Urbanism, the Agence 
Nationale de la Lutte contre !'Habitat INsalubre, the Societe Nationale d'Equipements et de 
Construction, USAID - Rabat Office and the "Cities in Development" Association, based in 
Montreal. The workshop agreed on a set of priority actions designed to facilitate project 
evaluation. These include a critica! appraisal of different evaluation schemes currently being 
applied; a review of limitations in data gathering methodologies; and the development of rapid 
evaluation protoeals that are simple to implement. The importance of ensuring consananee 
between programme objectives and evaluation techniques was understood. Finally, flexibility 
in developing evaluation approaches and methodologies was recommended to facilitate 
transferability, allow fora wider scope of application, and provide an operational framework 
for comparative analysis. 

In the Arab States, the UMP structure for capacity building is different from that in other 
regions: country coordinators and panels have been selected in specific countries rather than 
forrned at the regionat level. In addition, the programme has identified urban heritage 
protection, micro-enterprise development and gender awareness as regional rallying points to 
be able to better address the major areas of UMP focus. Besides country- and city-level 
activities, regional initiatives have been implemented on gender awareness in urban 
management and on exchanging experiences on municipal solid waste management. 

In the Asia-Pacific region, the UMP is focusing on capacity building for local authorities, non
land based sourees of municipal revenues and access of the poor to housing finance, with 
activities currently going on in twelve countries. As an alternative to the country panel 
structure, a networkof urban management experts in Asia (URBNET-Asia) has been created, 
which is fostering the development of country-level networks. The regional team has started 
cooperation with the Asian Development Bank in two country activities, and expects that this 
cooperation wil! expand significantly during 1995. The UMP regionat communications 
strategy includes development and dissemi nation of an occasional papers series, production of 
a regionat newsletter and creation of partnerships with other publications. 

Selected UMP-Asia/Pacific in-country activities: 

Bangladesh: Two rnissions to Dhaka were undertaken at the request of the government in 
June and September 1993 in conneetion with the Human Settlements Sector Review sponsored 
by UNDP and carried out by UNCHS. The June mission reviewed the draftUrban and Shelter 
Sector Review and discussed with relevant authorities the process for preparing the Urban and 
Shelter Policy and Programme Framework and the role of the UMP in the process. This led to 
the policy workshop hosted by the government in September as the first stage in the policy 
formulation process. One of the workshop's main proposals was the establishment of a 
national Housing and Urban Policy Council, the inter-agency body to oversee the formulation 
of the policy. Immediate follow-up activities to be supported by UMP-Asia in 1994 include 
meetings with local govemments to establish priorities in the human settlements programme, 
particularly on urban poverty alleviation and a workshop among donor agencies to coordinate 
external support to the areas identified in the Urban and Shelter Sector Review. 

Philippines: As a result of the country consultations held in Manila in February 1993, a 
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number of follow-up activities have been initiated by the govemment as well as by UNDP 
Manila and some practising professionals. One of these is the formulation of a national urban 
development policy spearheaded by the National Economie and Development Authority 
(NEDA) and the Housing and Urban Development Council (HUDCC) which have jointly 
started the policy formulation process with an intemally-funded policy framework. A request 
form UMPIUNDP support has been submitted to UNDP-Manila for subsequent stages of the 
process. Another is the technica! assistance for the re-structuring of metropolitan management 
in Manila, in which UMP-Asia is collaborating with the World Bank. The World Bank is 
contributing $ 300,00 to cover the costs of consultant services. 

In the Latin America/Caribbean Region the UMP focuses on several strategie themes: as the 
programme cannot cover all municipal clients in the region, there must be strategie selectivity; 
this is i.a achieved by focusing on centrai-local govemment relationships. Additionally, 
working with associations of municipalities and regional exchanges of experiences are seen as 
key elements in the pro gramme. A regional exchange of experience in solid waste management 
has been very successful in stimulating the adoption of good practices, and the regional team 
intends to use this approach also for other programme areas. Another approach used is the 
sequencing of country events on the same theme, in order to make more efficient use of 
regional panel members; an example of this is the sequence of national workshops on 
decentralisation held in Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador in March 1994. 

Selected In-country Activities of UMP-Latin America/Carribean: 

Bolivia: A forma! request to support the organization of a country consultation on the role of 
municipalities in the process of decentralization was submitted by the Minister of Planning and 
Coordination to the UMP-LAC office in May 1993. The UMP-LAC provided input on the 
presentation of the evaluation of decentralization processes in five LAC countries during the 
national policy of decentralization. Along with this assistance to the Bolivian government, a 
panel Of experts on decentralization policy and programmes was formed. A request has been 
made to the UMP to support follow-up activities on the implementation of the new legislation. 

Mexico: at the request of the govemment, support was provided to a country consultation on 
the "100 City Prograrnme" covering all five UMP components. Theevent consistedof five 
meetings with mayors, high ranking officials at the municipal and state levels, NGO's, and the 
private sector. The programme covered specific urban management topics which were 
presented by UMP-LAC and the nucleus team staff. The UMP-LAC co-sponsored the meeting 
which was held from July to September 1993. 

In several of the regions the broad theme of decentralisation has been found to be a logica! 
rallying point for UMP activities. Although this was not foreseen, this may form the umbrella 
for many of the UMP activities in the regions in the years to come, and will necessitate the 
development of policy framework papers on that topic (at present only one such paper exists 
on the decentralising the provision of municipal services, prepared by the World Bank 
headquarters team). 

4. The Habitat 11 preparatory process: the "Road Map to Istanbul" 

The UN General Assembly decided in its 1992 session that the Second United Nations 
Conference on Human Settlements will be held in Istanbul, Turkey during 3- 14 June 1996, 
twenty years after the first such conference was held in Vaneauver in 1976. The main themes 
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to be discussed at the Conference camprise shelter for all and sustainable human settlements 
development in an urbanising world. The UN Assistant Secretary-General in charge of 
UNCHS (Habitat), Dr. Wally N'Dow, is concurrently Secretary-General for the Conference. 
UNCHS (Habitat) has been designated as the Conference secretarial and to take the lead in the 
Conference preparatory process. 

After the first substantive session of the Preparatory Committee for Habitat ll in April 1994 
(where the UN Secretary-General dubbed it "The City Summit") the preparatory process was 
fmned up by the Habitat 11 secretarial in consultalion with a wide array of involved parties, 
including UN Agencies, other inter-governmental organisations, city associations, NGOs and 
the private sector. A programmatic diagram for the preparatory process has been finalized in 
the form of a "Road Map to Istanbul". This "blue print" for the Conference and its preparatory 
activities comprises the following types of activities: 

A. Core activities 

These are activities to be undertak:en by the Habitat II secretarial at UNCHS (Habitat). They 
fa! I into three categories: 
a) Support to thematic preparations. Th is set of activities includes the development of 

substantive position papers on each of the key issues/themes of the Conference: shelter, 
poverty, environment, decentralisation and management (governance), and disaster 
preparedness, mitigation and re-construction. Each of the themes will be the focus of 
regional workshops designed to assist national committees in preparing their reviews and 
analysis. The results of the workshops will feed into Conference documentation and 
provide the basis for ad hoc thematic round tables to take place in Istanbul. 
In actdition to the above, position papers and seminars wil! be organised on three special 
themes of direct relevanee to the Conference, one on financing shelter and urban 
development, one on land tenure security and one on best practices in improving living 
environments. 

b) Direct support to in-country preparations. Four areas of technica! advisory services and 
support are foreseen as follows: 
- Support to broad-based partnerships and consultanons 
- Application of shelter and urban indicators 
- Leaming from best practices in settlements management 
- Gender-sensitivity and awareness 
The primary means of support envisaged include technica! advisory miss i ons, assistance to 
policy consultations, and the hiring of local consultants to assist national comrnittees in 
data gathering, analysis and reporting. 

c) Global Plan of Action. Th is activity will entail the analysis of priorities identified by 
national plans of action and the formulation of a realistic and implementab Ie Global Plan of 
Action. It wil! also entail proposals for putting into place mechanisms and instruments for 
financing the Global Plan of Action. 

B. Independent Activities 

These are activities to be undertak:en by other UN Agencies, inter-govemmental organisations 
and international associations on themes related to the Conference. Their purpose is to enrich 
the preparatory process with the experiences gained and lessons leamt from ongoing activities 
invalving the international community at large. Discussions and negotiations are currently 
underway with, inter alia, the World Bank, regional development banks, U.N. regional 
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economie commissions, and specialised agencies such as UNESCO, ILO, WHO, UNICEF, 
FAO and others. A series of eight to twelve colloquia, workshops and seminars for 
representatives of national committees and agency focal points are envisaged in 1995 as a 
means of enabling national committee members to share experiences and benefit from state-of
the-art research and development. Results of the colloquia will feed into conference 
documentation and enrich national plans of action and the Global Plan of Action. 

C. Special Prowmmes and Awareness-buildin~ 

These activities are to be sponsored or co-sponsored by public and private sector foundations 
and professional associations. They are intended to mobilise specific audiences through the 
following types of activities: 

Urban design competitions 
Awards for best photographs, videos, press and media reporting on the cross-cutring 
issues and themes of the Conference 
A book on "Cities for People" 
Award for "best practices" 

These activities, and others, will provide inputs to and the basis for material to be presented at 
the Exposirion of Good Ideas for Better Cities to be held in parallel to the Conference. 

D. Conference Activities 

Finally, the diagram outlines activities to take place during the two weeksof the Conference, 
notably: 

Partners' fora during the first three days of the Conference. Five partners' fora are 
envisaged, one each for city associations, professional associations, the private sector, 
NGOs and CBOs and Global Parliamentarians; 
Thematic round-tables on issues of relevanee to the Conference and the Global Plan of 
Action. These round tables will result in documentation and statements which will feed 
into and enrich the deliberations of the Conference; 
A World Assembly of Cities to be organized by the Group 4 of city and local authority 
associations; 
An expo and trade fair; 
Cultural and artistic events. 

The programmatic diagram, together with a Guide to Habitat 11 has been sent to most 
Govemments, national committees, international agencies and associations for consideration. 
The Habitat 11 secretarial wekomes comments and feedback as both the diagram and the guide 
will be updated on a continuous basis. 

5 . The role of UMP in the Habitat 11 preparatory process 

From the above, it will be clear that there are obvious potential synergies between UMP 
operations and the preparatory process for Habitat II and the City Summit itself. To exploit 
these synergies in practical terms the following ways of cooperation are being implemented: 

As noted above, several major UMP themes have also emerged as critica! issues for the Habitat 
II preparatory process, particularly the need to successfully address in the Habitat ll Global 
Plan of Actions the issues of more creatively: 
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1) developing financing op ti ons for urban basic infrastructure and services, and 
2) ensure adequate, secure land tenure for all, particularly for the urban poor. 
UNCHS has taken the initiative to develop global IBs for this purpose and UMP supports 
these initiatives at national, regional and global levels, as these initiatives present an 
opportunity for UMP to better promate policy change in these major programme areas. With 
respect to the land tenure issue, UMP facilitates the discussion of issues related to this at 
several of its regional and interregional meetings, following up on the outcome of UMP
sponsored studies in this field. The fust such major meeting will be held in Abidjan in March 
1995 for policy makers for the Africa and Arab Regions. UMP-supported studies are on the 
way in preparatien fora similar meeting in the Asia Pacific region scheduled for May 1995. 
With respect to the urban finance agenda UMP has developed a similar support stance, with 
major studies on the way and regional meetings scheduled in several of the programme 
regions. 

UMP collaborates with the Habitat II Secretariat in the development of a data base on good 
urban management practices, both at global and regional levels; the UMP Regional Offices 
serve as regional nodes for identification, screening, compilation and disseminarion of 
examples of good practices; existing UMP resources are brought to bear in as far as these were 
anyway intended for such data base development; resources to meet additional requirements for 
this, if any, are made available from Habitat II resources. UMP contributes with the outcome 
of some of its consultations and with some of its working papers to the documentation and 
presentation of best practices for improving living environments. Several examples of best 
practice which UMP activities have helped identify and document (i.a. the Cebu City policy 
approach to urban poverty alleviation) will be presented at the International Colloquium on 
Best Practice to be held in Dubai in early March 1995. 

The UMP Regional Coordinators in the course of regular UMP activities stimulate the 
participation of mayors in the National Preparatory Committees for Habitat 11; other global and 
regio na! forums in which the UMP coordinators participate are also used as opportunities for 
doing so. 

In working with cities and countries on their Habitat 11 National Plans of Action, priority wil! 
be given by the Habitat Il Secretarial to those cities and countries which have already 
developed an action agenda with UMP support. 

At the request of the Habitat II Secretanat the UMP Regional Officesmay selectively facilitate 
country and city consultations on the preparation of National Action Plans for Habitat II 
utilising Habitat 11 preparatory resources placed at the disposal of the UMP regional 
coordinators to support such activities; these funds may be utilised to hire consultancy inputs 
and/or to organise events. A similar support arrangement exists for the preparation of regional 
preparatory meetings. As an example, the UMP in the Arab States Region is preparing some of 
the national inputs to the regional Habitat II preparatory meeting to be held at ESCWA in 
Amman, Jordan in March 1995. From the UMP perspective such initiatives provide an 
additional opportunity to further policy change in its substantive areas of operation. 

UMP cooperates with the Habitat II Secretanat in the development of the City Development 
Fund for consultations, to augment resources available for such consultations, to be fed by 
contributions from clients, as wel! as through generalised twinning aJ.Tangements. 

In sum, the iogic of mutual benefit from active UMP involvement in the Habitat II preparatory 
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process is undeniable. This, of course, is not to say that there are notalso substantive areas in 
the Habitat II preparatory process in which UMP involvement makes little sense, such as in the 
shelter and disaster preparedness, rnitigation and re-construction theme areas. Likewise, it is 
clear that UMP resources have been provided by the ESAs supporting UMP to achieve UMP 
objectives, not Habitat II objectives. Obviously the programme management and UNCHS 
(Habitat) understand and agree with that position. The overriding criterion for UMP 
involvement continues to be that there must be synergy in substantive terros as well as with 
respect to the modality of the activities (e.g. country consultations, documentation of best 
urban management practice and g1obal and regional exchange thereof); it is only on the basis of 
such a criterion that both Habitat II and UMP resource utilisation will have maximum benefits. 
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MUNICIPAL CONDITIONS FOR SUST AINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF 
HUMAN SETTLEMENTS IN EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Joseph L.M. Mugere 
Municipal Development Programme for Sub-Saharan Africa, Harare, Zimbabwe 

Abstract: 

This paper discusses the concept of sustl!!Dable dey~lop_menJ of human settlements at the level 
of the urban local authorities in Eastem and Southem Africa. It examines the concept of 
sustainability, its desirability and achievability in the area of hu man settlements development. It 
delineates some key determinants for the sustainable development of human settlements At._ 
municipallevel. It proposes that sustainable development of human settlements_i.s_~~-mJJ.Çh a 
politica! economy issue, as it is a !~~.!ll:fe and ~h!llçALcapaçity issue. Only when it is 
understood thus can the complex mix of factors such as resources, lanq, technology, !JlÏ.Natiqn 
QMtems, cglonial history,_g.!_obalisatio!l, politiÇ§ and_ideolog~ appropriately modeled. It 
concludes that there is need for inter-geveromental policy clarity. intemal consistency within 
d~JJ.tr..J!.lliro.JullGLÏQ.lls_,_~;;)e~U:Jmd relevantxegulatory frameworks. and..an all.:J.2erv sive systellJ_ 
.&QJDPetence to deliver within the context of the complexities. 

Key Words: Human settlements, Sustainability, Municipal conditions, National policies, 
Reguiatory frameworks, Resources, Urbanisation, Urban culture Globalisation 

1. Introduetion 

The World Commission on Environment and Development characterises sustainable 
development as "the ability to meet the needs of the present without comprornising the ability 
of future generations tomeet their own needs."l 

The implications of this definition are significant, in light of the North South debate about 
responsibility for the future, blame-worthiness for the pastand development planning for the 
present. According to this perspective, sustainable development is not a trade-off between 
presentand future development. It is a different kind of development, which recognises that 
while the aspirations of the rest of humanity to a materially better world should not be 
frustrated, such aspirations need not be achieved through the route used by these who have 
gone before. It is a challenge to the present generation to visualise a sustainably developed 
future, taking into account the irresponsible plunder - of people, of natura! resources, of new 
technology and of humanity itself, which characterized the past. Development need nothappen 
on a first come first take basis. Human settlements range from these which are the outcome of 
menumental eradication of the natura! environmental such as the cities, to ones where such 
settlements have hardly actvaneed (regressed?) from the natura! habitat. Sustainable human 
settlements, in environmental terms must be these where human creativity in meeting 
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humanity's needs has blended optimally with nature, maximising the best out of each, 
enhancing each other's actual or substitutive regeneration, where human settlements, in terms 
of shelter, infrastructure and social networks are in rhyme and synch with nature alive. 
While it is not the case now, it is nevertheless as futile to spend time on who pluodered the 
most and when, as it is to spend time on trying to stop the d.isadvantaged from eking out a 
living from the environment ("mastering the environment") when there are no acceptable 
options already in place. 
A key player in the development, provision and maintenance of human settlements are local 
and municipal governments. It is upon them that the responsibility rests for creating the 
optimum preconditions for the development of sustainable human settlements, and for the 
management of the environment around and within. 
This paper sketches the municipal conditions for sustainable develo~ent of human settlements 

..fu>m the perspective of Eastern and Southern Africa. · 

2. Sustainable Development of Human Settlements 

Sustainability in the context ofdevelopment of hurnan settlements must go beyond the usual 
definitions of P@~i~_(J!l_ of shelter, infrastructural ~ervi~-~ what to do about the 
rnar_ginalisation of the poor-anq-- eriaer or other issues related to the disadvantaged. These are 
important perspectives to look at. However, sustainability .goes beyond the what, beyond 
ingred.ients and end product. It is yet another area where the process is as important as the 
product, which of necessity calls for a bold and imaginative definition of the "by whom" and 
"the how", and in deed "the why"? 

3. The Politica! Economy of Human Settlements 

Hu man settiement policies and strategies are neither neutral nor inevitable. The more organised 
they are the more they are a function of the needs for production, trade and supply of Iabour . . _ 
How human settlements are viewed in light of function determines how they are planned, 
financed, utilised and indeed moved. 
For example, colonial settiement strategies were clear about why the majority of people should 
settie where. They were clear about who shouid pay for it and why. They were also clear about 
the infrastructure to provide and for whose use when. For example in Zimbabwe, the private 
sector was levied to subsidise transportation for Blacks to go from the townships, located as 
far away from the urban centre as feasible, because their only relevanee in the white city was as 
Iabour. Because of the specificity of the need forthem in the White city, employers did not 
subsidise bus fares during the weekend. Then Africans paid prohibitive fares. That achieved 
two objectives - saving on "unnecessary" Iabour costs and keeping the numbers visiting the 
city for non-Iabour activities down. They were also clear about who should provide shelter and 
of what standard. Look at the hostels in South Africa for migrant labourers. 
Thus shelter strategies cannot be discussed outside a .P.Ç>Iitic!!_ eco.nornicJr11mew_gr:k. In each 
national context the values governing settiement anasnelter need to be clarified, the 
determinants of responsibility allocation, the decisions of who if anybody has a right to shelter, 
the right of communities to infrastructure, the common understanding about the respective 
roles and responsibilities. Further capacity potential and limitation should not be just saluted. It 
is an essential ingred.ient, a sine qua non. 
The above means that a clear policy context is required, setting out, first and foremost, the 
national philosophy, values and overall strategy for human settlements. Then the 
r~_Qonsibility of different levels of overnment. In particular the responsibility of locai 
a_!!_th2_~iti~~ fQI.~c;:g_~me_~t_J?}_<!~Dill_~d ~e~~ ()pm_ent, the responsibility for th~_Q~ye!Qpl}l~l}_tfm.d 
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enforcement of the regulato!:Y framework, the content of the regulatory framework, and 
eiîSUilïîgCOrïSfsiency in-the allocatton of responsibilities. A lot of the decentralisation of_ 

· functions between two or more levels of govemment is aften totally strangulated by the intemal 
mconststency of functions. 
For example in Harare in the eighties, the city had total responsibilities for planning and 
implemenring their own housing development schernes, but had no responsibility for providing 
or even ensuring the provision of primary schools. Yet there was central gaveroment policy 
which stipulated that there must be a school within a certain distance, to ensure that no child 
would have to walk more than a certain number of kilometers to get to a school. Some new 
housing areas went without schools for years, until responsibility was rationalised. 
The above example is much more serious when responsibility for settiement planning is not 
synchronised with responsibility for environment proteetion within and between settiement 
areas. A lot falls through the middle, and by the time synchronisation takes place, casts of 
reversal might be quite high. 
It is also at the policy level that the extent and nature of the regulatory framework must be 
stipulated, because if the parent legislation is restrictive or overly permissive, the local 
legislation will be constrained accordingly. 
Sustainable development of human settlements, asindeed any other development, has to be 
seen from two perspectives: that of cap~city -~o self-perpetuate, and that of such ~f. 
pe.!Q_e_!l.Jati_Qni_!l_tbe short term not being detnmentaltoSerf perpetuation in the long term. Thus 
the capacity for sustainable development for the human settiement sector must be defined as 
capacity to adequately meet the present human settiement needs without a) depriving the 
ca_pacity of QtJler s_eftor~ ~hiep are _mutul!!!yj!!_~!_c,l~ende_!l! __ ~LIUh~_l]._umll!J._s~_tt!~me_!lj~JQ.r 
and, b) w_it_h()ut_Q!:e_Î!lcl,ictn_g tl].~ C:l:Rll.Çj!J- of fQ_ture generations to meet their own human _ 
settiement needs 
Sus~i!!_a_!:Jj~i_~ thus a_B9_~~ __ resource and ttzhnical c~c:i!Y._issue, as much as it is a socio 

oliuco- syc~ologicaf issue. It is therefore Important to define the level at which the 
sustainabillty IS measure , and the pre-conditions for its attainment. Much is aften said about 
the need for sustainable development, sametimes posed as a trade-off between sustainable and 
development, other times as an apocalyptic, "repent or perish" scenario. Rarely is it painted as 
an achievable objective, given certain action steps. 
Any human settiement strategy has of course to deal with questions of availability of shelter 
and infrastructure, which in itself is a function of policies, financial, technological resources 
and of course land, which in itself is another complexity. However availability is not enough, 
as there is also the issues of acceptability, affordability, and a sense of it being .... well 
"habitat" or home, with a sense of permanency, security and belonging. 

4. Municipal conditions 

Cen Policies 

lt is not poss1 le to have a coherent shelter strategy unless there is clarity about who has 
responsibility for it. In most countries the policies are caught up in assumptions of national 
government responsibility for shelter, local government responsibility and individual 
responsibility. Thus decentralisation policies and strategies as well as structural adjustment 
policies, in particular cost recovery measures, have a hearing on the sustainability or otherwise 
of human settlements. 
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Local Govemance 

Even when the policies are clear, the approaches and mechanisms for representation, 
participation, consultation and decision making are crucial to sustainable development of 
human settlements. It does not matter who has the responsibility, it matters how the 
beneficiaries, the financiers, and the rule makers and imptementers are agreed and are 
involved. Human settiement issues are the most all-embracing of all social planning. Therefore 
they should be the most absorbing of all the community efforts. 
The challenge for local govemance is to go beyond participation slogans to actual participation 
in decision mal<ing and implementation. Local govemance can only go beyond symbolic 
democracy when the citizenship has power, and teehoical knowledge is used to interpret and 
implement citizen's choices, not impose re-cycled choices on people. Participation, not mere 
consultation is a prerequisite for sustainable choices. Sustainable choices include preferences, 
responsibilities and social accountability. · 

'-. 
Systems,Disjuncture (Mabogunje) 

The dual system which according to Mabogunje2 exists in African local govemments, the frrst 
the foreign official one and the other the indigenous, informal and pervasive one, can be both 
an asset and a problem. If properly recognised, tapped and utilised, it could be the basis of 
long-term sustainabilty, because of its cultural and historica! authority basis. The reverse of 
course is what has pervaded the systems for many years. 

Reguiatory Frameworks 

These are sadly abused in Africa. It is time the romanticisarion of chaotic spontaneity in the 
name of relaxing standards should stop, as indeed it is time to demolish the demi gods 
worshipped in Southern Africa as standards. Both . totally unregulated approaches and 
impossible standards end up victirnising the disadvantaged, enriching the manipulative and 
paralysing the system. A realistic regulatory framework can selectively target, stimulate and 
proteet A combination of teehoical capacity and politica] comrnitment to design human 
settiement strategies which are responsive to all segments of society without creating 
impermeable harriers which make movement between segments impossible, is needed. 

Resource Utilisation 

Whoever has responsibility for the planning and implementation of the urban human 
settlements in Africa is fighting a resource battle of monomental proporti ons, which manifests 
itself in different dimensions, and which affects different sectors and classes differently: 

CThe tiirià) 
....____. --
The question of land in Eastem and Southem Africa is infested with controversy and irony. In 
some countries the issue is .ownership. In others it is Jack of ownership. Land rights are lilce 
dowry and women's rights - w here women have- ·to· pay dowry such as in some Asian 
countries, it is blamed for women • s oppression. And where men do the paying, such as in 
some African countries, it is still blamed for the oppression of women! There is definitely no 
consensus in Africa about whether free hold land titles are the ideal or whether state or some 
other state agent ownership is the best for the people. In countries with atmndant land, there is 
as much a land question as there is in countries where there is serious l~nd shortage. While 
there is no doubt that land plays a crucial role in the development of sustainable human 
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settlements, its tenure regime may be less the issue than the structure and process of access, the 
weighing of access criteria for or against certain groups. 

~éy 
The land policies have to be clear as to what their objectives are. At the moment most counuies 
are either dealing with an efficient but alienating land market or a totally distorted one which 
has no relationship with the real value of land. Dynarnic policies are required which reflect the 
social objectives of the society and the economie strategies with which to achieve those social 
objectives. Where shelter for all is the objective, clearly the policies must be those whose 
articulation and instruments are those which can achleve this objective. 

A v9ilability 

Regardless of what policies are put in place, there has to be land to have policies over. In fact 
such policies may have to also be geared towards making more land available for human 
settlements. In that case rnaicing land available for human settlements has to be rewarded in 
such a way that it is worth the while for those who have to let go of the land. They have to be 
able to countenance an alternative mode of existence following their dispossession. This of 
course would not necessarily apply to instances of historica! restitution such as in Southem ;z. 
There are no guarantees that when policies are in place, land is available, and redistribution is 
going on, that access to land for those who needit the most is going to be easy, equitable or 
even monitorable. 

/ yse 
Land use is a major bone of contention in many African countries. First there is the 
controversy of classification; what is important use forsome people is luxury for some, waste 
for others or value threatening for yet others, depending on one's objective conditions. Then 
there is the policy/value question of whether land is a right, that everyone should have access 
to as long as they need it for use versus those who treat land as private property to own, use, 
just keep or dispose of as they see fit, just as they would do with their bicycle. This raises 
questions regarding land acquired and kept for speculative purposes and what the appropriate 
policy responses ought to be. 

Priji'g 
E'ven where the cannons have been made very clear - land is for sale, pricing mechanisms in 
most African countries are by and large chaotic, and not because of the chaos of the land 
market alone, but because of the land market's inability to take into account various socio
cultural issues related to land, notjustin Africa, but everywhere el se. The difference is that in 
western land markets, such socio-cultural considerations are already codified as part of the 
market driving circumstances. Trans-located to Africa, they have failed to work. Land markets 
therefore need to be developed such that they respond to and regulate the real value of land to 
the people who are intended to play on the market stage. A great deal of stupefication related to 
totally incomprehensible land market responses in Africa can be explained in terms of 
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inappropriate value assumptions with regard to responses to land markets. And historically a 
lot of dispossession has taken place due to different values about, and relationships to land 
between different cultures. 

Finance 

Inadequate financial provisi()ns, whether in terms of public provisions or private markets have 
characterised the development of shelter in many African countries. There are many countries 
where the idea of fina!lèe institutions dedicated to shelter are uriheard of. Of course there are 
countries, such as Zimbabwe and others which have developed financing for all categones of 
shelter needs, but the quantitative expansion of these facilities are still insignificant when seen 
against the needs. In the end the little there is gets absorbed within the limited inner circle of 
accessibility. However the land ownership debates are resolved, there neects to be a mechanism 
which allows the development of an investment outlook so that people and institutions can 
invest and dis-invest in shelter, thereby allowing mobility and development of more shelter. 
Th is implies some modification in attitudes towards land ownership. It also requires on the part 
of the authorities a recognition that shelter needs and priorities among people sometimes 
respond to very different geographical and shelter specifications from what they assume. For 
example the African concept of home may mean that financing possibilities need to be 
enhanced in both the rural and the urban setting. Yet there is virtuallyj1Q__{inancingJor.nual 
housing even in countries where the majority of the population consicter themselves temporary 
s?journersin the cjty. · -- - · - ·· 

Security . 

Whatever the ownership pattem, there remains a need for a sense of security of tenure, of both 
land and developments as well as security from all factors which may make one have to move, 
without a chance to recoup whatever one has invested, including emotional and social 
investment. People do not invest in shelter and settiement unless they perceive that they can 
choose, within reason, when to move and when to stay, not when they believe they could be 
moved any time, arbitrarily. 

Technology 

Human settiement technology in Africa is plagued by inability to plan, stereotypical designs, 
conventional approaches to building standards and materials, poor maintenance culture and 
inappropriate technology. 
Planning: In spite of the change of tone in the planning literature, there is still an inability 
among human settiement planners to conceive of settiement plans which go beyond land use 
plans and development control to those which promote integrated physical and socio-economie 
development. Even when they have been cognitively convinced, they are still technically 
illiterate and professionally too insular to tap into the promise of inter-disciplinary plans. 
Designs: There neects to develop in Africa an imaginative architectural culture which creates 
from the culture, environment; matenals and resources around it, which has a different basis 
for professional acclaim than now and which has the boldness to create a new professional 
culture and relationship with the elient Such a change, of course requires, as it does in most of 
the professions which are engaged in developing Africa, a change in the whole structure of 
professional formation and the key reference points for success. It also requires tremendous 
integrity, imagination, courage and a degree of selflessness, and of course access to fairly 
flexible resources. 
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The same could be said about those who actually build the physical environment. To a large 
extent they contribute to the restrietion of those who design its development. If they invested 
more in increased flexibility, there would be more flexibility allround. 

Technica! Competence 

It is clear then that the absence or inadequacy of the above conditions for sustainable 
development of human settlements, is not due only to policy constraints, and/or resource 
availability, but also to technica! competence to assess, to advise and to procure. It is also due 

11 to absence of innovation and capability to utilise available raw matenals possibilities, due also 
to inability to innovate in standards, such that the same standards or approxirnate standards can 
be met without having to procure the matenals on which they were originally designed. 
(technica! competence to analyse, to advise, to procure, to innovate and to substitute). 
Someone has to take the leadership for these required innovations. In the past it could have 
been assumed to be the role of central govemments. Now with decentralisation, the recognition 
that local govemments have greater potential to work more effectively at locallevel, and that 
good gavernanee is a catalyst for innovation, local municipal authorities have to be key players 
in stimulating and sustaining the competencies required for the sustainable development of 
human settlements. 

Technica! Capacity 

Technica! capacity is individual, institutional, and govemmental. It is a pre-requisite for the 
sustainable development of human settlements to develop the policy making, irnplementation 
and appraisal and to ensure there is competence to implement such policies. Technica! as well 
as socio-politica! awareness are crucial at the policy process level. It is even more important at 
the municipal govemment level. 

Management Challenge 

It is important that the local urban authorities are actually managed as both communities and 
social systems where people make their living from eradie to grave, where service delivery is 
predicated upon resource mobilisation, which means rnanaging the urban authority like the 
complete system which it is, complete but interdependent with other systems. 

Urbanisation Culture 

In Africa the fallacy of what is home is going to have to be demystified. People spend their 
entire lives in the city and continue to consider the rural village their home, even though they 
have never lived there for more than a week a year in their adulthood. They have neither 
emotional nor financial investment in the city. And yet their whole existence is in the city, and 
thatof their children. 

Who owns the African City and who is interested? 

The two segments who generate surpluses which are potentially investible in the built 
environment in the city are capita! and Iabour. Unfortunately capita! is largely foreign and 
engages in only necessary reinvestment for further extraction of re-ex portable profits. Labour 
is largely equally foreign to the African city. Africans in Eastern and Southern Africa do not 
belong to the city. They also engage in minimaJly essential investment in the urban areas. 
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Otherwise their investment is intheir rural 'homes'. There is a crisis of cities without 
citizenship. 

Urban Citizenship 

The Africans were fora long time visitors to the city, who came to make money for paying 
colonial taxes and go away to do what they would like to do best, stay in the village. Just as 
the de bate in industrial sociology rages on about whether the typical worker seeks fulfillment in 
the work place, or whether work is just an instromental engagement to finance happiness 
elsewhere, a culture has developed whereby it is assumed that urban living for the majority of 
Africans is instromental to eventual rural security and comfort. Thus the citizenship of the 
majority of the people in the Eastern and Southern Africa region in urban areas is minima!. 
They are citizens in transition. Regardless of how long that transition lasts. 
In Zimbabwe and other Southem African countries other than South Africa and Zambia, about 
70% of the population is said to be rural. Yet one could hazard a guess that no less than 80% 
of these rural householcis have as bread winner someone who has retired from the urban areas 
or some mining town. 
In most cases they would have invested a significant proportion of their eamings in the urban 
areas in a "home" and related amenities, part- time tillage of the land to safeguard one's claim, 
and contri bution to the local rural school in order not to be marginalised if one should have to 
return home unexpectedly. Why is it that long after the colonial marginalisation the African 
people still feellike strangers in transit in the urban areas? The most important answer is that 
the settiement and income structures have not changed. A colonial Iabour process has been 
elevated to the level of culture. The migrant Iabour system bas remained intact. Land in the 
rural areas has remained available to those who have traditional right to it. Incomes, have not 
been designed for complete self-sufficiency in the urban areas. And there are no social security 
systems, no health insurances, no income maintenance programmes, no unemployment 
benefits, no children's allowances. Where these exist, part of the means test includes 
exploration of the feasibility of the rural re-migration option. 

5. Social Seeurity 

Thus part of the answer lies in the _Qevel_opm~n!_oj_ so~~al security systems according to the 
philosophy and means of the particular local governments. Not that there should necessarily be 
welfare programmes in systems where these are not wanted. But that there should be no 
assumption of the feasibility of outward migration of those who are no Jonger required by the 
production system of a particwar urban area. 

6. Preeedenee of global agenda versus loeal 

De.centralisation fr.QQl. central govemment to l9_C!J:~ g().Y.~rnme~gj_n the Third World is taking 
place at a time when &lobalisation is at its height. The city is gaining more autonomy precisely 
at the time when it 1s bemg __ g_(~bally lWCed: Thus the new autonomy is fast becom.ing 
autonomy to plug into the global agenda. ow will this increase participation, fespon_~~veness 
an.Qjocal coll_!!"Q!_Qy the citi~~~i-~ly_ill_Africa_? What sustainable strateg1es are possible 
in this context, particularly as regards settiement strategies, which have in any case often 
suffered from inappropriate technology transfers? 
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7. Condusion 

T e develo ment of sustainable human settlements depends as much on ec_9nomi~l!.'ld 
teç no ogy as 1t oes on soc1al and psychological securit:r. It depends on the understanding 
that hu mans want the same J!!aterial,social andJ!~Y.«llologi_cal_ nç~ds" l!Dd that :the degree to 
which they are alienated from the management of the environment from which they have to 
derive the means by which they have to meet these needs, the less they will be concemed about 
any balance, precarious or otherwise, between preserving this environment and meeting their 
needs. Their survival which will always fee! threatened, will always come frrst. Sustainabilty 
is directly proportional to the genuine involvement and participation in decis10n making, 
implementation and evaluation in matters which affect them directlx.z and indirectly in matters 
which äffec_tjhefil_Îildirectly._ 
An empowered, nationally enabled and well resourced municipal govemipen~! is the right 
vehicle to promate the gavernanee and development concept and approach which alone can_ 
guarantee the development of sustainable human settlements. Provision of shelter, its 
sustainability and accessibility is intricately linked with the development of sustainable systems 
of local self-government, buttressed by far-sighted and supportive national policies. 
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HUMAN SETTLEMENTS PLANNING AND CAPACITY BUILDING: 
A STRATEGIC CHOICE FOR A SUST AINABLE HABITAT 

Dr. Thomas L. Blair 
Urban Development Consultancy, England 

Abstract: 

The forthcoming UN Habitat IJ conference in lstanbul in 1996 offers an opportunity for policy 
makers, professionals and the communities they serve to reaffirm interest in human 
settlements and capacity building as strategie choices for sustainable development in an 
urbanising world. This paper explores the concepts that can change the way we think about 
human settlements and improve the quality of decision rnaicing to make the world's cities, 
towns and villages, safe, equitable and sustainable. 

Keywords: Human settlements planning, capacity building; urban planning and management 

1. Introduetion 

Habitat D. the United Nations conference on safeguarding rnan's urban habitat, comes at a time 
of acceleniting urbanisation and deterioration of human settlements -- trends that will pose 
severe challenges to the world's nations gathered in Istanbul in 1996. Urgent action and 
resources are called for to halt the degradation of shelter and living environments, especially in 
the wortd's cities, towns and villages where development challenges and environmental threats 
are seriously concentrated. 

There is a growing consensus that policy efforts must initiatea processof change. Bold human 
settlements planning and capacity building policies are required to deliver settiement 
improvements and to enrich the potential for sustainable and equitable development in an 
urbanising world. This is no easy task. As Wally N'Dow, Secretary General of UN Habitat 11 
has stated "What we must do requires a shift in our strategie orientation and approach, and a 
transformation, if you will, of the very nature of how people think about human settlements. 
For it is increasingly apparent that the solutions of yesterday are no Jonger sufficient today 
(N'Dow 1994). 

2. Human Settlements Planning and Development 

Human settlements provide the setting in which most economie and social activities take place. 
Commitments by govemments and business to industrialisation, to agricultural improvement, 
and to expansion of trade, all imply and require an appropriate built environment in the form of 
cities, towns and villages. What we have failed to appreciate is the negative impacts of the 
global economie processes on the spatial organization and distribution of land uses, investment 
and labo.ur in urban and rural communities. 
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Man's habitat is buffeted by private interests, public policies and planning actions which treat 
human settlements as the residuurn of economie activities, rather than as the focus of 
development strategies. As a result many of the most productive centres, especially large urban 
centres, are in a severe state of deterioration; they have failed to provide healthy living and 
woricing environments for their people, and are the spoilers of the environment. Indeed, the 
impact of many urban and regional policies intended to promate modemisation have, in fact, 
intensified the wasteful depletion and degradation of resources and the environment. 

. Wh at is required is the acceptance of the impravement of human settiements and settiement 
networles as the true measure of development, and to appreciate that the settiements themselves 
are a major resource in every society as creators of wealth and well-being. 
The challenging opportunity that lies ahead is the search fora new development model which 
serves social as well as physical and economie objectives. Settiement planning, integrating 
economie, social and physical aspects, can be the conceptual framework for this new model. 

3. Human Settlements Planning Policy Approach 

The human settiements approach grows out of a widespread concern, frrst expressed at the 
United Nations Habitat Conference in 1976 at Vancouver, over the converging effects of 
population growth and urbanization and the irnplications this has for the built environment in 
which the majority of future people willlive (Searle 1980). It identifies human settlements as 
the focal point of overall national economie and social development, and Govemments are 
urged to create mechanisms and institutions to develop and implement such policy. 

The human settiements planning approach, as conceived here, seeks to assist achievement of a 
comprehensive integrated approach to organizing, rnanaging and monitoring the 
implementation of settiement planning and development. It has special utility as a means of 
strengthening the institutional capabilities of plan-making agencies and authorities responsible 
for urban management, development and plan implementation. 

Broadly, a human settiement planning policy should have several major purposes: -

a . It must meet the basic needs of people and place at their disposal the economie and social 
installations which contribute to their welfare and well-being. 

b. It must be related to national economie development plans at all geographical and sectoral 
levels. 

c. It must have a geo-spatial framework, that is a physical planning aspect, which ensures the 
organization and use of urban, regional and rural spaces to the levels required to live, move, 
travel, be protected from environmental threats and enjoy both hygiene and health 
equipment and educational and protective services. 

d. At the same time, it is recognized that a human settiement planning policy must have a social 
planning and socio-economie development perspective which encompasses programmes of 
housing, community development and participation, job creation and enhanced income
earning opportunities, and the restructuring of administrative machinery to allow a greater 
measure of decentralisation and devolution to the localleveL 

Consideration of these requirements is necessary at all stages of the development planning 
process: pre-investment studies; policy formulation; plan design and implementation; 
monitoring and review; education, training and research. 
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Achievement of these purposes, it is argued here, is best accomplished by, and measured 
against, some basic guidelines for integrated planning and implementation. 

"Integration" signifies a comprehensive planning process with the following attributes and 
forms of expression. 
-lt embraces the broad scope of physical, social, economie, and environmental concerns with 
human settlements. 

-It is a process, rather than a "one-off master plan" approach, which allows for simultaneous 
progression towards objectives and identification of altematives. 

- It is expressed by a conscious set of activities across various traditional sectoralized 
departrnents, academie disciplines and professional areas. 

-It is made manifest at alllevels of political sub-divisions (national, regionat and local), and 
within a variety of time dimensions (short-term, intermediate and long-term), and, on the 
basis of a systematic methodology identifies relevant material and human resources, related to 
polides and actions for implementation. 

"Implementation" signifies a comprehensive process of decisions, policies and proposals 
embracing the combined trans-sectoral actions of public and private agencies concemed with 
the well-being and development of human settlements. It operates through a well-organized 
pubtic administration and the participatory involvement of a broad range of interest groups, 
communities and self-help efforts. 

The emphasis inherent in the terms integration and implementation as applied to human 
settiement planning is, therefore, on the co-equalness of the various sectors of planning, the 
requirement of trans-sectoral co-ordination at various levels and time-scales, and implementa
tion through a systematic and continuous planning effort to produce beiteficial results related to 
the needs of communities within the frameworkof national development 

4. "People Power" 

A growing body of evidence suggests that the major causes of ineffective and unsustainable 
urban settlements are institutional and politica!, and associated with failed resource 
management policies; and these weaknesses are compounded by a Jack of response to the 
developmental needs of consumers and communities, especially in the most disadvantaged low 
income areas. 

Current trends signal a development "failure-syndrome". We know that central provision of 
infrastructure and services in the face of urbanisation and population growth can be grossly 
under-achieved. Targeting finance and technological apparatus only provides part of the urban 
management solutions. What seems to work when given a chance is responding to the 
developmental needs of people and popular participation. 

So, how can the "People power" called for by Maurice Strong, chief organiser of the UN 
"Earth Summit" on Environment and Development, be unleashed to contribute to the solutions 
we are all searching for (Strong 1993)? 

There is new evidence that affirms the need for a strategy of capacity building in which 
community participation is one of the key elements along with upgrading managerial skills, 
imptementing appropriate policy and legal frameworks, and encouraging institutional and 
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human resource development (ll-IE 1991). 
New investigations by policy research scientists, such as Mamadou Dia of the World Bank 
Africa Section, stress the importance of integrating informal indigenous institutions into the 
decision making process. Social groups that have meaning for people at the locallevel -- kith 
and kin, clans, elders, lineages and gender institutions --once maligoed by post-colorrial 
modemists, have now achieved a new-found legitimacy (Dia 1991). Coupled with a drive for 
demoeratic and efficient service agencies and the transfer of responsibility and funding from 
central to regional and local organisations, this new grassroots emphasis has won many 
supporters (Slim and Thompson 1993). 

Participatory development based on grassroots involvement we now realise has a number of 
essential positive benefits. It has a value in itself in that it unleashes human creativity. It 
increases the chances of cost recovery, social acceptance and sustainability. It raises 
expectations among participants that their actions will imprave the beneficia! and material 
results of developmental efforts. What we need to leam is how local systems and emergent 
popular social organisations can form the basis of human settiement strategies that are more 
successful than the conventional ones based on foreign roodels of resource management and 
cultural values. 

Allied to this is the recognition of the serious need, particularly in developing countries, to 
build up the scientific community and its resources to deal with habitational probieros (IHE 
1993). Africa, for example, needs to build up its scientific prowess - currently it has only 
about 0.4% of all the researchers and publications in the world - and must redress serious 
probieros of the brain-drain (Juma 1991). Universities at Makerere, lbadan and Nairobi that 
should be at the forefront of supplying both trained resources and objective analyses to 
govemments, have lost their professorial and research staffs and fallen into disrepair. These 
observations suggest that the Habitat 11 agenda must include an appreciation of the cultural and 
scientific, as well as politica!, dimensions of solutions to human settlements probieros which 
have been largely neglected in public and professional circles. 

Future efforts must aim for long-term policies that are valid responses to the needs of human 
settlements. Two themes are central to this view. Progressin development is not lasting, or 
does not take root, if the implementors view their task primarily as providing only physical 
infrastructure. Building up local institutional and human resource capacity to proteet the needs 
of communities, fledging economies and fragile urban environments is a necessity. Backed by 
govemment funding and international commitment and support, there is a fair chance for 
success. 

5. Conclusions 

To meet these challenges more time and effort will be required to debategoals and objectives. 
Better understanding of the relationship between physical, economie and social changes is 
required ·and an intertwining of these aspects into a balanced whole. We shall need more 
responsive and open channels of communication and a greater degree of flexibility in planning 
processes, recognizing that basic human needs have to be met in different ways as the 
economie, social and physical framework in which people live is changed (Morse and Hardoy 
1993). 

The human settlements approach and capacity building with people power has one advantage 
in these dire times, a 'feel-good' factor that is not just about rnan's urban habitat. It allows 
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space for a key element for decisive change, a ground swell of initiatives, to paraphrase 
Maurice Strong, on the part of people in their own communities that will ensure that the roots 
of sustainable development are fmnly planted at the base of our societies and that governments 
will heed their expressed concerns. The forthcoming "City Summit", as Habitat 11 has been 
labelect by Boutrous Boutrous Ghali, UN Secretary Genera!, is not about some passing 
urbanisation phenomenon, it is about the societies we live in and the overcrowded, conflict
ridden, resource poor, over-urbanised planet we are becoming. 

The human settlements approach can be used as a framewerk for remedial measures to deal 
with the most pressing issues discussed at Habitat 11: shelter, infrastructure and services, land, 
popular participation, planning management and finance. Within this framework the pre
conference global and national preparatory process and plans of action can allocate tasks and 
responsibilities to new partnerships among all the key stakeholders to deliver short-and long
term improvements to the living conditions of people worldwide (United Nations 1994; 
UNCHS 1994a and 1994b). 

Finally, the human settlements approach offers achallenge to the Habitat Il conference itself to 
endorse a process of sustainable developmental change in which resource exploitation, 
investments, technology and institutional structures is made compatible with future as well as 
present neects in an urbanising world (Pearce et al 1990 and World Commission on 
Environment and Development 1987). 

In sum, without recognition of the human settiement dimension, it is predictabie that the 
implementation of development proposals, with their sectoral emphasis on economie 
processes, will inevitably only exacerbate the tensions already inherent in the widening gaps 
between regions of poverty and affluence within developing countries, and between the least
developed and the industrialised countries. Human settlements can provide the spatial and 
social frameworks within which to plan and manage economics and investment for 
development. What is required is the recognition by governments and the international 
community of the need for national policies ensuring an integrated approach to the 
implementation of settiement planning and development in an urbanising world. 
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URBAN PLANNING AND PHILOSOPHY: THE CONCEPT OF ALTRUISTIC 
SURPLUS 

Chris Cunningham, 
University of new England, Armidale, NSW, Australia 

Abstract: 

The hardware orientation of urban planning in Western societies since the Second World War 
appears to have exacerbated the problems of cities. Based on the philosophical premises of 
individualism and utilitarianism, that cities evolve out of conflict and its resolution, that 
decision rnaking is best left to the free market, and that the discipline of planning exists to 
remedy peripheral consequences of market failure, planning has become a disjunctive 
profession, despite many efforts to seek an integrated framework. 

It is the underlying philosophy that is at the root of the problem. The roles of competition and 
conflict resolution are generally highlighted in the drive for urban improvement, yet this leaves 
an unresolvable paradox: self interest is an insufficient explanation of the successof the city. 
The role of altruism in sustaining the city is generally deprecated or ignored, yet it is primarily 
the results of altruism that keep it functioning as a healthy, quasi-organic, entity. 

The sum of the benefits conferred by altruismin the city is here termed the altruistic surplus. It 
is vitally important in maintaining a sustainable and integrated urban community. The 
philosophical framework for urban planning must recognise this phenomenon and the means 
necessary to keep it healthy. Planning systems based on individualist imperatives, operating 
within an economy which is close to. zero marginal utility of production, will result in 
diminution of the altruistic surplus and consequent multiplication of self-inflicted wounds in 
the city's society. The solution to the dilemma is a society, more oriented towards spiritual 
goals, recognising the importance of altruism and democracy in human exchange. 

Key words: altruism, city, community, individualism, planning, utility, virtue 

1. Introduetion 

The cicada, emerging from seven years underground for its brief life in the world of sunshine, 
discards its old carapace. That shell becomes a mere curiosity from which we can divine 
something of its past life. Seen in the absence of human behaviour, goals, aspirations and 
values, the physical fabric of the city is of no more significanee than that discarded carapace. If 
we wish to understand something of the future of the city we must understand those values. 
The future will not be determined by our clever artefacts, but by our thoughts and dreams. As 
Robert Heilbronoer (1980,240) said of economie philosophy: .. .' if one could divine the 
nature of the economie forces in the world, one could foretell the future'. Understanding 
values could warn us of impending urban dysfunction consequent on misunderstanding human 
nature. 
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The City, a monument to the gregariousness of humankind, is the opposite of war, the extreme 
example of hu man dysfunction. The proudest achievement of peace is the healthy, humane, 
lively and urbane city that transmits its noble cultural values to all. The ultimate act of barbarity 
is destruction of the city, yet theethos of modern industrial civilisation is pervarled by the same 
doctrine of 'realism' that is the indefensible justification of total war. A civilised society forced 
to war wants to beseen to be acting morally, and it wants to be soseen because it knows what 
morality means (Walzer, 1977, 20). Morality isjust as important in peacetime. We live by a 
universa! ethica! code and, to the extent that the code is followed, the city and its society 
progress in health. To the extent that the code is transgressed urban society is subject to 
increasingly destructive ten si ons, regardless of its physical wealth. 

Th is code is manifest in Alexander's (1977, 1979, 1987) quality without a name that gives 
form to the historie and organic city. It is part of the way of cooperating to produce the 
physical urban landscapes, of so1id fitness of purpose, and exquisite beauty, ce1ebrated by 
Bernard Rudofsky (1965). But to treat it simply as a shaper of physical form, is to 
misunderstand it. It is a moral force, springing from the deepest reservoirs of human values, 
that relates directly to the purpose of life itself, and the place of humanity within life. It is 
recognised by people of good wil! as the restraint that requires us to consider the needs of our 
neighbour as much as our own, and that gives us a sense of spiritual well-being when we do 
so. The language and philosophy of industrialism conspire against understanding this force 
and its importance in our everyday urban lives. 

2. The competitive paradox 

Cities have always been divided by class, power struggles and trading interests (Mumford 
1961 ). Conflict can be important as a stimulus to innovation, and should be recognised as such 
by the urban planner (Simmie, 1974). Individualism and the free marketsort out the minutiae 
of everyday interaction of citizens very well, indeed, individualism emerged in response to a 
universa! need, as early civilisations proved too inflexible to rnaintaio coherence as their size 
increased (Shenahan, 1992, 9). Nevertheless, it was the phi1osophy of the enlightenment, 
worldly, rational and humanistic, that sanctioned individualism and self interest as the main 
force that shaped human affairs. Thomas Hobbes and Jeremy Bentham, in the English 
speaking world, shaped the ethos that drove the industrial revolution. A passage from Hobbes' 
'Leviathan' makes the point clearly enough: 'The first general inclination of mankind is a 
perpetual and restless desire for power after power that ceaseth only in death' (quoted in 
Bellah, 1985, 295) 

Th is thinking, reinforeed by exposition of the free market mechanism in Adam Smith's, 'The 
Wealth of Nations', was powerlul philosophical support and justification of the actions of 
nineteenth century industry, especially when embroidered with scientific respectability in the 
social Darwinism of Herben Spencer and the sociology of Max Weber. The good of society 
was in the impartiality of the market, and nobetter salution to the problems of production and 
distribution could be found by state intervention. Socialleaders, the wealthy and the clever, 
prospered because of their innate fitness, and attempts to better the position of the poor were 
futile and counter-productive. Even Kar! Marx's foredoomed collapse of capitalism under its 
own weight of contradictions was based on materialist imperatives. Civilisation was only a 
veneer which disguised the restless contest of individual against individual. power against 
power, and class against class. 
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That is not how society actually worked. In the West, demoeratic institutions, trade unions, 
professional associations, benevolent societies, and other groupings too numerous to mention, 
all combined to reduce hostility of conflict by warping the power and influence of the market, 
with the ultimate effect of protecting the weak, while the gap between rich and poor decreased 
with intervention in the market, the general contentment of society increased. The philosophers 
in practice resignedly accepted all this, but nevertheless warned that the result was less than 
optima! performance for creation of wealth and well being in society. Only by being firm, and 
submitting to the sovereignty of the market, would lasting benefits be won. 

But this theoretica! position only gives rise to a paradox. If everyone were only putting in up to 
the value that they could draw out, then the system must, at best, produce an uneasy and 
unstable equilibrium, or, more likely, collapse. If competition and conflict were really the 
ruling forces in society then our ei ties would resembieBeruit or Sarajevo. If cities are working 
even tolerably well, then it must be because considerable numbers of citizens are contributing 
more than they are drawing out. The trait of altruism, subject of the greatest suspicion by most 
economie philosophers, is the distinguishing force that keeps cities functioning more or less 
well. We take it for granted in every aspect of our lives, 

Notwithstanding this important role of community and caring in maintaining the functional 
city, nearly all of the concerns of urban planners tend to be dedicated to the forces of the 
market ortheir predicted outcome. We are concerned with transport, of people or goods, with 
conflict over land uses, with the rise and fall of real estate values, with the investment casts of 
land development, with the search for profit in urban affairs, and with mechanisms of good 
government which can balance these and a host of other, essentially material, considerations. 
So powerlul is the hold of these issues over us that, while we might recognise the claims of 
less material matters, of compassion, of beauty, of community spirit, and even give voice to 
them in official plans and documents, we find it extremely difficult to account for them in our 
planning technique. We try instead to mould them to fit the technique. We try to attach prices to 
them to bring them into economie equations. Cost benefit analysis, Nathaniel Lichfield's 
(1970) Planning Balance Sheet, Morris Hill 's (1968) Goals Achievement Matrix, and many 
other techniques of their kind, are examples of the positivist/analytica! tools of planning given 
to us by a dominant materialist and reductionist culture. In our search for an integrated 
theoretica! framework of urban planning we rarely look beyond that culture, but the techniques 
derived therefrom have shown that the best of industrial technology cannot get down to the 
depths where the real probierus require to be solved. 

3. Dimensions of human moral action 

The principal fallacy of this dominant economie culture is that it reduces the complexity of 
human moral choice to a handful of simple propositions - the assumptions of Homo 
economicus. In all worldly action, and that is the only action that counts, economie man goes 
to market to satisfy self-interest. Any other scheme of behaviour is deemed irrational, and 
claims to be acting othetwise than in accordance with the accepted paradigm must be treated 
with suspicion, or better, riclicule. 

In dealing with human actions we have to understand the essential complexity of human moral 
responses. This is well summarised by Nagle (1975, 146):'To say that altruismand morality 
are possible in virtue of sarnething basic to human nature is not to say that men are basically 
good. Men are basically complicated . .'.We are drawn at any given time in different directions 
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by personal and moral imperatives. We have to satisfy our needs to survive and reproduce. We 
are at the same time conscious of the needs of others and are drawn towards altruistic 
behaviour. We are sometimes swayed by individual needs, and sometimes by our memhership 
of community. Our actions may be motivated by utility at some times and by virtue at others. 
At times we achieve through competition and at others through cooperation. We are moved 
sometimes by humanity, or otherwise by recognition of a deistic or theistic force that lies 
beyond humanity. In summary, our choice of right action is influenced by a series of tensions 
towards the poles of a large number of continua. We are constantly balancing between these, 
and moral judgement may legitirhately place us anywhere along these various spectra, and at 
different places at different times. 

Ju st three of these continua are represented in figure I, a sphere, with the three dimensional 
axes representing different directions of moral tension. There are many other possible 
dimensions. Most individuals would find themselves poised at most times somewhere near the 
centre of the sphere where the tensions from the poles are more or less balanced. It would take 
a person of more or less infinite virtue to renounce utility altogether. On the other hand it 
would take a monumentally insensitive person to be a pure utilitarian. Similar considerations 
would apply to the tensions between self-interest and altruism, or between individual and 
community. 

Jndividual 

Fig. I : Three dimensions of mortal tension 

It is clear that Homo economicus- maxiruising individualism, utility, and self-interest- is a 
peculiarly extreme behavioural model. Such a creature might well conform to Mrs. Thatcher's 
maxim that ' ... there is no such thing as society', for it is hard to imagine any society 
consisting wholly, or even mainly, of such individuals. Yet that is what the dominant 
economie culture of western society asks us to believe, and upon which it bases its policy 
prescriptions. There have to be other forces at work, for most societies work tolerably wel!, 
despite grave problems. There are many forces other than pure economie choice which 
mediate between individuals, between individual and community, and between communities, 
one of which is altruism. 
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4. The concept of altruistic surplus. 

Given that altruism in some farm or other is part of daily living experience of wel! disposed 
individuals, it seems paradoxical that its very existence must be defended. This is largely 
because the debate on what actually constitutes alttuismis semantically confused. Although he 
is identified as a common souree for later utilitarian philosophers, John Locke was not a 
utilitarian, des pi te the emphasis he places on happiness as the end of morality (Colman, 1983, 
237). Of the 17th and 18th Century philosophers commonly identified with utilitarianism, only 
Hobbes specifically denied the possibility of higher purpose in human actions. David Hume 
(1739, 143) affirmed that' ... according to the past experience of mankind, friendship is the 
chief joy of human life and moderation the only souree of tranquillity and happiness'. Adam 
Smith wrote 'The Theory of Moral Sentiments' (1759) expressly to discuss the alttuistic nature 
of human virtue, and this work illuminates his better known hook, 'The Wealth of Nations', 
for it defines the context of human nature within which Smith's invisible hand was expected to 
operate. Even John Stuart Mil!, utilitarian as he was, made a distinction between higher and 
lower pleasures, and included in the former the pleasures of the intellect, feeling, imagination 
and the rnaral sentiments (1861, IJ). Unless they were exercised these higher pleasures 
atrophied. ' ... Next to selfishness, the principal cause which makes life unsatisfactory is want 
of mental cultivation ... '(p. 18). In deed, Mil! goes on to ei te the 'golden rule' of Jesus of 
Nazareth as' ... the complete spirit of the ethics of utility' (p. 22). The gloomy prognosis of 
Malthus, the clinically detached assertions of Riccardo, and the thunderings of Marx and 
Engels contributed to the drought but it was as much expediency of nineteenth century 
industrialism as the writings of philosophers that led this rich spiritual, quasi-altruistic, thread 
of thinking to diminish to a trickle in the flow of economie and social thought. lt never really 
dried up completely. Even Herbert Spencer, arch apostle of social Darwinism, wrote 
paradoxically ' ... Genera! happiness is to be achieved mainly through the adequate pursuil of 
their own happinesses by individuals; while, reciprocally, the happinesses of individuals are to 
be achieved in part by their pursuit of the general happiness' ('The Data of Ethics', quoted in 
Sen, 1990, 26). 

For our purposes, altruism is defined as, any action performed for the benefit of another 
without expectation of any economically measurable reward. While in practice the spiritual and 
altruistic side of human nature has always shaped human interactions and cities, as further 
discussed below, there has been a revival of philosophic interest in the role of unselfish 
behaviour as economie systems based on individualism and utilitarianism fail to deliver a 
more compassionate community in wealthy societies. Environmental and ecological writers 
have pointed out the deficiencies in classica! and neoclassical economie theory as all
encampassing explanations of economie behaviour and resource use, but, based as they are on 
scientific rationalism, their arguments are as suspicious of the role of the spiritual and alttuistic 
side of hu man nature as the theories they purport to supplant. A good example of the genre is 
Hardin's treatise on the limits of alttuism ( 1977). While conceding a limited and local role for 
altruism in human affairs, Hardin affirms the importance of self-interest for biological survival 
on a global scale. Carried to its logica! condusion this philosophy leads to the cruelty of the 
'fitness of predation' in nature. Humanity may wel! be part of nature but it seeks more 
compassionate solutions to its problems. 

Perhaps the 'problem' of alttuism can be seen clearly in the following example, intended as a 
counter case : 'Pure altruism cannot be made the basis of universa! moral discussion in that it 
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would lead different people to different, and perhaps incompatible courses of action, even 
though circumstances were identical. When two men try to let each other through a door first a 
deadlock results.' (Smart, J.J.C. 1961 ,21). Smart's homely example is instructive because it 
is so commonplace and easily resolved. A smile, perhaps aJittle laugh on both parts, and, 
regardless of who is first through the door, both preeeed in a spirit of lighter humour. Both 
have benefited from the encounter, though the benefit could not be economically measured. 
Consicter the consequences if they had to fight for the right toenter first! 

The philosophical inclination towards altruistic behaviour deduced by Nagle (1975) is evident 
enough in practical life, so much so that any individual can easily find personal examples. 
Hunt (1990) cites numerous instances of altruistic behaviour, including those where life itself 
is sacrificed for the benefit of others oot personally known to the donor. Association with 
fellow beings appears to provide social benefits, including reduced mortality risk, lower crime 
rates, better education for children, less corrupt government and more efficient delivery of 
pubtic services (Zindberg, 1994). These are economically measurable community benefits. 
They nevertheless require a predisposition on the part of individuals to put group interests first 
for those benefits to arise. The individual thus disposed might noteven share in the economie 
benefit that accrues. The individual's action is therefore altruistic. This sum of social benefit is 
tenned the altruistic surplus. 

5. The altruistic surplus in practice. 

There are many levels of altruism, from the smile that accompanies service that yields 
intangible utility to the served and tangible benefits to the server, to pure altruism, where 
people give up their very Jives for the benefit of others. Even the economie transactions of 
earning daily bread are oot free of altruistic impulses. More important is the surplus value 
produced by people who are not in the productive workforce at all: mothers, housewives, 
carers, artists and volunteers of all kinds. Their rewards tie in what they do, rather than in 
measurable benefits, yet they contribute imrnensely to the well-being of society. In Australia, 
this unpaid economy is roughly equal to the size of the GDP. In other western countries the 
sirnation is no doubt sirnilar. The unpaid economy in Third World countries is probably rather 
greater than their official GDP. Social mores produce an even deeper kind of altruism where 
the rewards of such behaviour are spiritual. In so-called Christian countries the mores of 
Christianity - of self-denial, justice, love and compassion- are embedded in social values. 
Theïst and atheïst alike are concemed about social breakdown, conflict resolution, alleviation 
of poverty, family welfare, justice, and even some vague concept of common bonding of 
humankind. Try as we might to be ruthless and self-seeking we are constrained by our 
upbringing. 

Altruistic surplus exists in the poorest of ei ties. One might expect that in an environment of 
scarcity, where survival is the all-important goal, that the forces of individualism and 
competition would dominate. If they do, the city functions at a low level indeed. The city is 
unattractive and dangerous: it is an unfit human ecosystem. Nevertheless, as Peter Lloyd 
(1979) points out, even the paorest of communities rarely conform to this picture. It is more 
often the case that the urban poor in such communities are law-abiding, industrious as far as 
the system permitsthem to be, and imbued with human and family values of helping. Altruism 
flourishes in the very environment when material conditions would seem to mitigate against it. 
As the altruistic surplus grows the city improves: the farces of human community and 
cooperation outweigh those of frenetic, selfish competition. Fortunately this is the tendency of 
human nature. It is the exploited ratha than the exploiters who make the first and most 
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significant contribution. Their Iabour yields a huge surplus value which is harvested by their 
employers. At least some employers are humane, rather than the heartless heedless exploiters 
of the poor. Part of the surplus is invested for the benefit of the city. Some of this may be in 
useless monuments or temples of power, butsome will go into socially beneficia] investrnent 
such as clean water supply, sanitary sewerage, public parks and improved public transport 
systems. Hong Kong and Singapore are following in the fO'otsteps of Amsterdam, London, 
Paris, Tokyo, Boston, New York, Melbourne and Sydney in the drive to improvement. 
Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzou bid fair to follow suit. 

To ascribe this impravement solely to the workings of the free market is to greatly mislead. 
The characteristic improving city is one where the gap between rich and poor is narrowing and 
where much of the improving investment is in infrastructure - sewers, streets, parks, and 
transport systems that are shared by all. Accompanying physical impravement is a psychic 
impravement in well-being helped by increasing literacy and extension of politica] franchise to 
all adult citizens, allowing all to share in decisions. Much of the impravement is sustained by 
what Galbraith (1973) termed the 'convenient social virtue' whereby many workers, 
particularly those providing health, education, social welfare and transport services, accept low 
pecuniary remuneration in return forstrong public recognition of the social importance of their 
labours. They accept a spiritual benefit instead of a material one. Growth of the altruistic 
surplus can also be seen clearly in communities beset by natural or artificial disasters. 

6. The threat to altruistic surplus 

The principal threat to the city is not emerging in the under-developed World, but in the 
affluent cities of the West. Throughout the twentieth century social and economie changes in 
these cities have tended to diminish their altruistic surplus, notwithstanding their increasing 
wealth. The cult of the individual has become the dominant social ethos: privatisation was 
occurring, even before it became politically fashionable. Formerly community activities - sport 
and theatre are excellent examples- are commercially packaged for individual consumption 
through electronic media, to serve commercial ends. Commer-Cial sponsorship has not ended 
there. It is now firmly entrenched in the arts and, in Australia, is being enthusiastically 
promoted for tertiary, secondary and even primary education. The substitution of the profit 
motive for more diffuse non-economie motivation in community activities is diminishing the 
altruistic surplus. Even wealthy cities are showing symptoms of consequent social alienation 
and breakdown. Los Angeles, with its 1992 riots, is a frequently cited example of the 
phenomenon, but the same signs of anomie and ennui are obvious in most large metropolitan 
cities of North America, Australia and New Zealand, and perhaps to a lesser ex tent in Europe 
where comrnunity traditions are more resilient 

Television, the private motor car, and the upcoming telecommunications revolution are 
significant agents of this change. All in their own way have contributed to the processes of 
privatisation and individualisation to produce what Gelpi (1989, vii) terms the lonely crowd. 
However, the problem lies not so much in the media themselves as in the philosophy of self
interested individualism and utilitarianism that they so effectively promote. A trenchant critic 
of the market system, Jeremy Seabrook (1990,11), puts it that ' ... The market economy in the 
west, being the dominant force in the Jives of the people becomes a source, not only of well
being, but of morality; and in the absence of any other force that can match its power, it is 
looked to as a bringer of truth . .'. Even a staunch defender of individualism, Tibor Machan 
(1990,162) argues for honesty, generosity, courage, prudence, moderation and frugality as the 
ground fora moral, yet free society, rather than the moral relativism that normally accompanies 
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the market rhetoric. Alasdair Maclntyre (1985) takes the case even further. lndustrialisation, 
he argues, has destroyed the very language and meaning of morality, and this applies equally 
to both Marxist and liberal economie philosophy. 'Marxism's moral defects and failures arise 
from the extent to which it, like liberal individualism, embodies the ethos of the distinctively 
modern and moderuising world, and that nothing less than a rejection of a large part of that 
ethos will provide us with a morally defensible standpoint from which to judge and act' (p.x) 
Maclntyre's condusion is that the restoration of a teleological perspeelive of humanity and its 
place on Earth, with an ethos based on virtue, rather than relativism, is required to resolve the 
moral problems posed by industrialism and modernism. That individualism ' .. . may have 
grown cancerous ... ' is the focal concern of the collee ti on of essays edited by Robert Bellah 
(1985). He advocates (pp. 287-288) reducing the rewards of success and punishments of 
failure, creating intrinsically interesting work for all , regarding work as a public contri bution 
to the comrnunity rather than a means of private aggrandisement, mending the splits between 
private and public, work and family ( to share the women's sphere. p. 111), and less frantic 
concern for advancement. The spirit of comrnunity sharing permeates the work :' .. .It would 
be well for us to jo in the hu man race, to accept our essential poverty as a gift, and to share our 
material wealth with those in need'(p. 296). 

Our misguided efforts to press on with material production leads to phenomena which can only 
be described as self inflicted wounds. Problems of environmental degradation, motor vehicle 
congestion, urban aesthetic chaos, loss of intimacy in urban spaces, and alienation of 
neighbourhoods by new highways are wel! known to urban planners (Trancik, 1986, Engwicht 
1992). Perhaps less well understood by urban planners but well known to other professions, 
and related to the same causes, are obesity; social alienation; functional illiteracy; 
unemployment; inflation; erosion of business ethics; subjugation of women; marginalisation of 
minority social groups; and abuse and misuse of rural land, water resources, and the 
atmosphere. Even the age-old human problem of war has been given a new and more hideous 
face by the imperatives of competitive individualism. If caring and nurturing have any place in 
this system, they have become a cost, increasingly thrust upon women and marginal groups, a 
forced altruism which is not altruism at all (Dalley, 1989). Altruism is thus despised as a 
motive for action by the decision makers and a resented duty for half the population. 

The strongest argument against the progress of modern materialism, driven by individualism, 
is its inanity. With the exception of nareolie drugs, themselves a singular symptom of the 
general problem, satisfaction of the need for any good leads to lower utility from each 
succeeding increment. This applies to wealth in general as much as to particular goods. The 
system is only propped up by the myth of unlimited hu man wants chasing limited resources. In 
fact the physical needs of human beings are biologically determined, and relatively modest. On 
reasonable satisfaction of material needs, wants turn to aesthetic and spirituallongings that the 
material economy cannot satisfy. Eventually society must reach levels of satiety where the 
marginal utility of production is close to zero. Only driven commitment to the system, and 
gullibility, prevent us from seeing that western society has long reached that state (Galbraith, 
1957). In a society of satiety, where demand is driven by caprice rather than need, the careful 
theoretica! constructs of classica! economics become as nonsensical as dividing an equation by 
zero. In hunting this material chimera we have sacrificed the spiritual and communallongings 
builtinto our very being, and which, if foliowed could lead us into the next stage of the hu man 
adventure. 

It is the ethic of caring which is the solution to the mess. There is a strong case in western 
societies for arrested development (Lansley, 1994), but this can only happen in a society wh.ich 
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is willing to change, and in which the caring ethos is shared by individuals. Obstacles to 
individual sympathy and campassion are: 'self absorption; competitiveness; regarding others 
solely in terms of their usefulness to one's self; an inflated sense of one's importance; various 
kinds of prejudice against particular groups of people; Jack of imagination; and Jack of 
experience and knowledge of what others are like '(Blum, 1980, 193). The individualist ethos, 
largely because of the power of electron ie media, has an enormously tight grip on the minds of 
most people. Nevertheless the self-inflicted wounds of our society are becoming more 
obvious, even to those most dazzled by its technological virtuosity (Sorkin 1992). Humankind 
needs a plausible alternative future to the one, already tinged with cynicism, offered by 
modernism. 

7. New directions in human aspiration 

The cat is one of nature's most efficient predators, which is why it can afford to spend up to 20 
hours of the day doing what it loves best: sleeping. Human beings are also efficient at meeting 
physical needs, but we are at a lossas to what to do next. We have, at least in Europe and the 
New World, solved the production problem. There are no human needs of any consequence 
that require increasing growth in our productive capacity, rather than more equitable systems of 
distribution. Were the rest of the World to live at our living standards we would , in all 
probability, destroy the planet itself. What is more certain is that we are destroying ourselves 
as human beings by not continuing along the natura! path of evolution to what we do best. That 
is to think, to create, to care, and to live integrated, spiritual Jives. 

We must first rediscover the power of compassion, empathy, and altruism as healing forces. 
While these qualities are innately human, in the modernist culture they are expected 
overwhelmingly to be expressed by women, while tomen are, mostly falsely, accorded the 
qualities of ambition, drive, competitiveness and ruthlessness needed to succeed as an 
individual in the productive process. It follows that the so-called feminine qualities of caring 
and nurturing must be emphasised in the goveming ethos of society. larnes Robertson (1990), 
discussing the future of the city, looks at four scenarios: decline and disaster as aresult of 
failure to change industrial age patterns of production and consumption; business as usual, 
chasing smokestacks and competing for employment; Hyper-expansion (HE), the gee-whiz, 
high tech future; and sane humane ecological, (SHE) decentralised, less production oriented, 
cooperative and sustainable. His apt acronyms sum up the required direction. He sees little 
prospect for stability in any of the first three. Many other writers point to campassion as the 
necessary driving force of the sane and humane city, including Robert Bellah (1985), Donald 
Gelpi (1989), Jane Mansbridge (1990), and Brian Robson (1994). The values we currently 
bring into social intercourse are largely learned. Our processes of bringing up children and 
socialising them, of education at all levels, and social conditioning of adults, all emphasise the 
values of individualism, competition, and self-interest. Compassion, self-denial and justice 
may be part of the school ethos, but they are a thin, and usually cynical, veneer, deprecated, if 
not denigrated by adult society. As Hunt (1990,185-219) points out, the culture of 
benevolence and altruism must be built up from the earliest years or its innate seed will fail to 
fully flower. 

But beyond compassion and altruism as humanist values lie the spiritual and metaphysical. 
What explains the innate attraction of humans toeach other's society, their creativity, and their 
innate empathy with nature? (McHarg 1971, Hough 1984). Progressin human society beyond 
moderrrism depends on rediscovery and reaffurnation of the spiritual dimensions of nature and 
humanity. The green city and the altruistic society are inextricably linked because they stem 
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from a deeper force. We cannot revert to an earlier period of human existence, wild human 
nature, as deep ecologists advocate, but must accept ourselves as we are and could be. The 
cause of the problems must also be the solution (Newman, 1994). Alasdair Maclntyre (I 985) 
believes that this requires recovery of the teleological perspective of humanity. Only as we 
recognise what we are spiritually can we hope to understand our relationship to nature and to 
ourselves. Kenneth Ring (1984) in studying the extraordinary 'near death' experiences of 
many subjects speculates that such experiences point toward the next step in hurnan evolution 
towards Homo noeticus, a creature that is unselfish, cooperative, altruistic, group-oriented and 
unattached to material possessioils. 

8. Conciosion 

It has been the purpose of this paper to make salient the role that altruism and cernpassion play 
in the management of the city, even as we have it. The dominant industrial ethos diminishes 
this role, and the consequence is the emergence of serieus self-inflicted wounds. lf we are to 
be permitted to drearn of the city as it could be we must take the stepstopreserve and reinforce 
the role of compassion and cooperation in the processes that rule the city. In short, this 
requires the dominanee of truly democratie forces, where these processes are more likely to 
reside, over these of the market. 
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THE ECO-CITY: CRITERIA FOR AN ECOLOGICALLY SOUND CITY 
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Abstract: 

The artiele reviews a number of activities being undertaken by the Austrian Acaderny of 
Sciences to develop a compendium of requirements fora sustainable city. 
An interdisciplinary team prepared a checklist for ecological planning. Issues raised are 
lowering of energy consumption, ecological solutions, pollution control strategies, halving the 
volume of waste, more efficient use of water and ecologically sound building. 

Keywords: Ecology, City. Checklist, Sustainability 

Preamble 

The comparatively rich and educated quarter of the wortd's population that uses approximately 
80% of all resources and causes as much of the worldwide pollution confronts a global 
situation that imposes on it self-limitation and a need for leadership in change. This requires it 
to search for technologies and sustainable uses that are universally applicable. If we fail to 
usher in the ecological retooling of our industrialised societies by the turn of the century, we 
wil! have gone beyond the point of no return. 
More than 70% of people in North America and Europe live in ei ties. The ecocidal lifestyle is 
an urban phenomenon. Even in the developing countries urban populations have quadrupled 
over the past 35 years, and by the year 2000 more than half of the global population (=three 
billion people) wil! be concentrated in cities. 
Cities are where most of the world's resources are consumed and most of the atmospheric 
pollution produced. 
Although crisis-ridden and fraught with unsolved environmental, traffic and social problems, 
the cities of the world will continue to be eentres of economie prowess, purchasing power, the 
mass media, politica! decision-making, education, science and innovation. 
Without thern, there will be no ecological re-design. It is only in the urban agglomeration that 
there will be a chance for a partial phasing out of private motorised traffic in favour of 
sustainable forms of mobility. 

The idea of an Eco-City 

At the request of the deputy mayor of one of Austria's provincial capital cities, the Commission 
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for Human Ecology of the Austrian Academy of Sciences developed a compendium of 
requirements fora sustainable city of exemplary character. 
An interdisciplinary team drew up a checklist for ecological planning. The list also defines 
what it takesfora community to earn the label of "eco-city". The processis similar to thesetof 
standards applied by expert bodies of IUCN to national parks or by the Council of Europe and 
UNESCO to leading cities in the conservation of their architectural heritage. 
The obligation undertaken by the prospective eco-city is of the nature of a bet made before the 
world public. For the bet to be valid, a politica! decision and a public consensus are required. 
An endeavour of this kind that einbraces all of society and all educational institutions (from 
kindergarten to university) would impart to the city a high profile on a worldwide scale. The 
city would become a proving ground for new products, new ways of organising production, 
trade and consumption; it would be a permanent forum for the testing of environmentally 
friendly prototypes of products and technologies - a place world-famous for the collective 
practice of ecology, convincing and exemplary for observers from Third World countries. 

Definition 

Theeco-city is a fairly large community that assumes leadership in taking all requisite steps to 
sustainably secure the survival in beauty and dignity of humans and the biosphere. 

The webhing of measures is designed to 

1 . improve the quality of life of urban dweilers as well as 

2. take the strain off the biosphere 

3. conserve resources 

4. reduce the inequitably high use of energy, non-renewable matenals and environment in the 
industrialised countries to a level that can be justified vis-à-vis the developing countries and 
secures for everyone on this planetafair share of the world's resources 

5 . respect our natura! and cultural heritage 

6 . ensure stewardship of the natura! environment and hu man nature, which means taking 
account, in all decision-making, of rnan's innate behaviours and cultural needs as regards 
humane habitats and social context. 

7. make the needs of the weaker memhers of human society the yardstick for urban welfare 
policies (the young, the elderly, the disabled, the disadvantaged) 

8. inspire the inhabitants of theeco-city with a cosmopolitan outlook that sets an example to the 
world in self-limitation, sharing and caring in response to the dangerously widening gap 
between North and South 

9. seek topreserve cultural and biologica! diversity, by endowing them with intrinsic value. 
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Energy 

Energy cannot be recycled - only saved or cascaded. 
Exemplary Jowering, within 10 years, of energy consumption by at least 20% down from 
1988 levels. This means a 2% decrease per year. With the callof the Toronto World Climate 
Conference for a 50 % lowering of global C02 emissions by 2050 and the expected doubling 
of the world population, Central Europeans will be entitled to generating less than a quarter of 
their present per-capita C02 emissions. Minus 20% over a period of 10 years is not an 
overzealous demand, the initial 20% being the easiest to save. Most of the saving cao be done 
via consumer-targeted energy policies (counselling and investrnent aidstoreduce demand). 
Average energy u se per sq m of housing space should be a touchstone for subsidisation in the 
construction sector as wellas maximum rents permitted under the law. Targeted efficiencies: 
55 kWh/sq m/yr for new construction, 90 kWh/sq m/yr for regeneration. Consumption limits 
for public buildings are recommended, and so is support for renewable sourees of energy, 
with due attention to the conservation of the builtand natura! heritage as well as the cast/benefit 
of ecological impact. Advance financing and leasing models to encourage conservation 
techniques and efficient power generation by individual users (total energy modules, wind 
energy, combined heat and power), with cast-covering rates for feeding electricity into the 
grid. 
Least cost planning is as imperative for electricity supply as pricing that reflects true casts. 
(Higher prices for winter and peak-load generation.) 
No new installation of electric resistance heating and electtic air-conditioning systems where 
more intelligent solutions are available. 
Encouragement must be given to local diverse energy systems featuring maximum harnessing 
of waste heat (especially decentralised district heating). 

Traffic and Transport 

Exemplary ecological solutions and pollution control strategies, persuading people to opt for 
environmentally sound modal split transport systems combining public conveyances, cycling 
and walking; active strategies to curb motorised individual traffic; large-scale traffic calming; 
avoiding traffic-generating city planning; moving information not people; making public 
transport similarly convenient as private car use (in European ei ties, for instance, distances to 
parking lot and public transport stop should be roughly the same); road pricing wherever it 
makes sense; special bus and tram lanes; bus- and tram-controlled traffic lights; and, off main 
thoroughfares, even ramps, humps, bottlenecks or street-narrowing to slow down traffic (and 
reduce noise); 
Fuel pricing inclusive of operating cost (insurance, taxes, e.g.) to eosure equitable use-based 
vehicle cost; incentives for non-use of private car; parking space management to tie in with 
environmentally friendly rnadal split transport; mandatory purchase by motorists of public 
transport travel cards; localpark and ride facilities distributed over the larger "catchment area" 
and not at end-points only; eneauraging experiments with new, eco-friendly urban 
conveyances; stricter en forcement of speed limits. 
The global survival strategy of UNEP, IUCN and WWF calls for at least a 50% reduction of 
air pollution in urban agglomerations by 2000. 
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Waste 

Halving the volume of waste every ten years (not an exaggerated demand since the waste 
stteam has been doubling every ten years over the past decades); inttoducing environmentally 
sound preeurement and shortening recycling loops between consumers and retailers to stem the 
waste tide; decenttalised composting of organic wastes (=one-third of the total dornestic load), 
which impraves rate of recovery from remaining dry garbage. 

Scenarios for phasing out present municipal incineration of mixed refuse; limiting the 
percentage of incinerated wastes - in accordance with the objectives of prevention and re-use -
to 40% of 1990 dornestic waste levels; incineration of non-hazardous non-recyclable rnatenals 
only, after prior recovery of at least 90% of hazardous wastes and at least 60% of dornestic 
waste-lilee garbage. 
Identification of plastics, reducing packaging material and lirniting component matenals to a 
few substances that can be used and re-used sensibly - paper and cardboard, glass, 
polyethylene, untteated and uncontaminated wood, tin plate, matenals that can serve as fodder 
and for composting; incentives via taxatien of undesirable and composite rnaterials; substantial 
charge on throwaway products; reclairning at least 90% of all hazardous wastes present in 
dornestic refuse, equipment and vehicles, e.g. through deposits or, even better, through fixed 
re-purchasing rates funded by price mark-ups at purchase. 
Taxa ti on of or bans on replaceable or dispensabie hazardous products to reduce the hazardous 
waste stteam. 

Praeurement 

Eco-impact studies of products covering manufacture, use and disposal; phasing out 
organochlorines; experimental and pilot lots of environmentally friendly products for the eco
city; avoiding imports from Third World countries that rnight cause ecological (and mostly also 
socio-economie) harmin the countries of origin. 

Drinking, Non-Potable and Waste Water 

More efficient use of water to ensure drinking water quality (increasingly wasteful ways 
require development of poorer and poorer resources); reducing drinking water consumption by 
at least 20% down from 1990 levels by the year 2000 (practice of consistent conservation 
programmes suggests 50% reduction withoutlossof convenience); water cascading (e.g. gray 
watertteatment for flush toilets); industrial water systems; using rain water, e.g., for irrigation 
and cleaning (also reduces need for surfactants); protecting groundwater reserves and allowing 
aquifers to recharge: improving sewage systems, cesspools, landfills; restoring open space; 
pre-tteatment of rainwater runoff from polluted built-up areas (stteets, parking and industrial 
areas); ban on de-icing agents and herbicides with a potenrial for water eco-toxicity; stringent 
precautions to prevent oil discharges. 
Waste water: input approach in reducing pollution load; pre-tteatment at the souree (industrial 
users); separating sewage systems; reducing contarnination of sewage sludge through 
monitoring of catchment areas; use of sludge in landscape architecture and recultivation; 
occasionally, dual systems for moderately polluted flows, or gray water (cleaning, bathing, 
washing machine, and kitchen waste water), and feces-containing flows from toilets. 
Experimental programmes featuring humus toilets, reedbed systems and decenttalised small 
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treatment systems in areas of scattered settiement to save on expensive sewage systems and for 
local treatment of gray water for industrial uses; reducing demand through water-saving 
fixtures, flow restrictors, 4-litre vacuum flush systems in toilets; flow stops, conspicuously 
mounted individual water meters instead of flat rates; transparent pricing; PR; closed water 
cycles in the industrial sector; industrial water pipes; trickle systems, canals (e.g., using river 
water) and treated gray water for efficient greenspace irrigation and plant production (e.g. roof 
gardening). 

· Healthy Building Healthy People 

Ecologically sound building means nature and resource conservation (incl. conservation of the 
soil), elirnatic and cultural adaptation, awareness of dislinctive cityc and landscapes, attention 
to infrastructural impact (supply, disposal, traffic routes, etc.). "Eco-tecture" optimises the 
way builders treat nature around us and human nature within us. This calls for prioritisation of 
the re-u se of buildings, i.e. the harnessing of the building stock and built heritage, over radical 
clearing and relentless greenfield site development. Careful planning for higher densities in 
areas dedicated for construction instead of built-in long-distance and mounting dependenee on 
the automobile. Choice of matenals to be deterrnined by eco-impact studies. Evolution
improved matenals and lime-tested building methods which allow us to know how structures 
wiJl behave over the long term, how to repair, re-use or safely dispose of them. 
High-quality ecologically sound housing with private open space near the home; 
encouragement of rooftop gardens (using rain and non-potable water for watering); terracing 
and the incorporalion of vegetalion in architecture; permits for flat roofs only on condition that 
they will at least allow extensive u se of vegetalion; attention to the findings of human ecology. 
(U niversal behavioural characteristics determining fundamental emotional needs 
neighbourhood design, such as territoria! behaviour and the need for privacy, identity, 
stimulation, distinctive landmarks and unmistakable character, proximity to nature and water, 
possibility for social interaction of small groups, scales that encourage a sense of 
neighbourhood and are not disruptive to families, possibility to design one's immediate living 
environment, proteetion against pollulion and noise.) 
Biologica! optirnisation of office and industrial buildings; passive solar uses; climate-adapted 
construction; row house developments and interior courtyards insteadof open plans; moderate 
densities with .optimum supply of green space; floor area ralios in housing construction 
between 0.5 and 1; no more than five storeys for housing and mixed use projects. 

Green Cityscapes 

Preservalion and encouragement of the organically grown (natura! and cultural); respect for the 
distinctive character of a place; regional adaptation; premium on uniqueness. 
Breaking up the urban desert and re-introducing greenery: theeco-city is a city of tree-lined 
boulevards with irrigation canals along the streets; strict ban on de-icing agents (abrasives 
only) -- exceptions in severe conditions or emergencies for use on railway tracks and steep 
slopes. 
Putting in place, restoring to a natura! state and designing bocties of water to create exciting 
urban environments; access to water being a basic human need. waterfront housing appears 
ideal; restoring bocties of water to a more natura! state to provide greater recreational potential 
and aesthetic values in inner-city areas. 
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The Young and the Old: A Social Challenge 

Public and semi-pubtic open space to serve as places of encounter for peergroups; cityscapes 
and street areas that do not require ghettoised tag-on playgrounds; planning and social 
organisation allowing the elderly to remain in their accustomed environments or near their 
families; actdressing the problem of built-in urban solitariness: "mass hermits in the urban 
crowd". 

Farmland and Open Space 

Avoiding hypermarkets and urban sprawl; occasional prioritisation of more extensive farming, 
restoring "eco-cells" like hedgerows, woods and wetlands; eneauraging city farms for 
children, pensioners, and others; providing incentives for organic farrning and gardening to 
take some of the strain off the environment (soil, water); eneauraging environments rich in 
diversity and stimulation to ensure recreational potential, crisis prevention, high-quality food 
supply, and economie safeguards for horticultural and non-industrial forms of production. 

The most crucial question at the turn of the century, in the most exciting decade of human 
civilisation, should be: How can we scientists and artists, teachers and joumalists, lawyers and 
politicians persuade our fellow citizens all over the world to concur in their own survival? The 
eco-city as a new form of ecological urban culture might be the leading light taking us there. 

Psychologists, educators and behavioural scientists are unanimous in believing that theeco-city 
gm become a reality if we succeed in translating it into hands-on ecology, by introducing a 
maximum of natura! phenomena, cycles and energy flows in such a way that they may be 
perceived, understood, and influenced by the urban dweller. All the humanitarian, social and 
cultural breakthroughs ever made by humankind drew their momenturn from emotional 
awareness and confident visions. 
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LAND AND URBAN GROWTH SPECULA Tl ON · AS A CONSTRAINT TO 
SOCIAL HOUSING IN BRAZIL 

Abstract: 

Pompeu F. de Carvalho & Claudio A. De Mauro 
Universidade Estadual Paulista, Rio Claro- Brazil 

This paper shows the shortcomings of housing policy in BraziJ taking into account liberal 
govemmental management of land and urban development. First is provided a brief historica! 
background since Portuguese colonization in 1500. Some regards are made to farmer structural 
features of Brazilian society showing, for in stance, that the politica! independenee in 1822 did 
not result in a fully independent status for the country. Indeed Portugal was replaced by 
England and USA in shaping its economy and maintaining surplus value outflow. Thus it is ar
gued that very unequal social relations and a export- oriented economy molded some structural 
aspects. of Brazilian probieros today. Th en, it is possible to detach a short period (1930-1945), 
when BraziJ attempted a change in its pace and mode of development; it was the period of na
tional-developmentalism basedon an "import-substitution" policy, facilitated by world-wide 
protectionism post-1929, under a populist dietatarial rule. Aftel' the Second World War, under 
the "cold war", the territorialization of the globe was reinforeed by the imperialist forces, under 
the "developmentalism ideology", implemenled with the help of international organizations 
(IMF, IBRD, GATT etc.). BraziJ experienced an economie boom and saw the First World as its 
future. In the eighties, however, BraziJ faced the burden of Keynesian management of the 
world oil crisis, being trapped in the debt crisis. From 1982, BraziJ has suffered a lot of ad
justment plans, according to the IMF "gospel" which in turn enlarged the historica! processof 
social polarization which reflects on its overall urban policies. 

Key words: Social Polarization, Social Housing, Land Mismanagement, Critica! Analysis. 

1 . Introduetion • The shaping of unequal social structure in BraziJ 

Brazilian society was shaped since its very beginning by a sharp unequal social structure. A 
vast and rarely occupied territory was invaded by Portuguese roedieval society. The model of 
exploitation of this territory was based on the neglect of the stage of civilization of indigenous 
people (which resulted in exteiTnination of various communities) and of various cycles of raw 
materials and primary goods (Brazil-wood, sugar-cane, coffee, rubber and so on). These crops 
(mainly sugar-cane and coffee) basedon specific technica! relations (plantation system) deter
mined a societybasedon slavery for more than three centuries (that is, up to 1889). A century 
after the abolition of slavery, its consequences are still present in Brazilian society since the 
black population is not as politically and economically integrated astheir European-descendants 
counterparts. This is easily evidenced in any social space as wel! as in official social statistics on 
wealth distribution and rights. 
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Although the independenee of Brazil from Portugal was promulgated in 1822, its economy did 
not match it. ln fact, Portugal was replaced as the metropolitan power by England through com
mercial and financiaJ linkages. Furthermore, England was replaced by the United Statesin the 
twentieth century through more complex capita! and politica! relationships. The transfer of 
weaJth to the imperia! powers persisted in spite of formaJ politica! independence. Th is rule had 
only a short break with the crash of 1929, when world trade declined sharply and protectionism 
was worldwide. 
The dogma that the country had an agriculture-based economy no Jonger applied, and the in
dustriaJ bourgeoisie gained preeminenee in Brazilian politicallife. The graduaJ decline of coffee 
trade was intensified and prompted a crisis whose results were manifold: i) the weakness of 
coffee and ranching tycoons; ü) the emergence of a new class of industrialists and urban-based 
professionals; iii) an organized working class demanding social change and; iv) international 
protectionism forced an import-substitution industry directed at intemaJ market In fact, the 
crisis resulted in a 'coup d'état' and eventually a 15 yeardictatorship (1930-45). Getólio Vargas 
took power but did not confront the coffee producers, instead giving them state support. 
Unions were manipulated to serve as buffers in conflicting capita!-Iabour relations. SociaJ pres
sures were managed by populist govemment measures. It was a kind of nationaJ-developmen-
talism influenced somewhat by Mussolini fascism. · 

A decree of the newly created Ministry of Labour, dated 19 March 1931 , reveaJed the regime's 
overall programme of disciplining the Iabour movement lt instituted a fascist-sty1e corporate 
structure which continues to be in force today, severely restricting the processof free collective 
bargaining. In exp1aining its purpose, the decree stated that 'the unions hadtoserve as buffers 
between the conflicting tendencies in capital's relations with Iabour.' 
Big business also successfully obstructed the possibility of the govemment introducing social 
legislation until 1937. So in the first period of V argas's rule the major task of the state was to 
restriet itself to dismantling of the independent trade unionism of the past, replacing it with a 
corporate structure. (Latin America Bureau, 1982:21-2) 

ln the thirties was the frrst large rural migration inflating the Iargest Brazilian ei ties, pressing al
ready precarious urban infrastructure and facilities and making the fortunes of big urban Jan
downers without any public policies to confront the new problems. 
ln the thirties the country had to substitute imports by itself with its own funds. Later on, these 
dornestic savings were increased by exports of raw rnatenals and primary goods during WW 11. 
This relatively good situation, when the country had a reasonably incipient but independent in
dustry and capita! surplus for investments, was jeopardized with the incomplete bourgeois 
revolution. There was no advance in land reform, income distri bution and the economy was still 
beset by oligarchie groups that dorninated agriculturaJ development and food wholesale trade. 
Thus the completion of the Brazilian bourgeois revolution was molded according to capital 
hegemonie interests, mainly American. The first studies (TAUB & COOKE and ABBINK Mis
sions) on the Brazilian economy were made by Americans who emphasized the basic in
vestments in infrastructure necessary to make econornicaJiy viabie American investrnent The 
Kubistcheck govemment (1956-1960) in its "Plano de Metas" (Plan of Objectives) was a list of 
some objectives defined in some of those studies and its achievement was enough to guarantee 
investments mainly in automobile industry in Säo Paulo State and to consolidate a peripheraJ 
role for the country in the capitalist world system under the American hegemony. This national 
deal determined a regionaJization/specialization of Brazilian territory featuring a kind of intemal 
coloniaJism. 
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BraziJ was opened up to unprecedented foreign penetratien by transnational corporations, 
through offers of tax incentives, infrastructural facilities and easy profit remission. Economie 
growth averaged 7 per cent, reaching 10 per cent at the end of his term in office. Output 
increased dramatically: machinery by 125 per cent, electrical equipment by 300 per cent, and 
transport equipment by 600 per cent. Kubistcheck encouraged the production of motor vehicles 
in BraziJ by large US and European transnationals. This stimulated the construction of new 
highways crossing the country, and opened up the interior to greater capitalist penetration .... 
By the end of his term of office in January 1961, inflation had risen to almost 50 per cent per 
year. Part of this was due to massive state spending on the construction of Brasilia and the road 
system, and part to the neglect of agriculture. Brazil's urban popwation rose 60 per cent during 
the 1960s, reinforeed by Kubitschek's policies, and yet little provision was made for the re
quisite expansion of food supplies, transportation, education, health, housing and social ser
vices. 
The con tradietion of his policy arose between the demands of the technocrats and foreign capital 
for a 'stabilization' policy to reduce inflation, and the growing demands of the popular 
movement for more social spending. To finance the massive deficit, the technocrats tumed to 
the United States fora loan of US$ 300 million. The US would only agree to grant the loan on 
condition that BraziJ submitted itself to an IMF stabilization plan. However the terrus suggested 
by the IMF were severe, and Kubitschek refused the loan, fearing that an IMF-imposed 
austerity programme would jeopardize the projects on which his strategy had been based. 
Refusing the IMF terrus alienated foreign capita!, but gained the renewed support of the 
nationalists within the military and the popular movement 
Through indexing of wages to compensate for inflation, the living standard of many employees 
was maintained. However, the self-employed, and those on fixed wages, who constituted a 
large social stratum, had their i ncomes ravaged by inflation ..... 
(La tin America Bureau, 1982 : 31-2) 

Again, that great demand for urban Iabour force together with a strong process of social 
polarization reinforeed urban probierus without any response from state. 
The next president, Janio Quadros, resigned afterseven months in office. Goulart, the former 
Labour Minister of the second term of Vargas govemment (1950-54) intended to make basic 
reforms concemed with peasant and proletarian social integration following the path of national 
developmentalism, now in a democratie fashion. That was contrary to foreign investment al
ready installed seeking maturity and returns. Geulart approved a new law restricting foreign in
vestment profit outflow. 

2 . The climax and demise of a development model 

After a frustrated attempt at implementing a new economie model tackling historica] structural 
probierus of Brazilian society, the left-wing govemment of Geulart was overthrown by a 
military coup with the support of the new middle class and US assistance. Thus the existing 
dependent development model resumed its course falling into the so-called "Brazilian miracle" 
period. Capita! -Iabour regulations were reinforeed by the State in its overall framework 
(wages, social spending, organization, strikes, official statistics manipulation and so on). 
Abundant resources, cheap Iabour, foreign investment, politica! control, borrowed money and 
loose environmental management fed the "economie boom". Social polarization was controlled 
by the Jack of politica! arenas for social demands and a new white-co!lar middle class emerged 
in the state bureaucracy and universities. The new world economie situation triggered by the 
1974 oil crisis did notinterrupt this pace of development. The "miracle" was extended artificial-
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ly, neglecting oil shocks, maintaining high rates of pubtic investment with borrowed money 
available in the international market due to a policy of recession undertaken by industriatized 
countries. This pace was maintained up to September 1982 when a 'debt crisis' in Mexico 
erupted and spread to most Latin American countries. 
The boom known as the Brazilian 'economie miracle' started in 1968, based mainly on wage 
squeeze and monetary and fiscal policies which put out of business many Brazilian-owned 
small firms. GNP rose from US$ 52 billion in 1963 to US$ 134 biJlion in 1978, featuring a 
rate well above the advanced countries and Kubitschek administration. A middle class formed 
and the whole system of national savings was geared to them, including the national housing 
programme. Meanwhile, laws intended to irnprove rural workers' social rights provoked their 
ex pulsion by large landowners, to the largest ei ties, where they live in slums and shanty towns . 

.. . The deficit on current account, ... , jumped from US $ 1.5 billion in 1972 to US $ 6. 7 
billion in 1974. Five years later, despite a twofold increase in export earnings, it stood at 
US$ 10 biltion per year. The total foreign debt passed from US$ 5.3billion in 1972, through 
US $ 12 billion in 1974, to US $ 45 billion in 1980- the largest foreign debt ever carried by 
any country in the world ..... (Latin America Bureau, 1982:55) 

The First World Countries had already adjusted their economies, and international banks re-eval 
uated the risks and the value-market of their credits to the Third World Countries. The IF was 
again called to put order on the Third World Countries' frnancial business. In the case of Brazit 
this meant i) devaluating the national currency in order to foster exports; ü) cutting a programme 
of income distri buition comrnenced in 1979 and even cutting real salaries affecting mainly the 
lower social strata; iii) raising pubtic services prices and; iv) curbing the pubtic deficit, which 
resulted mainly in cuts in pubtic expenditures in social services and infrastructure. Brazit sub
mitted various financial adjustrnent programmes to the IMF which, although they were not fully 
achieved, resulted in worse conditions to the low-income groups, to environment, urban and 
sanitation conditions. The national social housing and urban development programmes 
decreased not only in quantitative terms but also in qualitative terms. 
The adjustment programmes imposed by the government under the sponsor of the IMF 
strenghtened the social polarization both in the participation of Iabour in national income and in 
social overhead. Education, health, sanitation, environment declined dramatically. Neverthe
less, the 10 per cent of population which holds 50 per cent of national income had their tife-styl 
e untouched. Brazit is a kind of "Belindia (a neologism invented by the Brazitian economist Ed
mar Bacha merging the narnes of Belgium and India). In fact, if the Brazilian GNP is a bout 
US$ 450 billion, this means that the 10 per cent mentioned above presents an income per capita 
of about US$ 15,000 and the 10 per cent below presents an income per capita of less 
US $ l ,700. The reality is even more dramatic. There are 32 million people living under the 
poverty line; that is, their earning is not enough for feed themselves. Children and women are 
the main victims of the IMF remedies, according to some UN agencies' reports. 

3. Social polarization reinforeed by public polides • the case of social housing 

Social polarization increased and triggered urban violence. The response of the privileged was 
to construct a kind of social apartheid that can be seen in the spatial organization of the ei ties, 
mainly the larger ones. This spatial and social apartheid can be seen not only in institutional 
zoning but also in private and individual initiatives. The peripheral capitalist accumulation 
process based on over-exploitation of Iabour makes the most dynamic and Jargest cities the 
focus of draconian social unrest. It is said that the result of social violence in some cities is 
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similar to a civil war. Others say that environmental conditions and the diseases (which had 
been eliminated in BraziJ five decades ago) that menace the cities are features of a sort of 
"Fourth World". But even sparial apartheid is insufficient to regulate social coexistence. The 
Army is now (by Nov. 94) occupying the famous hills of the city of Rio de Janeiro to curb 
violence, drugs and the emergence of a parallel state in Brazilian society. The former "Atlantic 
Pearl" is the Latin America Beirut 
The Brazilian national social housing programme slowed down its reasonable performance 
since 1964 when the National Housing Bank-NHB was created by the Military govemment. In 
1986, the NHB was closed and their functions were transferred to a multi-purpose state bank. 
With the declining economy, wages squeeze, and a monetarist policy (all remedies sponsored 
by the IMF, burdening the poor and keeping the interestsof the rich), the funds attached to 
housing and urban development programmes declined dramatically. Quantitative figures show 
the situation of the housing programme in this period (table 1, 2): 

Table I. Evolution of Low Income Housing Provision in Brazil: 1979-1990 

Year Housing Units Year Housing Units 

1979 883,000 1985 60,000 
1980 627,000 1986 41,000 
1981 465,000 1987 31,000 
1982 541,000 1988 178,000 
1983 77,000 1989 81,000 
1984 86,000 1990 30,000 

Note: From 1964 to 1978, the housing programme had financed 2,064,264 dwellings. 
Source: CARVALHO, 1992:12 

Table 2. Evolution of Middle Class Housing Provision in Brazil: 1985-1991 (*) 

Year Housing Units Averge Area("*) 

1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 (up to May) 

34,652 
19,099 
13,218 
137,138 
81,327 
30,008 
8,000 

138.000 m2 

84.00 m2 

98.00 m2 
83.00 m 2 

53.00 m2 
55.00 m2 

60.00 m2 

Notes: (*) It does not include housing financed by the Federal Savings and Loans Bank (CEF). 
("*) Dwelling average area that could be acquired within the 'financing ceiling' (about US$ 40,000). 
Source: CARVALHO, 1992:13 
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The minimum ration of habitat (dwelling size, plot of land size, infrastructure and public 
facilities etc.) declined too. The dwelling that used to be 48 m2 (one bedroom) to 72m2 (three 
bedroom) was reduced to 24m2 (one bedroom). The plot of land was reduced from an average 
of 220m2 to 125m2. The sites were inadequate both in relation to existing urban fabrics and 
land capabilities, rnaicing the housing estates official ghettos even in small and medium-sized 
towns. The building matenals are now of inadequate standard Most dwellings are in bad physi
cal conditions soon after completion and before de1ivery. This all means high costs of main
tenance of urban infrastructure as wellof dwellings. Paradoxically, building costs raised a lot. 
The building of low-income housing today is a means of maintaining public demand idle big 
building companies in recession because of Jack of big projects. In order to reward big capita!, 
the "good" itself had to be diminished in all aspects. This processis reinforeed with the mis
management of land and urban development by local bourgeoisie. The process of peripheral 
capitalist accumulation basedon the privatization of profits and socialization of costs accelerated 
in Brazilian society. The consequences for the cities and the lcwer income groups are 
catastrophic. The State promotes the social polarization instead of curbing and solving it. 

4. Land polides - shortcomings and prospects 

Urban land is seen as a major factor in urban development in modem capitalist societies since its 
rent is a sharing of economie growth/social wealth - a kind of private tax on sociallabour. In 
Brazil, as was shown, land is a good like any other, aggravated by the fact that its supply is 
very oligopolistic and its demand is under pressure because land is also seen as a "financial as
set" in very unbalanced, crisis-prone economies. So the balance in urban land market is very 
unstable and inflationary. Urban land value increases are very high, being the largest restraint to 
low-income housing development assisted by govemment. 
Following is a brief evaluation of land polides taking into account: i) pastand existing institu
tions and policies; ii) recommendations of V ancouver HA BIT AT Conference - 1976 (Habitat 
International, vol. 4, n2 4/4/6) and; iii) some points of the "Statue of The City" 
It would be worthwhile to fellow Vanecuver recommendations on that issue to guide our ar
guments as edited by KOENINGSBERG et al (1979:373): 
D.l - Land resource management: Up to 1937, the land market was regulated by the 
Brazilian State like any other good- by the "Commercial Code" complemented by the "Civil 
Code". In 1979, a law on urban land subdivision was promulgated, including environmental 
restrictions and obligations to real estate agents covering the whole national territory. This na
tional law was adequate in providing broad guidelines but it needed complements at the state 
and locallevels. However, few municipalities and states provided any action in this direction. 
On the other hand, for the first time, land regulation included some penal sanctions to 
developers who insisted on promoting illegalland subdivision. A few developers were even 
irnprisoned. In 1983, a bill called the "Law ofUrban Development" prompted a large debate in 
concemed sectors of Brazilian society, but a strong lobby by Jandowners and developers 
postponed that advance in land and urban management. 
In 1992, a bill ( called "Statute of City"), intended to implement actvances on urban development 
included in the 1988 new Brazi!ian Constitution, was approved in the Senate - has been 
awaiting a vote in the Deputy Chamber for almost three years. It was designed to regulate the 
artiele 182 of 1988 Federal Constitution related toUrban Policy. There are a lot of actvaneed 
points in this billlaw, and its approval could promotea higher stage in the politica! arena to con
front urban land and development speculatien in the chaotic features of Brazilian ei ties. 
D.2 - Control of land use changes: This topic is mainly concemed with the change from 
agricultural to urban land use, which is a common way of land speculatien without any effective 
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policy to curb it. It is very common to see large unproductive areas in the rural periphery of the 
cities expecting their maturity to urban development. Sametimes the maturity is forced by pubtic 
mismanagement of urban policies including social housing. Id.le sites are also retained in con
solidated urban fabric in order to rise their values, including changes in zoning. All this stock of 
idle land serves to raise land prices and consequently "levying" effectively both private and 
public development. The new "Statute of the City" aims to regulate this situation, under the so
cial function of property imposed by the Constitution, by several measures such as: i) compul
sory land subdivision; ii) compulsory building; iii) preeroption rights to local pubtic administra
tion; iv) land banking for public social investments and so on. 
0.3 - Recapturing plus value: The attempts of "betterment tax", "progressive tax" and 
"adrift space"(solo criado) are very scarce successes by some local councils (see the experiences 
headed by the architect Cändido Malta Campos Filho in Sao Paulo, Cogep/PMSP, 1979). In 
fact, betterment tax (which does not reeaprure plus value, nor even the initial investment) was 
mainly implemented by a consented deal between the local council and people - a kind of project 
pool of infrastructure provision. They are not compulsory. The figure of "adrift space" was 
somehow implemented in Sào Paulo Municipality gearing funds to social investments. Their 
results are limited. The Statute of the City is very limited in this aspect regarding only the recap
turing of pubtic investments when it does result in valorization of urban property. 
0.4 - Public ownership: Pubtic ownership has notbeen a tradition in promoting social 
policies, even in ruralland reform. In the urban field, public ownership historically is an excep
tion. Scarce funds are a limitation to land banking for social housing although some experiences 
are recorded. These scarce experiences did not work out well since they ignored the overall so
cial process of urban space production. 
0.5 - Patterns of ownership : Property ownership in urban areas should not be a problem 
for public management due to the fact that building rights are a concession of pubtic power. 
Nevertheless, in practice, building rights are far from being guided by public interests in 
Brazilian cities, even with the institution of the "social function of property" by the 1988 
Pederal Constitution. Any measure to levy building rights/land use is seen as a restrietion 
against private property institution (a subversive act against Constitution) once the owners see 
the potenrial existing value of properties as a natura! attribute of land itself. The value is neither 
a social relationship nor a public matter. For example: in towns without any zoning restrictions, 
land values are very high downtown. Thus, any zoning proposed should not restriet the exis
ting values. This is seen as restrietion against private property of land. The Statute of the City 
does not advance in this point directly; however it does when proposes the figure of "preemp
tion" for instance. 
0.6- Increase in usabie land: Usabie land is nota scarce resource for urban development 
mainly when it is taken in a balanced regional approach. Nevertheless, without any apparent 
and reasanabie need, inadequate land as tropical meadows and unstable high sloped hills are oc
cupied by both private and public low-income housing. Transforming "unproductive" land into 
marketabie land raises the prices of all better lands which need less site preparation (i. e., costs) 
for building- process explained by the workings of "differentialland rent" theory [on land rent, 
see SHORT, 1984: 192-3] Th is is an important mechanism of peripheral capitalist accumulation, 
burdening productive sectors of the economy. 
0.7 - lnformation needs: This is an important matter to the pubtic since one third of the 
Brazilian population is illiterate. Consictering the "functional illiterate", the subject turns a cru
cial point because the available information is not adequately understood by people. Thus the 
debateon such matters takes place at the high-educated stratum of Brazilian society. Nevenhe
less, even this existing knowledge (for instance, in land capability) in society is not made 
available in reports or laws by the public sector in charge. For example, the tropical meadows 
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which are prohibited by Federallaw for urban development are not mapped in the "Master 
Plans" documents by local councils, loosening legal restrictions against misuse of those lands. 
Legal restrictions against land and urban mismanagement are not sufficient to promote adequate 
development, but it is ah essential element in the struggle fora better life in cities. The general 
institutional framework launched by the 1988 Brazilian Constitution facilitated impositions on 
Municipalities' constitutions; the figure of "public participation" and politica! consciousness on 
those matters should be raised from many frontsof struggle. 

6 • Conclusions - some radical points 

Taking into account the overall social framework described above as well as some specific 
points on urban social process, some radical and essenrial guidelines to promate a qualitative 
advances on urban development policies in BraziJ are outlined below: 
a) General socio-economie goal : To turn upside down the constant and dominant 
economie policy of growth to the detriment of social goals which seems to take new momen
turn with the wave of neo-liberalism and "globalization" process. That is to say, to adopt a 
policy of iocome distribution to foster economie growth based on endogenous forces, local in
puts, cultural values and the most important available resource: sociallabour. The pubtic sector 
should take an important role in providing basic needs and promoting intemal markets fostered 
by popular demand incremented by high levels of income. To abandon the growth based on the 
over-exploitation of Iabour, a kind of" social dumping" that seems to be endless and unac
ceptable if hu man dign.ity does matter. 
b) General socio-economie objective: To implement a balanced spatial process of 
economie growth taking into account the spatial dimeosion of economie programmes and 
projects not only in regional terms but also in urban-rural continuum, calibrating pressure for 
land and settling people in existing abundant idle lands. To abandon economie growth based on 
the over-exploitation of the environment, a kind of "environmental dumping", that seems to 
be endless and with unpredictable social and economie consequences for presentand future 
generations. 
c) Public sector on economie policy: To promate income distribution by provision of so
cial basic needs by all means focusing on: i) a massive low-income housing programme 
matched to the existing deficit; ii) economie tax incentives to foster private building industry, the 
most important low-skilllabour market 
d) Institutional framework: To implement effectively existing institutional and legal tools 
by facilitating public participation in the overall process including the legal system, by far the 
most lagged and conservative sector in the Brazilian society. 
In this work, in this international meeting, we have tried to show the importance of the super
structure level of social process in promoting an adequate pace of development in peripheral 
capitalist societies. It is not the most important, as it is a consequence, but it is the crystallization 
of the conquests of civil society for the kind of the development people want. At the superstruc
ture level there is space fora autonomous level of movement that should be fostered by the ad
vance societies and World organizations that should combine forces mainly with the most 
progressive forces, which is not the State, but the less-favoured that struggle for a better 
society. International aid, of any kind, through State has been rnisused to guard the privileges 
of some few and to burden all kind of minorities. 
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ENVIRONMENT AL QUALITY, URBAN GROWTH AND PLANNING 
POLICIES IN HISTORIC URBAN CENTERS IN VENEZUELAN CITIES. 

Abstract: 

THE CASE OF MÉRIDA. 

Gerardo Luengo Federico, 
Universidad de Los Andes, Mérida, Venezuela 

One of the fundamental causes of environmental darnage present in the historie centers of 
Venezuelan cilies, is consequence of the contractietion between the urban norms used since 
the 40's and 50's, and the possibility of maintaining and conservalion an old grid pattern. 
Urban plans were based on a normative/quantitative conception, oriented towards 
satisfying requirements of a functional order and leaving to side important spatial and 
environmental aspects. In this way, urban development was promoted whereby non
quantitative aspects such as the preservalion of areas with historie value, the urban image, 
neighborhood integration, loc al identity, personal security, service accessibility, 
satisfaction of the basic requirements for children and old people, accessibility to 
pedestrians areas, maintenance of environmental areas arnong others were no Jonger left to 
be considered of interest to the strict functional efficiency, translated into actions which 
alter the image and esthetic-environmental qualities of the city from day to day. 
As a consequence, historie centers disintegrated into a great variety of uses, a great majority 
of old buildings with historie value and excellent environmental behavior were destroyed 
and substituted for new and inadequate buildings incompatible with the limitation of the 
old grid pattem and the environmental conditions of the tropical zone. As such. city 
services are saturate, they show hyperdensity and a great contractietion between urban 
form and building typology. 
The fundamental objective of this work, is to analyze the contradierion that exists between 
the actual planning process and the harmonie development of the city and above as that 
conceming to the preservalion and maintenance of areas with historical and environmental 
value. Therefore, new possibilities are proposed starting with an analysis of the correlation 
between building typology and urban form. At the present time, this is being discussed as 
planning alternative forareasof historica! and environmental value. 

Key words: Environmental quality, Urban growth, Venezuela 

1. Introduetion 

The "quantitative-functionalist" system of planning has been criticized by architects, 
urbanists and sociologists as one of the causes of "unhumanisation" of cities and their 
environmental inadequacy in the frame of sustainable development. As an alternative, an 
"esthetic-environmental" conception of what is urban begins to lay emphasis on the 
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qualities of space as receptacle of urban life. More than in "roles" and "functions", the 
process of intervention must fundament itself in the comprehension of the multiscale 
character of urban space and the possibility of rnanaging it according to different space 
categories and their specificities and particular conditions. The criterion for the space 
hierarchy of the different urban sectors must base itself on the search for its "esthetic
functional" articulation in its spa ti al, environmental, neighborhood and historie value 
conditions avoiding the establishment of homogenizing measures which vialate the original 
characteristics of the design (trama). 

2. Urban Planning in Venezuela 

Venezuela is one of the nations where the processof urbanization has been more intense. 
As of the 1940's, as product of the development of the oil industry, the country has been 
urbanized at such a speed that from being eminently rural befare 1940 with more than 80% 
living in rural areas, it has reverted that proportion in little more than fifty years and 
currently more than 80% of the population is urban. The standard structure of current 
Venezuelan planning is out of date with respect to the objectives of incorporating "spatial
qualitative" variables tending to the preservation of historie and environmental and to the 
creation values and consolidation of adequate space to better the quality of the urban life. 
Planning and urban ordnance has been managed through a process which in general terrus 
consists of: 1.- Consideration around a so-called "reference margin" which consistsof a 
description referred to as a politica!, institutional standardizing and sparial aspect that <.:ould 
affect the future decision process. 2.- A general diagnostic by areas (rnicroregional, 
infrastructural, physical-environmental, etc.) 3.- A social an economical analysis. 4.- A 
general synthesis through which we pretend to integrate the different aspects of the 
diagnostic, in order to have a base to make decisions. 5.- A plan containing the norrus of 
the corresponding level. During the planning process reality is partitioned in the different 
aspects through a more descriptive than analytica! (diagnostic) way. 
From here on we try to "forru" (synthesis) an image that pretencts to be global and unitary 
without ever being so precisely because it has its own gerrus of fragmentality. There is 
perfect evidence of this when we cbserve the final result of said work which is no other 
than the "plan", in which directed actions predominate to sectorial aspects and norrus which 
intend to give lawful foundation for its eventual concretion. In a process of this nature, in 
spite of its apparent "interdisciplinary" character a group of persons participate that never 
constitute a real team, because the work each one of these specialists is concemed with 
(urbanists, architects, geologists, lawyers, transportation engineers, etc.) and supporting 
personnet could well be done in an insulated manner, specially in the "diagnostic" phase by 
simply relying on the directions given in a reference manual produced by an office not in 
charge of the planning. 
This forru of planning has a relentless tendency to homogenize, contrary to the real 
conditions of heterogeneity and diversity which mark the diverse areas of urban life. 
Certain decisions that could be valid under specific conditions are absolutely negative and 
deforrning at the moment they are transposed to other areas of the city. 
Currently a hierarched system of plansexistsin Venezuela; Urban Ordnance Plans, Local 
Urban Development Plans, and Special Plans. The objectives of these plans at various 
scales are reduced to the control of localizing activities, to the establishment of circulation 
nets, transport and density fixations. 
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Parting from these conception the establishing of norros such as to push back or retire and 
the heights are homogenized and the spatial qualities are not taken into consideration. 
Neither are the urban-architectural values of areas with historie value, bringing as 
consequence a progressive process of patrimonia! destruction and the disarticulation of 
neighborhood, local, environmental and spatial values. 

3. The Case of Mérida 

Mérida (1.600 meters above sea level) is a university city located the Los Andes mountain 
range, 500 kilometers southwest of Caracas. It is located in a long and narrow plateau 
between mountains and in front of Sierra Nevada, with the five highest peaks in the 
country, some of which are perroanently snow capped which gives it special characteristics 
of a mountain city amidst a tropical zone. 
The historie city has a square structure, as in majority of Spanish-American cities, a 
checker board system, essential morpho-typological principle in the cities founded by the 
Spanish with the reference of the norros established in the Indian Laws. 

Fig. 1: Process of phased hyper densification in urban areas 

c=:J[J 
0[ 
I I I[ 

The graphic (fig. 1) shows the accupation processof urban soil with the hyperdensification 
of the design (trama). When the type of building changed? When the type of buildings and 
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the pushing-back started? When the spatial structure of the checker board was altered 
radically? 
The hierarchy of space in the old colonial design with the street-plaza categones in the 
public spaces clearly integrated in the entry-corridor-interior patio was broken without 
salution for continuity. 

The civic center of the city was constituted by the Plaza Mayor (later named Plaza Bolivar); 
this was the place where the main businesses, celebrations and religious activities of the 
city took place. The most important public buildings surrounding it, are The Council 
Palace, The Main Church and City Hall. 
The old buildings of the historica! area were homes whose intemal sparial organization had 
great coherence as far as morphology and functionality with the urban sparial structure was 
concemed. 
The city comains one of the major universities of the country, la Universidad de Los 
Andes, founded more than two-hundred years ago and whose student population is about 
one fourth of the total urban population. It can be said that currently almost all of Mérida 
has (direct or indirect) relations of either economie, social or academie nature with the 
university. 
Currently the Universidad de Los Andes has more than thirty-five thousand students and 
constitutes the cultural, scientific and economie support of the city. The city currently has 
240.000 inhabitants (1988), it grows 5,6% annually and it is estimated that by the year 
2.01 0, at the current rate of growth, it wiJl house around 800.000 inhabitants, too large a 
population for an area with its topographical and environmental conditions. 
The new urban norms which began in the 1950 's vialate its sparial structure giving as a 
result and incoherent pattem of development and a growing heterogenie image. The 
destruction of the old colonial-style houses has been of such magnitude that by 1990 only 
764 such homes were leftin the downtown area. If we don't want to eliminate all signs of 
historie Mérida, we must preserve them. 

The organizing structure of the university space does not coincide with any established 
pattem of urban design. The spatial result is a hybrid model in which the concept of 
campus can be applied partially to university areas as is the La Hechicera Nucleus. 
However, these areas specifically of the university have a high grade of functional 
dependency with the rest of the design because they Jack many of the basic services which 
are complementary and characterize the campus. In general terms, the organization pattem 
responds to a disperse structure not integrated where university life is lapped on urban 
design. 

The decisions of building these various university complexes were nota product of global 
plans or integrating plans. They were made taking advantage of the possibilities that the 
multiple urban lots owned by the university gave, and by the pressures in the great growth 
of the university student population in the last thirty years. 
The analysis of the urban structure reveals: 
1. Progressive deterioration of historie values and a distartion of the possibilities of the 

checker design of the historica! area in order to superimpose uses, densities and 
incompatible functions on it. 

2. Distartion of the platen's possibilities through the undiscriminated accupation of its 
boundaries and the denial of scenic values with buildings which surpass its structural 
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possibilities and block the visual possibilities to the most important environmental 
areas (the mountain range of Mérida). 

3. The undiscrirninated substitution of the residential function of the central or downtown 
area by less important functions and incompatible uses which generate noise and 
pollution. 

4. The divorce of the institutional-university function of the civic center. 
5. The disarticulation of the house -street-square system of the downtown area when 

applying the height and push back norms inappropriate to the design characteristics and 
saturation of the streets. 

6. The Jack of "functional integration" among the different academie and adrninistration 
offices as well as the university services which create serious difficulties among them 
and an excessive volume of traveling in the heavily saturated city traffic. 

7. A poor transportation system and the need for long and multiple trips which force us to 
go to different and for urban areas to satisfy the requirements closely associated to 
university life as are attending classes, eating, resting, carrying out administrative 
affairs, studying, etc. 

8. The Jack of an efficient spatial vinculation with pedestrian areas that are short between 
complementary activity areas and which contribute to minirnize the transportation costs 
and distances. 

9. The excessive "functional specialization" of some university sectors such as "La 
Hechicera" or Nucleo de Humanidades in contrast with a marked heterogeneity of 
Casco Central or downtown area where there is an excessive "thirdly" activity thus 
causing detriment to its vocation as Civic-Historic and University Center or area. This 
brings about countless inconveniences which go from service collapse, loss of 
security and personal tranquillity to loss of value of the quality of the downtown area 
as a fundamental element of urban life. 

10. Urban and architectmal interventions in high environmental sensitive areas. This aspect 
is of great importance not only because of ecological fragility but also from the relief 
point of view. 
Because the city is inserted in a complex orographic system, located on a plateau 
surrounded by great depressions of the Chama and Albarregas rivers, and by two 
mountain chains, it is evident that its spatial treatment and the particularities of its 
intervention must base themselves on this reference. 

11. The buildings on the edges of the plateau which contribute in a negative manner to the 
spatial values and the landscape by denying the view to the attractive Sierra Nevada 
and Cerro Las Flores. 
The presence of buildings on the edges of the talud represent a factor of natura! risk 
and the unstableness of the terrain . lts adequate treatment, such as public spaces and 
urban expansion would contribute tobetter the image of the city. 

4 . A Change of Focus. 

This situation deserves a careful review of the planning procedures. As a member of the 
planning team in the Project Unity of the Faculty, I was appointed to investigate a plan 
connected to the sabbatical year and sponsored by the Bumanistic and Scientific 
Development Council of my University. 
This investigation project is aimed to search the alternatives of the handling of urban space 
which included a visit to some university cities in Europe such as Alcalá de Henares 
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(Spain) whose process of recuperation and restoration constituted and important reference. 
The investigation was centered on the problem of university specialization of the city and its 
ties to historica! and environmental variables descri bed. 
The result of a said work, the eminently qualitative orientation, has the objective of 
compiemenring and reformulating the existing functionalist focus. 
Due to this work the following outline associated to conservation objectives of historie 
values, strengthening the university role, preserving the environmental areas, erganizing a 
normative base, recuperating degraded areas, reordening uses and urban esthetics arose. 
The guidelines for ordaining were the following: 
I. Developing and detailing a catalogue of the buildings of interest promoting flexible 

adaptation actions. 
2. Proposing reform measures or substitution of discordant buildings or those clearly 

conflictive in a "countercatalogue". 
3. The recuperation of central areas from interventions of spa ti al order fundamentally 

intended to preserving places and buildings with historical value. 
4 . The creation of regulations that wil! freeze the destructien of buildings with historica! 

value. The preservalion of the old colonial-style houses still in existence in 
conc01·dance with the traditional types. 

5. Managing of the Historica! Center as an "Area of lntegrated Repair" with the purpose 
of carrying out programs tending to the recuperation of the residential use of stabie 
popuiatien as complement to the actions of institutional habilitating. 

6. The development of a reguiatien control that will establish guidelines for renewing 
historical interest buildings in order to avoid arbitrary and inadequate interventions to 
the buildings characteristic types. 

7. The recognition of the diverse historical composition of the ensemble in type areas and 
different uses reflecting their different circumstances in the guideline. 

8. The reecvering of the alignment in retreat areas. The establishment of design references 
to regulate a typological order according to the design characteristics. The 
establishment of guidelines for the use of colors and textures apart from the guidelines 
fortheimplanting of urban furniture, guidelines for the posting of bills and publicity 
according to form, size and formats. 

9. The exclusion of incompatible uses (activities which genera te social perturbances or 
environmental ones). The creation of impositive or credit incentivesfortheir move out 
of the area. 

10. The establishment of a control previous to grand performances in the institutional plot 
through specific plans with a certain flexibility guideline. 

11. The improvement of quality in the degraded central areas with the intention of making 
possible the permanence of the resident popuiatien and particularly the type of u se tied 
to the requirements of the young and university population. 

12. According to its location on the design, to promote the preservation of buildings with 
historica! value for complimentary functions by means of impositive or credit 
incentives to the private sector. The functions would be those associated to the 
requirements of the university and tourist popuiatien under the guidelines that 
guarantee the preservation of its architectural values and do not undo its spatial 
qualities. 

13. This preservation of building policy must save those constructions with menumental or 
significant value within urban or university history for institutional purposes. This 
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institutional patrimony must act as a centralizing element of citizen life avoiding its 
segregation on the urban soil. 

14. Promoting, within the polifunctionality concept, the presence of residential activity and 
of basic services (associated to the demand of the university population), within the 
institutional sparial area. 

15. The restrietion of traffic by means of peripherical parking lots and the correction of 
functional unbalance by means of regulating the flow in order to guarantee the urban 
center its role as a place of interchange and relation. 

16. The creation of macroblocks of two or four units with peripherical car traffic, gaining 
interior streets for pedestrian traffic. This is convenient to carry out in those historie 
value and in zones of environmental or institutional value. They must be endowed with 
adequate urban furnishings which must be designed according to established 
guidelines. 

17. Redefining the street net work in order to guarantee easy internal flows and their 
conneetion with the periphery. 
The ensemble of squares and parks existing in the city must be treated as an 
environmental net "in which interconnections are guaranteed by the street design and 
by the direction of its flows. To strengthen the particular "character" of each urban 
square and its immediate surroundings whose most relevant buildings mustbe rescued 
for institutional and university use. 

18. The proteetion and promotion to the expansion of university activity to the regional 
area by means of creating "university hostels" through which academie, scientific and 
cultural functions can be integrated. 

19. The relocation of incompatible uses located in areasof environmental value, and the 
decreeing as areas of restricted use under special perrnission all those areas of high 
environmental sensitive. 
We must give priority in these zones to activities that do not require the construction of 
heavy structures. 

20. The concentration or harmooizing of plans between the University and the state or city 
govemment. Such actions as the adjugment of commodates of certain properties to the 
University established by means of contracts in which the university gives the technica! 
for its rehabilitation and the necessary conservation guaranties can allow the use of 
certain spaces and constructions for academie, adrninistrative, cultural and research 
purposes which in the long run can mean an important economie contribution by 
generating its own income. 
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The paper describes the housing situation, needs, probieros and constraints and presents the 
govemmental policy to address this situation. It ends with a presentation of the new national 
housing policy as an enabling strategy. 
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Introduetion 

Indonesia is the world's fourth most populous country with a total population expected to 
increase from 184 miJlion to 209 miJlion people by the year 2000. Although Indonesia has 
achieved a dramatic reduction in its overall popuiatien growth rate, the urban population 
continues to grow at a high annual rate of about 5%. Consequently, the percentage of the 
population living in urban areas is expected to increase from the current estimate of 31% to 
around 40% by the year 2000. However, since approx. 69% of the population Jives in rural 
areas, agriculture is still the backbone and souree of livelihood for more than 56% of gainfully 
employed inhabitants. 

Like any other less developing country, Indonesia is also facing a lot of probieros in many 
aspectsof development. Fortunately, recent development in family planning has been able to 
reduce population growth considerably from approx. 2.3% in 1982 to 1.3% in 1992 which 
provided an opportunity for the Government to catch up with development and imprave social 
welfare of the people. 

Besides, the role of the country in International affair is also improved considerably. In 1993 
President Suharto was appointed as chairman of the Non-Aiigned Movement which gave more 
chance for Indonesia to prove its ability and sincerity in representing the less developing 
countries to imprave the welfare of all. 

Housing situation, need, problem and constraint 

Despite the successful progress in family planning the housing needs are still largely aresult of 
population growth and falling average household sizes. With the urban population continuing 
to grow at about twice the overall popuiatien growth rate and the average household size 
expected to decline from about 4.3 persons to under 4.0 persons by the year 2000, the number 
of new urban householcts requiring housing and urban services is expected to increase well 
into the next century. 
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Due to serious resource constraints and the poor performance of the housing sector in 
Indonesia, the gap between housing neects and housing supply has remained alarmingly large. 
In addition, the urban areas are expected to absorb around 2.2 million new urban residents 
every year. The estimates of total housing demand vary widely, depending on what 
components are included. A World Bank study has estimated that 400,000 units wil! be 
annually needed to meet the new housing demand in urban areas. A housing neects study by 
USAID in 1987 however, has estimated this need to exceed 950,000 units per year. This 
would be further increased with the deficit and replacement neects of the existing stock. At 
present, the State Ministry of Housing (Kantor Menpera) estimates that total housing need 
amounts to 1,300,000 units per year. One estimate for Repelita VI sets the needat 750,000 
units for new household formation, 700,000 to upgrade old and dilapidated houses and bring 
theni up to standard, 350,000 to replace destroyed and obsolescent housing and 100,000 units 
annually to make up for previous years backlogs, tagether amounting to 1. 9 million units per 
year. Even if the need for upgrading existing poor quality housing is ignored, the other 
components still amount to more than a million units per year. The challenge facing the 
housing sector is how to improve its capacity to meet the growing urban and rural housing 
neects of the country which unfortunately exceed the current levels of forma! housing 
production. 

Even with active forma! private sector participation in housing development, the total 
production of both the forma! public and private sectors in Indonesia has been less than 
250,000 units per year. During Repelita V, PERUMNAS in cooperation with the private sector 
built almost 340,000 housing units and serviced plots (KSB) through the Home Ownership 
Credit (KPR) made available by BTN. Accordingly, at least 80% of housing development in 
most parts of the country has been largely due to vigorous individual, community and informal 
sector initiatives. However, without effective public sector policies to support massive formal 
and informal housing development, especially low-income people in informal sector housing 
will continue to live in mostly precarious conditions. 

Overview on urban and housing development 

Government's policy to decentralize responsibilities for urban planning, infrastructure and 
housing development responsibilities and decision-making to the locallevel was for the first 
time clearly reflected in the Integrated Urban Infrastructure Development Programme (IUIDP), 
which started during Repelita IV. 

The IUIDP gives local gaverument the responsibility to prepare and implement multi-year 
integrated infrastructure investment programmes (PJM). The PJM component most directly 
related to housingis the Kampung Impravement Programme (KIP). During Repelita V, other 
types of housing development did not yet receive sufficient attention under the IUIDP, but this 
is expected to change during Repelita VI when PJM's are expected to focus increasingly on 
housing as one basis for infrastructure development. 

Presidential Instruction (In pres) No. 5/1990 promoled a programme for on-site upgrading of 
slums and squatter settlements in urban areas. It stressed the importance of urban development 
with due consideration to the interests and circumstances of all concerned parties by seeking 
solutions to the problem of slums not by simple demolition but through community-based 
approaches and consensus. Rental flats as an alternative type of urban accommodation were 
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promoted in line with urban renewal concepts and the upgrading of urban slums. This was an 
important step towards invalving the urban inforrnal sector in housing development. 

With regard to housing sector development since the first housing agencies, Jawatan 
Perumahan Rakyat (Agency for Popular Housing) and Yayasan Kas Pembangunan 
(Foundation For Housing Finance Development) were established in 1951 to take care of the 
housing problems of the nation, there were many important steps to be noted. 

Among other important steps taken by the govemment which did notdeal directly with housing 
provision, was the promulgation of the first housing law known as Housing Law no. 1 I 1964, 
which provided a basis for housing regulations, particularly with regard to social aspects of 
housing. This law had little impact in solving the housing shortage and finally was replaced by 
the Undang-Undang No. 4/1992 (Housing and Human Settlements Law No. 4 of 1992). 

In 1972 a National Workshop on Housing was held in Jakarta to discuss possible solutions for 
housing, and concluded the urgency of having special institutions in charge for housing policy, 
housing production and housing finance. 

During the planning period of REPELITA II (1974-1979) this condusion was foliowed up in 
1974 by the establishment of BK.PN/National Housing Policy Board, Perurn Perurnnas/NUDC 
(National Urban Development Corporation) and BTN/SSB (State Savings Bank) which was 
appointed as the housing mortgage bank. Further, the association of Indonesian Real Estate 
Developers (REI) was also established to organized private reai-estate developers. 

Meanwhile, in the late sixties the Municipalities of Jakarta and Surabaya initiated the 
impravement of existing law-ineome settlements, known as kampongs. This action had been 
able to draw attention from central govemment to allocate her funds on a fifty-fifty basis in 
order to speed up and expand the local governments' capacity. Nevertheless, this programme 
was limited at alocal level and only in the third REPELITA the Kampong Impravement 
Programme (KIP) was adopted fully as a nation-wide programme. 

In REPELITA lil (1979-1984) the most important step taken by the Government of Indonesia 
was the establishment of the Junior Ministry of Housing to coordinate housing related activities 
across boundary of the ministries and tochair the BK.PN. 

In REPELIT A IV ( 1984-1989), drawing the experiences of the previous housing programme, 
during this planning period some important decisions were taken which gave a new character 
to the housing programme as follows: 
* In response to the coordination probieros emerged as a result of fragmented nature of the 

housing programmes, integrated housing programmes were introduced such as Integrated 
Rural Housing Impravement Programme (P2LDT), Integrated Urban Infrastructure 
Pro gramme, Intensification of Housing Counseling, etc. 

* Still in response to the cóordination problem of multi-agencies involved in housing related 
activities, the Junior Mi nistry of Housing was elevated into the State Min is try of Housing. 

* Endorsement of the enabling strategy through participation of Indonesia in Oiobal Strategy 
for Shelter to the year 2000. 

During REPELIT A V (1989-1994) the Gaveroment of Indonesia seeks to strengthen the basis 
for national development and prepare the housing sector foundation for the take-off stage in 
REPELIT A VI, which wil! commence the second 25 years long-term development plan (PJP 
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II) in which meeting the shelter needs of all Indonesian will be among the cherished goals. 

In 1992, Govemment of Indonesia promulgated a new Housing and Human Sett1ements Law 
(UU No. 4/1992) which gave more responsibility to local govemment especially in the area of 
land management. A number of Govemment Regulations (Peraturan Pemerintah/PP) are being 
prepared to support the implementation of the law. Some existing Govemment Regulations, 
such as PP No. 14/1987 conceming decentralization of certain Public Works' responsibilities 
to local govemment also reinforce the new law. 

In 1992 also, the National Housing Policy Board (BKPN) issued the Second Edition of its 
National Housing Policy and Strategy (Kebijaksanaan dan Strategi Nasional Perumahan). 
The document reiterales that housing is basically the responsibility of the people, but also 
stresses that govemment should develop a more enabling role to help people to meet their 
housing needs, and the need for better inter-seetaral coordination. 

In 1992 also, a National Workshop on Housing and Human Settlements was held, which 
recommended among others that the public sector should more actively involve local 
govemment, the private sector and communities in ordertomeet the nation' s housing targets. 

In 1993, Government of Indones ia issued its new State Policy Guidelines (GBHN 1993-1998) 
which stresses the need to increase the quality of life of the individual and society by alleviaring 
poverty. This is to be achieved among others by improving access to housing and basic 
services, more equitable access to key resources, human resources development and better 
popular and community participation. 

In 1993, new resources for housing finance were mobilized through a cooperation agreement 
between the State Ministry of Housing and the Ministry of Finance which was able to launch 
the Provident Savings Fund for housing for civil servants. The Fund is expected to generale 
a bout Rp. 240 billion (US $ 120 million) per year for especially the lower level of govemment 
employees. By this compulsory contributions from government employees of all levels the 
lower level of the government employees will be able to borrow from this Fund for their 
housing needs. While the Fund is presently limited to govemment employees, the plan is to 
eventually include private sector employees. It is expected that through this initiative, 
Govemment of Indonesia can meet its objective to build 50% (250,000 units) of the housing 
target for Repelita VI (500,000 units) through the National Urban Development Corporation 
(PERUM PERUMNAS) and 40% (200,000 units) through real estate developers and 10% 
(50,000 units) through other means (housing cooperatives). 

BTN has also committed itself to applying low cost housing funds in the form of "Triple 
Purpose" loans (Kredit Triguna) for provision of land, house construction and income 
generation in one packaged loan. This is a major step forward , becl_luse now low-income 
groups in the form of cooperatives or associations can also become eligible for credit. 
However, it is imperalive that such groups be well prepared to receive Ioans, and BTN and its 
branch offices in the region have yet to become familiar with this new approach. It is expected 
that through this initiative, Govemment of Indones ia can meet its objective to build 10% of the 
Repelita VI target or 50,000 units through informal sector cooperatives, associations and other 
recognized groups. 

The Association of Real Estate Developers - REI (Real Estate Indonesia) has long been 
engaged in housing but its involvement has been mostly housing development for the middle 
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and upper income groups. To entice them to enter the low-income housing market, 
Government of Indonesia has launched the RSSI) which it believes the REI can build without 
fear of losing profit Government will also be intensifying the enforcement of the "1-3-6 
regulation" which requires developers to build 6 low-cost houses and 3 mediumcast houses for 
every luxury house. Real estate developers can now apply at the State Savings Bank (BTN) for 
50% advance payment on the purchase of land for RSS: Rumah Sangat Sederhana literaly 
means very simple housing. It is a early stage of low cosl housing. 

In 1994, Government of Indonesia started stage II of its Long-term (25 years) Development 
Plan (PJPT II), which allocates top priority to the development of human resources in the 
attack on poverty. As a result, a national 'poverty map' was drawn as the basis for a new 
national programme support the poorest areasin Indonesia. This resulted in the introduetion of 
a new grant fund for the Backward Villages Programme based on Presidential Instruction 
(Inpres Desa Tertinggal - IDT). This fund can be used by communities lo improve lheir 
economie status, amongst olhers by underlaking self-help housing schemes. The IDT 
programme is strongly community-based and implemenled as part of Integraled Rural Village 
Housing and Environmental Upgrading Programme (P2LDT). P2LDT is a coordinating 
scheme to integrale sectoral projects and has since expanded into a national Inpres programme 
implemenled by Bangdes in the Ministry of Home Affairs in coordination with other related 
agencies within the P2LDT scheme. 

While full decentralization of housing development may take sametime to take effect, the 
Ministry of Home Affairs already instructed alllocal governments of major urban centers to 
establish a Housing Agency (Dinas Perumahan) to manage housing development under the 
Office of the Mayor, which shall be provided with adequate staff and resources. 

Presently, only a few cities have a Dinas Perumahan with lirnited tasks such as collecting rents 
in government houses. The Ministry of Home Affairs (DepDagri) has also instrucled local 
governments to ex pand the functions especially of the Local Development Planning Agencies 
(Bappeda Tk IJ) to include shelter planning and coordination. 

In order to provide more power to the BKPN to control and coordinate housing development 
activities, in 1994 BKPN (National Housing Policy Board) was transformed into BKP4N 
(National Housing and Human Settiement Policy Supervisory Board) by Presidential Decree 
No 37/1994. 

The need for more innovative housing strategy 

Given the magnitude of the housing need and the contraints on available resources in the hand 
of geveroment and private sector, any serieus effort to address the housing problem will 
require a major policy shift in the delivery of shelter and shelter-related services. First, it forced 
the government to shift its role from mainly providing housing to that of a facilitator of the 
process, mobilizing and harnessing the full potential and resources of all possible actors in the 
shelter production process, as stresses in the United Nations Resolution on Global Strategy for 
Shelter to the Year 2000. Second, given the past experience of projects having a negligible 
impact on improving overall housing conditions, there is a need to develop a sector-wide 
strategie approach for housing based on enabling principles. Third, there is a need to recognize 
the contributions that can be made by the informal sector to the provision and impravement of 
housing and the benefit that low-income groups in the informal sector can expect in turn from 
the enabling strategiesof the Govemment. 
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Repelita VI (1994-1999) - marking the start of PJPT II- seeks to establish an enabling 
environment for shelter provision and impravement as part of the overall national development 
strategy. Government of Indonesia is taking steps to stimulate the economie potential of the 
community, private developers, construction, industry and non-commercial development 
consultants in housing. In order to increase affordability of housing, it is limiting direct 
government intervention in housing to the role of a facilitator and coordinator. In order to 
accelerate production, it seeks to simplify land and housing supply mechanisms, procedures 
and regulations. It intends to undertake large-scale development through serviced sites 
(KASJBA and LISIBA). It has set itself the quantitative target of building 500,000 housing 
units, improving 21,250 hectares of slum areas, renewing 750 hectares of slum areas, and 
upgrading of housing in 20,000 rural settlements through IDT and P2LDT. 

Therefore, the National Housing Policy and Strategy is essentially an enabling strategy. If the 
past approach was to rely mostly on the forma! sector to meet housing needs, the new 
approach is to enable the informal sector as well - which after all is the main provider of 
housing - by facilitating access to key resources such as affordable and suitable located land, 
credit, income generating opportunities and information. This approach was piloted in the 
Community-Based Low-Cost Housing Project (INS/89/006) which assisted organized law
ineome groups to undertake house construction with the help of credit provided by BTN. The 
demand-driven approach, since then referred to as Community-Based Housing (CBH) or 
P2BPK, strengtened by local strategies and action programmes, is particularly well suited to 
compensate for the inadequate supply from the supply-driven forma! sector if local enabling 
mechanisms can be firmly established. At its first four-monthly conference in 1993-1994, the 
National Housing and Human Settlements Supervisory Board (BKP4N) put CBH as the main 
topic on the agenda, and the CBH approach was thereafter explicitly adopted as a major 
component of the national policy and strategy in a National Workshop on CBH held in 
February 1994, in line with the Oiobal Strategy forShelter to the Year 2000. 

The community based approach also stresses the need for sustainable development and 
emphasizes environmental concems in housing and human settlements development. Basically, 
the community based housing development strategy focuses on the collective efforts of the 
community to mobilize local resources for community self-managed housing and economie 
development. And to facilitate the community for capacity building, development consultants 
and NGO's are involved in the process. 

However, to facilitate all concemed parties a General Guideline on Community Based Housing 
has been issued through Ministrial Decree No. 06/KPTS/1994. 
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B. Urban housing and environmental related polides 

Introduetion and chapter synopsis 

Urban housing is a specific aspect of habitat. Housing can be considered as a basic human 
right. However, enabling policies/ strategies to get housing realized are needed. 
The strategy point is discussed by Sheng in his contribution "Shelter for all" and put in relation 
to Habitat 11 in lstanbul. His specific observation is that enabling should also mean 
empowering: give (purchasing) power to the urban poor. A point which is given less attention 
in general. 

Any structure, also housing, causes environmental problems. First during construction (use of 
materials/energy/land) then the occupation of the area itself by its inhabitants. ~ shows 
that environmentally friendly housing solutions can be found there where housing is organized 
by local communities with a facilitating government. 

Schmid in his contri bution "Healthy habitats for all" shows eight general rules and a matrix 
which can be applied for solving urban housing and environmental related problems. One of 
the recommendations is that services should be more self-supporting. 
In the artiele "Maintenance and rehabilitation of tomarrow's habitat" Erkelens points out the 
importance of maintaining existing structures in order to reduce the use of resources and 
disturbing the environment meanwhile maintaining existing communities. Also during the 
design of structures, professionalscan already 'anticipate' future maintenance. Also re-use can 
be stimulated through a number of specific technica! measures. 

Some local case studies from various regions show some specific problems but also 
approaches with respect to housing. The so badly needed environment related policy does not 
co me in the picture, which already reflects the enormous problems in the field or provision of 
housing only. 
De Beer in his contribution "Shelter for all in South Africa, a habitat dream or an executable 
frarnework", describes the South African policy to reeover/overtake the enormous backlog of 
housing due to the apartheid system. From another area: Peninsular Malaysia, Agus reports of 
efforts to privatise low-cost housing and policies to relocate squatters in a transit housing 
programme. From the former Eastern European area: Estonia, Liias in his contribution 
"Transition policy reflection in housing: a case study in Estonia" shows problems with 
privatisation of existing housing estates and the huge maintenance and renovation task 
involved. This region suffers from past imposed soviet housing policies which focused on 
simply providing a living space close to the industries but negleering human factors. 
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SHELTER FOR ALL: ENABLING OR EMPOWERING STRATEGIES? 
THE IMPORT ANCE OF HABITAT ll 

Yap Kioe Sheng 
Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand 

Abstract: 

The paper reviews the main outputs of Vaneauver 1976 and the evolution of thinking on 
human settlements. Furthermore it gives a view on what the Habitat II Conference is likely to 
endorse as housing policies, like enablement strategies. The paper continues with the case of 
Thailand which is frequently being considered as a show case for the enabling housing 
strategy. 
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Conferences like the coming Habitat II Conference in Istanbul appear to have two functions. 
On the one hand, they are a meeting place of governmental delegations presenting 
governmental positions and endorsing ideas and policies which have somehow proven 
themselves during the previous years. That is also what the main meeting of the Habitat II 
Conference is likely to do; nothing really new can be expected there. However, the conference 
is also an occasion for professionals and researchers and (mainly non-governmental) 
organizations to present new ideas and highlight innovative experiences, and to set a direction 
for further research and experimentation. The presentations and discussions of these new ideas 
and innovative experiences wil! notmade at the main conference, but before and parallel to the 
conference in Istanbul and elsewhere. 

1. The Vancouver Conference in 1976 

In 1976, the countries participating in the UN Conference on Human Settlements: Habitat I in 
Vaneauver adopted the Vaneauver Declaration on Human Settlements and the Vaneauver Plan 
of Action. The Declaration stated that adequate shelter and services are a basic human right 
which places an obligation on Govemments to ensure their attainment by all people, beginning 
with direct assistance to the least advantaged through guided programmes of self-help and 
community action. Governments should endeavour to remove all impediments hindering the 
attainments of these goals (UN, 1976: 7-8). 

In cautious wording, the governments recognized, probably for the ftrst time, the existence and 
the value of urban informal settlements where most of the urban poor are living. In 
recommendation C.8 (the informal sector should be supported in its effons to provide shelter, 
infrastructure and services, especially for the less advantaged) the Vaneauver Action Plan 
included as priority areas for action: 
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* ensuring security of land tenure for unplanned settlements where appropriate of if necessary 
providing for relocation and resettiement with opponunity for employment; 

* providing sites and services specifically for construction by the informal sector, and taking 
the informal sector's spatial and locational requirements into account in all sites and services 
schemes (UN, 1976: 21). 

In recommendation C.17 (Reorganization of spontaneous urban settlements), the Action Plan 
noted that residents of "spontaneous" or unauthorized settlements frequently organize with the 
intention of providing their communities with essential minimal services; however, some 
services are very difficult for households or neighbourhood communities to obtain without 
assistance. Therefore, Govemments should concentrate on the provision of services and on the 
physical and spatial reorganization of spontaneous settlements in ways that encourage 
community initiative and link "marginal" groups to the national development process (UN, 
1976: 27). With these rather cautious words, the Conference supported the adeption of 
Tumer's paradigm of dweller's control and incremental housing in official housing policies. 

The 1970s saw a proliferation of squatter-settlement-regularization-and-upgrading projects and 
sites-and-services-schemes in cities of developing countries. Most Third World cities had at 
least one upgrading or sites-and-services schemes. An evaluation of projects funded by the 
World Bank came to the conclusion that such projects could have a positive effect on the living 
conditions of the urban poor. 

Almost twenty years after Vancouver, one cannot be but disappointed by the impact which the 
Vanecuver Plan of Action has actually had on govemment housing policies and, more 
importantly, on the housing conditions of the urban poor. Rather than long-term and broad
based programmes, upgrading projects and sites-and-services schemes have, in many 
countries, never been more than one-time interventions brought about by the efforts of 
committed officials in the govemment and by pressure and funding from foreign donors. Three 
factors contributed to the faiture to bring squatter-settlement-regularization-and-upgrading and 
sites-and-services schemes into the mainstream of housing policy (cf. Van der Linden, 1986: 
57-68): 

a. Hardly any govemment has tried to secure access tourban land in suitable locations for the 
urban poor on a large scale. Either only squatter settlements on government land were 
regularized, or squatter settlements were upgraded without the legalization of land ten ure. 
To keep land affordable, sites-and-services schemes were located far from eentres of 
employment or lacked public transport to such centres. 

b. The basic principles of Turner's paradigm (dweller's control and incremental housing) 
require the adoption of flexible (if any) standards. However, authorities (whether they were 
administrators, politicians, architects, engineers or planners) have misunderstood these 
principles, or, more likely, rejected the idea as unacceptable. 

c. Because standards were set too high, the costs were often not affordable for the target 
group. Furthermore, politicians encouraged the allottees not to pay, hidden subsidies were 
generously introduced and action against defaulters was rarely taken. As a result, cost 
recovery always remained probiernatie and this undermined the approach. 
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So, in the middle of the 1980s, the United Nations and the World Bank starled to dissociate 
themselves from the approach. The Giobal Strategy forShelter to the Year 2000 in fact blames 
the narrow focus of housing policies on sites-and-services schemes and squatter settiement 
upgrading projects for the impasse in the provision of housing on a large scale. It concludes 
that an approach of replicabie pilot projects cannot produce adequate numbers of housing and 
neects to be replaced by a sustainable process of shelter delivery in order to scale up housing 
programmes. This sustainable process is expected to be achieved through "enabling strategies" 
(UNCHS, 1991: 34-35). 

2 . The Enabling Strategy 

The Habitat II Conference in Istanbul is likely to endorse housing policies based on the 
"Enabling Strategy" which was included in the "Global Strategy forShelter to the Year 2000", 
adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nationsin December 1988, following the 
"International Year of Shelter for the Homeless" in 1987. The resolution of the General 
Assembly mentions as the first fundamental principle of the Global Strategy that enabling 
policies whereby the full potenrial and resources of all govemmental and non-governmental 
actors in the field of human settlements are utilized, must be at the heart of national and 
international efforts (UNCHS, 1991: 4). 

The key feature of the enabling shelter strategy (UNCHS, 1991: 26) is that the public sector, 
rather than being a provider of housing, creates incentives and facilitating measures for forma! 
and informal business sectors, non-governmental organizations and comrnunity groups to 
make optima] contributions to housing development. The main role of the Govemment is an 
enabling one, i.e. to mobilize the resources of the other actors and to facilitate their deployment 
for an efficient provision of all types of shelter for all target groups. To do so, the Government 
neects to establish enabling legislative, institutional and financial frameworks. 

Thailand has frequently been mentioned as a country where the impact of an enabling housing 
strategy is most visible (Mayo, 1994: 44-45). Undoubtedly, the private sector has made a 
remarkable contribution to the housing stock in Bangkok and to an increasing extent also in 
other cities of Thailand at prices affordable toever larger segments of the population. These 
achievements have been extensively documented by Angel (1990), Dowall (1989, 1992) and 
Foo (1992). The following graph (fig. 1) (Pornchokchai, 1993: 57) illustrates the develop
ments in the housing sector in Bangkok during the past years. It combines three sets of data: 

* the least expensive forma! new housing unit produced by the private sector for sale in 
Bangkok; 

* the cumulative monthly household income distri bution in Bangkok; and 
* the te1ms and condinons fora housing loan of the Govemment Housing Bank. 

The graph shows that the cheapest new private-sector housing unit in 1980 was affordable to 
only 15 per cent of the householcts in Bangkok, namely those having an income of at least Baht 
10,000 per month. In 1986, the cheapest housing unit had become affordable to 55 per cent of 
the Bangkok householcts having an income of at least Baht 6,000 per month. In 1991 and 
1993, the least expensive private-sector housing unit had become affordable for 50 per cent of 
the city's households, namely those with an income of at least Baht 10.000 and Baht 12,000 
per month respectively. 
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Fig. 1 Iocome dis tribution an housing affordability in Bangkok (1980, 1986, 1991, 1993). 

This remarkable impravement was made possible by a series of factors: a rapid economie 
growth, a dynamic private sector and various supportive policies of the govemment. The 
cheapest private-sector housing unitsforsale in Bangkok in 1993 were single-room walk-up 
apartments of some 30 sq.m. in the outskirts of the city. Such a unit may cost around Baht 
250,000 (US$ 10,000) and the median monthly househeld iocome is about Baht 12,000 (US$ 
500) per month, resulting in an affordability ration of 1.7 

Prices can be this low, because the units are extremely simple, land use regulations are minimal 
(and are rarely enforced), Iabour and building materials are relatively cheap, developers have 
limited obligations to provide community infrastructure and services, overhead cost are kept 
low and sales are fast. The Government Housing Bank, which plays a key role in keeping 
market interest rates low, offers loans at an interest rate of around 10 per cent per annum 
repayable over 25 years covering 80 per cent of the value of the unit. 

3. Enabling or displacing ? 

However, a glass that is half full is at the sametime also half empty. While 50 per cent of the 
householcts in Bangkok, a city of 7-8 million people, can now afford the cheapest private
sector housing unit in the market, the other 50 per cent can still not afford it. They have, of 
course, other housing options than the purchase of a new house such as older housing, rental 
housing and informal housing. A recent survey estimated that around 1.5 million people in the 
law-ineome category live in rental housing in Bangkok (Yap et al., 1993: 30), while 
approximately 1 miJlion people live in slums (informal settlements on rented land) and squatter 
settlements. 
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The number of informal settlements and of housing units in slums and squatter settlements is 
increasing at a much slower rate than the total housing stock of Bangkok which is growing 
rapidly mainly because of developer-built housing. Consequently, slum and squatter housing 
is decreasing as a percentage of the total housing stock, in partic u lar in the city. Dowall ( 1989: 
330) and Pomchokchai (1993: 60) have lin.ked the relative decline in the importance of slums 
and squatter settlements in Bangkok to the greater access to private-sector low-cost housing. 
They suggest that the private, forma! market is responding to the needs of Bangkok's lower
income residents, although Dowall (1992: 28) also observes an sub-urbanization of slum 
development. 

There is, however, no evidence of a direct link between the decline of the slums and squatter 
settlements, and the growth of private-sector low-cost housing. Slums and squatter settlements 
are mainly in the city Centre which has the locational advantage of being near informal 
employment opportuni ties. Low-cost housing can be found in the periphery of the city in more 
or less the same areas where the rapidly expanding manufacturing industry is located. 
However, the factolies seek to employ young, single women rather than older men and women 
of slum households. Therefore, slum householcts are more likely to shift to other slum and 
squatter settlements and move in with friends and relatives or rent a room in a slum house than 
to buy a new housing unit in the outskirts of the city (Yap, 1992: 48). 

This trend (which would not be reflected in figures of the slum population, because they are 
based on roof counts rather than head counts) would result in increasing densities and delerio
rating living conditions in the slums and squatter settlements. The higher densities in the 
informal settlements have been conftrmed by recent research (Setchell quoted in Koanantakool, 
1993: 60), while it is now also clear that many low-cost housing units remaio vacant for long 
periods of time. They either have not been sold or have been bought by investors and 
speculators who do not occupy them. Sometimes, single- or two-person householcts rent the 
unit; sametimes employers rent an entire floor orbuilding to housetheir employees (Yap and 
Rahman, 1993). 

There is an indirect link, though, between the decreasing number of slums and squatter 
settlements and the enabling strategy. The idea of the gaveroment as a facilitator rather than as 
a direct provider is oot restricted to the housing sector. lt is part of current economie policies 
which also promate the privatization of public services, the de-regulation of the market and the 
globalization of the economy. The Thai economy has grown by more than 8 per cent annually 
during the past 8 years and the economy of the Bangkok region has grown much faster. This 
rapid economie growth has been made possible by the policies of open, unregulated markets 
and support to private-sector development. The core of Bangkok's economie activity is an 
export-oriented manufacturing sector financed by foreign investors and encouraged by the 
provision of tax incentives and good infrastructure and services (although bottlenecks due to 
the rapid growth are becoming visible). Wages are determined by the market and regulations 
for working conditions and environmental proteetion are mini mal. 

The economie growth has resulted in rapidly rising land prices in Bangkok. With high land 
prices and lenient land use regulations, even the smallest, poorly situated plot of land (which 
until recently was only suitable for slums and squatter settlements) is now being developed for 
offices, shopping plazas and luxury condominiums. Extensive tracts of land are being 
expropriated and buildings are being demolisbed to make way for highways which give private 
vehicles access to the city centre. As a result, the number of slum evictions and demolitions in 
Bangkok is high. because the market requires that informallow-income housing makes way 
for an economically more profitable land use. Only a smal! Muslim community in Bangkok has 
managed, for several yeru·s now, to delay the construction of a section of an elevated highway 
which requires the demolition of a few houses and a mosque. 
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The clearance of informal settlements and the resetdement of the popuiatien in apartments 
recalls the ineffectîve housing policies and programmes of the pre-Vaneauver era and one starts 
to wonder whether housing policies have perhaps come full circle. A somewhat similar trend 
seems to be developing in Indonesia where authorities which have been involved in large-scale 
kampung impravement prograrnmes, now appear to become more and more convineed that 
land in the centre of Jakarta is to expensive for improved kampungs. Sites of kampungs are 
cleared and the population is expected to buy low-cost apartmentsof 18 sq.m. The apartments 
are heavily subsidized, but for many kampung dweilers they are still too expensive and too 
unattractive to buy. 

In summary, there is no doubt that a de-regulation of the housing market and a strategy which 
enables the private sector to build lower-cost housing are very important, as they allow the 
growing middle class in cities of developing countries to access home ownership. The 
development of an efficient market-driven housing finance system also contributes to such 
development. However, the private sector was and still is unable provide housing to the lower
income popuiatien and the Enabling Strategy has not changed this. The enabling strategy is, in 
fact, used by some government as an excuse to evade its responsibility to assist low-income 
groups to attain adequate housing. 

Well-intended attempts by government agencies to support and assist the informal economie or 
housing sector have sametimes resulted in a formalization of the sector which removed the 
very advantage of the informality: the proteetion of the urban poor against the open market An 
obvious example is the regularization of squatter settlements which made housing in such settle
ments attractive to middle-income householcts and could end in the eviction of low-income 
householcts from the settiement Now, the opposite seems to occur: de-regulation removes 
harriers between forma! and informal sector and "informalizes" the forma! sector which can 
now operate where it could not do so before. The proteetion which informality provided to the 
urban poor is removed and the forma! sector comes in direct competition with the informal 
sector for land. Land which was affordable for the urban poor and suitable for informal 
settlements becomes attractive for development by the private sector and the result are 
evictions. 

Too high standards have often made low-income housing unaffordable to its very target 
groups. Low standards and lenient regulations now make it possible for the private sector to 
build low-cost housing in the form of walk-up apartments. However, low or no standards in 
informal settlements with detached self-built one or two-storey houses have limited 
consequences and housing is in any case being incrementally improved. Low standards in 5-
storey condominiums can easily result in vertical slums. Bangkok is beginning to see examples 
of poorly constructed and poorly managed low-cost walk-up apartment buildings occupied by 
low-income tenants who carry outself-help incremental "irnprovements" and expansions. 

5 . Enabling or empowering ? 

If neither the private-sector nor the public sector cater to the housing needs of the low-income 
population, the only alternative providers are the people themselves and the only affordable 
housing is incremental housing. Because of a Jack of purchasing power, the urban poor have 
to acquire land by squatting or temporary land rental and as a consequence, most informal 
housing starts with unserviced land. The next step is not the provision of infrastructure (like in 
forma! developments), but the construction of shelters which develop over time, as income and 
savings allow, because forma! housing finance is unaffordable and unavailable. Such a house 
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development process requires flexible or no standards and regulations. Only as a third step, 
after the settiement of the population, the demand for infrastructure develops. Since the 
provision of infrastructure is increasingly demand-driven, the initia! level of infrastructure bas 
to be very low and the best results can be achieved by direct comrnunity involvement in the 
construction and management of infrastructure. 

Effective low-income housing policies have to support this process by ensuring access to land 
for the urban poor, flexible standards for low-income housing and community involvement in 
infrastr:ucture development and management. The Vancouver Action Plan, unlike the enabling 
strategy, recommended policies to overcome these problems. It is true that the Enabling 
Strategy does not only want to enable the forma! private sector, but also communities. The 
Global Strategy forShelter to the Year 2000 recognizes that it cannot be expected that the 
unaided private market will be able to solve the fundamental problem of squatters and other 
occupants of informal/illegal housing. Overcoming these problems is entirely dependent on the 
introduetion of new governmental procedures for which there are few precedents in the 
developed countries (UNCHS, 1991: 36). However, this statement comes only as an after
thought and no inclicationis given of what actions wiJl betaken to identify these procedures. 
Moreover, it seems to refer to existing informal/illegal settlements only and not to new low
income settlements. 

The word "enabling" can have various meanings. In the context of the Global Shelter Strategy 
the term is normally used interchangeably with "facilitating", i.e. making actions easier by the 
removal of obstacles. This makes sense for the private sector: the governments removes the 
obstacles for a more efficiently functioning market and for an increased role in housing 
provision by a dynami.c and enterprising private sector. However, for the urban poor, the 
problem of housing is not only a matter of removing obstacles, but also a problem of lack of 
power, if only purchasing power. According to Webster's Dictionary, "enabling" also means 
"to give power" or "empowering", but this meaning receives much less attention in the 
documents on the "enabling strategy". 

The Habitat II Conference can be important, if it does not only endorses the enabling strategies 
for shelter for all, but also recognizes the strategy's limitations and provide opportunities to 
review past experiences with community empowerment such as the Community Action 
Planning approach of the National Housing Development Authority of Sri Lanka (UNCHS, 
1993) and the Collaborative Katebi Abadi lmprovement Programme in the Province of Sindh 
(SDC, 1993) basedon the approach foliowed by the Orangi Pilot Project in Karachi (ESCAP, 
1991 ), both in Pakistan. The key concept in this approach is not an enabling strategy, but a 
partnership between a government agency, a non-governmental organization and the 
community. Both programmes require the politica! willingness of the govemment to guarantee 
access to land for the urban poor, the acceptance of flexible standards in housing development 
and community involvement for infrastructure provision. 

The purpose of the Habitat 11 Conference is, inter alia, to promote new policies and strategies 
for housing development and the preparations for the Conference include the identification of 
Best Practices, i.e. actions, initiatives or projects which have resulted in clear improvements in 
the quality of life and the living environment of people in a sustainable way and which could be 
recomrnended for further application, whether in a simi.lar or adapted form. A common feature 
of many Best Practices will be a partnership between several actors involved in housing 
development. The Best Practices may eventually contribute to formulation of such new policies 
and strategies. Ho wever, it remains to be seen whether such new policies and strategies will be 
really adopted and implemenred by many govemments, because the innovative partnership 
approaches are based on the same principles as those proposed for squatter settiement 
regularization and upgrading programmes and sites-and-services schemes and the obstacles to 
moving these approaches into the mainstream of housing policy also remaio the same. 
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Abstract: 

URBAN HABITAT- THE ENVIRONMENT OE TOMORROW 

THIRD WORLD CITIES IN AFRICA 

Paul M. Syagga 
University Of Nairobi, Kenya 

Urban environmental problems stem from heavy concentration of population and economie 
activities in relatively confined areas. In the African context, !)1e urb~.!!._P9.Q\JJ~~ion grows 
extremeiY..!:éi..P!Q!ï with the result that the "brown agenda" has become a major concern. There 
is a crisis in shelter rovision and associated infrastructyral faciliti~~,_ as well as a worsening_ 
arnbienL§jtuati.on. Urban authorities in Africa, despite the worsening economie environment 
tend to focus Oll receiyed çon_çep~LQ_n _ _ç_onventicmal methods of supply of water, sewerage, 

_pQwer, ho_using etc_,_ '!'{h!ç.lunajority urban population _Cllnn()tafford, However, governments 
need to mobilise the resources of all grouQS_including the informal support structure which 
characterises the African way of life in urban areas. A really successful environmentally 
friendly housing solution is where local communities solve their own problems with the 
Government acting as facilitator in providing infgQ!l~yon and basic resources. Successful 
examples exist, however to show how services have been provided through neighbourhood 
groups NGO's and benevolent private sector. What remains is to emulate and promote the 
initiatives. ---- --

Keywords: Africa, Cities, Environmental problems, Housing, lnfrastructure. 

Introduetion 

The state of human settlements and their development in Africa have aroused increasing 
concerns in the course of the last decade, as has the g~neral g_ç:teriorg!i_Qn.of the_Africal}_ 
economi~.~- Despite enormous diversity among African countries in such factors as size, 
po ulation, climate, degree _gf ur_l?_l!_nisat!Qp and industrial development, eç:_()nom.ic gr_owth 
rates, resoyr~e ell.4QYJmeJ]!~?.!l.sl_~.ita W<?alth, there is a large degree of s_imilarity_ in 
socio™. 
economic __ d.f:.ve)()Qffient of Afdç~.n .countries which influences and differentiates urba11ization. 
The,urban population grows extremely rapidly at rates that are aften two or three times the rates 
experienced by the urbanised economies. Thus from a relatively modest 83 miJlion urban 
dweilers in 1970, Africa's urban population increased to a substantial 209 million in 1990 
(World Bank, 1993). Projeetiens for the year 2~1)putl~~e rr2t()P.Ul_ation at 400 miJlion and 
it will double again in the subsequent years to m1 10n y )~S.l'fîUs while 27 percent of 
Africa's popuiatien lived i_n cities in 1980, the proportions wiJl increase to 39h)__p_~in the 
vear 2000 and 52.2 percent in the year 2020, respectively. This rapid urbanisation growth has 
enormously increased pressure for urban services, part!cularly in the largest cities across the 
continent. This "squeeze" between the burgeoning urban popuiatien and theservices they need 
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is already one of the dramatic crises qf th~ !ate twentieth cent~...: 

Poverty Environmental Degradation Cycle 

P<mulation displacef!!~!l-~~-an(L miê"~.9.~__as a result of lack _of_~;:t_t_ia!._p_olicies in. times of 
economie decline, mismanageJB.ent of agriculttJ..r~L ~.i_()_l!!Ces, the .!!~_ent droughts, 
des~rtific?.!i!Jn and arm~_<::9Dfli<::t.0n a number of African regions, are acce~erating the growth 
ofmlanned and precarieus settlements, a.§__many more people leave th~_ rural settings for 
urban accommodation. Thus while city populations are growing at around 6 percent, squatter 
settlerrients anC!Siürris are growing at about 8 percent annually in many African cities (Syagga, 
1994). 
Given the poor institutional machinery to deal with this influx these settlements are 
characterised by p()()t:._Sanitation, i~-~llfficient \V<lt~r..~_upp!y, po()r_\V~~~_gual~, overgowding 
and !!Jad~~~ _garbage disposal. All these conditions have ad verse effects on health, directly 
contributing to high rates of disease related to poor sanitation, respirations, accidents etc. 
(Byrne et al, 1986; Lowry, 1991). 
In many African cities the rate of uuemployment is very high in historica! standards. For 
instance, Economie Commission for Africa (UN, 1992) estimates ih.ä."tln mäny-African 
countries, the number of urban unemployed is growing at 10 percent or ID.Q!"~ eyery_ye_~. The 
trend in many cities is therefore creation of employment in the informal sector which is 
generally low-inc~lf-em Jo ment activities. It is in this regard that Africa finds it difficult 
to break the poverty environmentafd.egradat!Ori cycle which is widening at a frightening pace. 
Quite often environmental degradation and poverty are locked in a vicious cycle, so that where 
one is found the other is not far behind (Syagga, 1994). 
Another common characteristic of human settiement situation in Africa is the inçx_~~-w_g_D.mnb!<L 
of re(y_g~_s as art of a complex stream of m.igration. (See table 1). The right toseek and attain 
asylurn in sheliërs-((eii!g~e_c·amiiSTfs-fünoameniàT, but is also the right to live in peace and 
safety in on e's homeland. An actual or anticipated violatien of rights is the direct reason for the 
depruture of countless refugees. 

According to Oiobal Refugee Staristics (UNHCR, 1993) there are approximately 19 million 
refugee population in the world of whom 32 percent are from Africa. Out of the top 50 
countries, 20 countries with largest refugee ratios are in Africa, a situation which aggravates 
human settiement situation in Africa. Women and children make up 80 percent of the refugee 
populations and are affected in different ways by displacement The provisions forshelter and 
related services will therefore require different solutions from other urban migrants. Table 1 
shows the ratio for refugee populations to total populations in the 20 African countries with 
high refugee population, many of whom live in urban areas that are least prepared to receive 
them. It is observed that whereas urbani.~!!tion in indu~!,ri.alised countries took many decades, 
permitting a gradual emergence of.~nomic1_ social and political institutions, to deal with the 
problems of transformation, the process in African countries is occurring far more rapidly, 
against a background of energY2)}.Q!1;l~~. lower inco111es, ecolQgi.cal pr_q_!?kms, an~U<!.WJ<!" 
opQQI1U!litiJ:~J9J:_Îfltematiqn.&_l11igmü9_n. This makes it extremely difficult for the African urban 
economies to cope with need for housing and ether social infrastructure using conventional 
methods. High standards of service provision based on perceived and received eurocenttic 
concepts will to a large extent not be achievable (Kironde, 1992; Syagga, 1993b ). lt is 
advisable to leam from the survival tactics of the urban residents themselves and hamess those 
initiatives and resources in developing and implemenring appropriate urban programmes that 
are affordable and sustainable by the majority of the population. 
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Table 1. Refugee Population Ratios in Leading African Counuies 

Rank 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

~ 
10 
ll 
12 
13 

CG> 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Country or 
Temtory 

Malawi 
Guinea 
Swaziland 
Djibouti 
Burundi 
Liberia 
Sudan 

Refugee 
Population 
As At 31 Dec. 
1992 

1,058 
478 
56 
28 

272 
100 
726 

punbia __________ 142 
Ken~a 402 
Cote D'Ivoire 174 
Zimbabwe 137 
Guinea Bissau 12 
Uganda 196 
Tanma__ ___ 192 ___ 

Zaïre 391 
Senegal 72 
Algeria 291 
Ethiopia 432 
Central African Rep. 19 
Congo 10 

Total 
Population 
Es ti mate 
Population 
(In Thousands) 

10,356 
6,116 

792 
467 

5,823 
2,751 

26,656 

Yearof 
Estimate 

1992 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1992 

- - _l!,9J1!. -- -__ _!2_97_ -
. -- -- ?5_J38 1992 

12,910 1992 
10,583 1992 
1,006 1992 

18,674 1992 
27 .~49____ - _19~2 
39,882 1992 
7,736 1992 

26,346 1992 
52,981 1992 

3,173 1992 
2,368 1992 

Source: UNHCR Global 1993 Refugee Statistics, Annex 1.2 

Housing and the Urban Environment 

Ratio 
Refugee 
Population 

9.8 
12.8 
14.1 
16.7 
21.4 
27.5 
36.5 

_____ 60.8 
§2.~ 
74.2 
77.2 
83.8 
95.3 

_ __ 9.?~~ - -
102.0 
107.4 
120.3 
122.6 
167.0 
236.8 

The q!lalit of ~rban environment and the pmformance of the housing sector are 
inextricably jjn.ked (Syagga, 1993c). The urban environment in particular, C_9f!1Pr!~ im_portant 
elements affecti!!.g the uali!Y of housing. Water quality, sewerage and drainage facihues,Sëiliël 
waste disposal, and the spatial distn ution of housing all affect the quality of housi_!!B and its 
price, as well as having consequences for the sustainabiTi'tY'of urban environment (World 
Bank, 1993). In the African cities the demand forshelter and urban services ~~and more 
hapidly than their ~~thus leading to rising prices for urban land and housing_!__9v:çrcrowded 

ousliig and shortagç.LQLJ>ublic services. As a response to shortage o shelter there is 
unprecedented grQ~t_h __ q_f__l,l_nplanned settlements with the result that 33 85 percent of the 
inhabitants in many ei ties of Africa are l!_v_in_g_m_!,hese informal settlements. 
According toa recent survey, more than 50 percent oCthe inhabltaîltSOtAddis Ababa, Luanda 
and Dar-es-Salaam reside in such settlements (World Resources Institute, 1990). In Cairo, a 
substantial proportion of inhabitants reside in marginal settlements referred to as "ei ties of the 
Dead". In Nairobi, it is estimated that 40 percent of the population liveins rawlin s_him and 
squatter settlements (Lambu, 1992). 
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Given the pg_or hm:itutional framework, lirrrit~ financial r~se>_w:ce~ _!lJld restri~!:\ve plannjp.__g_and 
building regulations many African cities have now abandoned the earlier notion of slum 
clearance _wi!Jl respect to these settlements. Instead of demolishing the settlements some cities 
are already sponsoring the impravement ~lums and_i_<}!,!~tteJ _settlements through_Qrovision of 
infrastructure and services. ]'his approach has mvolved interalia, a II!Qc!i_fiçll,tjon of existing 
conventional standards which are consideraQiy_~yQ!!.Q_~hat majority of the city inhabitants can 
afford,_giv~n.ih_~t in mapy ~~es fllO~e th_an 50 percent o_f the ':ll"~'!..n.i.opj]au_on are Ir~mg t>t?!ow 
absolute oven . The necessity to revise, modify and simplify housmg codes and planning 
regulat:ions to take account of local realit:ies and needs cannot be over™emphasised. 
Unfonunately, enyironmental considerations and the need for developing efficient and 
t:guitable housingri).ari<e-ts- have--órienbeen în conflict Despite good reasons for protecting 
local environments, and the best intentions, 1n1piëmentation of cenain "environmentalJy 
friendly" regulations has not always been friendly to the operations of urban and housing 
markets, and has, too often been less effective than hoped for in meeting environmental 
objectives. There is thus a clear needfór greatêr ündersfanding of the consequences of 
environmental regulations as they affect land and housing markets, but also a need to 
_gvderstan_d better environmental consequences of housing policies. 
The significanee or armomsmg envifonm-enrat-~-um:-errrs-with-óther important housing sector 
objectives is so high, that it must be done in an integrated manner. This calls for the need to 
ipt_eg_t:_(lte_ ell_y__ir:_()_nm~t_<ll__concerns il}_tÇl_d ~Qç_(<!l__<l_f!~_e.fC>_Iloll!!ç__<_!evelopiQ~_!!!__QQlicies as 
recommended in Agenda 21 of the Eanh Summit. Self reliance _and local g_2_vernance by the 
poor in their own neighbourhood associations has emergëaäS a !!_o_ti_c~gl~ ph~!1Q!!l<èJ1Qnin 
many___cities of africa; left to their own means, th~oor h<!~e organised to fill gaps in services 
lef! J?Y_ the loca governments. mon-gother things, community groups are organised to 
provide secunty ana sohd waste management within the immediate neighbourhoods. From 
experiences of community group actionsin the slumareasin Zambia, Ghana, Uganda and to 
some extent in Ke_mthr_Qugh assistance of NGO's it is advisablê- that city authorities should 
suppon_the effor~s of these com_!Tlunities in ~evelopi~g th~_!!_n.ejg~f:>ou~~o_Q_Qs. In effect the city 
authorities woulooë"ïiliieto rormälly tap the energ1es, resources and inventiveness of these 
people and their associations. QQvemmerrts_ ~bg_u!q tJws b~Qffie_ &.P-911/lQ!:S_ amLp_a.nne s oCtbe 
people who are the main builders of tomarrow's cities. 

Social Infrastructure and the Environment 

Infrastructure provision results from the efforts of individuals and communities to modify their 
physical surroundings in order to improve their comfort, productivity, and proteetion from the 
elements and conquer distance (World Bank, 1994). 
Each sector - water, power, transport, sanitation etc raises issues concerning the interaction 
between man-made structures and activities they generate and the natura! environment. 

' Environmental-friendly infrastructure services are essential for improving living standards and 
{ offering public health protection. However, the immediate and most critica! probierus facing 

cities of the developing countries is not the "green" agenda but the "brown"agenda. While 
"green" agenda is concerned with provision of infrastructure necessary for natural resources 

~'.and global environment, the "bro~ agenda refers to the deanh_ of _infrastruÇ!!!_re that can 
I promote the environmental sustaihaoility of human settlements. The lack of safe watefslïPPly, 
sanitation and drainage, inadequate management of solid and hazardous wastes, u neontrolled 
emissions from factories, etc, are problems that fall most heavily on current generations, 
particularly, the urban poor who pay forthem with chronic ill-health, lower productivity, and 
reduced income and quality of life (World Bank, 1992). 

i Across the African continent the provision of relevant infrastructure and delivery of other 
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I essential urban public services, inspite of sametimes heroic efforts by governments have 
continued to deteriorate (Stren, 1989). 
Existing facilities are poorly maintained. There is an acute problem of safe water supply and 
basic sanitation, in overcrowded urban areas which adversely affects the health, life expectancy 
and productivity of population. 
Most infrastructure is subsidised explicitly or implicitly. The subsidies often benefit upper 
iocome groups and reduce, in particular, the ability of local governments to generate not only 
suffîcient revenues to cover the operational costs of maintaining infrastructure and services, but 
also the capital costs for developing new ones. 

Roads and Transport 

National policies on transport in Africa are usually lacking, and transport planning at locallevel 
tend to adopt, for the sake of simplicity, a strictly secteral approach (Syagga, 1992a&b). 
Investments in transport infrasoucture have been made without consictering their impact on the 
environment including expected air pollution, smog and noise generation, land consumption, 
soit contamination etc. The effect on environment is not only ignored during design and 
construction, but equally in terms of maintenance. Most urban roads in many African cities are 
in poor condition, with many potholes and blocked storm water drainage channels. Many areas 
are inaccessible thus compounding problems of solid waste management. 

Water Supply 

Safe water supply is decisive for nutrition, hygiene and health. Yet most settlements in 
developing countries lack clean supply of drinking water within 200 meters of where they live, 
and this proportion rises to 35 percent for sub-Saharan Africa (UNDP, 1992). 
Those without access to pipe water are obliged either to purchase water frorn private vendors, 
steal it from public supply, or use contaminated waste or ground water. As shown in Table 2 

Table 2. Price ratio of water for richer and poorer groups in selectedei ties 

City 

Abidjan 
Dhaka 
Istanbul 
Kampala 
Karachi 
Lagos 
Lima 
Lome 
Nairobi 
Port-au-Prince 
Surabaya 
Tegucigalpa 

Private vendors: public utility 

5.1 
12:1 to25:1 
10:1 
4:1 10 9:1 
28:1 to83:1 
4:1 10 10:1 
17:1 
7:1 to 10:1 
7:1to 11:1 
17: I to 100: I 
20:1 to 60:1 
16:1 to34:1 
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the poor pay private vendors between 4 and 100 times as much per unit volume as higher 
income groups pay for publicly provided water. Since informal settlements are least served 
with piped water the higher payments reduce the income available for other consumption by 
poorer households. However, since what people are obliged to pay for private water indicates 
their capacity to pay, public supplies could be self-financed at significantly lower cost for 
consumers not yet supplied. 

It has been observed that every dollar spent on enhancing water supply by orthodox methods 
requires another three dollars to finance the environmental problems. The increasing quantity 
of waste is creating a serious environmental problem in the urban areas in the developing 
countries. The status of waste management, particularly in the Mrican ei ties is un-hygienic and 
unsatisfactory. African ei ties in Crisis. (Stren, 1989) reports that in Tanzania, for instance, all 
urban authorities can only collect 24 percent of the estimated refuse produced everyday in 
urban areas. In Dar-es-Salaam the level of collection is only 16 percent of the garbage. A 
maximum of 15 percent of total household waste generated in Kampala is colleeled by the City 
Council, and the residents have to bribe council workers so as to get garbage collected. In most 
parts of the city househeld waste is put on the roadside, in illegal dumps, in storm water drains 
or buried on the plots. In Kenya, less than 50 percent of the refuse generated in Nairobi is 
collected while the rest remains scattered and rotten in open space and roadside. In many cities 
waste collection and disposal is the responsibility of municipal authorities, although some half
hearted efforts are being made to privatise the collection or disposal of solid waste in Gaborone 
and Nairobi. The general observation is that waste management is generally deleriorating on 
account of Jack of equipment, underfinancing, and inappropriate planning and co-ordination of 
the various cleansing activities. Most local authorities have insufficient vehicles which are 
either in poor mechanica! conditions or not workingat all. Nairobi City for instance, operates 
with only 25 percent of the daily requirements of refuse vehicles of different types (Syagga; 
1993). In the peripheral neighbomhoods of Kinshasa, the squatter settlements of Nairobi, or 
the unplanned settlements of Dar-es-Salaam and Lusaka, the lack of viabie access roads 
handicaps the collection of household waste. Thus the use of modern equipment would appear 
inappropriate not only because the vehicles are expensive to acquire and maintain, but because 
they are equally rendered unusable in the unplanned settlements where the majority of the 
urban residents live. In many African cities, no efforts have been made to analyze the 
intertwined links between land, water and waste management. The impact of waste 
mismanagement on the environment and the resource base is also poorly understood. For 
in stance, there is considerable impact of inappropriate waste disposal in terms of surface and. 
ground water pollution, air pollution, open drainage systems and urban floods and disasters, 
as well as health risks to waste piekers without protectives. There is thus need to develop 
appropriate technologies for waste management that consicter the role of woroen as principal 
actors in generation and sorting of household waste. The major battle to overcome solid waste 
management crisis must be to reduce the amount of waste through recycling. There is need to 
promote urban agriculture and hence create demand for organic waste both as feeds to animals 
and for compost manure. Urban agriculture will also utilise the waste water and sewerage 
effluents. The importance of a recycling approach to the management of waste cannot be 
overstaled both as employment and iocome-generating activity which represents a viabie and 
environmentally sound solution to waste management. 

Dornestic Energy 

One important sector that is often forgotten in planning urban environment is energy 
consumption. Onderstanding urban demand for energy requires specific information about 
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end-users and special factors for each fuel consuming sector. Generally, urban household fuel 
consumption follows the "energy ladder" on which householcts move from less costly and less 
éonvenient fuel (biomass) to energy of intermediale price and quality (kerosene) to more 
expensive, highly convenient types of energy (gas and electricity) astheir incames rise. In sub
saharan Africa, firewood and charcoal are by far the largest souree of dornestic energy. Wood 
fuels cause forest depletion. However present policies to prevent deforestation create greater 
hardship for the urban poor by banning fire-wood collection around urban areas without 
ensuring alternative affordable energy sources, particularly to those in informal settlements 
who are not connected to forma! electricity supply sources. Proposals for setting aside green 
beits in cities and promoting urban forestry may need greater attention than is currently 
assumed. 
Africa is currently undergoing an economie crisis that is being exacerbated by rapid population 
growth and environmental degradation. Africa has also a share of calamities, politica! conflicts 
and ailing agricultural sector which, in addition to adverse elirnatic factors, suffers from Jack of 
basic inputs. In terms of management of human settlements, Africa suffers from 
overTMcentralisation of service and administrative functions in the capita! cities which continue 
toserve as pull factors to the cities, and failure toadoptand imptement sparial policy providing 
framewerk for balanced development. The spread of urbanisation has not been matched by 
adequate housing, driving people to occupy whatever land is available in informal settlements, 
regardless of its suitability. The environmental probieros collectively dubbed the "brown 
agenda" arising therefrom such as lack of safe water supply, sanitation, and drainage, 
inadequate management of solid and hazardous wastes, uncontrolled emissions etc. fall heavily 
on the urban poor who must pay with chronic ill health, lower productivity and reduced 
iocome and quality of life. This trend needs to be reversed, and the solutions !ie within the 
continent provided there is goodwill from the politica! elite, administration and professionals 
on improving on brown agenda. Many demonstrabie solutions exist which can be replicaled 
within the fmancial constraints of many Anican ei ties. 

Recommendations 

The services to be provided should be the ones for the urban poor. There is a mismatch 
between the current range of infrastructure services CQ.I!.'Ye.n_t!.o@!!Y_m:.gvided by the urban 
authoriti~~. and the on es that Iow-inç_gme groups actually u se and can afford. Wh at the poor 
actually need and can afford include collective water points, access roads with security Iights, 
altçmative (Q_nns of sanitation, land for urban agriculture, woodfuel for cooking, ke_rosene for 
llg_hting and space for informal sector business. 

~ Laws and Procedures that limit access by urban poor to affordable housing and services should 
be urgently reviewed. The legal systems governing urban development can only lead ~9-
increasing illegal and unman~~~ble urban developme.nt. Planning regulations and building by
laws are in use which are incongruent with prevailing economies and means of livelihood 
common in African cities. For instance, building by laws based on oil, gas or electricity used 
for dornestic en~~gy discriminate against the poor who can only rely on biomass for cooking 
and kerosene for lighting. Services and uses needed by wamen should be provided for. The 
urban poor may rely on subsistenee agriculture as found in urban fringe estates, wayleaves, 
railway and raad resery_!!_s, which is mainly do_J!e by WQ_n:!ffi Similarly ~ predominate in 
the informal s~çtor activiti,es, yet this is seldom planned for or permitted as land use. There is 
urgent need for appropriate planning for these activities and proper environmental control 
through proper urban management systems. Services needed by the poor should be mediated 
through a variety of partnerships between voluntary, p1ivate and public institutions. Urban 
public administration ought to workas an enabling agency, facilitating access by the urban 
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poor to affordable services through developing appropriate institutionallinkages invalving 
neighbourhood. TJli~J~@ir~_good gavernanee which is best expressed through 
d~tralisaticm and community participation by brioging decision-making closer to local 
communities. There is urgent Need for new approaches to local environmental Urban 
authorities do not have solid !ega! framewerk to support the implementation of local 
environmental policies. In order to do this there must be clear definition of environmental 
policies and~ased on viabie environmental indicators and standards. A really successful 
environmentaJ initiative is where !Q_~~l_~Q'!!_ffi\!Oitie_~_Q].-~e_t_heir OWf!_]~roblems with the 
municipality as facilitator, providing information and basic resources to empower them to act 
on their own. --- ----· -
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HEALTHY HABIT ATS FOR ALL 

Peter Schmid 
University of Technology, Faculty of Architecture, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Abstract: 

In this paper we wil! present a matrix, which allows us to see the whole possible 
environmental impact of construction matenals. 
It shows in terms of space and time the various factors, relevant for influences in the 
relationship between the construction matenals and the elements or categones around. 
This matrix will be accompanied by eight general rules. Both are applicable as "policies for 
sustainability" for all problems related to "Habitat". 
The "Urban Housing and Environment related problems" can be handled much easier by the 
two d.iscussed instruments, because they have in fact been developed in order to solve or even 
to avoid these problems. 
One of the most important "Services of the city of tomorrow" actually should be more self
supporting. Although service can be interpreled also d.ifferently in the very context of the 
subject this item should be seen strongly rdated to the above ones. 
Healthy - also understood in a wider meaning- Healthy Habitats for all can be builtor re-built 
or refurbished - only by a "Relief and Risk Reduction of Urban Disasters" in the dimeosion of 
Environmental as wel! as Sick Building Syndrome problems. 
The content of the paper tri es to contribute by technica! instruments to improvements of the life 
quality. 

Keywords: Sustainable Urban Building Technology, Environmental-Sound Construction 
Matenals. 

1 . Introduetion 

The life resources decrease more rapidly than pred.icted in the pastand even in the recent past. 
Accord.ing to the Club of Rome and the World Watch Institute the State of the World is already 
- due to our behaviour to build and to live, to exploite, consume and waste - extraordinarily 
nsky. 
Therefore it is highly necessary to develop and to use quickly suitable methods in order to 
reduce the consumption dramatically. 
Scientifically seen it is needed to simplify our approaches in such a way that we again are able 
to focus on essential goals and not on lots of unimportant items, to be able to decide vitally. 

2 . Matrix of Materials 

In this paper we will present a simpel matrix, which allows us to see the whole possible 
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environmental impact of construction matenals. 
It shows in terms of space and time the various factors, relevant for influences in the 
relationship between the construction materials and the elements or categones around. 
First the elementsof the matrix will be collected. We have to deal (always) with demands as 
well as effects ( tables 1, 2). 

Table I. Factorspace 

I local 
2 regional 
3 fluvial (scales) 
4 continental 
5 global 
6 universa! 

Table 2. Factor time 

1 short term 
2 middel term (impacts) 
3 long term 

I befare 
2 during (processes) 
3 after 

Just like the categones in Physics - Space and Time beside Mass, we can use them for the 
ptupose of distinguishing the main factors in the builcting process and in the builcting scene. 

The various actions in the builcting process, which we can ctistinguish in a number of periods 
are the following (tables 3, 4). 

Table 3. Periods in the builcting process 

I winning 
2 production 
3 transportation 
4 building 
5 using 
6 change 
7 demolishing 
8 reuse 
9 recycling 
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The elements or phenomens which are conditions on the one hand and the effects on the other 
hand in the environment are the following: 

Table 4. Phenomenons 

earth 
water 

air 
energy (resourçe) 

plants 
animals 

human beings 
cultural goods 

It should be evident, that e.g. "water'' means - groundwater, rivers, lakes, seas .... or air - the 
whole atmosphere. 

A building material, but also an energy now can be checked in the matrix as follows. 
This matrix composed with the mean base of the farmer described ingredients (table 5): 

Table 5. Matrix relating actions versus phenomenons 

r---------1 T 1----------1 I 1-----------iM 1------------1 E 
'-,I SHORT TERM L,..J MEDIUM TERM L ,..J LONG TERM L 

MA.Ss BEFORE DURING AFTER BEFORE DURING AFTER BEFORE DURlNG AFfER 
MATERIAL .. 
ENERGY .. -~ .. .s g ~I g 1 e .c .. 

l ~ fr i ~ .!f 
~ 

.5 ·" .5 r "<' "<' u ·" ." u ö !! !! ~ \ -~ ~ "' ~ l! ~ ! 0 

~ F ö l! . "8 i " ~ 
E 

" i! i ::: il !l 1! ! ] l! " 15.. 
.0 .c u ~ ~ 15.. b ~ 15.. " ~ e ~ b " "' "' " 

_wa!er_ 
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According to available data, this matrix can be filled in. Immediately it will show where the 
"white spots" wil remain. On the other hand- of ten some of the data can already be enough for 
a decision to apply or just not to apply a certain energy, materialor product. 

3. Rules - The 8 CO (8 Components) 

The just for you developed matrix now wil! be accompanied by eight general rules (fig. 1-8): 

Fig. 1: Location, Orientation, U se 

Choose a healthy site, consicter the orientation, optimize the function. 

Fig. 2: Space and Mass 

Shape useful (closed or open) protecting space. Include identity and expression into the 
building mass. 

Fig. 3: Canon, Modular Coordination 

IS·7 . .•. 
"Jh ' r- ' . ..... ,. . 

S,t,., ~i:-

Apply harmonious and ergonomical measures, in numbers, dimensions, weights - modular 
coordinated - eventually in a meaningful way. 

Fig. 4: Indoor Climate, Installation, Purnishing 

Creation of cosy and comfortable indoor elimate with minimal installations and a flexible 
equipment and furnishing in order to earn a suitable atmosphere. 
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Fig. 5: Strucrure and Construction 

Design sheltering (load carrying) structures and simple, understandable, durable constructions, 
which do not demand various kinds of means (e.g. elevators) because of their gigantic 
character. 

Fig. 6: Energy and Material 

~-;:-·-··~ 

~ 1:7 ~ 
~~ :_ .. . ,~. .•:-

Use mainly durable, sustainable, endless (available/growing), easy reusable or recycleable, 
soft, clean, "natura", energies and materials. 

Fig. 7: Production & Building Proces 

Produce in a humanly healthy way with a wise choice concerning handieraft or industry, 
selfhelp or automatization and in cooperation and participation on all possible levels. 

Fig. 8: The Art of Joining 

Joint/connect/compose all building parts or elements in a harmonieus way, rather solid, but 
demountable, simply efficient. Joints as nuclei delermine (already) the whole. 

4. Policies for Sustainability 

Both the energy-material matrix and the 8 CO are applicable for policies for a Sustainable 
Development and Sustainable Building, shortly for our "Habitat". 
The "Urban Housing Environment Related Problems" can be handled much easier by the two 
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discussed instruments, because they have in fact been developed in order to solve as wel! as to 
avoid already those problems. 
One of the most important "Services of the city of tomorrow" actually should be more self
supporting. Although service can be interpreteel also differently in the very context of the 
subject, this item should be seen strongly related to the above ones. 
Healthy - also understood in a wider meaning - Healthy Habitats for all can be builtor re-built 
or refurbished - only by a "Relief and Risk Reduction of Urban Disasters" in the dimension of 
Environmental as well as Sick Building Problems. Again, the proposed design aids can be 
used as technica! instruments for impravement of the life quality. 

5. Conciosion 

The condusion wil! be given by an image, which holistically brings tagether all components in 
order to be able to make an Environmental and Health Impact Assessment (fig. 9). 

fNERGY 

ANI~l HIJMAN 

PLANT 

Fig. 9: Components for environmental and health impact assessment 
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MAINTENANCE AND REHABILITATION OF TOMORROW'S HABITAT 

Peter A. Erkelens 
Faculty of Architecture, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Abstract: 

There are many complaints about the maintenance situation and also upgrading is often 
problematic. These problems cao be decreased when not only maintenance but also upgrading 
is taken into account from the very start of a new building (maintenance-poor and rehabilitation 
friendly design). For the maintenance part it will be shown what options are possible such as 
maintenance - poor materials, designs (preventive maintenance) simple access for maintenance. 
Upgrading options cao be shown e.g. through foundations, walls or special structures. 

Key words: Rehabilitation, Maintenance, Habitat, Design. 

1 . Sustainability of habitat 

If we do oot wish to end up with a planet without people, saving of resources and re-use are 
two options which need to be adopted. Sustainability is the best direction in which we have to 
look for solutions. 
Also in our built environment these options need to be incorporated. Saving of building 
materials, resources and re-use of structures and building matenals should get very high 
priority. That is why both maintenance and rehabilitation of the (existing) building stock and 
conservation are very important. For developing countries there are more factors which may 
support this view: factors, such as the efforts needed to put up new structures, the relatively 
scarce (financial) resources, the shortage of qualified werkers, and the use of foreign matenals 
but also the advantage of already existing communities remaining intact 

On the other hand if we wish to reduce the frequent need for rehabilitation we have to 
incorporate the options of changeability in housing and utility buildings but we also have to 
reduce the need for maintenance and, if needed, this has to be as simple as possible. 

2 . What is the meaning of "sustainability" in habitat design 

Sustainability in housing design means the use of appropriate plans, application of 
installations, materials and techniques in such a way that these do not create ecologie al debts by 
over-exploiting the carrying capacity and productive capacity of our Earth. There are, in this 
context, various fields of interest which cao be distinguished: changeability, energy 
consciousness, and environmentally friendly (floor) plans, constructions and installations.At 
this point I refer tosome ideas of the Bouw- en Woningdienst Amsterdam and EUT which are 
applicable for colder climates. Butsome ideas are applicable for other clirnates as wel!. 
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A. EnerflY savin~ we can think of 
- living room and k:itchen at the sunny side 
- smal! windows at the shady sides 
- short distances between souree and tappoint 
- a compact building block 
-double doors at the entrance 
- the use of double/triple glasstilled with gas 
- increased roof insulation 
- the use of energy sa ving heating appliances 
- heat regain system 
- sun boilers 
- flow of hot water into washingmachines etc. 
- the use of components with a low energy 'content' . 

B. Environmentally friendly and -conscious ~: 
-storing capacity for rainwater 
- use of rain water/grey water for the toilets 
- toilets using a limited amount of water 
- use of building matenals from controlled production (timber) 
- u se of matenals/components which may be reused for the same purpose 
- u se of mineral wool as insulation. 
- use of matenals which are locally available. 
- use of matenals which reduce waste and which are easy to apply. 

C. Chan~eability of Habitat options can already be included into the design phase of new 
buildings: design for future users. When buildings are of lirnited capability for users they 
may be abandoned at an early stage and therefore left untenanted which often means Jack 
of maintenance. Changeability is an option for reducing future building activities and to 
limit waste of materials. This option can be worked out in the designs as follows: 
- Zoning: make zones in the building where no future building activities or changes are 
expected and zones where options for changes can be made available: (think of places in 
walls with lintels, also think of rooms of equal validity). 

- Overdimensioning: By extradimensioning of e.g. columns it is possible to make simple 
extensions I e.g. heavier floors or intemal walls can be put at a different place 
or as an extra foundation for extension. 
We can also think of 'sleeping' connections for water (power) but also spare capacity for 
hearing installations. 

- Demountability: buildings and/or components designed in such a way that they can be 
removed/demounted easily and reused. 

- Materials useldetails: In the Netherlands we have expenments with housing consisring of 
an additional wal! behind which power lines, etc. can be easily changed and also floors 
(think of computer floors) where lines etc. can be changed if needed. 

3 . Maintenance during design phase 

The maintenance and rehabilitation problems which occur can often be tackled at the souree i.e. 
at the design phase. In this case we can think of both detailing and use of particular maten als. 
Suggestions are to: 
- use, if possible, matenals with a low maintenance component or to make details in such a 
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way that maintenance can easily be done. 
- lower the speed of failure of building components; 

(e.g. valley gutters should be avoided and if needed be made of durable materials). 
- reduce follow-up damage due to failure; 

(e.g.when flat roofs are used, makesure it has a good fall and drainage. Think of provision 
of water spouts to drain rainwater and avoid stagnation. Roofs with a long overhang; the 
wall can be of mud blocks with a plaster layer of bottorn plinth but when using a roof with a 
small overhang, the applied plaster layer should be higher. Whichever is chosen depends on: 
costs, preferred sunshade, etc. 
Floors should be at a reasanabie height above ground level in order to prevent water to creep 
into the house. Earthen floors should be properly compacted). 

- enable for future maintenance and repair; 
(locate waterstorage, plumbing, electtic wiring etcetera for easy access and repair). 

- increase the predictability of the technica! Iife span of components (and endeavour to use 
components that have all the same technicallife span). 

The general rule is to design details in such a way that easy replacement is possible and that 
repairs of certain items is easy (see also Figure 1). 

Maintenance 
minded 
design 

Maintena~ce 
poor 
design (a) 

Maintenance 
friendly 
design (b) 

Fig. 1. Maintenance options during design 

less prevenlive 
activities 

less corrective 
activities 

a) Maintenance poor design: reduce inspections/need for cleaning and conservalion 
b) Maintenance friendly design: increase possibilities for monitoring, access, changing 

components, repairs 

4 .Practical applications 

This paragraph shows some examples of wrong detailing and execution causing unnecessary 
maintenance (table 1). 
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Table 1. Examples of details, structures causing maintenance/repair: 

building component problem causes remedies 

wal Is cracks - thennal expansion wrapping 
- foundation problems 

deterioration - roof overhang too short lengthening 

doors/windows jams movement of frames plane/saw 
- not mounted properly 
- not constructed properly 

floors cracks not properly underlined repair 
- improper concrete mix 
- improper coverage of steel 

foundations cracks - too small footings 
- too heavy loads lighter 

constructions 
no good soils, 

- black cotton soils - dig out 
- coverlor plate foundat. 

roof leakage - no good slope 
- no good overlaps 
- cracks in tiles/roofing sheets 
- gutters wrongly conneeled 

sewage blockage - no good slope 
- too many bends 

5 . Future upgrading op ti ons during design 

During the design phase, also options enabling future upgrading (changes) can already be 
incorporated: 
- e.g. bricks in walls to allow sirnple extension (Figure 2) 
- foundations already installed for future extension 
- bearing capacity of foundations, suitable for more loads 
- columns with reinforcement wire for extension 
- easily rernovable walls to be replaced e.g. by bricks 
- for that purpose e.g. the frame and inful concept (Figures 2 and 3) 

(also easy in case of execution: building sequence can be different). 
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Fig. 2: Bricks for future extension 

Fig. 3: Infill for low-cost housing [Teerlink & Erkelens] 
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6 .Conclusions 

This paper gave some ideas on maintenance and rehabilitation in relation to sustainability. 
Apart from designing we need to know more about the performance of the materials and 
connectors and interreactions over time. Experiences with these performances may be used 
again when designing other buildings. Research is being carried out continuously at our 
university. 
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"SHELTER FOR ALL IN SOUTH AFRICA, A HABITAT DREAM OR AN 
EXECUT ABLE FRAMEWORK" 

dr. Zach de Beer 
South African Ambassador to the Netherlands 

Abstract: 

The paper explains the causes of the South African housing crisis not only in terms of housing 
shortages but also because of inappropriately sited housing due to apartheid policy. It refers to 
the 'white paper' a policy document on reconstruction and development of housing. 

Keywords: shortage, shelter, policy, reconstruction, South-Africa 

Until 1994, my country was govemed by govemments elected by and responsible to the White 
people only (after 1984, there was certain representation of brown people, but its influence 
could never be decisive). From 1948 until roughly 1990, the policy followed was explicitly 
that of apartheid or racial segregation. 

This had a double impact on housing development On the one hand, there was never any real 
pressure on govemment to provide for the needs of black people. On the other, such provision 
as was made was made within the framework of a policy which - until the middle eighties 
anyhow - regarded black people in the urban areas as temporary sojaurners who wou1d in due 
course be removed to their distant homelands, and which selected the areas in which they 
should be housed, not on the basis of proximity to employment opportunities but so that they 
should reside as far as possible from white residential areas. I offer you what is admittedly an 
extreme example; a black town known as Botshabelo was established in the Orange Free State 
to house black people who worked primarily in Bloemfontein. There were ten thousand daily 
commuters between Botshabelo and Bloemfontein, 60 km distant. It bas been estimated that 
between 1980 and 1994 the cost to the South African taxpayers of subsidising their bus-fares 
was R80 million. 

Thus we face not only a housing shortage, but a situation in which much of the housing we 
have is inappropriately sited. Let us turn now to the shortage. I am going to quote at some 
length from a report of the Programme For Development Research of the Human Sciences 
Research Council, a govemment-sponsored organisation at home. 

"It is estimated that South Africa's population will reach 42.6 million in 1995, consisting of 
a bout 7,9 mil! ion householcts with an average of 5-6 people per household. The popuiatien 
wil! increase by 970 000 people each year between 1995 and 2000 and by 2000 the popuiatien 
will be 47.7 million. 

By 1995 over 28 million people (66% of the population) wil! live in towns and cities, while 
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about 15 million people (34% of the population) wil! live in rural areas. 

There are approximately 2,6 million format housing units - houses, flats, townhouses and 
retirement homes- in South Africa. At the same time, 1.7 million householcts (13.5% of all 
households) live in shacks or unserviced land (squatter housing). There arealso approximately 
620 000 shacks on serviced sites, while another 100 000 serviced sites are not occupied. 
A bout 2.1 million people live in hostels. 

With specific reference to the informal housing situation in South Africa, 25% of the 
population do nothave access to piped water, 46.5% of householcts do nothave electricity, 
48% do nothave access to proper sanitation, 16% do nothave any kind of sanitation system 
and millions of people do not have schools, clinics, sports facilities or comrnunity eentres in 
their neighbourhoods. 

Reflecting on the housing situation in genera!, at present there are between 7 and 8 million 
homeless people in South Africa. 

Based on this figure, it is estimated that South Africa has a shortage of 1.3 million new 
houses, and each year another 130 000 new houses have to be built. In 1993 approximately 50 
000 houses were built, which means that the South African building industry has notbeen able 
to meet the needs of the homeless. 

The Government of National Unity has committed itself through the Reconstruction and 
Development Programme (RDP) to ensure that 1 million houses are built over the next five 
years. However, over the next five years the number of people needing houses wil! grow so 
fast that in the year 2000 millions of people wil! still need houses. 

South Africa spends only 2% of its gross national product (GNP) on housing. This is a low 
figure in relation to other developing countries similar to South Africa which spend between 
5% and 17% of their GNP on housing. According to the RDP, by 2000 South Africa should 
be spending 5% of its total annual budget on hou sing. 

Taking into consideration the nature and scope of the South African housing crisis and the 
challenge of actdressing this problem as a matter ofurgency, according to the National Housing 
Forum (NHF) a number of economie factors will make it very difficult to solve the existing 
and future housing crisis. These include the following: 

- The South African economy is growing very slowly (1.3% growthrate 1986 I 1991); 
- In flation remains high and the amount that people eam is worth less each year; 
- The Govemment of National Unity has inherited vast amounts of debt from its predecessor; 
- Up to 50% of people do nothave formal jobs; 
- There is a large gap between rich and poor people. 

In actdition to economie factors, the following social and politica! factors are further impacting 
on the situation: 

- Many comrnunities are still refusing to pay for services and rent; 
- Banks continue to "redline" areas where they will not !end money; 
- There is ongoing violence in many areas where new housing is planned; 
- The way that authorities plan their use of land slows down the allocation of land for 
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housing; 
- The general housing approach to date has nottaken into account the country's wider need 

for development. 

Actdressing the housing crisis, as well as the expectations and needs of millions of South 
Africans, is therefore probably the key reconstruction challenge facing the new government." 

That ends the quotation, which will give you some idea of the magnitude of the task facing my 
government. It is daunting; yet for many reasons we dare not shirk it. Govemment has been 
cautious. I quote now from the White Paper on Housing published late last year at page 23, 
"Where people, due to socio-economie adversity, are not in a position to afford access to 
secure tenure, basic services and basic shelter, society in general and the State specifically has 
the responsibility to address this situation within the resource and other constraints applicable 
to it". 
One more point must be strongly made at this stage. A housing drive of the magnitude we must 
contemplate cannot be viewed in isolation. On the contrary, it constitutes a very important 
intervention in the economy of the country, and mustbetaken into account in macro economie 
planning. In this connection, at least the following need to be home in mind. 

1. Employment: 
Unemployment in my country has reached crisis proportions. The percentage of those 
who wish to work but cannot find jobs in the formal sector is estimated at sarnething 
close to fifty percent 

An unknown but considerable percentage of these people are thought to be working in the 
informal sector, and of these people a proportion are probably doing construction-related 
jobs already. 

House building - at any rate building by the conventional methods which are likely to 
continue to predominate for the time being- is a labour-intensive business. The necessary 
training to bring a labourer to an acceptable level of productivity is neither prolonged nor 
expensive. Last but not least, it is very likely that this work could be handled by small 
contractors, who are mainly African, thus serving the cause of affirmative action and 
contributing towards the closing of the wage gap. 

2. Materials: 
With negligible exceptions, the materials needed for mass housing are available in our 
country. There is therefore no substantial strain on the balance of payments. 
There is significant spare capacity in the manufacturing sector, which should mean that the 
possible inflationary effects of a major housing drive are rnitigated, at least to some extent. 
Naturally, however, monetary and fiscal policies will also need to be deployed towards this 
end. 

Our govemment has set at the very centre of its policy-making the Reconstruction and 
Development Programme, which is designed simultaneously to bring about rapid, 
sustainable growth in the economy and to work towards a non-racial, non-sexist, 
democratie and integrated society. There is little doubt in anybody's rnind that the envisaged 
housing drive should and will contribute in a very major way towards the success of the 
pro gramme. 
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I turn now to the White Paper which has been issued by the Department of Housing in South 
Africa. In passing, I would ask you to note that this document in an important way a memorial 
to Joe Slovo, the.first Minister of Housingin the Mandela govemment, who died in January 
this year after working on these plans until a few days before his end came. We all pay tribute 
to his memory. 

I begin by quoring from the preamble to the paper. 
"Throughout the document, a partnership between various tiersof govemment, the private 
sector and the communities is envisaged. This is a fundamental prerequisite for the sustained 
delivery of housing at a level unprecedented in the history of this country. It requires all parties 
not only to argue fortheir rights, but also to accept their respective responsibilities. 
One of the greatest initia! challenges facing all roleplayers is the creation of a public 
environment conducive to attracting the necessary private investment, both of the household as 
wellas that of the institutions "and" We believe that of all of our resources, nothing compares 
with the latent energy of the people. 

The housing programme must be designed to unleash that energy, not only to get the houses 
onto the ground, but also to give meaning to the notion of a people-centred development 
"The paper develops the thema that the housing programme must both meet a need and help to 
get the country moving again". The high level of unemployment, coupled with the declining 
levels of per capita GDP, has a negative effect on demand for and in vestment in housing and 
ctiminishing Govemment's resource ability to assist the poor and unemployed. A solution to 
this problem is fundamental toa sustainable solution for the housing problem. 

At the same time, it is equally apparent that the housing sector has a potentially enormous role 
to play in the revitalisation of the South African economy. This point is underlined by the very 
high elireet and indirect economie multiplier effect of housing production. 

It is necessary to emphasise - and the White paper does so - that budgetary constraints 
absolutely forbid any solution of this huge problem simply by the expenditure of large 
govemment funds. The fiscal deficit in South Africa, which according to World Bank norms 
should not exceed 3%, may even reach 8% this year, thus adding significantly to the already 
large debt burden we carry. This must not go on, and from a fmancial point of view the answer 
must lay in the mobilisation of private sector funds, personal savings and the sweat equity 
employed in self-help housing. 

The White paper expresses some of these thoughts in the following passage: "The required 
annual delivery rate (of approx. 350 000), relatively high proportion of poor households and 
budgetary constraints do not allow sufficient subsidy money per household to enable the 
construction, at State ex pen se, of a minimum standard complete house for each household not 
able to afford such a house. Only a limited State subsidy contribution towards the cost of a 
house is possible." · 
This implies that, for a long time to come, many of our people wil! have to be housed in 
informal structures of different kinds. I would interpolate here that the word "informal" does 
not necessarily imply what most of us think of as squatting. The right kind of managed 
informal housing gives to a family a plot they can own, and which they can access in a 
ctignified manner. It provides clean water and adequate sanitation, and may also offer electricity 
and some form of solid core. It creates the opportunity of capita! formation and promotes 
saving. It is an important link in the participation of all our people in a healthy economy. 
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Many of the people of South Africa are so poor that their poverty is a challenge to the nation. 
As the paper puts it: "Where people, due to socio-economie adversity, are not in a position to 
afford access to secure ten ure, basic services and basic shelter, society in general and the State 
specifically has the responsibility to address this situation within the resource and other 
constraints applicable to it." and a little further on: "The State has insufficient resourcestomeet 
the needs of the homeless on its own and recognises that sustained, substantial investment in 
housing from sourees outside the national fiscus will be required. Housing policy will 
therefore need to recognise the fundamental precondition for attracting such investrnent, which 
is that housing must be provided within a normalised market and thus attract maximum private 
investrnent". 

Again this stresses the dual objective of our housing policy; tomeet the people's need and to 
grow the economy in the general interest. In addition, the paper refers to the importance of the 
acquisition of skills by those participating in the process of housing-skills which will be 
required in the future for this and other purposes. In reports on International experience, which 
indicates that, given sympathetic and helpful attitudes from government, ordinary people show 
remarkable ingenuity and skill in looking after their own housing needs. 
I may add here that there is already plenty of evidence of this in South Africa also. 
Years ago, well before actual politica! change in the sense of democratisation came to South 
Africa, certain of the financial institutions which !end for housing developed plans to lend to 
the poor on a large scale. These well-intentioned plans feil victim to the malign politics of the 
time in two ways: ftrst, people seeking to resist apartheid government by whatever means were 
to hand deliberately refrained from making payment for housing and services, and secondly 
unemployment and frustration led to crime, vandalism and violence on a scale which made it 
very difficult to implement housing schemes. These problems are by no means solved as yet, 
but things are improving and clearly the new democratie govemment is in a position to remedy 
them further in a way that its predecessor could never have done. There is, therefore, good 
cause to hope for increasing success in future. While clearly the initialive and much of the 
planning wiJl come from govemment, the Department of Housing is acutely a ware of the need 
and desirability of private sector participation also I quote: "State resources and capacity to deal 
with the massive housing backlogs and the processof reconstruction and development in the 
housing sector are severely limited. It is recognised that South Africa cannot address this 
massive challenge without the mobilisation of the collective resources, capacity, knowledge 
and skilis in the broader non-State (private) sector". 

"Vigorous and open competition on level playing fields by a wide range of suppliers is 
believed to be the most effective mechanism to secure the maximum possible stability and 
restraint in pricing", and "Given the limitation on State resources, the mobilisation of private 
credit for housing purposes is a central aspect of govemment approach to housing". 
Our govemment is realistic and pragmatic in regard to all these matters. I quote again at some 
length from the White paper: 

"Given the constraints imposed by the need for fiscal discipline, it is clear that the State will not 
in the foreseeable future be able to provide levels of subsidization at the lower end of the 
market which are sufficient to cover the costs of delivering a formal house to every South 
African in needof housing. It is therefore central to Geveroment's approach to the provision of 
housing to utilise a combination of the provision of subsidies withing the fiscal abilities of the 
State to those most in need and least able to contribute to the costs of their own housing and, 
through various mechanisms, mobilising individual savings as wel! as private/non/State credit 
in order to supplement subsidy assistance provided by the State." 
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The matter of tenure is rightly given great importance. Ownership in South Africa takes more 
than one form, and in the drive for housing all may be used. I quote: "Security of tenure is a 
key cornerstone of Government's approach towards providing housing to people in need. In 
this regard Government rejects the elevation of the individualised private home ownership 
above other forms of secure ten ure. Subsidy policy will therefore be designed to provide for 
the fullest range of tenure options, on the basis of a limited State contribution to be geared by 
private (individual) investment, credit/finance and, where possible, the sweat equity of the 
owner. Ensuring that subsidies can be made available in areas where traditional tenure 
arrangements apply is essential and this issue is currently under investigation". 

The pragmatic approach finds important expression in the question of services, principally 
water and sanitation. "Services should be provided and operated on a sustainable basis with 
regard to both fixed investment, operation and maintenance and the natural environment. The 
general consumer must be responsible for paying for the service. 

What I havepresentedis really a summary of the South African Government's White paper. In 
brief, housing is a crying need among our people and, at the same time a crucial tooi for the 
task of getting our economy moving again after it became mired down in the apartheid bog. 
Govemment must play its part in assisting the very poor, but private sector money and know
how has much to contribute. Housing will provide work at many levels, from skilied engineers 
down to completely untrained people engaged in self-help activities. There must be a range of 
available options, chosen so as to bring affordable shelter and basic services to all South 
Africans as soon as it may be possible. We have rolled up our sleeves, and we are setting to 
work. 
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PRIVATISATION OF LOW-COST HOUSINGIN PENINSULAR MALAYSIA 

Abstract: 

Mohd. Razali Agus 
University of Malaya, Malaysia 

This paper is partly an attempt to assess the role of the state in providing low-cost housing in 
Malaysia from the period of the British colonial administration in the late 1940's to the present. It 
also emphasizes the increasing role of the private sector in providing low-cost hou sing. This paper 
is divided into four parts. The fiTst part examines the previous housing policies in the context of the 
national development programmes. The second part discusses the pubtic housing programme, 
particularly on the planning, implementation and the performance of the programme from 1970 to 
1990. The third part discusses the socio-economie conditions of the squatters. The fourth part 
describes the implementation of the privatisation of low-cost housing at the local level. This part 
will also highlight the current policy on the relocated squatters in the transit housing programme. 

Keywords: Public housing policy, low cost housing, squatter settlements, privatisation. 

Introduetion 

The provision of low-cost housingin Malaysia was first introduced in 1967 by Tun Abdul Razak, 
the second Prime Minister of Malaysia. It was based on the concept of home-owning democracy 
(Malaysia, 1967). This concept was aimed at ensuring that alllower income groups had access to 
public housing. Public housing then was popularly knowas rumah murah (cheap housing), rumah 
rakyat (peoples' housing) or rumah Koh Kai Boh (Koh Kai Boh housing, Koh Kai Boh was the 
Minister of Local Govemment and Housing in Tun Razak's cabinet). Massive public housing 
projects were planned all over the country as part of the geveroment' s promise to "deliver the 
goods" to their supporters. However, only Ie ss than 40 percent of the low-cost houses were built at 
selected and strategie locations in Peninsular Malaysia. 
When the New Economie Policy (NEP) was introduced in 1971, the public sector was given a 
greater role in meeting the needs of the population. The main objectives of the NEP was to foster 
national unity and nation-building through the eradication of poverty, irrespective of race, and to 
restructure the society by eliminating the identification of race with economie function and 
geographicallocation (Malaysia, 1971 : 1-9). Housing, urban development programmes and Malay 
participation forma central strategy of the NEP. The Malaysian government encouraged the Malays 
to migrate to urban eentres as part of the NEP strategy to change the character of the urban 
population which was dominated by the Chinese and also as part of the strategy to create a new 
Malay commercial community in urban areas. As a result, acute probieros of urban housing began 
to emerge in many cities. Since independence, the pubtic sector has been playing an important role 
in the public housing programmes. 
In the early 1980's, the Malaysian government introduced a new concept of public-private 
cooperation in housing development (Mohd. Razali Agus 1987, 1989a). It was envisaged that this 
new strategy would enable the housing industry to play the teading role in stimulating economie 
growth and in spearheading further industrialization and urban development in Malaysia. 
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One of the earliest studies on squatter resettiement was done in Kuala Lumpur city by Wegelin 
(1978). He revea1ed that rehousing of squatters in 1ow-cost housing brought substantial 
improvements to the housing environment and the rehoused househo1ds in physical terms which 
was also perceived by the residents. The improvements included sanitation, piped water, 
electricity, security and privacy in their own houses. However, he is of the opinion that high-rise 
flats are possibly least attractive from the economie point of view. In Sendut and Tan (1979), 
various aspects of the public and private sectors' involvement in providing housing to all 
Ma1aysians are discussed. Most of these studies focus on the economie and social aspects of 
housing. Except a few studies on the role of the state at the locallevel (cf. Mohd. Razali Agus 
1986, 1988; Azizah Kassim 1985), the ro1e of the private sector in housing continues to be 
neg1ected in the housing studies in Malaysia 
This paper is partly an attempt to assess the ro1e of the state in providing low-cost housing in 
Malaysia from the period of the British colonial administration in the late 1940's to the present. It 
also emphasizes the increasing role of the private sector in providing low-cost housing. The paper 
is divided into four parts. The frrst part exarnines the previous housing policies in the context of the 
national development programmes. The second part discusses the public housing prograrnme, 
particularly on the planning, implementation and the performance of the programme from 1971 to 
1990. The third part discusses the socio-economie conditions of the squatters. The fourth part 
describes the implementation of the privatisation of low-cost housing at the localleveL This part 
also will highlight the current policy on the relocated squatters in the transit housing programme. 

The Public Housing Policy 

There is very little information on the housing sector policy in Malaysia. However the housing 
programme in Malaysia is categorised under the social sector of the NEP. Forthelast 15 years, 
allocation for the social sector has been given lower priority by the Malaysian govemment 
compared to the economie and defense sectors. In the Fourth Malaysia Plan, 1981-1985, the social 
sector was allocated the third biggest budget (16.21 %) after the economie sector (57.88%) and 
defense sector (23.87%) (See Malaysia, 1984: Appendix A). If we look at the public ex penditure 
from 1971 to 1990, the allocation on public housing had never exceeded more than 10 percent of 
the total national development expenditure. However, it must be noted that the expenditure for 
public housing had increased tremendously from 2.7 percent in the Second Malaysia Plan (1971-
1975) to 9.0 percent in the Fifth Malaysia Plan (1986-1990) (Mohd. Razali Agus 1989b: 105-115). 
Recentiy, the Minister of Finance announced an allocated of RM 1.4 billion for the low-cost 
housing programmes in Malaysia (1993). This positive trend shows that the Malaysian govemment 
has begun to show concern in the provision of public housing to the lower income groups. 
However, one has to be careful when analysing the Malaysian situation. Even with increased 
public expenditures, the performance of housing programme, especially the low-cost housing has 
notbeen satisfactory. 

The British Colonial Policy 

During the British colonial administration, most of the pubtic housing was concentrated on "the 
institutional quarters" (Mohd. Razali Agus 1986; Malaya, 1953: 43-44). The British colonial 
administration provided housing facilities for their senior civil servants and some professionals 
who worked in public institutions such as hospitals, schools, and district offices. The only 
programme aimed at providing housing for the local population had to be diverted to the 
resettiement programme of the British colonial administration during the Emergency period from 
1948-1960. The resettiement programme involved mostly Chinese rural residents in the "New 
Villages" all over the country. Th is programme was part of the British administration 's strategy to 
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weaken the Chinese support for communist insurgencies. From 1948 to 1960, the British 
administration declared a state of Emergency in Malaya (now, Malaysia). About 600 new 
settlements (also known as New Villages) were created and about 573,000 communist 
sympathisers and supporters, mainly from the Chinese ethnic groups were relocated from their 
rural settlements to New Villages near urban eentres (see Sandhu 1964: 143-177). However, new 
developments in housing construction began to emerge when the British colonial administration set 
up a new organization, "The Housing Trust" in 1950. These developments in the housing industry 
had led to the construction of new pubtic housing units in selected areas all over the country. 

The Policy of Home-owning Democracy 

After the independenee in 1957, the concept of public housing changed from merely providing 
housing for government officials to a new concept of home-owning democracy (Malaysia, 1964: 
1-10). This was the first time that the local population, particularly the Malays were included in a 
major social programme in a national development plan. Onder this concept, the public low-cost 
housing programme was implemented and targetled specifically towards rural poor householcts 
whose incomes were below RM300 a month. 
More importantly, the low-cost housing programme has been given the highest priority in 
Malaysian development plans since 1971. A major portion of the public housing budget was 
allocated for the low-cost housing projects. There was an increase of low-cost housing expenditure 
from 43 percent in the 1971-1975 period to 50 percent in the Fifth Malaysia Plan (1986-1990) (see 
Table 1). 

Table 1. Malaysia: Public Low-cost Housing Expenditure 1971-1990 (RM Million) 

Development Programme Allocation 

Second Malaysia Plan, 1971-1975 102 
Third Malaysia Plan, 1976-1980 633 
Fourth Malaysia Plan, 1981-1985 1,700 
Fifth Malaysia Plan, 1986-1990 2,000 

Source: Malaysia, (1979: 216; 1984: 431; 1986: 530) 
Note: US$! is equivalent to RM 2.5 

% 

42.5 
32.2 
41.8 
50.0 

In terros of absolute costs, there is a distinct increase from RM 102 million in the Second Malaysia 
Plan, 1971-1975, to RM633 miJlion in the Third Malaysia Plan, 1976-1980, to RM1,700 million 
in the Fourth Malaysia Plan, 1981-1985, to RM2,000 million in the Fifth Malaysia Plan, 1986-
1990. This is partly due to the increased costof raw matenals and delays in implemenring the 
public housing projects. This was exp1ained in the Third Malaysia Plan in relation to the increased 
number of the target groups such as the urban and rural poor and the squatters (see Malaysia, 1976: 
395-396). However, politica) intervention at both the state and locallevels in distributing low-cost 
housing has also aggravated the housing probieros in Malaysia (Mohd, Razali Agus 1986). 
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State Agencies and Housing Development 

The role of the state in developing low-cost housing is more evident if we look at the functions of 
the State Economie Development Corporations (SEDC's). The SEDC at each state is the most 
active housing developer in constructing low-cost houses. SEDC's favoured the rniddle and high
iocome groups in implementing public housing programmes and this affected the petformanee of 
the low-cost housing programme. In addition, these SEDC's competed with private developers and 
diverted the funds to high- cast housing programmes. 
The deteriorating trend of public sector petformanee in public housing can also be explruned in 
termsof its politica! dimension. Probably, most of the funds for public housing have been sj:>ent by 
the SEDC's not only on housing but also on other development projects. In a direct break from the 
past policy, the NEP assigned the public corporations a direct role in the task of implemenring all 
development projects, which included housing and industrial development projects at bath the state 
and local levels. In fact the number of the state corporations had increased and in 1985 these 
corporations were under the control of Permodalan Nasionaf Eerhad (PNB) or the National Equity 
Corporations Group. In 1985, Permodalan Nasional Berhad becarne the largest investor in the 
national economy having 156 companies with the total investment of RM5.7 billion (Malaysia, 
1986: 113). This group also has cantrolling stakes in such well-known companies as Malaysia's 
largest bank and rnining company (see Far Eastern Economie Review, September 25, 1985). 

Furthermore, most of the SEDC' s are chaired by Menteri Bes ar (the Chief Ministers), who are the 
state ruling party leaders. However, these corporations are managed by senior Malay bureaucrats 
appointed by the Menteri Besar. By supporting these projects, the state bureaucracy played a more 
dominant role in executing housing projects. More importantly, this strategy seems to be naturally 
beneficia! to the bureaucracy because the increased administrative expenditures and activities result 
in higher salaries and more fringe benefits, bath for the bureaucrats and politicians. Low-eost 
housing programmes tend to serve as a good informational strategy for the state govemments and 
its bureaucrats in portraying their roles in economie and social development. 
However, the overall aehievement of the publie low-cost housing was very disappointing beeause 
only 312,694 units or 45 percent of the low-eost houses were built as compared to all the publie 
housing programmes eombined during the 20 year period (1971-1990)(see Table 2). In the Second 
Malaysia Plan period (1971-1975), only 30 percent of the planned houses were completed. 

Table 2. Malaysia: Publie Low-Cost Housing Petformanee 1971-1985 (Units) 

Development Programme 

Second Malaysia Plan, 1971-1975 
Third Malaysia Plan, 1976-1980 
Fourth Malaysia Plan, 1981-1985 
Fifth Malaysia Plan, 1986-1990 
Total 

Planned 

44,000 
73,500 

176,500 
398,570 
692,570 

Compieled 

13,244 
26,250 
71,300 

201,900 
312,694 

% 

30 
36 
40 
51 
45 

Source: Malaysia, (1973: 210; 1979: 216-222; 1984: 431; 1986: 530, 522) 
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In the Third Malaysia Plan period (1976-1980) there was a slight improvement (36 percent), but 
the performance of the low-cost housing was well below the expected target. During the Fourth 
Malaysia Plan, 1981-1985, the public sector concentraled mainly on low-cost housing programmes 
in the urban areas and the provision of sites and services in the rural areas. The private sector 
concentrated on medium and high-cost housing programmes in the urban areas. The number of 
units completedat the end of the plan period was a bout 86,000 units (33%) (see Table 3). 

Table 3. Malaysia: Public and Private Sector Low-Cost Housing Performance, 1981-1985 (Units) 

Programme Planned Compieled % 

Public Sector ~ 2Q.L2QQ iM 
Public Low-cost Housing 176,500 71,3 40.4 
Housing in Land Schemes 110,010 34,980 31.8 
lnstitutional Quarters 58,500 25,450 43.5 
Medium and High-cost Housing 53,560 70,160 130.9 
Private Sector ill..1.3.Q 2lM..l1.Q 18...2. 
Private Developer in Low-Cost Housing 90,000 19,170 21.3 
Pri. Developer Med. & High-Cost Housing 259,470 85,630 33.0 
Cooperative Societies 25,260 4,570 18.1 
Individuals and Groups 150,000 94,800 63.2 

Total 923,300 406,070 43.9 

Source: Malaysia (1986: 522) 

The achievement of the Fourth Malaysia Plan was not satisfactory both in the public and private 
sectors. The public sector was expected to build more low-cost houses, but it managed to complete 
40.4 percent of the total of 176,500 units planned. (Malaysia, 1986: 521-522). In addition, a total 
of 20 public low-cost housing projects was identified as part of the government policy to encourage 
the private sector's involvement in the low-cost housing programme. Thus, the overall 
achievement of low-cost housing from 1971 to 1990 both in the pubtic and private sectors was 
very .disappointing. 
Surprisingly, during the plan period, 1981-1985, some SEDC's were heavily involved in the 
construction of medium and high-cost housing (130.9%) and the development of industrial sites. 
Since the NEP, there has been an increased number of state corporations and federally funded 
public enterprises. These corporations competed with the private developers and diverted some of 
the funds meant for low-cost housing to medium and high-cost housing. 

The Fifth and Sixth Malaysia Plans, 1986-1995 

Under the Fifth and Sixth Malaysia Plan (1986-1995), housing programmes are being implemented 
in the context of human settiement concept. Under this concept, the provision of social facilities, 
such as schools, clinics and community halls, was to be emphasized, in addition to the provision of 
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basic infrastructural facilities and the promotion of economie opportuni ties. This is a continuation 
of the housing development strategy to upgrade the quality of life and to promote national unity. 
In the Fifth Malaysia Plan, 1986-1990. the public sector was expected to construct 398,570 units 
of low-cost housing, however, only 45 percent were completed (see Table 2) . In the Sixth 
Malaysia Plan (1991-1995), 602,723 units of houses are expected to be built by both the public 
and private sectors. However. only 24,430 units are to be built by the public sector. The private 
sector is expected to build 215,700 units of low-cost housing. 
Problems of housing surfaced in the local press, especially such problems as difficulty in getting 
land approval, certification of fitness, defects in completed houses, delayed delivery and also 
abandoned projects. By the end of 1991, the Ministry of Housing and Local Govemment estimated 
that there were 173 abandoned housing projects involving 40,363 units of houses and 26,129 
house buyers. In 1991 the estimated total value of the abandoned projects was RM1,918.4 million. 
As a result, the Housing Development Account was introduced and implemented in the late 
eighties, to ensure that genuine housing developers completed their projects in the stipulated 
period. 
However. the Housing Development Account was lirnited in scope and less than 50 percent of the 
projects was revived. In early May 1991, the Minister of Housing and Local Government 
announced that the Ministry would organise a national seminar on the build-then-sell concept an<;l to 
explore the posibility of implementing the concept. The Federation of Malaysian Consomers 
Association (FOMCA) and the Housing Developers Association Malaysia (HDAM) were the main 
sponsors of the seminar. 
The build-then-sell concept was first proposed by FOMCA in 1980. By imptementing this concept, 
the government would spend less time and effort in actdressing complaints from purchasers 
regarcling late delivery and the quality of workmanship. With this new concept, purchasers would 
actually get to see the particular houses they are buying. Si nee sale is only after completion, the risk 
of abandoned projects is reduced and purchasers do nothave to worry about the changing financial 
strength of the developers or the feasibility of a project. However, the build-then-sell concept has 
not yet been implemented by the government. 

The Privatisation Policy 

The Malaysian government realized the limits of the public sector's production of low-income 
housing projects (Mohd Razali Agus, 1989a, 1989b). There is also a growing body of sentiment 
among housing developers and professional bodies that the public sector in Malaysia is choked 
with too many responsibilities (Sen, 1986). Hence, it cannot be expected to change itself rapidJy to 
meet new targets of constructing 240,000 units of low-cost houses for the 1986-1989 period. 
Since the public sector could not do the job alone, a new policy was formulated to incorporate new 
sectors such as the private and informal sectors. In fact, the private sector has been identified to 
provide the teading role and dynamism in the Malaysia economy. As early as 1969, the Malaysian 
government proposed that the public sector would facilitate the private sector investment in large
scale development. However, this participation was limited to public works and agricultural 
development. 
In 1981, the Federal govemment encouraged the private sector to play the leading role in providing 
stimulus to economie growth and to spearhead further urbanization (Malaysia, 1981; 1986). Both 
the public and private sectors cooperated and participated actively in the construction of houses for 
the lower income groups. This strategy was aimed at reactivating and stimulating the construction 
sector as well as creating and providing more employment activities. 
The private sector's role in the partnership with the pubtic sector is now seen as one of the ways to 
improve its public image. The private sector is often stigmatized as a body which is perpetuating 
the interests of the middJe and upper classes as well as its own profit maximization motives. The 
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private sector is willing to participate in the low-cost housing schemes because govemment land is 
used for housing. In turn, the public sector reduces the administrative delays in converting land for 
housing developers because delay increases their development costs and finance charges from 
financial institutions. The private secter's participation in constructing low-cost housing should be 
welcome. Th is may enab1e the private sector to balance the need for profits with a positive response 
to the socio-economie needs of the 1ower-income groups. 
Another aspect of the pubhe-private cooperation is the incorporation of the informal housing by the 
policy-makers in the new housing policy. In this policy, squatter settlements are identified to be 
redeveloped by the private sector. Under this policy, both the commercial and residential units are 
constructed by the private sector and the relocated squatters are guaranteed low-cost housing units. 

Urban Development and the Growth of Squatters 

The role of urbanizatioo in the New Economie Policy (NEP) was first stated in tenns of the 
development of housing estates and in dustrial centers in new areas and migration of rural Malays to 
urban areas. Th is is viewed to be essenrial to achieve economie balance between urban and rural 
areas (Malaysia, 1971; Mohd Razali Agus, 1989a). During the pre-independenee years there was a 
significant increase in the number of centers of population concentration. For example, between 
1947 and 1957 the number of urban eentres increased from 20 to 36, representing an increased of 
16 urban centres. During the same period (1947-1957), the percentage of urban popuiatien in 
Peninsular Ma1aysia increased from 15.9 percent in 1947 to 26.5 percent in 1957. 
The new factor in the urbanization process of Peninsular Malaysia is the imp1ementation of the 
New Economie Policy (NEP) si nee 1971, together with the other push factor in the rural areas. 
According to McGee (1971 ), in the post-independenee peri ad there was a rapid growth of Kua1a 
Lumpur and it's surrounding areas, particularly due to the in-migration of the Malays in the process 
of occupational mobility. Many of these migrants lived in govemment quarters and squatter 
settlements where proximity to place of employment was preferred. The racia1 composition of the 
urban popu1ation has changed with the increased involvement of the Malays in the urban economy. 
While in 1957, 11.2% of Malays were estimated to have Jived in the urban areas, by 1980, the 
percentage was estimate to increase to 25.2%. The increase in the share of Malay urban popu1ation 
during the 1970's was primarily caused by the economie opportunities promoted by the Malaysian 
gaveroment to encourage the Malays to participate in urban activities. It was not surprising that 
about 68.2% of the total rural-urban migrant during the 70's were Malays. It was in the mid 1970's 
that more Malays moved from the rural tourban areas, especially to the bigger cities. By 1980, 
about 20% percent of the total urban Malays were in the Federal Territory of Kua1a Lumpur and 
they constituted 33.2% of the total population. It is expected that the number of Malays living in 
Kuala Lumpur will reach 48.3% (1.1 million) by the year 2000. 
As aresult of the rapid popuiatien changes, there is a greater increase in urban population density, 
with the attendant problems. Increased density means greater demands on the existing land for 
housing, employment opportunities and services. An increase in the number of urban Malays does 
not meao an impravement in their socio-economie status. The continuiting migration of the rural 
poor has literally t.ransfonned rural poverty into urban poverty. 
Land becomes a very expensive commodity, subjected to speculation. City planners and developers 
find it necessary to increase density of an area by going upwards. Hence we see the mushroorning 
of skyscrapers, flats, condominiums and squatter dwellings at the poorer end of the scale. Housing 
in the urban centers is very expensive. In an attempt to curb a runaway situation in the price of low
cost housing and a11eviate the hardship of the lower iocome group, the govemment has officia11y 
pegged price of the low-cost house at$ 25,000 (Mohd, Razali Agus, 1989a; 1989b; 1990). Such 
houses are only meant for those earning $ 700 and less per month. The monthly repayment for 
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such a house can be between $ 125 and $ 180 (Mohd, Razali Agus, 1990), which is way above the 
ability of most low income earners in the city. 
Faced with the situation of inaccessibility to proper housing, the lower iocome groups in the city 
have resorted to illegal occupation of land and building illegal structures in the form of squatter 
huts. We find people living under very poor housing conditions without proper basic amenities. 
Largely these people migrated from rural to urban areas, look:ing for better opportunities and 
employment. Since they are not equipped to enter the higher ranks of the job market, they take up 
whatever lower level jobs unwanted by the urbanites and thus they contribute to the urban poor 
(Mohd Razali Agus, 1987). In reality they went trough the process of horizontal mobility on the 
poverty line. 
The squatter housing conditions from state to state and country to country may differ. However, 
there are some similar characteristics. This paper will focus on Kuala Lumpur city since the area is 
the most urbanized areas within the Kelang Valley of Malaysia. In 1970, there were 103,370 
squatters in Kuala Lumpur. In 1980, the number of squatters increased to 236,101 but the number 
had decreased to 234,693 in 1990. The composition of squatter populations shows an increasing 
number of Malay squatter from 20 percent in 1970 to 30 percent in 1980 and 30.7 percent in 1990. 
According to the Kuala Lumpur City Hall data for 1992, there are 190,899 squatters around Kuala 
Lumpur (see Table 4) whereas for Selangor there are 178,616 squatters (in 1988). However, 
squatters probieros are more acute in Kuala Lumpur than other ei ties in Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur as 
the centre ofadministrative and commercial activities in Malaysia has attracted a large number of 
rural-urban migrants. 

Table 4. Squatters by Major Ethnic Groups, Kuala Lumpur, 1970-1992 

Ethnics Group 1970 % 1980 % 1992 % 

Malay 20,674 20.0 70,830 30.0 65,364 34.2 
Chinese 69,258 . 67 .0 126,464 53 .6 85,023 44 .5 
Indians 13,438 13.0 38,807 16.4 40,512 21.1 

Total 103,370 100.0 236,101 100.0 190,899 100.0 

Source: Kuala Lumpur City Hall. 1993 (Unpublished Data) Note: Indian included others and A1iens. 

The surveys carried out amongst the squatters in Kuala Lumpur in 1983 provide some indications 
of their standard of living. More than two-thirds of the squatters earned less than RM 500 a month 
(see table 5). Due to income being below the average iocome level of urban workers, they are 
generally known as the urbart poor. For example, the average monthly income of urban household 
was RM 67 5 (Malaysia, 1981) while the average monthly iocome of squatters in the Sang Kancil 
Programmes was between RM353 and Rm475. About 33% of urban Malay household eamed less 
than RM675 per month, while more than 90% of the Malay squatters were in this catagory. About 
3% or lessof the squatters earned more than RM1001. These high iocomes comprise businessmen, 
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army officers and professionals or executives both in the pub! ie and private sector. An important 
point of the discussion is that within two decades of the implementation of the New Economie 
Policy (NEP), the Malay squatters have improved their average income level from RM194 in 1972 
to about RM400 in 1983 and RM 1343 in 1992. 

Table 5. Monthly Income of Squatters in 1983 and 1992 (percentage) 

Montly Income Kg Benteng Kg Malaysia Kg Bkt Piltra Total (1983) 1993 

$1000 and above 0.5 2.6 0.3 1.1 49.7 
$701 - $1000 2.1 6.9 1.4 3.5 17.7 
$501-$700 11.5 10.7 5.8 9.3 10.6 
$301 - $500 38.6 46.5 43.0 42.7 10.5 
Less than $300 47.4 33.5 49.6 43.5 12.1 
Average income($) 363.62 474.91 353.27 397.26 1,343 
Sample size (household) 192 392 622 1206 36,168 

Source: Mohd Razali Agus et al, 1984: 28 and Kuala Lumpur City Hall, 1993 

According to City Hall, in 1984, the number of householcts living below poverty level i.e monthly 
income of less than RM350.00 was 4.9% or 11,800 households. In 1987, the figure had increased 
to 5.2% or 12,200 households. Available data point tothefact that some of these squatments are 
not too badly off in terms of access to social and health amenities (Mohd Razali Agus, 1985). 
Although the status of the squatments is illegal, the govemment has since the mid 80's, taken a 
more tolerabie attitude towards squatters and squatter settlements. The accomodative gesture by the 
government is a pragmatic approach in dealing with the problem and with Jong term politica! 
motives. The government wanted a better popuiatien distribution ethnically and encouraged the 
Malays to migrate to urban areas. The Fifth Malaysia Plan anticipated that by year 2000 the Malays 
and other natives would make up 50% of the total urban population. 
In response to this policy we see a mushrooming of Malay urban squatter colonies each putting up 
its own politica! signboard that seems to provide the politica! proteetion from the urban authority's 
demolition squad. More than that some of the better erganizeel squatter communities in Petaling 
Jaya are even provided with garbage disposal services although they are not paying assessment 
rates. Hence visits to some of these squatter areas greet us with a rather well organized community 
although congested and without proper sanitation systems. 
Sametimes individuals who are squatting on government land are supplied with piped water, 
electricity and ·social amenities such as community halls and mother and child clinics; Mohd Razali 
Agus 1984b). With the supply of electricity tothese squatters we see a heightened pattem of 
consumer culture penetrating the squatments. The aquisition of electrical gadgets is a popular 
behaviour. It is quite common to see a house with TV, fans, electric cooker, fridge and even 
washing machines. If these gadgets are used as an index of quality of life, than indeed they have 
arrived. 
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Privatisation Policy for the Relocation of Squatters 

The process of squatter relocation is a very difficult exercise due to the Jack of available and 
suitable land in the urban areas. Nevertheless such an exercise does take place wherever possible 
(Mohd, Razali Agus, 1990). Such a relocation programme was set up by City Hall to ease the 
overcrowding of these settlements. Redevelopment of squatters areas under the privatisation 
programme has been implemented by KLCH since the second-half of the Fourth Malaysia Plan(see 
Table 6). The number of projects under this programme is 21 involving a total area of about 1,500 
hectares. The number of squatter dwellings affected in this programme is about 10,000 units. The 
entire scheme is expected to produce about 35,000 units which will be allocated for low-cost 
housing (Mokhtar Long Idris, 1991). 
Between 1978 and 1988, the city had relocated about 45,606 squatters (see Table 7) first to Rumah 
Panjang (Transit House), and later to low-cost public housing. Squatters were thus movedabout 
from single-unit dwellings with few, if any, of the basic amenities, to temporary, wooden row 
houses with about ten dwellings in each unit. From there, they were eventually transferred to five
story walk-ups or, more commonly, to high-rise units. A large number of squatter families thus 
had to undergo a period of rapid adaptation, beset with discontinuities, to live in more settled 
conditions with the adventage of all the basic amenities. 
Migrants however continued to replace the relocated squatters. Overall the number of squatters has 
decreased from 45,048 squatter families, for a total squatter population of 234,693 living in 
32,066 dwellings in 1990 to 36,168 squatter householcts with a total 190,889 squatters living in 
34,353 dwellings in 1992. 
According to City Hall, financia1 allocation for public low-cost housing in Kuala Lumpur is 
inadequate. In the current Sixth Malaysia Plan, 1991-1995, Kua1a Lumpur City Hall (KLCH) 
planned to build 30,396 units of low-cost housing costing approximately RM 703 million, 
however, only RM 79.35 million was approved by the Federal Government. Thus, only 4,424 
units would be built by KLCH in the 1991-1995 period. Thus, the private housing deve1opers 
were given a greater role in constructing low-cost housingin Kuala Lumpur. 

No. Project Developer Units No. of Sq.lnv. Size Completed 

1 DesaPandan Pandan Maju 1672 1700 124 1990 
2 Dn Kota Kg. Pasir Wdb Danau Kota Devt. 1900 1338 282.4 1996 
3 Sri Sentosa Bedfml 1846 2443 150 1989 
4 Kg. Puah/Kg. Chubadak Sentul Mumi 1260 1408 88.4 1996 
5 Kg. Bakti Selayang Pandan Maju 142 94 39.2 19<l2 
6 Tmn lntan Baiduri Kepong Me Ken 720 7 84 1991 
7 Lot 46252 MK. Bt. Kepong Titikaya 620 300 39 1993 
8 Taman Kuchai Farizar Devt. 500 679 23.3 1991 
9 Tmn Miharja Bt. 2 Miharja Devt. 700 1708 70 1992 
10 kg. Batu Kong Sg. Besi Sobena Ma ju 1020 100 211.6 1996 
11 Desa Pantai Sy. Permh Negara 1140 

Source: Development Division, Federal Territory ofKuala Lumpur, 1993 

Table 6. Squatter and Privatisation of Low-Cost Housing in Kuala Lumpur, 1993 
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Parliamentary Area Malay Chinese Indians Total 

Batu 3,965 3,010 3,443 10,418 
Kepong 1,429 741 561 2,731 
Titiwangsa 7,755 1,815 599 10,169 
Seputeh 323 835 587 1,745 
Sungai Besi 2,212 5,000 566 7,778 
Lembah Pantai 5,634 1,761 3,066 10,461 
Buk.it Bintang 643 1,164 497 2,304 

Table 7. Parliamentary Areas and Squatters Relocated 1978-1988 

It is the policy of KLCH to resettie the squatters into planned housing estates with adequate 
infrastructural facilities and social amenities. Si nee the number of low-cost houses available is 
inadequate, the resettiement into transit housing is one of the alternatives for the squatters affected 
by the redevelopment of their settiement (see Table 8). Between 1975 to 1990 about 12,451 
squatters families have been resettled into flats (9,016 unit) and transit housing (3,435 units) by 
KLCH. 

Period Ethnic Groups Flats Transit Total 
(Year) Malay Chinese lndian Housing (Units) 

1975-80 735 695 131 1055 506 1561 
1981-85 3964 1892 1533 5591 1803 7394 
1986-90 1457 1530 509 2370 1126 3496 

Total 6156 4117 2173 9016 3435 12451 

Source: Haji Mokhtar Long ldris, 1993 

Table 8. Resenlement of Squatters into Flats and Transit Housing by Ethnic Groups in Kuala 
Lumpur 197 5-1990 

The transit resenlement programme implemenled by KLCH or the private developers has so far 
resettled a bout 5,841 squatter families into rumah panjang. Partly because of inadequate financial 
allocation for pub! ie low-cost housing and the willingness by the private sector to redevelop 
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squaner settlement, transit housing will be a temporary phenomenon. Since KLCH encourage and 
promote the upgrading and redevelopment of squatter settlernent, the involvement of private 
developers in low-cost housing will hopefully assist KLCH in reducing the housing needs of the 
lower income groups in Kuala Lumpur. 

Condusion 

The recent development of the private sector's role in the partnership with the public sector should 
be able to balance the need for profits with a positive response to the socio-economie needs of the 
lower income groups. New policy on the processing of applications for private housing developers 
at the Kuala Lumpur Land Office and KLCH's Planning and Building Control Department has 
now been implemented. The KLCH and Kuala Lumpur Land Office should begin thinking on the 
need of a comprehensive fonn of secure land tenure for squatters. Some of these squatters have 
lived for almost two decades in transit houses. This will help to create instability and dislocation 
for the squatter families waiting to be relocated in the future. An efficient public housing 
programmes without politica] in teeferenee can facilitate relocation programme of the squatters and at 
the same time increase their standard of living. 
More allocation for housing development should be planned in the future because housing is not 
only seen as a basic need but it can also stimulate economie growth and national development. In 
addition, both the public sector and private housing developers should be more sensitive to the 
needs of the lower income groups and priorities should be given to these groups rather than the 
middle and high-income groups, to enable them to buy houses or improve their present houses. If 
implemented with sincerity and determination, the lower iocome groups could benefit more from 
the government or private housing development projects. 
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TRANSITION POLICY REFLECTION IN HOUSING: 
A CASE STUDY IN ESTONIA 

Roode Lüas 
Tallinn Technical University, Estonia 

Abstract: 

The soviet-period hou sing. strategy was to provide every farnily with a living-space. Though 
a totally hu man idea it did not guarantee the quality of living due to which more than 60% of 
families today live in multy-flat prefab-slab housing and about 20% use the spaces builtalready 
at the beginning of the century (wooden deteriorated slwns). 

The paper discusses the conflicts in today's Estonian housing which are caused by restitution 
and privatisation carried out due to the general transition in the economie and sociallife. So
me future aspects of housing maintenance and rehabilitation, as well as housing organizations 
are discussed in the paper. 

Key words: Housing policy, Transition, Rehabilitation, Restitution, Privatisation, Estonia. 

1. Introduction: background to the problems 

During the last coup ie of years after the independenee was regained there has been considerable 
transfer in the economie and sociallife in Estonia. Transition from centrally planned to market 
economy is a unique process causing several unexpected problems for the majority of people in 
the society. One of these "unexpected" issues is housing. 

Being a part of the former U.S.S.R. the housing policy was totally planned and carried out 
by the state. A !ready in 1958 the declaration about providing every farnily in the society with 
a living-space unit was done by the president Kruschev. 

On the territory of Estonia the Soviet housing policy was started in the 40-ies. The majority of
the existing housing stock - almost all of the multy-flat houses - was nationalised. Only ur

ban single-farnily houses which were in poor technica! conditions and the majority of country
farmhouses were left in private ownership. Anyhow the whole land was nationalised becoming 
the state property. 

To fulfil the state housing programme for new buildings the highly specialised and industriali
sed slab-housing constructing plants were formed. Their objective was to create large scale 
construction of new living stock in order to abolish the housing shortage. The totally human 
idea found its most opposing outcome for the whole society creatirig densely inhabited "sto
ny" cities consisting mainly of smal! flat-units. 
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The emphasis on speed of construction and volume of banded-over production led the hou
sing policy to the total dependenee on standardised techniques of prefab-slab construction. 
Space standards were compromised for practical and ideological reasons. The two-roomed 
"mini-flats" prevailed in a system which viewed the home as secondary to paid work and a pu
blicly organised sociallife. 

Today about 55 percent of the population in Tallinn - the capita! of Estonia - live in five, nine 
or 16 storey blocks built between 60-ies and end of 80-ies. Nearly 70% of the dwellings con
sist of only rwo rooms-theliving room and the bedroom plus smal! kitchen, tiny halland uni
ted bath-lavatory unit. Average density in these flats is between 1.4 and 1.6 persons per room. 
(See also table 1). 

In the 60-ies when the system-building methods were introduced and the first prefab-slab hou
sing units were erected, it was stated and explained that this housing type is planned as a tem
porary solution fora 20 up to 30 years period to improve the existing housing shortage situati
on on the market The 50 years physicallifecycle was proposed forthese houses. Little attenti
on was given to neighbourhöod planning and Iocal services are incomplete, especially for la
ter developments. 

But step by step the system-building prefab-slab housing type became very quickly the area 
for total massive production in the construction industry. And the official housing policy was 
based on the arguments using Iabour consumption data about construction process. The Ia
bour consumption per 1 sq.m. of living space in the housing sector for multy-flat buildings de
pending on used materials for structures was as follows: bricks - 6.50 man hours, large 
blocks - 5.50 man hours, and prefab-slabs - 3.90 man hours. According to these data the 
most extensive application of industrialised methods of construction has been made especially 
in housing. 

Table 1. The public dwelling stock in Estonia: 477.8 th.sq.m 
(the end of 1992) 

Distribution No. of rooms Distribution according to 
according to the period of construction 

1 room 109.9 befare 1919 34.8 
2 rooms 191.3 1919-45 40.7 
3 rooms 126.6 1946-60 53.5 
4 rooms 27.8 1961-70 105.6 
5 rooms 3.7 1971-80 124.0 
6 rooms 0.6 1981-90 108.7 
7 rooms 0.1 1991-later 10.5 
XXX 17.8 - dwellings in workers Iodgings, student 

dormitories and homes for elderly peop1e 
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The private housing sector did not disappear either. Though some gaveroment laws were issu
ed to support the building activity for single-family housing, the actual market scene was diffe
rent from the planned one. The private sector- though legally allowed - possibilities were limi
ted for developments either when giving out a site for development - land anyhow remained in
the state ownership -, supplying private builders with matenals or when contracting the 

works. Due to that the privately-owned one-family housing was only from 3 up to 5 per cents 
from the totalliving-space. 

And the rest of the population was housed in the housing stock from the pre 11 World War pe
riod, built either recently at the end of 30-ies of this century or even in the previous century. 

2. Decay in housing 

Decay of the existing buildings itself is a product of a complex mechanism which may be con
trived by several technica! factors arising during the whole lifecycle period, bilt decay is not 
only a physical process. It must be seen as a process that spans both physical, social and cultu
ral factors - the process takes place within a larger frame of economie, politica! and ideologi
cal conditions. 

Housing-sector problems in Estonia today can be used as a case study to create a model for 
the decay in the built-environment. 

During the period the slab housing was created - though some people and professionals had 
doubts about their future- there was no choice on the market: families wanted to improve 
their living conditions and the slab-flats were the only realand the simplest possibility. For 
the majority of these flats they were built as social flats from the state budget. So the families 
there were classical tenants, but there was a very high imago of ownership in the Estonian so
ciety. This was mainly due tothefact that for the majority this livingspace was given by the 
employer as a contribution for good service in the fmn or by the local govemment to improve 
the living conditions due to high density in the previous living space. 

And some families were even ready to invest their own money to get these living-units of qui
te poor quality: they became the theoretica! owners though this construction activity was orga
nised over the cooperative housing societies which as !ega! bocties became the owners. Physi
cal persons could not be the owners of a flat in a multi-flat house. 

But the reduction of the massive housing building programmes in the 80-ies (table 2) gave the 
evidence that the situation on the housing market has changed greatly - the elient could get no 
more value for money. This created the background for the conflict which started to develop 
rapidly after the politica! salution about the independenee was taken. 

Table 2. Construction of pub !ie residential units 

year 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
no of commisioned flats 

14000 11400 9500 7600 5200 3400 2400 
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2. 1 Physical decay of the housing sector 
The Iife of buildings in their physical and useful aspects depends on a number of factors ari
sing in the phase of both investment and realization, as wel! as in the phase of their u se. As to 
the first phase, the factors having essential influence on the conditions of future maintenance 
ofbuildings, their durability and their technica! and useful values are the quality of solutions in
scope of technica! documentation, quality of matenals and quality of performance. 

As argued above the physical decay cannot be the key issue for housing but when supported 
by social factors they may seem even the most predominant ones. The following technica! as
pects should be of importance when discussing the physical decay of the slab-housing stock 
in Estonia. 
* Thematenals used were certified by the standards of the former S.U. but there was no gua

ranteed control either on the plantsnor on the siteshow the prefabs were actually produced 
and assembled. Though the economie policy was carried out using the keywords of efficien
cy- time, money, turnover -, the quality was not the key issue: it was the producer's quali
ty that was followed. There are severe technica! problems in conneetion with the flat roofs 
and the structural solutions of the ba !co nies. 

* The space standards of the flats were strictly limited by the all Soviet-Union norros - during 
the earlier years it was 9 sq.m of living space per a person being registered to the flat, later 
it was increased up to 12 sq.m per person. The inner-space planning solutions had no alter
native possibilities - there was no flexibility giving the possibility to change the planning ac
cording to the needs of the farnily. 

* No planned maintenance and repair works were carried out for the public housing stock: 
the works were mainly emergency type service works when the defects were to be remo
ved already. As the whole public housing sector was subsidised by the state, the tenants 
had no 
idea about the real costs and there were no incentives to demand any major irnprovements as
wen. 

* Due to the elirnatic reasoos - there are four distinct seasons in Estonia - the problem of 
U-values for the envelope construction is of great significanee for any ofthe buildings ther 
e. But due to very low energy price there were no incentives to improve the U-values by 
using better inswation materials. For the slab-housing the U-value of the envelope wali-slabs 
must be theoretically 1.1 ry.//m2K). Actually in some cases the value of it extended to 3. 

The pubtic housing stock other than slabs suffered mainly from the management and especial
Iy from the Jack of planned maintenance as wel!. Due to that the wooden housing from the be
ginning of the century has changed to slums. Any housing area neects reasonable manage
ment: its physical structures need repair and the social factors in the area must be conducted. 
Soa slum does not come about as aresult of the aging of the building matenals only. 

The private one-family housing sector during the soviet period has up-to nowadays been mana
ged totally by the owners and funded only from the family iocomes as there were no special 
housing funds or loans for this. Due to that it has been relatively the best managed housing 
sector in Estonia (with its own specific probierus of course). 

2 . 2 Social decay of the housing sector 
The present day transition in the society has created the situation for total change in the social 
relations connected with the housing policy. There are two main keywords to be used for des
crihing the background to the potenrial and already existing conflicts - restitution and privatisa
tion. 
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Due to the general concept of restitution in Estonia the ownership rights of the former (pre 
1940) owners will be restituted if the property- houses- has been preseiVed physically and 
the main structures of it havenotbeen rebuilt in more than 50 per cents. 

According to this the previous owners can demand any living space to be restituted (if they ha
ve the legal right to perform their claims on it) and the tenants should to be evicted from these 
buildings and rooms. The state still guarantees a maximum two-year period before the nowa-
days tenants can/must be evicted from the restituted flats. · 

The restituted housing stock is in two extreme quality levels. 

Firstly, there are the built-ups from the beginning of the century-wooden timer constructions
which are totally deteriorated since no maintenance was carried out in the soviet times as it 
was planned to demolish them. This housing anyhow needs total rehabilitarion and the spaces 
must be evicted by the tenants there. 

Secondly, there are also built-ups from the 30-ies of this century being quite luxurious even 
nowadays. The high quality housing of this kind can be used by the new restituted owners 
for speculalive purposes. Using higher rents for tenants the new owners can cause the resettie
ment flows for several families if evicting isn't carried out in direct way. 

ln any case the restitution causes the social conflicts in the society as several families are for
ced to resettle. In both of the cases the space for resettiement can be found in the public 
slab-housing stock being built by the state in the soviet period as they are not the object for res
titution. But changing the living conditions in the way like that - using evicting - will cause 
considerable fall either in living conditions - for people used to live in high quality flats - or to
tal change in the structure of the farnily-budget causing potenrial insolvency for the families. 

Privatisation in housing sector means that the flats and houses built up by the state during the 
soviet period will be transferred to private ownership using the different forms of selling the 
property. 

The main form for privatisation is using the vouchers - a bond issued according to the num
ber of years being employed in Estonia during the Soviet period - as an alternative currency. 
As the vouchers can be used mainly for the privatisation of the living space and the tenants in 
the flat are the priority buyers using the state-fixed price only up to a certain deadline - March 
1, 1995. This procedure has caused the situation of social insufficiency for several families. 

Actually being afraid that anybody else wil! privatise the flat where the family is a tenant to
day - and in most of the cases have been tenants fora number of years - they are in many ca
ses forced to privatize the space they are living in, though this slab-flat does notmeet their re
quirements and expectations. This will be done either to get the property cover to their bonds 
but in the majority of cases these families are just afraid that anybody else will privatise the 
flat and evict them: these families have no more feeling of safety being worried a bout the futu
re of their home. 

The two aspects - restitution and privatisation - have caused the majority of tenants to lose the 
feeling of safety: their home is no more their castle. 
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Until nowadays the experts forecast that only half of the slab-housing stock tenants wil! priva
tize their flats. The other families will remain as tenants and these flats remain in municipal ow
nership. There will be a multi-ownership housing scheme there - privately owned flats by phy
sical persons and public social flats side by side. 

2.3 Economie decay of the housing sector 
In whatever form the privatisation will be carried out, the new owners for living-space and 
the owners that have been the owners during the Soviet period must start investing in repair 
works for any kind of housing units. 

The economie decay of the whole housing stock in Estonia is based on the changes in the eco
nomie environment: the artificial price-structure and subsided energy has caused the constructi
on of low-cost housing. Now the increase in the energy prices for hundreds of times have cau
sed especially the heating costs being increased dramatically. Due to that the new economical
ly reasonable U-value standards for the buildingsin Estonia were introduced. But for any ow
ner of the existing living unit the question is in solving the dilemma: either to improve the 
U-value carrying out considerable renovation works, or to pay the constantly increasing energy 
bi lis. 

On this feasibility study stage there is the alternative variant as well: to invest in new-building 
projects rejecting the existing ones. In many cases the new-building projects are more sirnple to 
carry out though it can be more expensive than renovation. 

This aspect of decay influences all the housing stock, but in its most severe way in the 
slab-stock, which is heated through the district heating schemes. The old timber-fame houses 
and the private sector houses use either local fuels and their heating systems are autonomous. 

Due to the privatisation scenario there will appear a number of privately owned flats in slab 
houses and multi-ownership prefab-block units. In any case the new owners there must start 
rnanaging the property and these constructions need more and more repair works and invest
ments to correct the technological faults. 

Housing and environments which were designed for centralised ownership and management 
are to be turned over to an individualised value system without any apparent safeguards. 
What are the implications of such a change? Still no concepts have been established either to 
rnaintaio the structures of blocks or the environments around them following privatisation. 
Both will deteriorate quickly without planned maintenance. 

And as the soviet housing stock was built following the space standards, today the living spa
ce in u se by the family depends on the possibility to pay the costs to run the low-quality flat. 
The slab constructions are not designed to be demolished partly to improve the space plan
ning solutions. 

There are too many economie constraints for the slab-housing stock to deal with. And as the 
difference in living standards of people starts to grow the rich and the poor families prefer dif
ferent quality for the dwellings, there are marked differences in services and qualities of the 
collective amenities between these town districts. The richer tend to live in the most preferred 
district, while the poor tend to gather in low quality dwellings in the deteriorated distri cts. 

This process will generate the new stage of decay in these housing districts, the number of flats 
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will remain empty and the prices for the flat-units will fall quite probably beneath the level it 
was paid to privatise them. People willlose their investments as the property looses its value 
on the market. Privatisation will create the market in which choice can be exercised, high-rise 
living may become "residualised" with a devastating effect on less popular neighbourhoods. 
The housing decay generates the social decay. 

3. Rehabilitation opportunities 

Theoretically rehabilitation of old structures - even slab ones - can be twice as cheap when 
compared to new-buildings of similar structures. But carrying out total survey of the construc
tions today a number of houses can be found in the state of physical deterioration: either the 
structures themselves have no more guaranteed stability or the indoors elimate has the com
plex of failures for the occupants that can be called "sick building syndrome". 

Is it the case we want to repair the structures only or a better quality living standard is needed? 

The general problem about all these dwellings in question is, they are fully inhabited and the
re is no vacancy of housing-stock in Estonia at the present moment. Any technology to carry 
out the complete package of works for rehabilitation needs eviction of today's occupants. But 
the people cannot be removed either to carry out smaller reconstruction of the existing structu
res or to demolish the buildings totally. 

Due to that even the houses being either physically or econornically unsuitable for further living 
and needing demolishing, need emergency repair works to be carried out according to priority 
schedules. Otherwise the health and safety issue in conneetion with the occupants there wil! be
come extremely critical. 

Schemes to rehabilitate any type of buildings, dwelling blocks or single flats need special in
centives, high qualification from the contractor's side and the perfectly carried out quality su
pervision. For bothof these casesthereis still no expertise in the construction industry today. 
And the tenant's participation and support is directly relevant then aswell. 

But the continuous process of renewal of the housing stock is today confronted by difficulties 
of a financial nature. The system of state loans for reconstruction is not designed to be applica
ble: only property purchase for physical persons is encouraged. In this case the renewal sche
mes being too risky are not supported: anyhow the individuals themselves have no resources 
for this. 

And still no proof schemes have been established either to run and maintain the structures of 
blocks or the environments around them following privatisation. Both will deteriorate quickly 
without planned maintenance and management structures to carry out these works. 

It follows from the discussion above that the slab-blocks built up during the recent 10 up to 
30 years are in the situation of rapid social decay. The trends of resettiement on different rea
sons and uncertainty about their homes make even the present day stabie occupants to move 
and choose some new-building variantsnot to be resettled in the nearest future due to the ne
cessity to carry out rehabilitation. On the first stage a number of single flats in the 
slab-housing blocks will remain unoccupied which on the second stage will on both, social and 
economie reasons, cause the rejection of the blocks. 
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There is the theoretica! possibility for rehabilitation of these unoccupied structures then, but 
for the majority of them the salution can be only demolition. It fellows that in the nearest future 
society is facing the massive demolition boom in housing sector especially. 

The whole issue of rehabilitation in housing is connected with the critic al a spects of the green 
agenda, the proteetion of the environment and suitainable development. Demolition produces 
vast quantities of debris, energy is wasteel and resources lost. Until recent times only landfill 
has been seen as an easy op ti on for the disposal of that debris. Historically the materials of re
dundant buildings were reused in the current developments. Current data indicate that a sub
stantial part of the demolition debris has potential to be recycled. 

4. Conclusions 

Current housing policy in Estonia embody both - areaction to the soviet system and an uncriti
cal emulation of the west. An aversion to planning and a rush to privatisation are two sides of 
the same coin. 

As societies become aware that their future will be directed and shaped by resource and envi
ronmental constraints, it is relevant for any country to carry out critica! appraisal of the resour
ces available. One of the social resources- having still both qualitative and numerical issues - is 
its housing stock. 

The transition has created the background for the development of slums. The prevention of 
slums should be a primary task for housing policy keeping the standards on the acceptable le
vel. As discussed in the paper the choice of the management strategy for housing is influen
ced by various- mainly in our case the politica!- factors. The chaos of decay must be handled 
by skilful housing management in the nearest future. 
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C. Infrastructure of the city of tomorrow 

Introduetion and chapter synopsis 

Part of sustainability related to habitat has been improved but simplified infrastructure like 
physical infrastructureroads, transport, power, sanitation but also community facilities, utility 
structures, communication, recreational facilities. A vast area of topics. Most of the authors 
deal with transport of people and of products. 

Oudshoorn discusses in his contribution: "Municipal water, sideline or corner stone" the 
importance of integrating planning for water resources into the framework of land use and 
physical planning, transportation and other (public) facility planning. He warns against 
suboptirnizing. 
An alternative approach to promote sustainable development can be found in the artiele of Bolt 
"Sustainable infrastructure and optional utility structure: gateways to urban community 
development" who develops an urban model which differs from conventional paradigms. The 
idea is tostart bottorn-up with frrst identifying human scale urban communities etcetera 

Other authors present specific case studies. The first local contribution "Information 
technology for Development" of v.d. Linden et al present activities undertaken to promo te the 
use of bicycles in Africa through both incentives from the employers and by insisting on an 
adequate cycle track network. 
Rabinovitch in his contribution: "The Surface metro land/use transport system in Curitiba, 
Brazil" reports on sustainable urban development through the development of a proper 
functioning public transport system and the therefore needed planning and adrninistrative 
framework to achieve this. 

This could be an example for the case of Bangkok, world 'famous' for its traffic problems. 
Some contributors analyse the problem in their articles. Punpuing in the contribution 
"Unravelling Bangkok's traffic Snarl", found out that most commuting takes only a relatively 
short time- asking foranother type of infrastructure, and there are two main groups: workers 
and students. In another local contribution "Bangkok, towards a sustainable traffic solution" 
Po boon et al, exarnine in detail the transp01t and planning roots and come up with sustainable -
transport - criteria like cycle and walking, institution reform waterway transportation. Some 
measures mentioned here have already been irnplemented in the Netherlands. 
Segeren in his contribution "Urban Habitat & Sustainable transportation in the Netherlands" 
reports on a master plan: second transport structure plan which tries amongst others to divert 
short-distance commuters onto public- and non-motorized transport. This is being stimulated 
through tax incentives. 
Also Overeem covers the "Metropolitan" mobility and transport in particular in the Randstad 
Holland and argues that in the nearby future a new rail infrastructure will play a key role. 
Due to its particular location, the coast of the Netherlands can be (sustainably) exploited for 
transport purposes. Rotterdam being a part of the coast can play an important role in this - as is 
shown by 
v.d. Plas in his contribution "Integrated multifunctional sustainable coastal development- The 
case of Rotterdam, Europort Gateway to the 21st century". 
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MUNICIPAL WATER, SIDELINE OR CORNERSTONE? 

Henk M. Oudshoorn 
Faculty of Civil Engineering, University of Technology, Delft 

Abstract: 

Urbanisation is not merely assembling a growing population on a limited area, but is an in
tegral part of the development process with significant economie demographic, social cultural 
and environmental dimensions. Successful urban areas are providing the essential precondi
tions for development also in terms of infrastructure and services. This paper deals with the 
role of the water related aspects in this development process. All the water related human ac
tivities directed to condition the urban system for human use are closely related. Therefore it is
necessary to integrate the planning and the management of water interests in one coherent sys

tem. This planning for water resources must again be integrated into the framework of land 
use and physical planning. transportation and other pub! ie facility planning. 

Key words: lntegrated planning, Waterresources, Watermanagement,Watersupply, Pollu
tion, Flood control, 

The title of this Conference: "Urban Habitat; The Environment of Tomorrow, Focusing on 
infrastructural and environmental limitations" implies the recognition that with the develop
ment of our urban habitat inevitably limitations and boundaries will be encountered beyond 
which the so desired goal of achieving a sustainable future for these habitats will be frustrate 
d. In dealing with these conditions lies one of the most important challenges for policy 
makers. They have to reconcile the conflict between the newly developing economie eentres 
and the concept of creating an equitable quality of life in a sustainable environment. 

The scope of this conflict is clearly emerging now in many booming urban areas which have 
developed -over the years- to become dynamic eentres of production and corrunerce. Such a 
development was mostly only possible due to the existence of a number of conditions such as 
its geographical position and its access to market areas and natural resources. In a later stage 
the availability of Iabour force, the growing added value due to synergetic eff~cts and the 
economy of scale became driving forces as wel!. 
These eentres have become now far more advanced than their surroundings in terms of 
literacy level, productivity and per capita iocome and they offer therefore an almost uncontrol
lable attractive power. However, in most cases planning for sustainable and controlled 
growth has notbeen practised efficaciously and it has failed to adequately proteet the condi
tions which were the very resource base for the success of the economie enterprise. 

- Air and water pollution are seriously jeopardising both the health and the quality of life. 
- Traffic has reached levels beyond the capacity of existing road systems and the periods of 
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congestion are not longer unacceptable. The reliability of services as energy, water and com
munications get into danger. 

- On the one side, due to the higher level of prosperity, a better quality of life becomes affor
dable for a considerable part of the population. 

- On the other side however, the pull of the urban image is causing an in flow of Iabour force 
exceeding the potential of the Iabour market, leading to the uncontrolled development of 
slums and extensive poverty. 

This urban revoiution currently under way in many countries is perhaps irreversible as most 
govemment programmes designed to reverse these trends have generally proven to be ineffec
tive. The issue therefore is not to find ways to reverse the process of urbanisation, but to en
hance the economie potential and u se this as hearing capacity for a balanced development and 
the preservation of the environment as urbanisation proceeds. In order to succeed in this dif
ficult and intemally Contradietory task, it is essential to have an insight in the economie 
process and the activities that attribute to it 
Which services and resources should be provided to the economie system by components of 
the urban infrastructure and what is the environmental hearing capacity of the urban area and 
its surroundings? All these elements are interrelated and a application of a sectoral approach 
for solving a single aspect is beyond discussion. 

Urbanisation is not merely assembling a growing population on a limited area, but it is an in
tegral part of the development process with significant economie, demographic, social, cul
tural and environmental dimensions. Successful urban areas are providing theessenrial pre-con 
ditions for development also in terros of infrastructure and services. The extemal economies 
of scale and the synergetic effects are critica! for the success of a complex of all possible 
types of enterprises which altogether may create a disproportionably large and growing share 
of a countries gross dornestic product. 
Urban economie activities depend heavily on the availability of infrastructure and services 
such as power, communication, roads and water supply. It is evident that poor infrastructure 
and inadequate services create bottlenecks for economie expansion and give rise to inefficien
cy and unproductivity. Besides water and power shortages, other limiting factors on 
economie efficiency and hu man resource development can be found in longer travel time from 
home to work place, costly transport of goods, recurrent flooding of commercial districts, 
lack of basic welfare, education, services and environmental decay. Such deficiencies impose 
heavy burdens on the productive capacity of urban householcts and enterprises. 
Firms in Lagos for example, must provide their own electric power and water supply. It was 
estimated that as much as 20% of the initia! capita! investment by manufacturing plants in 
Nigeria were made solely to compensate for inadequate supply of power and water in cities. 
Traffic congestion in Bangkok, Cairo and Mexico City impede the movement of men, goods 
and services and thus reduce the attractiveness of these cities for new developments. Com
munication services are lacking in many cities; In Sao Paolo there are twice as many cars as 
telephones. Unreliable sourees of water constrain manufacturing processes in Karachi and 
Lima. Inadequate public collection and disposal of solid waste in many cities add to the 
deterioration of air, water and land and endanger the health conditions in these densely 
populated centres. 

All these conditions and services -each of which contribute to the success or failure an urban 
habitat as carrier of an economie system- should be given due consideration in the overall ur
ban planning process. This is a complex and multidisciplinary process because of their 
intricate relation with land use and settlements pattems and the high costs involved. Failures 
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of public management (politica! decision making) and an evasive conduct in relation with the 
investment for the creation essenrial preconditions and services in an early stage have resulted 
in widespread deficiencies in sectors as water supply, electricity, transportation, communiea
tions and solid waste managemen t. The bill for such a behaviour is presented later-on when 
the damage is evident and the cost for correction has increased enormously - quite aften far 
beyond the financial possibilities of local administration involved. 
Of course there are different shells of planning, such as the planning level concerning socio-ec 
anomie development and resources as land use, human resources as well as natura! resources 
and market opportunities. From the options discerned at this level directly requirements can 
be derived with re gard to planning in the field of physical planning, infrastructure, availability 
of resources, services etc. Already at this moment it is possible to anticipate as much as pos
sibie on the consequences of various policy and strategy options and especially on the ad
verse effects and the financial implications. Identifying them and finding options to cope with 
them yields more opportunities for acceptable solutions then correction of situations which 
have got already out of hand. 

I hope that I have made it clear that in my apinion a sector wise planning approach for urban 
developments is dangerous as it is leading to solutions which do not meet the requirements 
posed by other sectors. The result will be failures which can only be overcome at a very high 
cost. 
In this context I will concentrale now - of course fitting in the framework of an overall plan
ning system - in the field of infrastructure, services and resources on integrated waterresour
ces managementand the nature of waterproblems in urban development. The major water
related problems of large and rapidly growing ei ties are in general fourfold: 

* The need for dependable supplies of safe dornestic and industrial water. 
* Severe and growing sanitation problems, including pollotion of streams lakes, estuaries 

and groundwater from dornestic and industrial sewage and solid wastes. 
* Large and increasing flood damage from filling and occupancy of floodplanes and high 

peak flows from urbanization and paving activities in the watershed. 
* Depletion of groundwater aquifers, with associated land subsidence, caused by reduc-

tion of infiltration and overexploitation the aquifers. 

In this sector historically, provision of infrastructure has lagged behind the population growth 
and the economie development in urban een tres. The capita! investrnent required fora reliable 
water related infrastructure is enormous in relation to the initia! profits. This constraint has 
resulted in an evasion of public inves4Tients and the toleration of systems using private wells, 
water vendors and water holes and makeshift drains. Later on, especially when the perfor
mance of such a sytem is not langer adequate and arrears due to the underestimation of im
pacts of excessive growth have to be made up, the costs for upgrading of the obsolete system 
are beyond the possibilities of the communuity. 

Water supply 

As urbanization proceeds, the readily available surface water supplies are becoming gradually 
more and more overexploited. The, up till then, reliable groundwater aquifers show rapid 
declines as in Bangkok, Jakarta and Sanaa. Surface waters become increasingly polluted and 
transport from new sourees over long distances becomes necessary as e.g in Beijing, 
Surabaya and Brussel. New and more remote sourees of supply are increasing the cost of sup
plying water to cities more than proportionally with the increasing demand. In addition it 
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brings the urban water user increasingly into conflict with other applications, principally irriga
tion and food production. Serious problems of conflicts of interests with the allocation of water 
among these competing uses are the result. Such problems become more acute as hu man ac
tivities concentrale in biggerand more complicated urban agglomerations. Through history, 
rnanaging such waterproblems has meant rnanaging the works constructed to supply water. 
Growing water needs, once determined, were regarded as imrnutable. Supply expansion was 
pursued until the "need" was satisfied or to the limits of financial affordability and/or en
gineering feasibility. During the last years, under the influence of the Dublin and Rio Con
ferences a remarkable change in the appreciation of watermanagement can be observed. 
Rather than seeking a supply adequatefora set of needs, now an appropriate balance is sought 
between "needs" and "casts" In that concept needs are no Jonger measured in cubic meters 
per day, but in terms of quality of life and socio- economie sustainability. Casts are not 
limited to cash outlays for engineering and construction but include all adverse effects on the 
economy and on ether activities which compete for the same basic resources including the en
vironment. The demand is then no Jonger a hard necessity but one of the claims to be sub
jected to (politica!) decision making. Either the occurrence or the possibility of significant water 
shortage imposes costs on a community which can easily exceed the value of the water at ris 
k. When such failures are expected, industries and people are motivated to avoid activities 
and lifestyles which make high demands on the capacity of the supply system. A substantial 
fraction of the benefits expected from a public water supply system can be negated by chronic 
unreliability, even when the actual shortfall is small. 
Demand management can restare reliability by reducing demands, and can rninimize the cast 
associated with real or anticipated shortages through appropriate drought management 
policies. Demand management based on the principle that water is nota free good but a scarce 
commodity, should be developed into an operational alternative for supply-oriented 
management. 
A set of tools is available to achieve the objectives of demand management; technica! tools as 
reduction of losses and "unaccounted for" water, recycling of waste water and the application 
of water-sparing techniques, economie tools such as pricing and cast recovery systems as 
well as promoting incentives and the establishment of institutional arrangements. 
Water should be considered as an economie resource, and consequently adequate pricing 
should be implemented where applicable. The price should not only cover the direct casts of 
production, but should include its scarcity value as wel!. In the development of water pricing 
systems special attention should be paid to elements as: pollution and overexploitation 
(rnining),incremental cast of new developments and social aspects of equity conceming the ac
cess to water and the ability to pay of low income groups. Tariff design procedures distin
guish between the economie incentives provided by prices and the revenue colleerion aspect of
tariffs. A proper choice of tariff elements permits the design of a system which promotes an 

efficient and resource conserving use of water and as well supports a range of income 
redistributional goals, while collecting the necessary revenue. 

Water quality and Sanitation 

In the urban context little water is consumed, most of it is just used and afterwards dis
charged again as waste water. Therefore the expansion of the turn-over in the water sector im
poses a heavy burden on the quality of the water in the system which collects these discharge. 
Consequently decisions in the field over watersupply have far reaching impacts on the water
quality situation in and around urban areas in surface waters as well as in groundwater ap
pearances. This interrelation calls for coherent approach for the development of the water sec
tor. 
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The deterioration of environmental quality cannot longer be seen as a more or less 
unavoidable cost of rapid economie growth but as a limitation or constraint for medium and 
long term prospects of sustainable development. Most of the rivers and estuaries in or ad
jacent to ei ties are grossly polluted as centralized collection and disposal of urban generated 
sewage is inadequate and continuing to lag seriously behind urban growth. Further, much 
centrally collected sewage continues to be discharged into streams and estuaries without treat
ment. Even in a few instances- as in Singapore where point souree pollution is adequately col
lected and treated- non point souree of pollution including litter, solid waste and sediment 
from the land and streets contribute to serious pollution. This raises especially problems 
during periods of high rainfall and associated run-off. In contrast in some ei ties, such as Jakar
ta and Surabaja, water pollution is alleviated during the rainy season by using large volumes 
of water for flushing the streams and estuaries. However, during the dry periods, water used 
for purposes such as irrigation or reservoir storage cannot be claimed for this purpose. In any 
event dilution is not a long term solution to the urban pollution problem. As with urban water 
supply, the capita! investments required for urban sanitation, including solid waste collection 
and sewage collection and treatment are so extensive as to be beyond the immediate financial 
capacities of most cities, especially the fast growing ones. This situation is mostly combined 
with the fact that in most cases a depressing backlog in the availability of services has grown 
due to the uncontrolled expansion of the urban community. 
From the experience in developed countries it is leamed that it is much more expensive to 
clean up polluted water than it is to avoid pollution in the fust place. For urban waste 
disposal, consideration of the role of industry in the management of the quality of the water 
resources is vita!. lndustry uses only some five procent of all water supplied but it represents 
an important segment of the demand as it is quite often self-providing out of own 
groundwater extractions. This availability of abundant low cost water results often in the fact 
that industrial processes use and pollute a disproportionate amount of water. Currently the 
"polluter pays" principle is becoming widely accepted around the world. Under this principle 
policy instruments, such as effluent fees, are established so that companies will have an incen
tive to control their effluents at the source. In actdition to the usual regulatory methods in
novative approaches as introducing a levy on groundwater extraelions (also for the con serva
tion of the resource) and tradeable permits should also be explored. 
As, with urban watersupply, operation and rnaintenance is often a problem. 
Sewage collection and treatment systems, and solid waste and litter control programs are of
ten weak and ineffective. These low status activities are seriously underfunded and their effec
tive management is often considered to be a money absorbing sideline and are given low 
priority by urban managers and policy makers. 

Flood Control 

Human occupancy of urban flood plains has greatly magnified the risk of flood damage. On 
the other hand floodplains, river banks and delta's offer often attractive opportunities for 
economie development. In early stages of development quite often risks of flooding are more 
or less accepted by the original population as a fact of life. Later on with the growing econorni
cal value of the agglomeration and its business interests this becomes more and more unaccep
table. However, then, in a fully occupied urban area, structural flood control works- storage 
reservoirs, levees, storm drains and channelization- are extremely costly and usually beyond 
the financial capacity of municipalities. 
In such a situation it is extremely difficult to develop a cost recovery system involving those 
who benefit from the structural measures by the increased land values and the reduced 
damages. It is essential to identify right from the beginning, already during the first stages of 
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urban expansion, the potential factors that may lead to an excessive water flow towards the 
area under development. These may origin from the geographical situation such as the exis
tence of a flood plain along rivers with a frequency of flooding that will not be acceptable in the 
future or low lying coastal zones which may be inundated by relatively rare conditions as storm 
surges or cyclones. 

In general three major causes for flood damage can be recognized: 
Intemal causes; the intemal drainage system of the urban area is notadequate the cope with a 
peak rainfall on the urban area itself. Upstream in the riverbasin; high discharges in rivers 
flowing towards the urban area due to high precipitation in the upstream catchment, may 
cause overbank flow in the urbanized area. From downstTeam backwater effects; in cities 
close to the sea, e.g. in deltaic areas, inundations are possible by elevated sealevels due to 
storm surges, high tides, tsunamis or persisting landward winds as monsoons. When these 
conditions coincide with heavy rainfall in the river catchmentand directly on the urban area ( 
as e.g. during cycloons) extensive damage is li.kely to occur. 

During the urbanization process itself conditions will be created that eventually greatly mag
nify the risk of inundations. Due to the construction of impervious areas as roads, streets, 
housing, roofs, parking lots, etc. the peak storm run off will sharply increase. The construc
tion of roads, often foliowed by ribbon development of economie activities along them, 
hamper the drainage of storm water. Water logged areas ,in between the roads, will be 
created. Peripheral developments in the rural surroundings such as deforestation and drainage 
of land e.g. for increased food production or recreation etc. accelerate the discharge of water 
out of the catchment, thus increasing the river flood levels. Containment of floods in the 
floodplain in the urban zone, by means of the construction of levees, reduce the possibilities 
of storing excess flood water. Due to these measures the local floods will decrease but the 
river floodlevels will rise. This calls again for an avalanche of further construction of ever 
higher levees, which themselves again are hampering the intemal drainage. 
Under established conditions the construction of effective, well planned system of works as 
reservoirs,levees, storm drains and channelizations are extremely costly and usually beyond 
the fmancial capacity of ei ties. 
Therefore it appears that affordable flood management for most cities will involve a mixed 
strategy of inexpensive means such as drainage channels plus flood warning, and if still pos
si bie, flood-plain zoning, makeshift local flood proofing and evacuation measures. However, 
instaHing and operating an effective program of this type requires a high level of managemen 
t, that is ready to operate quick-wittedly and creatively and that has access tosome emergency 
funds. This is usually not available to those ei ties. 

Groundwater depletion 

Most cities looking for the most effective way of water supply are starting with a system 
which heavily relies on groundwater extraction. Usually the quality is quite good and it 
proves to be a re-liable resource. This system may operate as a collection of privately owned 
and operated wells (mostly industry-linked) or it can be a public distribution system fed by 
means of a centrally operated and maintained grid of wells.This is almost an ideal situation as 
long as the equilibrium of withdrawals of the aquifer and the supply of infiltrating water 
towards the aquifer is maintained and controlled carefully. If not, the hazard is there that the 
city will be confronted at a late moment with the situation that the groundwater level is 
lowered dramatically. Then it often appears that just a few years of production are leftas it hap
pens today in Sanaa, the capita! of Yemen, and as it has happened some 120 years ago in the 
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old lndian city of Fatehpur Sikri were Mogul Emperor Akbar constructed a magnificent city 
as expression of his thanks for the birth of his son. This city however had to be abandoned 
aftera few decades as the water resources at the site were depleted completely, It is still there in 
all its splendour almast unused. 
Insome other cities as Bangkok and Jakarta, overpumping of groundwater, has led to serieus 
lowering of groundwater levels in the subsoit causing compaction of soft layers. This in turn 
gives rise to an alarming land subsidence of course with related flooding and damage. 
Centralized management of groundwater pumping is required to reduce and control such sub
sidence. 
This involves an advanced management program, with pumping permits, metering, 
monitoring and reguiatien of pumping rates. In some cases, such as in Bangkok conjunctive 
surface water-groundwater management is a inevitable strategy. This could include (as in 
Amsterdam) artificial groundwater recharge via water spreading fields and injection wells to 
rnaintaio groundwater levels. A possible danger is the introduetion of pollution of the 
groundwater resource arising from these recharge activities. 
All the water related human activities directed to condition the urban system for human use 
and economie development are closely related. Actions affecting the demand for waterser
vices influence the other users of the source, and the water induced level of pollution. Pollution 
from hu man activities endangers the potenrial use of the resource for human consumption and 
the integrity of the water environment. The quality of life and the health conditions in the ur
ban habitat are directly at stake. This is especially a problem when the drainage conditions in 
the urban system are poor and waterlogging and flooding is abundant. This is often 
introduced by subsidence due to excessive ground water extraction needed to fulfil the pressing 
water demands. 
All these complex relations make that actions required for fulfilling the needs in one sector 
may have far reaching consequences in other sectors of urban life. Quite often these effects be
come clear only after the system has become operational. Then it appears that the implementa
tion of corrective measures to balance the negative impact require very high investments. 
Therefore it is necessary to integrale the planning and the management of waterinterests in ur
ban areas in one coherent framework. Such a planning framewerk should include: 

* Planning and scheduling the construction of water related infrastructure- e.g. water 
mains, sewers and sewage treatment plants, urban storm drains- must be meshed with: ur
ban land use plans, programs for related infrastructure e.g. highways, streets, electricity, 
gas, communications facilities, housing, parks and recreational areas. 

* Meshing quite different water users and purposes- e.g. watersupply, water pollulion con
trol, sto1m drainage and flood damage alleviatien and water based reereatien - which are 
usually managed by different agencies. 

Integrated water management to influence human activities takes on a special character in 
large urban areas because of high popuiatien densities and the large social, economie and en
vironmental casts of mistakes. 
Needed actions are: 

* Using demand management, including pricing policy, recycling and wastewater reuse to 
limit the growth in demand for potable water supplies. 

* Mobilizing the local communities, especially in poor urban areas to take major respon
sibilities for providing and maintaining a basic water supply and sanitation services and 
facilities. 

* Reducing damages from urban flooding by cantrolling human occupancy of flood prone 
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lands and adopting a cost effective flood management strategy to allow for the changes 
introduced in the hydrological system as a consequence of the urbanisation. 

* Reducing generation of solid wastes and water pollutants at the souree by using technica! 
means, including recycling and effluent permits and charges. 

* Closer meshing of urban solid waste collection and disposal, street cleaning, storm 
drainage and disposal and treatrnent of sewage. 
In crowded urban areas land and water pollutants are inseparable. 

lntegrated management to preserve the integrity of the water resource system is especially chal
lenging in the urban context. It requires: 

* Th at the boundaries for water planning extend beyond the immediate service area of the ur
ban complex to include the upstream watersheds from which the urban area draws its water 
and the downstteam section of streams, including coastal estuaries, which receive the ef
fluent and flood waters from the urban area. 

* Conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater. Planning boundaries need to incor
porate the affected groundwater aquifers and their sources .. 

* Careful analysis of the impacts on the natural environment of water supply slorage dams 
and reservoirs, sewage collection, treatment and disposal, urban storms drainage and flood 
control works plus urbanization itself which increases flood peaks and non-point souree pol
lutions. Special attention is required for impacts on the areas downstream from urban areas. 

Nothing less than a fully integrated approach to water and land management at the urban scale 
will suffice to deal adequately with the probieros encountered in an urban setting. The reality is 
that in most ei ties land use and water related decisions are made without regard for the other. 
Even within the water resource sector; urban water supply, sanitation, groundwater, waterpol
lulion control, flood control and urban storm drainage are typically handled by different agen
cies, with little or no coordination among them. A lso, all of these activities typically are under
taken with grossly inadequate basic and scientific analysis of the urban hydrology. 
Planning for water resources must be closely linked with urban land use, physical planning, 
transportation and other public facility planning. A key taskof integrated water resources plan
ning and management is to influence human activities in such a way that adverse impacts on the 
water resource system as a whole wiJl be reduced and economie and social losses from 
natura! hazards wil! be rninirnized. 
This task involves three kinds of action: 
* Actions affecting the demand for water services. 
* Actions affecting pollution from human activities. 
* Actions affecting human adjustrnents to floods and droughts. 
Watermanagement and -planning is no sideline which can be expected to be forced just to fol
low the wishes formulated elsewhere according to the objectives of a higher socio-economie 
level of planning, preferably in a late stage of the development process. 
Water is scarce resource with an economie value competing in a scarce market 
It is a comerstone in the planning process. Failure of such a cornerstone has wide ranging so
cial, economie and environmental effects. 
Integrated planning is essential. 
However, a major constraint to integrated water resources management is that in most 
countries the institutions were created to serve particular constituencies such as agriculture, 
navigation, drinking water, flood control etc. separately. Their objectives proved often to be 
inconflict with one another. Integrated urban watermanagement requires a special form of or
ganization that covers the professional spedalities of water supply, waste water colleerion and 
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treatment, urban drainage and floodrnanagement. Therefore considerable actions are required 
to build and strengthen capacities in the urban framework to integrate water management 
through creating awareness and through policy, legislative and institutional modification. All 
to insure that water resources serve country economie and social development needs most ef
fectively. 
A prerequisite for progress in this field is the establishment of an institutional framewerk that 
ensures that the real needs of all parties involved are reflected in urban development planning in 
an equitable way. The multisectoral approach which is a vita! part of urban water resources 
management, requires institutional linkages at the national and city levels, and development 
programmes should include the establishment of intersecteral planning groups or units. Only in 
such a framewerk a balanced development of the water and other services can be planned as a 
function of the general development policy of the urban agglomeration. It is the duty of the 
various secteral werking engineers and specialists to develop coherent options for achieving 
the policy objectives formulated at the politica! level. These planning options should be as 
transparentas possible in their presentation of the pro's and con's and of the financial, social 
and environmental consequences. This is the challenge for city engineers and planners. The 
creation of an enabling environment for the planners to perform such a task and the decision 
making itself is the challenge for the politicians. 
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SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE AND OPTIMAL UTILITY 
STRUCTURE: GATEWAYS TOURBAN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

Dirk Bolt 
ITC, the Netherlands 

Abstract: 

Planning control in developing countries often fails, therefore there is an emerging view that 
little if anything can be done to con trol, direct or give forrn to the process of urbanization other 
than through massive publiefprivate investment, e.g. in the case of new towns in Asia. This 
perception overlooks the potential rele of ongoing infrastructure investment, e.g. in roads, 
water and ether urban utilities, and also ongoing investment in social infrastructure, e.g. 
schools and public health facilities. 

Studies on how to employ this ongoing physical facilitation with a view to promoting more 
sustainable urban development, tagether with a search for optirnizing the morphology of urban 
utilities, have led to the development of an urban model which differs from conventional 
paradigms used by urban infrastructure designers. 

In proposing a new urban image, attention is frrst of all given to the identification of human 
scale communities, then to the creation of appropriate networks for pedestrians, bicycles, 
public transport and other urban functions and utilities. The model eneaurages a different 
perception of how more sustainable urban development rnight be achieved and eneaurages new 
approaches towards the development of a more sustainable urban future. 

The paper ends with a brief reference to the history of thought about urban habitat and the 
environment of tomorrow. 

Keywords: Urban Community, Development, Sustainable, Infrastructure, Optima!, 
Planning. 

1. Introduetion 

This paper is about an alternative way to conventional suburban additions to cities, an 
alternative way of urbanization. It is necessary to look at alternatives because conventional 
ei ties are insufficiently sustainable and insufficiently environment friendly. If they were not, 
there would be no need for this conference. 

The proposed approach, which starts by examining pedestrian traffic, bicycle traffic and public 
transport, envisages constellations of 'human scale' communities, i.e. urban communities of 
up to 12 minutes walking distance (1 km) radius. 
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Designers of infrastructure, e.g. of provisions for drinking water, have to measure or assume 
densities to establish design assumptions, e.g. concerning populations to be served. This 
corresponds with the planning practice to allocate denstiy limits, e.g. by imposing height 
lirnits. However, in time, such assumptions and limits usually give way to pressures for 
intensification. In response to this reality, the population of the here proposed urban 
comrnunities is 'open ended', i.e. deterrnined by what is culturally and econornically acceptable 
at the time. This is one reason why, in the proposal, so much attention is paid to flexibility. 
A nother reason is that, with increasing complexity of urban infrastructure, there is increasing 
uncertainty about the nature and form of future urban u ti !i ties. 

Today, in Europe, the kind of urban comrn1mity that is envisaged in the model rnight typically 
have 20,000-30,000 inhabitants (for comparative purposes: - at the density of Old Delhi, 
India, an urban community could have 250,000 inhabitants; - at traditional Australian 
densities, an urban community could camprise 15,000-20,000 inhabitants; - in terms of 
reasonably compact modern cities, 50,000 would be readily achievable). As the urban 
communities normally occur in clusters, here named 'constellations', the total population of an 
interacting group of urban communities rnight, in Europe, comprise about 200,000 people, a 
Iarger metropolis would comprise several urban constellations. 

Each urban community is perceived as a miniaturization of its 'parent society', therefore each 
urban community has fully representative characteristics, e.g. in termsof land uses, and a fully 
proportional share of urban infrastructure and utilities. In other words; land uses, infrastructure 
and utilities are represented on the basis of pro rata development 'entitlements'. Each urban 
community, irrespective of its phase of development in termsof population growth, at all times 
strives to be 'balanced' in the progressive phases of its development. 

This 'modular' approach to urbanization also promotes a new approach to financing urban 
infrastructure investment. The infrastructure of the proposed urban communities is foreseen to 
be financed through the adeption of complimentary roles by public and private enterprise. In 
the urban community concept, public enterprise creates ihvestment security and defines 
performance specifications for private enterprise. In implementing investment, private 
enterprise is free to choose its own strategies, subject only to performance. 

In the next sections, the constellation, traffic and transport, land uses and densities, urban 
technology, the role of the central open space of the constellations in the provision of urban 
utilities, and the relationship to environrnental infrastructure and limitations are discussed and 
illustrated. In conclusion, the paper presents a summation, and some recent as well as 
historica! examples of environmentally responsible urban habitat. 

2. The constellation concept 

A constellation consists of a group of urban communities, at least two, normally not more than 
seven or, as illustrated, eight. Each urban community has a human, walkable scale. The sketch 
shows that the fonn of the con stellation approximates a circle (fig. I) 
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Fig. 1: The constellation concept 

The number and location of the urban communities varies from constellation to constellation. 
As in the case of a necklace, the 'beads' along the circle may be moved around without 
changing the morphology of the arrangement. The sketch shows how site conditions, and 
environmentallimitations, e.g. arising from a drainage system, rnight influence the number and 
location of the urban communities. 

3. Pedestrians 

An essenrial feature of the urban communities is their human scale, i.e. the lirnitation of their 
size to an acceptable walking distance from a central pubtic transport stop. Where the pubtic 
transport is of sufficient quality this is an average of 8 minutes, therefore the urban 
communities are confined to about 1 km radius (fig. 2). 

Fig. 2: Pedestrians 

All residences and other building have access to the footpath system. The system is such that 
footpaths collect into footstreets, which alllead directly to the centre. The system is essentially 
radial, creating a very high pedestrian concentration in the centre. In principle, the pedestrian 
system does not cross other movement systems without provisions to ensure pedestrian 
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priority. Thus, an infrastructure for the movement of people, not an infrastructure for the 
movement of movement-machines, becomes the gateway to the primary characteristics of the 
urban design. 

4. Bicycles 

The footstreets are supplemented by a bicyle system which provides access to the eentres of all 
urban communities within the constellation. The bicycle path network of each constellation is 
connected to the networks of other constellations (fig. 3). 

Fig. 3: Bicycles 

Within each constellation, the time needed to cycle from one urban community centre to 
another ranges from eight to about 20 minutes. The cycle freeways would encourage use of 
scooters, mopeds and other forms of energy efficient transportation. 

5. Public transport 

Each con stellation is served by a hierarchy of typically three levels of public transport: 

(1) alocal rapid transit system (RTS), conneering the urban community centres. 

As the RTS stations are located in the eentres of the urban communities, the catchment areas of 
the stations coincide with the extent of each urban community. Thus, the RTS is a natura! 
extension of the pedestrian system; is it a scale-enlarger, a horizontal lift, brioging each urban 
community within the immediate reach of pedestrians. (The comparison with a lift suggests 
that the method of running and charging for horizontal transpon within a constellation might be 
approached in the same way to that of running and charging for vertical transport within a 
building.) The RTS is in the form of a circuit, therefore all urban community eentres are 
equally accessible. As no centre is advantaged over other eentres in terms of location in the 
transportation network, development costs and benefits are shared amongst the eentres in 
equity, i.e. in proportion to their populations. All eentres are readily accessible on foot, 
therefore the RTS stops only at the centres, leading to very short travel times between eentres 
(fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4: Public transport 
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Thus the pedestrian, star-shaped network creates high levels of concentration, promoting 
lively commercial activity in each urban comrnunity centre, whilst the circuit-shaped network 
of the RTS ensures equity in the d.istribution of places of work, services and facilities. 
Whereas the morphology of the network (a circuit) is critical, the RTS mode is not. It may be a 
bus, tram, or, as the technical and economie feasibility thereof is promoted by the lay-{)ut, a 
fully automated system. 

(2) a public transport system interlinking a cluster of constellation, as in the case of a 
metropolitan area; 

(3) a public transport system provid.ing regional/national/intemationallinkages. 

6. Vehicles 

The road system of the constellation is an extension of the concept of the RTS. The road 
system comprises an inner ring, provid.ing equal access through all urban communities (fig. 5). 
The cause of highway congestion, i.e. 'centrality', is avoided. 

Fig. 5: Vehicles 

The ring-road may conneet to surrounding existing road networks in a number of ways. The 
sketch demonstrates how the dispersal may be extended by equity in the conneedons leading in 
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different directions. 

Each urban community has a peripheral road which, however, is nota ring-road, thus leaving 
space for an uninterrupted interface betwen the urban cornrnunity and its environs, between 
'town' and 'country'. From the peripheral roads spurs lead to the interior of the community. In 
reality,loops mayalso be employed. 

The spur road provided access toeach individual house, but not in the 'normal' way. As the 
pedestrian system is inviolable, cars should notcross footpaths. This is achieved by changing 
the sequence of use-<iomains as fellows: road, parking, footpath, private domain. Thus, the 
cornrnon fact of parking at the curbside is formalized; where garages or carports are required, 
these are constructed in a special pedestrian/vehicular interface zone located between the road 
and the footpath. Taking driveways, tuming areas, carports and garages out of residential plots 
means that hard run-off areas are reduced and that dornestic plotscan be more compact, whilst 
at the same time the space available for gardens is increased. 

7. Land uses 

As the plan disperses traffic crigins and destinations, each urban community can have its fair 
share of land uses (fig. 6). Instead of the usual complex system of land uses the urban 
community concept employs only three kinds of urban land uses: 
(1) residential, (2) compatible with residential and (3) non-compatible with residential. 

Fig. 6: Land uses 

As discussed under 'public transport', all areas for residentialland use lie within walking 
elistance of the centre. At the same time, all residences lie within reach of the periphery of the 
urban community, where active and passive reereatien areas are located.. 

Compatible land uses are 'touchable' uses, urban functions that relate to people. They include 
corner shops, newsagents, milkbars, coffee shops, boutiques and shops as well as the 
workshops of craftsmen. These land uses line the footstreets, the corner shops being further 
into the residential areas and facilities requiring high concentratien for viability being located 
right in the centre, next to the RTS station, so that they can also attract customers from other 
urban communities. Thus, touchable uses line the footstreets, the walk to the centre is a lively 
and interesting walk. 

Non-touchable land uses are land uses that have litttle or no day- to-<iay relation to the average 
pedestrian, therefore they join the other incompatible land uses in the 'work sector' of the 
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urban cormnunity. Thus the third land use, the industrial sector, is not an exclusively industrial 
area, altough industries are located there. For instance, work sectors might also include 
headoffices of insurance companies and other 'not lively' institutions, but they may also 
provide space for secondary schools and places of higher education. On the periphery of the 
work area one rnight find organized sports facilities, which generate traffic outside working 
hours and require to be located within walking distance of an RTS station. 

8. Densities 

As the urban cormnunities are designed for pedestrians there is a new perception of scale; the 
distance to the RTS station govems one's sense of location. 

As there is, apart from the RTS, no visual transport presence in the centre of the urban 
community, living there, close to shops and public transport, is likely to appeal to older 
persons as well as younger persons, single people and couples without children. 

Thus the squares in the eentres of the urban cormnunities are typically overlooked by occupants 
of town houses and flats, thus contributing to social control (fig. 7). 

Fig. 7: Densities 

Families with children may prefer to be located in lower density areas, near schools, whilst 
those who are keen on gardening are likely to look for larger plots on the lower density 
peripheries of the urban cormnunities. 

Thus densities will tend to establish themselves in a natura! way, ranging from higher densities 
in the centre to lower densities on the peripheries. In genera!, densities rnight be expected to 
develop in concentric rings centred on the public transport stop, but there will be variations. 
For instance, a lake front or other desirabie views might attract higher density housing to the 
periphery, promoting development of areverse profile urban community. It is important to 
note that, in theory, the urban cormnunities have no density limit, the population of each urban 
community is 'open ended' . 

9. Urban technology 

Normally technica! services are buried, at great expense. Manhole riddled road, torn up 
footpaths and poorly patched pavements are familiar sights in cities around the world. 
Underground servicescan be very expensive indeed. 
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For instance, it is estimated that, in some developing countries up to 70% of drinking- water, 
which is increasingly scarce, may be lost due to leakage from underground reticulation 
networks. In developed countries also, the cost of buried services can be a deterrent to 
progress. For instance, the cost of district heating is often prohibitive because of the cost of 
undergrounding. In the urban community concept, options for technological change are to 
builtin rather than built-out, as is too often the case in urban areas. For example, the 
right-of-way of the RTS circuit will be of sufficient width to accommodate future changes to 
higher technology movement systems or, if necessary, a change-down to lower technology 
systems. (In the urban community concept, fall-back positions are always maintained). The 
RTS route may also accommodate ether line-movements; e.g. communications, energy, 
technica! services, mail and goeds (fig. 8). 

\ 

Fig. 8: Urban technology 

It has already been mentioned that the RTS is an extension of the pedestrian system. Similarly, 
the pedestrian system, which touches on all houses and building, may be regarded as an 
extension of the technica! services system in that it provides a very strategie right-of-way for 
services. the actual services route could take the form of a continuous channel under the 
footpath or, where the footpath is covered, in the form of a continuous roof space (or in the 
case of a flat roof, a continuous tray) above the footpath. Thus, telephone, cold/hot water, grey 
water, gas, electricty, signa! systems (e.g. alarm systems), closed circuit televison lines and, 
especially, fibre opties are carried overhead, fully accessible for maintenance, impravement 
and change. One change may be in the sphere of pneumatics, in the future pareels e.g. 
noneleetronie mail, commercial goeds or dornestic waste, may be dialied to its destination. 

10. Energy and emergency 

Resistance to and mitigation of natura) and man-made disasters is an integral part of the 
concept of urban communities. As the ability of the community to survive under unforeseen 
circumstances is considered important, the two essentials of life, energy and water, are given 
thought at the level of each urban community (fig. 9). 

Fig. 9: Energy and emergency 
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The human scale of the communities is important in this context, as scale and control are 
closely related. 

Conceming energy, options for energy generation are structured from the bottorn up, not from 
the top down. Houses and buildings are foreseen to be constructed so as to conserve energy in 
heating, cooling, lighting arid ventilation. All are required to have a predertermined area of 
roof appropriately oriented and tilted to collect an identified proportion of their energy 
requirements through solar radiation. Pooling of heat storage facilities at group, cluster and 
neighbourhood levels provides economy of scale and distributes demand. 

The energy hierarchy concept also applies to energy generation, which is contributed to at 
urban community and urban constellation levels as well as regional. As each urban community 
has an industrial area, the feasiblity of integrating uses of energy, as in district heating, are 
promoted, as is the feasibility of utilizing the energy potenrial of urban and industrial waste. 
Pneumatic waste colleetien via an overhead ducting system, which is technically feasible to a 
limit of 1.6 km, can deliver waste to plants in the local work areas, e.g. plants that pellet waste 
for use as fuel in local co-generation plants. The limitations imposed by non-synchronization 
of heat and electricity requirements may be cushioned by plants at the urban constellation 
levels, which are connected to the national energy grid but on a two-way basis, sametimes 
energy will be taken from the grid, sametimes it will be added, thus helping to conserve 
national energy resources such as natural gas. 

11. The central open space 

In its ideal form, the urban constellation is a circuit around a central open space. There are 
many examples of such an arrangement, e.g. the 'greenheart metropolis' in the western 
Netherlands, the new town of Almere, also in the Netherlands, and Lake Burley Griffin in the 
centre of Canberra, Australia. The central open space may be perceived as a large roundabout, 
assuring that access to the various urban communities is equally dispersed. In model form (fig. 
10), the central open space has four other potenrial applications: 

wate.r 

Fig. 10: The central open space 
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- starage of fresh water, as in the case of Almere, and Canberra (during a drought in 1970, 
Canberra came within two days of having todrink the water of Lake Burley Griffin. As the 
city lies in a Sahelian zone, it is not inconceiveable that its normal drinking-water resources 
might, one day, be depleted); 

- capture, generation and starage of energy all require space. Space enables energy options to 
be kept open, e.g. options in the areas of solar and/or wind energy, or the starage and 
distribution of LPG, CNG and liquid fuels, which are very dangerous substances, with 
which urban planners are possibly insufficiently careful. Different forms of energy can, 
within limits, replace each other in heat production, but the utilization of urban refuse, 
industrial waste and biomass requires generous space to be available close to the energy 
consumers; 

- transportation linkages with other urban constellations and regions, e.g. transportation by 
rapid trains or by air. Whereas a large airport requires a radius of 2.5 km radius, which is 
not inconceivable for a large urban constellation, smaller airports are feasible in much 
smaller areas: heliports and even a take-offlanding strip for quiet aircraft require a strategie 
rather than a spacious location; 

- contingencies. The central open space provides a contingency allowance in terms of space. 
Until such needs are defined, the area may beseen as part of the landscape and a system of 
open spaces serving the urban constellation. The system, in which allowance is made for 
alle living things that belang to the ecosphere of the urban constellation and its 
communities, is further discussed below. 

12. The natura! environment: trees 

In the urban community concept, energy conservation starts with the landscape. In colder 
countries, winds are deflected by braad shelter beits of trees, packed closely around exposed 
sections of the periphery of each of the urban communities (fig. 11 ). 

Fig. 11: The natura! environment: trees 

Similarly, in the detailed townscape, trees are putto work by proteering groups of houses from 
prevailing winds. Trees planted along the sun-side of the house, the footstreets and the open 
spaces are deciduous, cool in summer, sun-warm in winter. 

To 'start' the landscape, quick growing species may be planted to broad-brush the plan u pon 
the environs. Slower growing species would follow, planted according to a time plan which 
foresees the harvesting of trees as a regular operation. Thus, landscape and townscape include 
a steady proportion of ongoing change and young growth; 'working' parks provide a 
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sustainable souree of readily accessible tirober and mulch for the communities. In this way, the 
ancient partnership between man and forest can continue, and the many species which depend 
on trees fortheir habitat can be a structural part of the urban environment. 

Outside the ring of trees and the associated open spaces, discussed below, lies the countryside, 
which may range from largely 'untouchable' fannland to perhaps equally inaccessible 
wildemess areas or other forms of reservations. 

13. The natura! environment: open space 

The scale of the urban communities landscape/townscape is such that 'open space' will be 
meaningful. From a design point of view, the urban communities can be tightly knit, their 
eentres are compact. 

Open space will be a distinct experience, different from the experience of the urban spaces, the 
footstreets and the central squares. Although there a few large open spaces within the urban 
communities, the non-urban landscape is never further away than a few minutes. As from the 
oudside of the urban constellation green fingers can reach into the heart of each urban 

· community, the nearness of the landscape and of the recreational uses associated withopen 
space, can be sensed in the town eentres (fig. 12). 

Fig. 12: The natura! environment: open space 

The open space around the urban communities supports the 'useful landscape' theme 
established by the conscious use of trees. 'Parks' are interspersed with garden plots which are 
available to those who want to have access to garden plots within walking distance from their 
homes, interwoven with the garden plots may be market gardens, nurseries, paddocks for 
horses and the ultimate joy of the urban farnily, the 'pick-your--own' farm which provides 
such a good expression of the concept of the 'touchable' landscape. 

In model form, the quilt pattem of uses in the green space surrounding the urban communities 
is of smal! scale. A walk around the urban community is full of interest: spons, a park planted 
and maintained by a gardening society, vegetable gardens, orchards, nurseries, a graveyard, a 
smal! wildemess area, a creek. In the same as society is miniaturized in the urban community, 
so 'nature' is miniaturized in the open spaces surrounding the urban community, a variety of 
environmental experience and richness lies within the urban child's un-motorized reach. 
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14. Conclusions 

Alternative ways of thinking about urban infrastructure and new concepts of urban utility and 
economy can provide gateways to the integration of sustainability and urban life style. By 
addressing the problem of spatial scale enlargement, the idea of urban communities and urban 
constellations addresses the essence of the difficult and critica! problem of private 
transportation. 

The idea also provides a framework fora fresh approach to the way we house ourselves. Low 
energy siting, landscaping and design, the use of solar energy in passive and active hearing and 
cooling, the use of daylight and natura! ventilation, and energy economy in construction are 
promoted as cultural and accountable criteria. 

Options for energy generation and distribution are part and parcel of urban design 
consideration. Co-generation as well as the movementsof people, goods and waste are seen as 
related and coherent events. Urban seiVices are fully accessible and flexible, options for new 
urban technologies are open, innovation is a way of urban life. 

Each of the urban communities has a real social and economie centre, accessible on foot from 
within each urban community and by RTS from other urban communities. The eentres are 
fulltime places for people to meet, not, as in the case of shopping mails located to catch cars on 
peripheral roads, limited to business hours. The heart of an urban community is always 
accessible, therefore there is a full-time return from civic and ether forms of societal 
investment. The return is especially more effective because it is accessible to all. 

The inner areas of the urban cominunity are habitable, because there is no noise from traffic, 
there are no vibrations, no fumes and no dangerous crossings. Living within the eentres 
provides better social control, there is less need for police, whilst at the same time 
pedestrianisation means that there is functional justification for the return of the 
policeman--onthe-beat. 

In the model (fig. 13), there is no urban sprawl in the conventional sense of the word. Instead, 
there is control of scale, an urban structure which is clearly recognizable, the urban 
communities are readily identified. Th is is important because throughout history urban identity 
has been a preoccupation of urban communities, psychologists teach us that identity is a 
pre-condition of development. In the urban community concept, the boundaries of 
communities are fixed but their densities are not, therefore development is open-ended. As the 
communities are based on human scale they are comparable, a process of Iearning can be 
initiated. Networks of urban community information systems and the electtonic highway will 
enable human scale communities to exchange and share information and experience, and 
promote the devolution of civic govemance. 
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Fig. 13: Sustainable infrastructure and optima! utility structure 

As the urban community development is exchangeable, urban development experience will be 
accumulative. As step-by-step improvements will be reproducable, urban evolution has found 
a new mearling and a fresh start. Urban probieros wil! have a measure of scale, enabling 
members of the communities to be in better control and therefore more in charge of their 
destiny. In a human scale setting, community participation will be more possible, more 
meaningful and more realistic. 

These conclusions are not ju st theory. In a recent project for the Municipality of Enschede, the 
Nether lands, conceming extensions to the border town of Glanerbrug, much of the theory was 
put into practice, the resulting plan for Glanerbrug was widely supported by the local 
population. There is now hope that the Euregio office will support an extensiçn of the new 
approach to planning across the border into Germany. In the context of applications, it should 
be pointed out that the urban comrnunity model is equally applicable to existing areas (as 
demonstrated in a proposal for Chiang Mai, Thailand) as to the kind of green field situations 
suggested in the sketches illustrating this paper. The Glanerbrug case was an intermediale case, 
involving both urban renevatien and extension. 

Although the urban cornmunity concept suggests devolution of urban govemance, at the same 
time the urban community--constellation-region hierarchy provides local authorities with a 
structural framewerk for the pooling of resources and decision making. The physical form of 
human settlements developed as urban communities could support, not contradict, the 
worldwide political shift from emphasis on central to emphasis on local government. The 
urban community approach seeks to contribute to finding a basis for hope for a more 
sustainable urban globe. 

Practical applications of the model are under development indeveloping countries, e.g. New 
Delhi and Lucknow, India and Chiang Mai) as well as industrial countries (e.g. Glanerbrug, 
the Netherlands, and a recent competition submission for the new-town of Jerrabomberra, 
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Australia. In the cases of Glanerbrug and Chiang Mai, these applications have made uses of 
modern tools; Remote Sensing (RS) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). These tools 
can help infrastructure planners to be much better informed concerning the difficulties of 
fmding a balance between the environment and increasing urban populations. 

Apart from the population issue, the essence of the threat to the environment of tomorrow is 
the loss of scale arising from the use of oil. It was a societal mis take, of which the effect can be 
progressively reduced by not continuing along the path of centralization and scale en largement 
The mistake is intimately associated with the way in which we organize our cities through 
investments in infrastructure which disregards the limitations imposed by the environment. By 
organizing our cities in ways which restare the opportunity for balance between man and 
nature within field of vision of people and their children, the balance between urban 
infrastructure and the environment might be restored, albeit at a level which will be different 
from that of the past. 

15. End 

The mention of the past brings me to the end of this presentation. In ending, I should like to 
say that, throughout history, engineers, architects, planners and other assorted dreamers have 
considered the balanced city. More, Ledoux, Huvé, Owen, Buckingham, Wakefield, Sorai Y 
Matas, Fritsch, Howard, Gloeden, Griffin, Mumford, Saarinen and the often overlooked 
Roberto Bros., who gained the (much superior) second prize in the competition for the design 
of Brazilia, are amongst those who tried to understand and express spatial aspects of the 
intricate relations of urban habitat, human scale, balance and the environment of tomorrow. 

In recently re-reading their contributions, I was reminded of the words of the environmentalist 
Ian McHarg, who wrote, in 1971, "Consternation is an appropriate term to describe my 
continuing encounters with old but astonishing information". In case you feel that what I 
affered was old information, I hope that you too will not have ceased to be astonished. 
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PLANNING FOR NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORT IN EAST-AFRICA: THE 
ROLE OF CYCLING 

Abstract: 

G. Linden, A. Jaarsma 
University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

K. Muigai 
Moi University, Kenya 

The vast majority of urban transport movements in East African towns is made_Q!!_ fogt, 
although~ling is distinctly on the increase. Transportation planning, however, is almast 
exclusively directed at the needs of motorized transport. Consequently pedestrians and cyclists 
compete, often with considerable personal risk, forspace on transport facilities .çlesign_~_for _ 
motor-vehicles only. 

Using data of a recent survey on non-motorized transport in Eldoret, Kenya, the potential 
contribution of cycling to alleviate traffic probieros in East-African intermediate towns is 
discussed. The paper highlights, with examples from Eldoret, wh~Llliilll.ning_ç_an_dl:Lt.o 
stimulate cycling. Finally, the potential impact of increased bicycle ownership on the local 
economy such as the maintenance and manufacturing industry is elaborated. 

Key words: Bicycle routes, East Africa. 

1 . Introduetion 

With a few exceptions such as insome Western European countries and in for instanee China 
and Japan, planning for non-motorized urban transport i.c. cycling has been neglected fora 
long time. Many cities, especially in developing countries, are now confronted with the 
consequences, as existing urban road infrastructure can not Jonger cope with the enormous 
increase in motorized traffic. 
There is renewed interest in cycling, especially in industrialized countries, where it nowadays 
features prorninently, as a major instrument to imprave urban environmental quality and to 
alleviate congestion. To accommodate the need for transport within a dense built-up urban 
area, redistribution of public space between the different modes of transport is needed. This 
requires restrietion of the use of the motorcar in favour of other more space efficient and 
environmental friendly modes of transport. Next to special facilities for public transport, 
cycling facilities, including special cycling routes are considered logica! options to rnitigate the 
present problems. 

In developing countries stimulating cycling wil! also result in other beneficia! side effects. 
First, cycling is directed at that part of the population that has no car available and is dependent 
on either expensive public transportor time consurning walking. Second, wide spread use of 
cycles, will induce alocal maintenance industry and hopefully a local bicycling manufacturing 
capacity, thus providi~ · obs and income. Third, cycling means I~ depen~_!:~_e_OI} Ü!~J and 
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car~_saving foreign exchange to a country (Dimitriou, 1990; Birk and Zegras, 1993). 

With Eldoret, an intermediale town in Western Kenya, as an example, this paper addresses the 
question of how to plan for cycling facilities. 

2 . Planning for cycling 

Cycling is an environmental friendly, inexpensive, efficient and effective mode of transport. It 
is relatively fast certainly in urban areas and does not require much urban space. Cyc1ing, 
however, is negatively affected by actverse elirnatic conditions, hilly terrain, road unsafety and 
especially in developing countries' costs in relation to prevailing income levels (Hudson, 
1978). In East Africa it are the latter two conditions that dominate the use of bicycles (Muigai, 
1993). 

Development and irnplementation of special cycle facilities is in comparison to the demands for 
motorized traffic rather uncomplicated and budgetary within reach of most municipal 
authorities, even in developing countries. Cycling requires only a smooth surlace, on a simple 
to construct shallow foundation. Possibilities for implementation of plans are often arnple as 
with other intermediale cities in East Africa, land use density with the exception of the city 
centre and the slumareasis still rather low. 

Physical planning in Kenya is dominaled by the blueprint approach directed at zoning and 
irnplementation of proposals. Existing plans, indicating desired directions for the development 
of Eldoret are out of date and do notpresent instruments forenforcement of long term policies. 
In view of the ongoing explosive growth of the urban population and the consequent need to 
provide services and infrastructure the Jack of strategie policies for urban growth and 
management is a major problem. Presently, cycling is notpart of Eldoret's urban transportation 
planning efforts, although awareness on the potential contribution of cycling to alleviate 
existing traffic problems is on the rise. 

3. Eldoret 

Eldoret is located in the Rift Valley Province within the highlands of U asin Gishu District and 
is a typical example of an intermediale town, that provides urban services to its agricultural 
hinterland. Although precise figures are varying, Eldoret has an estimated popuiatien of 
176,000 (1993) with an average growth rate of 8% per annum. A wide range of economie 
activities take place in the city. Eldoret is essential for the storage, processing and distribution 
of regional agricultural products. It furthermore provides most of the commercial and 
administrative services for the region. Especially since the seventies, Eldoret has attracted 
many new industries. Several factors have contributed to this development, such as good 
transport infrastructure and the governments' industrial decentralisation policy (Agevi, 1991, 
Muigai, 1993). 

E1doret has developed mainly across theEast-West ax.is of its T-shaped road network. Major 
low-income residential areas can be found in the western (Huruma and Kidiwa) and southem 
part (Langas). High income residential areas (Elgon View), are situated in the eastern part of 
town. The majority of the industry is located along the east-west axis. The three major 
industries, Raiply, Raymond and Rivatex, are located on the three main access roads to the 
city, respectively in the western, the eastern and the southem part of town. 
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4. The Survey 

Aim of the survey was to assess the number of person work trips made on foot, per bicycle or 
by matatus, by counting pedestrians, cyclists and small and large matatus at three strategie 
locations, respectively the Nairobi road, West of Raymond (1); the Kisumu road, South of 
Rivatex (2) and the Uganda road: West of Raiply (3) (Broekema and Jaarsma, 1994). Nairobi 
road has two clear peak periods, while the Kisumu road presents a less distinct picture. The 
Uganda road, far the busiest route, has a more steady traffic ·flow patron. For an example of 
the results see Table I. 

Table I. Counting point 1: Nairobi road (East-wards) 

time pedestr. cyclisiS mat. sm. mat. big. 

6.00 6.15 9 3 0 0 
6.15 6.30 13 s 0 I 
6.30 6.45 70 11 0 3 
6.45 7.00 325 46 6 8 
7.00 7.15 60 10 2 I 
7.15 - 7.30 S5 12 5 I 
7.30 - 7.4S lll 21 2 I 
7.45 - 8.00 S90 104 2 0 
8.00 - 8.1S ss 2 2 0 

TOT AL 1,288 214 19 IS 

In table 2 the absolute and relative numbers of the different commuters are depicted. The 
number of matatu users arebasedon the estimation that smal! matatus have on average 14 and 
large matatus 35 on average passengers. 

Table 2. Distri bution of commuters by mode 

point 

Nairobi R. 
Kisumu R. 
UgandaR. 

210 

pedestrians 

1288 (56%) 
73S (19%) 

2466 (41%) 

cyclisiS 

214 (9%) 
400 (10%) 
475 (8%) 

matatu total 

791 (3S%) 2293 
2758 (71 %) 3893 
3087 (SI%) 6028 
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Interviews were held with representatives of the three companies mentioned above and the 
local Bicycle Assembly Plant on the use of bicycles by their employees, policy and provision 
of company transport and measures to stimulate bicycle use. Staff of the Eldoret Municipal 
Engineering Department were interviewed on the place of bicycle use within the general 
planning policy, problems related to the promotion of bicycle use and possible solutions. 
Finally, the Eldoret Traffic Police Department was interviewed on their attitude towards bicycle 
users, current problems with bicycle use in the Eldoret transport system and possibilities to 
imprave the situation. Statistica! data on the location and nature of bicycle accidents, wages, 
bicycle registration and a 1992 traffic count were collected from several institutions. 

Finances and road safety are the most important reasans for the current limited use of bicycles 
in Eldoret (see also Muigai, 1993). Related to an average monthly income of a factory worker 
of 2,200 KES (about US$ 100), purebase of a bicycle of 5,000 KES is a major investment and 
looks financially hardly feasible. Still, calculations show that with an estimated average 
monthly expenditure on public transport of 280 KES per employee, the investment is paying 
back after less than two years. 

Cycling in Eldoret is dangerous, especially because of the driving ha bits of motorists and the 
Jack of enforcement of traffic regulations. 

5 . Strategies to mitigate the traffic probierus 

Solutions to the problems identified above can be found in strategies pertaining to among 
others finances and traffic safety. Recently incentives have been taken by the Kenyan 
Govemment to promotetheuse of bicycles. The Ministry of Finance has abolished the 18% 
Value Added Taxon bicycles, and the compulsory license. 

The survey shows that employees are interested in credit facilities for bicycles. Some of the 
industries in the interview have already experience with or displayed a positive attitude towards 
credit programs where employees are provided with a bicycle and pay back via monthly 
deductions on their salary. Raiply for example intends tostart a credit program by the end of 
1994, in which an estimated 50% of the workers will participate. Raymond has already credit 
facilities allowing employees to purchase bicycles and other durable goods. Around 750 
employees used the facility to purebase a bicycle. Rivatex however does not have credit 
facilities presently as an earlier credit program was ended because of problems with non 
payment of the monthly instalrnents. 

A further strategie issue is traffic safety. Eldoret municipality displays a positive attitude 
towards provision of special bicycle facilities. Roads in Eldoret are designed for motorized 
transport only, forcing cyclists and motorists to compete for the same space. An obvious 
salution is to separate cyclists from motorists by the construction of specia:t bicycle routes. 

6. Route Development 

The main objective of the study was the development of some potential bicycle routes. On the 
assumption that home-work trips represent the most important part of total bicycle flows, the 
areas of origin and destination can be identified (Table 6.1.). As the vast majority of cyclists 
consists of low income wage eamers the most important origin areas can be identified 
accordingly. The three largest industries in Eldoret and the Central Business District (CBD) are 
the largest providers of jobs by far and thus major destination areas. On the basis of the 
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interviews and a recent pilotstudy (Muigai, 1993), the traffic flows from the origin-areas to the 
destination-areas were established and mapped. 

Notall low income earners in the three industries live in the areas identified above. Therefore 
two additional origin-areas i.e. the northem and the eastem residential areas were added. A 
further assumption is that each industry has around 5% of its employees living in each crigin
area not mentioned in table 3. It is furtherrnore assumed that, at least the same number of 
persons is working in the CBD, the fourth destination area, as in the three large industries 
together and that those employees are distributed equally over the residential areas. Taking 
estimations of population concentrations into account, a certain proportion of overall work trips 
for the CBD is calculated. An estimate of the flows between crigins and destinations is 
depicted in Table 4. 

Table 3. Major origin-areas 

In dustry 

Raipley 
Raymond 
Rivatex 

Number of employees 

2,000 
2,300 
1,500 

Origin-areas 

Huruma and Kidiwa 
Huruma and Langas 
Langas and partly 
Huruma 

The next step was to develop with the help of aerial photographs (1989) feasible routes in 
concurrence with the flows between the areas. This exercise resulted in six routes (with some 
local alternatives), of which four arealong existing roads (1 to 4) and two are completely new 
routes (5 and 6) (see map). 

Table 4. Flows between origins and destinations 

Origin-area: Raiply Raymond Rivatex CBD 

Huruma 850 978 425 1,243 
Kidiwa 850 115 75 1,243 
Langas 100 973 850 1,656 
Northern areas 100 115 75 829 
Eastem areas 100 115 75 829 

Tota1 2,000 2,300 1,500 5,800 
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To achieve adequate traffic safety a separate tannac bicycle track along the road is necessary for 
routes 1 to 4. Where this is not feasible, for instanee in the centre of town, a bicycle strip can 
be added to the road. The two new routes (5 and 6) follow partly unhardened tracks and partly 
tarmac roads. It is proposed to upgrade the whole length of the bicycle track to tarmac 
standard. Where the proposed track follows a tannac road, the low car intensity does notpose 
a problem for cyclists. It is emphasized that the major parts of routes 5 and 6 are special bicycle 
tracks not following a road for cars. This concept is often used in western countries, but hardly 
seen in African countries. Since tarmac bicycle tracks are not built for the much heavier car 
traffic, sufficient measures must be taken to prevent access of cars. 

7 . Route Selection 

To make a proper assessment of the different routes, multi-criteria analysis was used. Three 
criteria have been selected, namely the gradient, the expected bicycle intensity and the expected 
costs. Using a relief map, the weighed mean angle of gradient has been calculated for each 
route. The expected bicycle intensity has been derived from the flows indicated in table 4. 
Since there are two sub-alternatives for route 4 and since the northem areas are actually divided 
into two areas (one served by the Oloo street, the other by the Sergoit road), the flows from 
and to the northern areas have been divided by two. Finally the total length in meters tarmac 
bicycle track has been used as an indication for the expected costs. Thereafter the routes were 
ranked for each criterium, where the best route got the highest mark (9) and the worst route the 
lowest mark (1). For each route these numbers have been added up, resulting in a final mark 
per route (Table 5, marks are indicated between brackets). 

Table 5. Multi-criteria analysis of the routes 

Nr. Gradii!nt Intensity Cast Total 

1. 1.5% (7) 2,581 (8) 5,000 (I) 16 
2. 1.5% (6) 3,729 (9) 4,300 (2) 17 
3 . 1.7% (5) 1,980 (7) 1,950 (5) 17 
4A. 1.8% (4) 560 (2) 1,150 (9) 15 
4B. 2.3% (3) 560 (2) 1,200 (8) 13 
SA. 3.2% (1) 600 (3) 1,800 (7) 11 
SB. 3.0% (2) 1,694 (6) 1,850 (6) 14 
6A. 1.3% (9) 1,053 (5) 2.350 (4) 18 
6B. 1.4% (8) 978 (4) 3.150 (3) 15 

It follows that route 6A (the northern sub-alternative of the south-east route) is the best route, 
although there is not much difference with routes 2 and 3 (the Uganda road and the Nairobi 
road). Also route 1 (Kisumu road) shows to be a serious option. 

8 . Strategies for implementation 

Development of new cycling routes appears to be a major instrument to improve the traffic 
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situation in Eldoret. Based on the findings of the survey and the analysis of the data the 
following pilot project was recommended (see map): Develop route 6A and the west-east axis 
(routes 2 and 3) and construct a dedicated bicycle track (c.q. a strip in the town centre) along 
the Uganda and Nairobi road. 

Full implementation of the proposed routes should be done after evaluation of the pilot project 
shows the plans to be successful. This is the more important as no previous experience with 
special bicycle routes exists in Kenya. Evaluation should take place two years after 
implementation of the project. By that time the (local) government should be convineed of the 
importance of bicycle facilities and have its own budget for the construction and maintenance 
of the bicycle routes. 

In the mean time, Eldoret municipality should stimulate bicycle credit programs for its citizens 
by for instanee reviving the former KNTC credit program, of course with due provision for 
risk coverage. 

As with all measures, enforcement of traffic rules is an important part of an implementation 
strategy. Hence cooperation between all relevant institutions is called for. 

9 . Economical impacts of increased bicycle use 

Given favourable conditions as regards cycling facilities, traffic management and credit 
facilities, the d~r12anc1_ for bicycles can be e~p~çt_Ç(l __ to t?s~ consid~@bl_e_ ~ll_the_ n~ar_future-=-
Increase in bicycle ownership will result _in__111or~~~r shops _and thus piQyid~J!Mitional job. 
OJP~~~nities. 

Presently bicycles in 'completely knocked down' format are imported from China and India 
and assembied in Kenya. No efforts are made to manufacture bicycles or partsofthem locally. 
Although, the bicycle is basically a simple machine, it's 1000 plus parts all have their own 
special demands on the manufacturing process. Experience has shown, that it is 
uneconomically fQ~ _a_ sir:t_g!e f 1!C.!Q!}' !Q_P!_9_Q~~5QffipJe~ bic cJe_s and that effective bicycle 
production depends on a liberal import regime for parts (Heierli, 1993). Any plan to stimulate a 
loca[ bicycle indiis'tiy should hence 'ëonsidër"ä plïased approach, taking in to account the local 
potential to manufacture part of the required parts. Given the existing thriving forma! and 
informallocal industrial culture, the ample availability of (semi)skilled Iabour and the preseqce 
of a bicycle assembly plant, Eldoret offers many opportunities to expand bicycle manufacturing 
in East Africa. 

10. Towards an urban access road program 

Just as in many other cities in developing countries, East African cities face a rate of 
urbanization unprecedented in history. In view of this ex )..Q§i~~WÇI_çase in_ urban popu~~ion 
bold and creative efforts should be made to avoid a disastrous decline in urban environmental 
quality. Comprehensive, strategie plans are required to provide adequate housing and_u.rb!!n _ 
services, includ.ing tran~_Q!:.Ullfui.itl1,1C_tg_re. Especially the latter is important as the urban road 

\ network is a major force in shaping the form of a city. ~-~~()u_g~~ansportation lannin in East 
1 A_trica h.f!§ _ _Q_een dominat~g ~y_ll)~_mot_9r_ça,r, it i~~rtinentto iryc_ly_d~ Qther moci~-~_Q.f tr_ansp9rt, 
~Q~_i.ll particu)2r_cy_clj_!!g,__L.-essons can be drawn from experiences in industrialized countries, 
where modem urban transportation planning gives due attention to an appropriate inlegration of 
all modes of transport i.e. motorized and non-motorized. Stimulating non-motorized transport 
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as,an important but integrated part of the overall urban transp_ort system, wiJl contribute toa 
beilenrroän1faffitäC · --- -- ---· 

There are ample opportunities to counter present and future urban traffic problems by 
providing adequate dedicated cycling routes in combination with traffic management measures. 
Development and choice of cycling routescan be done with the help of the local population 
thus making it a grass roots exercise, just as the successful Rural Access Road Program 
(GOK, 1976). The RARP was developed to provide farmers with year round access to the 
market, thus introducing the possibility to grow cash crops and toenter the money economy. 
Proposals for routes were drafted by the local development committee and screened on their 
technica! feasibility and economie potential by the Ministry of Works. Construction of the 
roads was done by_locally recruited Iabour. A similar____E.!:ogram could be designed for urq~ 
areas, with as main objectiv~ ~h~....2!:Qvision __of_~ç_~ess to the poor and underprjyileged and the. 
Ï!!_l~ov~ment_ öf iliëliio~ _environment. 
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CURITIBA: TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

Abstract: 

Jonas Rabinovitch 
UNDP, New York 

Curitiba is best known for its innovative pubtic transport system based on buses but this is 
only one among many initiatives which have improved the environment and quality of life in 
the city, limited pollution and waste and reduced resource use. The pubtic transport system has 
also been complemented by comprehensive initiatives in planning and land use management 
This paper describes not only the development of the pubtic transport system but also the 
planning and administrative framework that was needed to make it, and other initiatives taken 
in Curitiba, effective. 

Keywords: Urban, Transport, Curitiba, Sustainability 

I. Background 

Curitiba is best known for its innovative pubtic transport system basedon buses but this is 
only one among many initiatives which have improved the environment and quality of life in 
the city, limited pollution and waste and reduced resource use. The public transpon system 
has also been complemented by comprehensive initiatives in planning and land use 
management. This paper describes not only the development of the public transport system but 
also the planning and administrative framework that was needed to make it, and other 
initiatives taken in Curitiba, effective. 

Curitiba is the capita! of Parana, a mainly agricultural state in the south of Brazil. Located 900 
metres above sea-level, near the coastal mountain ridge, the city dates from the seventeenth 
century and has long been an administrative and politica] centre. It developed rapidly as a city 
in the second half of the nineteenth century, underpinned by the arrival of many (mostly 
European) immigrants and the expansion of urban seiVices and the opening of new economie 
frontiers; Curitiba had a centrallocation on roads and railways and became a key seiVice centre 
for new economie activities. It was designated the state capita! in 1854. 

However, until the second half of the twentieth century, physical, economie and demographic 
growth was relatively slow. There has been rapid economie and demographic growth in the 
last few decades which has transformed the city into an important industrial and commercial 
centre and a centre for transporting and processing agricultural goods. Today, the city has 1.6 
million inhabitants and covers an area of 431 square kilometres; in 1965, it had less than 
500,000 inhabitants. Service and commercial activities account for about 80 per cent of 
employment. Average per capita income is approximately US$ 2,5000 per annum. 
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Curitiba continues to be one of the fastest growing cities in Brazil. Despite this rapid growth, 
substantial improvements in the quality of life have been achieved - for example, the innovative 
public transport system, the preservalion of the city's cultural heritage, the large expansion in 
the number and area of parks and green areas, the inlegration of social programmes and 
environmental education, the innovative" garbage that is not garbage" solid waste management 
system and the "garbage exchange" pro gramme. 

11. The planning process 

During the Peak of Brazil's rapid urbanization in the 1960s, a decision was taken in 
Curitiba to concentrale on a planning frame work which emphasized the inlegration of all the 
elements within the urban system and which centred on a transport system that gave primacy to 
meeting the populations transport needs rather than primacy to those owning or using private 
automobiles. At this time, most Brazilian cities were being planned for cars and individual 
modes of transpot1. Initiatives undertaken by the local govemment in Curitiba allowed the city 
to plan, direct and control its growth process; it also avoided large-scale and expensive 
projects, but included hundreds of smal! modest initiatives. 

In spatial terms, the key concept was to encourage Curitibas' physical expansion along linear 
axes which had at their centre a road with exclusive lane express bus ways. This sought to 
reduce the concentration of employment in Curitiba's traditional city centre areas and to return 
tlus central area to the pedestrian and permit the preservalion of the city's cultural heritage. 
Through a coherent zorung programme, new developments in the central area were linl.Îted, and 
the commercial and service sectors expanded along structural axes towards north, south east 
and west. 

The original plan for Curitiba came out of a pubtic competition and the winning plan was made 
available to the municipal authority in 1965. In this same year, the municipal authority created 
the Curitiba Research and Urban Planning Institute (IPPUC) and this was allotted the 
following functions; to develop the master plan, develop studies and projects for the integrated 
development planning of the Curitiba metropolitan region, create conditions for the 
implementation, continuity and flexibility of proposals and coordinate local planning with 
policies at a regional, state and nationallevel. 

During the 1970s, three important elements influenced Curitiba's development: the 
rationalization of the integrated transport system, the development of the road netwerk system, 
and land use legislation which allowed environmental preservation, cultural services and the 
meeting of hu man needs. These initiatives were later complemented by the development of the 
industrial city (a specially designated industrial area to the west of the city), which at present 
generates one fifth of all jobs in the metropolitan area without resulting in significant 
environmental problems, such as industrial pollution. What makes Curitiba unusual is not 
much having a coherent plan but the fact that is was implemented and that this plan was 
integrated with an effective public transport system and with various other initiatives to 
imprave the quality of life in the city. 
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Table 1. The Evolution of Curitiba's Public Transport System 

1974: Implementation of the frrst two express bus lanes along the structural axes to the north 
and south 

1978: Three new express busways added along structural axes 
1978: Introduetion of a new computerized area traffic control system 
1979: Introduetion of the social fare: a standard fare paid by all bus users which meant major 

benefits for bus users who lived on the city periphery (predominantly poorer groups) 
as shorter journeys subsidize Jonger ones 

1979: Introduetion of inter-district bus !i nes to complement the existing public transpon 
system 

1982: Opening of a new conneetion between the city centre and the industrial city and 
impravement of the inter-district routes 

1991: Introduetion of the Rapid Bus System (direct Lines) using boarding tubes 
1992: Implementation of "Bi-Articulated Buses" 

lil. The bus centred pubtic transport system 

Curitiba's Public Transport system has developed over some 20 years; table 1 outlines 
the main changes and modifications made over this period. During the 1970s, the city 
authorities began the implementation of an urban design structure which emphasized linear 
growth along structural axes. It also implemented the land use legislation that was required to 
make this effective. Curitiba planned road network and pubtic transport system are probably 
the most influential elements accounting for the present shape of the city. 

Over the years, urban growth has been encouraged along five main axes with 'structural" 
roads. Each axis is designed as a "trinary" road system. The central road has two exclusive bus 
lanes in the centre for express buses flanked by two local roads. Each side of this central road, 
one block away, are high capacity free-flowing one way roads, one for traffic flowing into the 
city, the other for traffic flowing out of the city. In the area adjacenttoeach axis, the land use 
legislation has encouraged high density occupation, tagether with services and commerce. 

The whole of Curitiba is zoned according to the kind of use to which the land can be put and 
the density of development pennitted, although mixed land uses are allowed. On the land sites 
located along the structural axes, this legislation permits buildings to have a total floor area of 
up to six times the plot size. Developments close to other kinds of road well served by public 
transport are also permitted relatively high coefficients-with floor space up to four times the 
plot size. This coefficient decreases the forther a land site is from public transport. This has 
encouraged new commercial developments outside the central city, along each structural axis, 
and also high density residential developments so there is a match between high density 
residential and commercial areas and the availability of public transport. This has taken the 
commercial pressure off the central city which has pennitted the central city areas to be returned 
to the pedestrians. One important complementary activity to the road system was the municipal 
government's acquisition of land along or close to the new transport axes, prior to their 
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construction. Th is permitted the govemment to organize high density housing programmes 
close to the transport axes; in all, some 17,000 lower income families were located close to 
these. 

Another important element of Curitiba's road network is the hierarchy of roads. Each road is 
assigned a function in relation to its location and importance. There are the "structural" roads 
along the five axes described above and "priority" links which conneet traffic to the structural 
roads. "Collector" streets have commercial activity along them with all farms of traffic, and the 
"connector" streets linking the structural roads to the industrial city. These four types of road 
farm the skeleton structure of Curitiba. 

Despite having 500,000 cars (second highest earlcapita ratio in Brazil). Curitiba does nothave 
a traffic problem. When the present transportation system was initiated in 1974 under the frrst 
term of Mayor Jaime Lemer, the city decided to continued torestriet the city-wide transport 
system to the bus. The use of "express buses" on exclusive bus ways is far cheaper than 
subways or light railways and represents a more practical an affordable salution to public 
transportfora third World medium sized city. (See table 2). 

Table 2. The Relative Casts of Different Pubtic 

Transport Options 

Public transport Ovtion 

Underground metro System 
Light railway system 
Curitiba's direct route busway 
system (using boarding tubes) 

Capita! cost per kilometre 

$ 90-lÖO miJlion 
$ 20 million 
$ 0.2 million 

Along the main axes of the city, a centraliane was set aside for buses only. New bus lines 
were created and expanded as the city grew. A series of circular inter-district bus routes were 
developed, to complement the express busways. For the first time, a new mass transportation 
idea was created to meet the needs of a Brazilian city where the bus routes and land use were 
more important than the veltiele itself. Buses are calour coded: the express buses are red, inter
district buses are green and the conventional (feeder) buses are yellow. 

One of the key concepts in the transportation system is the ease with which people can transfer 
from local buses to the express buses and back to other local buses. There is full integration 
between express buses, inter-district buses and conventional (feeder) buses. There are large 
bus terminals at the end of each of the five express busways where people can transfer to inter
district of feeder buses. One single fare is valid for all buses. Along each express route, 
smaller buses terminals are located approximately every I ,400 metres and are equipped with 
newspaper stands, public telephones, post office and small commercial facilities. Here 
passengers arrive on feeder buses and transfer to the express buses or inter-district buses. 
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One of the latest innovations is the introduetion of the "direct" express bus system, where there 
are fewer stops and where passengers pay befare boarding the buses in special raised tubular 
stations. These run along the one-way routes which run each side of the structural axes' central 
road. These new stations with platforms at the same height as the bus floors cut boarding and 
deboarding times; a rapid bus system with these 'boarding tubes' can take twice as many 
passengers per hour. They also take three times as many passengers per hour when compared 
to a conventional bus eperating in a normal street. The boarding tubes also elirninate the need 
fora crew on the bus to collect fares, which frees up space for more passengers. In this way, 
one of Curitiba's express buses does the workof many traditional ones. 

Curitiba's public transportation system is used by more than 1.3 rnillion passengerseach day, 
and attracts nearly two-thirds of the population. Twenty eight per cent of direct route bus users 
previously travelled in their cars. This has helped secure savings of up to 25 percent of fuel 
consumption city-wide. Curitiba's public transportation system is directly responsible for the 
city having one of the lowest rates of ambient air pollution in Brazil. Another effect of 
Curitibas' transport policy is the savings for inhabitants in expenditure on transport; on 
average, residents spend only about 10 per cent of their income on transport which is a 
relatively low proportion for Brazil. 

The mass transportation system implemented in 1974 is managed by URBS (Urbanization of 
Curitiba, a mixed capita! company) and is continuously being developed by the Curitiba 
Research and Urban Planning Institute and by URBS. Since 1979, the introduetion of inter
district lines, a standard fare for the whole netwerk and new integrated terminals have allowed 
for the eperation of a 514 kilometre netwerk. Automatic fare collection, articulated buses and 
traffic lights which give priority to buses (operated by the vehicles themselves) allow the 
optimization of the systems's operatien and the low eperating costs. New initiatives are 
constantly being sought to imprave the system. For instance, a "bi-articulated" was 
implemented with a capacity of 270 passengers. These have five lateral doors for passenger 
entry or exit and significantly decrease boarding and deboarding times, when linked to the new 
boarding tubes. The vehicles were developed in Curitiba and some 33 of these should are 
operational from October 1992. 

The buses operaring within this integrated transport system are privately owned by companies 
which receive a concession from the municipal gaverument to operate specific routes. These 
companies have to abide by the city government guidelines and monitoring policies. The bus 
companies are paid according to the number of kilometres their buses cover. Each bus 
company purchased a concession to operate particular routes with operational details and 
timetable defined by the municipal authorities. The whole pubtic transport system operates with 
no direct financial subsidy. 

IV. The industrial city 

The Region's Economie structure began to change with the operatien of an industrial city 
in 1973. Located seven miles from the city centre, it is well integrated within the urban 
structure and is equipped with services, infrastructure, schools, housing, green spaces and 
transportation axes conneering it to the rest of the city. One reason why the city authorities 
have been able to develop this industrial city without a high cost is that they own the entire site. 
Part of the site was already in public ownership when it began to be developed in 1973 while 
the rest was expropriated befare the infrastructure was installed (and thus befare the value of 
the land increased). Part of the land has been allocated to law-ineome pub! ie housing. With 
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over 400 non-polluting industries, this industrial area now accounts for one-fifth of all jobs in 
the metropolitan area. Any industry wishing to locate in this industrial city must conform to 
local environmental legislation. Industries located within the metropolitan region of Curitiba 
account for 31· per cent of the industry in the state of Parana and genera te over US$ 100 million 
annually. 

V. Water, sanitation and garbage: rnanaging and recycling solid and liquid 
wasles 

Curitiba Metropolitan Area produces around 1,000 tonnes of garbage each day, of which 
three-quarters is generated within the city with the rest coming from 13 neighbouring 
municipalities. In 1990, Curitiba received an award from the United Nations Environment 
Programme for two successful waste management programme. The first, launched by Jaime 
Lemer in 1989 is the "Garbage that is not Garbage" recycling programmes. This eneaurages 
city residents to separate organic and inorganic garbage for recycling and collection. Once a 
week, a"garbage that is not garbage" lony collects the materials which householcts have sorted. 
Over 70 per cent of the community now participates in the programme and its success is largely 
due to a city-wide environmental education programme which highlights the benefits of 
recycling. In all, two-thirds of the city's recyclable garbage is recycled,more than 100 tonnes 
daily. Since the beginning of the prograrnme, Curitiba has recycled some 13,000 tonnes of 
garbage. Just its paper recycling saves the equivalent of 1,200 trees a day. Apart from the 
environmental benefit, this recycling programme has generated ether positive side effects. One 
is support for social programmes since the income earned through the sale of the recyclable 
garbage is reinvested in local social programmes. The city authorities have also provided jobs 
in the main garbage separation plant to the homeless and to those reecvering from alcoholism. 

The secend solid waste management programme, also launched by Mayor Lerner, is the 
"Purchase of Garbage" programme. Th is is mn in the squatter settlements (favelas) of Curitiba; 
around 8 per cent of Curitiba's popuiatien lives in favelas, most of them on the outskins of the 
urbanized area. In most favelas, there was no service to collect househeld garbage, usually 
because the settlements lack the access roads which permits the garbage tmcks to enterthem 
(for instanee many are located on the bottorn of the va11ey, close to the river). The residents 
would simply dump their garbage in open air pits or vacant plots where flies and rats could 
breed and thus increase their risk of certain diseases. There was no basic knowledge of 
hygiene and the inhabitants were often undemourished. To help deal with these potential health 
problems, the city introduced a programme where favela residents could "sell" their bags of 
garbage in return for bus tickets and for agricultural and dairy products. This programmes has 
led to a considerable decrease in city litter an~ has helped to imprave the quality of life of the 
urban poor. The cost to the city authorities arising from the provision of bus fares and food for 
garbage are the same as they would pay a private company to collect the garbage. This 
programme has proved very successful and at present there are 64 communities involved, with 
more than 32,000 families. Preventing garbage from being dumped in rivers, forests and 
valley bottoms is also an important step towards environmental preservalion in these areas. 
Infant mortality rates have also decreased substantially in these poor areas. In addition, the 
reduction in diseases has also meant a sa ving for many families in ex penditure on medicines. 

With regard to water and sanitation, a relatively high proportion of the city's popuiatien is 
served-especially in comparison to ei ties of comparable size in Latin America, Asia and Africa. 
Some 90 per cent of the popuiatien have piped water supplies which are treated and 60 per cent 
live in housing units connected to a sewage system. Curitiba is also developing an innovative 
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sewage treaunent system which makes greatest possible use of a system of lagoons located 
close to the rivers into which the water wil! be discharged. The initia! lagoons wil! be anaerobic 
(where micro-organisms break down the sewage in the absence of oxygen) followed by 
aerobic lagoons and finally the treated water will be discharged into the river. This treaunent 
system has substantial cost advantages over conventional treatment systems, although more 
conventional sewage treatment plants will be needed in certain areas where residential densities 
(and thus sewage volumes per hectare) are highest Various other measures are being used to 
reduce the pollution of the Iguazu river and its tributaries - including an open air canal running 
parallel to the river which wiJl be a proteetion against flooding and also serve as a stabilization 
pond in which pollutants can break down befare entering the river. A pedestrian walkway and 
cycleway is being developed on one of the banks of this canal. 

VI. Preserving architectural heritage, the expansion of parks and the 
proteetion of green areas 

The integrated land use planning and transportation system has also permitted an enormous 
expansion in parks and green areas and the preservation of the architectural and cultural 
heritage in the city centre. The city centre underwent a major refurbishment process in the 
1970's. Many streets became pedestrian areas while old buildings and the historie centre were 
protected, pub! ie squares upgraded and shopping and commercial facilities developed. 

The municipal authorities encouraged the conversion of old building into new uses. Owners of 
buildings designated as of historie value are permitted to develop new uses in their buildings, 
but not to fundarnentally change the facade and layout. In addition, to compensate for this 
restriction, the municipal authorities allow the owners to sell the development potential 
foregone to a builder for use on another site. One of the city's most popular shopping mails 
developed in what was previously a foundry. A former gun powder arsenal has been converted 
into a theatre and an old glue factory into a creativity centre. What had previously been the 
army headquartershas been converted into a cultural foundation and the city's oldest remaining 
house has become a documentation and publication centre. The old railway station has become 
a railway museum whilst a stone quarry has been converted into an open air theau-e. In 1991, 
a "twenty-four hour street'' was created downtown with the city authorities working in 
partnership with local merchants. Businesses here stay open 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week and this street has helped to sustaio commercial activities in the city centre. 

The city has a well defined policy and strong cammilment towards preserving its woods and 
parks. In the past 20 years, more than 1.5 miJlion trees have been planted in the city. The ratio 
of open space to inhabitant has increased from 0.5 square metres to 52 square metres which 
means that Curitiba has one of the highest averages of green space per inhabitant among urban 
areas worldwide. The Guarda Verde (the "green guard"- a municipal corporation) protects and 
maintains the green areas; the guards also keep the public informed about environmental issues 
and are trained for fu·st aid. 

There arealso programmes toencourage comrnunity responsibility for care and maintenance of 
the parks - for instanee the Association of Friends of the Park formed by volunteers, the Boy 
Scout Bicycle Watch to promate knowledge about them and about ecological p1inciples. 

Another innovative feature of Curitiba's green spaces is their integration with flood controL 
The parks not only provide recreational and aesthetic value but many have artificiallakes which 
provide flood control for the entire city. Each park is equipped with information eentres on the 
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local environment and ecology. A 90-mile (145 kilometre) bike path mostly through the urban 
parksis nearly complete. 

A recent addition is the new botanie gardens. This covers an area of 17.7 hectares and has been 
developed over an abandoned garbage dump. It includes some of the last remaining natura! 
fauna and flora of the region. A museum is to be included along with a research facility to 
study Jocal flora and the cultivation of native and exotic species, including species from lower 
coastal areas and other regions of the country. 

The city also provides a free bus service during the weekends on its "pro-park" line. These are 
"retired" city buses painted green which cany people from downtown to the city's numerous 
parks (Brazilian legislation demands that all buses in use the roads be less than ten years old.) 

VII. Social services and environmental education 

Like most ei ties, Curitiba strives to provide the social services needed by the inhabitants in 
the form of health care, child day care, adult education, rehabilitation programmes and others. 
To help provide more day care centres, the city is offering incentives to the private sector to 
supply more facilities. As part of the education system, the city has developed "mobile 
classrooms", which are remodelied old city buses. They run short courses for adults in the 
low-income sectors, sewing, carpentry and word-processing. These buses go to different low
income neighbourhoods each day of the week. 

The city's recycling programme not only benefits the environment but helps those in most 
need. Money earned by the city from selling recyclable garbage is reinvested in the city's 
social programmes. 

A Jack of education is one key reason for environmental destruction. By providing 
environmental education, the city hopes to improve the quality of life of low-income 
households, especially the children, and also to teach them to be responsible for their actions. 
In the case of the favela communities, a "self-subsistence education" is required which will 
teach them to respect and care for the environment they live in and from which they may 
benefit One of the programmes addressing this need is the Infant and Adolescent 
Environmental Education Prograrnme. 

In addition to launching environmental education programmes in low-income districts, the city 
has incorporated environmental education into its education system, especially in the 
elementary schools. When Curitiba launched its recycling programme, city planners believed 
that the most effective way to teach people about the benefits or recycling was through the 
children. Much of the environmental education was taught by the "leaf' family, actors dressed 
up as leaves who visited schools, distributing brochures and who also appeared on television. 
The children responded positively to the idea of recycling (for instanee collecting spent 
batteries and empty tooth paste tubes from their homes) and went home to teach their parents. 

Another important education tooi wastherecent launching of the free Open University for the 
Environment. This provides courses for people from all backgrounds (for instanee taxi drivers, 
journalists, child carers) to encourage awareness of the environment and the importance of its 
preservation. It is also involved in research and in developing local environmenta1 project and 
is creating data library (fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1: lntegrating Environmental Education and Social Provision 

Provision - the infant and Adolescent Environmental Education Programme (PIA) 

This programme was created to educate children from the favelas and other law-ineome areas. 
Units set up for the programme are generally simply built rooms with wood - burning stoves jor 
cooking and hearing. These units offer a place for children to go to during the day. They are 
given a meal with the jood usual/y prepared by votumeer mothers. For every 300 children there 
are two employees, making this programme very inexpensive and viabie to run. Prior to PI A, no 
infrasrrucrure existed to support any kind of day care. Most children wandered around their 
settiement unsupervised while their parents we re away at work. 

With the implementation of PI A, the children have a place which provided them with meals and 
practical education. lnitially, there was some vand.alism, but with patience from staf! and 
educators, and without police intervention, adolescents to become involved in the programme. 
Among other things, PIA children are raught how to take care of younger children and how to 
clean and grow vegetables plus others skilis which rhey can use elsewhere. 

With ever increasing numbers, the programme has been growing to keep up with demand. Many 
teenagers are learning gardening skilis and money earned as gardeners is passed on to their 
favela neighbourhood association. Befare P/A, favela children were often isolated social/y. 
Now rhey jee/ more part of a communiry and porticipare in cleaning, washing-up and cooking. 
The communiry is very satisfied with rhe resu/ts of the programme and gives irs jul/ support. 
Family life has improved and the surrounding environment is being proteered and improved 
instead of being destroyed. This programme has been nominared as an Unired Narions Local 
Government Honours Programme by the International Council for Loca/ Environmental 
lnitiarives for "environmental regenerarion of low-income communities". There are presently 25 
operaring PIA units. Each PIA unit looks after an average of 250 children. 

VIII. Conclusions 

The experience of Curitiba demonstrates some principles which might be considered 
applicable elsewhere: 

- An urban growth pattem should be established in conjunction with a conscious decision to 
promote an integration of different elements of urban development. A city must know where it 
is growing, how and why. Conscious technica!, politica] and economie decisions should be 
made in response to existing trends. Many urban related problems linked to the uncontrolled 
physical expansion of cities (for instanee increasing infrastructure and service costs, loss of 
agriculturalland, minimum provision for open space) can be avoided if correct decisions are 
made at the right time. 

- One of the key lessoos from Curitiba's experience is the importance of establishing a close 
relationship between the pub! ie transport system, the land use legislation and the hierarchy of 
the urban road network. This can provide an integrated framework that can be used as a 
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guidance and development tooi. 

- Successful decisions are also related to conscious technological choices and in many instance, 
the most appropriate choice may represent a challenge to certain technological dogmas. 
Curitiba has shown that a city with more than 1 miJlion inhabitants does not necessarily need a 
"metro" style underground transport system or a light rail system and that surface solutions 
based on bused could be developed incrementally at a much lower cost. The city's solid 
waste programme has also shown that the recovery from household wastes of recyclable 
elements does not need an expensive mechanica! separation plant, if a city transfarms every 
household into a pre-separatien plant with curbside collection schemes. 

- Cities should pay attention to their visible structure (transport, housing, land use, etc.) as 
wel! as totheir "bidden structure". City governments should understand the main economie 
opportunities and work towards developing them. The network of forma! and informal 
economie relations should be supported and not hindered by urban planning actions. 

- Total priority should be given to public transport rather than to private cars, and to 
pedestrians rather than to motorized vehicles. In Curitiba, less planning attention to meeting 
the needs of private motorized traffic has generated less use of private motorized traffic. 
Bicycle paths and pedesoian areas should be an integrated part of the road network and public 
transpo1t system. 

- A sustainable city is one that spends the minimum and spares the maximum. This choice 
relates to the pragmatic application of the principles of recycling. In the case of Curitiba this 
relates to solid waste, buses (mobile schools), houses (refurbishment) and people (low-income 
people being employed in the garbage separation plantand environmental education). 

- The example of Curitiba seems to demonstrate that there is an "action script" for each set of 
problems. Solutions with any city are not specific and isolated but inter-connected. The 
"action script" should involve partnersbips between responsible actars such as private sector 
entrepreneurs, non-governmental organizations, public organizations, mixed capita! 
institutions, neighbourhood associations, community groups and individuals. This approach 
implies that the wholedebate in favour or against privatization loses its importance when we 
accept the simple fact that there is a role for each actor within a given community and city and 
that these roles can be complementary. 

- The role of every actor is a function of scale, means and knowledge. For instance, the city 
administration should be in a position to dete1mine structural guidelines for the city and its 
wider region whereas citizens can better determine what is better for their own street or 
neighbourhood. A good balance between representation and participation is essential. 

- Creativity can substitute for financial resources. Ideally, cities should turn what are 
traditional sourees of problems into resources. For instance, public transport, urban solid 
waste and unemployment are traditionally listed as problems but they have the potential to 
become generators of new resources and employment. Creative and Iabour intensive ideas 
could, to some ex tent, be substitutes for capita! intensive technologies. 

-A good information system is essential. The better the inhabitants know their city, the better 
they t:reat it. A team of officials should be developed locally. who know the city well and who 
are committed to developing it. 
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UNRAVELLING BANGKOK'S TRAFFIC SNARL: THE NATURE OF 
COMMUTING 

Sureeporn Punpuing, 
Mahidol University at Salaya, Thailand and The Australian National University, Australia 

Abstract: 

Bangkok is a difficult place in which to live, largely because it is a difficult place in which to 
move around. Studies during the past two decades by traffic consultant teams dealt with 
essentially very low travel speeds and very high numbers of daily trips. A recent Survey of 
Impacts of Modernisation and Urbanisation in Bangkok: An Integrative Ecological and 
Biosocia1 Study, 1992 (Survey 1992) has provided a great deal of inforrnation on this subject. 
It indicates, unlike earlier studies, that most cernmuting takes only a relatively short time, 
which reflects a short distance; in fact, walking accounts for about a third of all commuting 
modes. Additionally, though a substantial proportion of 'non-local' commuting is from the 
'outer' to the 'inner' area of Bangkok: the 'inner' area is not the only focus for commuters. 
Again, perhaps obviously, commuters arenota homogenous group, and when examining the 
data it becomes clear that a elivision into two main groups - workers and students - is necessary 
if we are to draw any reasonable conclusions about commuter characteristics. In brief, students 
are more likely to be 'non-local' commuters, whose journeys on average take more time than 
workers, and students are more likely to use public transport than workers. Commuting, for 
sometime identified as contributing significantly and increasingly to traffic congestion in 
Bangkok, merits a deal of close attention by those in authority who, in fact, are already a ware 
of not only the need to improve the physical infrastructure but also to understand the social 
condition if they would better the lot of the citizenry. 

Keywords: Commuting, Student commuting, Bangkok commuting, Worker and student 
commuting, Bangkok, Thailand. 

Bangkok is a difficult place in which to live, largely because it is a difficult place in which to 
move around. The speed of dispersion of residences and industries has been much greater than 
the speed of infrastructure development - especially roads and public transport - and this has 
led to seemingly insurmountable traffic problems (Gakenheimer, 1993). The average speed in 
the rush hours is approximately lO kilometres per hour and it is estimated to decline to 8.2 km 
per hour in 2002 (Building Research Institute, BRI et al ., 1992) (a). The number of daily trips 
was estimated at about 12 to 15.5 million in 1989, and it has been suggested that the number 
of daily trips in Bangkok will increase by about two-thirds from 1989 to 2006 (Japan 
International Cooperation Agency JICA, 1990). If these figlires dismay, other authorities offer 
even worse estimates (b). The point is that even the relatively low figures give overwhelming 
evidence of the critica! con tribution of commuting to the congesred flow of traffic in Bangkok. 
lndeed, commuting to and from work contributed fully a fifth of all daily trips (JICA, 1990). If 
the difficulties of movement which Bangkok is now experiencing, and for which only much 
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greater difficulty is forecast, are to be ameliorated then, obviously, the nature of cammuting -
its duration, its direction, and its mode - must be understood. 
The following information is drawn from a survey conducted by the author's Australian and 
Thai institutions, as part of a large study of the Impacts of Modemisation and Urbanisation in 
Bangkok: An Integrative Ecological and Biosocial Study (see Poungsomlee and Ross, 1992). 

1. Worker Commuting 

Commuting Time 
Respondents to the survey were asked about their joumey time and mode of travel to and from 
work. The severe traffic congestion lengthy periods of waiting for public transport, and 
crowded buses suggest that Bangkok:ians are likely to overestimate their commuting times. 
Although, the preponderance of short reported commuting time presenled as Fig.1 is, indeed, 
more than a little suprising. More than three-fourths of the sample in Survey 1992 reported 
cammuting times of less than one hour between home and workplace. 

1-5 6-15 16-30 31-60 61-90 91-120 120+ 

Time (minutes) ., woo-kjjl 
froat work tiP 

Fig. 1: Commuters' perception of time taken to and from work 

Source: Based on data from Survey of Impacts of Modernisation and Urbanisation in 
Bangkok: An Integrative Ecological and Biosocial Study, 1992. 

Commuting Mode 

In 1980, less than half a million private vehicles (cars and motorcycles) were registered in 
Bangkok; ten years later, 1.3 million private vehicles were registered, and in 1996 Bangkok 
wil! holdan estimated 2.3 miJlion private vehicles (Departrnent of Land Transport, 1991). The 
rapid increase in the number of private vehicles reflects the rapid growth and expansion of the 
city which, in turn, reflects the extraordinary economie growth of the country in recent 
decades. Recent marked increases in the number of private vehicles reflects also a reduction in 
the vehicle tax in 1991 (Far Eastern Economie Review, July 1991). If it is reasonable to 
assume commuters would prefer to travel in their own vehicles for reasons of flexibility and 
are only deterred from so doing by financial or physical constraints (Donnea, 1971) and given 
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that in Bangkok, high and middle iocome groups have moved in significant numbers to the 
suburbs and, thereby, must rely overwhelmingly on private transportation (Halcrow Fox and 
Associates et al., 1991), then the car (or motorcycle) should be the predominant mode of 
cornrnuting. The predominanee of private transportation is not supported by the finding of 
Survey 1992; instead, private transportation is a major mode of cammuting but so too is pub! ie 
transportation and, indeed walking, see Fig. 2. It might not be too long, however, before 
private transportation becomes the predominant cammuting mode, despite the plans of 
government for improved public transportation. 

Fig. 2: Cammuting Mode To Work 

Source: Based on data from Survey of Impacts of Modernisation and Urbanisation m 
Bangkok: An lntegrative Ecological and Biosocial Study, 1992. 

Commuting Distance and Direction 

More than half (57 per cent} of the commuters are 'local' (c) commuters. This is somewhat 
surprising if the morning and evening rush hours (and indeed the hours between) on, say, 
Silom or Sukumvit roads - where all of Bangkok seems to pass (turtle-like) in all manoer of 
vehicles- is taken as typical. The commonly held view of cammuting (that, it involves long 
distances or many hours) is, in fact, incorrect or only accurate in part. Not only is a majority of 
cornrnuters 'local' but a majority (albeit a bare majority) actually walk. An inference that might 
be drawn from the high incidence of local commuting is that there is a preferenee for proximity 
of residence and workplace. That this is a valid inference is supported by a recent survey 
(National Economie Social Development Board, NESDB, 1993) which found that a majority 
of residents in low-cost condominiums prefer to reside close to workplaces primarily because 
of problems stemming from traffic congestion. Condominiums, in fact, are said to be a popular 
form of investment not only because of the price of land for housing but also because they 
afford the opportunity for many people to live 'near' places of work (United Nations, 1987; 
BRietal., 1992). 
It is suggested that a substantial number of commuters work in the 'inner area' of Bangkok 
and second that this number is increasing. It might be supposed also that the 'inner area' of 
Bangkok is the focus for commuters; that only a small proportion is not 'inbound in the 
moming, outbound in the evening' (Hack and Nambiar, 1993: BRI et al, 1992). However, of 
the non-Jocal commuters, a substantial proportion work in the inner area, see Table 1; but 
though the inner area is a major focus, it is not the only focus for commuters. 
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Table 1. Non-Local Commuters; Residence and Workplace 

Residence/Workplacel Commuter 

Inner/Inner 
Outer/Inner 
Inner/Outer 
Outer/Outer 
Total 

Number 
43 

103 
18 
67 

231 

Percent 
18 
45 

8 
29 

100 

Source: Based on data from Swvey of Impacts of Modemisation and Urbanisation in Bangkok: 
An Integrative Ecologica.l and Biosocial Study, 1992 
I Bangkok is divided into two Commuter Zones: lnnter and Outer. The Inner Zone is, in fact, !he ' inner area'; 
the Outer Zone is all of Bangkok outside the ' inner area' plus all workplaces in periphera.l provinces. 

2. Student Commuting 

It has been believed for some time that student cammuting contributes significantly and 
increasingly to traffic congestion in Bangkok. Even when the total population growth rate 
began to decline Cabout 1970) the student population continued to increase; and is estimated to 
reach some 1.5 million in Bangkok by the year 2001 (Department of Town and Country 
Planning, DTCP n.d. but 1984a). This increase reflects not only the attainment of school age 
by a previously large number of pre-
school aged children but a remarkable economie development and social change which has 
redefined the role of secondary and tertiary education (Chickering, 1974). All this has required 
the construction of innumerable schools including the construction of institutions of higher 
education in Bangkok, which has not only maintained but strengtherred the city's status as the 
centre for higher education in Thailand despite the provision of provindal universities (NES DB 
et al., 1991; BMA, 1991). In all probability, then, student cammuting has increased 
remarkably during the last few decades. 
Government has given close attention to student cammuting within the general problem of 
traffic in Bangkok and has formulated policies and implemented a number of plans, especially 
during the past decade, to attempt to reduce student commuting. Th at these plans have notbeen 
overly successful can be judged by the recent organisation of a public association (formed by 
farmer Prime Minister Anand Panyarachun and other distinguished people) called Traffic
Crisis '94, which is urged as a complement to govemment efforts to solve Bangkok's traffic 
problems. Among the many proposals of this new group, some of the more urgent concern 
student commuting. It is proposed to limit student cammuting by geographically 
deconcentrating schools (through branching), by limiting the number of new students in 
schools already located in critica! traffic areas, by increasing quotas for students living within a 
particular school 's local catchment area, by eneauraging all primary school children in a 
family to attend the one school, by setting up boarding schools. by introducing new school 
hours which would reduce congestion at peak traffic times, by providing school buses and 
aggregating these buses for schools in eertaio areas, by promoting the use of carpools among 
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students, teachers and parents, and by offering traffic education in schools (Bangkok Post, 
January 16, 1994; Matichon, February 3, 1994; The Nation, February 6, 1994 ). Befare these 
proposals were made public, the govemment had already implemented branch schools, public 
secondary school districts and school busing (Office of The Permanent Secretary of State for 
BMA, 1993; Daily News, March 6 and May 18-19, 1993); si nee, government has seriously 
been consictering all Traffic Crisis '94 proposals. 

Commuting Distance and Direction 

Policies which provide for 'local' primary schools, encourage school branching and delineate 
school districts for public secondary schools should, if successful, result in a high proportion 
of 'local' students in primary and secondary school. The data presented in Fig.3 suggest these 
policies can, indeed, be judged successful in great part. Finclings from a survey to inform the 
planned school bus programme conducted by the City Planning Division, also support this 
conclusion (Office of the Permanent Secretary of State for BMA, 1993). Indeed, it might be 
surrnised that in the absence of such policies the proportions of 'local/non-local' primary and 
secondary students cammuting would rather resembie the proportion of 'local/non-local' 
tertiary students who are, of course, 'free' to choose the institution attended and are not 
commonly provided with a 'local' facility, see Fig.3. 
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Fig. 3: Local and Non-Lacal Student Commuters as a Percentage of Each Educational Level 

Source: Based on data from Survey of Impacts of Modernisation and Urbanisation in 
Bangkok: An Integrative Ecological and Biosocial Study, 1992. 

However successful the policies eneauraging branch schools and delineating school districts 
are, as yet a relatively significant proportion of primary and secondary students attend and 
most tertiary students commonly attend, 'non-local' schools, see Fig. 3. The critica! traffic 
area, the 'inner area', includes about two-fifths of all 'non-local' student commuters; and 
significantly wel! over half of these student commuters come from the 'outer area', see Fig.4. 
The attraction of the 'inner area' camprises not only the location there of well-known and 
highly respected tertiary institutions - universities, commercial and military colleges - but many 
prestigious private schools (as is indicated by Fig.4) a number of well-patronised 
kindergartens whose reputation affects entry to the best primary schools (Bamford, 1967) and 
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are, therefore, atu·active to high or middle class families which are likely resident in the 
suburbs (Zimmer and Hawley, 1968). Kindergarten student cammuting is, in fact, not yet a 
consideration in gaveroment thinking about the traffic problem. Yet, in the context of recent 
rapid economie and social change, arnong which is a change in the predominant family 
structure from extended to nuclear, it may be confidently anticipated that more and more 
families will demand not only kindergartens but norseries (d). At present, children of 
kindergarten a ge are dropped off and picked up during the journey to and from work. It might 
be assumed that many more 'non-local' kindergarten students would come from nuclear rather 
than from extended families in which not only would someone be at home to care for them 
when they were not in school but the school would likely be 'local'; however, data from 
Survey 1992 are few and show no statistica! bias. 
The high proportion of students cammuting within the 'outer area', see Fig. 4, owes a deal to 
the fact that not only is the 'outer area' much larger than the 'inner area' - both in size 
(approximately 1, 455 versus 114 square kilometres) and in population (approximately 3.8 
versus 2.1 million) - but also, and importantly, from the much greater number of younger 
families in the 'outer area' than in the 'inner area' and, thereby, the many educational 
institutions, especially primary and secondary schools, in the 'outer area'. On the other hand, 
recommendations which urge the relocation or branching of 'inner area' educational institutions 
to the 'outer area' of Bangkok (as those by Traffic Crisis '94) may cause traffic problems if, as 
is probable, a significant number of students still live in the 'inner area' and, thereby, 
additional 'non-local' cammuting is encouraged, see Fig.4. Perhaps a less disruptive proposal 
would be to reallocate some primary schools in the 'inner area' to other uses, even &s tertiary 
educational institutions. Certainly the decline in the popwation growth rate wil! soon result in 
the decline of the proportion of school age children and the need for 'local' primary schools, 
especially in the 'inner area'. Thailand has already experienced this transitional development in 
many villages in some narthem provinces where primary schools have been closed because of 
declining numbers of students (Pardthaisong, 1988). Those schools have been left unused. 
The closing of primary schools wiJl, of course, cause some difficulty for children in some 
neighbourhoods, but these difficulties will be outweighed by the benefits for the greater 
Bangkok community. Examples of the way in which this rnight be accomplished- notwithout 
controversy, of course - are gjven by arguably the world's best-planned city, Canbena, the 
capita! of Austral ia (see for example, The Canberra Times, January 30 and February 6, 22, 23, 
1994) some statesof the United States (Bumell, 1991; Pelissera and Morgan, 1987; Zimmer 
and Hawley, 1968) and some European countries (Jonassen, 1968). 
The proposal by Traffic Crisis '94 which would reduce student cammuting by providing 
more boarding schools outside Bangkok is in itself reasonable, but what is really required is 
the provision of adequate dormitory space for at least the prestigjous educational institutions in 
Bangkok and especially in the 'inner area'. This would not only reduce student cammuting 
but, likely, imprave the quality of students' education as it has been found that students living 
in college and university dormitories were more actvaneed in many aspects of education -
learning and development and experience - than were cammuting students (see, for example, 
Chickering, 1974; Duncan, 1990). 
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Fig. 4: Non-Local Students' Areasof Residence/School as a Percentage of Each Educationàl 
Level 

Source: Based on data from Survey of Impacts of Modernisation and Urbanisation in 
Bangkok: An Integrative Ecological and Biosocial Study, 1992. 

Mode 

In the Bangkok context, school buses may be divided into two types: flrst, buses which piek 
up or drop off students at different places along the way to and from a school; second, buses 
which have various school destinations and origins. Both these types of school buses have 
fixed schedules. School buses provided by individual schools, the BMA and the Ministry of 
Education are more costly than normal public bus transport, soit seems reasonable to assume 
that only a limited number of children 
wil! use this service (Office of the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education, 1993); school 
buses provided by the BMT A are less costly than ordinary pubtic bus transport, but it is too 
early yet to assess the use of this service. Reason for the difference in fares sterns from the 
different level of services offered: the BMT A 'school buses' are simply ordinary buses 
reserved for school children; other school buses are dedicated to service schools and to draw 
students from cars. Also, parents will allow their children to u se school buses only if they are 
confident of their children's safety; at least some parents are, as yet, uncertain of this. 
Increasing parental income is associated with a declining probability of the use of school buses; 
certainly students of private schools are considerably less likely to use school buses than 
students attending public schools (Office of the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education, 
1993). A survey conducted at a well-known private school in Bangkok found that less than ten 
percent of students commute to school by bus (Matichon, May 17, 1994a). 
No 'non-local' student respondents to Survey 1992 aged 15 or more used a school bus; 
instead, all but a smal! proportion used public transport, especially buses or mini-buses, see 
Table 2. At the time of Survey 1992, school buses were not yet provided by the BMA and 
BMTA and students did not use other school buses because they were too rigidly scheduled 
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and routed and, of course, most were provided for primary school students who were not 
included in Survey 1992. Respondent students used pubtic buses and mini-buses in single or 
combination modes primarily because they had no real choice and the service effered by these 
pubtic transport modes was relatively affordable and accessible. It is not guaranteed, however, 
that the students wiJl use school buses provided by the BMA because the school bus fare is 
somewhat higher than for ordinary public and mini-buses. A pilot survey of 4,000 parents 
conducted immediately befere the initiatien of the BMA's school bus service, showed no 
parental enthusiasm for use of this service (Daily News, May 4, 1994). Perhaps the lack of 
enthusiasm can be attributed to the fact that the service to be provided by the BMA school 
buses had been previously provided by the Ministry of Education some 15 years before, and 
had been canceled because not many students used the service. This was attributed to the low 
quality of the buses, though the fare was less than that for ordinary buses (Office of the 
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education, 1993). At present, the BMT A offers a school bus 
service si mi! ar to that previously effered by the Ministry of Education and it will be of interest 
to see if students react in the sarne indifferent way. 

Table 2. Non-Jocal students' cernmuting Modes (2) 

Mode 

Walk 
Car 
Motorcycle 
Bus 
Air-Contioned Bus 
Bus & Other 
Other 
Total 

Student 

Number 
I 
6 
5 

41 
3 

34 
6 

96 

Per cent 
I 
6 
5 

43 
3 

36 
6 

100 

Source: Based on data from Survey of Impacts of Modemisation and Urbanisation in Bangkok: 
An lntegrative Ecological and Biosocial Study, 1992. 
'Students who responded to Survey 1992 aged 15 or more. 

The proposal by Traffic Crisis '94 which would require students enrolling in 1995 to use 
school buses seems rather too much for geveroment to implement, much less enforce. Th is is 
not to say that geveroment should not be conceroed; geveroment must be concemed with 
school busing and not only generally but with the detail of this service. Certainly it seems 
worthwhile for the government to make school busing more attractive; for example, by 
concession fares or special tickets, by nicely connecting school bus routes to ordinary bus 
routes, and, of course, by providing adequate numbers of good quality school buses. 
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3. Student Versus Worker Commuting 

Movement to school occurs regularly - more or less at the same time each day - and is as much 
a 'commute' as is movement to work. Trips per person in Bangkok, Nonthaburi and Sarnut 
Prakam during 1972 -1982 indicated that the average annual increase in the rate of cammuting 
to school was considerably higher than that of cammuting to work: 2.36% and 0.56% 
respectively ( TCPD, n.d but 1984b). Indeed, from Survey 1992, respondent students (aged 
15 years or more) were more likely to be 'non-local' - that is, travellong distances and times
and to use public transportation in cammuting than were workers. This finding is supported by 
results of earliersurveys conducted by Oerman and Japanese consultants in 1972 and 1982, 
respectively, which indicated that workers were more likely to reside closetotheir workplaces 
than were students to their schools. This was because the first concern of most workers, likely 
heads of households, was to reside as closetotheir workp1aces as was possible (TCPD, n.d. 
but 1984b). 
Differences in cammuting between students and workers from Survey 1992 may be attributed 
to the bias toward location of residences with regard to workplaces (Guest, 1976; Wolforth, 
1965), a consequence of which is a relatively shorter cammuting ilistance, on average, to work 
than to secondary and tertiary educational institutions in Bangkok, many of which require 
students to travel long distances (see Council of Educational Facility Planners, 1971 cited in 
Hall, 1973). Why students (aged 15 years or more) should travel shorter distances on average 
than workers is 'explained' in the JICA 1989 study which states that the majority of students 
attending secondary and tertiary institutions come from immediate vicinity of these schools. 
Data from Survey 1992 caooot be used to 'test' the JICA 1989 study statement, but among 
respondent students to Survey 1992 the majority did not attend 'local' secondary and tertiary 
institutions. 
Reason for more than three-quarters of all students (age 15 or more) using buses or mini
buses, while a significant proportion of workers used cars or motorcycles as cammuting 
modes, appears to be a consequence of most students cao afford only bus fares, though their 
long cammuting times seem to imply the inconvenience of public transportation (see for 
example Clarke and Surkis, 1968 cited in Hall, 1973). Since the majority of students use 
pubtic transport, total private vehicle users would be reduced by only 4 percent if a ban on the 
use of private vehicles (cars and motorcycles) in cammuting to schools was effective (JICA, 
1990). Th is suggests that the impravement to public transportation needed is one which would 
reduce average student cammuting time. 
The majority of 'non-local' respondent students commute within the 'outer area' while almast 
half of the workers commute from the outer to the 'inner area' of Bangkok. The proportion of 
'non-local' respondent students cammuting to the 'inner area' might have been higher than is 
shown by the data -presented here, if govemment had oot implemented eertaio school policies 
such as branch schools, public secondary school districts and school busing. 

4. Commuting: A Concluding Thought 

Commuting, identified as contributing significantly and increasingly to traffic congestion in 
Bangkok. It has been found that only a smal! proportion of workers and students take more 
than one hour to commute to work or school; but a small proportion of approximately 7 million 
residents of Bangkok (The Nation, November 1, 1993) is a great many people and a 
significant contribution to traffic congestion. Students are more likely to be 'non-local' 
commuters, whose joumeys on average take more time than workers, and students are more 
likely to u se public transpmt than workers. Although data from Survey 1992 are few, it is clear 
that student cammuting is significant and probably contributes significantly to traffic 
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congestion. 1t is not clear whether this will continue; much depends on the implementation of 
gaveroment policy. Those trying to solve traffic congestion in Bangkok are already a ware of 
not only the need to imprave the physical infrastructure but also to understand the social 
condition if they would better the lot of citizenry. 
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Notes 

a Different sourees give somewhat different travel speeds, see for example in TICA, 1990; 
BMA, 1991; NESDB et al., 1991; TDRI, 1991; Sayeg et al, 1992; and Bangkok Post, 
Nov. 3, 1993. 

b Different figures observed by Halcrow Fox and Associates et al., 1991; TDRI, 1991; Sayeg 
et al., 1992. 

c The term 'local' and 'non-local' were defined by association with the smallest unit area for 
which residential and workplace data are available: the sub-district. The size of sub-districts 
varies in general with population density (for administrative purposes) so that there is a 
general increase in size from the inner to outerareasof the city. Local workplaces in the inner 
area of the.óty, then, camprise those within the sub-district of residence plus those within 
adjoining and adjacent sub-districts (adjoining means in contact, adjacent means in contact 
with an adjoining sub-district); local workplaces in the outer area of the city camprise those 
within the sub-district of residence plus those within adjoining sub-districts only. All other 
workplaces are non-local. 

d According to the NSO ( 1990), 67 percent of all families in Bangkok were nuclear families; 
that is "husband and wife, husband and/or wife with unmarried children, as well as 
unmarried relatives". 

I Bangkok is divided into two Commuter Zones: Inner and Outer. 
The Inner Zöne is, in fact, the 'inner area'; the Outer Zone is all of Bangkok outside the 
'inner area' plus all workplaces in peripheral provinces. 

2 Students who responded to Survey 1992 aged 15 or more. 
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BANGKOK: TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE TRAFFIC SOLUTION 

Chamlong Po boon and Jeff Kenworthy 
Institute for Science aild Technology Policy, Murdoch University, Perth, Australia 

Abstract: 

Bangkok is known worldwide as the traffic chaos capita!. In peak hour the average speed of 
traffic along some main roads is slower than walking pace. Combined with comparatively high 
levels of car use, air pollution is quite severe and is having an actverse effect on the health of 
Bangkok residents. The cost of lost energy and time in the congestion is enormous and is a 
major harrier to the country's economie development. Some international business is now 
leaving or avoiding Bangkok. Bangkok has one of the highest levels of car öwnership and 
petrol consumption of any city in the developing world. Although public transport use is 
moderately high in an international perspective, high parking provision, an inadequate bus 
service and Jack of control over car ownership and use mean that cars are overwhelming all 
aspects of life in Bangkok. Six hundred new cars are added to Bangkok's roads every day. 
Bangkok has, in comrnon with other Asian cities, low urban road provision and traffic 
saturation occurs at relatively low levels of car use. A number of multi-billion solutions, such 
as freeways, and rail projects have been proposed. Lower cost solutions such as non
motorised modes and water transport seem to attract very little interest. This paper puts 
Bangkok in the international perspective developed by Newman and Kenworthy in their work 
'Cities and Automobile Dependence', by camparing it to cities in North America, Europe, Asia 
and Australia. Transport and planning roots of Bangkok's traffic crisis are examined and 
sustainable transport criteria for evaluating potential solutions are proposed. A number of 
policies are put forward to alleviate Bangkok's traffic nightmare. 

Keywords: Bangkok, Urban transport, Sustainable traffic solutions 

I. Introduetion 

Since it was founded on the east bank of the Chao Phraya River in 1872, Bangkok has been 
transformed from a city dependent on water-based transport and walking into one which is 
now notorious as the city with the most serious traffic congestion in the world. Despite a 
number of plans and measures that have been proposed, only a few have materialised, mainly 
in the area of new roads. As a result, traffic, air quality and noise in Bangkok have been 
deteriorating rapidly. 
This paper briefly describes Bangkok's traffic chaos and its impacts. It situates Bangkok 
within the international perspective developed by Newman and Kenworthy in their work 
'Cities and Automobile Dependence', by comparing some of its transport and land use 
characteristics to other ei ties in North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. The transportand 
planning roots of Bangkok's traffic crisis are explained and discussed. The paper then 
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proposes, within a sustainability framework, some criteria and solutions to alleviate Bangkok's 
traffic nightmare. The measures attempt to consider economie, environmental and social 
dimensions as well as the unique features of Bangkok. 

2. Current transport situation 

Overall average traffic speed in the Bangkok metropolitan area is around 10 km/h, compared to 
average speeds in many other cities of at least 20 km/h, and often 30 to 40 km/h or more 
(Newman and Kenworthy, 1989). During peak hours on some main roads in the central 
business area, the crawl rateis 1-2 km/h, or only half walking pace. Traffic congestion has 
been also extending to Bangkok' s suburbs. Moreover, traffic in Bangkok is now recognised 
as highly unpredictable as the gridlock can occur at anytime and anywhere, not only during 
peak hours or in the city centre. The unpredictable nature of the congestion is a problem 
because time is not only lost by people being late to meetings and appointments, but also being 
early, having allowed too much time to avoid congestien that was not as bad as anticipated. 
Bangkok already has enormous numbers of motor vehicles. There were about 2.6 million 
motor vehicles on register in Bangkok in 1993, of which over 1 miJlion were cars and around 
1.1 million were motorcycles. There is nearly l motor vehicle for every 2 residents of 
Bangkok and the vehicle population is increasing rapidly at about 12% per annum. Car 
ownership is spiralling upwards due to low costs imposed on car purchase and u se, as well as 
a Jack of high quality transport alternatives such as a good rail system and an inability to walk 
or ride a bike in the hostile raad traffic environs, despite short trip distances for many trips.By 
contrast in 1990, much wealthier Singapore had considerably fewer cars per 1000 people (101 
compared to Bangkok with 165). Singapore's tight economie control over cars and excellent 
public transport system keep car growth under control, despite rapidly growing wealth, in 
contrast to Bangkok's faiture on both counts (see Kenworthy et al, 1994). 
Thus, despite the traffic gridlock in many partsof the city for at least some of the day, about 
400 cars, 600 motorcycles and 200 piek-ups are added to Bangkok's roads daily. At this rate, 
which works outtoabout 3 kms of new bumper-to-burnper traffic each day, enough cars and 
piek-ups are added to completely fill one lane on Bangkok's entire road system in less than 4 
years (calculated basedon data from the Department of Land Transportation). . 
Bangkok's transport is responsible for around 56% of ThaiJand's total road transport energy 
use. Due to the severe traffic congestion, it is estimated that idling in traffic costs up to 40 
billion baht annually for energy and time loss alone. Air and noise pollution costs would make 
this figure much larger (Surasawadi, 1994). 
Air pollution in Bangkok is severe. The major pollutants are suspended particulate matter 
(SPM), carbon monoxide, lead and sulfur dioxide. Unlike in many other cities, SPM is high in 
carbon from diesel exhausts (around 40%), and is a direct danger to health (Panich, 1994). 
The health impact of air and noise pollution is enormous. One recent study revealed that 
poisonous lead emissions have been decreasing the IQ of Bangkok's residents. It is estimated 
that the average child in Bangkok loses four intelligence points by the age of seven (The West 
Australian, 1992). Annually over 1 million Bangkoklans reportedly receive treatment for 
respiratory infections associated with air pollution. A number of Bangkokians, particularly 
traffic police, are suffering from the effects of noise pollution. Loss of hearing in many cases 
has been found to be related to traffic noise (Sayeg, 1992). 
Bangkok has also become a significant 'heat island' as the temperature within the city is around 
3 degrees Celsius higher than its sun-ounding area, attributable to a large paved area and 
flourishing concrete buildings. Some people make a desperate attempt to escape Bangkok's 
severe air pollution by purchasing or renting apartments on the upper storeys of tall buildings. 
However, due topi urne rise from the strong heating effect, air quality is also poor at these high 
levels. 
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Even with the best technology to control the emissions from vehicles, the level of air pollution 
in Bangkok would not be significantly ameliorated because traffic volumes are growing too 
rapidly. Only with transport demand management to reduce vehicle use, in concert with the 
best technology, is there any hope of reducing total traffic emissions in Bangkok (TEl, 1994). 

3. Bangkok in an international perspeelive 

3.1 Urban structure and density 
The current population of the Bangkok Metropolitan Area (BMA) is about 6 million people. 
But the entire Bangkok Metropolitan Region (BMR) which includes the five surrounding 
provinces has a population of approximately 9 million. The population concentrales mainly 
within the radius of 10-15 km from the city centre. In the outer zone the developments take 
place mostly along main road corridors, though there is a tendency towards increasingly 
random, dispersed development which is nearly all auto-based. 
The overall density of the BMA is about 162 persons per hectare. In the Asian context, 
Bangkok has a higher density than Manila (156) and is significantly higher than Kuala Lumpur 
(75), Singapore (89) and Tokyo (88), but lower than Jakarta (195), Surabaya (186) and Seoul 
(174), and much lower than HongKong (300) (Barter et al, 1994; Kenworthy et al, 1994). In 
a wider international perspective, Bangkok's density is also very high when compared to 
American cities (14), Australian cities (14) and European cities (54). 
Thus, in land use terms Bangkok has retained its high density urban structure despite the era of 
intense motorisation. Land uses for the most part also remain intensively mixed which is ideal 
for short trip rnaicing on foot and bicycle. It has a substantial walking city core and is 
surrounded by corridors of transit city urban structure. Neither are built for cars. One of the 
roots of Bangkok's crisis is that it is simply trying to squeeze too much traffic onto a meagre 
road system and through an urban fabric which is designed for public transport, walking and 
cycling. None of these modes is performing adequately for the type of high density, mixed 
land u se Asian city which Bangkok represents. 

3.2 Road provision 
Roads are the dominant form of transport infrastructure in Bangkok. Road space accounts for 
around 11% of the city's urbanised area (compared to 20% or more in many other cities). In 
terms of road supply, Bangkok has 0.6 roetres of road per capita (calculated based on data 
from the BMA and JICA). These figures are low in an international context but about average 
for most Asian cities. However, one of the myths in the way Bangkok's traffic problem is 
portrayed is the belief that the city's road provision is too low. Bangkok's level of road 
provision is believed to be the main cause of its traffic disaster. 
As a result, a major and common focus in solving the traffic problem is to build more roads. 
But data from ei ties around the world demonstrate that the proportion of land devoted to road 
space in Bangkok is not so unusually low (eg Paris, Hong Kong and Munich are almest 
identical to Bangkok in this factor). As suggested above, many Asian cities have a low length 
of road per persen similar to Bangkok, while some cities such as Surabaya, Hong Kong, 
Manila and Jakarta have a lower road length per capita than Bangkok (Barter et al, 1994). 
The crux of the issue is that those cities which have almost the same level of road space as 
Bangkok such as the Paris Region, Hong Kong and Munich, have extremely good public 
transport services, in particular. very goocl rail systems. They also have good levels of walking 
and cycling due to better infrastructure provision and environments more conducive to these 
modes. Thus a basic problem in Bangkok is not so much a Jack of road space, but a poorly 
developed transit system and a very low level of walking and cycling. Bangkok's public 
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transport system and level of non-motorised mode use do not complement its small road 
provision to a sufficient extent. In other cities these factors are better matched and although 
there is still congestion, there is no traffic crisis. 

3.3 Parking 
Inside the city centre there are around 18,800 spaces available for off-street parking and about 

. 32,000 spaces for on-street parking. All on-streel parking is free of charge while only 20 
percent of off-street parking is tolled (JICA, 1990). This is a very open and easy parking 
policy which eneaurages high car use. The proportion of parking spaces to the number of jobs 
in the citycentreis approximately 338 spaces per 1,000 werkers. This proportion is very high 
compared with Ticher Asian cities like Singapore, Tokyd and Hong Kong which average only 
67 spaces per 1,000 jobs. It is also higher than for ei ties in developed countries like those in 
Europe (average of 211 per 1000 jobs) and even marginally higher than the average for 
Australian cities (327 per 1000 jobs). Interestingly, it is only slightly lower than American 
cities (380 per 1000 jobs) which are generally heavily car-oriented intheir city centres. Thus 
despite having a city structured against car u se Bangkok provides parking as though it were a 
Housten or Detroit. Th is contributes to the peak hour crawl of 1 to 2 km/h in the central area. 

3.4 Modal split 
In 1989 Bangkok residents made 15.6 million trips daily, of which 33% were by bus, 27% by 
car, 16 % by motorcycle, 8% by taxi, and only 15% by foot and bicycle. This represents an 
extraordinarily low use of walking and bicycling for such a dense, mixed city. For example, 
the Tokyo metropolitan area has 45% of all daily trips on foot and bicycle (Asano, 1992), 
which is quite amazing fora city of Tokyo's wealth and affiliation with car manufacturing. 
Private vehicles (cars plus motorcycles) account for nearly all private transport in Bangkok. In 
terms of total work trips in Bangkok, pubtic transport only carried 28%, which is very low 
compared to some other cities. For example, New York had 28 % of workers going to work 
on pubtic transport in 1980, the European cities averaged 34% and Singapore, Tokyo and 
Hong Kong had a massive 60% of workers on pubtic transport (Newman and Kenworthy, 
1989). In terms of motorised work trips alone, the figures are even more surprising. Only 31% 
of motorised work trips are on public transport in Bangkok compared to Tokyo with 62%, 
Singapore 72%, Manila 73% and HongKong 89%. 
Overall, Bangkok's public transport carries only 33% of total annual passenger kilometres in 
the city, compared to an average of 64% for public transport in Singapore, Tokyo and Hong 
Kong. And whereas in other similar Asian cities only 33% of all daily trips is by ptivate 
transport, the figure in Bangkok is 51%, the highest of all Asian cities. 

4. Government's plans and their limitations 

Up until now, the major policy response has been to try to expand facilities for private vehicles 
as much as possible. Investrnent in expressways has taken the lion's share of the budgets in 
national development plans. 
Since the first national development plan was initialed about 30 years ago, the main focus of 
Thailand's transportation development has been on road construction and improvements to 
accommodate motor vehicles. A number of major new roads have been constructed, not only 
in Bangkok, but also to link Bangkok with other regions. The bias of investment in transpmt 
towards roads and expressways is very evident. During the 5th national development plan 
(1982-1986) around 98% of total transportand traffic investment in the Greater Bangkok Area 
was on highways, roads and expressway. The same figure was seen again during the 6th plan 
(1987 -1991), where the investment in expressways alone accounted for 65% of funds. 
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However, the implementation of such policy and investment has not improved Bangkok's 
traffic situation, on the contrary, it has dramatically worsened. As a result, more planners have 
begun to realise that roads and expressways alone will nothelp in relieving Bangkok's traffic 
disaster. There has thus been something of a shift in transport policy with pubtic transport 
beginning to feature more prominently, although it is still far from being the number one 
priority. 
The government through a number of relevant agencies (around 20) has proposed many 
transportation projects, eg expressways, urban trains, roads and traffic management schemes 
etc. During the 7th National Social and Economie Development Plan (1992-1996) such 
projects required 335 billion baht budget. However, it is estimated that there will be an annual 
shortfall of 15-20 biltion baht if all projects are to receive their projected investment (OCMRT, 
1994). 
One of the major harriers in implementing these projects is conflicts and overlapping between 
projects. For example, the three urban train projects have several crossing and overlapping 
points which need to be negotiated. These issues are the outcome of a lack of a Transport 
Master Plan and coordination between relevant govemment agencies. 
To cope with these problems, the government, through the National Economie and Social 
Development Board (NES DB) initiated the Seventh Plan for Urban and Rural Transportation 
(SPURT). Later the Office of the Conunission for the Management of Road Traffic (OCMRD, 
as the central transport policy agency, was assigned to revise this master plan. However, this 
master plan and OCMRT action plans are still based on traditional transportation policy and 
planning which emphasises the impravement of infrastructure, particularly roads and 
expressways to ease traffic congestion. Even though the urban rail mega-projects are also 
proposed, they have been impeded by a number of conflicts between different interest groups 
and seem unlikely to occur in the near future. 
Further delays are also likely as. these train projects are being subjected to what might be 
considered excessive environmental impact procedures, given their potenrial to begin solving 
some of Bangkok's already extreme road-based environmental problems. Whilst it is important 
that all major projects be subjected to environmental considerations, a sense of perspective 
needs to be maintained. For example, the visual intrusion of the corriparatively modest 
structure required for an elevated train, needs to be seen in context with the already extreme 
intrusion of existing and proposed elevated freeway structures which seem to have passed the 
environmental requirements. Mass transit's potenrial to improve Bangkok's already seriously 
deteriorated environment needs to be weighed up against any relatively minor environmental 
impacts which the mass transit system itself may introduce. 
The other shift in Bangkok's transport planning is the attempt to proposedemand management 
approaches to reduce private trips, particularly in cars. In this regard, an area pricing scheme 
study is being conducted. However, this policy measure requires very efficient supplementary 
modes. The bus service is the mode which is proposed to be improved, though there are still 
some questions about how many extra buses would be needed and how these would be 
accommodated in the road system at competitive speeds without severely restricting or 
excluding cars from some partsof the city. 
The implementation of this scheme is thus still far from being materialised, as it is likely to 
provoke strong resistance from car users. This is the obvious obstacle for the government in 
making a decision. Experience in other ei ties such as Kuala Lumpur and Singapore suggests 
that rail provides a better politica! bargaining tooi for an areapricing scheme because the public 
can see a quanturn leap in the quality and speed of public transport. 
It is apparent that in all these grand plans the significanee of non-motorised transport modes 
such as bicycling, rickshaws, and of course walking, has been totally ignored. 
Pedestrianisation and facilities for bikes generate linie interest in government plans. The main 
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barrier to walicing and cycling in Bangkok is a Jack of infrastructure. Most sois and roads have 
no footpaths and walking and cycling can be very dangerous due to the proximity of intense 
car and motorbike traffic. There is also no shade for people on foot or bike and the noise from 
traffic is severe, particularly from motor bikes. Coupled with severe air pollution, 
Bangkokians are reloctant to walk even forshort distances. Walking and cycling in Bangkok 
share only 15% of all daily trips compared to 45% in Tokyo and over 50% insome European 
cities such as Erlangen in southem Germany and Groningen in The Netherlands (Po boon et al, 
1994; Kenworthy et al, 1994). 
In addition, Bangkok is sitting on an alluvial plain with a comprehensive network of river and 
canals~ but waterways transponation (which used to be the most popular mode for travel), has 
been completely overlooked in transpon plans, despite its high potential to effectively 
supplement for land transport. It is the most pleasant way to travel in Bangkok due to lower 
temperature and separation of the waterways from the noise and furnes of the road system. 

5. Criteria for sustainable transport options 

Traditional transpon project evaluation focuses mainly on the economie rate of return and is 
li.kely to ignore the costof extemalities such as air pollution, energy consumption, ac.:idents 
etc. Most transponation projects conducted in Bangkok have been assessed only in terms of 
economie benefit Moreover, they tend to exaggerate the benefits and underestimate their 
associated costs. This approach makes such projects appear very favorable to planners, 
decisien-makers and the public. Yet, given a cenain time, those projects have not lived up to 
their initia! feasibility studies. Therefore, there should be new criteria to assess proposed 
transponation policy and projects. Such criteria should cover not only the short-term and direct 
economie return, but also the wider costs and benefits both in the short-term and long-term. 
It is clear therefore that policy making on transpon in Bangkok has been very inadequate, both 
in terms of how it has analysed the problem and the kind of responses that have been made. In 
particular, there seems to have been no effon to come to terms with the many and social, 
economie and environmental criteria which are important in deciding an overall direction for the 
future of transpon in Bangkok. 
New transpon policy and measures should therefore encompass at least the factors outlined in 
Figure 1. 

Fig. 1: Sustainable transport criteria 
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The elements of each major factor are as follows: 

1. Economie factors 
1. I Capital cost 
1.2 Operating and maintenance costs 
1.3 Time savings 
1.4 Accident costs 

Operating and maintenance costs for roads and expressways should also be included as done 
for rail or public transport projects. The 'durability' of time savings should also be assessed, 
since new roads are renowned for attracting extra traffic which eliminates time savings very 
rapidly and congestien occurs again but at a higher volurne of traffic. 

2. Environmental factors 
1.1 Land requirements 
1.2 Ability to integrate with existing urban structure without negative impact 
1.3 Air pollution 
1.4 Noise level 
1.5 Visual intrusion 
1.6 Severance of neighbourhoods 

3. Energy use 
3.1 Energy consumption per vehicle k.ilometre 
3.2 Energy consumption per passenger k.ilometre 
3.3 Type of fuel (fossil fuel versus electricity from potenrial renewable sources) 
3.4 Resource security (irnported fuel or available locally) 
3.5 Emissions characteristics of fuel (impacts on health etc) 
3.6 Distribution of emissions (eg centralised at power station and easy to control, versus 

dispersed and more difficult to control) 

The efficiency of energy use should be calculated and compared between options. This tigure 
should be carefully estimated by foreshadowing the future trips that the project will generate. 
The basic aim should be to demonstrate the total energy requirement of the transport project or 
facility versus the si ze of the passenger demand it will satisfy. 

4. Human/social factors 
4.1 Traffic safety 
4.2 Accessibility 
4.3 Equity arnong users 
4.4 Resident and job relecation costs 
4.5 Impact on pedestrians and non-motorised modes of transport 
4.6 Effects on urban community (eg project tends towards eneauraging social interactionor 

generating increasing isolation) 

5. Land use inlegration potential 
5.1 Ability to service and strengthen pre-existing development (ie wiJl it foster dispersal or 

concentratien of population and jobs?) 
5.2 Potenrial for private capital contributions (joint development/value capture potential) 
5.3 Ability to foster intensification and mixing of residential and commercialland use in 

ribbons 
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5.4 Ability to foster intensification and mixing of residential and commercialland use in 
nodes _ 

5.5 Potential to enhance the viability and attractiveness of walking and cycling (ie promotes 
dense, mixed land uses or dispersed, zoned land uses). 

According to the sustainable transport criteria outlined above, proposed expressways and new 
road projects are unlikely to perfarm satisfactorily on a majority of criteria. Expressways and 
roads are superficially considered as the necessary tools to solve the traffic problem because 
they can obviously provide more space for motor vehicles. Hence, a reduction in congestien 
and an increase in vehicle speed are generally expected, which may be true to a smal! extent in 
the short-term (although pent up demand and traffic saturation on most routes are so high in 
Bangkok that even this must be questioned). 
Lesson from cities around the world certainly show that in the long-run large new roads attract 
more cars and encourage more trips (Newman and Kenworthy, 1984, 1988). Moreover, their 
indirect costs such as energy consumption, air and noise pollution, accidents and 
discrimination against non-motorists are enormous. 
Nevertheless some Thai planners believe it is possible to raise road space in Bangkok from the 
present 11% of urbanised areatoa more typicallevel of around 20%. However, a few quick 
calculations prove that this is not socially, physically or financially feasible. A huge built-up 
area would have to be bulldozed which would elispiace a population equivalent to that of 
Chiang Mai, not to mention a huge number of jobs. This would provake very serious 
resistance, require a huge capita! investment and would in itself generate a high demand for 
more road space because displaced population and jobs housed on the urban fringe would be 
highly car dependent 
Thus sustainable solutions for Bangkok's traffic disaster should go beyond traditional 
transport policy and planning. They should encompass economie efficiency, ecological 
sustainability, equity and other social factors in order to return Bangkoktoa city for people, 
not a city for cars. 

6. Sustainable solutions 

Based on our analysis of the situation in Bangkok and the need to move towards a more 
sustainable transport system, the following policies are likely to give hope for Bangkokians, 
not only ones who own private vehicles, but also the poorer memhers of the community who 
have less options. 

6.1 Priority to public transport 
In some automobile-based cities such as Portland and LosAngeles in the USA and in Asian 
cities such as Metro Manila, public transport, particularly urban rail, has been introduced to 
provide alternative to cars. In Portland one freeway was knocked down and a public park was 
built instead. Another planned freeway in Portland (the Mt Hood freeway) was scrapped and 
funds were used to build a light rail line. Curitiba in BraziJ successfully integrated land use 
with a revitalised bus system. Curitiba shows how cornmitment to a good public transport 
system can contribute not only to efficient travel, but also to people's Jives, including those 
with less opportunity such as people with disabilities and aged citizens. 
As already shown, Bangkok's density is very high in an international perspective. Normally, 
mass rapid transit works best in denser urban farms. In Tokyo and Singapore, which have 
only around half Bangkok's density, mass rapid transit systems based primarily on heavy rail 
systems have proved to work effectively. Unlike road-based public transport, mass rapid 
transit does not get caught up in traffic and is usually of a high standard in termsof interior 
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comfort and safety. As a result, it has potential to attract people from cars, including the 
growing middle class. 
Priority also needs to be provided to buses in the road system. This can be in the farm of 
properly polieed bus-only lanes in the bath contra and normal flow directions. Traffic signals 
which are designed to provide priority to buses can also help to create an attractive public 
transport system by improving speeds and reliability. With the advent of a rail system in 
Bangkok, priority will need to be given to ensuring that the buses operate properly in a feeder 
role. This will maximise transit use and minimise the use of cars to access the rail system. 
Improvements can also be made to the paratransit modes in Bangkok such tuk tuks and hired 
motor cycles (see Poboon et al, 1994). 

6.2 Transit-oriented, mixed land use development 
This is a vita! tooi to shift Bangkok towards a more livable city. There is a particular need to 
integrate new development with public transportand to foster the potential to walk and cycle to 
many destinations. Present pattems of new high density apartments and dispersed townhouse 
and condominium developments are all predicated on high car use. Cars feature strongly in the 
marketing of these new developments, with large parking areas or parking structures central to 
the designs. 
In Europe, and increasingly in North America, efforts are being made to de-emphasise parking 
provision in high density urban village style developments and to focus heavily on foot and 
bicycle use for local trips and transit for langer trips (Newman, Kenworthy and Robinson, 
1992). In Bangkok there is little attempt being made to integrate new development with pubtic 
transport systems, especially the planning of new rail systems, to develop transit orientated 
sub-een tres, or to encourage walking and cycling in the local area. Dispersed development and 
high density projects orientated mostly towards private cars is leading to intolerable new 
pressure on the raad system of Bangkok. 
The gaveroment should therefore give priority and provide incentives to development projects 
which attempt to integrale with public transport and to contribute sarnething to the 
impravement of the quality of public transport in Bangkok. Proposals which are designed to 
facilitate high levels of walking or cycling for local needs should also be encouraged and 
rewarded. 

6.3 Transport demand management 
As Bangkok's raad provision is low and the number of private vehicles is increasing 
enormously, there are two basic responses which can be made. The first (a supply-side 
approach) is to increase raad supply by building more and more roads, the second (a demand
side approach) is to manage the transport system more effectively by cantrolling the use of 
private vehicles. The first alternative is a very common reaction amorig most Bangkokians, but 
as explained earlier, this approach will not lead to a more a sustainable urban system. The 
second alternative is, therefore, unavoidable for Bangkok. 
Cantrolling the use of private vehicles could include at least two measures. The first is 
increasing vehicle taxes, registration duty and fuel tax. This measure will discourage people 
from purchasing new cars and using cars. However, as in Singapore with its Certificate of 
Entitlements for buying a new car, it may be necessary to impose additional financial 
disincentives. The second measure is introducing an Area Licensing Scheme (ALS) to the 
city's heavy traffic areas. This measure works very effectively in Singapore and markedly 
reduces car traffic in congested area. 
The implementation of these measures however would meet with su·ong resistance from car 
users and car companies and the government would need to sart out its priorities - the overall 
health and welfare of ei ties in Thailand, particularly Bangkok, or economie relationships with 
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large car companies and vested financial interests concerned only with promoting more car 
sales and car use. 

6.4 Waterway transportation 
Bangkok has a comprehensive netwerk of river and canals, even though a number of them 
were filled in and were replaced by roads. Many canals still have potential to be developed into 
an attractive transport alternative for Bangkolóans. The existing beats services along the river 
and a few canals have proved that they can provide faster, speedier services than road-based 
transportation and without the choking air pollution of the streets. 
The boat service initiated by the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration on the east bank four 
years ago has now expanded from two caoals to four canals. The number of passengers also 
substantially increased from only few thousand to around 60,000 daily. However, to be more 
popular, the quality of beats and jetties needs to be upgraded and a more reliable, 
comprehensive service introduced. 

6.5 Cycling and walking 
These two modes of travel have been almest totally ignored in all transport plans. 
Consequently, the walking and cycling rate in Bangkok is very low, for the compact, dense, 
mixed use city Bangkok represents. Many Bangkokians make only very short trips (average 
trip length was only about 6.6 km in 1989 which means many trips are very much less than 
this and in the range of a foot or bicycle trip). Accommodating walking and cycling by 
providing basic infrastructure is very cost-effective and can potentially attract people from 
motor vehicles. Bangkok, like most ether cities in the world, needs to start consirlering the 
introduetion of pedestrianisation schemes in the central city. Attention to the ether needs of 
pedestrians and cyclists is also paramount (eg shaded routes, continuity of footpaths and 
cycling routes, separation from dangerous traffic, noise considerations, facilities for bikes at 
destinations, integration of foot and bicycle traffic with the public transport system etc). 

6.6 Institutional reform 
Too many agencies are responsible for Bangkok's transport planning and implementation 
causing overlapping in mandates and many conflicts. There should be a much smaller number 
of agencies and each should have a clear-cut function . A single comnüttee should have decisive 
power to oversee and coordinate such agencies and have the authority for reeommending 
decision-malóng to the govemment. 

7. Condusion 

In order to tackle Bangkok's traffic chaos and work towards a more sustainable city it is 
necessary to develop new policies and measures. Traditional transport policy which focuses 
principally on increasing motor vehicle speeds through road building, ignores the uniqueness 
of Bangkok and the existence of ether modes of transport. This approach has adversely 
impacted upon public transport and non-motorised transport which are the modes most suited 
to Bangkok's high density, mixed use form. Moreover, it has generated enormous indirect 
costs to the society in the form of air and noise pollution, high energy consumption and so on. 
The new solutions should therefore encompass not only economie considerations but also 
environment, energy use, human/social and land use criteria. Although this more holistic 
approach has not yet been widely recognised among Thai planners, decisien-makers and the 
public, it seems like the only course of action able to permanently relieve Bangkok's 
horrendoos traffic. According to sustainability criteria, the solutions for Bangkok should 
include priority to public transport, in particular a high profile, quality rail system, transit-
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oriented, mixed land use development, transport demand management, improved and 
expanded water transportation, promotion of walking and cycling and institutional reform to 
ensure policies can be implemented. For these proposed measures to have any hope of 
gradually changing Bangkok into a more livable city, there neects to be a fundamentally 
different approach on the part of government which puts planning for 'the common good' 
above sectional private interests. 
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URBAN HABITAT & SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION IN THE 
NETHERLANDS 

Wil A. Segeren, Rector 
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Abstract: 

The brief paper poses the question of how the scientific community may assist in addressing 
the many problems of today. It describes the (promising) Dutch policies as laid down in the 
second transport structure plan. 

Keywords: transport, policies, Netherlands, masterplan 

In contemplating the central theme of this conference I found myself asking two questions: 
'how can the key administrators and planners of the major urban areas be expected to 
contemplate the environment of tomorrow when they are beset by so many probieros today? 

'And given the unenviable complexity of their task what can we from the scientific community 
do to make it easier?' 

We are all only too familiar with the basic problems - housing, water supply, sanitation, 
transport, employment, education, crime and, above all, people, people, and yet more people. 
Can you imagjne trying to contemplate and make sensible plans for the future when you have 
so little control of the present? 

The phrase "crisis management", is often used to criticise what we regard as a reactive and 
unscientific way of doing things. Imagine finding yourself in a situation where that was 
normal, and then being asked to carefully give thought to things which may not materialise 
even in your own lifetime! 

And yet we all understand that it is vital for our decision makers to do ju st that. To take time 
from the often very difficult problems of today to take appropriate actions conceming the kind 
of environment we are Jeaving for our children tomorrow. Surely our responsibility, i.e. the 
bulk of the people in this room and their peers around the world, is to advise decision makers 
and to educate the future generations of such decision makers - how to tackle this task. 

As an example of the problems that have to be confronted daily, take the very process of 
urbanisation itself. 

Third World cities have been straining under the weight of population increases since 1950, 
but the worst is yet to come. Of the total increase of nearly 3.8 billion projected over the 1950 -
2025 period, roughly 2.4 billion (63%) will occur after 1995. 
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The situatiori in Africa is of particular interest and concern. Interest, because as the least 
urbanised continent it has the greatest potenrial to learn from our mistakes and successes. 

Concern, because its urbanisation process has notfoliowed the pattem of most developed and 
developing countries. The peculiarity of Africa is that it has urbanised, and continues to 
urbanise, without any significant degree of industrialisation. It is more in the nature of a retreat 
from agriculture - itself often triggered by a combination of environmental and population 
pressures - than the !ure of industrial employment 

Because it does not follow the conventional model we have only a poor understanding of the 
processes involved. But is is clear that Africa's path to urbanisation is different and therefore 
the relevanee of much of our experience has to be open to question. 

Looking at the scope of the subjects you are to discuss it is apparent that the subject is of 
enormous complexity. So complex that you may have little time to notice or experience the 
country around you. I already recommended you to visit the city of Delft. I hope this is not so, 
but in case I should prove correct may I bring to your attention some developments in the 
Netherlands which I think are of significance. 

In less than a decade there has been little short of a revolution in rnanaging and planning for the 
development of the major urban areas of the Netherlands. It is a revolution which derives 
directly from concern for the environment of tomorrow. For this reason I think it is an 
experience which is central to the theme of this conference. 

Some of you may not be a ware that the Netherlands 
• Is a small, relatively wealthy country (GNP per capita$ 21000 in 1994), with the highest 

population density arnong developed countries (+ 400 persons per sq.km). 
Meeting the neects of the car has produced the highest road density in Europe (2450 km per 
1,000 sq.km) with considerable lossof amenity and access to public lands. 

• In its most densely settled core area, the Randstad - you are in the centre of the Randstad - it 
also has one of the highest vehicle densirles in the world - in excess of 500 cars and taxis 
per 1,000 inhabitants - which have added to traditionally high levels of environmental 
pollution from its petrochemical industries. -

Traditional Dutch sensitivity to the pollulion issue provided one of the key motivations behind 
the changes to which I have referred. 

The publication, in 1987, of a major environmental study brought to the forefront of the pub! ie 
and politicial arenas the realisation that pollution levels were very high and could only worsen 
given unrestrained growth of motorised transport. 

This led to the production of the radical Second Transport Structure Plan which contained far
reaching proposals, basedon quantified targets to be achieved by 2010, to mod.ify established 
growth patterns so as to reduce the expected increase of motor vehicle u·affic - and hence 
worsening environmental degradation, congestion, lossof amenity and safety- by, inter al ia, 
promotion of public transportand Non-Motorised Transport. 

The Netherlands is the only country in the world to have a Master Plan to promote increased 
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use of the bicycle to try to divert non-essential shortelistance and camrouter traffic onto public 
and Non-Motorised Transport. 

These measures have been reinforeed by physical planning Ie gislation and changes in personal 
taxation policy. There has been areversalof strategy from one policy which sought to disperse 
employment creation, and hence housing and other developments, to the less populated parts 
of the country in the North and East, to one which now seeks to concentrale these in existing 
major urban areas. Such a policy favours the development of public and Non-Motorised 
Transport. It also reduces cammuting d.istances, energy consumption as wel! as noise and air 
pollution. 

Personal taxation was changed from a structure which in effect encouraged long-distance 
commuting by car to pi aces of employment, to one which now penalises such behaviour. 

Quite apart from the environmental issue there was also a strong feeling in the country that a 
physical (space) lirnitation had been reached in efforts to accommodate the car. 

Paradoxically there was concern that The Netherland's competitive position as a major trading 
nation, in which the efficiency of its transport system plays a key role, was being threatened by 
congestion-reduced access to vita! export areas such as the Port of Rotterdam and Schiphol 
Airport. 

It would be wrong to imagine that these radical changes were easy. The Dutch love affair with 
the car is as strong as that in any country. In this respect it is notabie that the then government 
was forced to resign in May 1989 due to a conflict over taxation on the use of private cars. 
Nonetheless the substance of the proposals were subsequently implemented by the new 
govemment. 

I think this experience is very relevant to your deliberations. Occasions like this can so often 
produce such a catalogue of probieros that it is easy to become either cynical or pessimistic. 
The Dutch experience shows that it is possible for the threat of urban and environmental 
probieros tobetaken seriously, and with determined action to obta.in sensible changes in long
term strategies and policies. We have by no means solved all the problerns but we have made a 
positive start which gives encouragement to our environmentalists and planners. 
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METROPOUT AN MOBILITY AND TRANSPORT 
TUE CASE OF TUE NETHERLANDS 

Prof. Johan Overeem, 
Adviser Rail plan, Consultancy Netherlands Railways 

Technica! University Hamburg, Harburg 

In five statements open for discussion the current debate on the Future of the Randstad Holland 
is sketched as far as the planning of transportation-infrastructure is concerned. It is argued that 
an innovative high speed railway Circle Line, in combination with regional and urban (light) 
railway systems, will contribute considerably to the con servation of the historie city eentres of 
Randstad Holland and supports the creation of a "Sustainable Mobility". 

Keywords: randstad Holland, future, mobility (and accessibility), transportation
infrastructure 

The actual debateon the future of 'Randstad Holland', the ring of cities around a 'Green Heart' 
in The Netherlands, wil! be shortly sketched in five statements for discussion. New Rail 
Infrastructure will play a key role in shaping this ring of cities for tomorrow. 

Metropolis 

Metropolis is derived from the Greek word 'mètèr' (mother) and 'polis' (city), meaning mother 
city (city state) over other, colonial, cities. Nowadays we think about 'world city' when we 
hear or read the word. A matter of globalisation. Is there anything like 'Metropolitan Life' in 
The Netherlands? Probably not if we compare with London, Paris, Berlin, New York, 
Mexico City, Tokyo, Jakarta, Bangkok, Rio or any other acknowledged urban agglomeration 
with many millions of inhabitants. The Netherlands is a smal! country with an urban base of 
many small cities, not one having more than one million inhabitants. Anyhow, since about five 
years ago we have been discussing seriously the future of 'Randstad Holland' as the 
'Greenheart Metropolis at the North Sea'. 'Randstad' means something like 'Rim City' or 
'Edge City' and has been coined first by the Dutch aviaton pioneer Piesman in the twenties 
surveyinga new location fora national airport. This non city, 'urban field ', consistsof about 
ten cities and some more smaller towns with their own history and indentities, where about 
40% of the fifteen million Dutch find their living. To these cities belong the country's capita! 
Amsterdam (Trade and Financial Centre, International Airport Schiphol), and the city with the 
Seat of Govemment, The Hague; The Netherlands is one of two countries in the world where 
Capita! and Seat of Government are not synonymous. Together with Rotterdam, World 
Harbour, and Utrecht, International Fair, these cities forrn the strong urban pillars for the 
'Randstad Holland' concept (fig. 1). 
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Bllllliil Inner flank 
__.._ Central ring 

. Fig. 1: Randstad model the four piJlars 

With the growing interdependencies between these ei ties in the Holland region, it is justified to 
imagine this region as a "Greenheart Metropolis', though their inhabitants and visitors will not 
experience it as a 'World City'. 
Statement 1: In The Netherlands the Ring of Cities known as 'Randstad Holland' constitutes a 
peculiar. unigue. urban system that in its own right might be called a 'Metropolis'. 

Mobility and Accessibility 

Mobility, in terms of the number of trips people have to make for their living, has been 
relatively constant over time viz. about three of five trips per person per day (1000 trips per 
person per year is perhaps an easier rule of thumb, as is about 500 hours of travel time per 
person per year). One can even argue that in Modem Times the mobility of people has been 
reduced taking the necessary efforts in terms of time and money into account for making a 
daily living. 'Growth of mobility' can therefore be considered a myth based upon the statistics 
of passenger kilometers (the average trip Jength has grown considerably, indeed) and the 
observation, or worse, the experience of daily traffic jams. The argument 'Growth of Mobility' 
is often wrongly used for the justification of infrastructural projects. While mobility is referring 
to human behaviour, accessibility can be considered its shadow notion from the viewpoint of 
the activity locations (jobs, shops, schools, facilities) people have to visit for making a living. 
Which people and how many can reach this location within a certain effort, for instanee a time 
constraint of halfan hour, is a relevant question for defining accessibility. Accessibility of 
locations at the edge of cities or even in the countryside has grown considerably at the cost of a 
decline in accessibility of the old, historie city een tres. 
Statement 2: Mobility and Accessibility are complex notions. essential to have an insight in 
before ta.king strategie. often politica!. decisions within transportation and infrastructural 
planning processes. 
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Transportation 

Despite a longstanding lipsetvice, forabout twenty years, to the idea of an integrated approach 
for environmental, physical and transportation planning in The Netherlands this turns out to be 
very difficult to realize in practice. The recent policy effort of the Central Government in 
producing coordinated White Books' on these issues has been 
remarkable and has gained international recognition. But the hard economie reality and its 
politica! validation is highly responsible for conventional infrastructural planning to take the 
lead again. In other words, supply planning has priority over demand planning. Th is is in 
conflict with the strive for a 'Sustainable Mobility' for which a drastic change in hu man 
behaviour, individually and collectively, is necessary for breaking through the current vicious 
circles of urban development. 
Statement 3: Transportation as the intennediate function between mobility and the accessibi)ity 
of activity locations. materialized in all types of traffic. has contributed considerably to the 
existence of various vicious circles that work to~ether in producin~ a tremendous waste of 
time. space. land and city scape. natura! resources and environmental qua1ity, The human 
obsession for hi~her speeds ~oes to~ether with high costs for the qua1ity of life, It is about 
time to learn to enjoy the pleasures of a new type of slowliness a~ain. 

Randstad Holland in 2010: Los Angeles of the Low Countries? 

It is estimated that in the coming ten years some 700.000 homes have to be built in the 
'Randstad region'. In itself this wil! contribute to an urban sprawl already realized for many 
economie functions along main transportation corridors and around Schiphol airport. The 
frightening scenario, for not so long, of the development of a Los Angel es type urban system 
in the Rhine/Meuse Delta is despite the relative strong planning tradition in The Netherlands not 
a self denying anti-utopia anymore. In the post-modern discussion of "anything goes", the Los 
Angel es model is now able to attract promotors from 
urban planners and architects. 
In their enthusiasm for 'Mobile Man and Architecture' they forget the inevitable dialeetics in 
planning that the real Los Angeles is investing billions of dollars for the re-invention and re
introduction of urban rail transport 
Statement 4: As historie experience indicates. the future of 'Randstad' Holland will hi~hly 
depend on the outcome of the on~oing debate between 'consetvationists' and 'modernists' and 
of course. on not to be foreseen external coincidences. Choices on the development of the 
existing rransponation system will play an important. though nota decisive. role in this debate. 
May common sense prevent the comin~ of a transformation of the 'Randstad' into a Los 
Angeles of the Low Countries. · 

Randstad Holland 2010: Tomorrow's Infrastructure 

In the development of its National Transportation System The Netherlands has a longstanding 
tradition of bundling transportation infrastructure. A kind of leap frog development of, 
alternately, water, railway and highway infrastructure can be distinguished. The introduetion 
of a new type of railway infrastructure for the High Speed Train wil! most probably follow the 
same tradition. In this respect its is rational to conneet the city with the Seat of Government, 
The Hague, directly to this system. The new high speed railway system should not only be 
seen as a line haul conneetion of Randstad Holland with the Metropolis of Paris, London and 
Ruhr area in Gerrnany but should also be innovatively used as a Metropolitan High Speed 
Railway, forming a Circle Line (like on a smaller scale the Circle Line of the London 
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Underground) that connects the four urban pillars, of the Randstad tagether with the Airport. 
Tagether with the modemization of the existing (light) railway systems this can contribute to 
the prevention of a Dutch Los Angeles and the strengthening of an even more attractive 
concentrated 'Greenheart Metropolis at the North Sea'. By development of such a system there 
is a real opportunity to realize the formulated policy goal for the redtietion (of the growth of) 
motorcar traffic from 70% to 30%. And if for the short distances an active mobility
accessibility planning is strongly stimulated that favours pedestrian and bicycle traffic we can 
maybe do more thanjust paying lip-service to "Sustainable Mobility". 

Statement 5: The new High Speed Train could be innovatively used as a Metropolitan High 
Speed Railway and so contribute to the conservation of the uniCJ.ue character of Randstad 
Holland for the future. being the backbone fora merropolitan transponation system that creates 
a 'Sustainable Mobility'. 
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INTEGRATED MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SUSTAINABLE COASTAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

THE CASE OF ROTTERDAM, EUROPORT, GATEWAY TO THE 21ST 
CENTURY! 

Seen B.M. van der Plas, Permanent Secretary 
Ministry of Transport, Pubtic Works and Water Management, the Netherlands 

Abstract: 

Coastal areas are increasingly exposed to both natura! and human hazards. The paper discusses 
how for the case of Rotterdam such a coastal zone could be developed in a sustainable way, 
when a number of items are given special attention. 

Keywords: Coast, Development, Sustainability, Gateway, Rotterdam 

World coast 

Two-thirds of theEarth's surface is covered by sea and only one-third is land. The transition 
between the two is a narrow strip: the coastal zone. This occupies less than 15% of theEarth's 
land surface. Nevertheless, this narrow coastal belt - only 60 km wide - accommodates more 
than 60% of the world's population. Add to this the fact that only 40% of the world's 1 million 
km of coastline is accessible or temperate enough to be inhabited and you can understand why 
this means a high concentratien of people in these habitable coastal areas. 

The inhabitable parts of the coastal and deltaic zones provide ideal conditions for living and 
working, including housing and recreation, transponation and communication, agricultural and 
industrial development. This was so in the past, is so now and will increasingly be so in the 
future. From now on, however, there is one major difference: special care now has to be taken 
to preserve those natural values that still survive in these zones. 

The coastal areas are govemed by natural, physical, biologica! and chemica! processes, which 
are highly dynamic. 

The coastal zones are in the mean time particularly sensitive to relatively high rate of hu man 
induced changes and consequent heavy pressures on the environment. These take the form of: 
* population growth and economie development; 
* degradation of natural resources; 
* change in biologica! productivity; 
* loss of species; 
* dynamic changes in coastlines; 
* exposure to natural and human hazards ; 
* accumulation of contaminated wastes (sinks) from upstream human activities. 

Thus, on the one hand we are dealing with dynamic natura! coastal systems and on the other 
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with specific socio-economie developments. The use of natura! resources in these coastal zones 
can lead to severe conflicts. Coastal problems include the accumulation of contaminants, 
progressive decline of habitats and resources, and worldwide coastal erosion. In actdition to 
hu man influences, we have to take into account the possible impacts of global elimate changes. 
Together they forma series of challenges for policy and decision makers and ultimately require 
special response strategies to resist these increasing pressures. 

Coastal dties 

The increasing pressures on coastal areas and their resources include present-day population 
growth and economie development specially in urban habitats. 
These produce competing demands for space and resources in coastal zones. Such pressures 
will be intensified by the future impact of global elimate changes, which may lead to an 
accelerated rise in sea levels and changes in storm regimes and river discharges. 
Various estimates indicate that people living within 60 km of the coast currently represent about 
60% of the total 5.5 billion world population. 

Estimates of the future growth in popuiatien indicate a substantial increase in the coastal 
population. The rate of growth may be as much as twice that of the inland population. There 
are indications that by the year 2025 up to 6.0 billion people (75% of the world population) 
will be living within 60 km of the shoreline, as compared with the present estimate of 3.3 
billion. 

Civilisations and cultures have often originated in coastal and deltaic areas. At present, sixteen 
of the world's twenty-three largest cities are situated in the coastal zone and take full advantage 
of that position. 
These coastal cities are expanding rapidly. While the world population has been growing on 
average by around 2 % a year since 1970, the world's largest coastal cities have increased by 
an average of about 3 % a year over the same period. Future projections of the population 
growth of some coastal ei ties show an even strenger increase. 

The Netherlands - Lowland Waterland 

The Netherlands, with its low-lying coastal zone, has a history of constant struggle to solve 
existing and future water-control problems. In this struggle, the Dutch have had to blaze new 
traiJs in the field of water management, land use planning, coastal defences and environmental 
protection. The challenge of building a society on this low-lying, vulnerable deltaic land has 
motivated the Dutch to come up with new approaches to problems and to learn from past 
mistakes. These experiences can be shared and can help solve problems elsewhere. 

The Netherlands is primarily the result of the coastal and deltaic interplay between the North 
Sea and the rivers Rhine, Maas and Scheldt. Approximately half of the country is situated 
below sea level. In our dealings with land and water, we have a long-standing tradition going 
back twenty-five centuries. First we built mounds on which to take refuge in times of danger 
and later we starred building dikes, which we still do. Starring in the Middle Ages, we pumped 
dry a whole series of inland lakes, originally using windmills and later on steam engines. 
There are now many hundreds of diesel/electric pumping stations that work night and day to 
keep our feet dry. The sea has been an ever-present threat. It reaches its claws into the heart of 
the Netherlands from two directions, one from the north and the other- multi-pronged - from 
the south. · 
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The need for maintenance and implementation of the safety standards has been shown recently 
by the serious flooding by our rivers, the biggest river flooding ever recorded. 

To counter the threat and guarantee some degree of safety, the Ministry of Transport, Public 
Works and Water Management was forced in the past to develop two vast plans. 

The first, known as the Zuyder Zee Works, set out to create a long dike to seal off this area of 
the sea. The ciosure gradually transformed the Zuyder Zee into a huge freshwater lake, the 
Usselmeer, as the action of rain and the River Ussel (a branch of the Rhine) drove out the salt 
water through two sets of sluices in the dike. This plan was coupled with extensive land 
reclamation. 

Once the Zuyder Zee Works were finished. we implemented the second plan, known as the 
Delta Project. The aim of the Delta Project was to form a series of dams and dikes closing off 
the original estuaries from the action of the sea. The last phase in this plan involved a very 
special structure: the Eastern Scheldt Storm Surge Barrier. This was completed in the eighties 
and can now be opened and closed at wil!, so preserving the influence of the tides. This was 
done for environmental reasons, to ensure the survival of marine ecosystems in the Delta area. 

Th is barrier can be seen as the first concrete step in the direction of a new phase in our dealings 
with land and water: the lntegrated Coastal Policy. The aim of this policy is to work with 
nature instead of against it. The new approach is creating a more flexible coastline kept in 
dynamic equilibrium and offering new dunes and beaches for many uses, including nature 
reserve areas. All these plans are increasingly being Iinked with careful integrated water 
resources management and sophisticated urban and rural planning. 

I would like now to focus on the very densely populated western part of the Netherlands with 
its horseshoe-shaped multi-nodal Rim-City Holland, bordering on the North Sea and 
comprising Utrecht, Amsterdam, The Hague and Rotterdam. In the centre of the horseshoe is 
what we cal! the Green Heart of Holland. 
Let us now look at the Gateway to Europe in this area- Rotterdam: a port with a city, a city 
with a port. 

Rotterdam Europort 

Rotterdam is situated on the rivers Rhine and Maas, and borders on the North Sea. 
It is by far the largest port in the world. Freight transfers in 1994 totalled almest 300 million 
tons, carried in and out by approximately 32,000 sea-going vessels and 170,000 river barges 
and push-boat units. The freight handled there includes crude oil, coal, ores, wheat and grain, 
fruit and edible oils, as well as containers. In addition, there is roll-on/roll-off traffic and of 
course passenger movements. 

Rotterdam is a unique sea-river-land port, in that it has no sluices and is therefore able to 
receive very large oil supertankers, huge bulk carriers and vast container ships. 

In many ways, Rotterdam can be seen as a Gateway both into Europe and out of Europe to the 
rest of the world. Mul ti and intermodal transport is absolutely essential in this respect. It links 
Rotterdam both to the vast hinterland of Germany, France, Belgium, Switzerland, Eastern 
Europe and beyond, and to huge markets overseas. Transport and distribution are of vita! 
impmtance and take place by water, road, rail, pipeline, air and telecommunications, including 
value-added logistics. 
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The port of Rotterdam borders the North Sea and lines the banks of the major European rivers, 
the Rhine and the Maas, for 30 km inland. The width of the port area, perpendicular to the 
river, varies between 1 km near the centre of Rotterdam and more than 5 km at the sea-coast. 
The port covers a total area of around 10,000 hectares. The depth of the different harbour 
basins varies from several metres at the eastern (inland) end to more than 23 metres at the 
western end nearest the sea. This funnel or wedge-shaped port area also includes large 
industrial complexes ranging from large oil refineries and related chemica! works and metal
working industries (including ship-building) to the agri-food processing industries. An 
important new sector is the waste recycling and processing industries, including the 100% 
environmentally friendly storage of contaminated wastes. A nother vita! sector is utilities, in the 
shape of energy supply (coal-fired power stations and combined cycle installations) and water 
supply (using purified river water). 

Rotterdam, a human habitat 

Linked to the port, the city of Rotterdam and a series of satellite urban areas occupy both si des 
of the river system. The total population of the Greater Rotterdam Area numbers over a 
million. All these people have to live, work, travel and pursue their leisure activities within a 
relatively smal! area. They have to be provided with houses and apartment buildings, 
preferably close to their work and with associated facilities. Apart from the port and the 
industrial complexes, the city also accommodates a service sector (banking and insurance 
industries, and the headquarters and administrative eentres of international companies) and 
major educational and research institutions such as Erasmus University, the Netherlands 
Economie Institute and Unilever Research Laboratory. 

With regard to tourism and recreation, there are four distinct areas: 
i) the coast (dune and beach recreation), 
ii) rivers and lakes (yachting, sailing, rowing and swirnming), 
iii) the Green Heart with its attractions (polder landscape and windmills) and 
iv) the inner-city areas (museums, zoo, theatres, cinemas, restaurants and hotels}. 
Tourism provides Greater Rotterdam with an annual income of 1.5 hiliion dollars and 
employment for 24,000 people. 

With regard to travel and transport in genera!, we distinguish between traffic on foot, by 
bicycle, tram, bus, train, metro and car, on water and by air, and various combinations of all 
these. The aim is in due course to achieve more environmentally friendly means of 
transportation. 
With regard to nature, there are two main areas under legal protection. One nature reserve north 
and one south of the river axis, and ecological corridors are being developed to link these to the 
main national eco-infrastructure. 

One of the great challenges is to develop the port and city in harmony with each other and to 
provide for living accommodati.on, work, transportation and recreation on the waterfrontsin 
such a way that we can truly speak of the Green Port and City of Rotterdam. 

Rotterdam and sustainable development 

In order to achieve this chalenge, we have developed what we cal! the ROM - RHINE DELTA 
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PROJECT. This uses methods that simultaneously improve the environment and strengthen the 
economy. It considers every aspect of living, working, transportation and recreation, and 
makes provision for nature conservalion and development. This project is now under way and 
wil! take a number years to complete. It comprises many tensof well-defined sub-projects. 

An important overall aspect of the project is to review the many conversion processes involved 
in the industrial, energy, traffic and dornestic sectors within the Greater Rotterdam Area. The 
aim is ensure that in future these conversion processes use less raw matenals and less energy 
to achieve a higher yield of useful products, while at the same time producing less hazardous 
emissions to air, water and soil and fewer by-products. 

The term 'useful products' means that the chosen product specifications are such that the 
produels are relatively environmentally friendly both during their lifetimes and thereafter. The 
by-products must be processed and used or- if that is not possible - safely stored. The review 
includes measures to deal with noise, odour and dust. 

Another sub-project relates to the energy sector and aims to achieve more combined cycle 
installations and insulation measures, ultimately producing higher yields and a reduced need 
for new "traditional" power stations. Other sub-projects relate to the transport sector and aim to 
improve the flow of goods by road, rail, pipeline, inland shipping and sea/sea traffic and air 
transport. In order to reduce damage to the environment, there is differentiation between modes 
(e.g. eneauraging more intensive use of water and rail to relieve road congestion). There are 
also plans to restmeture the existing port and port-related areas and reclaim necessary land 
from the North Sea, all directed towards improved and new developments. 

The future growth of the port of Rotterdam is closely linked to the development of inland 
transfer facilities to the hinterland. Road extensions and improvements, and the construction of 
a new railway (known as the Betuwe line) to theeast are all being planned specifically with a 
view to improving freight transport. 
So far as inter-European passenger transport is concerned, high-speed rail systems have been 
designed to link the Rim City (including Amsterdam, 1l1e Hague and Rotterdam) to a number 
of major European destinations. 

The aim of all these sub-projects is to produce a stronger economy and an improved 
environment in a sustainable society. A fascinating aspect of the ROM-RHINE DELTA 
PROJECT is that it is based on close institutionalized cooperation between the various levels of 
government (centra!, provincial and municipal) and the private sector, co-financed by all the 
parties involved. 

Another challenge of vita! importance is to create more added value for each ton of goods af ter 
it enters Rotterdam and before it leaves again. With regard to the chemica! and petrochemical 
industries, we are promoting the further introduetion of actvaneed process integrated clean 
technology, in order to create more intricate products of higher value. 
In the service sector (universities, banking, insurance, travel agencies, etc.), analogous 
developments may similarly be expected to increase the value of products in future. 

It is clear that Mainport Rotterdam is a powerful economie motor for the Netherlands, radiating 
many new activities into the hinterland as wel! as towards the North Sea. Since there is not 
enough space for all these activities within the present Greater Rotterdam Area, there are plans 
to reclaim land from the North Sea using the 'working with nature' methad of integrated 

, coastal policy. · 
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There will also be greater exploitation of the third dimension, in the shape of more high rise 
buildings and underground structures, including transport and transmission systems. 

Marine extension - building with nature 

There are plans for large-scale, multi-functionalland reelamatien in the North Sea, both north 
and south of the double entrance to the port of Rotterdam (fig. 1 ). 

Fig: 1: Northem and Southern Reclamation Plan areas; overview 

The southem reelamatien plan, under serious consideration as part of the ROM- RHINE 
DELTA Project, provides for new harbour basins and a wide variety of port-related activities. 
These include not only mega-hub container terminals, distribution eentres and infrastructure for 
various modes of transportation, but also the 100% environmentally friendly storage, 
processing and recycling of various types of wastes. In addition, there will be areas for 
tourism and recreation, including nature reserves. 

The nonhem reclamation plan, which is still in the planning stage, comprises 4500 hectares 
between Scheveningen and Hook of Holland. Th is will provide room for portand pon-related 
activities, residential areas, areas for tourism and reereatien (including a freshwater lake), 
infrastructure, a nature reserve, modem types of horticulture linked to the existing Greenhouse 
District, and another area for tourism and recreation complete with a tidal lagoon, a yachting 
harbour, a holiday village and a hotel conference centre. 

The two large-scale lahd reelamatien plans are now under serious consideration by centra!, 
regional and local government and are intended to be accomplished by early next century. 
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A fascinating aspect of this land reclamation work is that it will be achieved by working with 
nature, creating a new and more flexible coastline in dynamic equilibrium. This will consist 
mainly of dunes and beaches, withsolid sea defences being kept toa minimum. Working with 
nature means that, to a greater extent than in the past, we shall use the matenals and forces 
present in nature. The material is therefore the loose, mobile sand, and the forces acting on it 
are the action of tides, of waves (specifically in the breaker zone), of gravity and wind, of 
certain coastal and estuarine currents and the interaction between vegeration and sand. 

Integrated coastal policy means finding ways to solve existing and future probieros in relation 
both to each other and to the hinterland on one hand and the adjacent sea on the other. The aim 
is multi-functional sustainable coastal zone development. 
An useful tooi in this respect is a plan development management system in which the intricate 
relationships between the various functions are described in both qualitative and quantitative 
terms. 

If the Greater Rotterdam Area- including Mainport Rotterdam -is to continue and extend its 
activities in a sustainable way, it needs an environmentally sound, multi-functional North Sea. 
This is threatened by emissions of hazardous substances from local and foreign industry and 
also underlines the need for safe and environmentally sound shipping. We should, however, 
notfocus exclusively on the chemica! impact of human behaviour. The way the Dutch manage 
water quantity is also of ecological importance. Some examples of initiatives and results of 
applied research relating to the North Sea may also be mentioned. 

Environmental sound dredging 

Guaranteed depths in the navigational channels and the Rotterdam harbour basins are a 
prerequisite for the proper functioning of the port. The depth of entrance channels has 
increased greatly over time. In 1937, they were on average a mere 20 feet deep. In 1991, when 
the Euro Maas channel was completed, its depthof 74 feet was necessary to allow the world's 
largest ships to enter Rotterdam under normal wave conditions during 99% of high tides. 
These depths are well beyond the natura! equilibrium and the channels are therefore 
continuously filling up with silts and sand. Each year some 15 to 20 million tonnes has to be 
removed from the harbour areas and entrance channels. This necessitates costly and large-scale 
dredging activities. 

The dredged material consists of both riverine and marine silts and sand. The sediments in the 
eastern harbeurs are mainly of riverine origin, whereas those in the western harbours are 
dominared by sea sand and silts. Concentrations of hazardous substances in thesediment show 
similar gradients from east to west. The origin determines the chemica! quality of a particular 
sediment and riverine sediments are highly contaminated compared to the marine materiaL 

The quality of dredged material from the eastem harbours poses a huge problem for the city of 
Rotterdam. Until a decade ago, all dredged material was disposed of at sea, regardless of the 
concentration of hazardous substances. 
Now, highly contaminated dredged material is stared in a containment area. Material which is 
only slightly contaminated is still dumped at sea at a site off the Dutch coast, nonh-west of 
Hook of Holland. 

For various reasons, this policy is not satisfactory in the long run. (1) We do notwant to leave 
containment areas full of toxic sediments as a legacy for future generations. (2) Dredging and 
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starage in containment areas is expensive. (3) Riverine silt is of great importance to the 
estuarine and coastal environment. 
It provides nature with the rnatenals to build tidal flats, and silt is a souree of nutrition for the 
estuaries, the breeding chambers of the North Sea. For these reasons, Rijkswaterstaat and the 
city of Rotterdam are trying to find a more sustainable solution. 

The Port Authorities of Rotterdam and the Ministry of Transport, Pubtic Works and Water 
Management have jointly initiated studies to minirnize dredging casts. For in stance, surveying 
techniques (have been improved, so that the clayey-silt loaded bottorn layers can now be 
penetraled by high-frequency echo sounders. This provides more exact estirnates of navigation 
depth. The results of these optimalisation activities have had the effect of reducing the routine 
dredging quantities by about 25% (1987-1992), and therefore reducing the costs by the same 
amount. 

Three-quarters of the annual total of 15 million tonnes of dredged material is dumped at sea. 
Studies have shown that a substantial proportion of this is immediately washed back into the 
harbeurand its entrance channels. Recent hydraulic research on dredged material return flows 
reveals a steep gradient of this return flow as a function of distance. The dumping costs are, 
however, also a function of the distance between dredging and dumping sites. An ecological 
and economie campromise has been found. Part of the dredged material is in future to be 
dumped deep enough not to be influenced by active coastal sediment transport, while part wil! 
be dumped further north to ban substantial return flows. 

Sustainability can, however, only be guaranteed by tackling the problem at its source. If 
discharges of hazardous substances are cut down, the dredged material will no Jonger be 
contaminated. The city of Rotterdam and Rijkswaterstaat are undertaking various projects with 
the aim of achieving this ambitious objective. Ultimately, however, it can only be achieved 
through a joint international effort, si nee most of the contaminants present in the Rotterdam 
harbour sediments come from transboundary pollution. 
Under its Rhine River Research Programme, the city of Rotterdam has been successful in 
obtaining agreements from main foreign industrial sourees to make substantial reductions in 
their emissions of hazardous substances. 

Navigation and marine environment 

Shipping is of enormous economie importance both to the Rotterdam area and to the entire 
Netherlands. On the other hand, shipping can pose a threat to a green port and city of 
Rotterdam. · 

Both disasters and routine eperationat and illegal discharges from ships rouse great public 
concern because of the association with oiled seabirds. The eliminatien of such oil spillages is 
a challenge. A large-scale analytica! policy study rnight provide an adequate tooi. The policy 
analysis is based on 
(1) a shipping traffic model, calculating the chancesof ship-ship and ship-offshore platform 

collisions and 
(2) an oil dispersion model. 

The models allow analyses of the various proactive and adaptive responses, including their 
ecological, economie and managerial consequences. As a result, shipping lanes can be 
designed or relocated to minimize both collisions and the ecological risks of spills. 
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Discharges of bilge-oil and sludge by shipping can only be reduced by a change in attitude. 
Most ships are well-equipped with oil-water separators and sludge tanks to minimize oil 
discharges. However, estimates show that about 60% of all bilge-oil and sludge is illegally 
discharged, causing approximately 40,000 tonnes of oil to end up in the North Sea every year. 
If all the oil from ships were legally disposed of, annual oil discharges would be reduced by 
99%. Port reception facilities are a necessary answer to iJlegal oil discharges at sea, but the 
extent of illegal discharges suggests that these facilities will not be enough by themselves. 
Financial instruments, better service, more intensive air surveillance at sea and Port State 
Control as wel! as stronger sanctions may be the answer. In the Netherlands, a start bas been 
made with some of these measures. However, it is still difficult to obtain convictions in cases 
of illegal discharge, and consequently very few offenders are actually fmed. 

Restoring marine and delta environment 

Our concern with the application of the principle of sustainable development in the North Sea is 
reflected in various efforts by the Dutch government. Five years ago, wetook the first steps in 
the process of quantifying the concept put forward by .Mrs Brundtland. This policy-linked 
research process produced what we call the AMOEBA approach. This included the 
establishment of reference levels and targets, and the identification of factors with the aim of 
achieving effective and controllable measures. The AMOEBA approach provides a birds-eye 
view of the imbalance in the present-day ecosystem. The North Sea now hosts many algae, but 
few seals, rays or herring. Our reference levels are represented by plant and animal populations 
at the beginning of this century and constitute our ultimate goal. We should be aware that 
changes in the community of species are induced not only by pollution. Cónsequently, the 
reduction of discharges is not the only way to improve the situation. 

Present-day fishing methods also have a huge ecological impact. As a result of ever more 
intensive fishing and the use of more powerfut fishing vessels, a quarter of the North Sea fish 
stock is now being landed each year. The average fish survives for less than five years. Since 
rays, for example, only reach maturity at the age of seven, they are no longer able to reproduce 
properly. 

In the last century there have been enormous changes in the physical environment of water 
systems. Land has been reclaimed from saltmarshes and tidal flats. Some estuaries have been 
dammed off to safeguard the Netherlands against storm floods. Deep entrance channels 
without sluices are of great importance to shipping but allow substantial salt intrusion. 
As a result, some of the North Sea breeding chambers have lost their conneetion with the sea 
and no longer perfarm their valuable function. Migrating species like the salmon are virtually 
excluded from their spawning grounds in the upstream parts of the river basins. To solve this 
problem, the Ministry of Transport, Pubtic Works and Water Management is conducting a 
number of studies to see whether the large sluices can be managed in such a way as to increase 
the mixing of salt and fresh water in order to restare fi sh migration. It is to be expected that 
both ecological and economie demands can be satisfied. 

Conclusions 

We are learning from our mistakes and using the achievements of the past toprepare to meet 
the challenges of the future. If we are to solve existing and future problems in relation both to 
each other and to the hinterland on the one hand and the adjacent sea on the other, and if we are 
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to create added value, the following items need to be given special attention: 
1. The absolute necessity of an integrated coastal zone managementand development policy. 

Many functions have to be considered in all their intricate relationships. Integration between 
the different sectors is essential, as is closer cooperation between scientists and policy 
makers. A horizontally and vertically integrated coastal zone management approach is a 
prerequisite for sustainable exploitation of natura! resources in the coastal zone. 

2. Wh ere co as tal zone extensions or coastal defences are concerned, there needs to be an 
emphasis on working with nature (meaning the use of dunes and beaches with a minimum 
of solid seawall elements), both for the sake of the environment and to ensure cost
effectiveness. 

3. The u se and development of strategies that both strengthen the economy and imprave the 
environment. 

4. The need to obtain relevant information through monitoring the state of the environmental 
compartments air, water and soil. The resulting data will provide an excellent basis for the 
evaluation, formulation and implementation of environmental policies on the highway to 
sustainable development. 

In short, Integrated Multi-functional Sustainable Coastal Zone Management and Development 
can provide solutions to existing and future problems in densely populated areas, such as 
Rotterdam, both in relation to each other and in relation to the hinterland on the one hand and 
the sea on the other. It can also help us to use methods that simultaneously strengthen the 
economy and improve the environment. 

No te 

This paper was prepared in cooperation with Ronald Waterman, Robbert Misdorp, Luitzen 
Bijlsma and Leo de Vrees. 
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D. Geo-informatics 

Introduetion and chapter synopsis 

The need for spatial or geo-infonnation technology is rather great, however, implementation of 
such systems, particularly GIS, is not an easy matter. GIS are used for e.g., the management 
of urban environmental issues. Everywhere, relevant institutions mention interests for the 
implementation and emphasize its planned use. 

Nevertheless, the real world experiences do not always appear to be so positive. In his 
contribution "Infonnation Technology for development" v.d. Linden indicates that GIS is a big 
hit in Sub-Sahara Africa. He also stresses its serieus need because of urgent problems such as 
the rapid depletion of natura! resources tagether with environmental degradation. Linden 
concludes, however basedon a survey held in 1992 in 11 Africa countries that the majority of 
these GIS systems is hardly used or does not meet the initia! expectations. The reasens for 
these disappointing results are extensively discussed, and ideas for bettenneut are indicated. 

In fact, De Man in his contri bution "Establishing geographic irifonnation system as institution 
building" discusses one of these reasons, notably that the establishment of a GIS goes far 
beyend the provision of infonnation and systems technology. Instead it concerns a matter of 
people, people in an organizational context. For that, institution building and development are 
crucial for the success (or failure) of GIS implementation. In that line it is fully understandable 
why De Man emphasizes 18 applications as a social process. 

Furthennore, in the contri bution "Towards sequentia] capacity impravement in urban planning 
and management (UPM)" of V eenstra and Turkstra, another carefulness is indicated, that is the 
need for an integrative and incremental approach with regard to the inter-departmental 
municipal databases to UPM in Third World Medium-sized cities. For that they discuss three 
knowledge domains notably socio-spatial, proceduraVadministrative and politicaVinstitutional. 
Finally their contri bution explains the municipal introduetion of (geo-)information technology 
in Latin America. Another 'local' contribution concerns the survey and needs assessment 
concerning geographical infonnation systems (GIS) and decision support systems carried out 
in the Asian and Pacific Region, explained by Kammeier. He discusses rather detailed the 
trends and the needs analysed through the survey in Asia on matters such as carpenter-aided 
applications in urban and regional planning. 

The next (final) local contribution concerns municipal solid waste management in Thailand's 
secend city Chiang Mai. Van der Meulen explains a number of operational computer modules 
to support operational decisionmaking. Except the subpart about garage management, all 
modules are so-called spatial decision support system approaches. The major module is the 
solid waste colleetien logistics approach. It intends to optimize the handling of solid waste 
effered to the collection systems in Chiang Mai and which is stared along the road netwerk on 
colleetien sites from where it is collected by solidwaste colleetien vehicles. The routing of 
these vehicles is optimized by that approach, while the before mentioned garage management 
intends to optimize the availability of these vehicles for daily processing. Besides another 
module in which mainly thematic mapping is organized for more infonnation purposes, a 
special fee collection bookkeeping system is explained. Originally the municipality did not 
collect these fees adequately and moreover was not quite wel! informed who did and who did 
not pay. The fees should cover the municipal solid waste collection efforts. 
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Many donor agencies, recognizing the promise of infonnation technology to support develop
ment activities, stimulate the use of especially Geographical Information Systems by donating 
and installing GIS facilities. A recent survey in 11 African countries shows _ _that tl}e_Il)ajorjty .Qf 
these SY..§!~fl1S ~~ ~~dly l!S~ or d()es not meet_the initia) expectations. 

On the basis of the same survey, the paper discusses what dictates.success or failure of 
introducing GIS in devel.QQ.ment oriented organizaJjons Ln Afrig.. Next to organizational 
issues, prQ.b.~~~r~l~~ t_()_t.h.ç es~_~li_shql_ent of local ca acity for education and training in GIS 
are elaborated. 

Key-words: Geographical Information Systems, Africa 

1 .Introduction 

The eradie of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) stood in countries, such as Sweden 
and Canada, that pair rich natura! resources and a vast land area tQ éi.lQ.~opulation densi!)'. 
To improve their country's management of natura! resources, GIS was the only way to provide 
the required timely and accurate geographical data. Many d~~~~~.P!!lg_Eg_!!_n!Ii_e_s f'!~e a simi~ 
but more dramatic baclsl9g in infonnation i.e. topological maps and environmental data. The 
rap1d depletion of natural resources tagether with environmental degradation add to the urgency 
of the problem. 

Not surprisingly, GIS is a big hit in Sub-Saharan Africa. Many developing projects with a 
large GIS-component and nümerÖ.Üs sciëntific-·meetings testify,9f the_ê:owiQgjnterest in GIS. 
Two important initiatives are the World Bank's PEISSA(Program on Environment Informa
tion Systems in Sub-Saharan Africa) (World Bank, 1991) and UNEP's GUAP (GEM 
SIUNITAR Africa Programme), both directed a_! establi~~i!:!g QIS_l!~<! Image Processing (lP) 
facilities for environmental applications at the national level. Especially the World Bank 
stresses the importance of having a National Environmental Action Plan in combination with a 

. computerised National Environmental lnformation Centre (NEIC). 

\ 

A recent survey (Linden, 1992) reveals the discrei?anc~between the intentsof development 
oriented GIS ffit~ct~~d the sit':!~tion .in pract1ce. ~ m!_i_@_ ~~asons are disï'egäia-for 
expenences WI e IntroduetiOn of Information Technology (IT) elsewhere and the donor
driven character of prQject_s. Consequently this artiele elaborates first which organizational 
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conditions have to be met before GIS can really contribute and second the need to change the 
prevailing donor-driven approach to development projects. With examples of environmental 
applications, other issues discussed include information provision infrastructure, access to 
information, the need for coordination and the demand for training and education. 

2 .An organizational perspective on introducing Information Technology 

2-:-rThree approaches ! 
Three different views on the introduetion of Information Technology in an organization have 
been distinguished, respectively the evolution of the introduetion process; the type of tasks in 
different stages of an evolution and the role information plays in an organization. 

Nolan's model of the ey_oiuilim of information technology within an organization distinguishes 
...-- the following stages (see Davis and Olson, 1985): 

I 1. Initiation: Automation of severallow-level operaring systems in a functional area. 
. 2: Extension: Automation expanded into operational systems. 

3: Modification. Emphasis shifts from rnanaging the computer to rnanaging the data. 
\ 4: Intewation. Retrofitting of existing applications takes place. 

\ 
5: Data ~~inistration. A data administrator is hired and the function is moved higher in the 

organ1zauon. 
6: Maturity. The system mirrors the organization's data flow. 

This model be can used to assess the level of development of information technology within an 
organization and shows which steps are ahead before maturity is reached. 
According to the second approach (Manheim, 1988), introduetion of computers into an 
organization is generally carried out in three phases. In the firsJ phase, existing repetitive 
administrative tasks are automated. The experience gained permits a new perspective on 
existing not yet automated tasks, which in the s~cong phase leads to additional and often 
innovative computer support. In the third phase, the organization responds and adjusts itself to 
the presence and potenrial of information technology. This camprises not only new ways of 
selecting and performing tasks but also changes the way people operate within the organization 
and sometimes even the definition of its mission. It is imperative that an organization starts at 
phase one. Only after succ~~sful irnplementation the next P.hase can be entered. Trying to skip 
one phase wil! lead to failure of the pro gramme. 

The third approach is based on Manheim (1988), who sees information technology and 
information as an important strategie asset for an organization and a strategie weapon for it's 
managers. 
- Managers should use IT carefully and deliberately to achieve the tactical goals of their 

organization. 
- Effective implementation of a plan for using IT to achieve the organization's objectives 

requires rnanaging technology change as people change. 
- Managers can develop a plan for exploiting IT effectively with the aid of systematic 

methods. 
- To be fully effective a training programme must be designed, not simply as a set of lessons 

in the techniques of a technology, but as a major component of senior management's 
strategy for acmeving the basic goals of the organization. 

It is not the specific information systems technology that is important, but the way in which it 
is used. Senior managers should take direct and personal responsibility for using IT to achieve 
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their strategie objections. Thus, responsibility for infonnation provision, including infonnation 
technology should be at the highest decision level within an organization. 

J 
All three approaches emphasize the .i!!!P_Qr_tance of tOQ_!!l_a]!~g~m~fi!'S_ ~n_volyem~n_t_f_Qr -~ 
successful introduetion of InfoQTiatig!!__Teçjlnology. The approaches also highlight tne 
existence of leaming curves conceming an organization as a whole and the necessity to follow 
a sequentia! uninterrupted evolutionary path towards a fully integrated automated infonnation 
provision structure as a model of an organization's operations in pursuit of its mission. 

2.3 Practical guidelines for successful implementation 
Experience shows that an agency that is most successful in designing and implemenring IT wil! 
already be functioning well, since it cao take the time and risks associated with the changes 
required in implementing such a system (Damm-Luhr, 1984). General characteristics of 
successful introduetion of computers are typically the following: 
- Management: The project is well managed as the complexity of the process needs firm 

control to meet the projeet's objectives. 
- Persuasiveness: There are one or more "champions" who promate the new tools and 

procedures. 
- Integration: The clear intention to let the new facilities become integrated with an agency's 

set of computing resources, may remave the threat of 'empire building' and .the encroach-
ment on existing 'territoria! claims'. · 

- Empathy: Introduetion of new tools wiJl influence the existing juxtaposition of jobs and 
responsibilities. 

- Job satisfaction: The new tools should be directed to help people do their job better, 
possibly with more satisfaction. 

- Top management's support: Without key managers' support and encouragement from the 
very start no· success cao be expected. 

- Practical: Involvement of line managers or skilled teehoical persons who are in touch with 
the daily activities is necessary. 

- Unassuming: The project should give adequate attention to educate but not overwhelm 
managers with teehoical details. 

The following guidelines cao help successful implementation: 
1. Do more than just buy the right hard and software. 
2. Understand current practice in the organization. 
3. Know what people do. 
4. Strategize. 
5. Plan with your a geney's strength and weaknesses in mind. 
6. Encourage experimentation. 
7. Phase-in new procedures. 
10.Integrate new with existing tools and staff. 
11 . Develop the organization along with the tools. 
12. All persons who will be operating the Information System including all decision makers 

and users, must participate in its design and implementation. 

2.4 Preliminary Conclusions 
lntroducing Information Technology in a single organization is a complicated and 
time-consuming process, which compulsory has to fellow eertaio successive steps and for 
success needs to meet a multitude of conditions. No fixed prescription exists for every 
situation, although experience from practice suggests some guidelines. Obviously, given the 
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impact on an organization's fabric, embarlàng on such a venture has to be based on a deliberate 
and informed choice of top management. Top management's commitment is the key to 
success. Even then, successful implementation needs carefut planning and management over a 
prolonged period and with substantial claims on available resources. Extra attention should be 
given to the management of human resources in a period of organizational transition. 

Many development projects with a GIS component testify of a belief that availability of inforrna
tion systems as such wiJl change an organization: technology as change agent. The only 
feasible en trance, however, is information processing in relation to the organization's mission. 
The introduetion of technology can be very useful as a catalyst to dramatically improve an 
organization's performance. It is in any case a chosen moment to assess an organization's 
strengths and wealmesses in relation to its mission, as a strategie plan is called for anyway. 

Theoretically, but also practically, the outlook for successful implementation of EIS and IP 
capability is not very bright in Africa., as many conditions mentioned before arenotmet by far. 

3. The wider context 

3.1 lnformation: needs and access 
GIS systems provide mostly only part of the information required. Many other sourees of 
complementary information exist and are needed. There is also the question of which 
information, at what level of accuracy and scale is required for specific purposes. In highly 
aggregated form, data may become meaningless. For some purposes, i.e. urban and regional 
planning, positional accuracy for instanee is not the first requirement. In countries with a large 
diversity in land characteristics, data at the national level may be inadequate to address for 
instanee sub-national environmental management issues. ~i§.!h~~~f_9~ Ï!!l_p.Q!..t_<l!l_l:._~()_g~t a clear 
idea about tbe._i_nforma_tiQ!lll~W_U!Ult~. çijffç:J:.(_;.!}t_ l~Y..t<l~ _q_f_ge._()mph_i~l!!_ abstraction. Änoilier 
question pertains to the availability to interested outside parties of data collected in sectoral 
institutions for sectoral purposes. 

Obviously there are no clear cut unequivocal answers to these questions. There must however 
be consensus on the content of a centralised core data bank and the way data may be added, 
extracted and changed. Flexibility around a core data base, such as a NEIC, with ample 
possibilities for data exchange by setting standards for among others exchange formats, 
definitions and data quality is thus called for. 

3.2 lnformation: Coordinated dissemination 
The ultimate reason, at least for the PEISSA (Falloux, 1989) and GUAP programmes, for 
estä-611sning-GrS-~d lP capabil~ty ~I ~f!j_~~~~~_stoE the rapid degradation o~_~e natural 
environment anëfTo support sustama e management of natura! resources. However, Gis-áoës 
not stop egraaauon o 1Jïè natura envtronment, peop e o::çon_~-~9..1!~!ltly_.j_t_is i!!lportant to 
identify the main menaces to the environment and the key groups of people to be involved in 
avertingthese' thrëätS.ifiïs requtresadelioeräte effort to transTatëtne'Gis-base(finformauon to 
the target group, which is a complicated exercise. An excellent example in Sub-Saharan Africa 
is subsistenee farming, where women form the key group to address, as they provide more 
than 70% of the required Iabour. 

Here, sustainable environmental management is a bout changing existing agricultural patterns 
and farming practices, thus in essence about changing habits and attitudes. This requires 
deliberate efforts to persuade the local agricultural communities, more specifically the women 
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subsistenee farmers, to change their habits aften fundamentally. lt is time consuming and 
requires a basis of mutual trust and respect between local population and extension workers. 
Information is needed to show convincingly that new farming practices and change of 
agricultural pattems are profitable. 

Information rovided by a GIS is without further translation and substantial editing unsuitable 
for use at th~ass ro.ot levél A vanety o extens10n met odsand m oÏmatlon-càrriëisbastö o 
bé used tëlreach actorslm -ortäïîfio-süstä:inaóFenviiönmentil ïnanagement at the different 
lëv-ëis between a NEIC an_9 the ~ rooi§-:-w!Th-oütä:-pröper multi~lev-dle"d-lmoriTiäilon 
translation and disseminarion system a NEIC is to a large ex tent 'voiceless'. Future assessment 
exercises should include measurement of the degree of proliferation and the ex tent of use of 
information originated in a NEIC. This should be an important achievement indicator of a 
Centre's success in serving a nation. 

A further topic is the need for coordination as new projects or programmes, with a substantial 
demand for data colleerion and information, are often initiated without proper research in to the 
presence of sirnilar ongoing programmes or on the availability of results of previous research. 

3.3 Training and Education 
There is an urgent need for adequately trained personnel, although the training problem is the 
most easy to tackle, as it requires only transfer of knowied ge from institutes in donor countries 
to African countries. This can be done in short and intensive hands-on training courses under 
the guidance of 'expatriate' instructors. Twinning with relevant extemal institutions is required 
to provide the long term presence of 'experts'. A phase in phase out strategy for outside 
experts should enable institutions to run training courses independently within a relatively short 
time span. Simultaneously this constant exposure to GIS and IP technology wil! provide the 
experience base required for the design and conduct of courses on GIS and IP within 
University curricula at different levels. The development of the experience base to support 
integration of GIS and lP teaching in the curricula could be enhanced by research projects with 
a large GISliP component. Also, here twinning with suitable institutions should be realised. 
The running of training courses at a 'profit' basis will enable universities to pay for lecturers 

~~~~;t;;,~~;~l'_~~l%~~~~~t&~~~~l~r~!1~i~aJïf~~!~i@k-iH~d~~~d~~r\~ 
foflow the rapid developments m ffie field and capable of absorbmg new products without 
much outside assistance. Ideally introduetion to GIS and_ lP technology~Q,ll_!Q_ be offered ju st 
as any Qth_~LÇQ_liJ_se_.Qll 'enabli!l_g_ ~çh11~q~~.§uc~-~ ~tl!tistics ~~eciA!Jyjn those cwjic;_ufa t5~ 
~n!<fitlDQ§!,j.e. Environmental Studies. 

3.4 Towards a receiver-driven approach 
\brs has raised expectationsfor better environmental planning and management. The two major 
initiatives in instaHing GIS capacity are the UNEP GUAP and the World Bank PEISSA 
prograrnmes. The GUAP exercise fits into the GEMS/GRID mandate to provide data on a 
global and regional scale. Th~PEISSA___P-rogram testifies of the knowledge that economie 
devel~ent and environmental!l}anagement _!!re i~rtwinedc - ---· 
TheTIUAP did not establish demand as such, but identified a suitable institute with a national 
mandate in environment monitoring and assessment, willing and capable to join the 
Programme. Ensuingly this institute was eligible for hard - and software and training of 
personnel. 
The World Bank PEISSA programme is basedon a policy paper with the subtitle: _ _<t_çl_eiTlili!<i. 
dti-yen !PJ:>.roac_il_· '['!_e document shows that demand is established by asking a -~~~~~i.'.l~ 
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country what its demands are. In this regard it is important to note that PEIS SA is part and 
parcel ófa Naiionär.Ënviroiunent Action Plan, which is a World Bank initiative. The World 
Bank attaches much value to the existence of such a plan, which without proper environment 
information provision makes not much sense. The linkage, if any at all, between a NEAP thus 
PEISSA and eligibility for World Bank funds is at least psychological noticeable. Any answer 
to the demand question has to be influenced to a certain extent by what a receiving country 
thinks that the World Bank wants to hear. Conclusion: both programmes are donor-driven 
approaches. There is nevertheless no doubt that both programmes serve a noble purpose and 
are addressed to allevia te some of the worst of Africa's problems. ~~!~- -~~!!!Y is a demand 
for GIS and IP capability, but if formulation of the demand was left to the receiving countries, 
Iriós(Q:f.Q_~áoiyaruffe~n!1-::-morcDiextbfë anäTeSs fëCbno1ogy<iïi.ëïi.Teä a_ep_!oa~f!.~~uld have 
resulted. 

A case at hand is U ganda (Linden, 1992). The U gandan approach is characterised by the 'think 
big, get your principles right and act small' rationale. The acquirement of hardware and 
software, or the head on indulgement in projects has a low priority. First they want to sort out 
what they really want, what principles should govern prioritising and how to coordinate 
sectoral interests. Intheir view, a NEIC is more than a computer based information centre as 
one of their priori ties, i.e. the establishment of a documentation centre, shows. 

The Uganda example shows the receiving side to be not as 'businesslike' as the donor, at least 
at first sight. U ganda has reacted positively to the 'demand' question, but needs time to sort 
out its own side. Uganda's policy in establishing a NEIC shows a high degree of centralisation 
that theoretically should make it easier to 'get a project on the rail'. Still they opt for an 
approach that gives them more flexibility in what should be done by whom, when and how. A 
project document is precisely about fixing these issues for the duration of the project. Apart 
from the rigidity of an approved project document there is a danger, according to the Ugan
dans, that a projeet's fixation on a specific technology without giving due credit to the whole 
width of the field will be counterproductive in the end. The irony is that from a donor's point 
of view, as soon as the project is approved, almast everything that goeswrong can be blamed 
on the other party. Very often analysis of the conflicts will reveal a mismatch between the 
objectives as formularéd m a Q!QJ_ect document ano the real demand. Donor agencies have to 
operate according to rather specifië guidëlines-·as-w hat subjects are 'fundable' in relation to 
their agency's general policy. This rnight deelare hardware and software to be fundable, while 
excluding library services or the stocking of a documentation centre. A project document will 
honour th~~~~ffic_i_a.l_g_!!i_c:ieJ!nes andcons~ql!_~_~tly_ can leave <;ertä'!!J.~<!ê_iif~n_(:ls fmancially 
uncoveredand uncatered for. Also, acceptance of a project represents the result of an 
optimriiatlöri pioëëss-rrom the receivers' end, of which some factors are usually pertaining to 
non-project interests, but for instanee to the interests of the receiving organization as such. 
Even if both parties are aware, there is hardly a reason to discuss them explicitly let alone 
mention them in a project document. Getting a project is an income generating activity for an 
organization and should be contemplated as such. Project documents are often formulated 
towards the neects of the tending agencies adrninistrative and policy machinery. Important issue 
is the possibility to control progress and funds disbursement. Flexibility makes this more 
difficult and complicated and thus will be met with suspicion. Still given the uncertainties so 
characteristic for the field of establishing EIS and lP capability, the Ugandan attitude makes 
sense. lill_!Jp_to the donors to design programmes and projects that c~n cop~ ~l!h llle 
uncertainties of the fï~l~.0'ithout losin_g__acc~ll..~ility ang_ tra!!_~_2are~~L~he degree to which 
a recetymg~()IJ!!!!Y c~n mffiier~ce_!he~_ay_~ p_roJ~(;t ts_ ~X-~l)t~_c:l _äi19Z()r_j~ !~tfJl_!JleJ1tal to tne 
formulation of a project ~rrors tJ1e !elationship bet~een donor ancl ~çceiver. As in the eQd it is 
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the receiver who has to foot (most oO the bill~ should be an ~u al party in the deliberatioQs. 
ltJ.s_(l!llbY . mpQI1!!!'!t to. QQJe that rules ~ovemin~ success.a.i ihe doiior side ·may be.qüfte 
different fronHh..Qs~ at tl)e receiving countnes' side. onsequently, activitfesiiüheîield of GIS 
should see to the right of a receiving country to formulate the need fora certain progranune and 
to formulate priorities and approaches in line with national development priorities and its 
absorption capacity. 

4. Discussion 

J GIS in Africa is still technology centred and supply ~ven. There are no countries in Sub
' Saharan Africa where GIS technology has conquered a permanent position as a major souree 

( for environment information. Technology required for GIS and lP, makes developing 
countries at least for the near future highly dependent on the donor community. Furthermore 
donor involvement as indicated above touches upon the fabric of a country's organisation. 
Obviously environmental information, which forms the bulk of information any govemment or 
~uthority neects to perform its duties has consequently a considerable politica! (and security) 

)dimension. eertain information will also be of economie value and may when distributed freely 
\endanger a country's economie position. eonsequently, the donor community should be a ware 
'pf the sensitivity of the subject. 

Bec~l_!s~. GI_§ technology r~uires a _dras tic r~thinking on existing sectoral responsibilities and 
ultimately organisation, commitment of top managSmenvs essential for survival. Tl?_ere ~-~ems 
to b~_?- m!!Ï.QL<;_()Ill'!l.!.lniç(l_tio.n, probJeiJ!J>etw~~.!!_9.!_~ro essionals and top management. That 
GIS experts still try to reach the so-called decision makers is reason for cauoon, but tt ts up to 
the GIS professionals to bridge this communication gap at the penalty of being marginalised. 
Most responsible persons are a ware of these problems as the question of establishing a NEie 
bas put the contours of developments to come on the agenda. Before these persons shy away 
for the problems and in the process leave the undoubtedly great potential of the technology 
untapped or underutilised, serious attempts to address these problems should be undertaken. 
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ESTABLISHING GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM AS 
INSTITUTION BUILDING 

W.H. Erik: De Man, 
ITC, Enschede, The Netherlands 

Abstract: 

Establishing a GIS goes far beyond this technicallevel. It often means bringing people tagether 
and let them jointly think about their jobs and activities and how to improve them. The 
application of (geographic) information technology not only provides information but links 
indivlduals_as well. Establishing a GIS int!üs_~~nse is_a.fQ.rm of institution building ana 
@y_<::_!Qp1"!_1~'!!, 

Keywords: Geographic information technology, Institutional development, Sharing problem 
perceptions, Local knowledge, Social sciences. 

1 . Introduetion 

Often, the value of GIS (or, more generally, geographic information technology) is understood 
as producer of specific sets of information. However, establishing a GIS goes far beyond this 
technicallevel. Establishing a GIS often brings people together and Iets them think about their 
information requirements; in fact: Iets them jointly think about their jobs and activities and how 
to improve them. Establishing a GIS in this sense is a form of organizational development. 
Establishing a GIS also links producers and consumers of data and information. Therefore, the 
application of (geographic) information technology not only provides information but links 
individuals as well. In this respect, establishing a GIS is a form of institution 
building/development. 
It is impoi"t:~.t...!.~ __ !:!._t_:!.c!~!:.Sgf!~ t~~~~-d.i~ensions. First,_s_ll_cce~~_f~l~~f establishing a GIS 
çan b_ç explained with the help ofth~se f~ctor~. Se<;gn_ti_,_!h~~~-Qi.lllen~i_()_!!~ fQf.!!~ on the rich 
possibilities th~plication of geogra_Rhic information technology brings beyond the mere 

rovision of information. -·--· - · - · ---- -- ·-· ·----- · - · · · · · · · ·--- - -... P, .. . ... . . .. . ...... , .. __ _ 

2. Operationalization of geographic information technology 

Geographic (or spatial) information technology has developed dramatically over the last 
decades since the pioneering work of Tomlinson and others in the sixties. lts domains of 
application include nowadays scientific research; physical, urban, regional and environmental 
planning, policy-making and management; and management of natura! resources in genera!. 
Notwithstanding these developments in and proliferation of sparial technology, some pressing 
problems still need to be resolved. 
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e_J!gineering on 0-e ~.hand, and organizational and socie_~! ~ha~!l_g__~~- 211_ t!t~- 2~· In ether 
words: technology encompasses technica! and non-technica! (or contextual) 1ssues. It is 
fruitless to speculateabout the predominanee of one of these components over the ether; both 
are important. Without proper and sound teehoical design, technology wiJl not bring us very 
far. But without a proper societal "fit", technology can't bring us anywhere either. It are 
precisely these non-technica! and contextual issues that we will briefly explore in the 
following. 

Any new technology necessitates a review of old models and paradigms. For long time, the 
map has been the inherent "data-model" for spatial information technology. However, the 
need emerges for a new "language" and new approaches to modeHing spatial data and 
information. Modem sparial information technology makes such shifts in paradigms possible. 
The operationalization of any new technology also necessitates organizational structures and 
practices to be reviewed and (where necessary) to be redesigned. 

3. Application of information technology as a social process 

lnform~tion and if.l.f<.>IJll~tiQIJ ~S_l__e!YI_S _(:!~!} ~ vi~~ed .'!J ~.different levels: 
: - at the technicallevel 
· - at the level of the individua1 
1- at the level of (complex) groups or societies. 

From the outset, I claim that a social sciences' perspeelive provides a fruiûul viewpoint in this 
respect. In the good tradition of several main streams within the social sciences we understand 
information as both a product and a process. 

3.1 The technica I level 
From information-as-a-product it fellows that data capturing is important. The 
viewpoint of social sciences draws attention to the fact thatcapturing of socio-economie data 
generally is laggi!lg_ behind capturin_g___QfJ_echnical and physical data. More precisely: the 
o~rationalization of all sorts of social phenomena into observable variables anQ ~~.!1 !ntoj.ata 
an~__l!lformation needs more att~nti~l1 . .!:h..~.n. _it do_~~-~t~~~t. 

Most of these social phenomena have locational relevanee as well and this brings the need for 
information languages and data models to capture this spatial dimeosion and to integrate data 
and information of different "spatial phenomena", notably socio-economie and physical 
phenomena. 

Information-as-a-process has three aspects. One aspect is pure technica!: how to process 
data into information. (Perhaps it is better to say: how to process data intoother data.) This is 
the domain of computer handling and GIS in its narrow technica! sense. 

o0 3.2 The level of individual human beings 
In addition, information-as-a-process has two other aspects. Both of them are related to human 
beings. The first deals with individual perceptive, psychological and cognitive processes. 
Individual user's neects studies are within this domain. However, users generally act and 
interact in groups. Consequently, most user's needs studies must be viewed within a social 
rather than pure individual perspective. 

(J .J 3.3 The social level 
The other aspect relies on the understanding that people often give meaning to information 
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through social processes. This domain contains a wide range of traditions within social 
sciences including symbolic interactionism, comrnunication, organizational and collective (and 
organizational) learning. Important notion in this respect is the creation and maintenance of 
shared/common images of sparial phenomena. 
Inmy opinion, information-as-a-process must be understood as primarily a social process in 
order to graspat leäsf sö-meöfitS ricnness-. ---·- -- -------·--··-------

3.4 Information utilization systems 
One step further brings us to the understanding that with or without our (geographic) 
information systems, data and information is flowing/floating around between human beings. 
In information systems' tenninology I coined this idea as "information utilization system". 

The notion of "information utilization system" may take the form of all sorts of existing and 
indigenous - and therefore mostly informal - knowledge and communication systems. In this 
respect, linkages between forma! (eg. geogra2._hic). information hand!~ local (indigenous) 
knowledge systems must -beconsl.dëf~d: In ether situatwns it may tä1<e the form of 
communication channels within organizations. 

3.5 Impact within organizations and communities 
The operationalization of any new technology necessitates organizational structures and 
practices to be reviewed and (where necessary) to be redesigned. Modern information 
technology not only affects existing power structures, it also necessitates new roles and 
functions within organizations. Certainly, information technology poses change and therefore 
challenges existing leadership and management. In this respect, an important question is to 
what ex tent modem information technology facilitates organizationalleaming. 

We need to further explore the impact of the introduetion and operationalization of spatial 
technology on (existing) organizations and on society at large. 

'(i}~ ~gççç_~li Qf_ qç_y_ç_l()pffie.!H _Î]lJ~X~~l}!iQQ~ _ _g_~e.'lQ~ ()!l_th~-de~e of congrt~_enc_y_i_!!_ problem 
perception between the ÎI1tervening~ency and the beneficiaries. The capability to create and 
rnaintaio a shared perception and vision of social problems is an important and necessary 
condition for sustained development. This also means that locally available experiences and 
(indigenous) knowledge needs to be integrated with the "official", bureacratic and established 
(exogenous) knowledge. I believe that information technology could play an important role in 
the creation and maintenance of shared problem perceptions and in the integration of 
indigenous and exogenous knowied ge. Because of the nature of most of these social problems, 
spatial or geographic information technology is of particular importance in this. 

4. Conclusion 

The application of geographic information technology is essentially a social process. It has 
the potential of brioging people tagether in sharing knowledge and perceptions of common 
problems. This, in turn, may bring coherence and commoness in their individual problem 
definitions and thus may lead to collective actions . I_I1 __ _!!!j_L~~ns~,__!!!e ultimate goal of 
geographic information technology is to enhance the ability of grougs ~mi.sQçktiesJQ.jQimly 
address common (social) problems_ In ether words: the a P.lication q_f__geogr;].P.~_ic_infonnation 
technology like estabhshmg a crrs-bëëomes a form of mstitutiOn bmiding or development. 
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TOWARDS SEQUENTIAL CAPACITY IMPROVEMENT IN URBAN 
PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT (= UPM) with specific reference to introducing policy 

indicators and supporting (geo-)infonnation technology into medium-sized city administrations 

Abstract: 

Jan V eenstra and Jan Turkstra, 
ITC, Enschede, The Netherlands 

This paper attempts to show that for the meaningful contribution of inter-departmental 
municipal databases to UPM in Third World medium-sized cities an integrative and incremental 
apQ!Q_ach is reguired. Therefore, a gradual cross-disciplinary reconciliation is proposed of 
different development ideas, scientific concepts, methods of deductive and inductive inquiry, 
and subsequent causa! generalizations, policy prescriptions, instruments and critica! key 
indicators for programme evaluations, to be employed by the various stakeholders: city 
managers, localleaders, (land) development planners and recipient interest groups. Hereto, the 
changing context of municipal bureaucracies and shifts in their·information requirements are 
briefly sketched. Against this backcloth three bodies of practical (socio-spatial, 
proceduraVadministrative, and political/institutional) knowledge are presented, including 
inherent UPM policy criteria and prerequisites. Finally, Latin American examples of phased 
introduetion of information technology into municipal administrations point towards a final 
stage in which, through normalization and standardization, inter-departrnental databases can be 
linked. This level of computerization forms a prerequisite for making use of the poten ti als of a 
geo-infmmation system to suppmt both operational and strategie UPM tasks. 

Keywords: Capacity, Urban planning, Management, Policy, Indicators 

1 .Changing context of municipal government and shifts in information 
requirements 

The urgent need for Third World countries to imprave the material, as wellas socialliving and 
bargaining conditions fora growing popuiatien makes the planned develqgment of collectively 
available resources unavoidable. Therefore, adeption of an efficient and effective, problem
aQd action-oriented approach to pubhc-cum-rivate development planmng is of utmost 
im ortance, articularl at sub-nationällevels o-_~g;_~ •. I'r_2\I!DS.es m~(l~c_lp.ïl~ig~s äijQwen-
)ur an neig our oo s. ere, murucipal admmistratwns have been (over)burdened dming the fteOt;tfti 
last few decades by increasingly integrative, problem- and location-specific resource 
development tasks. The latter were passed on in actdition to traditional routines such as %rf1ÀJ(;, 
upholding law and order, raising public revenues principally on behalf of the central treasury, 
land-use registration and controls, regulatory taxation, tariff and pricing systems, but above all 
due to locally claimed provision, operatien and maintenance of physical and social 
infrastructures such as roads and public u·ansport, water and electricity supply, public markets, 
schools and hospitals, sanitation and garbage disposal, low-cost housing, etc. 
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It is to be emphasized that recent drives towards decentralization in geveroment administration 
not only increase quantitatively the workloads of local bureaucracies, but also diversify 
qualitatively the statutory functions and multi-level authority structures, day-to-day 
management, budgeting and planning capabilities needed at the municipal tier of govemance. 
As will be explained below in accordance with a __ threefç!Q.QigillCJ:ÏQ!ll_!lliQ~- b~_t-~~n 
plarming theories (McConnell, 1981, p.14; _Low, 1991,_llE.2, 257-280) this changing context 
is accentua1ed J?y: 
- a.n!äg_onistic resource develgE_ment views, shifting in substance from staged economie 

growth towards distributive/basiC-fîuman-needs concepts, but also towards environmental 
proteetion on behalf of future generations; 

- local institutional development, bureaueratic reorientation and "bottom-up" community 
participadöïl bemg mauèëd. from the outside in public decision-making and planning 
procedures; but simultaneously by 

- a growin~ "top-down" squeeze on local public expenditures: the central power of the purse 
pressing arafor reductwns In state mterventwn and control in faveur of local financial 
autonomy, (semi-) private enterprise and free-market forces, -thus changing the rul es of 
politica! power games between public and private interest groups, including the roles of 
socio-sparial planners. 

All in all, these opposing trends result in an increasing demand for area-specific and 
community-based, urban development planning and resource mobilization, its inter-seetaral 
coordination, budgeting, monitoring and evaluation between and within the local govemment 
machinenes themselves. Here, internal shortcomings result from out-of-date administrative 
capabilities and attitudes, as well as hived-off legal competencies and functional responsibilities 
of lower-level bureaucracies for coping with external transformation processes currently taking 
place in Third World counuies at large. Such as: population growth and rural-urbanmigration, 
agricultural intensification, deforestation, land degradation and illegal enemachment by the 
myriads of deprived and vulnerable, rural and urban poor having unequal access to inadequate 
public services, jobs, shelter and Jending capita!, and being threatened by air, water and soil 
pollution. 

A crucial aspect of local (non-)govemmental organizations is their own information processing 
capacity, i.e. genêräbng -äfld managiïïgàfea-speèTfic (geo-)information among other things for 
smali-scale urban interventions such as community (drinking) water supply, mother and child 
care, (house)building control and related tariff and tax collection. Of prime interest, here, is the 
matching point between local administrations and their eventually computerized geo
information bases, actdressing so-called urban poverty pockets to be identified and diagnosed 
on their specific problems, and subsequently upgraded and monitored in accordance with inter
seetaral goal-directed indicators (Hall and Conning, 1992, pp. 87 -102). It is also observed that 
lower-level institutions "dictate" their own decentralized requirements for spatially-bound 
information, while in turn these organizations themselves are influenced by supporting 
information leading towards single- and double-loop organizationallearning and hence towards 
gradual adrninistrative capacity impravement (Argyris and Schön, 1978, pp. 7-29). These 
interactions are indeed not static and one-off: during sequentia! learning rounds local 
develo ment institutions may build up increasingiy intëgái:ed, muTi!:S-eêtoral and multi
d\,<>_g~~~es 0 geo- mformatwn, suppcirtingawide -range-öffun-ëilciïls from la w
and-order re'!'en~_Çöllecti_2!!~-iïti8i_opëráti_<fri,_ -fii_ajnt~n~~e arid_ cost reáivery tóinnovatlve 
a[lçl_s_~~t~g_i-~_l!_~.!_!!__planning~sks to be perf_~~me9', -thus counter-acting upon 
(inter)institutional weaknesses "from mside and from beloW''. 
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2 .From theory-driven problem identification towards inherent UPM policy test 
criteria: einergence of threefold knowledge base 

From the multi-coloured backcloth of the preceding section 1, conjuring up the time-, space
and context-bound shifts and changes in Third World city planning and management, the 
following three conceptualizing threads will now be drawn out. 
These are associated with three bocties of practical knowledge respectively on the socio-spatial ( 
substance of land-use development processes, the contestable rationality of public decision- ) 
making procedures, and pluralist, neo-liberal and (neo-) Marxist perspectives on the contextual ) 
rules of politica! power games,- altogether determining the (technocratie, mediaringor umpire) \ 
roles of city planners, administrators and local leaders/politica! gate-keepers. Ideally , in 
dealing with urban management practices five deductive steps are take~ · the multi
dtsctplinary mtxture OfCivi!engmeers, natura] resource sctenusts, uraan- geographers and 
economists, public administration and management, social and politica! scientists (McConnell, 
1981, pp. 43-54;): 
• Partial conceptualization of 'really felt" problems initially informing the academie scholars 

and planners alike on their different methods and techniques of inquiry; but also resulting in 
• explanatory eause-effect and incentive-response generalizations which warrant predictions 

(:what, if?); leading up to 
• normative goal-effect prescriptions for problem solutions; and 
• pre-established policy-test criteria regarding socio-spatial strategies, policy instruments and 

action projects to be implemented; and, ultimately 
• re-appraisal of resource-u se assumptions made, and theory-driven impact evaluation through 

verifiable policy-test indicators (Chen, 1990, pp. 39-76). 

However, UPM practitioners are confronted every day with the bewildering landscape of 
urban policy mismatches and consequently, an uneasy awareness ofpartially contestable truths 
about an apparently unmanageable, probiernatie urban reality. As a consequence, too, 
adherents of rival development views embodied in urban management practices "normally" 
deny antithetical policy options; this, in the interest of a claim that there exists an incontestable 
underlying real-Iife structure by which things are as they are: "the hard facts" . When scientific 
theories thus inform utban development practitioners, they function as ideologies (Maclntyre 
1979, pp. 42-57; Low, 1991, pp. 39-50): . 
. expressing a partial truth selectively produced by methodological canons which one

dimensionally establish particular eause-effect relationships; 
. obscuring from view ether arguments and conflicts, i.e., contestability and unpredictability 

as real-life phenomena; and thus 
. justifying private and (semi-) public authority toperfarm urban resource control functions by 

collectively accepted, bureaueratic routines and polity rules. 

This is to recognize that in promoting genuine urban development in Third World countries, 
city planners and managers have to reconcile principally two conflicting sets of policy options 
(Moris, 1981, pp. 89-97): 

. on the one hand, to respond to patemalistic interests of national headquarters in combination 
with private enterprise favouring politico-administrative stability and free-market forces "from 
above";and 

· on the other hand, to respond to community interests of poverty-stricken urban masses 
favouring equalization of incomes, know-how and bargaining power, citizen participation 
and resource mobilization "from below", in combination with preservation of cultural value 
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patterns and conservation of natura! resources. 

2.1. Bodies of substantive knowledge and inherent criteria used in municipal 
management of medium-sized cities: what is to be analyzed and planned for? 
Cutting prolonged explanations short, and with hindsight, it is observed that staged economie 
growth, modernization and redistribution theories have ointed a too optimistic picture of 
~r.~.a.~ _iE_dus!Jia!i~_<_?._n_~~!'!~ ~~n_gle ~~!~_e.rsal (in ~Westef~-~!i9'.._<.?.p_!_i_!?~ __(or societal 
evolution. In contrast to evolutionary theorists, adherents o we uependency and centre
periphery theories have too heavily concentraled on international factors of overriding influence 
u pon -in fact- internally polarizing, powerfut farces at regionat and municipallevels (Smith, 
1979/85, pp 310-363). So, in many Third World countries the position of the poor has 
worsened, and the squalid living conditions of city slum-dweilers and squatters are plain for all 
to see. Poverty-focussed "basic-human-needs" approaches thus seek to promate equal access 
to jobs, public services and shelter within one generation, which medium-term development 
goals are squarely opposite to long-term time horizons needed for advancing ecologically 
balanced, sustainable development of land, water, air including its fauna and flora. 
(UN/ESCAP, 1979, pp. 23-34). 
Here, socio-spatial planners are to be mindful indeed of the ideological hotch-potch of 
academie disciplines eperating from different concepts and conflicting policy criteria such as 
economie efficiency and individual gainfulness, social equity and distributive justice, as wel! as 
environmental sustainability and biologica! diversity in (natura!) resource development (Devas 
and Rakodi, 1993, pp. 48-61). 

Paying specific attention in the human settiement hierarchy to urban centres, it has been a 
fashionable western belief, too, that with increasing city size, diseconomies (süëh as nsmg 
l änd values, rents, casts of pFi)'siëiil--an d- soèiar!nfrastructure, nmse ana pollution, crime, 
poverty and politica! unrest) outweigh economies of an enlarged urban scale. However, against 
the conventional policy option-tfïüs iocürf:ïprl.mäteëiiygrowTh~-~Cis argliëd nowadays that in 
Third World situations where capital, institutional capacities and technica! skilis are scarce, 
cities of eight million people or more should be allowed to grow. Four main argg___~nts are 
advanced to support this conviction being detrimental to the spatial distribution of urban 
industrial functions, in particular to secondary, regionat and provincial towns. First, mega
cities genera te faster macro-economiç__g_y:owth rates. Second, whereas per capitäiilëOriles rise in 
direct proportion to city size, and even w hel-e -hîgh -w-oanünemployment exists. the survival 
chances of the poor are gr:_~<l,~~T- because of increased participation in the informal sector and 
access to social support systems. Third, the casts of social overhead ca i tal tend to fa!! with 
inçreased çity size. That is to say, where these casts of (overloaded) urban facilities actually 
rise, macro-economie productivity is rising still faster because of extemal economiesof scale: 
big cities yield a greater net return per worker or inhabitant than smaller towns. Finally, it is 
argued that while probierus of rapid mega-urbanization do exist, these are Iess a consequence 
of the inefficiency and distributive injustice inherent in large cities, than of intervening factors 
such as the physical form and structure of ei ties, uncontrolled land speculation and pollution, 
weak municipal management, poor utility cost recovery and taxation policies and so on. 

So, whereas it may wel! be possible for urban planners to formulate increasingly integrative, 
strategical development frameworks for coping with big-city problems, it may not be possible 
to implement them in Third World countries where public land-use controls are highly 
influenced by power games of interest groups, and where local revenue sourees are scarce. By 
in_ference, ~oug~_,_0_~ CO_!l~-~-~!i_On(l_l __ \-Vj_s_dO!!! _.!~ c_urb pri__l!lat~ city growth may in practice Oean 
obvwus socw-spaual stra~.Y.: (Dewar, Todes ariërWatson, NEO, pp. 127-16 I ). 
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A pragmatic campromise position can thus be found in the promotion of secondary growth 
centre strategies. Here, restrictive measures aimed at diverting economie growth may actually 
result in a nationalloss of jobs if alternative locations are not genuinely viabie and competitive. 
Except where heavy industrial complexes have been built, the means for activating growth 
poles were generally too weak to divert manufacturing activities from core regions. Particularly 
in relatively smal! and poor countries, triclding down of innovations along the centre hierarchy 
in favour of so-called propulsive industries has not taken place, nor has horizontal spread fared 
better. On the contrary, from lewer-ranking central places economie growth "normally" filters 
upward in response to agricultural developments in their direct surroundings. Here, other 
structural factors are tobetaken seriously, particularly in (rural and urban) reciprocal exchange 
"economies of affection", as related to land tenure, access to credit, storage and transport 
facilities, national price and wage policies, etc. (Hyden, 1983, eh. 1; Harriss in Booth, 1994, 
pp. 172- 194). 

In conclusion, it appears that regionat growth centre policies have their greatest prospects of 
success in Third World contexts in which a system of significantly sized, intermediale cities 
already exists and where mutually complementary instruments are directed towards changing 
newly designated core areas from being exploitative to distributive: towards increasing their 
positive impact on their hinterlands and towards tackling urban and rural poverty directly, 
insteadof being policy instruments solely for maintaining spatial domination. (Veenstra, 1970, 
pp. 66-82). 

2. 2. Bodies of proeed u ral administrative knowied ge and inherent prerequisites 
for municipal management of medium-sized cities: how do urban plans 
work/perform? 
As observed in preceding sec ti on 2.1, there is an irony in the delivery performance of big 
cities: despite the relatively high incomes of urban populations, the quality of services inside 
major cities is poor. These internat service failures have ad verse effects on economie growth, 
forcing enterprises to seek higher-cost production alternatives, but have distributive impacts 
too: poor urban householcts must increasingly resort to consumption alternatives that imply not 
only lower quality but highercostas wel! (Dillinger, 1994, pp. 2 - 40). Available evidence 
suggests that the constraint on improved service delivery is not merely one of private and 
pubtic resources per se, but of municipal mis-management of those resources. A spects of inter
departmental public management thus receiving considerable attention at present are those of 
professionalization (:training) and socialization, bureaueratic reorientation and administrative 
decentralization, (Israel, 1987/90, pp. 146-165 + 193-201; Uphoff, 1986, pp. 192 - 231), 
whose politica! overtones wil! be the subject-matter of the following section 2.3 dealing with 
the politicallegitimacy, responsiveness and accountability of the (de)centralized state, and with 
beleaguered central governments pushing the financial costof gavernanee on to lower tiers of 
administration. (Smith, 1985, pp. 20-78). 

So, this section 2.2 is to partially reconcile the major (rationalist, organisational learning and 
behavioristic) traditions in procedural planning theory of past decades (from Friedmann and 
Hudson, 1974, pp. 2-14; until and up to Devas and Rakodi, 1993, pp. 41 -46). As a 
consequence, the following process-like elements A-E are required at three territoria! levels of 
municipal management IJl-I, resulting in short-range action projects at street level, middle
range strategie programmes at building block level and long-range policy options at urban 
district level, and corresponding with different (computerized) geo-information bases, as 
presented in figure 1 (Veenstra, 1971, pp. 106-118;UN/ESCAP, 1976, pp. 61 -80; Kok, 
1981, pp. 68-69; Veenstra, 1982, pp. 29-31; 1994. pp. 147-167). 
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c-- ~• 

Classic Decision- E = Mo;·litoring 
Making Cycle/ + Evaluation 
Management Roles: ex-post 
and 

Planning outputs: 
111 Short Range 

Action Projects 
~ at street level 
y (1 :500/1,000) 

11 Middle Range 
Strategie 
Programmes at 

•, BuiJding Block 
" level 

(1 :5,000-10,000) y 
I Long Ranse 

Policy ophons at 
Distnct level 
(1 :25,000-50,000) 

oe:---· ·-- -· 
D = Control of C = Communication, 
Implementation Coordination, 

Participation 

·---· B +Resource 
Program.ming+ 
Allocation 

lnformation on Polk +Resource Control Criteria 

Fig. 1: Urban management processes (A-E) and multi-level planning outputs (111-1) 

-c:---· 
A= Policy 
Making 

A = Policy making on such contested problems, development objectives and alternative 
courses of action as ruraVurban employment generation, income disnibution, supply of public 
services and physical infrastructure, environmental protection, etc . This, in view of 
companmentalized knowledge bases, one-sided technology know-how, conflictingvalues of 
powerful interest groups and unstable institutions. 

B = Area Programme and Action Project Planning for allocating, among other things, 
renewable natura) resources (land/water, forest/vegetation, fishery and livestock/wildlife 
resources) in combination with capital/infrastructures, human/institutional resources, 
equipment and managerial skills. 

C = Communication, inter-departmental coordination and community paructpation for 
channeling policy making and resource allocation outcomes (A + B) into and between 
organizations, both vertically and horizontally, thus pressing for local organizational change. 

D = Control of policy and progranune/project implementation (among others) through land use 
zoning, water rating, wage structures, credit schemes and legal statutes of urban development 
authorities, including enforcement of n01ms and standards collectively agreed upon . 

E = Internal monitoring and impact evaluation of management functions A-D regarding such 
policy-test criteria as economie efficiency, distributive effectiveness, political acceptability and 
ecological sustainability. 
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It is to be realised that planning per se contains the rationalising elements only_Qf_~llJm 
deciSIOn-riüiklng rocessesA~E; allliöïïgfi some of these elements are one-sidedly emphasiz~ 
by vano\isprïïnmng protessions operati ng from di fferent concepts and ic,ieals of collective 
cön-sumptîon, P!:29uc1î® ~apohtrco-admrmstrattve behavrour. Subsequently, the following 
definition of public planning emerges: a multi-annual process of successive rounds to 
systematically elucidate the specific development probierus and goals, to explicitly select a 
multi-disciplinary range of policy criteria, to appraise alternative development options and 
means, to identify available human, capita!, natura! and institutional resources, and to 
implement, monitor and evaluate future policies, programmes and projects collectively decided 
upon (Conyers and Hili, 1984/1990, pp. 3-20). 

Finally_Jh~j_hree urban manag~_and planning ml.tpulleyels of fig 1 are proposed to he 
simultan~usly re.g_ul!_~ in_~ifl~~~a~ï,D_gly intergrative _lli\tt<~.!his_jsJojnçJu.de the appropriate 
dë_Clsfo~ ~~PI'<iif_~.Ilc,i plann~'!Z methods which appear to be alternately emphasized __ Qy_j_he 
various (flon-)governmentaf organizations concerned. Morever, instruclive feed-back and feed
forward loops msupporting information (as indicated by the arrows) are to react inside this 
colleelive management system upon solving conflicts and problems, but also upon seizing 
opportunities by the socio-political actors, i.e. representatives of groups in different well
known inner party circles. Here, too, it happens that more or Jess rational trade-off devices, 
but above all influenèe, power, interestand leadership skills, of these collective gatekeepers 
come to bear upon the allocation of pubtic resources in debate and negotiation of multi-level 
decision-making situations. Public and private management situations are thus primarily 
typified internally by contractual networks of interpersonal co-operation, competition, 
bargaining, cooptation, coalition, patronage, brokerage, etc. directed more or less towards 
colleelive consensus (de Wit, 1993, pp. 101 + 277-303). 
For rationalising this consensus building, but particularly for stimulating integrative (versus 
bureaucratically fragmented) urban planning in medium-sized cities, a staggered three-pronged 
approach is proposed to training municipal departmen tal officers in the u se of (geo )information 
technology. So, a series of successive courses is to be centered indeed on the inter
departmental integration of data from a multi-disciplinary range of surveys, climbing step-wise 
the tenitorial planning stairway, principally "from below": 

III From the detailed information type at a mapping scale of about 1:500/2,000 actdressing the 
smali-scale and location-specific project feasibility , /Jmplementation, operation and 
maintenance planning at street/plot level, in anticipation of higher-order plans 11 + I; 

11 Towards the semi-detailed information type at a mapping scale of about 1:5 ,000, 
actdressing rnid-level strategie pre-feasibility programrning of inter-sectoralAnterventions at 
building block/neighbourhood level; thus ultimately reaching out 
towards 
The reconnaissance type of information at a mapping scale of 1:25,000, actdressing the 
(economie growth versus distributive and environmental) policy options at municipal 
(district) level including the relevant multi-sectoral urban policy indicators. 

However, to successfully introduce this sequentia! capacity impravement into the UPM 
practice, it would be necessary to consicter nation-wide a government decentralization exercise 
of 5-6 years. This would be in conforrnity with a politically sustained, innovative period within 
which central guidelines for lower-level policy making, plan formulation, coordination, 
popular participation, control and evaluation were to be conceived, distributed and 
administratively compieled through national five year plans. This is in conformity as well with 
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on-the-job training programmes aimed at gradually increasing indeed the application of geo
information and remote sensing technology to development planning procedures and methods 
currently in use from macro- to micro-levels by (non-)govemrriental organizations. 

2. 3 Bod i es of politica I knowied ge and inherent criteria for multi-level 
municipal management: what are we ultimately planning for? 
By defining the planning profession in section 2.2., in brief, as applying rational scientific 
method to collective decision ma.king, it has been realised that other considerations of a 
politicking and extra-rational nature prevail at the same time. Only through political interference 
can planning practitioners take into account the value-laden and conflicting policy criteria 
governing municipal management. Neglecting the fundamental requirements of politica! 
sustenance during plan formulation is the same as designing a car, but overlooking its fuel 
system! In other words, in introducin_g technica! capacity imQ!:9vements in internal urban 
man~~!!.!ent~Iit_l_l!l,~f.~_l!ay~ _t()_ ~~a!_~_!~Eltan~~~-~ly ~~~-~-~Joader range o .!!!!!Itt-lc~ve , politica! 
and mstttutional issues ertaini!!_g to the legitimate "rule~ of t~~ g~rt:Je" _go~rniQg~e 
production, distribution, but a ove all financing of pubhc functions and services by the 
different ti ers of goveÎ'n-áiicë-:-lïëre, dtvergêntreqwrementsföllowmg -from ëóniënillng schools 
of pohticäl1fi0ugfit on e over- versus under-controlled (local) pubtic sector, or the centralized 
versus decentralized state apparatus are of prime importance. In briefly pointing out below 
some polilical theories, it is to be kept in mind that they represent conceptualisations not only 
on how society at large is, but also - sometimes implicitly- how it ought to be consituteel for 
"the good" of all citizens. Political knowledge thus provides criteria both for social inquiry and 
action, i.e. describing and prescribing roles for political actors who happen to be planners as 
wel!. It is to be kept in mind after all that in practice planners are never free to choose their 
societal roles purely on rational scientific grounds, or solely based on religio-cultural morality, 
or on personal affects, aspirations and emotions alone (Etzioni, 1988, eh. 12; Macintyre, 
1992). 

Tostart with the Weberian view on the functional rationalities of the free capitalist market, the 
accountable bureaucracy and the legitimate nation state (altogether vehicles for exercising 
economie and politica! power in society), the mutually reinforcing, iron-cage relationship is 
proposed: between the state supplying legitimacy for the bureaucrat planner, and the latter 
stability and continuity for the state. This proposed conneetion suggests a rather rigid fonn of 
blueptint planni!}_g, usually eentering on engineering problems which are assigned a consistent 
and clearly defined set of development objectives. Assuming complete access to information 
and teehoical know-how, physical planners rely on the idealised model of economically 
rational (wo)man fully capable of collecting and processing all necessary data, dealing withall 
planning options, applying a multi-disciplinary range of appraisal criteria, controlling all 
necessary resources and policy instruments for plan implementation, and apparently 
surrounded by a stabie and predictabie physical, economie and socio-political environment. 
Th is technocratie planning ractice relies indeed on a "natural" scientific rationality: based on 
formallogic (what, 1 . an adhering to what are universally agreed-upon, empirica! methods 
for (ill)treating both our physical and social environment as being inanimate. Along this 
reductionist route, scientists do agree among themselves that for verifying or falsifying any 
truth it must be assumed that the tangible (natura! and social) reality involved is an objective 
entity "out there" which, at a distance, can be conceptualised in conformity with an aloof 
methodological canon, like the empirica! cycle or general systems theory (Guba and Lincoln, in 
Denzin and Lincoln (eds.), 1994). 

In opposition to this positivist style of blueprint planning both pluralists and neo-liberalists, but 
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critical theorists above all, have !ent their particularly moral insights to our UPM drama viewed 
as a struggle between (corporale) interest groups. tlere_,_ consiclering an increas1Ï1glyëomplex 
and turbulent environment, and recognising that human behaviour iS never fully 
uilOefSfändabl~LP~~le and~~ntrollable, planners are to limit the wide range of socio
structural roblems and goals, to restrict_the num!)ër of appraised al_t~lll"<l_tÎves and interventions 
in .aQCQLanç_e_witli_~ ft;w w~LJJD.<ie!_~to()ê!,_f9_llectiy~_policy criteria. Socio-sparial planners are 
thus bound to merely strive for public consensus with incremental changes, i.e. by improving 
existing UPM practices in successive rounds of trial and a lot of error. So, planning becomes 
the science of muddling through and jointed incrementalism, a transactive process of learning
by-doing, grasping for development targets which are constantly on the move and in need of 
progress monitoring and impact evaluation through policy indicators,- to prepare for navel 
policies becoming increasingly more efficient and effective, i.e. socio-politically more 
legitimate and responsive. 
As a consequence and by way of examples, in the pluralist view, urban Iand-use planners are Y 
seen as mediato_rs of (corporate) interest grou_p~Qi.!-!_stm~nt, - Iike oil and water which can be 
mixed out never merge-, thus obscuring the polyarchie structure of unequally distributed 
power being fully institutionalised inside capitalist democracies. Here, the entrepreneurlal right 
of economie liberty is held up against social justice as a criterion for keeping in check private 
versus public production and consumption of comrnon goods and services in (de)centralising 
nation states. 
Antagonistic to pluralism, the neo-Iiberal vision regards the state as above politica! struggle, "'/(: 
and representing.p.atemalistically indeed.the higher "public int_er:~t". Here, the central problem 
of -in fact- the modem welfare state is its ungovernability, and "rolling back the .state" means 
reducing the scope of state functions -including planning- and improving the capacities of 
central govemment -like an umpire- to direct a minimal state apparatus in favour of the free
market order as the principal means of deciding who gains and loses what, when and how. 
Precisely regarding this latter bone of contention modem Marxist thought ~~ks...to explain how 
it ~ha_t_ socj_~J?.<;>n@~d ini!Jstice e_x_ploitatig_n and pover!Y- environmental sgualor and 
degradation enter into the urb_é!..ILQ,!:.Y.~JQP_I!l:ent process. But when, as problem solvers, urban 
planners want to improve both material and social living conditions Marxists invite them not to 
compromise, but to step outside the given rul es of politica! power games. It is indeed puzzling, 
however, how one gets outside a globalizing capitalist system while being caught within it like 
inside an iron cage,- then only by re-negotiating these iron rules from an alternative advocacy, 
or radical activist stand claiming area-specific empowerment (Friedmann, 1992). 

In the critica! Frankfutt school a shift is seen from the Marxist struggle for human freedom and ~ l\J~-:- )lfJ,... 

social justice here-and-now, towards the intellectual struggle against ideological domination ,..(,&-çf}$~ 
repressing, both in capitalist and socialist stiltes, authentic human self-determination. The tt•',, f11y,. 
dilemmas in these politico-economic systems are thus explained again, but the emancipatory · 
capacity rooted in intersubjective objectivity, human self-reflection and self-awareness is 
focused upon. ' 

Examining in retrospect our three bocties of practical knowledge, presented in sections 2.1-3, 
we are reminded once more that in our UPM practice the following four human capacities are 
never to be dissociated, -eventually leading to mis-application of collectively meaningful 
information technology. For our intellect alone is harren; moral insights alone are self
righteous; emotions alone are destructive; and opening ourselves to others in empathy alone 
may be non-responsive. These four human faculties of mind must be held in mutual tension, 
so that each may complement and regulate the others, and as a consequence (Friedmann, 1973, 
p. 179; 1969, 311-318): 
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- (post-)positivist scientific rationality is tempered by morality; 
- whose judgement is tempered by personal feelings and affections; and 
- whose hazardous passions and sentiments are tempered by empathy of the principal actors in 
our UPM drama. 
Witb. specifiç_Jyfe~~!lce to the hotch-potch o{ "western UPM tourists" workingin Third World 
countries, it is to be con~Juded t1lat the_y~Otlto_s_tiçJs._closely_!.o_!!l~J<>.!l~?.\."ing_(post-) modem 
pr~j_l}dicesyased l.!P_<?E. (Sewandono, 1978, pp. 47-61); Crook, et al. 1992): · 
- our performances mside our welfare states of the northem hermisphere; 
- our rather demoeratic rules, supported by coalition formation in our current economie set-up 

based upon openJy structured consultalion and public agreement; and 
- our current ideals about distribution of social power, knowledge and income, equal 

opportunities and freedom of choice for everyone incl. future generations. 
On the contrary, foreign UPM practitioners are wamed time and again not to turn their own 
frustrations with the western development scene, resulting from ruthless equalization, 
technoeratic planning and ecological failures, into innovative and integrative efforts inside the 
Third World, thus exercising societal vivisection on a global scale indeed. 

2.4. Operationalisation of UPM policy test-criteria: an emancipatory three
pronged approach to data handling in figure 2. 
By consictering the rule-laden decision-making structures employed, planned interventions 
undertaken and inherent roles of planners acted out at the various territoria! levels of municipal 
govemment, the threefold scientific knowledge base of preceding sections 2.1-3 conjures up 
an increasingly broad range of socio-spatial and moral policy criteria for evaluating UPM 
performances. Here, different Third World societies at different times and locations make 
different combiï1atlon"i; änatra<:Ie-öffî0etwéëï1iï1iiltij)le and conflicting UPM criteria, -partly 
fo.rcëd §Y-~~...!>.~!!1 ''fads!!~4!it~!il_<?f.!s:~_ël_c>~na_1!Q.g somettffieSffieDPNJärena m a don-qmxot1c 
P.9 .. H~~· 

Indeed foreign expert advice abounds on how, why, when and for whom to construct area
specific, problem- and goal-directed UPM policy indicators (Steenwinkel, 1989, pp. 410-413 
and 292-300; Lindfield et al., 1992; UNCHS, 1995, vol. 1-3). This methodical material is not 
to be reviewed but merely ordered bere, as shown below in figure 2, neither in a technoeratic 
"top-down", nor radical "bottom-up" UPM perspective. 
Indeed, a reconciliatory "transformist" stance is adhered to below, in line with lessons learned 
from multi-annual working procedures for improving (in sequentia! rounds) rural development 
planning-cum-implementation capacities at lower governmental levels in Asia and Africa 
(Anker, 1973, pp. 461-484; Uma Lele, 1975, pp. 175-192; Smith/IBRD, 1980, pp. 1-48; 
Veenstra, 1989, pp. 535-542). · 

No te, finally referring to fig. i, that for designing action projects, inter-departmen tal 
programmes and UPM policy instruments, including their control, progress monitoring and 
impact evaluation, verifiable policy indicators form an essential part of such western 
management inventions as the logica! framework, and inductive policy research (Rosenberg 

\ 
and Hageboeck, 1972, pp. 1-32; Majchrzak, 1984; Kelly, 1987, pp. 270-295; Callewaert, 

. it\]1988, pp. 1-15). f!~:e, res_QQ!!_S~\I_e __ ~<? .. ~ultip!<:: ~tl!!<~hQLd_ers'-:v_alues and needs consensus on 
\ collective meaning and iteratively grounded knowledge is so.':!_ght, -rather than agreement on a 

single ob]ectîve trillh, 1f aey! For, inside men's knowieèige basesaïièï socio-cultural value 
systems worldwide in interaction with their changing environments, staggered processes of 
information transformation are creeping upward, i.e. from operarionat towards strategie and 
normative valuing policy options and inherent criteria, or "trapped universals". The latter are 
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altogether being triggered off simultaneously, though, similar to the upward, but also 
downward feedback circuits of both the peripheral and central nervous system of the human 
body, - taken here as a bio-cybernetic metaphor only, see fig. 2 (Beer and Ozbekhan in 
Jantsch, 1969, pp. 111-155 + 396- 422; Peursen, 1974, pp. 158-237). 

Time Phasing of Planning 

8il?e~~t~~~~ ;'~. 
Areas of Public and Private 
Concern: 

Milin Questions ...... : 
Usual Time Perspectives: 

111. Controllable Domain of Pubtic 
[nterventions+Operationat Action 

~j~~·i~~J:;aal~~~dC~eria 
l.ike Efficienl (non~ renewable 
Resource Use, 
Responsiveness and AccounUbility 
downwarels to local communities 
and private enterprises. 
What, where, when tor whom to be 
produced, distributed+consumed? 
3-4 years planning horizon 

tl. lnfluenceable Domain of 

~:~b{~fo~!n~afGtt~~~y 
like Social Equity, Ecological 
SusUinability and Biological 
Diversity 

~;ei:'a'te;~[tia:~~?na1ty to 
4-7 years planning horizon 

I. A.Ppreciated Domain of Norrnalive 
Pohcy Options evaluated bl Politica! 
+ Instih.Jtional aiteria like egitimacy 
+ AccounUbility upwards to Central 
Authorities. 

Public consensus building for what? 

7-10 years planning horizon 

;;;~bi~mA..e!a~:' lnter-related UPM Targets- Indicators-lnstruments , Goals--Indicators--lnstrurnents , Objectives-lndicators-lnstruments 

LocaJ Administrative 

5~~=~i~:oducbvl 
Employment and ~overty 
~~~~~~oP~r~!'!~kets 
Locations 
Water and Electricity 

~f~~~~"ti~0Sarutation+ 
Pubtic + Private Transport 
incl. Air Pollotion TRANSFORMIST 

Social Development, i.e. 
Health + Education 
Service, Pubtic Safety and Hu man/ 
Gender R..ights 
Environmental Management incl. 
(ground)water, waste d isposal, 
forest ;md househeld energy supply 
from biomass fuels 

Political + Inslitutional, Multi-level 
+ MuJti-Function.al, Revenue + 
Ex penditure Responsibilities 

FROM NARROW TO BROAD: UPM SCOPE 
----- -- -- - -------------------- - -- -1 

Fig. 2: Sequentia! learning rounds/loops UI-I in introducing UPM policy indicators into 
medium-sized city administrations 

3. Phased decentralised introduetion of (geo-)in formation technology into 
municipal administrations of medium-sized cities 

Municipal administrations are responsible for a wide variety of tasks. Decentralisation, as 
argued before, expands the functions of local govemment with increasing complexity through 
a combination of day-to-day administration and middle-range strategie development and 
investment decisions. These functions are corresponding to routine and structured work 
processes for operational activities, on one hand, and (although not strictly separated) more 
strategie and non-structured work processes for policy decisions, on the other hand (Lewis, 
1994, pp. 87-151). 

Introduetion of automatization assumes: to do the same activities more efficiently. Currently 
many municipal departments are developing digital databases to support data storage and 
retrieval. Jh~struc~l!~~ ()} !._h~~<; @.tabases_i§ v~!Y.~i.!P!l.~_!(.)_!-h~_.PI~Y-!9US (non-digital) method 
of data storage. In this way information technology sup_l).QrtS mai_nly _ _tll~rationallevel, and 
h~~c él!1fl_pQ\içy_level~. 
Mushrooming of databases exists within the municipal organisation and even within a single 
department, a mass of data is stored many times by many individuals. Tasks and 
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responsibilities are defined between departments; corresponding data responsibility (capture, 
coding, maintenance) is put in second place andresultsin incompatibility and redundancy of 
data. People and buildings are many times differently registered, negatively effecting the cost 
of data collee ti on and data quality. 

Figure 3 shows the different levels of operation within an organisation. Strategie planning at 
the policy level needs information from the operational level while approval of plans and 
programs by the policy level results in managementand operational actions. 

Plans and programs 

Operations 

Fig. 3: The govemment business pyramid (Huxhold, 1991, p. 14) 

·~· , So, the first phase of introducing information technology in municipal administration is 
\ charactensed by the development of attribute databases and maps (CAD) in different 

departments . Here we ignore, and consicter both from a technica! and managerial point of 
view, the phase of mainframe processing with a dominant role of a central computer 
department as old-fashioned. Management of administrative databases is the fust task; technica! 
capacity is available within the organisations; tasks are clearly defined and investments in 
equipment are recovered within a short period of time; and general purpose software is 
relatively cheap or sometimes available free of charge. Especially younger staff members are 
highly motivated and increasingly technically skilled to use computer technology, even in 
'isolated' medium-sized cities. 

An exam Ie of this first automatization round are the different national census databases. 
Cens.us aia__are_ç aract~rged by srrnpledata Str\lCtures but with many recordS (each household 
or even each person one record). Information technology has here clear advantages allowing 
fast dataprocessing to describe population and housing characteristics. As more data can 
repeatedly be processed census data are not only used to compare aggregated municipal data 
for national policy purposes, but originally detailed census data are also employed by 
information users (town planners) themselves for the analysis phase of spatial planning. The 
relativety long experience with digital census databases in many developing countries allows 
for temporal analysis. Severat (ITC MSc) studies, however, have been frustrated for several 
reasons. In Colombia the census data of 1985 and 1993 are incompatible because boundaries 
of the census sectors (neighbourhoods) have been changed and coding of areas (building block 
level) changed. After manual recoding and other time consuming pre-processing, analysis at 
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the smallest spariallevel (building block) was hampered as the quality of the data at this level 
resulted to be questionable (after checking with cadastral records and aerial photographs). Total 
population figures derived from these digital data are quite different from the figures published 
by the census bureau. In Chili the census data of 1981 and 1991 have a different data structure, 
and several variables are differently defined,_Ihes_y frustrating experiences are neutialisiJ:!g_!~ 
positive effect information technology could have. The rapid understanding of the importance 
of data COnSIStenC!e·s !spösii!vëly -effectifïgiJÏe "\va- aátaoásês-àré-ëurrentJ -dësignëa-·áïi(l 
adapte~t 

A nother example of this automatization phase is the database of the department of social affairs 
in municipalities of Chili. This department is among other things responsible for the 
distribution of the housing subsidies. Subsidies are awarded based on the economical status 
(income level). The variables of this database are given in Appendix I. 
Autornared mapping is also considered part of this first round. Salary levels of draftsman in the 
westem world and decreasing costs of computer processing timeunits stimulated the 
reptacement of drawing into digitizing tablets. This processis- remarkably, in view of the low 
salary levels-, a1so observed in (advanced) developing countries like Chili and Colombia. 
Applications of these CAD maps can be found, besides in mapping agencies, also in the 
industry, utility companies and architectural/engineering bureaus. 

Summarizing, we can conclude that the analog to digital transformation of data without 
changes in the data structures itself is improving the efficiency of short- and medium-term 
projects and programmes for the implementation and monitoring tasks. 

Se~ond phase: Intra-Sectoral Data lntegration. The support information technology provided to 
the operationallevel has proven to be cost-effective. Here, the 'computer tooi' is implemented 
without major changes in working procedures, organisational structure or positions of the 
different staff members. Investments (hard- and software, staff training) are transparent and 
output (increased productivity) is measurable. The management level in a department soon 
starts to question itself how all these different automated databases at operationallevel can be 
transformed into useful information to support strategie tasks and decisions. The introduetion 
of automatization at the operationallevel should theoretically imprave communication (quality 
and cost of information) from the operational to the strategie and policy level in a department, 
thus optimizing departmental coordination. Information at management level is, besides 
external information, based on aggregated data from the operationallevel. Data on building 
characteristics (size, quality, value) can simply be summarized with descriptive statistics. Data 
from the section on building control combined with those on building cparacteristics could 
allow the city managers to analyze relationships between these different variables. This 
requires however the first adaptation to the (internal) organisation of data within a department 
A clear analysis of information needs from all the data users (eg staff on operational, strategie 
and policy level) is required to successfully design multi-user databases. The databases should 
be designed in such a way that these processes to assembie and summarize data are possible. 
This secend round of intra-seetaral data integration is characterized by normalization 
(compatible) of the different databases used at the operationallevel to make combinations of 
variables in different databases possible. A topological structure is added to the grapbic data in 
the CAD maps. 
An...ex.am_Qle of this hase is the !in kin of a census database with the corresponding digital 
maps. This allows the (large-sca e mapping of variables or combmat10n of vanables. 
Summarizing of spatially relevant henomena by thematic mapping will increase the quality of 
jnfQ!Jll_afu>_n_fQ_I:__Q9licy ap.d pf.()gr~!ll_!!le_lll eri:"-Fiirihèr iinprovement can be reahsed when 
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databases of different years are made compatible. 
This second round of computerization is characterised by improved departmental 
communication and onderstanding of relationships between variables. Data sharing is a 
condition to make more in-depth analysis through inductive stalistics possible. Result of this 
improved onderstanding can be an adaptation of programmes and policies. The departmen tal 
programmes intending to intervene into, and improve, living conditions can be monitored and 
evaluated through regular analysis of the effect of the programmes and can again result in 
changes in programmes and policies . 

.--;::. . 

( 1 ii1' Third Phase: Inter-Sectoral Data Integration. The information needs at policy level can only 
~ piirtl)i"oefülfi1Iê(f6yilië data collectêd and maintained by a department itself, and should be 

supplemented by information derived from databases maintained by other departments. The 
'what is happening where, when, why and how' questions are numerous in the planning 
process. Answers on these questions are considered information. In a town planning 
department physical planning activities emphasize strategie aspects. Besides strategie (non
structured work processes) it is also inter-sectoral in character: integration of the spatially 
bound information of the different sectors. 
The analysis phase of town planning in developing countries tends to be low in quality due to 
its limited access to data from the different departments, and its changing information needs 
through increased explanatory knowledge and normative shifts in politica! priorities. 
When amount and quality of data improve in the sectors (computer technology phases 1 and 2) 
and access to these databases is possible by the planning department, incentives by 
townplanners for more and better analysis are increased (planning relevant questions can be 
answered by the planners themselves) which gradually can improve both explanatory and 
prescriplive knowledge on urban processes, stimulating further questions etc. This also 
activates the debate how improved knowledge can help to develop urban models to support the 
planning process (Batty, 1991, p. 42/43). 

tlll cl~ GtS A _geo-information ~Y._~~em (Q!$_2 is seen as a tooi to support this integrative planning proce~. 
: Altfïûügh the tooi IS mm a teChnica! point of view well developed, the requirement to 

implement GIS successfully stipulates that a municipal organisation allows the sharing of data 
and thematic knowledge (models) developed, -if not GIS wil! keep too long the label 
'promising'. These models with their norrnalive and analytical, spatial questions are currently 
lacking in the town planning profession and are, as a result also, not taken into account by the 
developers of GIS software. The other 'orgware' problem, i.e. limitation to the optima I u se of 
in formation technology, is although recognized much harder to overcome. Adaptation of 
organisations, however, can only successfully take place as enough experience with data 
duplication mistakes, information technology and GIS is developed by fTIUnicipal staff 
members themselves. 

In this third phase databases and CAD files are integrated into a GIS: development of thematic 
maps and initia! use of the analytica! possibilities of GISs for urban planning. Continuously the 
municipal organisation should be adapted to make optima! use of automatization, data, people 
and GISs. Based on experience gained in previous phases the municipality should develop a 
strategy on how to develop information technology within the organisation. Strategie choices 
have to be made about the organisational structure of the municipality, responsibilities of 
departments regru·ding resource management (who maintains which data?), access to databases 
through networking, investment in hard- and softwru·e, u·aining of staff, etc. (De Man, 1988, 
pp. 258; UNESCO/UNEP, 1977, Human settiement mangers' training programme). 
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Figure 4 illustrates the idea of intra-seetaral (vertical) data inlegration and inter-seetaral 
(horizontal) data integration. 

WorkgroupA Workgroup B 

Fig. 4: Inter- and intra-seetaral datai~ (Arbeit, 1993) 

An exarnple of this third computerization round is the inlegration of databases from different 
departments. The linking of census data with CASII data in Chili makes a much more 
profound analysis possible which is of special importance for multi-disciplinary tasks inherent 
to the integrative character of spatial planning. Appendix II shows a thematic map based on a 
combination of variables originally stared in the census and CASII databases. Urban poverty is 
defined as a combination of physical (dwelling and infrastructure) and socio-economie 
(income) characteristics. Mapping the concentration of low-income householcts with poor 
living conditions requires access to databases which are under the responsibilities of different 
departments. 
Other examples are suitability scenarios which are based on numerous combinations of spatial 
data (eg adrninistrative and thematic) which are stored and maintained by different departments 
like cadastre, census, town planning department 

Appendix I: Variables of the CASH database. 

The CASII (social assistance questionnaire) in Chile is a questionnaire designed by the 
National Government for Municipalities to investigate the socio-economie situation and the 
living conditions of householcts when they want to apply for social assistance (Municipal 
subsidies for housing, education and health). The variables with different weighting scores are 
combined andresult in a final score. Below a certain number of points householcts are eligible 
for subsidies. 

The variables can be combined into three groups: 
1. Location/identification 

Different vanables to identify a household with a spatial reference (house number, 
streetcode, neighbourhood code etc.). 

2 . Physical dwelling conditions 
* Type of wall, floor and roof material 
* lnfrasn·ucture: water connection, piped sewerage, shower, elecuicity 
* Dwelling size, number of rooms, kitchen 

3. Socio-economie aspects 
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* age, household structure, number of persons in one house 
* type of employment, income 
* received water and other subsidies 
* consumer goods available: TV, refrigerator, water heater 

Appendix 11: Pockets of poverty 

The map (fig. 5) illustrates the location of building blocks with a concentration of low-income 
householcts under poor living conditions. The area is La Florida, one of the 34 communities of 
Santiago de Chile. Total population of La Florida is 334,000. The number of poor people is 
110,000 from which 38,000 are classified as extremely poor. The souree to identify these 
building blocks is CASII. 

The blocks are further classified into dominant dwelling type. Type 1: moderate dwelling 
quality; type 2: poor dwelling quality and lacking water, sewerage and paved roads. 
The souree of dwelling quality is the pre-census 1991. 
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THE NEEDS FOR COMPUTER-AIDED INFORMATION AND DECISION
MAKING TECHNIQUES FOR URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING IN 

ASIAN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Abstract: 

H. Detlef Karruneier, Associate Professor 
Asian Institute ofTechnology, Bangkok, Thailand 

The paper reports of a survey and neects assessment concerning geographical information 
systems (GIS) and decision support systems as carried out in the Asian and Pacific region. 
It discusses the survey method, sample size and the method of evaluation. It shows specific 
preferences for computer applications in spatial planning and environmental management 

Keywords: GIS, planning, survey, Asia, Pacific. 

Introduetion 

It is very likely that some time in the future, " GIS" wil! be considered one of the 1990's most 
important buzzwords in urban and regional planning, much the same perhaps as "computer 
simulation models" became a catchphrase of planning in the 1960's. Jl_~_will_QIS also 
indicate a big step forward in plannl!!.g itself? If there are doubts in answering this kind of 
questwn w1th regard to the industrialized countries, surely the answer for the developing 
countries must be far from clear. 

The UNCRD co-sponsored conference held at Ciloto, Indonesia in October 1989, was claimed 
to be the first international meeting to consicter the relationships. between GIS and planning 
with particular reference to the developing world. Five years is a long time in the fast-changing 
world of GIS, and thus some of the forecasts made at the Ciloto conference would have come 
true by now, while others may turn out to be premature or wrong. If five years ago the number 
of universities teaching GIS courses was estimated to be about one-thousand (UNCRD, 1990, 
p.iii) it may now be fifty or sixty percent more, and, one does not have to be a specialist to 
appreciate that the multi-billion dollar market envisaged then is reality now. A tigure quoted in 
a market assessment report of 1993 is 7 to 9 billion dollar as the global size of the Spatial 
Information Systems (SIS) industry (AISIST, 1993), with an annual increase ra te of 20 to 30 
percent. 

However reliable such overall estimates rnight be, it has become obvious to the most skeptical 
observers thatthe teehoical environment in which urban and regional planning takes place in 
the developing countries, is in a process of rapid change due to the computing prospects, 
which in some places at least, have already become reality. With particular reference to the 
lower end of the SIS market, i.e. the microcomputers, Cartwright, one of the frrst UN Habitat 
advisors on data management in planning, observed that "technologically, microcomputers 
represent little more than an extension, albeit a dramatic one in terms of size and cost, of what 
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preceded them. From a social standpoint, however, microcomputers have transformed 
computing from the arcane to the commonplace." (Cartwright, 1993, p. 263). 

GIS and Spatial Decision Support Systems 

GIS is often erroneously equated with a computing environment at the core of the planning 
process. i.e. preparing the ground for decisions and actually taking them. Thus one must 
carefully distinguish GIS from now increasingly popular terrns that are more closely associated 
with the kind of questions planning has to answer in its attempt at reducing uncertainty in 
decision making. Such terms are, for example, Spatial Decision Support Systems (SDSS), 
Applied Spatial Informaties (ASI; van der Meulen, 1995), or Planning Support Systems 
(PSS). 

Any planning is, of course, the premeditation of action, or, the direct link between knowledge 
and action; and, all urban, regional, and rural planning takes place in a spatial context. This is 
the very reason why GIS is so attractive to planning, as it offers a powerlul merger between 
relational databases, and spatial mapping. Nevertheless, while all GIS packages are more or 
less strong in (two-dimensional) information handling as well as mapping, most of them 
continue to be weak in answering the central "what - if' questions that planning has to ask and 
answer. "The limits to GIS are seen most clearly in its problems of relating to mainstream 
strategie planning. Models which simulate, predict, and prescribe, techniques concemed with 
evaluating impacts through matching plans to goals, the whole question of generating and 
evaluating alternative courses of action, are simply notpart of a typical GIS" (Batty, 1990). 

During the 1960's and, perhaps less so, during the 1970's, the planners' expectations from the 
computer, had centred around the kind of "what wil! happen to X, if Y is done" questions that 
led to the great fashion, even enthusiasm, associated with computer modelling. The modelling 
tradition has continued to exist, albeit with major changes in emphasis and style. There is some 
amazing continuity with regard to some of the leading thinkers in this field, too: Britton Harris' 
examination of the use of models in city planning was written in 1960, almost before the 
emergence of computerusagein research , and certainly before computers began to make an 
impact in planning practice. Thirty years later, Britton Harris still has a truly leading role to 
play in a radically changed computing world (1990). In 1972, he had stated that "an important 
item on the agenda of the development of planning methods is the domestication of operations 
research and computer science, and, by implication, the computer itself. This domestication is 
but a special case of the desperately needed social control of technology." In this respect, the 
microcomputer "revolution" has indeed succeeded, almost equally so in the Asian developing 
countries as wellas the countries of the North. 

Douglass Lee's now famous "Requiem for Large-Scale Models" (1973) was not meant to 
signa] the end of planning modelling as such; on the contrary, it showed the way for the kind 
of models that continue to be developed nowadays, in theever more powerlul microcomputer 
environment. Some of this modeHing is facilitated by multi-purpose packages, such as 
especially spreadsheets. The potentials of the spradsheet are beautifully illustrated by the 
transformation of perhaps the most famous one of those "old" urban development simulation 
models, the Lowry model (Cartwright, 1993). Similarly, the various spreadsheet templates that 
are now available fora whole range of population projection methods, prove essentially the 
same point. 

The ultimate goal of a computer-aided Planning Suppport System appears as yet unattainable, 
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although current developments are progressing with regard to some of the typicallimitations 
that have been criticizeel in relating GIS use to urban and regional planning: 

- Leading GIS packages are becoming more user friendly and thus accessible (for exarnple, 
change from command-d.riven to "Windows" type interface); and 

- More and more true planning models and tools are being developed, which facilitates the 
definition of decision space in analytica! processes, such as in the locational analysis field 
(see, for exarnple, Rushton, 1991; Tewari, 1992; and Ralston, 1993). 

However, if the actual development of complete computer-aided planning support systems in 
the most ad vaneed countries is still seen at the beginning of an evolutionary path (Brail, 1991 ), 
most of the developing countries would face much more difficult problems in this respect. 

Some Trends in Computer-aided Planning Applications in Asian Countries 

It is evidently clear that computers, especially the ever more powerlul microcomputers, are in 
the category of "appropriate" and affordable technology, albeit high-tech, for almost all 
developing countries. The choice of hardware options can serve all conceivable needs, 
including the strong emphasis on a decentralized mode of sparial and environmental planning 
and management which many Asian countries have proclaimed astheir national policy. There 
is hardly any country where the topic of computer use for planning is not high up on the 
agenda for technica! innovations, and there are by now many different "lessons to be learnt" 
for those smaller countries that are just at the beginning of that process. 

The most actvaneed city states (Hong Kong and Singapore) have installed the kind of most 
complex and comprehensive systems that are as yet unknown in other megacities. Similarly, a 
number of UN-supported urban development and management projects have placed heavy 
emphasis on integrating computer-aided information management and planning systems into 
the project framework. Examples are the projects in Karachi (completed) as well as the 
ongoing ones in Dhaka, Chittagong, or Rangoon. 

At the national scale, India has a very large spatial information system which was designed in 
such a way that it combines centralized data management with decentralized data utilization 
(Rou tray, 1990). Thailand has quietly established a very impressive national data base and 
management system for rural development, which has been in use for almost ten years, 
including regular updating. Indonesia is now following up with a similarly structured village 
data base for the whole country. Further down on this kind of scale, microcomputers are being 
installed for a whole range of purposes, within and around the spatial planning field. 

While the obstacles in further developing such systems are sirnilar in many respects to those in 
industrialized countries, there arealso some specific "teething problems", such as the lack of 
adequately trained personnel (in the public sector, but not in the private sector), Jack of access 
to, or knowledge about appropriate software, and the high costs associated with data base 
formation and maintenance. Thus one can state that actual performance lags behind the 
potenrial which lies in the hardware and software already installed. In the same vein, one can 
also state the enormous medium- to long-term market prospects, both in terms of investrnents 
expected for system installation and maintenance, as well as particularly in the demand for 
training and advisory services. 
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These are the areas where the Asian Institute of Technology sees opportunities for es tablishing 
a Regional Centre for Spatial and Environmental Informaties. The centre is envisioned to 
become an academie nucleus for actvaneed training, professional courses, applied research and 
reference collections of software and other relevant information. "Spatial and Environmental 
Informaties" embraces the inlegration of computerized, spatially referenced data management 
with environmental decision making. To better gauge the prospects for AIT's proposed 
services to the region, a modest survey was carried out as an important component of the 
current prepara ti ons for the launching phase of the centre. 

Survey Metbod 

It would be a demanding task to assess the needs for more and better computer-aided 
information and planning decision applications in Asian countries in such a way that the results 
would be anywhere near a reliable estimate of the ex.isting -let alone the future - conditions. At 
the very least, it would require carefully planned personal fact-finding visits to a representative 
sample of planning institutions, in combination with some systematic and large-scale 
questionnaire survey. However, the purpose of the surevy carried out in 1994 by AlT was to 
assess the regional demand for a centre for spatial and environmental informaties, to be 
established at AlT. Therefore, primarily due to time and manpower limitations, a simpler 
approach had to be used: Apart from tapping the expertise of a number of AlT faculty memhers 
from different countries, a postal survey was carried out beginning in April 1994, using a 
simple checklist which was mailed to approximately 70 carefully selected addresses in many 
Asian countries. 

Sample Size 

The checklist attempted to be relatively specific to typical analysis, planning, and management 
tasks, rather than referring to "catch-all" terms such as "GIS" or "linear programming". To 
judge from the feed-back received, this attention to detail was well understood and appreciated 
by the respondents. 

Up to the end of August 1994, 29 responses were received from e1even countries, which 
amounts to a feed-back rate of approximately 40 percent. Thus the survey represents a 
relatively modest, but conceivably indicative, selection of agencies that are involved in 
spatiaVenvironmental planning, either in an urban or in a rural context. 

Even though the sample si ze of 29 does notpermit any statistically significant inferences, the 
spread of rather different types of agencies, located in el even countries does provide more than 
ju st a tentative indication of perceived needs for computer applications in spatial/environmental 
analysis and planning. On the whole, the respondents are very positive (if not enthusiastic) in 
their expectations with re gard to more and better informed computer applications, in actdition to 
those that are already present in all offices that were included in the survey. It is U'tJe that the 
agencies represented by the sample may not be the most appropriate mix, as regional and rural 
planning and policy aspects are somewhat over-represented in comparison with urban and 
environmental agencies' views. This lirnitation, which probably arnounts toa slight bias , must 
be borne in mind when interpreting the survey results. 
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Table 1 
Summary of Preferences for Computer Applications by Priority Group 

Area of lnterest 
(as presented in the checklist) 

1. General Planning Applications 
1.4 Database Operations 
1.2 Thematic Mapping and Cartography 
1.5 Project Planning and Management 
1.1 Population Projection Methods 

1.3 Spreadsheet Calculations 

1.6 Interactive Simulation Games 

Mean Index (1) 

2 . Urban Planning and Management 
2.1 Cadastral Land lnforrnation Systems (LIS) 
2.3 Detailed Area Planning and Design 
2.5 Urban Growth/Development Monitoring 
2.7 Urban Project Planning and Management 

2.4 Urban Development ModeHing 
2.6 Development Control Management 
2.2 5tructure Planning 

Mean Index (2) 

3. Urban Infrastructure Planning and Management, 
and Other Applications 
3.1 Pubtic Utilities 
3.2 Urban Environmental Monitoring 
3.4 Urban Transportation Planning/Management 

3.3 Housing Estale Design/Finance/ Management 

Mean Index (3) 

4. Rural and Region al Planning and Management 
4.3 Ru ral Development Data Base Management 
4.1 Natura! Resources Management 
4.4 Parming Systerns Anaiysis and Planning 

4.5 Settiement Systerns Planning 
4.2 Coastai Zone Management 
4.8 Ecological Simulation Models 
4.6 Feeder Road Programme Planning 
4.7 Agricultural Credit Management Systems 

Mean Index (4) 

Totai Mean Index (all areasof interest) 

•) High lor Index 
Medium lor lndex 
Low lor Index 

2.40 
1.80 
1.80 

2.40 

Index 

2.64 
2.53 
2.50 
2.42 

2.12 

1.62 

2.31 

2.57 
2.55 
2.48 
2.42 

2.29 
2.24 
2.24 

2.40 

2.64 
2.55 
2.50 

2.11 

2.45 

2.63 
2.52 
2.40 

2.38 
2.25 
2.23 
2.18 
1.91 

2.31 

2.36 

Priority 
Group•) 

High 

Medium 

Low 

n.a 

High 

Medium 

n.a 

High 

Medium 

n.a 

High 

Medium 

n.a 

n.a 
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Metbod of Evaluation 
In view of the small sample size, which is not statistically significant, a simple descriptive 
scoring/weighting/ranking procedure was applied. Within the resulting three priority groups, 
the finer clifferences among the respondents' preferences were expressed by an index number 
on a scale of 1 (lowest) to 3, which was used to unify the priority ranks (1/2/3) given by 
different respondents. On that scale, three ranges of equal size might be distinguished 
(1.00<1.67, 1.67-2.33, >2.33-3.00). However, due to the rather skewed clistribution towards 
the higher values, the interval clivisions were set higher, i.e. at 1.80 and 2.40. 

All in all, the respondents' keen interest in computer use resulted in many votes for the first 
and second levels of priority, and only few votes for the third level. Thus the mean values for 
the 17 pre-formulated application areas turned out to be above 2.00 (or more precisely, 2.11)
with only one exception (1.62) on the lower side. It may thus be acceptable to present the 
results in such a way that the frrst two groups are cliscussed together. 

High/Medium Priority Computer Applications 

All respondents unanimously welcomed AIT's initiative which, they hope, will lead to an 
effective facility for advice, training and exchange of ideas. Moreover, several agencies appear 
to be prepared to spend their own funds on the training AlT would intend to provide. 
Preclictably, the largest numbers of "votes" were received for Section 1 of the checklist, i.e. on 
"General Planning Applications". Similarly, due to the bias in the sample, the average number 
of votes for rural-regional planning and management applications (Section 4) is larger than 
those for the urban planning/infrastructure concerns in Sections 2 and 3 of the checklist. (See 
table 1). 

Table 2 provides an overview on how the clifferent aspects were assessed by the respondents. 
The table also shows that the draft checklist as mailed appears to provide a reasonably good 
coverage of computer applications, because the respondents added only rather few aspects 
which they feit should be included. Most of the additional suggestions are specific examples 
of subject areas that are already included in the checklist, such as the spatial analysis technique 
of population poten ti al (index/surface), which is relatively easy to calculate by a spreadsheet, in 
conjunction with a elistance matrix (from another source). 

Rather than simply casting their votes for certain applications, the respondents expressed their 
preferences by classifying their interest in three levels of priority. Evaluating the responses in 
the form of a weighted index of preferenee further clarifies the interest in each of the subject 
areasin the checklist. Most respondents declared their preferences to be of "high" or at least 
"meclium" priority. Also, the numbers of votes per subject area, and the weighted indexes, are 
more or less correlated (as Table 2 shows). 
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Table 2. 
Preferences for Computer Applications in Spatial Planning and Environmental Management 

Area of Interest Votes by Priority Level Total") Index .. ) Remark 
(as presented in the checklist) 1 2 3 Votes % 

1. Genent Planning Applications 
1.1 Popu.lation Projection Methods 16 26 90 2.<12 
1.2 Thematic Mapping and Cartography 18 28 97 2.53 
1.3 Spreadsheet Calculations 11 26 90 2.12 
1.4 Database Opera ti ons 19 28 97 2.64 
1.5 Project Planning and Management 13 10 24 83 2.50 

(LogFrame, ZOPP, Strategie 
Planning. CPM/PERn 

1.61nteractive SimWation Games 10 21 72 1.62 
1.70thers: 

- Graph.ic presentation See 1.2, 1..4 
- Information on rutal growlh/ See 4.3, 4.5 

development 
- Spatia.l analysis See 1.2 
- Interregionat models s.. 1.2. 1.4 
-Project scheduling/monitoring S..l.S 

2 . Urban PIU'Ining and Marugemenl 
2.1 Cadastral land Jnformation Systems 16 23 79 257 

(LIS) 
2.2 Structure Planning 9 17 59 2.24 

2.3 Oetailed Area Planning and Design 14 6 22 76 2.55 

2.4 Urban Development MOdeHing 11 5 21 72 2.29 
25 Urban Growth/Developmenl 14 6 23 79 2.48 

Monitoring (using Remote Sensing 
Methods) 

2.6 Development Control Management 17 59 2.24 
(Building Permit Track.ing) 

2.7 Urban Project Planning and 19 66 2.42 
Management (CPM, PERT etc.) 

2.8 Olhers:- Community services s.. 2.2. 2.3, 2.7 

3. Urban fnfrastructure Planning and 
Muugement. and Other Applic:ations 
3.1 Public Utilities 15 22 76 2.64 

(for example, solid waste 
management, water supply, 
wastewater, flfe brigade routing) 

3.2 Urban Environmental Monitoring IS 22 76 2.55 

(for example, air /water/soîl poUution) 
3.3 Housing Estale Design/Finance/ 6 18 62 2.11 

Management 
3.4 Urb.ln Transportation Planning/ IJ 22 76 2.50 

Management 
(for example, accident monitoring, 
public transport routing, tralfic 
management) 

3.5 Others:- Fiscal impact calcularions See 3.1, 1.6 

4. Ru ral md Reglonill Planning and 
Management 
4.1 Natura! Resowces Management 16 27 93 . 2.52 

4.2 Coastal Zone Management 7 11 20 69 2.25 

4.3 Rwal Development Database 18 3 24 83 2.63 

Management 
(Developmentlndex Systems) 

4.4 Farmlng Systems Allalysis and 10 20 69 2.40 

Planning (lor example, FARMAP) 
45 Settiement Systems Planning 11 11 24 83 2.38 

(for example, LOCNET) 
4.6 Feeder Road Programme Plannlng 22 76 2.18 

4.7 Agricultural Credit Management 12 22 76 1.91 

Systems 
4.8 Ecological Simulation Models 22 76 2.23 

4.9 Ot.hers: 
Land suitabitity /land use planning See 4.1. 4.3, 4.8 

Crop simulo'ltion models See 4.1' 4.4, 4.8 

Water resources for agriculture s.. 4.1.4.3 

•) Total possible votes: 29 (= 100%) 
••) Index of Preferenee on a SCI'Ile of 1 (lowest) to 3 {highest), baserl on weig.hted priority votes, i.e . 

score 3 lor priority 1 , .. 2 
1 "" 3 

For example, for Popuiatien Projection Method.s: Index *' 16 )( 3 ... 5 ;62 ... 5 )( 1 "" 2.42 
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Low Priority Areas of Interest 

The "low priority" level was not used very much, or where it was used by several 
respondents, many others rated the sameitem at least "medium" or even "high". Therefore, 
the lowest index values are 1.62 (for simuiatien games) and 1.91 (for agricultural credit 
management systems), and all other index values are well above 2.00 (medium priority). 
Thus, to summarize the respondents' rating of various computer application areas, three 
priority groups were formed (on the basis of index values below and above the central group 
of 1.80 - 2.40), in order to present the survey results in Table 2. It shows all subject areas in 
deseending order of preference, within the respective sections of the checklist. 

Specific Results 

The results for Section 1 (Genera! Planning Applications), Section 2 (Urban Planning and 
Management), and Sectien 3 (Urban Infrastructure) are consistent in a sense that database 
operations (including cadastral and infrastructure information), and project planning, are in the 
high priority group, as well as spatial graphics applications (thematic mapping, and detailed 
area planning). More specific decision-support applications, such as spreadsheet-type 
calculations (for example for popuiatien projections), or those in the field of transport 
planning/management, but also urban growth models, received almost as much attention as the 
most popular unspecific database/project planning/mapping applications. 

The slightly lower priority for certain types of potentially important computer usage, such as 
coastal zone management (20 votes only), or urban development control management (17 votes 
only), probably is an outcome of the geographic spread of the sample, as wel! as a reflection of 
the specificity of such subject areas: Understandably, planners in Nepal are not interested in 
coastal zone management, and, unless one is directly involved in urban development planning 
and management, the potential benefits of tracking building applications/permits are not 
appreciated. In this respect, the rural bias of the sample alone would explain the seeming Jack 
of in tere st. 

Conclusions from the Survey 

In summary, the survey among the (potential) users of the proposed regional centre on spatial 
and environmental informaties is eneauraging in many respects. First, there is almost 
unanimous support to the idea of establishing an Asian centre for training and knowledge 
development in this field. Second, the elient agencies' views converge in a few areas which 
may indeed determine the areas of concentration for the frrst phase of operations of the 
proposed centre; and third, the survey results in a way confirmed AIT's intention to use the 
"great computer promise" prudently and critically. So none of the respondents was carried 
away with enthusiasm about grand simulation roodels and other potentially "black-box" type 
computer uses. Rather, most respondents were realistic in their assessment of their own 
hitherto limited computer application skilis and the need for increasing them incrernentally, but 
not in "one go". 

Thus the survey results may well serve as an orientation 
frame work for the kinds of training courses to be offered, as well as for the research efforts to 
be emphasized. These are, by reference to the high priority groups perceived by the 
respondents, database, spreadsheet and GIS/LIS applications specific to the needs of urban, 
rural and regional planning agencies. On that kind of basis, the more specific applications 
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(which were mostly referred to in the medium priority group) may then be used asthefoei for 
additional, more specialized training and research support activities to be undertaken by the 
centre. 
As the survey does notclaim to be completely representative nor statistically significant, the 
proposed centre would have to adopt the practice of conducting similar surveys on an annual 
basis, in order to develop its training and research programme in direct response to the 
changing needs in the region. 
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS FOR CHIANG MAl 

Abstract: 

George G. van der Meulen 
Compuplan Foundation, the Netherlands 

Limited financial resources is one of the major causes of an inadequate performance of the 
solid waste collection in the northern Thai municipality of Chiang Mai. Impravement is 
considered by a more consequent collection offees to be paid by the solid waste coneetion 
seiViced and thus benefiting landusers. The present system in use brings, itis said, a result of 
about 30 percent fees collected. A wel! functioning bookkeeping system is needed. To simplify 
the keeping track of fees collected and having an oveiView of the landusers to be charged as 
well as how much to be charged, the aid of software tools is proposed and elaborated. The 
software program for that purpose, developed by Compuplan Foundation, is explained in this 
paper contribution. 

Keywords: Solid waste, Man~gement, Chiang Mai, Software, Fees 

Introduetion 

Chiang Mai is the second largest city in the northem region of Thailand. ,h is also one ofthe 
favourite destinations of international tourism. This fact and the general intention to keep the 
city clean and áttractive are important reasons for the urban management of the Chiang Mai 
Municipality to consicter the current performance of its solid waste management. This intention 
fits in the environmental policy of the Thai government. 
However, it may be obseiVed that the city is not clean and is not cleansed properly. Solid 
waste colleerion sites are inadequately cleansed or not at all visited by the solidwaste colleerion 
vehicles of the municipal Cleansing Department Waste barrels and baskets on these sites are 
chock-full and a substantial part of the waste is found outside these containers, littered across 
the site. Moreover, scattered all over the city, illegally dumped solid waste can be obseiVed. In 
both cases, these sitescan be characterised as dirty places, ugly smelling and breeding-sites of 
health threatening species. 

To improve the environmental situation with regard to solid waste collection and disposal, the 
municipality needs more financial means and more and more qualified capacity. 
It is rather obvious that both the municipality and the Cleansing Department in Chiang Mai 
cannot expect to receive more financial budget from the central government in Bangkok than 
they have been receiving for many years usually and historically. 
Furthennore, it is rather obvious that no other external sourees are available, neither as loans, 
nor as grants. 
That implies that with those financial means available operational improvements should be 
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considered, e.g., optimised routes of the solid waste collection vehicles, extension of the city 
area covered by colleerion activities, special efforts to collect illegally dumped solid waste, and 
more adequate management with regard to the eperation and maintenance of the solid waste 
colleerion vehicles. 
Moreover, the only souree of money to be reached inside the municipality concerns the land 
users of Chiang Mai who will benefit from an adequate solid waste service provided. This 
offers an internal source: charging fees for services delivered. This is also in line with the 
Dutch policy document of the Special Programme for Urban Poverty Alleviatien of the 
Directorate-General of International Co-operation of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that 
mentioned the possibility of "payment by users, if necessary by a progressive tariff system" as 
one as the guidelines for sanitary improvements in urban settlements (DG IS 1994, p. 136). 

One of the most interesting and striking features of urban management in this Chiang Mai case, 
is the fact that although a system for charging such a fee for services has been in existence for 
several years, and that the acceptability of charging for municipal services is not under any 
d.iscussion (except of the public request for an adequate service once the people are paying), 
the effectiveness of the fee collection in Chiang Mai is said to be no more than about 30 
percent. 

Fig. 1: Loading collection site data of Chiang Mai Municipality along road segments in the 
total netwerk using CMSW95 

In the following, the role and acrivities of Compuplan Foundation concerning a solid waste 
management project applied to that South Eastern Asian city will be explained. In this project 
the main results concern pc software specially developed for that purpose. The project lasted 
from 1990 until August 1994, including customised software developments, training, data 
col!ections and guided applications. 
This software approach combines spatial information with collection logisrics; the road 
network of this municipality is crucial for references to the data and transportation as well (vide 
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Figure 1). The completion of the project for daily operation is expected at the end of 1995 
including an extensive view on a variety of aspects of solid waste and socio-economie themes; 
an optirnised solid waste collection system tagether with an evaluation system for operatien 
and maintenance of the solid waste collection vehicles to avoid vehicles being out-of-orderand 
in time maintenance as well; and, a kind of bookkeeping system for the colleetien of fees for 
solid waste collection services provided. 

Viewing thematic information about solid waste 

Prior to an optimisation of the routings for the solid waste collection vehicles a variety of data 
and information has to be gathered, put in, stared and studied. Once stored, an obvious 
demand for the display of thematic information is handled by the VieWaste program, which is 
one of the modules developed for the Solid Waste Colleetien Logistics Project. In particular, 
VieWaste can generate thematic maps conceming: street-segments, traffic and traffic flow, 
cleansing depots, colleetien sites, and illegal dumps. Other themes of VieWaste concern the 
composition and the amount (vide Figure 2) of the solid waste affered on the collection sites. 

Fig. 2: An optirnised route calculated and displayed, applied to the Chiang Mai Municipality, 
using CMSW95 

Optimising solid waste logistics 

Collecting househeld waste is a municipal task, carried out once or more times a week. 
Calculating and mapping optimal routes should guarantee the greatest efficiency and the lowest 
costs of the collection process. 
Optimising is reached via data on the supply of waste per single household or per collection 
site in roads and streets of the municipality in question, as well as on the sort and quality of 
collection trucks, quality of roads and streets where collections take place and disposal at 
dumping sites and/or collection/transhipment depots. Moreover, general data on the total 
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amount of solid waste streams along the routes, the required time, the number of covered miles 
(kilometres) and fuel consumption are also stored. Existing routes can be compared with 
optimal routes for the same areas. The beneficiary effects of the optimised routes will be the 
result. 

This approach includes tools of a geographical information system extended with a series of 
modules for data handling using raad segments as data objects, route optimising, comparing 
and evaluating currently followed routes with calculated, optimised routes on efficiency, and 
bookkeeping to keep track of the full coverage of regular routes over the whole city. 

Problem solving: optimum routing as an alternative 

These problems require effective solutions which should be in Iine with the circumstances of a 
developing country in general and of Chiang Mai in particular. Problem-solving in this case 
should be multi-dimensional, including an improvement of the management of the Cleansing 
Department, raising the salaries of the solid waste collection personnel, adequate collection of 
fees to be paid for solid waste collection services provided, a drastic improvement of the 
management and operational activities of the garage responsible for opera ti on and maintenance 
of the solid waste collection vehicles, improvement of the disposal handling including the 
availability of sanitary land fill as wellas an incinerator, and an optimisation of the solid waste 
colleerion logistics. 

Fig. 3: Three optimised solid waste collection routes for the Chiang Mai Municipality, a one 
day perlormance, starting and finishing at the depot-garage, including visits for 
dumping to the sanitary land ftll, calculated by CMSW95 

The last dimension has been elaborated into a software program, called "CMSW95", which 
calculates the optimum routes for the solid waste collection vehicles and compares them with 
the currently followed routes (vide Figure 3). Optimal routes are calculated using the so-called 
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Chinese Postman algorithm for regular garbage collection and the so-called Travelling 
Salesman algoritlun for the colleerion of illegally dumped solid waste. 
Evaluation of the optimisarion results may show shorter routes, that is road length, travel and 
cleansing time as wellas lower costs for fuel, labourtime and truck maintenance (vide Figure 
4) . 

Fig. 4: Solid waste colleerion vehicle life cycle monitor for the operadon and maintenance in 
the depot-garage of the Cleansing Department of Chiang Mai Municipality using 
SWTruck 

The project consisted of demonstrations. seminars, training, and (guided) data collections to 
apply the CMSW95 software for operational ·management in Chiang Mai. The major 
conclusion drawn by the Vice Mayor made during the final seminar held in 'Tesa Bahn', the 
City Hall of Chiang Mai in August 1994, concerned the growing awareness of the municipal 
authorities regarding the effect of operarionar management which could be provided by the 
implementation of that tooi in daily practice. 

Maintenance of solid waste collection vehicles · garage management 

The availability as well as a reasonable cost price of hardware use depends highly on the 
operarions and maintenance of the garage worklngs. For monitoring purposes, a software 
prototype has been developed which keeps track of the life cycle, maintenance, repair and 
exchanged spareparts of the (solid waste collection) vehicles (vide Figure 5). 
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Fig. 5: Viewing the amount of waste per collection site along the road networkof Chiang Mai 
Municipality, using VieWaste 

One of the final targets of this approach concerns a forecast of maintenà.nce checks in-time 
instead of the repair of during daily work braken vehicles. 

Solid waste fee collection 

Public services require a lot of financial means. Partly this concerns public, governmental 
money; partly, those whci benefit from the pubtic services provided should be charged more or 
less for the costs involved. Once agreed on this choice, fees should be colJected regularly and 
properly. To do so the support of an adequate bookkeeping is needed. 

Limited financial resources are one of the major causes of an inadequate performance of the 
solid waste collection in the narthem Thai municipality of Chiang Mai. Impravement is 
considered by a more consistent colleerion of fees to be paid by the solid waste colleerion 
serviced and thus benefiting land users. The present system in use brings, it is said, aresult of 
about 30 percent fees collected. A well functioning bookkeeping system is needed. To sirnplify 
the keeping track of fees collected and ha ving an overview of the land users to be charged as 
well as how much to be charged, the aid of software tools is proposed and elaborated. 

The majority of municipalities in the developing countries has limited amounts of financial 
means available for the functions to be carried out 
One of these functions concerns the coneetion of solid waste produced by households, 
markets, shops, hotels and restaurants. A complaint of the general public is the insufficiency of 
these services provided. 
According to the Cleansing Departments of these municipalities, the provision of a better solid 
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waste collection service depends highly on the availability of more fmancial means. Additional 
fmancial sourees from either state or municipality are generally not expected. 

Under these circumstances, the solid waste colleerion performance can only be improved by an 
upgrade of the solid waste colleetien process itself (e.g. better efforts of the cleansing 
personnel, improved or optimised routing and scheduling of collection vehicles) or by 
gathering fmancial means from the households and others serviced. 

This situation is also encountered in Chiang Mai. The collection of feesas payment for the 
services offered by the municipal Cleansing Department has been executed for a number of 
years now. However, only about 30% is said to be collected in practice. 
Thus, fee collection is not effective of course, nor is it a panacea to irnprove the municipal 
cleansing activities. 

For the collection of solid waste services fees within the framewerk of the Chiang Mai Solid 
Waste Collection Logistics project, a special program has been developed, including such a 
bookkeeping system. 
The fee handling consists of two subparts, notably setting of fee parameters and bookkeeping 
of fees paid and the monitoring of arrears. 
To make this Solid Waste Fee Organiser useful under the circurnstances, Thai word processing 
has been included for the narnes and addresses of the Chiang Mai land users to be charged 
(vide Figure 6). 

Fig. 6: A land user record for the calculation of the fee to be paid for the solid waste colleerion 
services provided by the Chiang Mai Municipality, using CPSWFee 

Furthermore, the basis of charging has been made optional to the kind of land user, the size of 
the waste producing unit, the weight or volume of produced waste offered to the colleerion 
system. 
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Conclusions 

The solid waste problems in (a.o.) Chiang Mai require effective solutions which should be in 
line with the circumstances of a developing country in general and of Chiang Mai in particular. 
Problem-solving in this case should be multi-dimensional, including an impravement of the 
management of the Cleansing Department, raising the salaries of the solid waste colleerion 
personnel, adequate collection of fees to be paid for solid waste colleerion services provided, a 
drastic impravement of the management and operational activities of the garage responsible for 
operation and rnainterrance of the solid waste colleerion vehicles, impravement of the disposal 
handling including the availability of sanitary land fill as well as an incinerator, and an 
optimisation of the solid waste collection logistics. 

With the exception of the solid waste vehicle life cycle monitor approach all the above 
mentioned software programs are typical sparial decision support systems, that is including 
tools of a so-called geographical information system extended with a series of modules, such 
as for data handling using road segments as data objects (Fig. 1 and 2), route optimising, 
comparing and evaluating ciDTently foliowed routes with calculated, optimised routes on 
efficiency, and bookkeeping to keep track of the full coverage of routes over the whole city 
(Fig. 3 and 4). These systems offer excellent opportunities for operational as well as strategie 
management. The same is true for the vehicle life cycle monitor system (Fig. 5) and the 
bookkeeping system for fee collection (Fig. 6), 
Finally, it is obvious that the explained logistics approach applied to Chiang Mai is also useful 
and applicable to other cities in Thailand and to cities outside Thailand anywhere in the world, 
and as such a promising tooi within the global framework of international co-operation, e.g., 
through the United Nations and The World Bank's Urban Management Programme (UMP) 
and Metropolitan Environmental Impravement Programme (MEIP). 
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E. Services of the city of tomorrow 

Introduetion and chapter synopsis 

Under the topic of "Services of the city of tomorrow" two global and seven local contributions 
have been ranged. The frrst global contribution, that of Muller "The potential for community 
based waste services in cities in the growth" explains the informal processes including 
employment and income generation of appropriate technology based waste collection services 
in combination with resource recovery by urban communities and rnicro-enterprises. In the 
other "lmproving sanitation in coastal communities", Navarro, emphasizes improved sanitation 
efforts in coastal, waterfront and low-lying areas occupied by poor urban comrnunities. These 
communities discharge their waste directly into the surface waters which also function as their 
food and water consumption, and as such they seriously deteriorate their living environment 
and considerably threaten their health conditions. 

In the first local contribution "The current wave of urbanization in developing countries: the 
Caribbean Basin", Robotham sketches the current urbanizing trends in the developing world in 
general and in Jamaica in particular. GlöOalization affects the Iabour market, and as such 
causes a new pattem of (secondary) urbanization which offers new challenges to urban 
planners. The second local contribution comes from Raman. In "A comparison of solid waste 
colleerion and disposal in Indian human settlements" she offers an overview of initiatives by 
NGO's and community based associations concerning existing practices in solid waste 
management in lndian cities and how to imprave them. This overview has been based on a 
(comparative) research in 1993/94. Though it is too early for conclusions about the impact of 
these initiatives, Ms. Raman already mentions some hopeful trends in which amongst others 
the role of the informal sector seems to be crucial. The third local contri bution also explains 
solid waste management in some southern India cities and again the substantial role of the 
informal sector fortrade and recycling is indicated. Furthermore its authors, Baud, Huysman 
and Schenk emphasize the importance and effectiveness of linkages between community based 

. organizations and the municipal authorities responsible for solid waste management. 

The fourth local contribution comes from Kootatep. In "Integrated solid waste disposed 
system, the salution of the municipality of Chiang Mai", the obvious probiernatie and even 
threatening consequences of not having available a disposal capacity in the municipality nor in 
the adjacent region are explained. All municipal efforts to find a new sanitary landfill seem to 
fail. New ideas to solve this lack of dumping capacity are discussed. In· another Thai 
conttibution, Suselo desctibes the treatment of waste glut produced by households. In 
"Solving the household waste glut" she emphasizes, whilst not really believing in the present 
of changing consumption habits, the potentials of waste reduction as the only workable 
panacee. 

In the sixth con tribution "The roles of community organisations in solid waste management in 
Indonesian ei ties" .H~ also emphasizes the importance of community participation. 
Communities provide great contributions whilst the urban authorities responsible do not seem 
capable of offering adequate solid waste collection and disposal services. He describes the 
South Sulawesi provincial capita! of Ujung Pandangin particular. In the finallocal contribution 
"Rescuing the future: local government leading the way", Ryan discusses environmental 
polides in Queensland and in the ei ties of Brisbane and Rockhampton. Special attention in his 
contribution is paid to the greenhouse effect and even more extensively to solid waste 
management. 
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TUE POTENTlAL FOR COMMUNITY BASED WASTE SERVICES IN 
CITIES IN TUE SOUTU 

Maria S. Muller (with Arnold van de Klundert, Inge Lardinois and Jaap Rijnsburger)' 
Waste Consultants Gouda, Netherlands 

Abstract: 

This paper focuses on community based waste services by urban communities and micro
enterprises. First, a rough description is given of the urban context that detennines the informal 
processes of waste collection services and resource recovery. The paper describes how micro
enterprises create employment and income at present, and gives examples of waste collection in 
low-income areas. Three strategies for improving low-income waste services are highlighted, 
i.e. relying on community influence, introducing appropriate technologies, and strengthening 
the linkages between the informal and forma! waste sectors. The opportunities created by low
income waste services, and the constraints to realizing these opportunities which !ie on city and 
nationallevels are indicated at the end of this paper. 

Keywords: cities, low-income communities, micro-enterprises, waste collection, recycling, 
participation, technology, informal sector. 

1 . Introduetion 

This paper focuses on the operation of waste related services, which contribute to the 
improverneut of environmental and living conditions in urban low-income areas. The position 
of these low-income areas will be considered in the context of the city of which they are a part. 
Justas the operation of their services wiJl be considered as part of service provision in the 
whole of the city. 
The central thesis of this paper is, that waste management is not the responsibility of the 
municipal authorities alone. Neither can households, communities, enterprises or NGO's alone 
achieve a system of sustainable waste services. The challenge is to find mechanisms for 
combining the resources of all actors. This will not only be in the interest of the residents of 
low-income areas. It will also be a contribution to more effective city management and to 
sustainable environment and employment opportuni ties. 
This paper concentrates on low-income areas for the following reasons: 

- At present, low-income areas do not receive waste management services because of the way 
services are organised and resources are allocated. The system of organisation and allocation 
is centrally managed, and is subject to pressure from middle and high-income areas, where 
the decision makers themselves are living. In a situation of severe scarcity of resources, 
service delivery is biased. 

- To get more equally distributed services, a radical change of perspective on the utilisation of 
municipal resources is required. It is necessary to start from the potenrial in low-income 
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areas and identify what support is required from the centre for local initiatives. This is a kind 
of 'bottom-up planning'. 

- The resource constraints of municipal authorities, necessitate the mobilisation of resources 
from new sources, i.e. the contribution from people, communities and supporting NGO's. 
People will only contribute time, money, ideas and effort, if they are sure that the services 
will respond to their particular needs. 

This paper uses the terros 'low-income area', 'neighbourhood' and 'community' airoost 
interchangeably, as is general practice in urban development literature. 

2 . Charaderistics of the city in relation to waste services 

The effectiveness and sustainability of waste management activities are influenced by many 
elements of urban and national development. Some, such as the national socio-economie levels 
of development, environmental, industrial, and external trade policies, are of great importance, 
but beyond the scope of this paper. Here, only a few factorscan be mentioned. 

Population. The sheer size of the population, together with rapid population growth result in 
ever expanding urban agglomerations. Consirlering the severe resource constraints, urban 
management faces the great challenge of covering large physical distances. In addition, the 
existing trend whereby the fastest population growth occurs in the low-income areas, wil! 
continue. This will increase the demand for public financed services. And it will increase the 
demand for unskilled and semi-skilied work. 
Interdependence. The recovery of waste matenals contributes to a sustainable economy. 
The range of activities creates several interdependencies between the informal and the formal 
sectors of the urban economy. 
First, an interdependence exists between the different areas in the city. The middle/higher 
income residential areas and the commercial and administrative eentres of the city benefit from 
cleaning and waste collection activities performed by poor people, while those living in low
income areas derive an income from these activities. For this purpose, the different types of 
areas must be located in each other's vicinity. 
The formal and informal sectors of the urban economy are also interdependent. First, policies 
regulating the import of raw materials, and the pricing of essential production factors such as 
energy, determine the profitability of certain lines of production. Secondly, the low production 
costs resulting from home-based informal production benefit the formal sector enterprises who 
purebase reecvered materials. And thirdly, arrangements for equipment leasing and tied 
purebase or sale of products link activities and enterprises in the informal with the forma! 
sector. 
Urban planning. Urban planning concentrates on city centre, high/middle income residential 
areas, industrial areas. This shows e.g. in a Jack of planning for the location of low-income 
areas, the delay in providing legal tenure to squatter settlements, the absence of infrastructure 
and services in such settlements, and the lack of access roads. 
Western technology. There is too great a reliance on conventional, western roodels for the 
organisation of waste management services, and on western technology forservice provision. 
Donor agencies promote the export of this technology. This is characterised by large, capita! 
intensive equipment (e.g. compactor trucks; large, central disposal sites for wastes), and by an 
orientation towards customers who pay individual service charges. 
The technology makes a centrally managed system necessary, because of the high-tech 
requirements of maintenance and repair; and because of the necessity to make the most efficient 
use of the large vehicles. 
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Polities. Strong politica! farces prevent a services re-organisation, and the introduetion of 
policies which would reduce a reliance on import of raw rnaterials, or the introduetion of waste 
reduction technologies. 
Politica! representation of the interests of low-income people is weak in most cities. This is 
evident in the encapsulation of community leaders by the established politica! parties. 
Grassroots organisations may gain incidental victories (more garbage containers, extra trips of 
vacuum tankers during election campaigns), but until now they have not been able to change 
the general ideology and practice in their ei ties. 

3 . The situation in low-income areas 

3. I In co me from waste 
Many people eam their income from handling waste materials. At the informal end of the chain 
are the waste piekers at the dumps and the scavengers in the streets; the sarters and cleaners at 
home or in back yards; and those involved in further processing and production in smal! 
workshops. More towards the formal end are the salesmen, middlemen, and the end users of 
the products. 
Woroenforma significant part of the waste workers (for example in lndian ei ties), especially 
as waste collectors, sarters and cleaners. Their range of activities is restrained as their roles of 
housewife and mother require them to be at home. Also the cultural conceptions of what 
constitutes 'proper behaviour' of woroen (e.g. their mobility), and of their ability to handle 
tools and equipment, limit woroen irt their i ncoroe eaming activities.I 
Micro-enterprises reeover matenals such as zinc from household batteries, and aluminium and 
steel from tins. They also make new products such as slippers, and hearings for (tri)cycles 
from car tyres, and plastic containers, bottles, and shoe soles from plastic. The number of 
workers in such enterprises is smal!, that is, one person alone or with a couple of unpaid 
family workers or, at the most, with a few paid helpers. 
The technologies and processes employed are often basic. The final products of the recycling 
enterprises are usually sold on the low-income market only. While the semi-processed 
products are sold to the forma! medium and large-scale enterprises, who may use these 
productsas raw matenals inputintheir own production processes. 
Negative aspects are the bad worlàng conditions in the micro-enterprises and the environmental 
pollution caused by the residues which are not properly discarded. Sametimes the workers are 
not aware of the risks they run, while often they would not be able to take the appropriate 
measures to proteet themselves and the environment. 
From the point of view of waste recovery and income generation, inappropriate technology is 
used in the forma! (public and private sectors). For example, compactor trucks frustrate the 
material recovery by scavengers. A lso the smal! pieces of metal and glass mixed with the waste 
material after compacting, make the sorting of matenals dangerous and reduce the quality of 
compost made of the organic mate1ial afterwards. 

3. 2 Inadequate services 
Essenrial waste services are the collection of household garbage, of night soil and latrine 
sludge, and their treatment and final disposal. 
Since household garbage in low-income areas mainly consîsts of organic matter and material 
that has no value for recycling, the scavengers are not interested in collecting it. And for 
several reasons the conventional services operators do notprovide door-to-door collection. At 
the most, they provide a community based service, whereby garbage is collected from pubtic 
containers. 
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The removal of latrine sludge or night soil by pit emptiers or scavengers is in many countries 
only remunerated for the Iabour involved. Not many people, therefore, make the emptying of 
pit latrines their regular occupation. Where the economie value of the sludge itself is realised, 
to be used as ferrilizer, fish fodder, or as souree of energy (biogas), the collection of human 
faeces is a well-.known activity (Calcutta, Chinese cities). The growing interest in urban 
agriculture, together with world wide experiments with the use of human faeces in co
composting techniques (e.g. in Accra, Jakarta, Karachi) may make the colleetien of human 
faeces an economically attractive occupation. 
As said before, the conventional services for both garbage colleetien and pit latrine emptying 
do not function adequately in low-income areas, because of the western technology used, the 
physical inaccessibilityof these areas, and their low politica! priority. 
When the waste collection services are unreliable or fail altogether, the results are 
inconvenience to the public, filthy streets, and clogged drains. And when stagnant surface 
water is polluted with faeces from septic tanks and pit latrines, environmental and personal 
health are badly affected. The relation between environmental services and health has been 
demonstrated by cernparing different residential areas in the same city. In Accra and in Manila, 
for example, the residents of weB-servieed areas suffered less from the common illnesses than 
the residents from badly serviced areas.2 

4 . Strategies for improving community based waste services 

A combination of three main strategies is proposed to improve the living conditions in low
income areas. These strategies rely on the potential of low-income communities, which can be 
made more effective when appropriate technica! and organisational knowledge is made 
available tothemen and women living there. It is a multi-dimensional approach. 

4 .1 Community memhers should exercise effective influence regarding 
community based waste services. 
The men and women residents of a low-income community have identifiable roles to play in 
the development of services in their area. These roles wiJl be deterrnined on the basis of 
community characteristics and the services required. 
The needs and capabilities of the community form the starring point. They must be assessed in 
a systematic manner, while a distinction is made according to gender, age, and social group or 
minority group status. The needs include, for example, the need for women and men to earn 
sufficient income, and the necessity to live in environmental conditions that guarantee health. 
While people's capabilities include the ability to manage community based activities. 
Various social assessment methods and techniques are available. An important difference 
between them is the ex tent to which community members participate indecision making about 
the assessment itself and about how the findings will be used.3 
Focusing on tasks inside the community, a system of representation and consultatien should be 
developed in which the different interests can be defended. A community-wide environmental 
health committee, supported by a networkof sub-committees on neighbourhood level may be 
an effective strategy to ensure the partic i pation of women, and members of all socio-economie 
groups. 
Waste management tasks are, for example, erganizing the solid waste collection (routes, 
leasing of equipment), setting up a schedule of appointments for pit latrine emptying, colleering 
fees and charges, supervising service quality, mediatingin conflicts, and paying remuneration 
for work done. Neighbourhood committees or paid neighbourhood health assistants may 
ensure that all householcts contribute to maintaining a clean environment. lnformation and 
trainingforthese tasks should be arranged for by the NGO's which support the community. 
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New income earning opportunities are likely to be the subject of competition. When skilis 
training, investment in time and money, and handling of machinery are involved, the chances 
to benefit from the new opportunities are usually unequal. Men usually benefit first, while 
women are often pushed out of employment altogether or relegated to the unskilled, less 
remunerated work. By introducing specific consultation and decision making procedures it can 
be ensured that women get an equal chance to defend their interests. 
Community leaders also have the task of representing the community's interests to outside 
agencies. They try, for example, to obtain official promises for secondary solid waste 
collection. When not successful, community based organisations, often led by women, may 
undertake pubtic action to demand their rights with respect to services. Women's groups in the 
Philippines and in Latin America have been particularly active in this. 

4. 2 The introduetion of technologies that make waste handling process on 
community level more efficient 
Technologies exist that, adapted to local conditions, would increase both the volume and the 
value of the waste material that is handled on comrnunity level. Such appropriate technologies 
would increase the turnover in the communities, thus contributing to an increase of 
employment and income to the residents. The technologies would also reduce the dependenee 
of the community and the city on conventional, capital intensive technology. 
A distinction can be made between: 
- Technologies that affect the production process in rnicro-enterprises, and 
- Technologies that affect waste service provision in the low-income areas 

4.2.1 The production process 
Starting from the assumption that more and better products (semi-processed and end products) 
can be produced, the whole process of collection and recovery of waste materials can be 
monitored, to detennine at what stages the process can be improved. The separation of waste at 
the source, for example, could prevent the pollution of organic and non-organic materials. 
When certain non-organic materials are separated further, their processing would result in a 
uniform raw material, for which forma! sector industries pay a high price. The recycling 
process of plastics is an example.4 After plastic waste has been collected, it has to be sorted out 
according to colour and type, washed and shredded, granulated and moulded into a product 
(e.g. shoe soles). In some countries entrepreneurs have introduced innovations to make the 
sorting and washing more effective. 
Better products can also be obtained by adding new steps to the recycling process. Waste 
rubber, for example, can be devulcanized, a process to make the rubber mouldable. This is 
done in cities such as Manila and Calcutta. Each additional step to the process keeps the 
production process Jonger on the level of micro-enterprises, and adds value to the recycled 
product. Higher income and more employment are the result. 

4.2.2 Waste collection service 
Since neither the city authorities nor the forrnal private sector provide waste collection services 
in law-ineome areas, alternatives must be developed. 
Liquid waste collection services are exemplified by MAPET, whereby self-employed operators 
take sludge out of pit latrines. As in other cities, the unplanned law-ineome areas of Dar es 
Salaam (Tanzania) are inaccessible for the large, vacuum tankers. 
As an appropriate service, MAPET uses small equipment that is suitable for footpaths. This 
equipment makes it possible to deliver smal! amounts of service to match the amount of money 
the customer has at his disposal at that time. The service is also more accessible to the 
customers than the forma! tanker service, in that customers and pit latrine emptiers negotiate 
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personally about the service.5 The negotiations between customers and pit emptiers result in a 
level of service payment, that is accepted in the community, and that provides a sufficient 
income for the pit emptiers whoare members of that community. The service payment only 
covers Iabour costs, however, not the reptacement costof the equipment. 
The collection of waste in low-income cornmunities can be made economically feasible, if 
technologies for the recycling of organic waste can be introduced.6 Composting can be done in 
low-income areas as backyard composting (by using the garbage of one or more households), 
and as neighbourhood composting. The latter option will create paid employment and income 
opportunities for community residents. 
Space requirements and marketing possibilities are major factors in the successfulness of the 
facility. The facilities in two neighbourhoods in Olinda, Brazil, for exarnple, occupied plots of 
about 250 m2 (equal toabout two residential plots in a high-density settlement). In some areas, 
however, nospace may be available fora composting plant, for exarnple because of legal rules 
covering land u se. In such a situation, an NGO in Manila supported a network of households 
who produced compost in flower baskets bought weekly by the NGO. 
Other recovery methods for organic waste at the community level are the production of animal 
fodder and fuel, and co-composting or the mixing of animal manure or human sludge with the 
organic material to produce compost. In total, these resource recovery technologies rnay reduce 
the organic waste to be hauled by large vehicles toa central sanitary landfill site considerably. 

4.3 Better organisation, linking the informal with the forma! sector, could 
eosure more employment, and stabie and higher iocomes in the informal waste 
sector 
The successful performance of informal waste activities depends to a large ex tent on linkages 
with the forma! sector. First, waste collection will benefit from assured access to waste 
matenals near the souree of generation. Also the sale of recycled products might benefit from 
marketing arrangements with middlemen and end users (despite the risk of exploitation). While 
community level prirnary (solid and liquid) waste collection services require the back up from 
secondary services provided by the city authorities. All this needs official arrangements and 
forma! agreements, in which NGO's often play a mediaring role. 
Agreementscan be made, for exarnple, between well-off residents' cornmittees and particular 
waste collectors that the residents will only give or sell their waste rnatenals to these identified 
collectors. In Madras, India, for example, NGO's took the initiative to such arrangements, 
which required cooperation from the neighbourhood leaders and the individual households, as 
well as from the waste collectors who are expected to be present at fixed times.7 Another 
example from Madras is the women's cooperative which agreed with a govemment department 
for access to its waste paper. A step further in organisation is a network of residents, waste 
collectors, and buyers of waste, developed in Manila through the mediation of an NGO. 
In Cairo, garbage separation at souree was only possible after an information campaign had 
persuaded the middle class residents (especially housewives, housemaids and children) to 
change their waste disposal habits, middle men had agreed to facilitate the experiment, and the 
waste collectors had adapted their collection schedules. 
A lso the MAPET pit latrine emptying service of informal operators requires the back up from 
the city sanitation department for major repairs to the equipment and sludge haulage to a final 
disposal site. The city department is committed to finding solutions to the organisational 
problems, recognising its public health responsibility. 
To provide solid waste collection in their own community, the leaders of one community in 
Dakar set up the so-called P ADE system whereby local operators can rent push carts from the 
community management committee. This enables the men to col !eet garbage in their own area 
during part of the day. During the other part of the day the operators use the push carts to 
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collect valuable waste matenals in other areasof the city. Through this combination of activities 
the men can earn enough. 
A strategy gaining increasing recognition is the city-wide building of alliances between official 
agencies, the private sector, NGO's, and community based organisations. Their aim is to make 
action plans for the improvement of living conditions in the whole of the city. Improving solid 
and Iiquid waste management has often a high priority in these plans. These city-wide 
consultations (e.g. in Nairobi, Dar es Salaam) may achieve what the low-income communities 
acting alone cannot achieve.s 

5 • Opportunities created by community based services 

The development of community based waste services creates important opportunities for socio
economie and environmental development in the city. 
The environmental conditions in the low-income areas can be improved by mobilizing the 
capacities of the residents. The residents are willing to play their part in the improvements, 
provided their particular concerns are taken into account. Community based services, 
therefore, wiJl vary in form and content between communities, even in the same city. 
Disposing of solid and liquid waste in an adequate manoer will contribute significantly to the 
health status of men, women and children in low-income communities. Indirectly, the well-off 
residents in other parts of the city will benefit too from these improved environmental 
conditions, as it removes the souree of epidernies which may spread all over the éity. 
Experiences from various ei ties point to the existence of technologies that can be applied in 
smali-scale waste handling enterprises. These technologies increase both the volume of waste 
materials that cao be handled by these enterprises, and the value added in the process. 
At the community level, a significant consequence is the increase in employment and income 
opportunities in the informal waste sector. At the city level, a significant consequence is the 
reduction of the total volume of waste to be disposed of. This in turn will reduce the 
requirement for huge investments. 
Positive linkages between the informal and formal partsof the waste handling chain are not 
only necessary to increase the quantity and quality of waste products, and to eosure the souree 
of iocome for so many people. They will also be a model for providing the whole city with a 
system of waste collection. These linkages are also feasible, provided the city authorities and 
well-to-do citizens appreciate the contri bution of the informal sector to solving environmental 
problems. And provided intermediary NGO's utilize their position to support these linkages. 

6. Constraints to community based services 

The paper has indicated the potential for community based waste services, when existing 
technologies and experiences are enhanced with new initiatives. Finally, a few constraints to 
this potential are mentioned that are created by municipal and national authorities. 

Secondary waste collection. Primary waste collection in low-income communities is 
possible by taking household garbage to communal collection points. The municipal 
department, however, remains responsible for secondary collection, and must transport the 
garbage from the communal containers to a final disposal site. When the secondary collection 
faits, the primary collection by the residents will collapse. A reorganisation of daily operations 
might be necessary giving emphasis to secondary collection. This reorganisation would 
involve the utilization of vehicles, personnet management and budget allocations. 
Location of final disposal facilities. Transport between residential areas and central 
disposal sites is often expensive, due to the long distances involved. Since secondary waste 
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collection is wholly financed from public money, this gives the municipal authorities an 
argument for providing inadequate secondary collection services. The cost of waste haulage 
could be reduced by establishing a system of transfer points which are connected by different 
means of transport. Hand carts, small motorised vehicles, smal! trucks and large trucks could 
conneet transfer points at increasing distance from the community that generated the waste. 
Competition for space. The location of a final disposal facility at short distance from the 
community may be thwarted by Jack of space. A local church, a private company, or an 
individual with politica! connections may prevent the use of scarce open space for public 
purposes by professing his own claims. Political and personal ties both in the community and 
in the city as a whole can be manipulated either for personal gain or fora public purpose. 
Regulation and monitoring by the municipal authorities. Final responsibility for 
public health, including waste management, lies with the municipal authorities. Although 
byelaws and contracts may regulate the tasks of private parties (in the fonnal and informal 
sectors), the question is, whether the authorities are able to monitor the performance of these 
other parties. The di stance between a central department office and the place where the activity 
(e.g. service provision, or recycling in a workshop) is perfonned, is often too large. 
Cantrolling officers may nothave the transport facilities to go and witness the activity when it 
is performed. The problem of distance can be partly overcome by the decentralisation of 
departmen tal offices. In addition, the monitoring tasks can be carried out by community leaders 
or residents provided they are informed about the features of a good quality activity. 
Communication with the authorities. The communities need channels of communication 
with the authorities to make their arguments heard. Effective consultations between the 
authorities and Jow-income communities is notpart of the tradition of top-down govemment 
decision making. Therefore, it may require time (months, years), imaginative strategies, and 
sametimes a change in govemment before effective consultation channels are established. 
Experience has shown that it is not sufficient to have agreements with individual officials. 
Rather, a coordination comrnittee should be set up with representatives of all govemment and 
non-govemment agencies with responsibilities that affect the low-income communities. Having 
a formal status, such a committee has the power to influence resource allocations.9 

7. Conclusions 

Inadequate waste services endanger the health of all the city's residents. At the same time, it is 
unlikely that adequate and equal services for all wiJl be provided in the near future, if the 
present organisational, technica! and financial model is maintained. 
Taking the perspective of low-income communities, it is evident that many people in micro
enterprises contribute to solving waste management problems by collecting and recycling waste 
materials. In so doing, they create income for themselves as well as a healthier environment 
for all. Their potential can be strengthened by enabling policies of the central and municipal 
governments. Recognition of the informal's sector's contribution is the first step, the 
provision of physical facilities and organisational adjustments of the formal system are the 
necessary subsequent steps. 
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IMPROVING SANIT A TION IN CO AST AL COMMUNITIES 
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Abstract: 

The sanitary collection, transportation, treatment and disposal of waste promate health, 
improve the quality of the environment and thus, the quality of life in a community. In absence 
of sanitation facilities, some poor communities in developing countries rely on natura! 
processes to dispose of waste, wherein the practice of defecating in the open fields or on 
surface water is prevalent. 
In poor communities occupying coastal, waterfront and low-lying areas, waste is directly 
disposed of into the surface water such as rivers, canals and sea or in the mudflat to await the 
tide. These swface waters, however, are often the communities' sourees of food, and water 
for d.rinking, dornestic and personal cleaning. 
Studies on sanitation show that contaminated water and human wastes are major factors in the 
transmission of serious diseases in the developing world. In a community where there is 
constant contact with the polluted environment, sanitation is an important concern. 
This paper discusses sanitation and environmental problems in poor coastal communities in 
developing countries and identifies the important issues in improving their sanitation 
conditions. An understanding of the communities' environmental conditions and sanitation 
needs is essential to be able to introduce systems that can effectively improve their condition. 

Key words: Coastal communities, Fishing villages, Water towns, Sanitation, Waste disposal 
systems 

1. Coastal and Low-lying Areas: Settiement Sites for the Urban Poor 

Coastal zone management in some developing countries is burdened with the problem of 
proliferation of low-income settlements along the coastal areas. Low-lying areas, such as 
marshlands, banks of rivers and canals in urban areas are considered wastelands because they 
have low commercial value or limited alternative land use. These idle sites, which may be 
private or public properties, are cheap alternatives for settiement for the urban poor. Forthese 
communities, proximity to place of work, accessibility to the urban center and its services, and 
access to the water for livelihood such as fishing, overrule the physical hazards of settling in 
flood prone sites or in areas characterized by stagnant polluted waters. 
Many ei ties in developing countries are faced with problems of slums invading the coastal and 
low-lying areas that are prone toflood or tidal inundation. In the ceno'al city of Jakarta, urban 
slums known as kampungs occupy the sloping embankments and terraces along the river, as 
well as the coastal marshlands in the narthem periphery of the city (Krausse, 1975). In 
Guayaquil, Ecuador, squatter communities are built over tidal swamplands within the urban 
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vicinity to seek access to employment and educational establishments and to take advantage of 
owning a plot of land (Moser, 1982). A similar scenario exists in the southem fringes of Port 
Harcourt metropolis, Nigeria, where 4,331 householcts settled on reclaimed land not suitable 
for development (Izeogu, 1993). 
In other cities, canal right-of-ways, riverbanks and insome ca.ses on the river itself, have been 
the sites of squatter settlements. In Bangkok, some 68 squatter communities, known as klong 
settlements, are located along canal banks within the city proper to gain proximity to urban 
centers (Roovers, 1989). In Ahmadabad, India, there are about two dozen squatter settlements 
to be found on the eroding banks of the Sabarmati river and some even on the riverbed itself, 
with a density reaching as high as 2,000 persons per hectare (UHCHS, 1982). In Port 
Moresby, Papua New Guinea, Koki squatter settlements, with a population of 1,000 are built 
mainly over the sea, rebuilding their traditional houses on piles (Swan, 1980). 
In the most basic sense, because coastal zones are considered among the most productive 
ecosystems, that many communities have depended on these areas for livelihood and as souree 
of food, water and resources. Several fishing communities have occupied the riverbanks and 
coasts of bays and lakes fortheir proxirnity to the fishing waters. On the northwestem shore of 
Lake Nokwe in southem Pahomey, is a lake dwelling village, called Ganvie. It is a smal! town 
devoted to fishing which is entirely built on the lake and the only means of access is by canoe 
(Danby, 1971). In the southern provinces of the Philippines, such as Leyte, Palawan and 
Mindanao, fishing villages exists along coasts. The coastal community of Puerto Princesa in 
Palawan province, Philippines is primarily a law-ineome fishing village comprising of 14,136 
persons, occupying the coasts of Puerto Princesa Bay. The city of Puerto Princesa, being 
relatively the most urbanized area in the whole province, has attracted migrants from other 
municipalities and nearby provinces. The vast coast of the bay adjacent to the city became the 
ideal site for squatting of the migrating popuiatien who seek livelihood opportunities from the 
city proper as well as from the fishing resources of the bay. 

Fig. 1: Klong or canal settlements, Bangkok, Thailand 
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Fig. 2: The rapid growth of the coastal communities in Puerto Princesa, Philippines resulted to 
the encroachment of settlements towards the Puerto Princesa Bay. 

2. Sanitation and Environmental Problems 

The poor communities occupying the coastal and waterfront fringes are faced with sanitation 
and health problems caused by their location and environment. These problems are associated 
with Jack of sanitation facilities, contaminated water supply, absence of proper solid waste 
disposal system which causes pollulion and negative impact on community health. 

2. 1 Lack of Sanitation Facilities 
Among the predominant problerns in coastal communities is the absence of sanitation facilities. 
In several cases, eliminatien of waste directly into the surface water has been the traditional 
practice. Such traditional practice of 'visit or swim to the sea' for personal hygiene is prevalent 
in these communities. 
In ether communities, as in the case of Puerto Princesa, the overhung latrine is commonly 
used. These are simply superstructures with the toilet seat or floer in which wastes are directly 
disposed of into the water for transport and eventual dilution, onto the mudflat or beach to 
await the tide. In worse conditions, as in the case of Guayaquil, waste is disposed of into the 
stagnant waters or simply into the ground undemeath, where the inhabitants use a hole on the 
floer boards for the farnily toilet (Moser, 1982). In Jakarta, most people use latrines, private or 
communal, with outiets built directly into swamps and canals (Marcussen, 1990). 
The practice of directly disposing of human waste into bodies of water is considered 
satisfactory as long as the water is not consumed for drinking, if the faeces are dumped into the 
water and not on the land, and if there are sufficient currents for dilution (McGarry, 1977). 
This practice, while considered a hygienically acceptable and satisfactory traditional habit, can 
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be a problem with expanding populations. In worse cases, particularly in fresh water rivers 
over which such latrines are built, the water is used for dornestic and personal washing and in 
some cases for drinking. 

2. 2 Contaminated Water Supply 
Availability of safe drinking water supply is another problem related to sanitation. Due to 
geographicallocation, the water supply from the site may be either contaminated or with high 
saltwater content. Hence, in these communities, water is retrieved from another area, where 
practices of water fetching, tapping from the nearest municipal lines, and water vending are 
prevalent. 
In the case of kampung settlements occupying the seaward side of Jakarta, the groundwater is 
brackish and contaminated by the subsurface encroachment of saltwater from the ocean. Thus, 
their sourees are the waterlines, self-constructed wells, communal faucets, or hand pumps, on 
the mainland. They acquire water from these sourees by either buying it from street vendors or 
fetching the water themselves (Krausse, 1978). 
In the same manner, water for drinking and dornestic use is made available to the coastal 
communities of Puerto Princesa through three means: tapping water from the city water lines; 
fetching water from the communal handpumps installed by the local government for the 
community; and buying water from neighbours who either have water connections from the 
city lines or from these who have handpumps. 

2. 3 Health and Environmental Problems 
Contamination of the drinking water supply and the absence of sanitation facilities has a 
negative impact on the health of the community and to the environment. Studies on the health 
aspects of sanitation show that water and human wastes are major factors in the transmission 
of more types of diseases in the developing world (Kalbermatten, et al., 1980). The Jack of 
sanitary means of disposing of human wastes, results in a high probability that inhabitants of 
coastal communities are prone to feco-oral infections transmitted by the consumption of 
contaminated food and drink. The micro-organisms that cause these infections are found in the 
excreta of infected people or anirnals, and surface water becomes contaminated with them from 
sourees such as blocked sewers and overflowing septic tanks, and often from defecation in the 
open by livestock and by people who have no toilet (Caimcross & Ouano, 1990). 
In the slums of ncirth Jakarta, where drainage and standing water are major problems, 
occurrence of diseases and infections such as diarrhea and intestinal worms is high (Jurjadi, 
1990). In Gameranga, Bangladesh, the village has seasonal outbreaks of certain communicable 
diseases like cholera, scabies, malaria and boils. Also, intestinal infections, worms and 
influenza are problems throughout the year (Pirani, 1989). 
The absence of proper sullage and solid waste management, aggravate the resulting health and 
environment problems due to Jack of sanitation facilities and contaminated water supply. Piles 
of garbage dumped into the surroundings are scattered by scavengers or animals and serve as 
food or breeding grounds for disease vectors, primarily flies and rats. Dangers to health also 
arise in the refuse itself and from the disease veetors which breed or feed there. Where rivers 
or takes are polluted with garbage and excreta, this means further extensive site contamination 
(Cuentro & Gadhi, 1990). 

The discussion of the sanitation and environmental problems of coastal communities raises the 
question of tolerating the growth of communities in these areas. In this context, it can be 
argued that the most fundamental souree of problems in coastal and waterfront communities 
and those in low-lying areas is the accupation of sites that are considered environmentally 
critica! areas and are not appropriate for settiement planning. From an environmental point of 
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view, the processof residential development in coastal areas involves a complex of potential 
ecological disturbances to caostal waters, due to construction activity and human occupancy. 
The degree of disturbance is heightened by the increased density of the community, closer 
proximity to the water, extensive alteratien of the shorescape, and the ecological sensitivity of 
theecosystem (Clark, 1974). 
In cases where the environment becomes the priority, eviction and resettiement of the 
community from the site seems the appropriate approach. There are cases, however, when 
relocation is difficult to imptement as in the case of .the traditional communities where 
dependenee on the fishing waters fortheir livelihood is difficult to outweigh. Eviction is also 
unacceptable with some informal settlements as in the cases of the kampungs in Jakarta, the 
klong settlements in Bangkok and the coastal communities in Puerto Princesa, Philippines. In 
these situations, accommodation and regularization of the community became the. other 
options. 
To accommodate or regulate the coastal slums, the local govemment is faced with several 
issues in improving sanitation and environmental conditions. Due to the location and physical 
characteristics of their environment, provision of basic services and infrastructure, such as 
sanitation facilities, water supply and waste management systems becomes difficult and if 
possible, entails higher costs. 
In Puerto Princesa, a major concern is the provision of sanitation facilities. A common 
approach was the provision of communal toilets, located on the rnaintand that consist of six 
cubicles. The provision of this facility proves to be a failure because of lirnited capacity, poor 
maintenance and poor proxirnity, especially to those householcts located above the water. 
The unsuccessful attempt to provide communal toilets resulted in people providing their 
facilities. Priv2.te toilets are built inside the houses, or outside, as extensions or as separate 
structures. For some householcts built on the relatively elevated areas, pour flush toilets were 
installed with septic tanks for on-site treatment. The use of septic tanks for waste treatment 
does not, however, guarantee sanitary means of disposing of waste. Probierus of effluent 
disposal from septic tanks may occur, consictering that the ground water level in most of these 
areas is high and that the population density is also great. It is noteworthy that there are some 
householcts that have pour-flush toilets without waste treatment means. In this case, human 
waste is disposed of directly into the ground undemeath the toilet. For houses located on the 
mudflat and above the water, the only option left is to build makeshift overhung toilets, with 
the waste directly disposed of into the bay. The natura! flushing of the human waste is 
obstructed by accumulated solid waste in the area. 
An effective sullage and solid waste disposal system is essential to at least lessen the polJution 
problems. In Puerto Princesa, accumulation of solid wastes, mostly broken bottles, plastics 
and other non-biodegradable wastes, remains a big problem in the coastal communities. This 
has been the consequence of the impraper solid waste disposal practiced by the people over the 
years. Alarmed with this condition, the city govemment has implemenled regular collection of 
garbage within the whole city to resolve or minirnize polJution problems. All householcts were 
required to collect their garbage in plastic bags or sacks and bring them to the trasbbins along 
the main roads and pathways on land. The garbage in the bins is then co!lected and brought to 
a dumping area along the main road for the garbage truck pickup. This organized system 
helped minimize the pollution problems but does not, however, solve the problem of 
accumulation of solid waste on the coasts. At present, no major action is being taken regarding 
the remaval of these wastes from the area. 

3. Important Considerations in Improving Sanitation 

The important considerations for improving sanitation and environmental factors include 
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environmental factors and community-specific physical, social and cultural factors. 
Environmental requirements such as the condition of the surface water and ground conditions 
are the preliminary considerations. The condition of the surface water delermines the 
acceptability of disposing of untreated hu man waste into the surface water. The prevention of 
such a practice becomes urgent when any of the following conditions occurs: community 
density is high in relation to the natural threshold of the surface water; surface water is 
consumed for drinking by the community; faeces are deposited on the ground and not directly 
into the water; and surface water is stagnant or there is not enough current or tide to disperse 
and dilute the waste. 
In determining alternative means to dispose of human waste, the basic problem with the 
provision of sanitation facilities in coastal communities is the actverse ground conditions of the 
site. The site is characterized by low permeability of the soil, and the high groundwater level to 
the extremes of presence of surface water. Technically, this condition inevitably limits 
sanitation options to those which require off-site treatment of waste or those which can be built 
above the ground. Hence, on-site sanitation systems such as the septic tanks that rely on soil 
percolation for safe disposal of effluent is not acceptable. 
Other essential factors affecting the choice of sanitation systems include the available services 
within the community such as water supply service levels, the means of disposing of 
wastewater and solid wastes, and the access networks within the community. Water supply is 
limited in most coastal communities. Sullage or wastewater coneetion does not exist, hence, 
they are disposed of into the ground or surface water without treatment. Garbage colleerion is 
also a problem, thereby increasing the pollution of the water. Circulation networks within the 
community consist mainly of narrow footpaths and walkways on stilts, making access for 
collection of waste difficult. 
With the essential considerations for the provision of sanitation systems in coastal and 
waterfront communities identified, two general stages of selections are recommended. The first 
stage involves the selection between communal or individual toilets. Communal facilities 
involve the construction of several toilets built in one location, shared by a number of 
households, while individual facilities refer to the construction of toilets for each household. 
The second stage is determining the appropriate means to dispose of and treat the human 
waste, whether through individual household or community network sanitation systems. 
Individual household system involves on-site treatment of waste. Community network, on the 
other hand, involves a collective system, in which waste is collected from several household 
and transporled to another site for treatment. 
Provision of communal toilets has been considered the most common and technically feasible 
approach. For the local govemment and project planners, provision of these facilities simplifies 
the problem si nee the toilet blocks can be built on more stabie areas, particularly on sites with 
favorable ground conditions where there are more feasible optins for the treatment of waste. 
This approach however, proved a failure in some cases due to poor maintenance and poor 
access and proximity of the facility to users. 
A cri ti cal aspect in the planning stage of providing communal toilets in coastal communities is 
determining the most strategie location of the facility. The toilet blocks are usually located at 
elevated areas where it is easier to provide waste disposal and treatment system. In most cases, 
a large percentage of householcts in the community has eneroaebed onto the water, so that their 
proximity to the facility is decreased. Thus, determining the most strategie location for the 
facility involves the analysis of trade-offs between user accessibility and convenience and the 
co st of the facility. 
Compounding the difficulties with the provision of communal toilets are usage and 
maintenance problems. Public toilets seem to belong to no one and thus there is very little 
commitment by the individual users to keep it clean and operating properly. A well-organized 
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community group can be an important tooi for this requirement. Grouping the householcts 
based on extended families and/or camaraderie among neighbours is often effective. 
Provision of individual toilets, on the other hand, involves a more complex set of 
requirements, since it is difficult and costly to provide waste disposal and treatment systems 
for toilet facilities built above the water and mudflats or other low-lying areas with high 
groundwater level. In the overall analysis of the existing sanitation and environmental 
conditions of coastal communities, it can be considered that the closer a household is to the 
water, the more actverse the ground conditions become, and the more lirnited community 
services services are in tenns of access and circulation networks, water supply, wastewater 
and solid waste collection. Under these conditions, requirements for sanitation systems can be 
summarized as follows: feasible in areas with actverse ground conditions, specifically 
irnpenneable and unstable soils with high ground water, feasible in high density areas; requires 
minimum water for personal use and for operation; and does not require large equipment for 
waste colleerion and transportation. 
The approach to improve sanitarion conditions in coastal and waterfront communiries and those 
in low-lying areas may involve more than one option or a combination of two or more 
systems, depending on the location of the proposed facility within the coastal site. In some 
cases, it may be necessary to u se less perfect solutions that can be incrementally improved as 
other existing services are improved and those Jacicing are provided. Household conneetion for 
the water supply, for instance, can be made available insome areasof the community if it is 
necessary to make one sanitation system feasible. Walkways and circulation networks can be 
upgraded to allow smal! carts to pass through to provide access for waste or sludge collection 
and transportation. In cases where access impravement is not possible, improvisation of 
colleerion vehicles can be done, such as small hand-drawn or animal driven carts that can pass 
through the existing walkways. The trade-offs among these option will have to be studied 
properly. In any sanitation program, technologies may be identified as appropriate, but if the 
application does not involve infonnation, training of community memhers and mobilization, 
the project wil !ba a failure. Many sanitation programs are planned and executed by 
government bodies, and few are successful due to the failure to convince and educate the 
people of the importance of sanitation and the need for an active cooperation (Nimpuno, 1984). 
Critica! to the coastal communities is the need to infonn the community memhers about the 
health and environmental hazards caused by their traditional pracrice of defecating on the 
surface waters. It is only when they understand the consequences of the unsanitary conditions 
they have that they will be willing to change their ha bits. 
When new sanitation technologies are introduced, planners must find ways to bring the project 
into balance with community knowledge, attitudes and behaviors relating to health and 
sanitation 01 acoob, et al., 1992). The proposed system should not be too complicated for the 
user to operate and maintain. It should not require radical behaviaral changes so that the 
community will eventually reject it. And most importantly, community training provided will 
ensure that the skilis required to construct and operate the improved facilities are within the 
local capability. These requirements emphasize that usage and sustainability are critical to the 
success of sanitation projects. The provided sanitation facilities will only be accepted and used 
by the community, if they are suitable for the people using them and if the technologies adapted 
are affordable and efficient. 
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THE CDRRENT WAVE OF URBANIZATION IN DEVELOPING 
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Abstract: 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some new aspects of the process of urbanization in the 
developing world, arising out of globalization and to suggest roles for the planner in this new 
urban context. The case that will be discussed will be that of the Caribbean Basin, in particular 
Jamaica but it may have braader relevanee for other developing countries. 

Keywords: Urbanization, Roles, Planning, Jamaica 

Background 

The peculiarity of this region as part of the developing world lies in this: in terms of 
urbanization, the region averages about 50%, with Haïti and Guatemala clustering at the lower 
end (30.3% and 42% respectively) and Jamaica, Costa Rica and the Dominicao Republic 
clustering at the upper end (52.3%, 53.6% and 60.4%). 

Economically, the region is extremely tightly integrated into the world and especially North 
American economy. For example, in Jamaica about 50% of alltradeis with North America, 
with 49% of all impons coming from the United States. There areabout 15 flights to the United 
States daily; satellite dishes and cable TV abounds with thousands of persons having access to 
more than 30 channels originating in the United States. In actdition to the tight communications 
linkages, very large Jamaican communities reside in New York, Miami and London and there is 
a constant movement of persons in waves of circular migration between these points and 
Jamaica. What is more, the country receives 1.2 million tourists every year (85% from North 
America) in a population of 2.5 million people. Dominicao Republic, Costa Rica and Haïti share 
in all these features to varying degrees. The consequence of these extremely tight ties of 
integration is that tendencies likely to affect other developing countries often express themselves 
in the Caribbean Basin earlier and in a somewhat extreme farm. From this point of view, 
tendencies which emerge here are of a significanee which far exceeds the economie or strategie 
importance of the region. 

The Key Issues of Urbanization 

In this connection, the key issue which arises for this phase of urbanization in the Caribbean is 
to recognize that the processes arising initially out of structural adjustment have been sharply 
aggravated by the impact of global economie farces abroad in the world economy. This 
distinction is critica! for two reasons: 
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1. The global processes are not transient ones, arising from certain short term economie 
policies. They are deep-seated, long term trends to which policy is campelled to respond. 

2. These forces affect all countries in the world-developed as wellas developing. 

However, they impact on each country differently, depending on a range of factors which need 
not detain us here. In the Caribbean in a particular way which may have some lessens for other 
developing countries and may, to some extent, even mirror processes unfolding in developed 
countries. 

Labour Force Changes 

Essentially, the most important aspect which relates to the Caribbean is the changes in the 
Labour Force which have resulted from economie globalization. This is expressed in the decline 
of old sectors, the growth of new urban eentres following new pattems of foreign (and local) 
investment; other changes in the Iabour force following on this new investment and the growing 
significanee of tourism which carries with it a unique set of urban challenges. 

First of all, let us discuss the new pattem of urbanization which is emerging in the region and 
which poses fresh challenges for urban planners. This new pattem is one in which 
either primacy is declining or very large urban concentrations are developing. 

In most Caribbean countries, traditional export agriculture, the foundation for rurallife is being 
restructured on a modern 'Jean' basis. This means that it does not have the capacity to absorb 
rural schoolleavers even to the limited ex tent it had before. The consequence of this is that all 
the countries of the Caribbean region experienced an increase in rural-urban migration in this 
period. What is new however is the destinations of these migrants. In the past they would have 
simply congregated in the capital. However, the rapid expansion of tourism in Jamaica in the 
last ten years has meant that employment opportunities opened up in a number of taurist cities 
such as Mentego Bay and Ocho Rios. As aresult the primacy of the capita! city Kingston, which 
used to beover 7 times that of the popuiatien of the next three largest ei ties, declined to only 2.2 
times the size. 

In Jamaica, this process of secondary urbanization has affected nearly all parish capitals and 
rural main towns. Thus there has been a marked tendency in this phase of urbanization for the 
main town to scoop up increasing numbers of people from the surrounding rural areas. What 
this means is that a much more deep-seated process of urbanization seems to be underway in 
developing countries which are very tightly integrated into the world market Urban pressures 
(housing, sanitation, crime, transportation) previously associated mainly with the primate capita! 
city now appear to be islandwide. Thus instead of having only one large slum area centred on the 
capita!, squatting and other informal settlements are spreading quite rapidly especially in the 
tourist areas. 

A similar trend is observable in the Dominican Republic where the primacy of Santo Domingo 
has also declined, because of the expansion of other towns linked in a new way into the global 
economy (the garment industry). In Costa Rica, as the study by Portes and ethers also points 
out, the pattem of primacy is different precisely because of all the countries in the Caribbean 
region, Costa Rica has gone least down the road of becoming an export platform in the new 
global economy and its traditional export agriculture remains relatively strong. Here two 
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tendencies are observable: the first is the sarne tendency noteel for the rest of the region for 
smaller cities to grow and for the primacy of San Jose to decline. The second however is more 
interesting: new townships adjacent to San Jose have also grown very rapidly with the result that 
a real 'megacity' containing the majority of Costa Rica's population seems to be emerging.l 

Thus whether it is the new phase of secondary urbanization in Jamaica and DR or the megacity 
of Greater San Jose, profound challenges are placeel befare urban planners and for urban policy 
in this region. 

The second point to note is the character of changes in the Iabour force which globalization has 
brought. In Jamaica, for exarnple, open unemployment in a Iabour force of 1.1 million people 
declined from 25% in 1985 to 16.3% in 1993. In other words, over this eight-year period, 
unernployment feil by 9 percentage points. 

This is a remarkable development which expresses itself in the main urban centre most sharply 
where open unemployment is estimateel at about 10%, with the rate of rnales being 9% and that 
of females 15%. At the sametime that unemployment has shrunk, the poverty level has nor 
declineel. it has remained at the sarne national average of about 30% for the whole population and 
about 20% for the urban population. 

The frrst interesting question therefore is: how is it possible for unemployment (especially in the 
towns) to be reeluceel so dramatically, without reelucing poverty? The answer is that the 21,000 
jobs generateel annually over the period have been createel at the bottorn end of the Iabour market 
These are jobs associated with US firms rnaving offshore to locate in Jamaica where wages are 
US$ 0.36 cents ($1.00 in Costa Rica; 61-88 cents in Guatemala; 44-88 cents in Dominicao 
Republic).2 

Jamaica is now the single largest souree of underwear made from garments to the US market At 
the same time there was a large scale expansion of the inforrnal sector. The result of this situation 
is that paradox which we presenteel above; open employment declines drastically but poverty 
does not. In fact a huge deterioration in the real iocomes of low income groups took place in the 
sarne period with the Gini coefficient rising to .84 in 1994, according toa World Bank study, 
representing one of the most skewed distributions of income in the world. 

The effect of this has been to create an enlarged mass of urban poor who cannot afford housing 
on the private market and whose sanitation and immediate physical urban environment has 
undergone serious deterioration. 

It is apparent that if the jobs which are generated in the Iabour market continue to be very low 
paying skilied and semi-skilied ones and if the country continues to participate in the global 
production system in this purely offshore way in low-value added manufacturing and simple 
services, then this impoverisheel mass of working poor wiJl continue to grow in the urban areas. 

The third feature of urbanization which is striking is the crisis of the middle classes, the 
traditional social backbone of urban social and politicallife. This economie crisis had its origins 
initially in the reduction in the size of the State which historically had been one of the chief 
economie foundations of the middle classes. Between 1977 and 1989, the State in Jamaica 
declineel from employing 17% of the Iabour force to 11 %. The strategy of the midd.le class in the 
face of this contraction was to move into the corporate part of the private sector. This sector 
expanded rapidly in Jamaica in the late 1980's and 1990's. In particular entirely new financial 
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districts developed such as New Kingston, based on insurance, investrnent banking and the 
newly emerging stock markets. 

However, in the recent years of the 1990's this corporate sector has begun to undergo 
contraction. Rounds of downsizing, delayering and re-engineering are now being experienced 
and there is no doubt that the Iabour market in this corporate private sector is also contracting 
fairly sharply. A new crunch, comparable to that experienced by the middle classes during 
structural adjustment seems to beat hand. 

These pressures to downward mobility in the middle classes express thernselves not only in the 
Caribbean Basin but all over Latin America. This has led to the application of the concept of 
'perverse integration', coined by Lucio Kowarick to describe new urban processes in Sao 
Paulo, to the Caribbean Basin countries.3 This is a situation in which the middle classes, unable 
anymore to afford housing on the private market because of economie pressures, are forced 
through impoverishment to move into previously work.ing class areas. 

Alternatively, the common impoverishment of urban middle and working classes forces them to 
move together into the same neighbourhoods, thereby breaking down the previous spatial 
polarization which had characterized the relationships of the middle classes in a previous era of 
urban economie development. It is this pattem of unintentional integration due .to common 
impoverishment that is referred to as 'perverse integration.' 
Such a pattem is clearly discernible for Jamaica, the Dominicao Republic and, in its own unique 
way, Haiti. In the case of Jamaica there has been the huge growth of the suburb of Kingston 
known as Ponmore across Kingston Harbour. This area has grown from 2,197 persons in 534 
dwellings in the 1970 Census to 96,47 5 persons in 20,427 dwellîngs in 1991. Not falling into 
either of the standard Jamaican urban social categones of 'uptown' (where the higher income 
groups live, shop and increasingly also work, or 'downtown' (where lower income groups 
live), this socially heterogeneaus Ponmore area is ironically referred to as 'over the waters!' 

Carefut studies of this area by the late Derek Gordon reveal a mixed social composition of 
working and middle class residents.4 Interestingly, middle class house owners revealed a shorter 
average period of residence, indicating that to the Jamaican middle class the strategy of moving 
'across the waters' is a temporary one until they can sell and move back across into the 
traditional 'uptown' middle class areas. However, the chances are that this strategy will not 
succeed if the present economie squeeze on the middle class continues. 

This weakening of the middle classes in the urban setting poses very severe new challenges to 
urban planners. Shelter and sanitation programmes which assume that the middle class is secure 
and that a simple targeting of the lowest quintiles suffices in actdressing urban probieros are in 
for an unpleasant surprise. 

What is more, the downward mobility of the middle classes is linked with the enrichment of a 
new upper middle class urban elite. What this means is that in this current phase of urbanization, 
there is a marked growth of spatial and social polarization. I have already referred to the fact that 
the Gini coefficient in Jamaica is .84. Surveys conducted in Jamaica in 1991/92 indicate that 
there is a very strong senses that social inequality has increased in urban society. Eighty-three 
per cent of the sample across all classes agreed the poor had become more irnpoverished between 
1980-1990 and 66% took the view that there was greater spatial polarization between the rich 
and the poor. Nearly 80% (79.9%) agreed with the proposition that the causes of poverty were 
largely structural and not particularly aresult of a Jack of individual effort.S 
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This pervasive feeling in the urban areas naturally has a profound political effect. It fosters 
alienation from national institutions. It also becomes very difficult to persuade such a population 
that they should actually participate in community and other NGO activities. As many writers 
have pointed out, participation itself presupposes a eertaio amount of time as well as a certain 
level of social morale. Neither of these factors seem readily available to either the downwardly 
mobile middle classes or the impoverished woricing classes of the ei ties. Interesting data on this 
has been gathered in Jamaica. 

Data from the 1991 survey of Kingston shows about half of the sample identified as politica! 
party memhers and about 47% voted in the last local govemment elections. A bout 42% say that 
they are in favour of participating in national polities, confmning the widespread disillusionment 
with politics in the country. In contrast, 87.9% say that they are in favour of participating in 
voluntary community action and 84.7% say they favour greater devolution of power to 
communities. In fact however, actual participation in community organizations was quite low, 
limited to memhership of a sports club or citizen association.6 

This may represent a realistic understanding of the urban citizen that community politica! activity 
is no simple matter when many urban communities are organized on a garrison basis with tight 
control by the henchmen of one political party or the other. 

To sum up then: the urban planner of today in the developing world faces some new and acute 
problems. These are: 

1. New pattems of secondary urbanization. 
2. A large mass of both woricing and substantial unemployed poor. 
3. A downwardly and mobile rniddle class perversely integrated with other classes. 
4. Greater urban sparialand social polarization. 
5. Politica! demoralization at the nation allevel combined with willingness to participate at the 

community level. 

What can the urban planner do in such a situation? 

It would seem to me that there is a lot which can and needs to be done but the approach has to he 
seriously worked out. I list some issues for further exploration: 

1. Efforts of planners to work at the community level must continue and he strengthened. 
2. The planning skills, both physical and social, of the State need to be modemized and 

strengtherred as a matter of urgency. 
3. New partnerships between a stronger State, the community and NGO's is essential. 
4. Universities have a critica! role to play in this new partnerships. Often they have good 

standing in Civil Society and they have scarce skiiJs which need to he made available to the 
State, the community and the NGO's. To play this role however, Universities have to 
develop new research and outreach arms which allow them not ju st to pursue sophisticated 
multivariate analyses but to combine these with networked interventions at both the 
community and nationallevels. 

Notes 

I Portes, Alejandro, Jose Itzigsohn and Carlos Dore-Cabral Urbanization in the Caribbean, in 
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3 Kowarick, Lucio, Ana Maria Gambier Campos, and Maria Cecilia de Mello, Os Percusos da 

Desigualdade. In Rolnick, R., L. Kowarick and N. Somekh Sao Paulo: Crise e Mudanca, 
(Sao Paulo: Brasiliense, 1990). 

4 Gordon, Derek S., Patricia Anderson and Don Robotham, Urbanization in Jamaica during the 
Years of Crisis. Forthcoming ( 1995) in Portes, Alejandro Urbanîzation in the Caribbean 
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A COMPARISON OF SOLID WASTE COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL IN 
INDIAN HUMAN SETTLEMENTS 

Abstract: 

Dr. Bhuvana Raman 
Bangalore, India 

The paper focuses on the various initiatives taken by Non-Governmental Organisations 
(NGO's) and Community Associations (CA's) in Indian cities to imprave the existing practices 
in solid waste management (SWM). It seeks to provide a basis for exploring the possibilities of 
strengthening the linkages between NGO's/CA's and other actars involved in SWM in order to 
address the environmental, social and economie issues of SWM. Data for this paper are based 
on a research conducted between October 1993 - January 1994 in selected Indian cities. 

Keywords: Solid waste, Collection, Disposed, India 

Introduetion 

Current approaches to solid waste management in Indian cities are based on the local 
Gaveroment's centralised collection, transportation and disposal system. This approach has 
proved to be inefficient and only partially effective as well as a heavy fmancial burden. In order 
to solve the environmental and organisational/financial problems in SWM, the local 
governments are increasingly tuming to the strategies of incorporating private enterprises into 
the system and/or drawing in local communities to make the system more effective. 

Recycling industries-forma] and informal trade in waste have existed as an economie sector of 
production and ernployment fora long time already, and have contributed to the reduction of 
solid waste flows in the city. Their activities, however, have little been recognised by local 
government, whose policies have not been geared to strengthening such initiatives. This 
situation applies particularly to smal! scale enterprises and the economie activities of 
wastepiekers and dealers who are aften considered undesirable by residents, police and the 
local government. Such activities of 'Urban poor' need to be supported and where possible 
taken into account in making SWM more effective. 

The Non-governmental Organisations (NGO's) and Community Associations (CA 's) have 
grown directly out of the gaveroment's failure to address some of the above mentioned areas. 
The NGO's and CA's are implemenring a variety of projects to address the problems of SWM 
and/or the people involved in waste related Iabour. Because of their smal! scale and mode of 
operation, they have been able to motivate communities to take up their own collection schemes 
(and sametimes souree separation) and sametimes employing waste pickers. In addition, 
NGO's are playing a major role in providing support facilities like health and rehabilitation to 
various groups of wastepickers. 
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The experimentsof NGO's and CA's in various cities have so far remairred loca!ised and 
sporad.ic, although some appear to be effective at that level. They have notmade a major impact 
in termsof reducing the city's waste levels or lessening the workload and the financial burdens 
of local govemments. Nevertheless, they demonstrate the possibility of establishing a positive 
link between the formal agencies and in formal activities. The role of local govemments and the 
roles that can be played by NGO's/CA 's ind.icate that soms problems are focused on and others 
ignored; there are also potential conflicts of interests among the various groups involved. The 
situation implies that neither the municipality nor NGO's/CA's can hope to solve all the issues 
related to SWM by themselves without mutual help and support. 

Lack of comprehensive information on all types of projects or the number of groups within a 
city often makes it d.ifficult to establish effective communication channels between the various 
actors involved. In order to gain a better understand.ing of the activities of NGO's/CA's a 
survey was undertaken in ten different cities. The main goals were to identify: 
- the d.ifferences in approaches among the various groups; 
- problems and potentials of such approaches. 
-steps taken to influence corporarion's policy and 
- to suggest ways for strengtherring these efforts. 

B . Typology of organisations 

A wide range of NGO's and CA 's was found to exist intheten cities covered. All these types 
of groups have co-existed despite their differing perspectives and ideologies. Each type 
focused on differentaspectsof solid waste management (to the exclusion of the other) and had 
its own approach to solving it. 

A comparison that has been applied toNGO's workingin SWM is to d.istinguish them between 
those who are devoted to social development and those whose main concern is environment. 
(Huysman as quoted in Furedy, 1994). The main concern of social NGO's is the 
empowerment/welfare of wastepiekers especially women and children. Environmental NGO's 
have tried to make an impact on the nuisances and hazards of poor waste management through 
education programmes and community organisation for waste recovery and recycling projects. 

lt is difficult to categorise the various groups studied strictly into the above mentioned groups 
as over time, with a broader understand.ing some of the social groups have tried to develop 
projects integrating environmental goals. Sirnilarly, environmental NGO's have employed 
waste piekers in their collection schemes. The problems of different groups of wastepickers
children, women and men vary. Hence, for the convenience of analysis, NGO's and CA 's 
covered in the study were classified into the following five groups: 
- Cornmunity Based collection schemes 
- Project for women waste piekers 
- Organisations of waste picking children 
- Appropriate technology experiments 
- Groups involved in pubtic education. 

C . Community based collection systems 

Community based collection schemes, being smal! scale and localised have the potential to 
change corporations' current approach to include aspectsof 
- souree separation to enhance material recovery 
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- acconunodati.on of wastepiekers 
- atti.tudinal change among residents towards waste and waste worker 
- decentralised recycling. 

In camparing the different schemes, attempts made to include the above mentioned aspects, 
difficulties faced irt doing so and the nature & extent of linkages developed with local 
govemment and other groups involved in SWM have been the main points for discussion. 
Three main approaches emerge in analysing these schemes. They are: 
Model A. Simple collecti.on 
Model B. Collecti.on and Recycling without separation of waste 
Model C. Collecti.on and Recycling with separati.on of waste 

Model A. Simpte Collection 

The main objecti.ve or the organisati.on is to eliminate waste from their streets. A majority of the 
schemes are implemented by CBO's in associati.on with the municipal Corporation. The system 
adopted is to collect waste from the houses and deposit it at the conununity dustbins termed as 
transfer points by persons appointed by the organisations. These schemes are supported by 
financial contributions from the residents. There are also a few examples of sirnilar schemes 
implemented by CBO's in association with NGO's and the Corporati.on. 

The advantages of this system are the potential to change the conununity's attitude towards 
waste, to decentralize the collection of waste and the links established with the municipal 
Corporation. Accumulation of waste at the transfer points and defaults in payment were 
reported to be the main problems faced in these schemes. With the exception of one NGO 
scheme there have been no attempts to integrate wastepiekers in these schemes. Efforts are not 
made to motivate people to separate or introduce recycling at the conununity level. 

The organisations find it difficult to integrate wastepiekers in their schemes due to their 
inability to identify and organize the piekers as well as convincing the residents about the need 
to integrate wastepickers. Many of the respondents in this group are aware of the need to 
introduce souree separation. But they are not able to stimulate the residents to separate, as it 
involves intensive campaigning which means time and money. Very often, the organisations 
lack money and have one or two resident volunteers working for the scheme intheir free time. 

Another major problem is the indifferent attitude of a majority of the residents towards such 
schemes. Residentsoften do not cooperate with NGO's in paying for theservices which they 
feel are part of the corporaticn's responsibility after paying the property tax which goes 
towards paying for solid waste collection and disposal. The result is that the NGO's have to 
expend a lot of time and energy in adrninistrative activities of the local scheme, and have no 
time to expand the scope of the project to include souree segregation or recycling. Residents' 
attitudes towards neighbourhood recycling is often very negative as wel!. 

Model B. Collection and Recycling without separation 

The secend approach is based on colleerion from individual homes and recycling of wet waste 
within the immediate neighbourhood. In order to increase the coverage, motorized vehicles are 
used for collection. The model is implemented by residents' association only. Links have been 
established with the farmers at the edge of city to whom the associations sell compost. The 
schemes are supported by financial contributions from the residents. The points of concern in 
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the adopted system are the promotion of recycling without souree separation, unwillingness to 
integrate wastepiekers and the use of motorized vehicles for collection which has meant less 
access for wastepiekers to waste. 

The main factor limiting souree separation in householcts is that servants are the main group 
handling waste and do not like the extra tasks. The organisations fear that including 
wastepiekers in their schemes might increase petty theft in the neighbourhood. The residents 
went even further and named the elimination of wastepiekers fortheir neighbourhood as one of 
the reason for house to house collee ti on. 

Model C. Collection and Disposal with Separation 

In the third model implemented by the resident's association, the main activities undertaken are 
house to house collection, separation of waste, integration of wastepiekers and promotion of 
recycling at the household level. Residents are asked to incinerate the hazardous waste within 
their own compound and to store the garden waste for fuel or mulching. 

Initially, many residents objected to separating the waste and to integrating the wastepickers. 
Continuous integration with the community by resident volunteers and pressure from residents 
on each other enabled the organisation to change the attitudes towards waste and waste 
workers. Respondents were concemed about the tendency of the Corporation to withdraw 
completely from the neighbourhood once such schemes are started. 

Local Governments attitude towards such scheme 

In genera!, corporations tend to favour privatisation of services to decentralisation. The 
commissioners of many corporations covered in the study argued that decentralised 
experiments by NGO's and CA's havenothad any impact even after three or four years of 
their inception (Asnani, 1993). They look to communities for starting collection schemes to 
reduce the work load of municipal collection crew. The officials are not sufficiently interested 
in promoting other aspects of souree separation or decentralised composting. Although 
schemes for wastepiekers are talked about by some corporations as of yet no concrete 
programmes have been evolved. A programme for house to house collection employing waste 
piekers was tried out in Bandra by Bombay Municipal Corporation. It had to be suspended as 
the corporations neither had the manpower nor experience to organise wastepickers. 

Necessary links to strengthen the ongoing efforts 

In the case study cities, many neighbourhood organisations are starting up with the limited 
objective of keeping their own streets clean. A majority of them needs the help of the 
Corporation for secondary collection, transportand disposal. 

Integration of wastepiekers in residents' association schemes is difficult as the volunteers have 
little time to identify or organize the pickers. The schemes where wastepiekers have been 
integrated successfully were implemented by a partnership with an NGO. Residents' 
associations also find it difficult to stimulate people to separate the waste without external help 
to conduct campaigns or to organize educational matenals for community use. 

Residents' associations whoare successful in making the residents separate waste attribute it to 
their continuous interaction with residents in terms of education and with cooperation with 
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other NGO's for campaign materials. This works only with these NGO's promoting such 
souree separation and recycling (there are NGO's which do not do this). 

Insome cities, many residents ' associations and NGO's have developed links with teehoical 
experts to promo te decentralized recycling systems. Some residents' associations are 
promoting vermicomposting without making the residents separate their waste. Promotion of 
recycling without souree separation reduced the quality of recyclable materials. It remains 
difficult for NGO's and residents associations to convince their participants to separate waste. 

Decentralization of recycling within the city has the potential to create employment 
opportunities for the poor. Many NGO's wanting to take up such schemes need the help of the 
Corporatien to gain access to land and fmancial assistance. 

D . Organisations working with streel children 

Among the groups werking with wastepieker children, a distinction has to be made between 
these werking with street children and these children living with their families. In the latter 
case, the children are inducted into picking by their parents or elder siblings to increase the 
family income. It therefore becomes necessary for the organisations to plan for implementing 
iocome generation schemes along with specific schemes for the children. 

A distinction has to be made also between two approaches adopted by the organisations 
werking with children. Many organisations attempt to remove wastepieker children completely 
from waste work by training them in alternative skills. Others take steps toproteet the children 
from the dangers of street life, until they are rehabilitated. The secend approach is increasingly 
adopted by NGO's insome cities. This involves erganizing the children around waste work by 
developing alternative methods of collection systems. The organisations betonging to this 
group feel that it is difficult to eliminate children completely from wastepicking and view 
inlegration in colleetien schemes as a temporary first step in reducing the harshness of street 
life. 

The kind of activities undertaken by both groups 

• Street centacts to identify children needing help; 
• Non format education; 
• Issue of identity cards to proteet them from police harassment; 
• Access to health, Shelter and recreational facilities 
• Vocational training - alternative jobs or induction into colleetien schemes, recycling 

techniques and/or waste buying shop · 

Problems 

lndentifying the wastepicking children 

Street centacts are essenrial to build up trust among the children and to motivate them to change 
their way of life. This in itself requires considerable time by the NGO's. At the street level, 
NGO's are threatened and harassed by the police and waste traders. Street work also becomes 
difficult due to the crimina! environment within which the children function . Although many 
organisations expressed a desire to extend the scope of their work, they are not able to do so 
due to inadequate manpower to make contact at the street level. 
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Non-format Education 

Lack of space for conducting regular classes and the children's sporadic attendance in these 
classes has affected the progressof this type of programme to a large ex tent. 

Proteetion against police harassment 

Although identity cards are issued to the children by the organisations it has not been very 
effective in protecting them from police harassment SomeNGO's are trying to strengthen their 
links with the police regarding this issue. 

Access to Health facilities 

Wastepicking children are exposed to frequent cuts, injuries, skin diseases, and intestinal 
disorders. Due to Jack of finance many organisations have not been able to organize regular 
health checkup facilities. 

Vocational Training 

Alternative Jobs 

Training in automobile repairs, carpentry and welding is organised to remove children from 
waste picking. The number of children covered in such programmes fonn a very small fraction 
of those needing help. Organising a training session involves huge in vestment and land; and 
not many can afford to train all the boys and also find them jobs. Even in places where training 
is offered, the dropout rate was high and the children returning back to waste picking could not 
be avoided. 

Induction into Coneetion Schemes and Training in Recycling. 

Groups imptementing colleerion schemes employing street children are handling three different 
tasks at the same time namely organising and training waste pickers, mobilising communities 
to change their attitude towards waste and waste piekers as well as liasing with govemment 
officials. These groups being small and lowly funded find it difficult to concentrate sufficiently 
on all aspects. 

Lack of secured space to sleep for children employed in such schemes affect their participation 
to a large extent. In order to escape police harassment many children sleep and work with a 
waste buyer. The buyer's object to children's participation as it meant a reduction in the 
quantity of dry waste collecteb by them. 

As mentioned elsewhere, recycling experiments require land. It can be carried out in 
neighbourhood parks, maintenance of which is with a separate department in the corporation. 
The concemed departrnents are not interested in waste issues. As aresult obtaining perrnission 
is itself a time consuming task. Next to it is marketing of the products. Unless a link is 
established with private entrepreneurs involved in sirnilar ventures it is not possible to involve 
more children in such experiments. 
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Factors Hampering their Inlegration with the Forma! Sector and the Necessary 
Links 

NGO's have notbeen able to proteet the children from police harassment. Many groups are 
trying to work with the police department to create awareness among police officials at the 
lower levels about the children 's position. NGO's need the support of municipalities in getting 
access to land and finance for conducting non-forma! classes, for starting vocational 
programmes and for building shelters. In the past, their experiences with govemment have not 
been encouraging. The Corporation does not want to allow land in prime locations for such 
purpose. 

In several cities, corporation officials are taking a new interest in rehabilitating waste pieker 
children. Several senior officials interviewed during the study were willing to start colleerion 
schemes employing the children. One such programme is being irnplemented in Madras. Given 
the existing situation, it will be difficult to eliminare children from waste picking completely. 
There is a need to take both protective measures in the form of identity cards, vocational 
training programmes as wellas preventive measures such as incame-generating programmes 
for the families of wastepicking children in the slums. 

E. Organisation working with wo men waste piekers 

Waste picking is a relatively attractive avenue of workof many poor women as it involves no 
entry costor in vestmentand requires very Jittle skill. It is also easier to combine this work with 
their other responsibilities. Women wastepickers, however, operate under the typical 
handicaps of any informal work. Not many NGO's are working specifically with the 
occupational group. The wastepickers' individual ways of working and their dependenee on 
traders makes it difficult to organise them around work related issue (Huysman 1993). SEWA 
in Ahmedabad, Swashraya in Baroda and the Garbage recycling and separation programme 
implemented by an university department in Pune are some of the few initiatives undertaken to 
improve their socio economie status. The main goals of their projects are increasing income 
levels, lessening women's work burden, and reducing occupational hazards of street picking. 
In order to achieve these aims they undertake one or more of the following activities: 
- Arranging for exclusive access to waste paper from commercial establishments, governrnent 

offices and/or dry waste from residential areas; 
- Organising the women piekers to form co-operatives and to sell the material directly to a 

dealer to enhance the margin they ob~n; 
- Unionisation of the wastepiekers to fight against the vested interest of private contractors and 

govemment officials; to bargain for higher prices, better working conditions and to seek 
solution to other social problems faced by them. 

These attempts have met with varying degrees of success. Of the three groups interviewed, one 
organisation was not able to sustain the project after three years. The other two are struggling 
to strenghten their efforts. 

Probieros and potentials 

Access to waste 

Arranging for exclusive access of waste from private as well as govemment offices is a lengthy 
processas it involves establishing contacts and convincing officials to give their waste only to 
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the waste pickers, as well as organizing the waste piekers to colleet the waste at an appointed 
time. 

Salvaging clean dry waste from residential areas is possible only if the residents can be 
motivated to separate the waste and to start smalllevel colleerion schemes employing waste 
pickers. lt requires continuous interaction with residents to stimulate them to separate and to 
convince them of the need to integrate wastepickers. Simultaneously wastepiekers have to be 
identified and be prepared to participate in the scheme. 

The advantage or organizing collection from offices is the availability of plenty of clean waste 
at one point. Th is is also a disadvantage as cleaner the waste, the more valuable it is - hence the 
more competition from private waste contractors and lower level staff. NGO's had to spend a 
lot of time and money in fighting the private con tractors. Although higher govemment officials 
in some ei ties tend to be open and support these kind of initiatives, the lower level staff resist 
such interventions as it means loss of additional iocome they get by selling this waste. A 
similar problem was faced by a NGO working in residential areas, as servants and watchmen 
of individual buildings refused to allow the wastepiekers to collect the waste, on realising the 
possibility of themselves making additional income from the separated waste. 

The other problem is that when a scheme is successful it attracts a number of piekers not 
covered in the first instance. Very often, the number of colleerion points remains the same. 
Th is means that the available waste must be d.ivided among more women. The NGO groups 
find little time to enlarge the access to waste and to develop public opinion so that their 
activities can be expanded. 

With the thrust towards privatisation and development of vermicompost teehnology, private 
entrepreneurs involved in vermicomposting compete with wastepiekers in some areas. They 
organise their own collection schemes without separation and campaign against wastepiekers 
entering the residential areas. An entrepreneur is in an advantageous position to invest in a 
vehicle and it is possible for him to cover a number of housing colonies. Such trends work to 
the d.isadvantage of waste pieker. 

Trading in Waste 

Parallel to collection, some NGO's try to start their own buying/selling unit. The waste 
pickers' income can be increased if large quantities of waste can be colleeled and sold d.ireetly 
to a dealer. These experiments had the positive effects of developing the collective will of 
woroen wastepickers. They became self-confident and courageous enough to fight against the 
oppressive values at their homes and their workplaces. Unfortunately, it is d.ifficult to sustain a 
unitfora Jonger period due to the following reasons: 

Financial and Land Constraints 

For a shop to be self-sustaining, it has to handle a large quantity of waste. This means 
availability of sufficient investment and working capita! for credit and land for sorting the 
waste. Usually not much space is available within the slums where they started the shops. It 
was also not possible forthem to raise the working capita! and meet the credit needs of waste 
pickers. Running a shop is a full time job. The discrimination related to their gender and caste 
hampered women's participation in rnanaging the activities of a shop. 
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End Responsibility 

NGO's promoting waste buying see their role as that of a facilitator. They strive to organize 
and prepare the beneficiaries to operate the shop independently. On the contrary, NGO staff 
merobers often find themselves spending a lot of time and energy in the adrninistrative and 
financial activities of the shop. The imbalance of power among the group members, the waste 
piekers' perception of the groups promoting such units as their employers, and the illiteracy of 
the waste piekers are some of the reasons that make it difficult to promote such units. 

External probierus 

Attempts to unionize or form cooperatives is seen as a threat by buyers and wholesalers of the 
recycling industry. They try pressure tactics to crush such iniatives in the initia! stages. 

Factors hampering their inlegration with the Format sector and Necessary 
Links 

NGO's realise the need to establish links with municipalities. Unfonunately, their experience 
with officials have not been very encouraging due to the lengthy bureaueratic procedures, 
corruption at the lower staff levels, disinterest shown by higher officials towards these kinds 
of issues and the contradictions in various governmental policies towards poverty, 
environment and privatisation of solid waste management activities. 

Improving the condition of women waste piekers is not possible without addressing the issue 
of access to waste. This is very important as the policy context moves in the direction of 
privatisation. It is difficult for NGO's to achieve this without the help of municipalities. It is 
not enough just to provide access to waste unless efforts are made to ensure that the waste is 
clean as international waste is coming into the market reducing the demand for local 
recyclables. 

It is necessary that the municipalities take steps to ensure the wastepickers' access to clean 
waste and reduce their work burden by 

Enforcing souree separation and eneauraging community based collection schemes employing 
waste pickers; 
Providing exclusive rights of clean waste in govemment offices to waste pickers. 

Attempts to organize waste piekers are resented by the other actorsin the waste industry, such 
as waste traders and wholesalers. In order to counter this, there is a need to develop links with 
sirnilar social NGO's and form cooperatives with waste piekers to free them from the 
exploitation of the traders. The sustainability of a waste buying shop depends on building up 
the collective strength (cooperatives and union) of waste piekers at the city level. 
Simultaneously, steps must be taken by NGO's and research institutions to influence 
govemment policy and programmes. 

F. Appropriate technological experiments 

In most cities one can find an NGO project that has someting to do with collection and/or 
recycling of organic waste. Experiments aiming at developing technologies for reprocessing 
paper and plastics are few. Among these are the pilotprojectsof Development Alternatives and 
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Jan Sewa Ashram in Delhi. 

The two NGO's interviewed for this study are involved in producing handmade paper products 
from waste paper. The goals of NGO's are to establish production systems basedon low cost, 
Iabour intensive production and technology, employment generation for the poor, minimal 
resource consumption and less pollution. 

An important focus of these organisations is that they try to establish links with wastepiekers 
as suppliers of raw materials, and give thema higher price fortheir materials, and secondly, 
employ poor rural women within the production units. 

NGO's engaged in producing handmade paper products are handling a very smal! proportion 
of the waste paper generated in the city. As waste paper occurs in a highly contaminated form, 
the organisations find it difficult to control the quality of the paper. Further the technology for 
producing handmade paper needs to be developed in India. 

There are a number of ether NGO's whowant tostart similar projects and they are not able to 
do so due to problems in getting access to infrastructure (land and water), finance and technica! 
information. 

Although financial support is extended by many government departments for recycling 
projects, NGO's find it difficult to avail themselves of the support due to the Iengthy 
procedures of the concerned departments or lack of information about all the schemes 
promoted by the government. 

NGO's by themselves will not be able to upscale the level of recycling. At the moment there is 
no mechanism to transfer these technologies to the industry. Support is needed to conduct 
training programmes for entrepreneurs and loan assistance to start similar private ventures. 

G. Environmental NGO's involved in education 

Recently, NGO's involved in environmental education in urban areas have started to focus on 
the problems associated with solid waste management Their main activities include organizing 
campaigns, workshops and seminars for creating public awareness and conducting research on 
the environmental and health impact of the solid waste management system . 

. The organisations have not been able to make much impact on the public as their programme 
are speradie and discontinuous. Hence they have not been able to sufficiently motivate the 
public. Lack of permanent staff makes it difficult to intensify their community programmes. 
They are also constrained by time and money from taking up relevant research. Lack of staff 
members so eenstrains someNGO's that they lay behind intheir knowledge of the changing 
policy situation and emerging problems. 

Given the current limited potential of such organisations, it is necessary forthem to link up 
with government channels to be able to organize citywide campaigns or undertake research 
studies by themselves. One of the main problems faced by such NGO's is the lack of sufficient 
information about local SWM in order to build a favourable public apinion for policy changes 
and èonvincing people to change their habits. Therefore, links between research institutions 
(technica! and engineering colleges), local government officials and NGO's need to be 
strengtened. 
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H. Conclusions 

It is too early to conclude about the impact of differentprojectsof NGO's and CA's discussed 
in this paper. Projects started to imprave colleerion and disposal systems are yet to make a 
major impact on the overallsolid waste situation of the city. Nor have NGO's working with 
waste piekers been widely effective in improving the living/woricing condition of such casual 
workers. NGO/CA projects occur as experiments and have so far remained small scale, 
sporadic and localised. · 

The objectives of NGO's/CA's in SWM vary greatly. Some of the NGO groups emerged in 
response to problem relating to the environment. The primary concern of CA's is the 
cleaniness of their streets. Other NGO groups are concemed with the questions of poverty, 
equity and social justice. Very often links between environment and poverty arenotmade 
among NGO's and conflicts of the interest exist among these groups themselves. There is a 
need to synthesise the best practices in different projects and also to reduce the debilitating 
impact of such projects on various groups involved in SWM. 

The differences in issues addressed by different groups make it difficult to generalise factors 
contributing to the success of a project. Some of the influencing factors are the efforts taken by 
communities to initiate a project; level of awareness among the project leaders and his team on 
allaspects of SWM; NGO's ability to conduct intensive campaigns for community awareness; 
and their access to information, key policy makers and corporators to effect policy changes. 
Besides there are contextually specific factors affecting the progress of a project. 

Every city has one or two NGO's working with collection schemes. A number of CA's are 
also imptementing similar schemes. There are a few cases where recycling of wet waste is 
promoled without souree separation. Projects inlegrating waste piekers and promoting 
decentralised recycling are few and are implemenled by NGO's working for waste pickers. 
This approach neects to be promoted as it responds to the socio-economie realities of their ei ties 
and also address some of the pressing social and environmental problems. lts acceptance in 
practice has been hampered by the following factors. 

The municipalities are not interested in promoting souree separation or accommodate waste 
pickers. They tend to favour privatisation of services over decentralisation using NGO's. This 
trend is also reinforeed by aid agencies supporting their projects. Although training session for 
higher SWM officials is organised by the Ministry of Urban Development with ODA assistance 
to ex pose them to new concepts in SWM, this has not had the desired impact 

Secondly, NGO's woricing with waste piekers are smal! and are dependant on extemal funding 
assistance. Funds are usually provided for short term projects. Concepts like souree separation 
or recycling in such schemes involves a change of habit. It is unrealistic to expect it to occur in 
three or four years. 

Thirdly, NGO's trying to integrate social and environmental issues have to handle three 
different tasks; viz. organising waste pickers, mobilising communities and liasing with 
govemment. It is difficult fora smal! group to co-ordinate all three activities effectively. 

Unlike environmental groups, woricing in rural areas, SWM NGO's do nothave much cloutor 
the number strength to dialogue with governments. Environmental groups also do not extend 
much support to urban solid waste issues. Inability among SWM NGO's to take up research 
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due to Jack of people expertise and finance is another reason affecting their work. 

Work with waste piekers to improve their skills, status and to gain social acceptance is one of 
the most difficult tasks for organisations devoted to it. Development work is usually 
complicated when women and children are involved. Bath the groups are now trying to evolve 
integrated solutions for the problem of waste piekers and waste d.isposal. They suffer from the 
same problems of a smal! groups discussed in earlier paragraphs. SomeNGO's are beginning 
to link up with CA • s to irnplement co Heetion schemes. 

Recycling projects require assistance in transfering technology to industries and loan. A 
number of environmental NGO's are involved in public education. They are not able to 
conduct intensive campaigns. Their programmes are sparadie and without any fellow up 
activities as a result, it did not have much impact. 

The common problems shared by a11 the groups are Jack of money, human resources and 
technica! capabilities to formulate prograrnmes. So far, many of the groups are werking alone 
and not much effort has been made to create a common forum for all the groups involved in 
SWM. What is required at the city level are: 

1) At the level of municipal activity, many city governments have made atteitlpts to collect 
information, but need to update it. 

2) To have a greater impact, a forum of NGO's, government officials, CA's, and industries 
need to be built in order to facilitate programme formulation and to monitor the various 
projects to proteet the interest of all these involved. 

3) To promate souree separation, stepsneed tobetaken toadept a two pronged campaigns 
and !ega! sanctions. 

4) Training programme for NGO's need to be set up to apprise them of the changing policy 
situation and to evolve appropriate mechanisms. 

What should be remembered is that municipalities wi11 and should remain as central agencies in 
SWM and that their rele as standard setting and co-ordinating agency cannot be substituted for 
by any ether type of organisation. In our enthusiasm to promate NGO's rele in SWM 
functions, they should not be reduced to the status of private collection and disposal units. 
Already there is a trend among someNGO's to try and replace the functions perforrned by 
municipalities. Similarly, the attitude of the state is to co-opt some of the groups rather than 
actually changing the existing patterns of decision making. NGO's and CA 's should enable in 
gevernanee by playing a supportive and a questioning role and not merely be co-opted. NGO's 
should in turn realise the major co-ord.inating role the municipality should continue to play in 
SWM. 
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IN URBAN AREAS: THE CASE OF THREE 
INDIAN CITIES 

Abstract: 

Isa Baud, Marijk Huysman, Henk Schenk 
ISGIFRW/ University of Amsterdam, Netherlands 

In this paper the results of a study on the linkages between municipal, formal and informal 
private solid waste management are explored for three southem lndian cities. Informal trade 
and recycling activities are found to be extensive and play a not to be ignored role in reducing 
the extent of urban solid waste. The linkages between municipalities and community-based 
organisations turn out to be more extensively developed than those with non-govemmental 
organisations working with waste piekers and with informal private recycling enterprises. 

Key words: Solid Waste Management, formaland informal recycling sector 

1. Introduetion 

Current issues regarding the management of solid waste in cities indeveloping countries can be 
traeed backtoa few major problems. The first is the apparent inability of local public bodies to 
remove household, institutional and other 'solid wastes' from the streets and dustbins from the 
city, and the relatively high costs of the current ineffective urban systems of doing so. The 
second is the plight of men, women and children who have increasingly taken over this job out 
of sheer necessity, by selecting, collecting and selling everything worthwhile to an expanding 
and as such flourishing recycling trade and industry. A third is the concern with the quality of 
the urban environment and with the fmite availability of raw matelials - and the need to recycle 
waste. 
In order to trace the Iinkages between these three root issues in urban solid waste management, 
it is necessary to look at solid waste management within a broader context and not only 
consicter the activities of public bodies but also include those of other organizations. In order to 
carry this out, a heuristic model (fig. I) was developed that combined elementsof the 'urban 
planning approach' espoused by the World Bank with increasing nuances (Bartone, 1990; 
Bartone et al. , 1994), and consictering the recovery, separation and recycling of solid waste as 
an economie sector with trade, production and employment aspects in its own right (see fora 
discussion of the model Huysman and Baud, 1994). 
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Producers of Solid Waste 

WffiVA Fonnal Seclor Activitie.~ 
h Yt;Yffi:P\'1"'' I lnformal Sector Aclivilies 

Fig. 1: Interlinkages between formatand infonnal recovey, reuse and recycling of solid waste. 

In this paper two question are raised, that are answered by presenting the results of field 
studies carried out in three cities in south India: 
(I) which types of organizations are concemed withsolid waste management in actdition to the 

responsible pubtic bodies; what production and employment effects do they have? 
(2) which types of interventions are used to improve solid waste management and which 

organizations are ignored in such processes? 

The three South Indian cities studied are the capitals of their respective states (Bangalore, 
Hyderabad, and Madras). The results of these studies have been presented in various reports 
(see note 1), and aredrawnon in this paper. A few basic background facts are presented in 
table 1. 
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Table 1. Basic facts on waste production and collection, and popuiatien in Bangalore, 
Hyderabad and Madras2 

population solid waste solid waste 
(miJl.) (tons/day) colleeled by 

municipality 
(tons/day) 

Bangalare 4.1 1800- 2000 ? 
Madras 5.3 2500- 2800 2300 
Hyderabad 4.0 1300 - 1500 ? 

2. Format organization of Solid Waste Management 

In large Indian cities, solid waste management resorts under the responsibility of the 
Department of Health of the Municipality as far-as-Staff and activities are concemed, and under 
the responsibility of the Engineering Department as far as purchasing and maintenance of 
vehicles is concemed. These particular activities are only one of a long list of responsibilities of 
the respective Departments as well. This implies a frrst inbuilt problem of Jack of clear lines of 
responsibility for solid waste management 
The municipality is responsible only for what geographically and administratively constitutes 
the 'Municipality'; i.e. the new areas to be developed at the edges of the city administratively 
come under another organization - the Development Authorities. When such outlying areas 
have been provided with the necessary basic infrastructure, they are delegated to the 
Municipality. In India, the Development Authorities have much larger budgets available to 
them than do the Municipalities; still the municipalities have to extend their responsibilities over 
increasingly large areas. This is a secend structural issue. 
Finally, the municipality derives its income from various sources; funds designated by the 
Central Government for specific programs, and local funds derived largely from property 
taxes. A general problem exists in this context; enterprises and private individuals contest these 
taxes in long legal procedures. This leads to the municipality obtaining generally only half of 
what they budget yearly. 

3. Collection, transportation and disposal 

Colleetien of solid waste by the Municipality is done at the level of neighborhood dustbins, not 
through house-to-house collection. Residents are required to place their waste in a street 
container, which is supposed to be cleared daily. In addition, the municipal sweepers are 
supposed to keep the streets clean and transport the waste to the nearest collee ti on point where 
further transport is available. 
At this point, the fust connections to informal economie activities can be found. To begin with, 
both householcts and offices are increasingly separating waste matenals with an economie 
value, and selling them to 'itinerant buyers'. Enterprises are much more active in this area; 
most of the industrial waste never reaches the municipal system, but is sold to other enterprises 
for use as raw materials. 
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Second.ly, waste is removed from the street containers by animals who eat organic wastes, and 
by street collectors who sort out waste matenals with a sales value (e.g. glass, paper, plastic, 
and metal). Solid waste which does not belong in the bins is also deposited there - smal! 
building contractors dump building debris to avoid the costs of official disposal and restaurants 
and marriage halls dump organic wastes on the streets. 
Third.ly, the municipal waste colleerion is not equally regular in the various areasof the city; 
slum areas for example are difficult to reach by the municipal vehicles. The expansion of the 
city also presents problems, as the number of municipal staff memhers had not increased in 
these ei ties in recent years. 
Solid waste is usually collected by motorized transport, varying from smal! trucks to larger 
compactors. In the lndian ei ties covered, the age of the vehicles is between 15 - 25 years old; 
very little money is available for purchase of new vehicles. The result is that on average 
20-30% of the vehicles are immobilized for maintenance daily. 
The means of transportation in two of the three cities are also administrated at the central 
municipallevel, so that much time is lost by daily driving to the neighborhood where the work 
is actually to be carried out. Practice in Bangalore indicates that only half the daily planned trips 
to the disposal sites are made. During transportation, the municipal crews (or their assistants) 
separate waste with economie value, and sell it to small dealers in the city. 
It is said, but this could not be verified during the course of the current study, that municipal 
sweepers hire others to actually fulfill their tasks. For them, the importance of having a 
govemment job lies in the fringe benefits of access to subsidized housing, free health care and 
provident funds. However, this does mean that the quality of municipal services in this re gard 
cannot be guaranteed. 
Disposal occurs mainly by dumping waste without treatment in a designated site. Hyderabad 
and Madras have official sites, which officials expect will have another five to ten years before 
they are full. Bangalore has no official dump site; waste is dumped along the roads leading out 
of town and then bumed. 
The municipalities have great difficulties in obtaining land for official dump sites, and the 
negotiating process with either the Development Authorities or surrounding municipalities 
remains very difficult and long drawn out. 
The municipalities have tried out various methods of disposal in the past; composting organic 
material by large municipal composting enterprises, which did not have to be econornically 
viabie until now, and combustion, which has led to probierus because the composition of the 
solid waste is such that it requires very high temperatures to buro safely and effectively. 

4. lnformal collection, re-use and recycling of solid waste 

Recycling enterprises 
The Municipality has no insight into the amount of solid waste produced daily; although 
estimates were found in the literature, it is was impossible to trace their origin or the 
methodology used to make them. As one can see from the model it is necessary to know at 
what point in the process of waste management the amount of waste has been measured; it is 
also important for the municipality to know what matenals have been removed and how the 
amount of remaining waste can be reduced in the process. 
The informal trade, re-use and recycling of solid waste makes a fairly important contribution to 
reducing the amount of waste finally disposed of by the Municipality. The amount that is 
actually removed from the disposal process this way at the level of the city cannot be indicated 
with any degree of accuracy unfortunately; however, the studies in Bangalore and Madras give 
certain indications as to the amounts involved in recycling as an economie sector. 
This section starts with the large and smal! recycling enterprises, and works back through their 
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chain of suppliers - i.e. the large wholesalers, small' dealers and waste pickers. Within the 
sector, distinction has to be made by waste material: glass, paper, plastic, and metal are the 
major matenals with economie value. 
The profiles prepared by P. van Beukering indicate the main economie characteristics of the 
different types of recyclers in Bangalore ( tables 2, 3, 4). The large glass factones in Bangalore 
always use a combination of virgin glass and cutlet (waste glass); on average, about 1200 tons 
per month are produced, of which 70% of the raw matenals consist of cullet. Extensive 
employment is created in these enterprises; on average 300 men, 100 women and children. The 
most labor-intensive work is the sorting done beforehand, mainly by women and children. 
Men mainly workon the production line. 

Table 2. Main economie characteristics of the plastic recyclers 

secondary monthly monthly employment main profit 

plastic quantity turnover (male/ material rate 

industries (in tonnes) (in Rs) female*) (in%) 

profile 12 30 915,000 16/25 LD/cover/granule 29% 

profile 13 30 412,000 8/26 Raad waste lumps 36% 
profile 14 17 212,500 8n Irrigation pipe 7% 
profile 15 80 1,880,000 13/14 HDPE-granules 8% 
profile 16 37 1,159,000 16/15 HDPE-granule/cover 6% 
proftie 17 50 2,330,000 15/15 HDPE-contiiiners 7% 
profile 18 65 1.240,000 19/14 PVC-gr }slipper 16% 
profile 19 8 244,000 2/0 HD & Styrene gr. 31% 

* In case a third number is added, reference is made to boys and girls, younger than 15. 

Table 3. Main economie characteristics of the glass factones 

secondary monthly monthly employment type material profit 
glass quantity turnover (male/ and/or rate 
industries (in tonnes) (in Rs) female)25 final product (in%) 

profile 20 2010 10,653,000 382/155/? white botties 26% 
profile 21 450 2,505,000 185/37/? white tumbler 29% 

* In case a third number is added, reference is made to boys and girls, younger than 15. 
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Table 4. Main economie characteristics of the interviewed paper mills 

secondary monthly monthly employment type material profit 
glass quantity turnover (male/ and/or rale 
industries (in tonnes) (in Rs) female)25 fmal product (in %) 

profile 22 200 2,400,000 111/0 Ieraft paper 30% 
profLle 23 90 900,000 45/0 Ieraft paper ll% 

" In case a third number is added, reference is made to boys and girls, younger than 15. 

The glass factorles are rather large in camparisen with enterprises recycling other materials. 
The average plastic recycling enterprise produces 40 tons of matenals per month, and employs 
on average 30 people, half of them wamen. The paper enterprises produce 150 tons on 
average, and employ on average 75 men. 

Conclusions conceming the recycling enterprises are: 

(1) there is an enormous variety of informal recycling activities which arealso linked up with 
forma! sector enterprises; 

(2) extensive employment is created in these informal economie activities; for men, this 
consists of fairly well paid unslàlled work. For women it eonsists of unskilled daily wage 
work with wage levels at about half of these of men; consictering the wage levels of 
alternative types of oeeupations open to these wamen, this work is not badly paid. 
Children are also employed, and receive wages almost at a par with wamen. 

(3) the taxes put on the waste materials and produets made in these enterprises, are 
unfavorable towards the smaller enterprises, which therefore remain non-registered. 

Tra de 
Supply of raw materials to the enterprises occurs mainly through wholesalers specializing in a 
particular material; in Madras the ehain has been foliowed back for several materials. 
In glass, there are only a few very large wholesalers who specialize in a partieular type of glass 
for the whole of southem India. They sart the materials, clean, package and sell them to the 
enterprises. The sample dealers (N=8) interviewed on average dealt with 70 tonsper month, 
employed on average 3 men, ten women and a few children. The wamen and ehildren are 
mostly employed in the sorting work, which with glass presents high oecupational health 
hazards. 
In plastics, the total number of wholesalers in Madras is said to be around 75. The sample 
wholesalers (N=7) averaged 28 tonsper month, and employed on average twelve wamen, two 
men, and occasionally some boys. 
The paper wholesalers (N=lO) averaged 192 tonsper month, employed on average 4 women 
and three men. 
The smal! dealers do not specialize in any one material, but buy a variety of materia Is. which 
they sell after sorting to wholesalers of a particular material. The wholesalers use casual 
workers on a fairly large scale - women and children - for sorting, whereas small dealers 
mainly use unpaid family labor for this work. 
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The wholesalers are a fairly closed group (by product) and try to keep newcomers out; in 
Bangalare a farnily network has virtually integrated the plastic trade to a large extent The smal! 
dealers are spread throughout Madras, often they have their shops in the vicinity of waste 
piekers and itinerant buyers so that potential suppliers can easily reach them. They are not wel! 
organized as a group, and cannot make collective demands when selling to wholesalers. 
The dealers receive their materials from a variety of sources; the waste generators, such as 
offices, households, and markets and from a variety of itinerant buyers and waste pickers. 
The field study in Madras and Bangalare indicated that within the category of waste pickers, 
there was a clear hierarchy in terms of access to waste with an economie value and in terms of 
income made from picking. The itinerant buyer who goes from house to house to buy ortrade 
(in kind) sorted waste materials, has the highest income levels, as the waste is of a reasonably 
high quality; it does require the buyer to have a smal! in vestment capita! to be able to start up 
the business. 
A second category are the street waste pickers; a large percentage of them are women and 
children. lf they have a house, they piek waste in the daytime. Those street piekers with no 
home of their own, make less income from their work. This category includes a large group of 
malestreet children- especially boys younger than 16, whopiek wastefora daily income of 
some 25 - 30 Rs. They waste piekers earning least from their efforts are the dump piekers -
again mostly women and children from very low castes. 
Common features of these groups are: (1) they earn a higher income doing this work than in 
other jobs to which they have access; (2) they can work independent of a boss, and (3) they are 
ashamed of the nature of their work, that has a very low social status. 
Given the contribution that the informal recycling activities make to decreasing the amount of 
solid waste that is produced at the city level, the ex tent of employment created for poor urban 
groups, and the products made finally which are priced within range of poor urban consumers, 
it is useful to consider how such activities can be integrated into a more effective urban solid 
waste management system. 

5. lnterventions in urban SWM 

Improvements in urban solid waste management systems can be made at different levels and by 
various organizations. In · India, the following experiments are being carried out in various 
ei ties: 
(1) Internat decentralization within the municipal departments; Madras has delegated 
responsibility for SWM to ten zonal offices, which each have the responsibility for local waste 
collection, transport and maintenance of vehicles, and disposal. This has led to greater 
efficiency in transport and maintenance, and presumably to greater effectiveness. 
(2) decentralization with the help of 'community-based organizations'; i.e. organizations of 
residents (in India usually middle-class neighborhoods - not slums) who organize house-ta
house collection of waste by a person paid to carry out the work (for greater effectiveness of 
the municipal activities). Advantages are that the neighbourhood is cleaner, waste better 
separated, and - if a waste pieker is hired to collect the waste - better employment. 
(3) privatization: the municipality can contract solid waste management in a particular area of 
the city to private enterprises - in India this is done particularly in new areas of a city. It is 
much cheaper for the municipality; because the Municipality does nothave to employ people 
directly nor praeure and maintain transportation. In established areas of the city this option is 
much more difficult, as the trade unions of the municipal personnet are against such 
privatization. 
(4) An interesting experiment in privatization with the help of NGO's is taking place in Madras: 
the municipality has a contract with four NGO's who each organize solid waste management in 
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a neighborhood; these NGO's employ young waste picking teenage boys to carry this out as 
paid job for the period of the contract. Part of the procedure is that the 
boys save money from their contract, receive board and shelter from the NGO's, and with their 
savings are set up in self-employment. This is the first public - NGO's linkage in this area in 
India. 
(5) The role of CBO's can be extended. A full scale model of CBO activities (of which we 
found only one exarnple in Poona) would include: 
- each household separates its solid waste 
- house-to-house collection 
- employing a waste pieker as 'neighborhood trash collector' and itinerant buyer of waste; 
- carnpaigns for sensitizing residents/financial contributions from residents 
- local composting of organic waste 

6. Condusion 

The above study indicates that there are possibilities to link up municipal responsibility for 
solid waste management, with activities to be carried out by NGO's and CBO's as well as 
private enterprises. The linkages that have been developed are stronger in the area of municipal 
- CBO relations, as CBO's tend to be middle-class residentially based in India. Second 
strongest linkages have been developed with municipalities and NGO's, where in the south 
NGO's are often the religious orderswhoare involved in poverty alleviation. 
The missing link is that between municipality and the informal recycling enterprises and solid 
waste trade - dealers and pickers. This possible linkage is usually ignored or denied importance 
by municipalities at the moment, and private recycling entrepreneurs are also hesitant to 
become involved with govemment agencies. Waste picking groups also have as yet little faith 
in such possible linkages. However, for an effective urban SWM system, these linkages need 
to be developed as well. 
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Abstract: 
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INTEGRATED SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM 
TUE SOLUTION OF CHIANG MAl MUNICIPALITY 

Supom Kootatep 
Chiang Mai University, Thailand 

The most severe problem threatening solid waste d.isposal work of Chiang Mai Municipality is 
lack of sanitary land fill. The improper management of Chiang Mai Municipality in former 
land!tll has created a contraversial conflict with villagers nearby. As a result, the villagers 
protested and closed down the landfill. The municipality tried their best to obtain locations for 
sanitary landfill. However, they did not succeed due to the fact that others, also, do not want 
any landfill nearby their communities. It is now more or less, a common problem among 
municipalities in Thailand. In order to alleviate such a problem and to extent existing Iandfill, 
waste reduction should be considered. Waste separation at souree by using two compartments 
waste bins with one campartment containing wet waste and another containing dry waste 
should be implemented. By using this method about 30-40% of wastes could be separatedas 
organic and garden wastes. A bout 40% which is considered as dry waste wil! be recyclable 
matenals such as glass, metal, plastics and paper. Another 10-20% will be inert materials to be 
landfilled. Organic waste will be used for raw material of composting process which wil! 
produce compost for soil cond.itions. Recyclable materials will be obtained by separating dry 
waste which were not contaminated by wet waste and they could be recycled for other 
industrial use. With this in~egrated solid waste d.isposal system, about 66% of total waste could 
be reduced and only about 34% of inert and non"biodegradable waste will be sent to landfill. 
Landfill service could be extended and pollution problems due to mismanagement of landfill 
will also be reduced. 

Keywords: Recycle, Waste Reduction, Solid Waste Management, Chiang Mai, Thailand. 

1. Introduetion 

Chiang Mai Municipality is the second largest city and is located in the northern part of 
Thailand. As many other municipalities, Chiang Mai faces many problems on solid waste 
disposal. The most severe problem threatening solid waste disposal work is the difficulty in 
obtaining sanitary landfill. Chiang Mai Municipality has been using her former landfill for 30 
years. Since 1989, people who live nearby the site have protested against the open dump 
method used by municipal operators, and the site has to be closed down. Since then, the 
municipality has been trying very hard in order to obtain a new site for proper landfill. 
However, the attempts were unsuccessful due to the unwillingness of people to accept landfill 
nearby their houses and villages. The municipality has been using a number of temporary 
landfills during the last five years. At present, they managed to construct one sanitary landfill 
which may lastforabout two years. The problems are, however, far from being solved. At the 
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present rate of solid waste generation of 200 ton/day and the planning of expansion of the 
municipality boundary, some action needs to be preformed in order to obtain larger landfill site 
or to reduce amounts of waste to be sent to disposal site. The study is, therefore, performed in 
order to obtain an integrated solution for Chiang Mai problems. 

2. Solid waste generation in Chiang Mai 

The arnount of solid waste generated depends on the number of people living in the municipal 
area. With the area boundary of 40 square kilometers, the registrated population is about 
161,581 inhabitants. Tagether with commuters from the country and tourists, it is estimated 
that the generated solid waste by people in the municipal area concerns about 223,228 
inhabitants. The forecast of popuiatien and arnount of solid waste generated within Chiang 
Mai Municipality is shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Popularion and Solid waste generated in Chiang Mai Municipality 

Years 

1991 2001 2010 2020 

Population 223.228 250,475 310058 418494 
Generation rate 
(Kg/person-&y) 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 
Solid waste amount 
(Ton/day) 175.5 233.5 310.0 460.3 

At present, Chiang Mai Municipality generates about 178 ton/day of dornestic waste and it will 
be increased to 310 ton/day by the year 2010 and 460 ton/day by the year 2020. 

3. Solid waste characteristics and its potential of recycling 

In order to reduce solid waste arnount to be· disposed of, waste characteristics should be well 
determined. The department of environmental engineering, Chiang Mai University, has 
performed an intensive investigation of waste characteristics of Chiang Mai municipality during 
the period of 1990. The Public work Department also conducted a characteristics survey in 
1993. The results are shown in Table 2. 
The results indicate that composition of waste from Chiang Mai Municipality consists of 8.5% 
glass, 3.1% metal, 12.2% plastic, 18.5% paper, 2.5% cloths, 0.8% rubber, 4.5% ceramic, 
2.3% bone and shell, 34.2% organic wastes (in terms of food waste, garden wastes, etc.), and 
12.3% dirtand unidentified materials. 
According to these figures, it could be calculated that, at the present rate of 200 tons/day of 
waste stream, potential recycle of reusable matenals could be 17 tons/day of glass, 6.2 
tons/day of metal, 24.2 tons/day of plastic and 3.7 tons/day of paper. An approximate of 68.4 
tons/day of organic waste can possibly be used as compost 
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Table 2. Waste charactenstics of Chiang Mai Municipality 

CMU analysis PWD analysis 
Composition of waste in 1990 in 1993 

No. of samples 46 5 

Glass 8.5 2.2 
Cerarnic, stone 4.5 4.2 
Me tal 3.1 1.2 
Bone shell 2.3 
Clothes 2.5 7.0 
Woodchips 2.2 
Banana leaves 2.2 
Garden wastes 9.9 10.5 
Rubber 0.8 0.9 
Plastic 12.2 12.7 
Paper 18.5 16.2 
Food waste 19.9 43.2 
etc. 12.3 4.1 

Density (kg/m) 213. 242.0 

In order to deterrnine the recycle status of Chiang Mai Municipality at present, a survey has 
been conducted by questioning recycling shops in Chiang Mai. The results are shown in Table 
3. It could be seen that metal was the highest recycled matenals in Chiang Mai. Glass was 
recycledatabout 21.7- 24.0% while paper wasrecycledat about 15.9 - 17.1 %. Recycle rate 
of plastic was very low (5.1 - 6.4% ), the reason of low recycle ra te of plastic, paper and glass 
was that, the shops will not buy any matenals contaminated by food wastes. Besides plastic 
was also difficult to resell to manufacturers. However, the potential of recycling of the last 
three material is still high if proper waste separation could be done at site. 

Table 3. Amount of recycles matenals bought by recycled shops 

Matelials Waste stream Waste bought %recycle 
of Chiang Mai by recycled 
Municipality shop 

I. Glass 17,000 3,700- 4,100 21.7 - 24.0 
2. Me tal 6,200 4,490- 5,180 72.4 - 83.5 
3. Plastic 24,400 I ,260 - 1 ,570 5.1 - 6.4 
4. Paper 37,000 5,900- 6,330 15.9 . 17.1 
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4. Solid waste reduction by composting 

A study was perfonned by Chiang Mai University (1994) concerning composting the Chiang 
Mai Municipality waste. A pilot scale study was conducted using forced aeration method. 
Chiang Mai Municipal waste was manually separated to obtain mainly organic wastes for 
composting. The initial mass of 6000-7500 kg. of prepared material were piled up on the floor 
of 3mx8m. with lm. height. Four air blowers pumped air into the pile through perforated 
pipes to obtain oxygen for aerobic processes. After 28 days, waste was screened and compost 
material were obtained. The result of mass balance of composting is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Mass balance of composting 

first batch second batch 

weight (kg) % weight (kg) % 

Initial mass 
After compost 
Screened compost 
Reject 

7546 
3326 
1773 
1553 

100 6104 
44 2515 

23.5 1180 
20.5 1335 

100 
41.2 
19.2 
21.8 

The result shows that about 55-60% of moisture content wil! be lost during 28 days of 
composting. The materials were then screened to obtain compost and rejects. About 20-23% of 
the compost pile can be used as compost while about 20-21% of rejects need to besent to 
land.fill. 
It is estimated that, from the 68.4 tonsof organic wastesabout 7 .28 tons (20%) wil! be rejects. 

5. Potential integrated disposal system 

The integrated solid waste disposal system of Chiang Mai Municipality should be as shown in 
figure 1. With the generation rate of 200 tons/day, it could be classified as wet waste and dry 
waste of 90.6 tons/day and 109.4 tons/day respectively. The Municipality should strongly 
recommend separation at sort by providing two collection system wet waste and dry waste. 
Dry waste bin wil! be collected to separation site, assuming 90% of recycling ratio, the 
recycled materials to be obtained would be 5.6 tons/day of metal, 22.0 tons/day of plastic, 
15.5 tons/day of glass and 33.3 tons/day of paper. These materials could be sent to 
manufacturer for recycling. Another 33.0 tons/day of inert and non-recycle materials wil! be 
disposed at sanitary landfill site. From we waste bin, about 22.3 tons/day wil! be separated as 
rejects. Another 68.4 tons/day wil! be used as raw material of composting, in which, 41.2 
tons/day will be lost as moisture content. Another 13.6 tons/day wil! be screened as rejects and 
the same amount as compost. In conclusion, the total of 68.8 tons/day wil! be classified as 
rejects and wil! be sent for sanitary land.fill. Recycled material is expected to be about 76.4 
tons/day of compost. As a result, about 66% of solid waste wil! be reduced and only 34% wil! 
be sent to landfill. By using this system, the life of landfill site could be extended. It is 
estimated that using this approach, the present landfill site could be extend to 6 years and 
leachate from the landfill will be less in concentration. 
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6. Conclusion. 

lntegrated solid waste disposa1 system is necessary and should be implemented in Chiang Mai 
Municipa1ity waste management program. (See figure 1). Separation at sort should be provided 
and campaigning program are strongly recommended. Separation of recycled materia1s and 
composting facilities should be constructed in order to obtain va1uable resources from waste 
stream. 

rejects 
22.2 tonllda•f 88.<4 tontday 

composting · 

rejaots 
13.6 tonllday 

compost 13.6 tonllday 

88.8 tonalday 

waste generation 
200 tons/day 

r--.L--"T'"---+ metal 5.8 tonllday 

I--_. plastie 22.0 tonllday 

separation glass 15.5 tonllday 

1...--r--_._ __ .. paper 33.3 tonalday 

76.4 tons/day 

Inert & non-recycle 33.0 tonslday 

Fig. 1: Integrated solid waste disposa1 system for Chiang Mai 
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SOLVING THE HOUSEHOLD WASTE GLUT 

Teresita D. Suselo 
Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand 

Abstract: 

Recycling, and reuse rank high among the management alternatives that have been 
recommended for waste reduction and minimization in households.The practice of some 
manufacturers to provide product reftlls not only saves them the cost of producing new 
containers and, thus, less resources to consume. To the consumer, it also means less waste to 
dispose of. The inclusion of extemalities in the cost of consumer products would also 
motivate consumers to bring the product waste to a rectamation center or the point of purchase. 
Waste, however, is not just sarnething we throw away; it is also stuff we use to excess. All 
these strategies won't solve the waste glut. Only reduced consumption will. Unless 
environmental awareness and education programs also consicter modifying culture and 
character, we will keep on blarning faceless industries for all the ills of this world because it 
takes less effort to do so than to change our habits of consumption. 

Keywords: Waste, Solutions, Reduced consumption 

Introduetion 

Although household waste in Europe is a very small percentage (typically only 6-10%) of total 
wastes created, in most Asian cities, householcts are the largest generators of solid waste. In 
Metro Manila, the Philippines, for instance, household waste constitutes about 50% of all 
waste (figure 1 ). 

Waste composition varies with the economie level of the ei ties. In high-income ei ties, wastes 
contain a bigger fraction of cömbustible matenals like paper and plastic, while those from law
ineome cities contain a bigger fraction of cornpostable materials, mainly food wastes and other 
putrescibles (table 1). Household wastes are stored in a variety of containers: used plastic 
grocery bags, plastic bins, old kerosene cans, and bamboo baskets. Often, the wastes are 
dumped on the road, the pavement or a body of water (canal, river, etc.). Garbage is mainly 
collected by open dump trucks and a few compactor-type collection vehicles. In narrow 
crowded neighborhoods where trucks cannot pass, garbage is collected in open pushcarts. 

Metro Manila, for instance, generates, on the average, 2650 tonsof solid wastesper day. Out 
of this, the Environmental Sanitation Center (ESC) collects 1675 tons per day while other 
private haulers collect 155 tonsper day (ESCAP, 1992). About seventy per cent (70%), 
therefore, of the total solid wastes generated are collected. The rest is either recycled/reused, 
bumed, scavenged, "lost" in sewers and canals, or is not collected. More or less the same 
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conditions ex:ist in many of the developing countries in the Asia-Pacific region. 

Solid wastes are generally disposed of in open dump sites. Manila's "Smoky Mountain" of 
garbage in Balut, Tondo is infamous not only because of its enormous mountain of refuse 
towering some 40 meters above sea level but also because of the hundreds of scavengers' 
shanties surrounding it. At any given day, hundreds of scavengers could beseen retrieving 
discarded materials of resale value. A few industrially ad vaneed countries like Japan, Singapore 
and Hong Kong use sanitary landfills for final disposal, or incineration or composting for the 

waste 
(18%) 

Residential waste (50%) 

Market 
waste 
(12%) 

Fig. 1: Sourees of solid waste in Metro Manila, the Philippines 

treatrnent of dornestic solid wastes. With the limited land available and the NIMBY ("not in my 
backyard") syndrome now predominaring in communities to be affected, authorities are finding 
it harder and harder to site additional dump sites and landfills on which to dispose the ever
increasing volume of garbage. 

Options for waste management 

Most attention has been focused on finding ways to deal with wastes once they have been 
made. Thus, post-creation management techniques like reuse, recycling, composting and 
energy generation from wastes are ex:tensively being adopted. We should not get carried away, 
however, with the ability of such techniques to provide a complete solution. 

Notall wastescan be reused and, these that can, cannot be reused endlessly. Reuse does not 
completely avoid a need for disposal. For instance, although glass botties could be refilled, 
there are always breakages and a non-return of a large percentage of bottles. We may prolong 
the time it takesforthem to become residual waste, but that is what they willend up eventually. 
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Table 1. Urban Waste Composition in Selected Cities (percentage by weight) 

Cities of Middle-lncome cotmtries and Areas Cities of Low-lncome Cotmtries 

Material Type Singapore Hong Koog Manila Jakarta Lahore, Karach i, Luck.now, Calcuna 
Phils Indones ia Pakistan Pakistan India India 

Paper 43 32 17 2 4 < I 2 
Glass/Ceramics I 10 5 < I 3 < I 6 
Metals 3 2 2 4 4 <I 3 
Plastics 6 6 4 3 2 4 
Leather/rubber 2 7 <I 
Textiles 9 JO 4 I 5 I 4 
Wood bones, straw 6 4 2 <I 5 

Non-food total 63 60 40 15 27 4 18 22 

Vegetative and 
putrescible 9 43 82 49 56 80 36 

MisceUaneous 
in erts 32 31 17 24 40 2 42 

Compostable 37 40 60 85 73 96 82 78 

Sou ree: ES CAP (I 992), State of the Environment in As ia and !he Pacific. 1990. Bangkok, Thailand. 
.. = nol available 

Recycling is resource-intensive reprocessing, requiring that the waste to be recycled is 
uncontaminated and with no other matenals mixed. Again, .wastes cannot be continuously 
recycled. Take the case of paper, for instance. The fibers will gradually break down in repeated 
pulping. Current estimates suggest that four is the maximum number of times paper could be 
reprocessed. Often, the co st of recycling systems that are implemented far outweigh the social 
and environmental benefits that they are supposed to generate. Recycling bins are set by the 
hundreds of thousands but consume more energy and create more pollution in so doing. There 
is the additional constraint of developing a market demand for recyclable rnaterials. After all the 
recycling and reu se possible, there will still be a need for di spo sa! of the remaining waste. 

Composting can only be applied to degradable wastes and, in the inner cities, is nearly 
impossible to undertake. lncineration may reduce the volume of wastes and, when done wiih 
energy recovery facilities, as in Japan, could generate steam for area heating, electrical power 
generation or bath. 

Waste avoidanee and minimization 

The most important management technique, however, to be applied to househeld wastes, is 
waste minimization. Several industries are already doing their share in reducing waste by 
eliminating certain types of redundant packaging, such as boxes for toothpaste tubes, and 
designing long-life products. Environmental audits of companies, products and processes 
provide pointers in the development of waste minimization policies and help determine where 
environmental burdens are imposed. 
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To make the pubtic more aware of the amount of waste they create, transparent charging 
schemes for waste collection from householcts (Versteegt, 1994) have been introduced in 
vruious developed countries, like the Netherlands and Denmark. The schemes, which are 
based on volume or weight of waste generated after removal of recyclables (which are collected 
free of charge), appear to provide an incentive to households to reduce the amount of waste 
that need to be landfilled or incinerated. 

Abuses to the systems, however, have been reported. To avoid payment for the removal of 
wastes, non-recyclables are put into the free collection or dumped in car parks, other pubtic 
ru·eas and other towns. In South Korea, where a new "volume rate" garbage disposal system 
has recently been introduced (Anonymous, 1995), those wanting to get rid of large items such 
as televisions and furniture, even fluorescent tubes and broken glass, have to contact their 
district office to pay an extra charge. As a result, back streets and pavements in residential 
districts of Seoul have been more than usually clogged by these items unloaded in the rniddle 
of the night. In genera!, we could ex peet a higher degree of abuse the higher the fees are set 
for waste removal. 

Reduced consumption 

The policy option in waste management should place a price on consumption. When choosing 
whether or not to make the purchase of a good, the consumer must be informed of the real cost 
of the goods, incorporating all externalities. The responsibility for waste disposal or recycling 
could be borne by the manufacturer of the good or shared by both consumer and manufacturer. 
In both cases, some portion of the cost of waste disposal or recycling is placed on the 
manufacturer. In the latter case, the costof local collection systems is put on the consumer. 

Residual waste - that p01tion of household waste requiring landfilling or incineration after all 
separation at souree and recycling schemes- is nearly always reduced in termsof quantity by 
variabie charging. However, overall waste generated hardly ever is. Packaging waste, for 
instance, is very evident but we actually waste far more of the contents of the packs. 

Waste is not ju st sarnething we throw away; it is also stuff we u se to excess. Many complex 
solutions to the waste glut have been developed and adopted, while failing to address basic 
issues such as consumption or lifestyle. Consumption is the most pervasive eau se of the waste 
glut and the first waste management option has to be waste avoidance. 

All the above-mentioned strategies for waste management would not solve the waste glut. Only 
reduced consumption wil!. Unless environmental awareness and education programs also 
consider modifying culture and character, we wiJl keep on blaming faceless indusuies for all 
the ills of this world because it takes less effort to do so than to change our habits of 
consumption. 
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THE ROLES OF COMMUNITY ORGANISA TI ONS IN SOLID WASTE 
MANAGEMENT IN INDONESJAN CITIES 

Jahja Hanafie 
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Abstract: 

The importance of community participation in development processes has been recognised in 
the provision of urban services in some Indonesian ei ties. In a few ei ties, the participation of 
community organisations has provided a great contribution to the urban service delivery. 
Unfortunately, this successis unlikely to be replicated in other cities. There is evidence to 
show that the urban authorities Jack the competence to encourage self-help community 
participation in urban service provision. This paper exarnines this issue by using a case study 
of the involvement of community organisations in solid waste colleerion and disposal in Ujung 
Pandang City, the capita! of the South Sulawesi Province, lndonesia. 

Key words: Community organisation, Participation, Solid waste management, Urban 
services, lndonesia 

1 . Introduetion 

The importance of community involvement in the development process has been recognised in 
both developed and developing countries. The World Development Report 1992 points out 
regarding environmental issues that "many environmental problems cannot be solved without 
the activ partic i pation of local people" (W orld Bank 1992: 93). Some previous studies on 
urban development in developing countries suggest that community participation is the key 
factor in any development programme (World Bank 1992; Cotton and Franceys 1994; 
Rabinovitch and Leitmann 1993). These studies claim that where success has been achieved it 
is because of the participation of local people at all stages of the development process. 
On the other hand, some other studies argue that community participation in urban service 
provision is not yet fully utilised as an important element in development (y eung and McGee 
1986; Kararnoy and Dias 1986; Fritschi et al. 1992; Hasan and Mulamoottil 1994). In many 
cases the urban authority Jacks the competence to encourage self-help community participation 
to cope with the problems of urban service provision. 
This paper addresses these problems. A better understanding is required of how the public 
sector responds to problems of urban service delivery and the manoer in which the public 
sector eneaurages community participation in urban service provision. The primary subject of 
the research for this the paper was solid waste management. The field investigation was 
conducted in Ujung Pandang City the capital of South Sulawesi province in Indonesia (see 
figure 1). 
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Since the 1970's, the development efforts of the Indonesian govemment have been highly 
centralised and characterised by a sec tora! approach, with the overall control of planning and 
implementation of programmes in the hands of the central government in Jakarta. These 
interventions have been largely supported by oil-derived income. 
Declining oil prices, coupled with a deep international recession, severely jolted the Indonesian 
economy in the early 1980's and marked the beginning of a new era. The central government 
faced the problem of balancing demands for project funds equally between all local 
governments by introducing a tighter budget. Consequently, the central govemment transferred 
some of its responsibilities to local govemment, particularly the task of exploring the resources 
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necessary for creating revenue to sustain development expenditure. 
Most local govemments have had limited successin generating the substantial revenue needed 
tomeet their commitments and goals (Devas 1989, Bastin and Smoke 1991). Toface these 
problems, city govemments have had to create innovative programs to meet the requirements 
of their residents in infrastructure and services. In many ei ties in Indonesia, the govemment 
has been invalving the community in the provision of urban services. For example, 
communities have been widely involved in a programme for the development of urban 
infrastructure and services at the neighbourhood, called the 'Kampung Impravement 
Programme' (KIP) (see e.g. Devas 1989; Baross 1983; Silas 1987). 
Community participation in the development of infrastructure and service provision has been 
the subject of extensive studies in Indonesia. Previous studies on the impravement of 
neighbourhood environment programmes (see e.g. Devas 1989; Silas 1984; Baross 1983; 
Yeung and McGee 1986; Leitmann 1993) suggest that community participation in the 
development process ensures that success can be achieved. However, some studies argue that 
in many cases the implementation of community participation has introducted more problems 
than it has solved. A study of the localleadership in urban neighbourhoods in Java, conducted 
by Bijlmer and Reurink (1987), argued that the main causes for the failure of community 
participation were the different priorities of local people and govemrnent They also argued that 
the community was used in implementation rather than in decision-making. Another author, 
Hunter (1994: 14), argues that the complexities of vested interests among officials involved in 
a programme makes community participation more "rhetoric than reality". Other studies argue 
that insufficient coordination, Jack of institutional framework and the problem of institutional 
il.rrangements are the main factors which influence tha effectiveness and efficiency of 
community participation (Nordholt 1987; Van den Ham and Hady 1989; Fritschi et all992). A 
recent artiele in "Inside Indonesia" written by Brogan (1994: 12) reports that " ... central to the 
failure of the development of community health in Indonesia is that there is no community 
involvement in decision making, a problem which is intertwined with the manner in which 
women, and indeed workers, are viewed in the development process." 
In attempting to understand the role that can be played by community organisations in urban 
development processes, there is a need to develop a notion of how best to utilise community 
resources in providing basic services. This is important, since the demands of the community 
for urban services have increased while the capacity of the public sector to meet them has 
decreased (Gilbert 1992). With the appropriate approach and sufficient support, good 
coordination and proper management, the community should be able to organise its needs and 
satisfy its requirement for basic services. 

3 . Community organisations in lndonesia 

The World Bank identifies a plethora of community organisations in Indonesia. In genera!, 
those organisations can be divided into four categories: (I) community self-help groups or 
'Lembaga Swadaya Masyarakat' (LSM), (2) promotion institutes for community self-help or 
'Lembaga Pembina Swadaya Masyarakat' (LPSM), (3) semi-govemmental organisations, and 
(4) other community-service and social organisations (see World Bank 1990: 135). 
In this paper, the term community organisation is restricted to an organisation categorised as 
serni-govemmental, that is sponsored and/or initialed by govemment. This type of organisation 
in Indonesia is called 'Lembaga Ketahanan Masyarakat Desa' (LKMD) or Village Community 
Resilience Institution. The notion of the LKMD was established in the beginning of 1980's by 
Presidential Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia No. 28 of 1980 (Yayasan Kesejahteraan 
Veteran I 1991 : 377). It has been implemented nationally in both urban and rural areas. 
According to Nordholt (1987), tha basic idea of the establishment of the LKMD was actually 
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created from a social institution called 'Lembage Sosial Desa' (LSD), or Village Social 
Institution, which was activated in Central Java province during the early 1950' s as an 
autonomous private institution. 
A study of the evolution of LSD to LKMD conducted by Nordholt (1987: 47 -63) reveals that 
the idea of a social institution in lndonesia emerged soon after Indonesian independence. In 
1946, the Indonesian Republican Government in Yogyakarta (centra! Java) (Soemantri 
Pratokoesoemo) initiated an idea for encouraging the populace called 'Bimbingan Social' 
(social guidance). The basic philosophy was self-help and self-development, a concept taken 
from the 'Taman Siswa' movement 'Taman Siswa' movement maintains the importance of the 
role of 'superiors', such as teachers, and the consequent 'top-down' guidance approach. 
However, it insists that this 'top-down' approach must not be used exclusively. "Although the 
concept 'self' was central in 'Bimbingan Social' [social guidance], a person was important as a 
member of the comrnunity, rather than as an individual" (Nordholt 1987: 48). The basic belief 
of the LSD was based on self-help community participation. Hence, "because of this basis, the 
Indonesian government now claims that the LKMD is a governmental instrument through 
which all democratie aspirations relating to village development can find an outlet" (Nordholt 
1987: 48). 
In the beginning of the 1980 's the government of Indonesia had established the top-down and 
bottorn-up planningprocessas a planning strategy for development. Consequently, comrnunity 
participation is required in the planning process and the LKMD is placed as a community 
representative at village level. This is clearly defined, in the Ministry of Home Affairs Degree 
No. 4 of 1981 and the Ministry of Home Affairs Regulation No. 9 of 1982, as the 
implementation of the bottorn-up planning approach (Steinberg 1991; Fritschi et al 1992; 
Soekardi 1992). 
According to regu1ation No. 4 of 1981, the LKMD has three main tasks in providing services 
to both rural and urban villages ('desa' and 'kelurahan '): "(a) to ensure development plans are 
basedon the principlesof concensus (musyawarah); (b) to mobilise community participation 
for imptementing integrated development, whether in govemment or community development 
activities; (c) to create dynarnic comrnunity conditions for maintaining the stability of desa and 
kelurahan security" (Yayasan Kesejahteraan Veteran RI 1991: 380). 
To govern the LKMD's activities, the village heads, whoare called 'Jurah' in urban areas and 
'kepala desa' in rural areas, automatically assume leadership. The main taskof the LKMD is to 
assist the village administration to manage village development efforts, including the 
organisation of annual village development meetings, and toprepare the yearly budget and the 
list of community needs regarding infrastructure and services. 
Other institutions that could be seen as community organisations, as the term is defined in this 
paper, are neighbourhood associations- 'Rukun Warga' (RW) and 'Rukun Tetangga' (Rn. ** 
These asociations are under the 'kelurahan' (urban village) administration of the loc al 
government. According to the Ministry of Home Affair Regulations, No. 7 of 1983, Chapter 
Three, Artiele 3, the aims of the RT and RW are as follows: "(a) maintaining and perpetuating 
the social values oflndonesians on the basis of 'gotong royong' spirit (mutual self-help) and 
kinship, (b) increasing the continuity of implementation of the government's tasks in 
development and social affairs, and (c) enlisting comrnunity self-help in attempting increasing 
standards of community welfare" (Yayasan Kesejahteraan Veteran RI 1991: 553). 
It appears that the main taskof the neighbourhood organisations (RW and RT) is to organise 
community panicipation through gotong-royong. From the urban development point of view, 
there are many success stories of urba:1 service delivery carried out by the RW/RT. Most 
studies about KIP and provision of other urban services (i.e., sanitation) suggest the RT is an 
important factor in the encouragement of comrnunity participation (Baross 1983; Silas 1987; 
Devas 1986; Gaymans 1986; Clarke et al. 1991). In addition, Clarke et al. (1991 : 36) point out 
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that regarding local planning and community mobilisation of KIP and provision of other basic 
services, the RW/RT are important organisations. 
It is important to recognise that the utilisation of community power in development 
programmes through organisations or institutions cannot be separated from the social and 
politica! structures of the country concerned. ldeally, the fruits of development are equally 
distributed to all community groups, including the poor, both in rural and urban areas. 

4. The nature of community organisation involvement in the solid waste 
management system 

In lndonesia, in many residential areas both in cities and at the village (Karnpung) level, solid 
waste collection is handled by the community (see e.g. Leitmann 1993; Clarke 1991; Si las 
1987; Sicular 1992; Poerbo 1991 ). Most 'kampung' areas are served by the neighbourhood 
organisations (RW/RT). Some neighbourhoods hire local garbage workers to collect their 
waste; others provide finance to the community organisation to organise solid waste collection. 
Ho wever, the performance of these organisations is stilllirnited both in terros of the quantity of 
waste remaval and the quality of service provided, due to poor management, insufficient 
equipment and poor working facilities (Sicular 1989 and 1992; Japan International Cooperation 
Agency/JICA 1987). 
In Ujung Pandang City, the community organisations (LKMD, RW and RT) have been 
directly involved in solid waste management since the beginning of 1992, particularly at 
kampung level where the LKMD has the responsibility for colleering solid waste in door-to
door operations and transferring it to a transfer point. These LKMD activities are coordinated 
by the village head, called the 'Lurah'. From the transfer point, solid wastes are hauled by 
trucks of the Department of Cleansing or 'Dinas Kebersihan' (DK) to a final disposal site 
(dumpfill). In fact, these systems function poorly because of mismanagement, inadequate 
equipment and facilities both in quantity and quality, Jack of pubtic conscientiousness and 
responsibility in participating in solid waste managementand insufficient budget to support the 
system (Pemerintah Kotarnadya Daerah Tingkat 11 Ujung Pandang 1991). 
The central management of solid waste disposal in Ujung Pandang City is coordinated by DK. 
In its daily operations, DK coordinates and cooperates with several agencies. They are known 
as 'dinas' in lndonesian. These agencies are Public Works, Gardening and Cemetery, and 
Construction Building ControL Other institutions that have a close relationship to DK, in 
particular in day to day operations, are the 'Carnat' (sub-district) office and the 'Kelurahan' 
(village office), and the community organisations (LKMD and RW/Rn. 
Each of these agencies has different tasks and concerns regarding solid waste management. 
The Department of Public Works is responsible for providing maintenance andrepair of the 
waste collection vehicles, and heavy equipment. In some cases, it also provides advice on the 
design and construction of transfer points (temporary waste stations). The Department of 
Gardening and Cemetery manages the parks and open spaces. The Department of Construction 
Building Control is responsible for controlling construction development with regard to solid 
waste management, and particularly that which is generared by developers. The Camat office 
and the Kelurahan are primarily responsible for coordinating waste collection activities carried 
out by LKMD and RW and RT and for coordinating and promoting community participation in 
city clean sing. 
The crucial activity for proper coordination is daily waste collection and transportation of the 
waste to the final disposal site. This includes both waste co1lection from householcts by LKMD 
and colleerion from transfer point by DK. The operational mechanism of solid waste collection 
between DK and LKMD has been coordinated to a eertaio extent. Nevertheless, the system of 
collection and transportation of solid waste handled in 'karnpung' areas by LKMD, and at 
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transfer points by the DK, is insufficient. It is evident that every day solid wastes are 
accumulating and spreading along the streets and in many places wastes block waterways 
(drains). 
There are three basic reasons why this is happening: the first related to problems at the DK 
level, the second to problems at the LKMD, and the third related to the autonomy of low level 
local government agencies. There are two ma in problems at the DK level. Firstly, there is a 
Jack of facilities and equipment for waste collection, such as vehicles and handcarts, which are 
required for moving household waste to transfer points and are also required for hauling the 
waste from transfer points to the final disposal site (dumpfill). Secondly, it takes a long time to 
load the waste into trucks. The average time required for garbage workers to load the truck is 
about 1 to 2 hours per transfer point. This is not because of the large amount of waste, but 
because the garbage workers are scavenging from the waste before they load it into the trucks. 
They separate recyclable matenals (inorganic waste: plastics, bottles, cans, skins, etc.) from 
organic wastes. According to them, materials that are collected by this scavenging activity 
make a substantial and necessary contri bution to their incomes. 
At the LKMD level, there is evidence which suggests that waste colleerion in 'kampung' areas 
is insufficient. There are two reasons for this. The first reason is a shortage of garbage 
workers. The number of householcts which needs to be served is too high compared to the 
number of refuse workers available. As a consequence, not all household waste is collected 
everyday. Usually, waste is collected once every three days. In the interim, it accumulates in 
waste bins, and is spread around by scavenging animals (rats, cats, and dogs). The second 
reason is the inadequate condition of the infrastructure. There are many houses in 'kampung' 
areas where the footpaths are narrow and unpaved, and where it is quite difficult to use a 
handcart to collect the solid waste. In this case, refuse workers use a bamboo basket to collect 
the solid waste from door to door, transferringit totheir handcarts that are parked far from the 
housing area. This form of waste collection is extremely time consuming and requires much 
energy from the refuse workers. These processes diminish the effectiveness and efficiency of 
waste collection. 
Finally, it seems that the autonomy of the lower level of local government agencies is being 
ignored. Several 'Camats' and 'Lurahs' claim that some of the development activities of 
sec tora! agencies and even internal agencies of the municipality of Ujung Pandang have been 
implemented in their jurisdiction, but that they were involved only as a formality. In this way 
'Camats' and 'Lurahs' were hadly involved at all in the programme management for the 
implementation of the Solid Waste Impravement Programme (SWIP) in 1990-1991. while 
many activities of the programme actually called for close cooperation and participation. For 
instance, they should have been involved in deciding on the number of waste containers 
provided by the SWIP in the kelurahans (kampungs) and in organising community 
participation to maintain the waste containers. Because of the low level of involvement of 
Carnats and Lurahs in the programme, many of the waste containers were broken. There was 
no institution responsible fortheir maintenance. 
In view of the limited number of vehicles for waste collection, their maintenance and service 
should be given high ptiority. Obviously the maintenance and service of vehicles aften takes a 
long time. This is because of the complexity of the procedure. For example, to service a waste 
collection truck a spare part may be required. In order to obtain the new spare part, the head of 
the service station of the Public Works Department must orderit through the Secretarial Office 
(the central office of the Mayor). This office would then forward the order to the Treasury 
office. This procedure means that it is a long time before the new spare part is received. While 
the truck is waiting for the spare part, solid waste is accumulating in the areas served by that 
truck. In this situation, the blame tends to be layed at the foot of DK and LKMD. 
It seems that the centralisation of administration only contributes to the inefficient procedures 
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described above. Besides that, the more precise cause may be the Jack of a sense of 
cooperation. It is suggested by Mulford and Rogers (1982) that cooperation between agencies 
involved is an important element in the provision of service delivery. 
In the coordination of the provision of service delivery, Ai ken et al (197 5) claim that three 
elements are involved. Firstly, the availability of resources and services when they are needed, 
called "comprehensiveness"; secondly, the linkage and continuity of elements required in the 
task, called "compatibility"; finally, a proper relationship between the agencies involved and 
the ability to work tagether on a common task, called "cooperation". 
In attempting to imprave the coordination system of urban development management, the 
municipalities of 'Kotamadya' Ujung Pandang have organised "development coordination 
meetings" (Rakorbang: Rapat Koordinasi Pembangunan). These meetings are held once a 
week (every Wednesday) and are attended by all agencies, including Camats and Lurahs. The 
meeting is chaired by the mayor. The main aim of these meetings is to facilitate inter-agency 
coordination, communication, and consultatien between all levels of government agencies. 
Through the meetings, the agencies have the chance to communieale their activities toeach 
other, to exchange information, to discuss, and to make agendas concerning future 
arrangements. In short, through these meetings, the agencies enhance their understanding of 
the necessity for coordination and cooperation in dealing with development programmes. 
It has been argued by several government officials that the coordination meeting is useful, 
especially as a forum for discussion, communication, and consultatien between all levels of 
government agencies. Unfortunately they have also claimed that, as an institution for 
coordination, it is ineffective. Their main argument is that there is no one agency that feels 
responsible as the coordinator. There are several govemment officials who argue that there are 
two institutions playing the role of coordinator of development activities in Ujung Pandang 
City. They are the "Secretariat Office" of the city government of 'Kotarnadya' Ujung Pandang 
and the Region al Planning and Development Agency (BAPPEDA). The farmer especially deals 
with administration arrangements and the latter deals with planning and implementation 
programmes. Other officials point out that the inefficiency of the coordination system between 
vruious levels of govemment agencies is a reflection of the leadership style of the bureaucrats. 

5. Concluding remarks 

The Department of Cleansing and the LKMD have not effectively coordinated to address solid 
waste collection. The problem of rnanaging solid waste disposal is directly related to four key 
factors. Firstly, insufficient werking facilities affect the waste colleerion capacity of the DK 
garbage werkers. Secondly, the system of loading waste at transfer points carried out by the 
DK's workers is ineffective. Thirdly, shortage of LKM garbage workers and inadequate 
infrastructure conditions in kampungs affect waste collection. Finally, insufficient consultatien 
and cooperation between high and low levels of govemment agencies affect the implementation 
of the solid waste management programme. 
Summing up, the current approach to dealing with solid waste problems in Ujung Pandang 
City is inadequate for two main reasons: insufficient funding is provided and bureaueratic 
sn·uctures are inefficient. This secend problem is itself a complex one: cleansing programme 
policies are undefined; the institutional framewerk to facilitate coordination and cooperation 
between levels of government authorities or between govemment authorities and community 
organizations is lacking, or weak at best; bureaueratic structure is poor; and organisational 
barriers exist. Since these problems are interrelated, focusing efforts on only one will not 
satisfy the needs of impravement as a whole. Hence, what is required is an integrated approach 
which can create proper coordination and cooperation of all parties involved. 
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RESCUING THE FUTURE: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEADING THE WA Y 

Liam Ryan 
University of Central Queensland, Australia 

Abstract: 

The paper examines two urban phenomena which have presented serious environmental threats 
on a global basis, the greenhouse effect and urban waste disposal from both public policy and 
environmental economics standpoints within the context of the Australian three-tiered system 
of Federal Govemment. 
The Federal Govemment's policy statements on key environmental issues are not always 
supported by the necessary enforcement procedures to ensure that 'practice' is changing in the 
direction of espoused principles. If mechanisms to ensure compliance with existing 
environmental regulations/policies similar to those used in the taxation arena were in place there 
would be considerable progress towards the 'clean and green' objective. 
The paper traces the comparatively recent emergence of environmental concern at the Federal 
level and the employment of the green lobby through the ballot box. 
At the state level in Queensland, environmental proteetion has only recently been accorded 
importanceon the politica! agenda after being virtually ignored for thirty years. However, the 
State Govemment's commitment to the mining industry (particularly coal) has, detracted from 
the credibility of its stated electoral commitment to pursue environmentally responsible 
policies. Finally, the paper examines two local govemment cases, the cities of Brisbane and 
Rockhampton, where genuîne attempts have been made to irnprove the urban environment, 
increase community awareness of environmental issues and encourage the adoption of 
environmentally-friendly waste management practices. 
As the level of govemment ciosest to the people who have to endure the direct effects of urban 
environmental degradation, local govemment is providing leadership in the campaign to rescue 
the future. 

Keywords: Greenhouse, Waste, Policy, Economics, Australia 

1 . Introduetion 

"The moral rules which forbid mankind to hurt one another (in which we must never forget to 
include wrongful interference with each other's freedom) are more vita] to human well-being 
than any maxims, however important, which only point out the best mode of rnanaging some 
department of human affairs". (MiJl, 1863). 
Public policy is supposed to enshrine the moral values of society. In civilised societies, the 
justice and equity considerations embedded in public policy provide a counter-balance to 
possessive individualism which tends to place material values above human well-being. 
Human well-being embodies quality-of-life attributes as well as the satisfaction of basic and 
higher order material wants. 
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The urban environment offers many economie, social and cultural advantages that remote areas 
do not possess, but the offsetting disamenity effects, including traffic congestien and noise, air 
and water pollution, detract from the overall urban quality-of-life. Those responsible for 
shaping urban public policy, although reasonable aware of the causes and effects of traffic 
congestion, and probably also aware of the main causes of atmospheric and water pollution 
(but less informed regard.ing their cumulative effects on the biosphere), have until recently 
shown little concern with eradicting 'public bads' at the source. Whilst the ultimate 
responsibility for developing appropriate pubtic policies resides with politicians, numerous key 
players or stakeholders, including the public at large, can initiate, shape and change policy 
measures. Politica! scientists argue that elected representatives cannot be blamed if the 
electorate is apathetic and does not express sufficient concern about a problem or issue to 
ensure that it is placed on the policy agenda. This view can be countered by suggesting that 
aspirants to pubtic office have a moral responsibility to act in the interestsoftheir electorates, 
and in the event of serieus environmental problems being detected, should have them 
investigated and their irnplications explained to the electorate which would then be better placed 
to understand the costs associated with the range of remed.ial options available. Removing a 
polluting souree such as a coalfired power station, for example, or intemalising the costs of 
the polJution it generates, could be the two options open to the electorate. Would the electorate 
opt for closing down the existing power station and constructiilg a new one outside the 
metropolitan area (which would have to be funded through an increases in taxes or charges), or 
would an increase in the price of dectricity to cover the costs of installing anti-poHution 
technology (if such were available) be preferred? 
The more environmentally conscious and informed the electorate, the more responsible would 
beits response. The fermer 'solution' may be unacceptable because the atrnospheric pollution 
would still continue to contribute to the enhanced greenhouse effect although its immediate 
deleterious effects would not be evident to those who had voted for the power house relocation 
being conscious of the fact that they had achieved a quality of life enhancement 
Would narrow community interests prevail over an expression of global responsibility, 
particularly when the preferred global solution imposes a costs on local inhabitants? 
Approaching the middle of the last decade in the twentieth century it is eneauraging to note that 
there is a growing politica! awareness of the importance of having responsible and effective 
environmental policies that transeend local, national and continental boundaries. However, it is 
not eneauraging to cbserve that the disparaging anti-environmentalist corporate rhetoric 
developed in response to the protest movements of the early 1970' s is still being persuasively 
used to the detriment of Spaceship Earth. The arguments are not new. In many cases their 
factual basis is dubieus or unfounded. In the main, they are put forward by large corporations 
and consortia that view any new piece of anti-pollution legislation, or increased enforcement of 
existing legislation, as a threat to existing production practices and profit levels. And 
surprising, the companies that these spokespeople represent are often regarded as good 
corporate citizens. Invariably these arguments are advanced on economie grounds and in a 
manner that constitutes a veiled threat to govemments in servicing their overall economie policy 
objectives. 

2 . Economics and the Environment 

The scarcity of resources relative to wants underpins the discipline of positive economics. 
Resources are classified as human and non-human. The non-human resources may be divided 
into renewable and non-renewable. There is a fini te amount of exhaustible or non-renewable 
resources such as mineral deposits. 
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Historically, human resources have increased in quantity with population growth as wellas in 
quality through better skilling and education. Renewable resources such as forests need to be 
selectively harvested, well-p1anned and managed if they are not to become depleted. The record 
with rain forest exploitation is dismal. Historically, conventional economics has taken toa
simplistic a view of resources, mainly because new frontiers were constantly being opened up 
and new resources being discovered so the concept of a 'fixed' quantity had no real meaning 
nor did it have any bearing on the rate of resource use. 
Boutding ( 1966) caused a bit of a shock when he pointed out that the environment itself had 
limits in terms of its ability to assirnilate or absorb the massive quantities of waste that were by
products of the production and consumption processes. 
Turner et al (1994) observe: 
"Boulding argued that we must cease to behave as if we lived in a 'cowboy economy', with 
unlimited new territory (i.e. resources, sourees and sinks) to be conquered and learn to treat 
plant earth as a 'spaceship'. The spaceship is a circular system in which every effort has to be 
made to recycle materials, reduce wastes, conserve exhaustible energy sourees and tap into 
potentially limitless energy sourees such as solar power". (p. 7). 
The realisation that conventional economie theory "offers no guarantee that the life support 
functions of natural environments will persist" focussed attention on ecosystem degradation as 
aresult of human activities and led to the development of the concept sustainable economie 
development and the subsequent emergence of the sub-discipline of environmental 
economics. 
A basic proposition of environmental economics is that the economie system can function only 
with the support of the underpinning ecological systems that constitute the biosphere. The 
economie system extracts resources (raw material and fuel) from the environment, applies 
human ingenuity to their conversion into goods and services and disposes of waste produels 
back into the environment, often in a non-biodegradable form. 
This constitutes a major paradigm shift, yet, with the passing of the 'concerned' late 1960's 
and early 1970's, sustainable economie development appeared fora while to have lost its real 
meaning, and instead of economie growth and development being viewed as objectives that 
embodied the concept of environmental responsibility, environmental concerns were viewed 
and publicised by industry as painful and often unnecessary constraints on progress. 
Governments sympathetic to the laissez faire approach to regional and urban development 
gave credence to the view that industrial development created jobs at the cost of some 
environmental (quality-of-life) forfeitures. The impacts of unemployment on individuals, 
families and the business community were immediate. Also, there was the possibility of 
politica! backlash because of higher unemployment levels. The impact of industrial pollotion 
may not be immediately obvious; its impact may be middle or long-term rather than immediate. 
The tradeoff for people with ongoing family and financial commitrnents may be easy to make 
due to the fact that they have not practical range of alternatives from which to choose. 
Considerations of matetial wellbeing will invariably dominate in such situations being in a 
sen se necessities within the hierarchy of wants. 
Politica! economists such as Stilweil (1974) argued that there was a "need for both materialistic 
and non-materialistic standards for judging economie systems". 
Citing Alonso (1971) in relation toa value system for developing urban and regional policy 
that goesbeyend purely materialistic considerations, Stilweil puts forward the following four 
criteria: 

"(I) Efficiency: the objective of achieving the highest aggregate material well-being of the 
popuiatien obtainable with the given resources of land, Iabour and capital. 

(2) Equity: the objective of securing a dis tribution of material consumption which is held to 
be consistent with ideas of fairness. 
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(3) Environment: the objectives of maintaining the quality of land, air and water so as to 
ensure the comfort (and, at the extreme, the survival) of the people and of preserving certain 
physical or zoological elements which have value for their own sake. 

(4) Life-Style: the (admittedly rather ill-defined) objective of providing living conditions 
which enable people to lead full andrewarding lives." (p. 4) 
These latter two criteria encompass the non-rnaterialistic considerations that are absent from the 
strictly materialistic interpretation of sustainable economie development where the dominant 
motive appears to be compliance with minimum standard legislation rather than pursuing any 
visionary notion of a social optimum. Typical of this narrow self-serving interpretation is that 
expressed by the Business Council of Australia (January 1991). 
"The over-riding principle to be enshrined in any new body (Environmental Proteetion 
Authority) is the need to achieve a balance of environmental and economie considerations". 
(p. 16) 
The point is that environmental issues are economie issues as is clearly spelt out by Turner et 
al (1994) in the Preface totheir challenging book "Environmental Economics": 
"Environmental economics has at last come into its own, some twenty years perhaps since the 
main writings that have served as its foundation. lts essence lies in a sequence of logica! steps: 
assessing the economie importance of environmental degradation; looking for the economie 
causes of degradation; and designing economie incentives to slow, halt and reverse that 
degradation. The fundamental presumption of environmental economics, now almost 
universally accepted, is that the environment is nota separate entity from the economy. 
Changes in one affect the other. No economie decision can be made that does not affect our 
natura! and built environments. No environmental change can occur that does not have an 
economie impact". (Preface, p.vii). 
The Business Council of Australia's cal! fora balance between economie and environmental 
considerations reflects the long-entrenched view that there is a tradeoff between economie 
growth and development (including income, export and job opportunity growth) and 
environmental proteetion considerations. 

3. Politics and the Environment: Some Australian Cases 

During the Green-ban campaign in Sydney between 1970 and 1974 the big property 
developers argued that by imposing green-bans the Builders Labourers' Federation (BLF) was 
denying their memhers jobs and holding back the commercial development of Metropolitau 
Sydney. Jack Mundey, BLF leader, was quick to point out that there was ten million square 
feetof vacant office space in Sydney's Central Business District while there was a chronic 
shortage of homes and flats for ordinary people and inner city residential areas were being 
wiped out to make way for car parks and commercial skyscrapers. The BLF asserted: 
"In this context, building workers are beginning to demand of governments, employers and 
architects that buildings which are required by the people should have priority over superfluous 
office buildings which benefit only the get-rich-quick developers, insurance companies and 
banks". 
Significantly, the union teamed up with environmentalist and heritage groups in taking action 
that placed wider community and urban environmental interests ahead of the immediate 
economie interests o its members. According to Burgmann (1993): 
"By 1974, 42 green-bans had been imposed, holding up well over $ 3000 million worth of 
development. Some people argued that the union was denying workers employment: the union 
replied that they did want to build buildings, but useful buildings such as kindergartens, 
homes for the aged, hospitals, homes for ordinary people, not the superfluous buildings for 
get-rich-quick developers that were destroying the built environment". 
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Social activist Mundey put the unions position succinctly: 
"What would we have said to the next generation? That we destroyed Sydney in the name of 
full employment? No, we wanted to construct buildings that were socially useful". 
Burgmann (1993) documents the 1970-79 campaign against uranium mining and the 1982-83 
campaign against the Tasmanian Hydro-Eiectric Commission's attempt to dam the FrankJin 
River which would have destroyed large areas of pristine wildemess, both of which were 
successful despite threats of job losses and drastic economie repercussions. 
In 1974, Labor Prime Minister Whitlam had pointed out that environmental issues were well 
and truly on the politica! agenda in Australia and that his govemment was the first Federal 
govemment in Australia "to attempt to develop sound environmental policies" observing that 
the Australian people had "become sharply a ware of the conflicting demands between growth 
and the preservation of the environment". A lot of the credit for this awakening should go to 
Jack Mundey's Green-bans which showed that well-organised, sustained and sharply focussed 
peaceful protests can be effective when backed by a groundswell of popular support. 
Politicians react to the pubtic expression of people power. 
Burgmann (1993) observes that the peace and green movements have much in common. Both 
are universalist; both cal! for radîcal changes in attitudes towards fellow humans and the 
environment; both are concemed with prevenring the destruction of the world we live in; both 
are prepared to use political tactics to gain access to the policy decision-making process. 
In Australia the movement against the war in Vietnam in which 50,000 Australians actively 
served, 450 were killed and several thousand were injured or suffered chronic dîsabilities from 
chemieals such as Agent Orange, marked the beginning or organised protest and the open 
association of a politica! party, the Australian Labor Party, with the peace movement which 
hitherto had been regarded as a somewhat eccentric and substantially irrelevant mînority but 
which was attracting massive support from young people confronted with conscription of jail 
for draft resistance. After more than two decades on the Opposition benches, the Australian 
Labor Party was elected to office in December 1972 and proceeded to immedîately honour its 
electoral promises to end conscription, release draft resisters and withdraw Australian troops 
from Vietnam. Th is was the real start of people empowerment in Australia. 
But the early 1970's witnessedan economie recession in Australia with unemployment rising 
to ten percent and intlation to seventeen percent. 
Environmental awareness, however, continued to strengthen with a particularly acrimonious 
struggle taking pace in Queensland to end sandrnining of FraserIsland - the largest sand island 
in the world supporting a unique ecosystem and with tremendous potential for ecotourism. In 
this instance, after prolonged litigation the conservationists won when the newly elected 
Liberal-Country Party led by Maleolm Fraser accepted the recommendalions of the Fraser 
Island Environmental Inquiry and refused to grant export licenses for minerals extracted after 
the eind of 197 6. But State govemment recrimînations against key activists we re severe. 
The Hawke Labor Government was elected to office in March 1983 replacing the Liberal
Country Party Fraser government which to its credit had over-ridden State rights in saving 
Fraser lsland, the Great Barrier Reed and Kakadu National Park south of Darwin from mining 
operations. Reluctant to intervene in the Tasmanian Franklin Dam controversy, the Fraser 
government had offered the Tasmanian government $ 500 million for the construction of a 
coal-fired thermal power station inslead of the FrankJin Dam. This gave the Labor Party the 
opportunity to deelare outright oppositîon to the dam thus attracting the green vote. On election 
the new government, as noted by Papactakis (1993) "used its powers over external affairs and 
over corporations to pass the World Heritage Properties Conservalion Act 1983 in order to 
prevent construction of the dam" (p. 114). Demonstraling its preferenee fora consensual rather 
than a confrontationalist :aproach to cantroversial issues, the Labor Federal government 
aJTanged that compensation of$ 277 million be paid to the Tasmanian governrnent - $ 200 
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million to subsidise energy supply over the subsequent ten years, $ 52 miltion to create 
alternative jobs and $ 25 million for expenditure on the Franklin Dam before the project was 
halted. 
Papactakis (1993) suggests that in pursuing environmental objectives the Australian Pederal 
government has relied heavily on legislation using "mechanisms like the environmental 
Proteetion (Impact of Assessment) Act, the Australian Heritage Commission Act, the 
Commonwealth National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act and the World Heritage 
Properties Conservation Act, introduced in the 1970's and early 1980's, to regulate conflicts 
between environmentalists and developers. The involvement of government in regulating 
conflicts has increased sharply and many new mechanisms have either been introduced orbeen 
under consideration" (p. 123). 
In recent years there has been an intensification of the federal governments interventionist role 
with the establishmen of a Resource Assessment Commission in 1989, the development of a 
National Soil Conservation Strategy and the development of an Ecologically Sustainable 
Development (ESD) Strategy. 
Actdressing the big global environmental issues the Ozone Proteetion Act 1989 was introduced 
to control the production, import and export of chemieals that damage the ozone layer and in 
October 1990 the government, on the recommendation of the Minister for the Environment, set 
a target of a 20 percent reduction in greenhouse gas ernissions (from 1988 levels) by the year 
2005. 
Burnup (1991), reporting on an environmental management tour of the United States observed 
that in the U nited S tates: 
"There is simply unequivocal acceptance of the importance of economie development as an 
integral part of conservalion in the mainstream debate". 
It would be eneauraging if this value position was reflected in practice through the enforcement 
of existing anti-pollotion legislation. 
A point raised by Burnup (1991) reflects a certain diffidence in the United States that Australia 
(or Australian industry in particular) should not follow, viz: 
"It is interesting to note that neither global warming nor loss of biodiversity appeared to be as 
pre-eminent (in the US) as they are on the Australian agenda". 
This is to Australia's credit despite the continuous reminders from resource industry executives 
that those who 'talk up' global warming and the depletion of the ozone layer are alarrnists. 
For example, Gosper (1990) CEO of Shell Australia, was prepared to assert: 
"My point is not whether or not the so-called greenhouse effect is real, but the almost religious 
fervour with which it is believed to be real. Any visitor to our shores would be struck by the 
certainty with which so many people, including politicians, scientists, journalists, politica! 
activists and above all young people, speak about the coming catastrophe and how we must 
take drastic action to avoid the most awful consequences. It seems to me a degree of cautious 
scepticism, based on an historica! appreciation of the inventiveness, resilience and adaptability 
of the human, together with a determination to research and investigate the subject more 
thoroughly, would be a much more appropriate response to the threat of global warming than 
we have seen so far". 
Th is is typical of the kind of propaganda issued by the resource industry leaders in Australia. 
Always there is the disparaging inference that concerned environmentalists are misinformed 
and industry has the concern and capability to adapt in time to prevent any imminent crisis. 
In reality, it is nota matter of averting the actverse effects of global wamiing, rather, it is an 
acceptance of the scientific evidence that is available and a deterrnining to tackle the sourees of 
the problem. In this endeavour and that of reducing urban waste generation, local govemment 
has taken positive actions in many countries. 
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4. The Motor Car Syndrome 

Australia, covering a total area of 7,682,300 square kilometres, has a population of 
approximately 18 million, yet, as noted by Stilweil (1993), "A higher proportion of the 
population livesin cities thanin any ether country, with the exception of tiny nations like 
Singapore and Hong Kong" (Preface, p. 7). 
A peculiar feature of urban development in Australia is "a high degree of metropolitan 
dominanee is each of the States with a low overall population density within these metropolitan 
areas" (Stilwell, 1993). 
All capita! cities have compact Central Business Districts (CBD's) with higluise office towers 
surrounded by scattered suburbia, and in all cases, satellite townships on the metropolitan 
fringe. 
From the mid-1970's onwards pubtic transport patronage (rail and bus) declined for all capita! 
cities reflecting the increasing dominanee of the private motor car for work and shopping trip 
purposes. (Refer Figure I). 
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Fig. 1: Rail and municipal bus trips 

By 1979 an all-time-low in termsof public transport patronage had been reached. The motor 
car, that juggemaut of progress that has been progressively ruining our world, had established 
its clear ascendancy. Throughout the 1970's, overseas consultants carried out transport studies 
for all Australian capita! cities and generated car-oriented solutions to problems of congestion 
and increasing u·avel times. Freeways, expressways and multi-storeyed inner city car park 
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complexes sprang up as 'eyesores' on the urban landscape, yet, due to the extent of motor car 
dependency, protests were few and those that did occur were relatively ineffective. 
Increasing car ownership led to urban sprawl, increased congestion, atmospheric pollution, 
Jonger work journeys, increased road and car park infrastructure expenditure and increased 
costof public facility provision in general but also yielded undisputed benefits such as greater 
mobility and flexibility in travel, greater access to job opportunities and access to outer 
suburban residentiallifestyles for city workers. 
In Australia, local government was not recognised as separate tier of government in the 1901 
Federal Constitution; as the bottorn tier of government, local government was responsible to 
State governments, and until the late 1970's had no direct access tofederal funding. State 
governments were responsible for the destruction of urban environments to accomrnodate 
motor car dependency. 

5. Grappling with the Greenhouse Effect 

In a Federation one would expect the Federal Government to set the standard for State and 
local governments on environmental proteetion and management matters and, by and large, this 
has been the case. 
However, given that the resource bases of States differ, some States may be more disposed to 
oppose the introduetion of a measure such as a carbon tax, as is presently being mooted in the 
May 1995 Federal Budget, on the grounds that it would have a discriminatory adverse effect 
on a State like Queensland which has a heavy involvement in coal production, mainly for 
export but also for electricity generation. 
The Senate Standing Comrnittee on Industry Science and Technologyin a 1991 report titled 
"Rescue the Future: Reducing the Impact of the Greenhouse Effect" noted that: 
"The Electricity Supply Association of Australia estimates that the generation of electricity 
accountsforabout 45% of Australia's carbon dioxide emissions and 20% of total greenhouse 
gases". 
The report also noted that "within the energy sector over 94% of the total warming impact of 
greenhouse gases is attributable to carbon dioxide emissions" (p. 13), whilst electricity 
generation accounted for 42% of the total. Petroleum products accounted fora high 34%. 
So the effect of a carbon tax would fall heavily on the electricity generation and transport 
industries initially but these cost increases would be passed on to end-users and this (not 
surprisingly) the Business Council of Austral ia has pointed out, will co st jobs, export earnings 
and wi\1 act as a deterrent on foreign investment on which Australia is particularly reliant at 
present with a volatile foreign trade situation and a particularly high level of overseas debt. 
Private vehicle users would also have to bear the direct impact of a tax on petroleuin that would 
raise the price by 5 percent per litre. With high car ownership ratios, this groups would also 
have to bear the final impact of the increased cost to industry which would be passed on to 
end-products. 
Leading media commentators have suggested that the present Pederal government, facing an 
election before the end of 1995 after seraping back to office in the last election, is ' testing the 
wind' with the mooted carbon tax in the hope that it wi\1 win back the support of 
environmentalists already disillusioned with the government's broken promises in relation to 
woodchip industry logging in certain sensitive forest areas. In addition, it has been suggested 
that latehing on toa carbon taxisnota reflection of the gaveroment's commitrnent to reducing 
the Enhanced Greenhouse Effect, rather, a desperate attempt to raise revenue in the context of a 
major budget deficit 'blow out' in the 1994/95 Budget. More than likely there is a twin
objective involved but it remains to beseen whether the government can withstand the pressure 
that will be brought to bear over the next couple of months by the po werf ui mining lobby and 
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the peak employer organisations. 
The government now appears to have developed a preferenee for the term environmental 
levy on carbon dioxide emissions.The change in name is related to the government's 
obligations under the Rio de Janeiro Conventions to keep greenhouse ernissions to 1990 levels 
by the year 2000, whereas in fact, ernissions have risen by one percent per annum over the 
past four years. Th is does notlook good for Australia within the ASEAN alliance and the near 
Pacific region where there is an expectation that Australia will provide environmental proteetion 
leaderschip for emerging econornies. 
The Intergovemmental Panel on Climatic Change (IPCC), established in 1988 under the 
auspices of the World Meteorological Association and the United Nations Environment 
Program, pointed out that in order to stabilise human-made greenhouse gas ernissions at 1990 
levels it wou1d be necessary to reduce carbon dioxide emissions immediately by 60%. The 
National Greenhouse Advisory Comrnittee (1992) points out that "lt is important to distinguish 
between efforts to stabilise (or reduce) emissions and attempts to stabilise the level of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere (the concentrations). Stabilising ernissions would mean 
that greenhouse gases would continue to increase in the atmosphere at the same rate as they are 
(do?) now. Stabilising the atmosphere (stabilisation) refers to lirniting the concentrations of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere at a eertaio level" (p. 39). 
Given this scenario, whilst a carbon tax (or environmentellevy) may be viewed as having the 
same effect as a price rise and thus would then to reduce the usage of electricity or petroleum, 
the reduction in the demand for either depends on the elasticity of demand with respect to price, 
that is, the ex tent to which demand will decrease after the imposition of the carbon tax. And 
there is evidence that the demand for both produels is highly inelastic so the desired effect 
cannot be obtained. The net effect would tend to be a revenue gain for the govemment offset 
by a disposable income loss to the consumer- a situation little different from one where a tax is 
imposed on meat or bed linen or any other consumption item. If the revenue raised from the 
carbon tax was earmarked for initiatives that would reduce greenhouse gas ernissions it would 
reflect a stronger environmental philosophy on the part of the govemment. 
The most recent position stated by the Federal Treasurer is that half the billion dollars raised by 
a $ 1.50 levy on carbon dioxide per tonne produced will be earmarked for environmental 
proteetion purposes and the other half will be applied to budget deficit reduction. (Australian, 8 
February 1995, p. 1). 
In May 1994 the Federal government released a report by the House of Representatives 
Standing Committee on the Environment, Reereatien and the Arts, titles "Greenhouse 
Response - effectiveness of the implementation of an interim program". The report contains the 
stark reminder: 
"Despite its relatively small population Australia makes a significant contribution to net global 
greenhouse gas emissions. It ranks fifteenth in the world list fo contributors and has the third 
highest souree of emissions on a per capita basis. It has been estimated that by the year 2005, 
over two-thirds of Australian major greenhouse gas ernissions wiJl be due to the supply and 
use of energy. The two largest users of energy in Australia are the transport and manufacturing 
sectors, which each account for justover one-third of energy use" (pp. 1-2). · 
This rep01t was critica! of the government's Jack of genuine commitment to the National 
Energy Management Program (NEMP) noting that " ..... the measures in National Greenhouse 
Response Strategy have been described in an independent review by non-govemment 
organisations as 'vague and non specific' and it has been predicted that the strategy will 'not go 
nearly far enough tomeet the 20% reduction target or even the stabilisation target" (p. 9). 
The review noted that there was no evidence of "a fundamental shift in priorities away from 
fossil fuels and that the overwhelming majority of Govemment energy R & D money still goes 
towards fossil fuels, particularly coal" (p. 9). 
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The review also suggests that the gaveroment's lack of commitment to the program is clearly 
evidence by the inadequate funding the program has received over the past six years, viz: 
table 1. 

Table 1 
Funding of National Energy Management Programme 

Year Australian $ 

1988/89 $ 397,000 
1989/90 $ 953,000 
1990/91 $ 4,248,000 
1991/92 $ 4,475,000 
1992/93 $ 6,786,000 
1993/94 $ 6,389,000 

The review was hard-hitting and finnly placed the blame on government noting: 
"The reductions in greenhouse gas emissions estimated for the NEMP represem only 10 per 
cent of those necessary to meet the interim greenhouse gas reduction targets set by the 
Government in October 1990" (p. 33) and · 
"It is a profound concern to the committee that the issue of the remainder of the required 
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, including those from electricity generation and from 
industry, has yet to be seriously addressed. 
Significant savings in energy consumption can be made in the industry sector but it is an area 
that has been left to the marketplace and, as such, has received limited attention in the NEMP. 
Action is urgently required to extend the impact of the NEMP towards reducing industry's 
energy consumption" (p. 33). 
Here we have a case of a government adopting a 'high ground' policy but lacking the 
commitment to make the hard decisions that are necessary to ensure its delivery. 

6. Waste Disposal 

In September 1994 the Senate Standing Committee on Environment, Reereatien and the Arts 
released a significant report titled "Waste Disposal". The problem is clearly identified in the 
introduetion to the report, viz: 
"There is now a general appreciation that the current high levels of consumption without the 
efficient use of resources and waste minimisation are not ecologically sustainable. Currently 
the Australian average waste disposal path was estimated to be 96 percent to landfill, 3 percent 
recycled and one percent is either incinerated or treated by alternative means" (p. 1). 
The report provides an extensive review of waste disposal technologies and places particular 
emphasis on the disposal of toxic and hazardous waste. The repor.t notes that "The 
Commonwealth, State and Territory governments have agreed to a 50 percent reduction in 
waste by the year 2000", as the key objective of the National Waste Minimisation and 
Recycling Strategy. Yet the committee notes with some alarm, that the level of waste 
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generation is rising and the problem of finding adequate landfill sites is acute. 
So, although there is general political agreement on the need "to develop an integrated approach 
to waste prevention and minimisation", neither industry nor the comrnunity at large are well
informed about the principles of the strategy or how it is to be implemenled and monitored. 
Likewise, State and local government are confused in relation to their respective 
responsibilities and the standards and targets that the Commonwealth is trying to achieve. 
One matter that was repeatedly drawn to the Committee's attention was that private waste 
disposal companies, due to the nature of their contracts with companies and local govemments, 
"did not have any incentive to reduce the amount of waste to be disposed of, nor to reduce the 
distance the waste was transported" (p. 257). 
There appeared to be no shortage of waste disposal technologies but serious doubts were 
raised regarding the 'environmental friendliness' of a range of waste disposal 'solutions' 
particularly incinerators used to dispose of hospital and toxic waste. 
Although the repon devoted a substantial chapter to the idea of waste rninimisation none of its 
seventeen key recommendations addressed this issue.The Comrnittee's repon recognised the 
central role of local government in waste management (Recommendation 16) but did notlink 
this to the severe financial constraints under which local government operates which if it had 
been highlighted, could have opened the door for some Commonwealth suppon for local 
govemment waste management, monitoring and recycling activities. 
The Queensland Government's Environmental Proteetion Act 1994 (yet to be gazetted) states 
its object as follows: 
"The object of this Act is toproteet Queensland's environment while allowing for development 
that improves the total quality of life, both now and in the future, in a way that maintains the 
ecological processes on which Iife depends ("ecologically sustainable development"). The Act 
requires industries and local government to develop their own environmental management 
programs which have to be approved by the relevant govemment depanment and spells out 
offences and penalties under the Act to ensure that "best practice environmental management" 
is achieved. 
In Queensland, expenditure on pollulion abatement and control is funded predorninantly by 
local govemment which accounted for 90 percent of the total in 1990-91, with the State paying 
for 9 percent and the Commonwealth only one percent. This paper concludes by exarnining 
some of the waste disposal practices of Brisbane City Council serving a population of three
quarters of a million and Rockhampton City Council serving a population of 60,000. 

7 .The Brisbane City Council Waste Management Operation 

Brisbane City Council has become a pacesetter in the area of waste management in Queensland 
and Australia. Brisbane City residents generate an average of 1.4 tonnes of refuse per person 
annually. The Brisbane City Council, in line with Federal Government policy, has set a goal of 
reducing this by 50 percent by the year 2000. 
In 1992/93 the Council implemenled the first stage of its long term waste management strategy 
based upon: 
• the issue of compost bins at cost price to every householder applying for them; 
• the introduetion of Australia's largest kerbside recycling scheme involving more than 

240,000 households; 
• replacing old refuse tips with state-of-the-art recycling and transfer stations; and 
• setting up recycling drop-off stations at former refuse tips to gather larger items for 

recycling ( material too bulky for 'wheelie bin' disposal). 
The dornestic composting scheme was launched with good supporting publicity and within a 
few weeks 15,000 composting bins had been sold. The objective was to achieve participation 
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of at least a third of Brisbane householcis and thereby remove 18,000 tonnes per annum from 
the waste stream. 
The kerbside recycling scheme was launched in June 1993 with the first batch of 240 litre 
recycling bins being delivered by contractors to householders. These bins which were collected 
fortnightly, separated recyclable glass, paper, plastic, cans and boules, aluminium and tin cans 
from the waste stream. Two recycling transfer stations commenced operation in June 1993. 
The Council had engaged consultants Maunsell Pty Ltd to prepare a solid waste management 
plan with a 20 year time horizon for the city. The Consultant's Report was released in June 
1993. A principal aim of the plan was: "To develop detailed targets for achieving reductions in 
the quantity of solid waste going to disposal in line with the principle objective set by 
administration of a 50% reduction by the year 2000." (p. 1) 
Brisbane City Council, already in the forefront in terrus of waste management and pollution 
con trol, is fully committed to implemenring this strategie plan for developing a highly effective 
waste reduction program and as the first major council in Australia toadopt such a policy, has 
become a role model. 
The Brisbane City Council has had valuable input to the State Government South East 
Queensland 2001 (SEQ2001) Regionale Planning Advisory process for waste management. 
The Council has backed its initiatives with a pubtic education program. City residents have a 
feeling of pride of ownership in the program. 
The Council has singled out the waste categones that have shown the highest recent growth 
rates as the areas where the greatest reductions are to be achieved setting the following targets 
based on 1990 data. 
• A 35% reduction in household waste by 1995 and a 60% reduction by the year 2000, that 

is, 10% above the national target. 
• A 25% reduction in commercial industrial and building waste by 1995 and a 40% reduction 

by the year 2000. 
To assist in generating attitudinal change towards waste minimisation the Council has 
introduced landfill charges on a user-pay basis. 
The program is an ambitious one, but its targets are believed to be feasible and the necessary 
data for effective petformanee monitoring are being collected. 
This is a clear case of local govemment leading the way. 

8. The City of Rockhampton's lntegrated Waste Management Achievements 

. In 1991 Rockhampton City Council embarked on the implementation of an integrated waste 
management strategy which achieved a spectacular 70 percent reduction in waste deposited in 
its Iandfill facility over the frrst two years. 
Starring with a waste audit in May 1991, the Council 's Health Department commenced a 
systematic categorisation of waste and introduced monthly surveys of the landfill facility. 
In January 1992 the Council commenced a recycling program which by June 1994, had 
achieved 17 percent avoidanee of Iandfill finished volume. 
The Council conducted a well-designed community awareness programtoengage broad-based 
support for the waste minimisation strategy and assisted industries and public utilities in 
designing their own waste minirnisation strategies. 
The Council's strategy has a 20 year timeframe and includes the following: 
• waste souree reduction 
• a Iandfill strategy 
• a recycling strategy 
• a green office waste strategy 
• a green waste shredding and composing strategy 
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• detailed statistica! monitoring 
• a continuous community awareness program 
• monitoring emerging technology/practices in the recycling/waste management arena 
• regular environmental auditing. 
Out of 134 local government authorities, Rockhampton tied with Townsville in winning the 
Queensland Local Government Association's 1994 Award for Environmental Management 
Excellence. 
'Clean-Up-Australia Day' founder and 1993 Australian of the Year, Ian Kierman, described 
Rockhampton 's recycling program asthebest in Australia. 
Local govemment in Queensland is leading the way in waste minimisation, waste management, 
waste recycling and environmental enhancement. 

9. Concluding Comments 

This paper has not addressed ozone layer depletion issues; Australia has taken this threat 
seriously and has already introduced tough measures to reduce the use of chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFC's). 
The Federal Government's record on carbon dioxide reduction, as already noted, falls well 
below its conunitments given at the Rio de Janeiro Convention but the imposition of an 
environment levy in the coming Budget will bring this issue into prominence. 
Local government as the tier of government in ciosest touch with community values is leading 
the way in the areas of waste minimisation, recycling and environmental enhancement. 
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F. Urban and regionat disasters & strife 

Introduetion and chapter synopsis 

In the section "Urban and regional disasters & strife", three global and three local contributions 
have been included. 

Lohman covers in his artiele on "vulnerability reduction and sustainable development" two 
main issues: that of reduction of vulnerability and its relation to sustainable developments. It is 
based on recomrnendations from the frrst world conference on natural disaster reduction. 

In the second contri bution "Mapping indicators for policy makîng in politically unstable and 
economically weak regions", Van der Meulen offers, as a frrst step towards a methodologically 
adequate early warning approach for risk assessment in politically unstable and/or 
economically weak regions. Though the current approach works with mapping indicators at 
country level, the consequences for the urbanized areas in countries studied are obse1ved as 
rather obvious. Analysis results are based on data collected for the countries in the Africa 
continent. 

In the second global contribution "Shelter and resettiement in emergencies", Nimpuno outlines 
the policies for the construction of refugee carnps under emergy conditions such as armed 
conflicts and natural disasters. In 1994 affecting over fifty million people. 
It is argued that planning and building regulations applied to regulate human settlements are 
ignored and set aside. Since refugees usually stay in those camps for many years, civil strife 
calls for settlements with a sustainable environment using appropriate technologies and 
materials. Proposals in that line are affered and explained. 

In the first local contribution Nutulaya describes "Land subsidence in Bangkok". Land 
subsidence in Bangkok, amongst others caused by groundwater utilization, contributes 
seriously to the regular floods in this area. It is explained that recomrnendations made to policy 
makîng and responsible authorities have not resulted in measures which may lead to proper 
solutions yet. A policy for a sustainable environment for econornically boorning Bangkok is 
still pending and a serious t)ueat or even a disaster for the urban wellfare and economie 
development. 

In the second local contribution "Natura! disaster reduction in Pacific Island countries", 
Vrolijks discusses the impact of natura! disasters in relation to urban development and 
population growth in this extensive area. A region al strategy for disaster management has been 
established within the UN framework and in that light a pilot project for earthquake risk 
reduction in Suva, Fiji has been explained. 

In the final contribution to this section "water related disasters in urban areas" a survey and a 
possible defence strategy for disasters in urban areas in Hungary are sketched by Gayer. Such 
disasters are conneeled with water supply and urban sewerage/drainage. Some suggestions are 
offered to reduce their effects and to develop a practice of defence services. 
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VULNERABILITY REDUCTION & SUST AINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Abstract: 

Ernst J.A. Lobman 
UN/DHA- IDNDR Secretarial Geneva 

The rising scale, number and complexity of disasters challenges us to adopt comprehensive 
and innovative approaches to cope with disasters. The brunt of disasters is bome by vulnerable 
groups, particularly the poor and socially disadvantaged groups in developing countries. The 
World Conference on Natura! Disaster Reduction (Yokohama, Japan, 23-27 May 1994) 
brought tagether po1icy makers, scientists and technicians for the first time to forge new and 
comprehensive strategies to deal with disasters. The conference noted that: 
1 . Disaster reduction must be integrated into sustainable development policies. 
2 . Each country bears the primary responsibility for protecting its people from disasters. 
3. Regional and international cooperation is needed to build a global "preventive culture" of 

disaster management. 
4. Countries should view the Yokohama Strategy fora Safer World as a call to action, and to 

u se IDNDR as a catalyst for change. 
The paper is basedon the addendum to the General Assembly Report on the World Conference 
on Natura! Disaster Reduction, and outlines the IDNDR Programme during the next year until 
the 50th General Assembly. It is the first result of the statements during the World Conference, 
the Plenary, the Main and Technica! Committees. 

Keywords: disaster, reduction, vulnerability, sustainability, actieins 

1 . Programme development 

The Yokohama Strategy and Plan of Action provide a mid-terrn review of the Decade and 
recomrnendations for the next five years. The recomrnendations indicate that countries should 
strengthen their capacities for disaster management and focus on promotion, inforrnation and 
communication in the field of disaster reduction, and that the IDNDR should support these 
actions. The programme should not only involve the national governments and UN 
organizations, but also include more vigorously the NGOs, the private and business sectors. A 
strengthened IDNDR programme must promate the integration of disaster reduction with 
national and local programmes for sustainable development in particular through relevant 
capacity building, institutional and legal arrangements, and prioritized funding mechanisms. 
The Strategy and Plan of Action also indicate that regional disaster reduction programmes 
should be established leading to country programrnes, and benefitting from the exchange of 
experiences within the region. Priority should be given to reducing risks to vulnerable 
communities. The role of "grassroots" organizations is important in this respect. Capacities to 
evaluate disaster reduction programmes should be strengthened. Systematic pre- and post-
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disaster evaluations should be carried out. IDNDR will propose mechanisms to stimulate the 
above actions during the next year. 

2. Policy and strategy 

During the technica} sessions held at the World Conference in Yokohama it was agreed that: 
a) during the second half of the Decade the emphasis should focus more on small comrnunities, 
the causes of their vulnerability and the endeavours needed to identify and address those 
causes; b) the disproportionately high burden carried by women in disasters must be 
recognized and addressed in national and local disaster preparedness planning; c) the need to 
involve non-governmental organizations, the Red Cross and Red Crescent, and other 
community based groups more fully in the second half of the decade must be addressed; and d) 
disaster preparedness planning must take into account the amplifying effect that conflict has 
upon the suffering triggered by natural hazards. 

Future activities should give particular priority to: providing fully a clear sequence of activities 
for each disaster type (or scenario) treated; systematic lesson-learning from case studies; wider 
exchange of experiences between countries; special analysis of problems of fast-growing cities; 
full evaluation of socio-economie consequences of disasters; better cost-effectiveness studies 
on preventive measures; emphasis on low-cost and easily applied corrective measures; and to 
the transfer of technology to improve early waming systems. In order to achieve the practical 
application, and implementation, of these recommendations, the coordination of policy 
development for disaster reduction needs to be strengthened, based on systematic evaluation of 
"lessons learned". Crisis managementandrelief bodies must, as a matter of urgency, assist in 
using the opportunities created by disasters to set into motion the disaster reduction activities. 

3. Action 

- at the national & locallevel 

The recommendations by the Main Conunittee regarding the interface between the pubtic and 
private sector and voluntary organizations stress the need to strengthen the partnership between 
these sectors. 

National & local governments 
It is the prime responsibility of national and local governments to ensure the safety of their 
citizens. They should pay attention to the large number of national and local government 
organizations and institutions that are normally involved in risk reduction. The essential taskof 
the national and local government is to recognize the above potential, respond to initiatives, 
allocate responsibilities, coordinate effort where necessary, and formalize partnerships. It is 
also important for governments to provide a lead by setting an example of disaster management 
in all that they do. This interaction wiJl be most important between the national and Iocal 
governments. IDNDR will make every effort to assist the national and local govemments in the 
execution of this crucial task. 

Private Sector 
The private sector is attaching increasing attention to the issue of reducing natural disasters. 
Private companies are beginning to reformulate the notion of risk management, taking into 
account the consequences of severe natura! events. This is also the result of a new attitude of 
the private sector towards the "public interest" of reducing the impact of natural disasters. After 
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the World Conference, the public sector at large, and the UN system in particular, stand a 
unique chance to start a fruitful cooperation with the industry on disaster related issues. The 
private sector is - like any other segment of society - a victim of disasters. But at the sarne time 
the private sector is of ten the most active souree of technology and innovation for coping with 
natura! hazards. For this reason private companies represent a valuable stock of resources in 
terrus of technology, know-howand financial support which must be mobilized. lhsurance, 
construction, transport, agriculture and telecommunication have particular interest in disaster 
reduction. 

Non govemmental organizations 
Sufficient and qualified manpower and institutions are needed, not only at the governmental 
but also at "grassroots" levels, to develop local disaster reduction plans. The non-govemmental 
sector and Community associations can play an important role locally. Strong NGO 
'Networks' need to be developed in disaster-prone countries to improve the dialogue with the 
national govemment and to assure a frequent and systematic exchange of experience at the local 
and grassroots levels. An important step in this direction was the establishment of a NGO Co
ordination Group during the World Conference. 

Institutions 
The capacities of national and local research and training institutions need to be inventoried, 
and these capacities should be directed towards national and local disaster reduction planning 
and implementation. Inter-university programmes between developing and developed countries 
should be promoted. 

- Media 
The World Conference also highlighted the importance of good contacts with the media, as part 
of the promotional activities, and emphasizes collaboration between media representatives and 
disaster management professionals to encourage and facilitate better coverage of disaster 
reduction activities. Special audio-visual programmes need to be developed tagether with the 
media, to address the various aspects of disaster reduction. During the next two years special 
attention will be given to the proteetion of vulnerable communities, as recornmended by the 
participantsin the World Conference. 

Research 
Special attention needs to be given to disaster reduction in smal! and large cities. National 
research programmes will be needed to address early waming, disaster preparedness, crisis 
management and post-disaster reconstruction. Special attention will be given to synthesize 
plans that ex.ist and to determine obstacles in implemenring them. 

Information & communication 
For the implementation of the Yokohama Strategy and Plan of Action the exchange of 
information between local, national and regional organizations, and individuals, needs to be 
improved, with particular emphasis on establishment and providing easy access to information 
systems which support planning and management, and on information regarding ongoing 
disaster reduction activities and disaster reduction needs indeveloping countries. 

- at the regionallevel 

The World Conference emphasized the importance of regional programmes within which 
country programmes could be developed. Regional organizations could play a crucial role in 
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assisting countries to include disaster reduction in sustainable development plans, through 
promotion of good examples in the region. Special resolutions in this regard have already been 
adopted by some Regional Commissions. Inter-regionat organizations should support and 
mobilize resources for disaster reduction. 

Regional eentres 
Regional eentres wil! be strengthened to support the local and national disaster reduction 
activities. Their task will be to give supporttoa network of national institutions in all what they 
need and what cannot be providedat globallevel, and facilitate linkages in this network. 

Regional networks of institutions and experts 
The Development of regional and sub-regional 'networks', brioging politica! decision makers, 
planning and other technica! and scientific professionals together, are an important part of 
IDNDR's strategy to assure regional exchange. IDNDR has over the years developed access to 
scientific and technica! information regarding institutional and individual capabilities. 

Regional programme development 
Regional workshops are considered as an important mechanism to stimulate regional 
programme development. Such workshops are being implemented towards the end of 1994 
and 1995. These regional initiatives will lead to comprehensive regional programmes and 
activities for implementation during the second half of the Decade. 

- at the internationallevel 

The IDNDR Secretariat, with the SHLC & STC, shall work in close coordination with the UN 
system, NGOs, the scientific community, financial institutions, and the private sector. 
Emphasis shall be placed on networking, awareness raising, training, research, publications, 
technology transfer, preparedness and prevention. 

UN system 
The cooperation with various UN bocties and agencies has significantly contributed to 
successes during the first half of the Decade. The mechanisms for cooperation wil! continue to 
be developed. Cooperation with regional UN organizations, and at the nationallevel, has also 
contributed to this success. The mandate and responsibilities of the IDNDR Inter-Agency 
Steering Comrnittee and its Working Group should be expanded to reflect the World 
Cohference recommendations, to build long term mechanisms to coordinate, communicate and 
streamline disaster reduction activities. 

Scientific Community 
Various scientists, and scientific unions or institutions have played a vita! and supportive role 
in the development of the Decade. Projects implemented by the scientific community are being 
promoted within the framework of the Decade. Application of the results of scientific research 
and the transfer of appropriate knowledge and technology are among the priorities of the 
Decade. Priority will be given to research focused on reducing risks to vulnerable 
communities. The Scientific and Technica! Committee (STC) assisted in formulating the 
programmes of the Decade. The promotion of a number of illustrative projects is an important 
component of the overall programme framework . The objective of these illustrative 
programmes and projects is to provide good examples to people who are involved in disaster 
reduction in disaster-prone countries. 
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Financial institutions 
IDNDR will promate private and pubtic investrnent in disaster reduction. For this purpose 
financial institutions at international, regional and national level will be actively approached to 
include disaster reduction as part of their investment plans. The dialogue with them should 
focus on obstacles to incorporating disaster reduction and how they can be overcome. 
Concerted approaches with agencies, NGOs, companies and scientists in this regard will be 
explored. Earmarking special funds for disaster reduction, befare development plans are 
implemented in disaster-prone regions would be beneficia] both to investors and vulnerable 
communities. The social and economie cost-effectiveness of disaster reduction wiU be stressed 
in the promotional campaigns towards these institutions. 

4 . Programme coordination 

IDNDR Mechanisms: 

Special High Level Council (SHLC) & Scientific and Technical Camruittee (STC) 
While the objective and goals contained in the International Framework of Action for the 
IDNDR (res. 44/236), and the targets for the Decade endorsed by the General Assembly (res. 
46/149), remaio the guiding principlesof the Decade, the Yokohama Strategy and Plan of 
Action puts the emphasis on critical gaps identified, based on the assessment of progress made 
in the field of natura! disaster reduction half way through the Decade. Therefore, the 
mechanism created for the Decade (Special High-Level Council (SHLC), Scientific and 
Teehoical Committee (STC) and the Secretariat) obviously needs to be adapted. The STC has 
fulfilled a valuable role during the frrst half of the Decade in promoting and identifying fields of 
action, defining targets, programmes, promoting national comrnittees, reeommending actions, 
mobilizing the scientific community etc .. There should be a balance of specialists, including 
media experts, and representatives from the private sector and NGOs. The tasks of the SHLC 
needs to be revised, and it is proposed to consolidate the functions of the SHLC with those of 
the STC. The memhers of this consolidated composition should represent the main Decade 
interested parties including donors and beneficiaries, and politica] and financial interests, 
notably those disaster-prone and donor countries which are active in the field of disaster 
reduction, media, NGOs, private sector as wel! as the scientific community. 

National IDNDR Camruittees 
Among the many national IDNDR committees some have experienced difficulties in 
performing their role effectively. The National IDNDR Committees should, during the second 
half of the Decade, have a more active role, and function, in the implementation of disaster 
reduction programmes and projects. The national IDNDR committees should include 
representation from the relevant sectors: pubtic administration, the financial sector, the 
scientific community, planners, media and private sector. The new SHLC & STC wil! be 
asked to become more directly involved with support to national committees. Closer 
cooperation between national camruittees and UN disaster management teams is further 
advocated. 

IDNDR Secretafiat 
The IDNDR Secretariat, integrated in DHA, will continue to coordinate IDNDR activities of all 
decade partners, including the UN system, NGOs, the public and private sector. The IDNDR 
Secretanat shall facilitate network-building, particularly at global and regional level, lead 
advocacy and awareness-raising efforts for an integrated approach to management; identify and 
promoterelevant research, technology, preparedness plans, training, publications etc. related 
to disaster reduction. 
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5. Activity streams 

The programme framework reflects the proposals made for implementation of the outcome of 
the Yokohama Conference, and refers to four major activity streams, briefly described below: 

Promotion 
IDNDR will need involvement of public information & communication professionals to study 
the implications of the World Conference, and to develop a post-conference public information 
strategy. Where the Yokohama Strategy and Message fit, they should be put on the agenda of 
Conferences, meetings and workshops. Jnformation materials, including press features and 
audio-visuals, need to be made available to the media covering relevant conferences and 
seminars. The production and use of audio-visuals should be more active to promote disaster 
reduction. As discussed during the Round Table Meeting during the World Conference in 
Y okoharna, support is required to create documentation eentres on disaster reduttion. 

Information & Communiearlon Systems 
Following the recommendations of the World Conference, the IDNDR will also strengthen 
capacities in the field of information systems development and the exchange of information 
worldwide between organizations and individuals on disaster reduction. Emphasis should be 
placed on improving information and communication technology, and to identify the required 
means of meeting the needs, possibly from international sourees of funding, expertise or other 
resources. 

Knowledge & technology 
For the implementation of the Yokohama Strategy and Plan of Action the IDNDR will 
strengthen capacities in the promotion, methodology development, coordination and 
application of research and evaluation. Emphasis will be put on the application of existing 
knowledge and technology. 

Management & Coordination 
For the implementation of the Yokohama Strategy and Plan of Action the IDNDR will 
strengthen capabilities for project development, management, monitoring and coordination, 
with particular regard to the regional level, in close collaboration with IDNDR National 
Committees. The liaison with donors and recipient countries, inter-agency coordination and 
cooperation in the field of disaster reduction, cooperation with the private sector and NGO's 
will be enhanced. 
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MAPPING INDICATORS FOR POLICY MAKING IN POLITICALLY 
UNSTABLE AND ECONOMICALLY WEAK REGIONS 

Abstract: 

George G. van der Meuten 
Compuplan Foundation, The Netherlands 

Suddenly and more frequently the world popwation is shocked by relatively unexpected evehts 
of civil war explosions in eertaio countries, which take huge amounts of victims and have 
dramatic and obviously long Iasting negative consequences fortheir economies. More or Iess 
recent examples are farmer Yugoslavia, Rwanda and Yemen. 
It is probably important that the international community views these events in their own 
interest as well, economically, socially, emotionally and psychologically. Once the explosion 
has occurred, matters caooot be reversed, and it is obviously understood that aid and/or 
support affered to the country involved may result in a mitigation of the violence locked up in 
the 'seat of the fire', but this is by no means sure. 

/This means that, in principle, a need for monitoring and early waming is required. The major 

\

difficulty to do so concerns the Jack of understanding the processes in a society which will 
cause such events, and, moreover, methodologically it is rather complex to establish a number 
of related factors which may offer useful forecasts in these matters with obviously severe 
consequences for the popu1ations in the densely popu1ated urbanized areas. 
Nevertheless, initiatives in that view should be undertaken. The following conu·ibution has to 
be understood as such. It is a first step in which available information on the country level is 
considered and analyzed to see if the values of eertaio indicators of a particular country 
currently demonstraling a politically unstable and/or weak economy are camparabie with those 
of other countries showing more or Iess the same features. 
The intention of the pc software program "PeerRisk"*, is to try and find for such comparable 
circumstances. "Peei-Risk" is developed by CampupJan in which data handling and thematic 
analyses are executed with the above mentioned purpose. The current stage of this program is 
just a prototype for data handling, analysis, and monitoring, as well as for mapping of both 
thematic and analysis results. In this contribution the background and the approach of the 
program are explained and African countries have been used for application examples. 

Keywords: Mapping, Indicators, Policy, Regionat 

1. Introduetion 

It is a well-known fact that several regionsin the world are characterized by civil wars, ethnic 
instability, economie depressions and continuously, sharp rate of exchange drops. 
During the last few years, - this may partly be due to extremely fast telecommunication, - the 
world has been confronted with very crue! events in these areas. These events seem to happen 
suddenly. 
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The international community wonders if such serious events can be avoided or, when they do 
take place, whether the effectscan be prevented or at least reduced. 

From history it is also obvious that both expectations and intentions to that purpose, have 
finally resulted in politically unstable and economically weak regions. Moreover, history 
shows that completely unexpected outcomes may occur even after decades of seemingly 
peacefully living rogether of different (ethnically and/or politically based) communities. 
Farmer Yugoslavia is a serious example. 

The basic and principal question is the possibility whether such serious effects can be forecast 
or estimated. 
No clear or significant indicators to explain or describe phenomena of instability and 
consequent civil war have been discussed in literature. 

For this reason, the present con tribution concerns more or less a data base handling of country 
data. The program has relatively simple and straightforward analyses of a series of variables; 
the African countries have been taken as examples. 

The analyses should offer insight into the vulnerability of the country of instability and/or war
sensitivity. 
Thematic analysis tools are used tolook for indicators which more or less score in that way. 
The data forthese countries are taken from public sourees and from literature, directories and 
listings which are readily available. 

In the following, backgrounds and software programs are discussed tagether with applications 
using the African country data stared in dBase fries. 

2. Politica! instability and economical weakness 

Suddenly and more and more frequently, the world population is shocked by relatively 
unexpected events of civil war explosions in certain countries, which take huge amounts of 
victims and have dramatic and obviously long lasting negative consequences for their 
economies, enormous numbers of people running away from the events, rnaving to 
neighbouring countries and (re-) settling in refugee 'city'-camps. The serieus consequences are 
spreading in the sense that both the country of origin and the country of (temporary) 
destination are destabilized. A recent example concerns the well-known Rwanda case. 

Th is means that, in principle, a need for monitoring and early waming is required. The major 
difficulty to do so concerns the lack of understanding the processes in a society which will 
cause such events, and, moreover, methodologically it is rather complex to establish a number 
of related factors or indicators which may offer useful forecasts in these matters. 

Because of conceptual importance for the further etaboration of the present topic into an 
operational and analytica! approach, definitions of bath phenomena are needed. 

The first, 'politica! instability' of a country concerns the process of changes and related risky 
circumstances for certain dîstinguished groups. Characteristics for politica! instability are non
demoeratic governments, colonial history, wars with neighbouring countries, civil war and 
politica! violence, ethnic conn·asts, oppression of subgroups, physical violence to politica! 
prisoners, presence of political prisoners, presidents and/or politica! party leaders murdered. 
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The second, 'economie weakness' of a country concerns the inability to earn enough financial 
means to run the state economy, to offer enough employment for the population and the 
dependency on foreign money borrowed. Characteristics of this economie wealmess are 
relatively low GDP, low average income per capita, high currency devaluation, high 
unemployment, economie scandals. 

TableI 
Indicators relevant in association with unstable politics and weak economy of a country 

Q) unemployment 
2. more than one religion 
3. religions (faiths) with fundamentalistic trends 
@. centralistic management (govemmental) system 
5. limited democracy 
~_; former colony 
7. ex-colony fora number of years: independenee day 
8. re lation city-country I. areally 
9. idem 2. population 
JO. agricultural vs city 
11. percentage op poverty 
l2. average income with dissemi nation 
iJ) gross national product 
14. percentage of slums 
15. percentage of informal sectors 
16. racial situation 
17. politica! scandals 
18. foreign aid 
19. frequency citizen/national problems (upheavals, riots) 
20. housing shortage 
21. ethnic mincrities 
22. migration figures 
23. number of people killed by explosions and such likes 
24. industrial programs 
25. chemical scandals 
26. nuclear scandals 
27. army costs in relation to the total of the national budget 
28. known farms of violence against human rights 
29. known problems conceming politica! prisoners 
30. foreign care for politica! refugees, especially officially 

recognised refugees 
31. international donor programmes 
32. Red Cross aid 
33. missing persons (Amnesty International) 
34. mass graves 
35. social-cultural history 
36. ethnical history 
3 7. financial history 
38. national debt (home) 
39. idem (foreign) 
40. colonial history 

41. sensitive 'gems' 
42. border skiemishes 
43. claims on the territory 
44. tribes with territoria! requirements 
45. tribal war history 
46. unbalanced position of occupation of higher ranks in 

society between tribes and/or ethnic groups 
47. pacts 
48. population age and age-sex distribution 
49. characterization of poli ti cal decisionmaking process 
50. characterization vs. decentralization 
51. nationally highlighted bribes 
52. connections with what foreign countries 
53. countries indicated as enemies 
54. unsolved frontier probierus 
55 . frequency of probierus in forcign countries 
56. surrounding countries with ei vil wars during the last 

5 or 10 years, or specified by year or years 
57. politically delimited countries at the moment of 

independenee (e.g. India split up into Bangladesh and 
Pakistan; or, forced combinations such as farmer 
YugoSlavia) 

58. continent or continent region 
59. percentage of people living be1ow subsistenee level 
60. percentage of work force in military and police forces 
61. annual number of visiting tourists (accessibility to 

foreign eyes) 
62. visa policy, restricted areas 
63. revenu es from international tourism 
64. centralistic urban land with primate ei ties 
65. urbanization pattem (% highly url)an) 
66. physical size of the country 
67. physical infrastructure and accessability from the 

various regions and subregions 
68. education; primary and secondary school altendance 
69. illiteracy 
70. the homeless 
71. food supply 
72. failed crops, recent and during the last five to ten years 
73. famine, recent and during the last five toten years 
74. absolute occupation and occupation rates of prisons 

(criminals) 
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Looking for indicators which may berelevant and/or understood in association with processes 
which may cause unstable politics and a weak economy in a certain country, the - unsorted
preliminary list of indicators included in table 1 can be produced. 
The indicators mentioned in the list of table 1 are rather self-explaining. In any direction they 
may influence, negatively or positively, the processes leading to politica! instability and weak 
economies. However, the colleetien of dataforthese indicators per country is easier said than 
done. For this initia! proto-typing, a rather limited way has been followed. From a number of 
public and published sources, data for countries in the African continent have been taken. 
Consequently, the indicators included for preliminary applications represent only partly 
indicators as listed in table 1. Nevertheless, the information stored offers the opportunity to 
consicter the software program features, its usefulness and applicability for the purpose 
explained above. 

3. African country databases 

The data collected Jor filling up the databases of the PeerRisk program have been taken from 
several sourees (DGIS 1991, 1992, 1993; IS; TWG 93/94). 
Regrettably, some of these sourees do not systematically produce data overviews. Other 
sourees may include only data for countries as far as included in their policy scope. The 
consequence is many so-called 'unknown' values in the databases. 
For the prelirninary application of PeerRisk, the countries on the African continent have been 
selected and the data available have been collected and stored. The result is several databases, 
including several databases for a yearly monitoring. 

Figure 1 shows a list of indicators included in one of these African databases. An important 
feature of these databases concerns the fact that they have been produced using the dBase 
III/IV standard software package. In other words, the compatibility of databases generally used 
is guaranteed by the PeerRisk approach. 

Fig. 1: Overview of indicators in one of the African databases used by PeerRisk 
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4. Thematic search for scoring indicators 

It is probably important that the international community views these events in their interest as 
well, economically, socially, emotionally and psychologically. Once the explosion has 
occurred, matters cannot be reversed, and it is obviously understood that aid and/or support 
offered to the country involved may result in a mi ti gation of the violence locked up in the 'seat 
of the ftre', but this is by no means sure. 

It would be naive to state that explosions of that kind occur suddenly, ovemight (from one day 
to the other) so to speak. Certainly, histories and/or fire seats will precede. Remarks of the 
Dutch Minister for Development Cooperation Jan Pronk (in the Preface of Van den Berg 1994) 
links up nicely with this assumption: "The end of the Cold War and the upheavals in Eastem 
Europe have been followed by a sharp increase in the number of conflicts occurring in the 
more traditional developments regions. The conflictsin question are often accompanied by an 
emotional appeal to historica! factors; this is particular true as regards the ethnic strife that has 
affected many African countries". 

As long as the number of indicators is limited because of Jack of data available (or limited 
because of the fact that these data have not been collected and/or stored in the databases used 
for developing and testing the current program), the analyses to be carried out for 
demonstratien can only offer indicative and above all, preliminary results. Nevertheless, 
indicators stored (vide figure 1) can be chosen effectively and - within he framewerk of 
limitations mentioned - the instability and weakness analyses can be executed. The results of 
analyses include both lists, frequency tables and map images. 

The analyses have been optionally subdivided into 'combination', 'multi-criteria' and 'risk'. 
Furthermore, a (presently rather primitive) 'monitor' option has been included. 

5. Mapping 

Following the idea of searching for policy making indicators to discover politically unstable 
and/or economically weak countries or regions, the PeerRisk program has been run. A number 
of steps wil! be visualized in the following. The images printed are screen images grabbed 
during the runs. They represent include thematic information and analyses results. 
In figure 2. an overview of a set of indicators stored in one of the African databases tilled-in is 
displayed. 
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Fig. 2: Overview of indicators in one of the African databases used by PeerRisk 

In figure 3 one of the indicators has been d.isplayed thematically. Thematic display can be 
executed on each indicator included; it provides the user with a powerfut tooi for the pre-study 
of the meaning and distribution of each variabie (indicator) as such. 

Fig. 3: Thematic map of an indicator out of one of the African databases produced by 
PeerRisk 
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6. Preliminary results encountered 

Once executed, the results of the three analysis tools mentioned appear, both - as said - as lists 
and maps. The analyses for demonstration in figure 4. include a limited number of indicators; 
the selected indicators are reported in the images displayed. 

Fig. 4: Overview of analysis results of a selection of indicators taken from the African 
databases using PeerRisk 

Using the tools, the results displayed above show that the African continent has several 
countries with the same or at least cernparabie 'profile', in this case a profile indicating 
countries which seems to be politically unstable and/or economically weak (vide fig. 5). 
Conclusions in that way have, of course, to be considered as very premature. The 
consequences for the ei ties and urbanized areas in these countries can easily be infered. 

7. Conclusions 

PeerRisk is, of course, a start. More and more relevant data should be collected, more 
sophisticated analysis tools should be conceptualized, developed, and included. Futhermore, 
data collections and information presentation should also emphasize on the urbanized areas 
inside the countries displayed. 
In the present stage, the program offers an excellent informative tooi, using both approaches 
such as combinations of indicators and value domains connected, highly user-flexible 
(definable) multi criteria analysis, and pre-defined risk analysis. 
In combination with the mapping presentation opportunities, PeerRisk offers a promising and 
activaring approach on the road towards monitoring and early waming for international policy 
making to meet objectives of mitigating theevents considered. 
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Fig. 5: Analysis results of a selection of indicators on economically weak countries taken from 
the African database using PeerRisk 
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SETTLEMENT IN EMERGENCIES 

Krisno Nimpuno 
Disaster and Emergency Reference Center, Delft 

Abstract: 

Civil strife and natura! disasters, have caused over fifty million displaced people to search for 
safe havens. In spite of the regular occurrence and size of these emergencies little preparedness 
for sustainable shelter and settiement has been developed: emergency assistanceis not geared 
to sustainability. Planning to assist uprooted populations is often driven by foreign relief 
organizations with a short term focus, - as it takes place under time constraints and conditions 
of limited resources, - it does nottake post emergency developments into account 

Refugees are kept in improvised holding camps with rudimentary and unsafe provisions: basic 
environmental infrastructure and scanty shelters of plastic covers over frames of sticks. While 
this offers temporary relief, the threat to health and negative environmental effects are 
pronounced. Technically, such camps are not upgradable, while the early repatriation, that 
politicians and planners count on, always proves to be elusive. The long stay of displaced 
persons in temporary camps creates the misery, which caused Koeningsberger to deciare, that 
'Relief is the Enemy of Development'. Most in vestment in emergency settiement development 
is wastedat the end of the day. The sheer size of the tasks and this lossof resources require 
new concepts for preparedness and planning. 

Developing countries face a turbulent period of rapid urbanization, whereby in the coming 
decades half the population will relocate to urban agglomerations. In this situation, involuntary 
migration should be met by planned settiement programs, that link emergency settiement with 
sustainable urbanization programs, offering future economie development options and a safe 
environment. Sustainable urban development to serve the host nation after departure of the 
refugees is feasible. Only the host country, not foreign relief agencies, can decide upon 
sustainable shelter interventions, which can be achieved with land use planning, phased 
infrastructure and incremental shelter. But the preparation work can be done in advance by 
knowledgeable professionals. 

The paper explores emergency settiement planning towards a sustainable development, that 
links actvaneed planning with incremental development and eventual permanency. 

Keywords: refugees, settlement, strategies, emergencies 

In 1994, armed conflicts and natura! disasters have caused over fifty million displaced people 
to search for safe havens in other parts of their own state or across borders as refugees in other 
countries. Often escaping unspeakable terror, they seek hopes of a new future and protection. 
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But shelter, that all too often new pains and suffering contains awaits them. The suddenness 
and size of the recent emergencies have taken the established relief organizations by surprise. 
There is little preparedness for sustainable settlement; shelter relief is improvised and 
temporary, because emergency assistanceis not geared to sustainability. Durability is not only 
no objective, it is deliberately avoided. It does not take post emergency developments into 
account and as aresult huge settlements develop with crude housing conditions. 

Refugees have in the past been sheltered in different types of settlements: refugee villages offer 
subsistenee farming and integration, while restricted settlements in camps give shelter and 
survival to large refugee populations. 

Many countries in Africa, such as Tanzania and Malawi have allowed large refugee groups to 
build villages and engage in agriculture. The village populations are usually limited to about 
five thousand people. This approach eliminales in a short time the need for food relief, but 
dispersed villages are difficult to reach by health, education and other relief services. Both 
relief distribution and security are complex in village settlements for large emergencies. 
Govemments hesitate to offer this option to large refugee populations. 

Camps offer better security management and facilitate the distribution of supplies and other 
relief services and are therefore prefeered by rellef organizations. Camps keep the refugees 
usually for a long time dependent on hand outs and give them little control over their own 
Jives. There are very few possibilities for income generation in camps and refugees are thus 
trapped in poverty. Camps, housing more than twenty thousand people, are unsustainable, but 
in recent years many camps have far exceeded such population limits. Environmental damage 
and despair in the camps are the result. 

Refugee camps are built to offer rudimentary provisions for temporary shelter: basic sanitation 
and scanty shelters of plastic sheets over frames of sticks. While this offers some relief, the 
hazards for health and environment are pronounced. It is conveniently assumed, that 
repatriation wiJl be possible within weeks or months, and planning and building regulations, 
that proteet regular human settlements against vulnerability, are routinely set aside. But 
refugees usually stay for years or decades in unsound settlements, that are difficult to upgrade 
to normal standards. When local urban and housing regulations are disregarded, then 
unhealthy and vulnerable settlements will be the result. Emergency shelter planning always 
seems to fail. 

A prolonged stay in temporary camps creates the misery, which caused Professor 
Koeningsberger to deciare, that 'Re lief is the Enemy of Development'. 

Are camps giant villages? 

The spectacular increase of refugees in recent years, due to Civil Strife , requires massive 
shelter provisions, which in the Rwanda case concerned two miJlion people. Host countries 
and relief agencies alike were overwhelmed by a deluge of displaced people. In response, 
emergency shelters, builttolast a few months only, are used during years or even decades. 

And then the large provisional settlements, built with rural construction technology, soon 
degrade into slums of despair, unable to develop an economie base and unfit to be upgraded. 
Utterly unsustainable, provisional shelter has been built in settlements as large as major towns. 
Several refugee towns of half a million inhabitants exist today, built as backward villages, that 
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far exceed the carrying capacity of the land. 
Emergency settlements should instead be designed as durable towns and gradually built by the 
refugees at no greater costs. Only towns, not villages, can accommodate populations of over 
twenty thousand, to offer employment opportunities and decent living conditions. 

Refm~ee rece.ption 

The tremendoos refugee problems in Africa have put a heavy burden on the host nations. But 
one very favorable factor is that, different from other regions, land for settiement and even land 
for agriculture, has been available. Tanzania, Mozambique, Malawi and Sudan have given land 
to millions of refugees. 
The following planning guidelines were developed by Tanzania following the 1993 Burundi 
refugee emergency. Some were applied tomeet the current situation with the refugees from 
Rwanda, but many aspects were in the end not implemented. The Tanzanian guidelines gave a 
good planning basis to achleve sustainability for considerable refugee populations to rnaintaio a 
balance between settiement size and the carrying capacity of the land. But during the 1994 
emergency, only partsof the plans were implemented. Relief agencies in Ngara acted swiftly 
and suddenly half a million refugees were accomodated in six camps. Two settlements had 
manageable populations, but four huge settlements had populations ranging from 61.000 to 
190.000 refugees. It was then decided to proceed with a consolidation process without 
addressing the longer term implications. The crisis after all would blow over soon. Plans and 
reality remained far apart. 

In emergencies, the quality of settlements depends on development of infrastructure and 
buildings and it takes time to select and prepare sites. Clearing land, road construction, water 
supply and sanitation also require great investrnents by governments and relief agencies before 
shelter building can begin. 

Refugees pass through several camps before being settled on a plot, where they may stay fora 
longer time. There is a need to screen refugees in temporary locations before moving them to 
refugee settlements, where a better housing environment can be developed. The process 
identifies skilis and capacities of the refugees as well as their vulnerabilities. It is common to 
screen on ethnicity, social, religious and politica! adherence to avoid contradictions within the 
new settlements. In the massive refugee influxes from Somalia, Burundi, Rwanda the 
separation of groups in conflict with each other was a necessity. 

In Tanzania refugees are usually kept for some days at reception centers (phase I) in the 
border regions and later shifted to regrouping sites (phase 11), where gardening and shelter 
plots are available and finally they may be relocated to settiement sites (phase III) with 
agricultural potential. 

Phase I: Reception centers 

There are intheborder regionsof Western Tanzania as many as fifty reception centers, where 
refugees are registered and are given a first shelter, often in warehouses, schools, churches 
etc. or in self built grass shacks. The centers have a rapid population turnover and are an 
important monitoring instrument for the host country. The most vulnerable refugees can be 
shifted to social and medica! facilities for recuperation. After registration the other refugees are 
transferred to camps with better facilities. 
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Phase 11: Re&rouping sites 

Further inland camp sites are prepared, less vulnerable to hostile cross border incursions, and 
that are less congested. It requires land clearing, road building, instaHing water supply, 
construction of communal latrines, storage and administration buildings, before the refugees 
are received. The regrouping sites are planned to accommodate 1000 - 3000 families each, 
grouped in cells of 30-40 plots of 300 square meters. Gardening plots are included in the 
scheme, but the refugees will mainly survive on food relief, that is brought in from elsewhere. 
The sites are intended for temporary purposes and not för settiement If the conditions for 
repatriation do not materialize within a year a third location is then to be developed, where the 
refugees may stay for an undetermined period of time. 

Phase ill : Settiement sites 

When the numbers of refugees are very large and their stay draws out over a long period, 
various solutions are necessary to avoid problems and conflicts. The competition between 
refugees and local population for resources, li.ke water, land, frrewood, transportand supplies, 
may become a destabilizing factor. In addition to that, aftera year or so, relief supplies of food 
and services may dry up. Tanzania setties refugees therefore ultimately on land, where they can 
be productive and eventually self-sufficient. These are the so-called Agricultural-Based 
Settiement Sites. 

The settlements are planned to be separated by forested buffer zones and located at a minimum 
of fifty kilometers from the border. The sites have a potential for self sufficiency and 
accommodate a 10.000 people. Each household receives a plot of 15 by 20 meters for the 
dwelling and a garden plot within the settiement, while as much as one hectare of agricultural 
land outside the settiement will be available per household. 

The Tanzanian plans have many realistic qualities, that offer refugees in gradually developing 
emergencies viabie conditions for rural self sufficiency. In previous emergencies it proved to 
work. The explosion of Rwanda in mid 1994, ho wever, suddenly landed half a million 
refugees in the Ngara district and both politica! and financial constraints kept them there. The 
plans could not be implemented. The sheer numbers prevented the pursuit of a viabie rural 
settiement approach and the refugees found themselves trapped in deptorabie living conditions 
in immense camps, built as villages. 

When half a miJlion refugees in mid 1994 poured into the Ngara district they were first 
received, registered and located on Benaco hili, where water supply from a nearby take was 
available (fig. 1). All suitable land was soon occupied and when more refugees were coming 
they were directed to neighboring hilltops. A regionat road that was near completion, runs past 
the hills and connects Ngara town with the border areas. Site preparations by the government 
consisted of building dirt roads, site clearing, communal latrines and public water taps . The 
norms were far lower than planned. Health posts and schools were rapidly developed by relief 
agencies. 
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Fig. 1: Benaco camp. Benaco hili was covered with a thick forest until 190.000 Rwanda 
refugees carne. Now the trees have been replaced by plastic shelters. 

A year earlier the area had received hundreds of thousands refugees from Burundi and basic 
facilities were therefore already in place in Ngara town, such as administration buildings 
(warehouses, office, staff houses and generator facilities) . The relief supply norms for 
refugees from Burundi in 1993 prepared by the UNHCR included some resources for 
construction and some for food production. Much of the resources was to be shared by groups 
of households. The refugees were to grow their own food and some agricultural implements 
were therefore included in the relief program. But because of the great numbers of refugees, 
agricultural land was dropped from the program and self sufficiency was no longer planned. 
Settiement size and carrying capacity of the land to provide timber and water are closely 
related. Over use of firewood and charcoal can have devastating environmental effects. In 
Ngara those limits were exceeded from the start. 

It was assumed that, after receiving a plastic sheet of 4 by 5 meters, the refugees could 
construct their own shelter from materials (trees, poles, earth, and grass), which they could 
collect on or near the camp sites, cleared in the wel! forested area. The planning documents 
assumed that the timber cleared from the plots and the agricultural field would be enough to 
construct shelters. Communallatrines were to be dug in zones behind the rows of shelters. The 
shelters, called blandees, built with the plastic sheet, were green house like tunnels of a sheet 
stretched over sticks, fmming a vault. No plot demarcation was developed and the camps 
becarne endless rows of shelters laid out in a military grid. The shelters and the surrounding 
site form the living space of the dwellers, without any privacy and autonomy. Territoria! 
control is in high density areas an important aspect of housing, but Benaco has no visible 
boundaries of plots to demarcate private space. Control of land use around a dwelling is 
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essenrial for the quality of living, but this is missing here. Open space is used for washing, 
cooking, gardening, social activities, child care, commerce, living space and as streets. 
Possibilities to achieve land use control by the dweilers depends on settiement design. It is 
lacking in Benaco. 

The carnps in Ngara forrn the second largest city in Tanzania, but are built with back:ward rural 
methods. Defined by unsustainability, temporality, there is little scope for upgrading and 
improvement. There are many factors in refugee setdement development, that can lead to 
desperate failures. It should however be recognized, that sustainable development and good 
durable housing can be achieved without significant extra costs. It would no doubt diminish 
the need for medica! relief and reduce suffering. 

Firstly. careful site location and settiement planning is crucial. Disregard for the carrying 
capacity of the land mak;es settlements unsustainable and destructive. 

Secondly. the politica! needs of the host to let refugees go back. are not enough to let it happen 
soon, Temporality is therefore an unsound planning principle for both the host and the 
refugees. 

Thirdly. agricultural setdements do not offer a realistic option for large refugee populations. 
Confusing rural and urban development creates dismal housing conditions. Dissemination of 
housing knowied ge is more important than distribution of building material. 

And fourthly. above all. lacking prepared.ness prevents sustainable solutions. 

The lessoos of recent emergencies can only be learned, if the current praxis in refugee 
settiement is reassessed in the perspective of sustainable development. Carnps for hundreds of 
thousands refugees, built as giant villages are equally darnaging to hostand guests. The many 
lessans in development planning that Low Iocome Housing offers should be applied to 
emergency settlements for the benefit of both. 

Sites for emergency settlements 

Emergency preparedness is essential. Emergencies have the disagreeable tendency to come 
unannounced and then pose planning probieros of great urgency. Site selection for refugees 
settiements requires environmental and hu man settiement expertise and during emergencies 
there is no longer the time needed for selection. Preparedness is especially necessary in 
unstable regions and identification of stand-by sites for emergency settlements is important. 
Only if the selection of sites for emergency settiement takes place long before emergencies 
erupt, can good conditions develop. 

Security and politica! considerations play a key role in refugee management. A host country is 
autonomous in its decisions to make land available for refugee settiement and its own politica! 
and economie situation wil! in the end decide. The foremost factor is security, because 
hospitality at the price of conflicts and violence is unacceptable. Refugees arrive after all from 
violent conflicts back home and precautions must be taken to prevent that they bring the 
conflict along. A secure distance totheborders is necessary. Conflicts may occur between host 
population and refugees, between groups of refugees and between refugees and the groups 
across the border, that made them flee. The location of sites should serve to diminish these 
risks. Competition between local population and refugees for resources as land, communicati-
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ons, fire wood and water is an hazard. Land allocated to one group should not be effect rights 
of u se by other groups. 
In major refugee emergencies it is necessary to develop several settiement sites within one 
region even if this complicates access and logistics. Accessibility effects security, supplies and 
economie prospects. People and supplies must be able to reach and leave settlements. 

Site selection is based both on politica! and demographic considerations. Land and water 
availability is a prime selection factorand too linie attention is given to the carrying capacity of , 
the land related to sustained water and tirober extraction. The importance of construction 
aspects is also less wel! observed. The economie potential for iocome generation of the area is 
often a neglected factor. Site selection should be made on the basis of politica! factors, 
location, topography, and development considerations. 

Land and Topography 

Land for refugee settlements does not have to be flat, but flat land is often chosen for quick 
camp development. It result<> too often in a dreadful environment with lay outs in monotonous 
grids patterns. Flat land is often flood prone. For good drainage conditions sites need a 
minimal slope of 2 % and be away from depressions, swamps and river banks. It is however 
quite feasible tobuildon slopes and on hilly sites. Vulnerability of sites to natura! hazards must 
be considered: floods, landslides, erosion and volcanic hazards. 

Sites should have a good vegetation cover to reduce erosion. One should avoid Tsetse Fly and 
Malaria and areas with other environmental health hazards. Certain pests and veetors are found 
in particular vegetations and may require the burning of bush prior to settlement. A well 
wooded site yields construction tirober when the plots are cleared. From the point of view of 
physical planning, the most basic resources for site selection are land and water. Other 
fundamental factors for the choice of sites are often poorly considered: suitability for building 
construction and availability of cooking fuel. The last but not least important consideration is 
the potenrial of the location to generate income for the settiement inhabitants. 

Water is necessary for survival. Throughout the year availability of water is a critically 
important factor. Sites below good water sourees are ideal, because of the advantage of supply 
by gravity. In many cases different water sourees may be tapped for drinking water and for 
other uses ranging from environmental hygiene to irrigation. Water is also needed in large 
quantities for construction purposes. 

Building Construction 

Shelter programs for large numbers of people require great quantities of building material and 
supplies should be assessed in site selection. Raw material from the site, that can be used for 
construction, is advantageous. Transport capacities and costs form an obstacle to conventional 
construction methods, since building material industries usually are located in towns away 
from border areas. 

Stones, grass, bush poles, bamboo, clay and laterite soil can all be used for low cost shelter 
construction, but the environment can not always withstand massive extraction of construction 
matedal without conservation programs. The use of tirober and bamboo for instanee should be 
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managed and accompanied by replanting programs. Similarly when laterite earth is chosen as 
the main building material, reprofiling of the area and reapplication of topsoil must be 
undertaken. All such conservation measures require planning and management and will not be 
undertaken spontaneously by the refugees. 

There are mistaken beliefs, that prefabricated imported houses have a role to play in emergency 
shelter. But numerous studies during the last ten years have shown that this approach is 
pointless. Production and transport of prefabricated houses is prohibitively costly and Jacks 
replicability. Self help housingis the only viabie strategy in emergency conditions. Prefabrica
led buildings can however be an option for service facilities. As an alternative to tents, 
prefabricated buildings are used for utility facilities such as hospitals, warehouses, administra
tion buildings and even staff houses. 

Housing strategies 

The two main costs of shelter development are in building material and labor, while design, 
managementand training are relatively minor costs. Basic food supplies may be available for 
years and this allows refugees to work without pay. It sets the scene for self help and 
strengthening of local development capacities: dwellings can be built over several years. 
Coordination and training must then be arranged to compensate for a lack of expertise and 
craftsmanship among the refugees, because spontaneous self help is inefficient and does not 
result in acceptable construction qualities. Rationalization of building methods must rely on 
professional managementand integrated planning (fig. 2, 3). 

Phase 1 

'g I • I 2 I 2 

I 1 J I 3 1 I 

Fig. 2: Four shelter cores around a future compound with hygiene units. 
Each household starts to build a shelter of only 7 square meters. 

The focus of settiement planning should be on medium density settlements and phased 
infrastructure. An essential design principle is to erect emergency cores in days, that are 
developed incrementally into permanent housing. Little of this incremental development 
approach, common in low income housing, is applied in emergency settlements. 

Urban planninfi 

The basic components of towns are also essential in emergency settlements: infrastructure, 
housing in neighborhood groups, sites for production and commerce, social service and 
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Fig. 3: The four shelters are completed and enclose a secure open space for 20 to 24 people. 

management, recreational and green areas etc. The urban plan allocates space for all these to 
function together and indicates future land uses. The quality and economy of settiement 
development depends on the quality of urban planning. 

Housing areas, the basis of settlements, consist of dwellings and plots, where individual 
householcts exist with a certain autonomy and security. And security is an essential survival 
factor in camps, where refugees are vulnerable to theft, rape, abduction and killing. Also 
security depends largely on the quality of the urban plan. The present praxis of basing the 
development of emergency settlements on a land use plan and not on a more detailed urban 
plan is a major reason for the poor conditions that develop. 

Incrementa1 development 

Emergency settlements do not develop acceptable shelter and living conditions, because here 
housing has not been recognized as a process. Especially in sudden and massive popuiation 
movements, the first shelter provisions aim at littie more than temporary survival. But if the 
displaced are not soon moving to other locations, then the shelter and setdement provisions 
need to reach more acceptable levels. Phased infrastructure and incremental shelter planning 
give options to achieve such Jonger term housing standards. (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4: Row house lay outs require short infrastructure lines and reduce building costs by 
sharing walls and services. 
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Phased Infrasrructure 

Environmental health considerations are of critica! importance in emergency settlements. The 
negative impact of inadequate physical planning is life threatening to the vulnerable: children, 
elderly and disabled. The key role of community participation in construction and maintenance 
of infrastructure is not recognized here today. There have been many developments in 
infrastructure for low income housing, that are relevant to emergency settlements and if applied 
good infrastructure can be developed in phases. 

The infrastructure of refugee settlements requires : 

* a developmental approach with a gradual standard improverneut of facilities and capacities. 
* appropriate technologies, that are safe, acceptable to the refugees, low costs and simple to 

maintain. 
* systems that can absorb sharp increases of the population numbers. 

Raw water supply, treatment and distribution is crucial. Water supply systems can be 
developed incrementally from mobile supply systems (tankers, jerrycans or drums etc,) to 
central communal supply systems with hand pumps and standpipes from ponds, depots or 
water towers and finally piped supplies to plots and dwellings. Sanitation technologies are 
sirnilarly possible to develop incrementally from bucket latrines, trench and pit latrine systems 
to later on ventilated pits, double vault composting systems, pour flush systems and septic 
tanks. For large settlements even small bore sewerage systems may be considered. Also other 
systems for environmental health such as drainage and waste disposal have also in recent years 
seen considerable development that so far have not been applied in emergency settlements. 

Desi~n. equipment and skilis 

Camps built with rural, traditional construction methods deteriorate in a short time, which leads 
to unhealthy conditions and needs for more relief. The design of durable and healthy houses 
that can be built incrementally could easily improve conditions. There are actvances in earth and 
round-wood technologies, that allow semi skilied workers to build durable and functional 
houses. With labor intensive methods reliable constructions can be made from soil, bush 
poles, bamboo arid other raw materials, which are available on most sites. But it also requires 
professional designs, training and some special equipment. Deptoyment of earth moving and 
compacting equipment would greatly improve the results. The building tools now available to 
refugees are mainly suitable for traditional housing of low quality. With only these the refugees 
will not be able to build decent houses. Equipment, training and extension work make the 
difference. The main reason of the poor housing conditions in the camps is the knowledge 
embargo, that isolates the dwellers. 

Incremental shelter: core and shell housing 

Incremental housingis a well established development method, whereby, starring with minimal 
shelter, over several yea.rs, the dwelling can improve and expand. Housing programs for 'site 
and seiVice schemes' have yielded much experience of incremental development, that can be 
applied in emergency settlements. This approach offers initially only basic and often sub 
standard shelter, but also entails development possibilities to achieve a higher quality through 
gradual development, phasing work and costs over a long period of time. 
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Two distinct types of incremental shelter development are applicable: core housing and shell 
housing. The choice depends on elirnatic considerations and on the availability of suitable 
building materiaL In both cases it is necessary to design the ultimate dwelling fully before the 
frrst element is erected, so that the plot can accommodate the complete house. Core housing 
starts with a minimal unit that grows gradually to achieve the needed total space. It may be a 
single room, with a basic sanitation facility, such as a latrine, a water conneetion and an all 
purpose room. The core house develops by the successive addition of more rooms. Shell 
housing begins with construction of a full cover, such as a roof with or without walls. The 
gradual conversion of a tent into a permanent dwelling cao be such process. The house 
develops gradually with partitions, openings and facilities added gradually, until a satisfactory 
house has been developed. 

There are two implementation approaches. Each household can construct its own house, 
latrines and washing facilities. Or groups of households can jointly build clusters of dwellings. 
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Fig. 5: Eight orten compoundsenclose a secure garden area within the neighbourhood for 
2000 people, that connects with a central area with social facilities. 

The 'Building Together' project in Bangkok showed that very sophisticated housing can be 
developed by supervised community groups. Where initially nobody had any building skills, 
the process resulted in the development of good craftsmanship by training and learning while 
doing. Through a di vision of tasks group members can develop specialized skills. 
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The poor conditions in refugee camps are partly due to the approach of emergency workers, 
that shelter is a static product that can be improvised without skills. But the many successful 
Habitat programs around the world have demonstrated that housing is a process that contribu
tes considerably to development of society. If these lessoos are applied to emergency 
settlements, then the suffering of the displaced will be reduced and after their repatriation 
valuable development assets will be there for the host country to use (fig. 5, 6). 

Fig. 6: An urban plan for 15-17.000 inhabitants, offers security in safe compounds and semi 
enclosed neighbourhoods. The urban densities facilitate the development of decent 
infrastructure. 

Conclusions 

Since many refugees need shelter during years rather than months, emergency settlements 
should be designed to have both the option to remaio a basic camp or that to develop into 
durable urban entities, that can serve the host nation after departure of the refugees. The 
challenge to planners is thus to work within local planning regulations for urban and housing 
development to facilitate eventual permanency. The main missing commodity for refugees is 
knowledge about sustainable and durable housing development methods. 

Key principles are pre.paredness. environmentally sustainable urban plannin&. technology 
applications for local material and incremental development tbrou&h communi(Y built housing. 
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LAND SUBSIDENCE IN BANGKOK: PRIORITIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICIES 

Prinya Nutalaya, 
Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand 

Abstract: 

In the metropolitau area of Bangkok increased pumping of groundwater has led to land 
subsidence. The paper describes the consequences of land subsidence, environmental 
considerations and policy recommendations to address this problem 

Keywords: flooding, land subsidence, environment, policies, Bangkok 
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Fig. 1: Total Subsidence of Bangkok during 1930-1993 
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Introduetion 

Bangkok the capital city of Thailand and adjoining ei ties with a popwation of some 9.5 million 
is underlain by a thick seq uence of Quaternary unconsolidated sediments ( exceeding I 000 m. 
in thickness). In the pasttilree decades increased pumping of groundwater in the metropolitan 
area of Bangkok has led to wide spread land subsidence covering more than 4,600 krn2 area 
(Fig. I). Maximwn subsidence has exceeded 170 cm. Most of the subsidence is due to the soil 
layer compression at I0-200 m depth in response to the reduction of the piezometric levels in 
aquifers. 

Rapid economie growth and increased urbanization in the outer area of Bangkok within this 
decade put a greater demand on groundwater utilization which in turn reduces the piezometric 
levels in every aquifer even further and thus widen the subsiding area into adjacent cities. 

Consequence of Land Subsidence 

Bangkok is situated on an extremely flat and low lying area where ground elevations range 
from -0.5 to 2 m. above the mean sea level. Flooding is regular events during the rainy 
seasons and seasonal high tides. With the existing drainage and sewerage system of Bangkok a 
30 mm rain can ca u se floodings of a few centimeters on some streets for up to 6 hours. lf the 
rain is more than 60 mm extensive flooding wil! occur and it will take about 6 to 24 hours to 
drain off the water. In the October to December period, (the high tide season) tides rise up to 
1.35 m above the mean sea level, which in turn raises the Chao Phraya River water level to 1.8 
+ m. and the water is forced back into sewers and canals . The low lying and coastal areas, 
where ground elevation is lower than 1.35 m, will be flooded if no flood protecting system 
exists in these areas (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2: Flooding during High Tides 
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Fig. 3: Pumping Rate and Draw Down in the Nakhon Luang Aquifer (150 m zone) 

Because of differing rates of subsidence at different depths and/or at different locations, 
settiement of building foundations, underground pipe lines, roads, walkways and bridges wil! 
occur at different rates if placed at different depths or at different locations. This differential 
settiement has caused cracking and bending of pipes, floor slabs, concrete walk-ways and 
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steps, detachment of septic tanks and sidewalks of steps from buildings. Horizontally buried 
pipe lines will be lifted up above ground by the protrusions of groundwater wells. Buildings 
with shallow foundation will sink with the ground and when the roads are resurfaced or 
elevated they may be partly buried. 

Every benchmark in the subsidence area is not reliable because it is subsirled through time. In 
Bangkok, the Chao Phraya River water levels are reported relative to the benchmark at the 
Memorial Bridge pier. None of these data is true unless the actual subsidence at that point is 
known. The same problem happens to the road surface leveling and flood proteering dikes. 
As a result no benchmark in Bangkok can be used as a reference point 

Overdraft of groundwater without replenishment causes piezometric levels and pore pressures 
decline (Fig. 3). In the area where an aquifer is connected to the sea or contains connate brine, 
saltwater gradually will replace the fresh water. The deterioration of groundwater quality is 
also caused by the migration of the mineralized water from the higher pore pressure areas in the 
clay layers into the sand layers. Groundwater in the Bangkok aquifer is now either heavily 
polluted to the point that it is not fit for consumption or practically dried up. Several 
groundwater wells which tap the lower aquifers also are facing this problem. 

Environmental Consideration 

The Bangkok land subsidence problem is not only complex, it is also big. It is big in area 
affecting practically all communities that make up the Bangkok Metropolis. The effects of land 
subsidence is also big in damage, causing millions of dollars of loss annually. Since the city 
will continue to grow and groundwater pumping will continue to increase, the land wil! 
continue to subside unless we solve this problem. The shear size of the problem - the area it 
covers, the number of people it affects, the money already lost, the money it will take to 
remedy the situation - requires a determined politica! will and a good set of policy and 
strategies to achieve a much needed set of solutions. No time is left for indecisiveness if we 
wish to keep on using our valuable groundwater resource undemeath the city, topreserve our 
beloved cap i tal city with all of its heritage, to assure safe, healthful, and desirabie surroundings 
and, most important of all, to proteet Bangkok environment for future generations. 

Theoretically, there are 4 possible ways to remedy the land subsidence problems, i.e., land 
filling, stop purnping, artificial recharge, and controlled pumping and artificial recharge. 

As the ground surface subsides, both private and pub! ie sectors have already helped elevating 
the ground surface elevation by putting at least I meter of earthen fills prior to the construction 
of roads, and buildings. If a house is to be constructed, the fill would generally be put up to 
about the level of the road or the land adjoining the construction area. This is to avoid rain 
water from the surrounding area to drain into the site. The methad is effective for only a few 
years since the subsidence is extremely high. The elevated ground wil! be lowered down to the 
originallevel within a few yea.rs. In actdition this is the most expensive way of remedy. To fill 
the 4600 krn2 area to its originallevel it would cast approxirnately 20 billions US dollars. 

At present there are over 12,000 wells in the Greater Bangkok area and approximately 1.58 
miJlion m3 of groundwater are withdrawn each day. Such an excessive amount of water 
withdrawal is the major cause of land subsidence in Bangkok. If the government is able to 
prohibit the groundwater pumping entirely from now on, the subsidence will stop within the 
next 2 years. This is the most direct methad of solving the problems, but not necessarily the 
practical one. 
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In order to increase the amount of water in the aquifers and to maintain the present piezometric 
levels clean water must be recharged to the aquifers. If the amount recharged is grater than the 
amount withdrawn, the subsidence wil! stop, and original piezometric levels will eventually be 
recovered. Arecharge experiment into the Bangkok aquifer has been tried at AlT. Preliminary 
results show that arecharge of upto 100 m3/hr is possible into the first sand through a 15 cm 
well. 

Morally while only certain sections of the population or groups of individuals in the city enjoy 
the privilege of utilizing the groundwater resource but every body e1se suffer from the 
consequence of the land subsidence, be it damage to houses, frequent flooding, severed pipe 
lines, and undrained sewage. In actdition the municipality will occasionally raise the street level 
0.5-1 m in front of their houses in order to keep the street above the flood level. Entry and exit 
become difficult unless they raise the ground levels of their houses also. Both damage repairs 
and raising ground levels cost money, and every house owner has to pay. This is not fair. 

The aquifer system undemeath Bangkok consists of series óf aquifers separated by aquitards. 
Within the top 800 m depth there are at least 13 aquifers which have been tapped. This aquifer 
system represents a large underground storage reservoir where, if properly managed, the 
excess water during the rainy season can be stored and brought back up for use during the dry 
season. The starage capacity of this underground reservoir undemeath Bangkok is estimated 
to beat least 2 billion m3. This is more than enough water to meet the needs of the ever
growing Bangkok. It should not be left unmanaged and overexploited as it is rather proper 
management and conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater should be introduced 
soonest. Groundwater is a renewable resource but it must be properly managed otherwise the 
resource and the ecosystem cannot be sustained. 
If the land surface is allowed to drop further most ground elevation in Bangkok will be below 
the mean sea level, the flooding problem will become more acute. Flooding will cover a much 
wider area and last over a Jonger period. With existing flood proteetion measures one major 
flood can destray Bangkok completely. Draining of flood water by gravity flow will be 
reduced and pumping cost will increase. The areas which are already flooded will be under 
deeper water. As a consequence septic tanks in the flooded area will become water logged and 
the foul mass of night soils teeming with virulent bacteria and water bome disease wil! become 
a potenrial health hazards. Groundwater wells and even the raw water supply canal will be 
contaminated. The transportation system would be disrupted as would the supplies of life 
necessities such as food and medicine. The effects of the wastes on the environment would be 
more tenacious then on man and if we allow this to happen we may not be able to save 
Bangkok. Land subsidence must be stopped immediately. 

Economically the co st of repairs for damaged buildings and cracked side walks, detached water 
supply pipes, sewer !i nes, and the costof occasionalland filling to raise the ground elevation 
above the flood level are already astronomical not counting the increased costof groundwater 
pumping from lowered ground water level, the cost of the flood proteetion system and 
drainage operation. These costs must be absorbed by practically every house owners in the 
greater Bangkok. The repair and maintenance costs will rise and there is no end in sight if the 
land subsidence is not arrested. 
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Policy Recommendations 

In order to solve the solutions of land subsidence that will be fair, and beneficia! to everybody 
with the existing and appropriate technology and conserving the groundwater resource as well 
as maintaining healthful human life and preserve the ecosystem function, the fcillowing policy 
and strategices are recommended: 

At the policy level, the land subsidence control should be designed to (1 ) completely arrest the 
land subsidence within a certain period of time and at the same time (2) the renewable 
groundwater resource must not be allowed to deplete any further but eventually the 
groundwater level must be raised to its original position. 

At the implementation level the following recommendations are suggested: 

1. An agency should be assigned to solve the land subsidence problem and it must be given 
full authority to execute the approved plan. 

2. Pumping of groundwater must be controlled and overpumping notallowed at the sametime 
clean water should be recharged to the aquifers to prevent further drop of groundwater level 
and eventually to raise it up to the originallevel. 

3. In planning the land use, the subsiding areas with its restrictions and problems must be 
taken into consideration. 

4. The people wholive in the subsiding area must be made aware of the subsidence problem 
and they should be encouraged to actively participate/cooperate in the development of the 
remedial plan and action. 

5. Adequate funds should be allocatèd by the govemment to solve this problem. Eventually 
this money will be recompensed through the groundwater pumping fees . 

. 6. Monitoring and evaluations of results of the remedial measures must be done periodically so 
that modification of the plan to meet the objectives can be carried out. 
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Fig. 4: Projection of Ground Elevation of Bangkok in 2005 

Conclusions 

Because of the prevalent land subsidence, the ground elevations of the southern half of 
Bangkok will be below the mean sea level by the year 2005 (Fig. 4). Unless remedial action is 
taken immediately, one big flood will damage the city beyond imagination. The time is running 
out. There is no more time to procrastinate. The action must be taken now to arrest the land 
subsidence and to restare the groundwater level in the aquifers before it is toci late and too 
costly to save the city. 
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NATURAL DISASTER REDUCTION IN PACIFIC ISLAND COUNTRIES 

LucVrolijks 
Disaster Mitigation Branch UNDHA 

Abstract: 

The paper summarizes the impact of natural disasters in Pacific island countries. It discusses 
the main issues for natura! disaster reduction in the region and highlights some of the aspects 
related to urban development and population growth. The paper outlines the regional strategy 
for natura! disaster reduction, which was adopted by Pacific island countries and submitted to 
the World Conference on Natural Disaster Reduction in Yokohama, Japan in May 1994. The 
paper further outlines the South Pacific Disaster Reduction Project, as one of the projects to 
assist the region in meeting the objectives of the International Decade for Natural Disaster 
Reduction (IDNDR). This project is funded by UNDP and other donors and implemented by 
UNDHA through its South Pacific Programme Office. A proposed pilot project for earthquake 
risk reduction in Suva, Fiji is given as an example of disaster reduction in the urban areas of 
the Pacific. 

Keywords: Disaster, Reduction, Strategies, Pacific 

1. Introduetion 

The Pacific is often exposed to extremely darnaging natural hazards, primarily in the form of 
catastrophic cyclones, volcanic eruptions and earthquakes. Some islands are also susceptible to 
landslides, extended droughts and extensive floods. For those affected by these natura! 
hazards, the economie, social and environmental consequences can be severe and long lasting. 
As a result of elimate change, disaster events, including cyclones, droughts and floods are 
thought to occur in increasing frequency and intensity, and Pacific island developing countries 
increasingly recognise the need and challenges to addressing these issues. It is referred to table 
1, for the level of threat per country. 

Tropical cyclones are the most frequent natura! hazards in the region. In the South Pacific, the 
tropical cyclone season is from November to April, while north of the equator, most cyclones 
occur between September and December. Tropical cyclones in many cases trigger other 
hazards, in particular storm surge, flash flooding and landslides. Tropical cyclones have 
always been part of life in the Pacific, and on average more than 10 cyclones are formed in the 
South Pacific each year. Notall cause havoc in Pacific island countries, butsome countries are 
frequently affected. For example, a recent study concluded that in any 20-year period since 
1940, any given location in Vanuatu would be affected by around 10 cyclones. Similar figures 
exist for a number of other countries in the region. 
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Table I. Generallevel of threat 

Country Pop u lation Landarea Threat Coastal River Drought Earthquake Landslide Tsunami Volcanic 
[km2] Cyclone F1ood F1ood eruption 

Cockisland 19,500 240 M M L H L L M 
Fedeialed 114,800 701 M H L H L L H 
Statesof 
Micronesia 
(FSM) 
Fiji 752,700 18,272 H H H M M H H 
Kiribati 76,000 725 L H H L L H 
Marshall Islands 50,000 181 M H L L L H 
Nauru 8,000 21 L L H L L M 
Niue 2,300 258 M L M L L M 
Palau 21,600 494 M M M L L M 
PapuaNew 4056,000 462,243 L H H M H H H H 
Guinea (PNG) 
Solomon 337,000 28,370 H H H L H H H H 
lslands 
Tokelau 1,600 12 M H H L L H 
Tonga 97,400 720 H H M M H L H H 
Tuvalu 9,100 24 L H M L L H 
Vanuatu 156,500 12,200 H H H L H H H H 
Western Samoa 163,000 2,935 M H H L M H H L 

The countries most at risk of tropical cyclones include Vanuatu, Fiji, Salomon lslands, Tonga, 
Niue, Cook Islands, Western Samoa, Palau, FSM and Marshall Islands, Tropical cyclones are 
relatively rare in Kiribati, Tuvalu, PNG and Tokelau. But even in those countries, tropical 
cyclones do occur. 

Often, the most serious impact of a tropical cyclone is caused by the coastal and riverine floods 
that accompany the cyclone. Storm surge frequently causes severe damage in coastal areas, 
where most of the people and developments are concentrated in Pacific island countries. Wave 
impact associated with cyclones can be particularly severe on atolls, where sametimes the 
landscape is drastically altered after cyclones. 

River floods caused by heavy rainfall bas in many causes been the major darnaging factor of 
cyclones. This bas been the case with Cyclone Namu in SolomanIslands in 1985 and Cyclone 
Kina in Fiji in 1993. Floods are not always caused by tropical cyclones, but can also be caused 
by extended periods of heavy rainfall. River flooding is a major hazard in Papua New Guinea, 
Soloman Islands and Fiji. 

EarthQuakes do not frequently cause large scale disasters, yet they pose considerable threats to 
some of the South Pacific countries, in particular Vanuatu, Fiji, Tonga, Western, Samoa, 
Soloman Island and Papua New Guinea. The recent earthquakes in Morobe and Madang 
Provinces in Papua New Guinea (October 1993) caused 41 deaths and forced the evacuation of 
more than 7000 people, mostly because of landslide risks. 
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Most earthquakes that take place in the region are deep earthquakes, not causing darnage at the 
surlace. However, shallow earthquakes do take place regularly, and there is risk of extensive 
darnage should an earthquake hit one of the urban eentres of the region. There has not yet been 
any earthquake rnicro-zoning carried out for ei ties in the South Pacific. One of the potentially 
severe secondary disasters of earthquakes is the generation of tsunarnis. 

Volcanic eruptions are among the most violent of natura! hazards. In the past, volcanic 
eroptions caused extensive loss of life and forced the evacuation of islands. The most active 
volcanoes of the region are located in Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. 
These are of considerable concern for disaster management authorities and people in the area. 
The recent volcanic eroption in Rabaul, Papua New Guinea (September 1994), has re-activated 
plans to relocate 50,000 people. Increased volcanic activity in Ambrym, Vanuatu has led to an 
urgent review of disaster plans. 

Landslides can cause major disasters, in particular in the Melanesian countries. They often 
happen as a secondary disaster to cyclones or earthquakes. Research has shown that landslides 
in Fiji are in most cases triggered by heavy rainfall, often associated with tropical cyclones. 
Huge landslides forced the evacuation of more than 7,000 people after a recent series of 
earthquakes in Papua New Guinea. 

Droughts are slow onset disasters, and their impact tends to be underestimated. But especially 
on atoll islands, droughts can impose considerable hardship. For example during the 1950's a 
considerable number of i-Kiribati were resettled to Solomon Islands. Countries where drought 
is most likely to cause probieros are Cook Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Kiribati, 
Marshall lslands and Tokelau. 

Global wanving and sea level rise are the most serious long term disaster threat. There is grave 
concern in the region that global changes may induce an increase in the severity and frequency 
of hydrological hazards in the region. Increase in the frequency and intensity of tropical 
cyclones, increased rainfall, heavier floods and higher storm surge levels are all hazardous 
phenomena that have been associated with elirnatic change. Some sourees indicate that an 
increase in intensity and frequency of natura! hazards may well be one of the frrst impacts on 
elimate change inflicted on populations. 

2 . Issues in disaster reduction 

The following issues have shaped the way disasters are managed and constitute opportunities 
for, and constraints on, future disaster management in the Pacific region. These issues form 
the common basis on which efforts to meet the targets set by the International Decade for 
Natura! Disaster Reduction wil! need to be based within the South Pacific context: 

Disasters disropt development and force governments to redeploy substantial parts of their 
development budget into relief and rehabilitation. Efforts to achieve more sustainable 
development have to address the negative impact wrought by natura! disasters. 

Scale and orientation of the economies amplifies the disroption of natura! disasters. Because of 
the lirnited carrying capacity of the environment and the small scale of economies, the damage 
wrought by one disaster often sets back development for years. 

Population growth and population concentration imply that national econornies have to cater for 
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more people, and that disaster prone urban fringe areas are occupied, mainly around the 
national capitals. 

DiSPersion of island communities limits development activities and disaster assistance. Even 
within countries, large distances and limited resources prohibit full involvement of outer 
islands. Disaster preparedness activities not always reach isolated communities at risk. 

Climate chan~e and sea level rise are the most serious environmental threats to the region. 
Global changes may increase the frequency and intensity of hydrological disasters, which 
makes elimate change a major issue, also for short term risk reduction. 

Human resources to cope with any specific area of development are fairly limited. Disaster 
managers are often charged with a wide range of other responsibities. Efforts should be made 
to make optimum use of available talent 

Priority for disaster reduction has to be weighed against other priori ties. Disaster reduction 
activities have to be result oriented and visibly demonstrate direct benefit to populations. 
Development activities need to consider the risks of natura! disasters in order to .be sustainable. 

Knowleóge of hazards and risks is still far from complete in the Pacific. A comprehensive 
mapping exercise is needed and .the vulnerability of communities, critical facilities and 
infrastructures needs to be assessed as a basis for assigning priority. 

Communication and wamin~ systems are important in view of the dispersed nature of the 
region. Disseminarion of disaster wamings needs to be improved in order to allow people to 
take optimum precautions. 

Traditional disaster reSPonse systems have eroded in recent times. Yet in particular traditional 
disaster mitigation measures such as erop diversification, food preservation and shelter 
construction still have their value in present day life. 

3 . Pacific regional strategy for disaster rednetion 

In preparation for the World Conference on Natura! Disaster Reduction in Yokohama, Japan, 
in May 1994, Pacific Island Countries have worked together to formulate a common strategy 
for disaster reduction in the region. The Pacific regional report to the Conference provides the 
framework and a clear starring point for all countries in the region to analyze and address the 
disaster issues that affect them. It is a collective policy statement of Pacific Island Countries 
and maps out a common policy that will enable countries to achieve their own goals and those 
of the International Decade for Natura! Disaster Reduction (IDNDR). The following are the 
main building blocks of the common strategy: 

Human resource and institutional development - Development of National disaster 
organizations and their staff resulting in community level disaster reduction, through disaster 
rnitigation, preparedness and effective emergency response. 

Planning and procedures - Review and revision of disaster plans, procedures and supportive 
legislation to forma solid basis for disaster reduction, preparedness and emergency operations. 

Hazard. vulnerability and risk assessment - Carry out assessments to provide a basis for 
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disaster mitigatiön and development planning. Assessment of the vulnerability of communities 
and critica) facilities, mapping of flood risks and earthquake micro-zoning are among the 
priori ties. 

Community awareness and disaster wam in~ • Improvemen of the state of preparedness of 
communities to reduce risks on short term, using the strong community level organization. 
Upgrading of warning arrangements to allow for optimum preparedness. 

Disaster re<iuction for sustainable deyelopment • Disaster considerations to become part and 
parcel of development planning and implementation of specific projects for strategie sectors 
and high risk functions and areas. 

The most important means for implementation of the disaster reduction strategy are the 
capacities of each of the Pacific island countries. The way to move ahead is to strengthen 
resources and capacities on the basis of fum polides to counter the impact of disasters. 
Strong community ties provide excellent opportunities for community based disaster awareness 
and risk reduction projects. Non-govemment organizations and the private sector are an 
integral part of these efforts. 

Regional organizations play a very significant role in supporting small islan<;l states in their 
development efforts. Their role in disaster management will become more pronounced and 
streamlined in the second half of this decade. Several international assistance projects are 
ongoing or envisaged to further support the region in implementing its strategy for disaster 
reduction. Additional requirements exist, especially in the areas of resources for the 
implementation of disaster mitigation projects, training and disaster related education and 
technical assistance. 

4 . The South Pacific Disaster Reduction Project 

The South Pacific Disaster Reduction Project (SPDRP) is at present the major activity to 
support Pacific island countries in the implementation of disaster reduction strategies. The 
project is funded by UNDP and other donors and is being implemented by the DHA South 
Pacific Programme Office (SPPO) in 1994-1997. Objective of the project is to strengthen 
institutional capacities and develop human resources in order to reduce the impact of natura) 
disasters in the region and thus contribute to sustainable development. 

The project is irnplemented in five interrelated activities: 

Trainine: In-country and regiona training serves to develop the professionalism of disaster 
officials and those who play supporting roles in disasters. A regional training strategy, 
including 'training of trainers' will create coherent opportunities for relevant professional 
development. 

Disaster miti~ation: Pilot projects and new initiatives in areasas volcano monitoring, foreshore 
protection, flood warning and forecasting and integrating disaster considerations into 
development planning, will be implemented with assistance of regional organizations. 

Resource matelials will be produced including technica! manuals, economie impact studies and 
public awareness matelials will be developed for reference and training. 
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Infoonation management: National and regional databases will be introduced and developed, 
with support training, to allow effective disaster reduction and emergency management. 

Regional cooperation and coordination: Annual regional meetings will provide a forumtoshare 
experiences and identify areas for coordination. Disaster related infoonation will be shared in 
the region to enhance coordination. 

The success of the project success will be determined by the degree to which institutions are 
strengthened and human resources are developed. However, this has to be measured in 
tangible outcomes that include: 

Improved capabilities and performance of national and local institutions to manage disasters as 
a result of revised and updated disaster plans, data bases, community level preparedness, 
professional development for disaster officials, improved inter-agency coordination for 
disasters, etc. 

Better integration of disasters into development planning as aresult of training for development 
planners, policy making, hazard and risk studies, evaluation of disaster risks, in development 
planning, etc. 

Reduced potential for negative impact of disasters as aresult of implementation of reduction 
projects, including disaster reduction measures in rehabilitation planning, foonwation of 
national mitigation strategies, etc. 

Regional mechanism in place to continue support for disaster management activities as aresult 
of closer linkages with participating countries, donors and regional organization, support 
provided by IDNDR, etc. 

In actdition to this broad institutional support programme, and in many cases based on the 
project, a number of ether support activities have been scheduled and are being implemented. 
This includes two projects to improve cyclone warnings and their dissernination, an NGO 
disaster preparedness programme and various bilateral disaster rnitigation projects. 

S. A pilot project to address earthquake risks in Suva, Fiji 

The risk of a significant earthquake affecting Suva is not sufficiently addressed at the present 
stage. Although the National Disaster Management Plan is essentially a multi-disaster plan, 
emergency management practise is geared towards reducing the impact of tropical cyclones, in 
particular in rural areas. 

The last significant earthquake to affect Suva took place in 1953. This earthquake caused 
considerable damage and several deaths, in particular because of the tsunarni it generated. 
Since then, Suva has become one of the most developed cities in the Pacific, and much of the 
new development has taken place on hazard prone landfill areas along the coastline of the Suva 
peninsula. It is expected that an earthquake similar to that in 1953 would have a severe impact 
on the development of the Fiji capital. 

As part of the South Pacific Disaster Reduction Project, a disaster mitigation pilot project has 
been formulated to address this issue. The project is proposed for funding to the British 
IDNDR-Committee. It wil! draw provisional conclusions on seismicity and vulnerability and 
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make the necessary next step in terms of development of mitigation plans and adaptation of 
emergency arrangements. 

The project will prepare a realistic estimate of the probability, intensity and potential side 
effects of an earthquake affecting the Suva area and assess the vulnerability of communities, 
key facilities, infrastructure and housing areas. This will serve as a basis for the formulation of 
disaster mitigation projects, a preparedness and public education strategy and review of the 
emergency management organization. The project findings will be shared with other Pacific 
island countries prone to earthquakes. 

6. Urban habitat issues 

Pacific societies are still predominantly rural and natura! disasters impact primarily upon the 
informal agricultural base of the region. Nevertheless there are a number of issues and 
considerations that are closely linked to urban habitat. lt is expected that these issues will gain 
importance with the progress of urbanization and concentration of resources in vulnerable 
coastal zones. The Fiji earthquake project points is one of the frrst activities to address potential 
urban disasters. Here, some key issues related to urban habitat and disasters in the Pacific are 
discussed briefly. 

Urban hazards 
Hazards that have a strong localized impact, in particular earthquakes, may cause severe 
disasters when they strike in urban areas. Most at risk are Port Moresby (Papua New Guinea), 
Suva (Fiji), Port Vila (Vanuatu) and Honiara (Salomon Islands). The urban communities of 
the Pacific are not very well prepared for this threat Specific urban disaster plans do not exist 
and construction standards and methods are often not suitable. Most countries do have building 
codes that cover the threat of earthquakes, butenforcement is a major problem. Large sectors 
of the (informal) housing market are not subject to any regulation. Some urban communities 
live under the threat of volcanic eruptions; Rabaul in Papua New Guinea was evacuated last 
year following a major eruption. Honiara, the capita! of Salomon Islands is threatened by the 
Savo volcano. 

Increased development 
The increased development and industrialization cause additional threats. Fuel depots, air fields 
and industries are often located close to housing areas. In Cook Islands, the National Disaster 
Management Committee will carry out a Iisk assessment of the fuel depots close to Avarue, the 
main settlement, to see what can be done to reduce the risk. New developments are also 
increasingly taking place on flood prone lands. Nadi, in the western part of V i ti Levu, the main 
island of Fiji, is a major development area for tourism, trade and industry. The area is ei<posed 
to storm surges and river flooding and much of the development efforts risk to be wiped out 
when a major cyclone affects the area. 

Vulnerability increases 
A third factor in the increase of urban disaster threats is the vulnerability of communities and 
individuals. Squatter settlements, with very low quality housing, exist around many of the 
capitals of the Pacific. The informal settlements are increasingly located on steep slopes, in 
flood prone river valleys and on other marginal lands. The modernization of building 
techniques, which has taken place mainly in the urban and peri-urban areas sametimes further 
increases the vulnerability. Traditional houses that had a good resistance to cyclones, are not 
built any Jonger for various reasons. Their replacements, often waoden houses with corrugated 
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iron roofs, are not constructed in a way that they resist tropical cyclones. 

Population growth and population concentration 
The net population growth in the region is high, with natura! rates of population increase well 
over two percent, in some countries over three percent. The major population issue in disaster 
reduction is the increasing human vulnerability to natura! disasters because of urbanization and 
population concentration, mostly in the national capitals. Hazard-prone urban fringe areas are 
occupied by new settlers who often are not able to take adequate precautions against disasters, 
living in crowded, makeshift housing without adequate sanitary facilities. The inevitable health 
hazards are amplified after disasters. 

Land use regulation and planning 
Land use planning is one of the key areas in which disaster considerations are frequently 
included, especially in urban areas. Set back regulations for shoreline development and land 
use limitations for flood prone or landslide prone areas are examples. In most Pacific island 
countries, the role of land use planning, as a government instrument to guide development, is 
rather limited. Traditional land ownership patterns limit the influence of government and 
decisions on land use are taken more at community level. Advise on suitable land use for 
specific areas will therefore also need to be directed at community level programmes and 
activities. In rural settlements, the main risk reduction activities will need to be implemented at 
the locallevel, in close cooperation with the communities. In urban areas and their periphery, 
there is someland use planning, though mainly in the form of housing area development and 
allocation of public facilities and services. But even there, the land use plan is largely dictated 
by the availability of land 'on the market', i.e. land not controlled by traditionalland owners. 
This does not always lead to optimum land use from the point of view of disaster reduction. 

7. Conclusions 

Pacific island countries are exposed to a wide range of natura! disasters and disasters are an 
important issue in decision mak:ing in the region. Countries of the region have analyzed 
commonalities in their situation and developed a strategy to meet the objectives of the 
International Decade for Natura! Disaster Reduction. Several projects and activities contribute 
to the implementation of this strategy, including the South Pacific Disaster Reduction Project, 
but additional support is required in several fields. Although natura! disasters are at present 
mainly addressed in a rural context, there are certainly also issues related to urban development 
and habitat. These issues will increase in importance and need to be addressed in the context of 
opportunities and limitations of the Pacific. 
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WA TER RELA TED DISASTERS IN URBAN ARE AS 
SURVEY AND POSSIBLE DEFENCE STRATEGY IN HUNGARY 

Abstract: 

József Gayer, 
Vituki Plc., Hungary 

Disasters occurring in urbanized areas are typically related to the infrastructure of the 
settlements and are significantly different from the natural ones. Their occurrence is connected 
either to a structure or public utilities and although their effect is lirnited in space a larger group 
of the inhabitants is concemed due to the high population density. The study reviews the water 
related dangers and potenrial hazards, the losses which are often intangible. Apart from risks 
the existing practice of the prevention and defence in the works and institutions concemed are 
treated. In the study the dangers related to the water supply and urban sewerage/drainage are 
reviewed and the practice of defence services are summarized. Further certain conclusions and 
suggestions are given. 

Key words: Urban disaster, Water related utilities, Pipe burst, Inundation, Fire service, Civil 
defence, Flood defence, Municipality. 

1. Introduetion 

The urbanization, the increase of population and its density, the concentration of human 
activities have all become sourees of dangerous situations, which must be considered in large 
cities like Budapest and in important country towns alike. Recent Hungarian and foreign 
experiences have shown that one of the negative consequences of urbanization is the increasing 
probability of disasters which, in addition , have rather complex characteristics in the urban 
environment. 
The extension and density of public utilities and their linkage to the everyday life have attained 
a level without which urban life is unimaginable: On the other hand the elements of these 
utilities create a potential hazard which should be kept in mind and the society must take 
preventive steps and prepare rnitigation/relief measures to proteet Jives and goods in case of 
disasters. 
Unfortunately, the modem infrastructure and the availability of defence services can not 
necessarily guarantee effective prevention against disasters. Although urban disasters are 
usually lirnited inspace many people are involved because of the high population density. 
In Hungary public attention was drawn to this kind of vulnerability by a recent bw·st of a pipe 
800 mm in diameter, inundating the nearby underground station and endangering the 
surrounding buildings (Fig. 1). Intensive summer rainstorms regularly cause inundations in 
urban areas of high imperviousness ratio (especially where the drainage system is otherwise 
overloaded and wom out), blocking road traffic and somelimes endangering human Jives. An 
accidental coincidence of such a rainfall and a pipe burst could result in dramatic consequences. 
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Construction 
site 

Layout 

1. February 1, 1991, 11:00 am. Burst of a 800mm pipe at the 'Astoria' underground 
station. Flow of water and mud rises to the surface. 

2,4. The water and the mud rush over the stairsand.down to the underground passage. 
3. The flow continues into the escalator tunnel. 
5. It reaches the underground station. Since the railway tunnel slopes towards 'Deák 

tér' station the major part of the section between • Astoria' and 'Biaha Lujza tér' 
stations remain dry. 

6. The water, heavily polluted with mud, flows towards 'Deák tér' station. 
7. The current is cut off by the staff, two trains get stacked between • Astoria' and 

'Biaha Lujza tér' stations. 
8. Ambulance officers and frre fighters arrive and take 300 passengers who trapped in 

the trains to 'Biaha Lujza tér' station. 
9. Ladders are used to elirob up to the platform of the station. 
10, 11. The 'Blaha Lujza tér' station and theescalator transporting upstairs. 
12. 'Biaha Lujza tér' station's underground passage. The passengers are in safe. 

Ambulance and fire brigade cars are in readiness at the street level. 
Summary: No one injured, thanks to lucky circumstances. 20,000 m3 of water spilled 
out; water depth (street/passage): 30/90cm. New pipe commissioned: Feb 2, 4pm., pave
ment, carriageway redone: Feb 3, 5pm. Losses (in USD): Direct repair costs 22,000; 
Damage (utilities, underground, cars, shops, etc.) 185,000; water spilled out 2,000; 
Indirect loss intangible. Involved institutions: Water, Gas, Electricity, Sèwage Works, 
Pubtic Transp. Co., Ambulance, Fire S. , Civil Def., Police, Flood Def., Municipality. 

Fig. 1: Scenario of the 'Astoria' pipe burst 

Poisons or explosive matenals can spill into the sewage or drainage system in case of the 
accident of a transport van. This can create life-danger even several kilometres away from the 
spot, due to the extent of the network, not mentioning the damage of the utility itself. 
Being aware of the danger which disasters may have in urbanized areas, a study has been 
conducted to assess water related dangers and potential hazards and to review accepted practice 
in their management in Hungary (Gayer, 1992). 
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2. Urban disasters 

In the Hungarian law there is no exact definition given for such concepts like catastrophe, 
disaster, accident, rescue etc. Only the different special fields have created definitions fortheir 
own use. The definitions of such terrns forrnulated in encyclopedias are too genera!, while 
those used by the fields are too limited, since their criteria were lirnited (death toll, number of 
the wounded, the area affected etc.). 
Although the concepts are not totally clear, the task must be deterrnined from a practical point 
of view. Society should prepare to manage those events which could endanger or darnage life, 
environment, goods, public services. 
When preparing to handle urban disasters (including prevention and rnitigation of their effects) 
one has to face a number of special characteristics which are different from natura! disasters, 
such as: 
- the risks involved are different 
- the different risks are interlering with each other, complicated events can develop, 

exacerbating the original danger 
- the risks are always present, people must take them into consideration 
- the dynarnics of the events is very high 
- large number of people can be in danger 
- the losses are much greater than in natural/rural area 
- the defence system itself can be darnaged 
- the access to the disaster site rnight be hindered 
Unfortunately urban conditions do notoffer many advantages from point of view of disaster 
prevention. The few are: 
- the existing infrastructure promotes effective intervention 
- high concentration of skilis is available 
- defence forces are concentrated in urban areas 
Summarizing advantages and disadvantages the urban conditions seem to be rather 
unfavourable in disaster management, that is why a well organized defence system is of great 
importance. 

2.1 Water supply 
Concerning possible accidents in the water supply system the following aspects have been 
investigated in'the study: 
- water quality ( infection of the water resources, collapse of the purification system, poisoning 

of the supply network), 
- pumping and supply (energy breakdown of main stations, collapse of the gravitational 

conveyance system, pipe burst at critica! points), 
-management of disaster situations (probability, compliance, prevention), 
- social importance of preparations. 
Among the above mentioned aspects in this paper the most spectacular one, the burst of large 
diameter pipe is discussed in detaiL 
In case of burst of a main supply pipe very serious consequences may occur if a large surface 
of the pipe opens (several m2), through which the discharge can attain a significant value 
(1-5 m3/s), due tothefree outflow. This explosion-like burst is typical to brittle materiallike 
cast-iron with laminated graphite structure, asbestos cement and concrete (SENTAB). 
Unfortunately themajor part of themainwater supply pipes of the Hungarian cities is made of 
these materials. E.g. in Budapest the totallength of major pipes (DN 500 to 1600 mm) is 
395 km and the share of the above pipe materials is 87.7 %. The underground pipes cannot be 
maintained, so sooner or later each sections becomes worn-out. The direct triggering cause of a 
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burst is a peak-load which may be due to traffic, pressure, pressure wave, earth movement 
The site of the pipe-burst is the weakest point of the particular section. 
Pipe sections of the same material reach the same worn-out level after different life time, 
because of the different operational and accompanying circumstances, so the age of a pipe does 
not characterize its state reliably. 
The disaster situation is caused by the consequences of the burst viz. the destruction and the 
flooding. Monolithic pavements are especially dangerous, because underneath a large water 
body develops under pressure and suddenly an extended surface blows up destroying other 
utilities and surface objects. 
Danger of explosion, electtic shock. traffic accidents and instability of neighbouring buildings 
can arise. The consequent outflow of water is of much higher velocity and discharge than 
under operational conditions. Ciosure of the pipes (at both sides) takes quite a long time 
because the access of the special squad of the water works is hindered to the site even by the 
traffic jam caused by the pipe burst. The closing operation itself takes time to avoid a shock 
wave which could eau se another pipe burst upstream. The street inlets can not drain the high 
discharge and the water (mixed with mud) floods the low-lying areas and places (basements, 
underground passages, stations etc.). The volume of spilled out water is several thousands of 
m3, entailing severe loss and even life-danger. 
In Budapest the number of pipe bursts (of 500-1600 mm pipes) in the period 1981-1991 was 
292, out of which 13 were classified as catastrophic. Theevents were statistically analysed. It 
was found that only the probability of occurrence can be forecast, the site of the burst cannot 
be. Since the number of cases, as wel! as the tangible and intangible losses showed an 
increasing trend the remedial measures became unavoidable. 
The costof a total reconstruction (change) of the burst prone pipe sections is far beyond the 
financial capacity of the city, therefore cheaper solutions have to be sought. After careful 
investigations of the network and the surrounding areas 15 points were found to be primarily 
endangered by nearby large diameter water supply pipe of brittie material. The change of these 
pipe sections would be still too expensive, on the other hand the necessa.ry reconstruction time 
was estimated to 3 to 6 months per site, meaning that the whole reconstruction period would 
take 4 years (only one site can be closed from the traffic at a time). Apart from pipe 
replacement another opportunity is the application of automatic security valves in the vicinity of 
the site concemed. The advantage of these valves is that a larger area can be protected by them. 
In case of pipe burst the water velocity surpasses the standard value and a sensor triggers the 
closing of the valve, which takes only a few · rninutes. lf at both sides of a 'hot spot' the 
security valves close the pipe, only a relatively small amount of water spilis causing less 
trouble than otherwise. The applicable mechanical or electrical security valves (the farmer is 
more costly but more reliable) cost much less than a pipe replacemeni; they can be constructed 
faster and with smaller turnover in the city's life. 
Basedon the analysis a 'sustainable risk' has been determined, stating that first those places 
where the pipe diameter I)N ~ 800 mm should be protected by security valves. Simultaneously 
the most critical section along the Grand Boulevard should be replaced by a new 1200 mm 
spherical cast iron pipe. This boulevard is a very important traffic line of the capita! with 3 'hot 
spots'. 
The reconstruction has been started and an important section of the boulevard's pipe has been 
already replaced. The project is continued according to the available funds. 

2.2 Urban drainage 
The difficulties in the field of urban drainage are due to the urbanization or rather to the change 
of urban hydrological conditions which have notbeen considered by the decision makers in the 
last few decades. During the construction boom of the nineteen-sixties and seventies the 
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drainage and sewerage systems were almost neglected. 
While 1 million new flats have been constructed and also the water supply has been developed 
at a proper pace the short-sighted urban planning paid little attention to the effluent waters in 
Budapest and in country towns as well. The increased imperviousness ratio of urban 
catchments resulted increased runoff volume and shorter time to peak of the rurtoff 
hydrograph. The consequences of today are the frequent inundations caused by summer 
rainstorms in the cities. Low-lying areas are endangered sirnilarly to the case of large diameter 
pipe burst. It can be even more dangerous if an intensive storm coincides with a pipe burst in a 
flood prone area. 
The core of the drainage system of Budapest was constructed at the end of the last century. 
Later with the urban development new areas have been connected to this original network 
enlarging the catchment to be served and overloading the system. On the other hand the newly 
constructed drains have been sized using the design storm of half year or one year (rarely two 
years), which resulted in severe underdesign. A farmer study showed that 4.8% of the 
network is endangered by surcharged flow and consequent flooding once a year (Gayer, 
1991). When taking into account the 4 year design storm these values increase to 11.6%. As a 
consequence the overloaded and degraded system needs an urgent rehabilitation. When sizing 
the underground 'minor system' the 10 year design storm should be considered and it would 
be advisable to apply the concept of dual drainage (Wisner and Kassem, 1982) with a 100 year 
recurrence period for the 'major system'. This latter could provide a eertaio protection, even in 
case of pipe burst. 
The application of detention starage must be also considered, since it has a beneficia! effect on 
downstteam flooding, if the design is appropriate (Marsalek et al., 1982). The Budapest 
catchment offer a lot of possibilities for this solution, but so far only one facility has been built 
for this purpose. 

3. Defence services 

3.1 Fire service 
When disaster defence is concemed the first institution to be mentioned is the frre defence. The 
readiness of fire fighters for alert and their well equipped facilities make them capable to 
intervene in almast any kind of disaster or accident. 
In Hungary the operative activities are performed by the fire brigades betonging to the 
municipalities and in eertaio cases the special frre service of large state companies. Professional 
supervision is provided by the National Headquarters of the Fire Service and by the different 
counties' and the capital'sH.Q. Voluntary brigades do not play important role in the system. 
The duty of the fire service is well determined conceming fire prevention or fighting, but the 
situation is not so clear when some kind of technica! intervention comes in question. According 
to the by-laws frremen should fight against flood, inland excess water, earthquake, earth-slide 
and contribute to rescue operation and loss rnitigation. Furthermore they render help in case of 
other accidents if life-danger or the endangering of public order prevail. However the precise 
level of obligatory intervention has been not prescribed. Although a recent Act made fire 
fighting and rescuing the obligations of the municipalities, the uncertainties have not been 
solved. 
As a consequence the range of accidents for which the fire fighters are alerted is very wide. 
Almast half of the cases are due to accidents and not fire. Mainly flooding of low lying areas or 
caves, traffic accidents, windstorm damage, life danger are the reasans for alert. When in 
di stress people dial automatically 07 (the number of duty) regardless whether the frre service is 
competent in the given case or not. Cases like gas leakage, wind damaged roof or saving a 
smal! cat trapped in a high position all become the duties of the fire brigade. 
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For the most frequent cases the proper interven ti ons are prescribed, calling the attention to the 
possible danger and to the compulsory security measures, the protective devices and the 
necessity of in volving specialist. 
Past experiences have shown that a certain routine has developed in tenns of co-operation 
between the fire service and the other works and companies usually involved in accidents. The 
fire brigade is in charge until the direct danger prevails and the rescue teams of the different 
utilities (water, sewage, gas, electricity, traffic, etc.) work co-ordinately. This practice has 
proved successful so far, the co-operation was rather smooth thanks to the good personal 
relationships between the members of different organizations. On the other hand this statement 
also means that this practice contains a few fortunate probabilistic elements, without which the 
situation in a particular case would become uncontrolled. 
Therefore the reform of the old regulation is topical. Adaptation of the well-proved practice, 
certain rewriting, completion of the old guide would be necessary with the help of the 
specialists of the different fields involved. 
The frre service is basically an intervention organization. The prevention is mainly the task of 
local authorities, municipalities and public works. Regarding its role, the frre service can do the 
most, if as a respondent unit of the whole defence service the emphasis is Iaid on the 
preparatien and permanent training of the staff in close co-operation with other units of the 
defence system. 

3. 2 Civil Defence 
The Civil Defence (CD) is connected to the different hazards of various fields by its duty of 
proteering the citizens. A recent Act describes the duties and responsibilities of the CD in 
accordance with the European (EU) normatives. 
Within the frameworkof CD's activity there are a data collecting, checking and supply system, 
an alert system, to which belang the preparatien of the special intervention forces and the 
operative control of the contributors. 
Depending on the category of the settlements 3 to 10 %of the citizens form the local area 
defence farces under the control of CD with the financial support of the state. There is a pool 
of practical experiences gained by the CD during past accidents and through the analysis of 
such events, which makes this service capable to contribute in the fighting against disasters. 
Experiences have shown that important data are missing from their data base (of buildings, 
residents, utilities etc.) which would be beneficia! in future activities. 

3. 3 Defence service of the water management 
The defence service of the Hungarian water management is based on the pubtic administration 
of the water sector. This systeni consists of 12 District Water Authorities, the Flood and 
Excess-water Fighting Service and the National Water Authority headed by the Ministry of 
Transportation, Teleconununication and Water Management. 
The water damage prevention system covers the flood contra!, land drainage and water 
pollution controL The major part of the methods, devices, equipments used by the service are 
generally applicable also in disaster defence. The instruments of the service comprise: 
- flood fighting equipments and technologies (power generators, motors, explosive, different 

machinery, vessels) 
- independent teleconununication system 
- social facilities 
- transportable pumps and pipes 
- special devices for water pollution control (to remove surface and subsurface contaminants) 
- other special activities (diving and flight services). 
The water management service runs a 24 hour duty, which in case of alert, can mobilize the 
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defence units of the local and the district organizations. The units work according to task 
oriented mobilization plans. The turning out starts within two hours after the alert, while the 
effective defence activity starts within 3-5 hours, depending on the distance of the site. 
To integrate the defence service of the water management into a general urban defence 
organization it is necessary to determine the scope of activities and authorities, as well as the 
fmancial support of the project. 

4 . Duties of the municipality 

When dealing with urban disasters a settiement is supposed to have several companies, fmns, 
available defence units, frre fighters and well-organized public administration. 
The interests of the population are protected by the mayor and his/her task is to organize 
disaster defence and, in case, to control the fighting activity. Obviously the mayor is not 
expected to be an expert of disaster defence, but he has to establish an organization or to charge 
an existing one to perform the required duty of organization, co-ordination, planning etc. An 
operative staff of the leaders of defence units and of experts must be organized which is 
convened in case of disaster and which prepares the decisions of the mayor. It is practical to 
convene the memhers of the staffin 'eventless' period, in order to discuss certain delicate 
questions and avoid confusion in action. This also serves also as a forum to change views and 
provide information. It must be emphasized that the success of disaster defence depends 
mainly on the harmonization of different units. 
The local factories, dealing with hazardous materials, have to assess their risks based on 
uniformed criteria and have to take security measures and to prepare disaster plan. The results 
and plans must be forwarded to the operative staff of the mayor, where the summation and the 
overall city security plan are compiled. 
It is generally experienced that people are afraid of the consequences of disasters, but they 
usually do not expect such events within their own environment. This mentality presents a 
certain danger, si nee the more developed the civilization, urbanization and the public services, 
the more difficulty arise when an outage occurs. Citizens became defenceless, they are not able 
to organize their supply independently. 
The municipality has the duty to eaU their attention to the possible sourees of danger, to the 
prevention steps and to the suggested behaviour in case of disaster. 
The local administration has heavy responsibilities also at the preparation level (explanatory 
work, education) and even when accidents occur. Then those in charge must inform and guide 
the citizens on the basis of the primary information they have received, and take measures to 
mitigate the consequences and to restore the services. They can perform this task more 
effectively, if the citizens are prepared and follow the issued instructions. 

5. Conclusions 

As stated above the urban conditions seem to be rather unfavourable in disaster management. 
The available financial sourees are rather limited. Therefore the urban disaster defence policy 
should rely on carefully detennined standpoints. Based on the study the following conclusions 
have been drawn which are recomrnendable when finalizing this policy: 
- legislation and the detennination of the role of municipalities are indispensable for making 

headway, 
- the implementation of an information and intervention system of urban disaster prevention 

would be beneficia!, 
- the modernization of defence systems are to be urged, one general preventive defence setvice 

should be preferred in order to concentrale funds and sources, 
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- even in case of limited financial resources the rehabilitation of the water supply system can be 
done following a reasanabie policy, 

- the rehabilitation of the sewerage/drainage system is also unavoidable; design concepts 
should be modemized, structural and non-structural measures must be applied. 
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Part IV Perspectives for tomorrow 

Introduetion and chapter synopsis 

Before aniving to conclusions we included the records of a panel discussion which took place 
at the end of the Urban Habitat conference. 
A set of themes was formulated in order to facilitate this discussion. 

• The question of environmental sustainability is primarily a question of our capability to 
forecast future consequences of present-day impacts. By which procedure and with which 
tools can urban development be planned best. Which processes allow for efficient planning, 
and which require different approaches? What will be the strategy development tooi set of the 
future? What issues require centralised planning, and which of these would benefit most 
from decentralised or fuzzy-logic approaches? And how does this relate to situations with 
specifically different characterisrics in terros of geography, location, socio-economics, etc.? 

• New policy trends emphasise, often obstinately, comrnunity involvement to the extent that 
one wonders whether the clear and appropriate concepts required for this are available. Th is 
is true both in industrialised and in developing countries. What are the concepts that should 
be used to underscore such policies, and what lessons can be learned? 

• The industrialised-, industrialising- and developing countries represent specific conditions. 
What is shared by these countries with respect to urban environmental management? Can 
approaches from developing countries be adapted to address the deteriorating conditions in 
many urban eentres in North America and Europe? Is the Northern experience with 
environmental proteetion directly applicable to the South, to the Urban Habitat of the South 
in particular? 

• Should Habitat IJ concern local govemments only? Will "shelter for all" have any chance 
without changes in national laws regarding land property and accessibility? Does 
sustainability require planning without uncertainries? Does a sustainable living environment 
depend on action taking urban management, or, instead, need non-govemmental initiatives? 
Can the urban environment be maintained only if municipal services are paid for by their 
beneficiaries? 
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COMMITTING LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: THE ENVIRONMENT OF 
TOMORROW IS GUIDED BY THEIR URBAN HABITAT 

(A PANEL DISCUSSION) 

Report by Jups Kluyskens, Consultant 

The members of the panel were: 
Joseph Mugore, chairman; Dee SemiUa Corazon, Institute for Housing and Urban Development Studies, 
Rotterdam, Peter Slits, IULA, The Hague; Yap Kioe Sheng, Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Human 
Settiement Development Programme; Hugo Priemus, Managing Director of OTB, Delft University; Emiel 
Wegelin, Coordinator of Urban Management Programme, UNDP/WB/Habitat Program me, Nairobi. 

The cha'innan suggested to start the discussion on how local govemment could be committed to 
the environment of tomorrow which is guided by the urban habitat. What kind of urban habitat 
are we going to build and what kind of tools are available? The politics of the urban habitat 
should also be considered, whether there is sufficient leeway for the urban habitat to develop 
itself and to be the engine of the environment of tomorrow. Finally, it was suggested to take 
into account to what extent the policy environment is a help or a hinderance in building an 
urban habitat. 

One of the speakers remarked that in general terms the policy framewerk is not always clear for 
local government depending on the country. Key issues have to be met, for example a clear 
division of tasks between the various levels of govemment. In some cases Iocal govemment is 
only available on paper. The policy framewerk is a basic condition for the urban habitat to be 
sustainable in the future. Tasks have mostly been cleared between central, regional and local 
govemment as well as a set of tools which have been defined, so the various levels of 
govemment know what they have at their disposal administratively, legally, financially and 
institutionally. An important element is the power division or empowerment of local 
communities in the context of the overall administrative system of a country. Th is is a recurrent 
sensitive issue. As such it is beyond the policy framewerk and the role which the local 
govemment can play. But even if the functions of local govemment are made explicit, there is 
often a limited capacity for the local govemment to execute the policies. It is not clear yet how 
to cope with these challenges for example in the field of urban management, planning and 
technica! competence. Therefore the question would be: even if the policy is clear, what are the 
planning challenges and to what ex tent cao we create a way to cope with these challenges? 
A second speaker suggested to discuss the roles and responsibilities of local govemment in a 
practical context. When revising local government codes for example, these could be made 
more pragmatic and adjusted to the tasks of urban management at the localleveL In most cases 
they are not very detailed, overlap and are contradictory. An overall issue is also the 
mobilisation of resources for implementing these tasks. Until now this point has not been 
sufficiently stressed. Mobilising local resources (taxes) is important as well as 
intergovernmental transfers which are very important in terms of quantity. The pattem of 
in tergoveromen tal resource transfers is not well organised and this is an important part of the 
policy framework. The central govemment owes it to itself and to the local government to 
bring more cohesion in this pattem and tailor it better to the distribution of tasks between the 
various layers of government. If this can be completed with re gard to Habitat II, the question 
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of planning and capacity building can be dealt with as well. Until today, planning has been 
somewhat sectorally segregated. 

There should be more integration in the programming of investments in order to enhance the 
efficiency of the process of priority setting. Th is should in principle be initiated and supported 
by the local govemment 

One of the panel merobers brought up the issue of sustainability which was defined às the 
struggle against extemalities and the limitations of the market. How can we motivate market 
organisations and the local population to commit themselves to sustainablilty. A very important 
souree at the local level is the strength of urban finance. If taxes are only beneficia! to the 
national govemment, the local govemment will be weak. 
Furthermore, regional cooperation is becoming very important. This speaker suggested that the 
planning approach at locallevel could shift more towards organising a market of planning. A 
set of basic functions for local govemment should be defined which would produce relevant 
information, particularly for extemalities, alternative future trends, modeHing alternative 
solutions and their evaluation and impact. Politicians have difficulties to make room for such 
an ex ante evaluation but it can improve the decision making process. 

Another panel member observed that at the level of the local govemment, the participatory 
approach has gained popularity. This should be further encouraged at severallevels, also to 
those who have an interest in the objectives and the local govemment could be the facilitator. 
Again, the financial aspect deserves full attention. Capacity building in terros of generating the 
participation of local government, NGO's and the representatives of community based 
organisations varies enormously. The probierus in the North and the South are very different. 
From the economie point of view, southem countries are not wealthy and there is a need for 
the support of multilateral agencies. The politica! situation is very difficult in most cases since 
we presurne a representative govemment which is not always the case. This is also a problem 
at locallevel were the policies will be implemented realistically, basedon the conditions of the 
specific environment. 
The chairman concluded that planning, finance and participation can differ and change in the 
light of sustainability for human settiement development. The poli ti cal aspect has been ignored, 
concluded another panel member. 

The decisionmaking and delegation of responsibilities at various levels involves power. 
This is mostly regarded as a teehoical issue and not as a politica! issue. Instead of delegating 
power to local levels a shift was observed from decision making in a political demoeratic 
process to the market forces. There is a shift in power between ruling groups and powerlul 
economie forces . If the Vaneauver declaration (1976) were transferred to Istanbul. some 
progress would have been made but We have not delegated the power to the local level. 
Currently, governments withdraw further and leave more things to the market forces but the 
government still holds responsibilities for welfare and the distribution of income. The 
government has become a mediator in negotiating with the market forces to try to control the 
effects of the market forces. The chairman concluded that there is some irony in the fact that we 
are decentralising power to local authorities whereas at the same time we are globalising; local 
authorities are being globalised, local authorities are directly incorporated into a global agenda 
and culture. Are we decentralising in order to globalise and are we really giving power to local 
authorities? 
A former speaker thought this can only be demonstrated by results . Strengthening 
governments at locallevel is important but national governments should not be dissolved. 
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Central govemments are recognizing that local communities cannot be run from the capital city; 
decentralisation is the only answer; it should be practised and implemented. 

However, in many cases responsibilities have been hived off by central governments because 
they could not cope with the tasks and because of economie necessity. Local govemments have 
toface this problem in circumstances of lack of resources and capacity.' 
This is why strengtherring local governments is so important The local government is situated 
at a spectrum where it is part of the overall gaverrunent but at the sametime presumed to have a 
demoeratic legitimacy and electoral base. This is an obscure framework when trying to respond 
to the demands of the local community. 
A panel member defined Habitat II as a preparatory process which is also a politica! process. 
Transparency, globalisation and decentralisation within this processis important as wellas the 
time horizon of the Habitat II agenda. The Vancouver agenda had a horizon of at least 20 
years, this will also be the case for Habitat II. Part of globalisation is the reduction of the 
nation state, i.e. decentralisation will have to happen, even in a cold economie climate. It is not 
yet clear to what extent this can be dictated by market forces. However, the local government 
should be adequately equipped to deal with that challenge. The Vaneauver declaration was a 
shelter declaration with a narrow focus. 
Habitat II has a much broader agenda with topics like urban sustainability and decentralisation 
processes. One theme that has recently been highlighted is that of urban exclusion; the di vision 
between the haves and have nots. This wil! have an effect on the formation of politica! 
constituents. The middle classes see this as a threat; urban poverty wil! be a threat and will 
increase and this should be addressed in the politica! process. A major task for Habitat II is to 
create the future awareness of urban issues. 

The following questions and obse1vations were put forward by the audience. 
1. Is the full richness of the physical environment addressed? There seems to be a rhetorica! 

gloss in which the full richness is nottaken seriously. For example, food issues and how 
they are related to urban development have been neglected as well as the amount of land, 
water and other resources, used for growing food. 

2. The (urban) community level has notbeen clearly defined despite the fact that we agree that 
this is an important level as wel!. Can we identify the urban community? 

3 . Habitat Il should pay attention to productivity, poverty alleviation and the improvement of 
the environment. It is suggested that representative, local governments should be 
strengthened but most local governments in developing countries are not representatively 
elected; they are appointed by the centre. Therefore there is some conceptual con tradietion in 
our thinking which should be discussed. 

4. If decentralisa1ion has to take place then the financial distribution of funds is necessary. 
Central govemments will not spend money on the local governments and this will impede 
the decent:ralisation process. Local governments, if elected democratically, are slowly 
forming a coalition with people's organisations and NGO's. Such a coalition without funds 
cannot achieve very much. 

Response by the panel members: 
Forces creating the urban problems are global, for example capita! coming from Japan. The 
nation state cannot do so much about this but the externalities have to be conu·olled but by 
whom? Local govemment has little to con trol; the di vision into smaller groups is taking place, 
for example in Europe and Russia. 
The community is a group of people who try to group themselves by themselves to achieve an 
objective, they may be situated in different places but they have a common goal. Within the 
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urban community, the private sector plays an important role. 

The problem of the central government is the ambition to correct market processes and 
outcomes because of the goals of sustainability, justice and fair distribution.' Some people 
thought the solution would be to replace market processes by public procedures but this is not 
a proper solution; we replace market failures by govemment failures. With regard to the 
Vaneauver declaration, we should try to find solutions in modemising the informal sector. 
When you deal with market processes you deal with market powers and activities. Correcting 
markets is not replacing markets but using markets to improve the situation. We should not 
decentralise and withdraw the public role, but try to find a new role for govemments within 
these market processes. The issue of capacity building at the locallevel in relation to the new 
realities and the new roles we give to urban local authorities seems to be contradictory. To 
what ex tent is it a legitimate assignment to expect the urban local authorities to take care of the 
environment in light of global pressures. Perhaps this is due to the absence of real authority. 
In Rio, for the frrst time local govemment organisations had a voice at the level of the UN. The 
international municipal organisations made a statement on behalf of local authorities worldwide 
and a chapter in Agenda 21 was adopted. This does justice to local government and the politica! 
and practical importance of local govemment in the field of environment is recognised. At the 
same time the International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives as a merobership 
organisation was established which is actdressing environmental issues at local government 
level. It is an important issue that the local govemment position should be structurally strong 
and recognized within the UN system so as to have a mechanism of consultatien and dialogue 
rather than having a national govemment speaking on behalf of local government. However, 
we run the risk of becoming the victim of a success where local governments really will 
receive the responsibilities and hopefully also the resources but where the capacity is lacking to 
cope with all this. The capacity will have to be built in the course of time. 

Conclusions: It is agreed that the environment of tomorrow is guided by the urban habitat, 
which is threatened by so many issues. The policies are complex and have to be negotiated in 
relation to capacity both existing and to be built. Issues of planning, finance and participation 
are linked to the community, also in the light of a global community. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

George G. v.d. Meuten and Peter A. Erkelens 

As said in the fust part of this special issue, one of the general objectives which 'justifies' the 
efforts of 'Urban Habitat, the Environment of Tomorrow' has been to contribute to the UN 
International Conference on Human Settlements, commonly known as Habitat 11, scheduled 
about one and a half year later, that is in June 1996. This UN conference will be held in 
Istanbul, Turkey. 
The major goals for lstanbul are sustainable human settlements in an urbanizing world and 
adequate shelter for all. 
In summary, those efforts offer visions, suggestions, ideas and examples of projects, both 
successful and intentionally rather well initiated though not completed yet. 
From the included contributions the following conclusions and recommendations can be 
drawn: 

Habitat: polides for sustainability 
In order to meet actual demands, we conclude and recommend that Habitat re-emphasizes the 
importance of integrated, multi-disciplinru:~.~~~lOP.ll1~nt. 
Besides forma! discipliilësaiï- obv i-ous mvolvement has to be stressed by allowing a more 
altruistic aE_Eroach by both the pubtic and non-govef!lmental_organizations. In this line, policies 
to bêl inpiemented should not 0niY be basêd-óï1 a narrow economie jïistification. The same is 
true for the introduetion of environmental policies to reach a sustainable urban environment. 
Apart from global demands, specific Joe al demands can be promot~4 ..!;>):'._d~_e._n.Jr_(1_lil;a~io.E of 
gove~e.1.1ta!_Q_ecision making based on-öpportumstic approach-és. Issuescan only be solve<fàt 
töcäil evel but witliinT~töl'iäHrainework of sustainable policies. 

Urban housing 
What can be seen in the international housing practice is that the governments almost 
worldwide withdraw from low-income housing provision. This leaves unsolved serious 
problems. 
Though a withdrawal of governmental involvement in Habitat provision may be seen as 
unavoidable, it does not take away the responsibilities to govern - as a good practice - the 
locational and environmental problems. Moreover it is recommended to arrange as a serieus 
assignment, a vehicle through which organizational and financial problems are handled, and to 
promote public-private partnership and cooperation. 

Infrastructure 
Besides possibilities through new technologies mainly to proteet and preserve the existing 
urban environment, we conclude and recommend that decision makers should actively seek the 
support and involvement of the local population and non-governmental organizations. 
Furthermore liveability and sustainability should be promoted through emphasizing pubtic 
transport, the reduction of energy use and mobility by measures based on incentives and 
penalti es. 
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We conclude that contributions to sustainable transport systems offer direct support to 
economie welfare and urban poverty alleviation. 
Channels of communication may improve and support the effects of solutions to the transport 
systems. 

Geo-informatics 
The vital role that information should play in rnanaging our societies is well understood. 
Geo-informatic technology offers in this context great potentials. We conclude that it could 
support decision making in the field of urban habitat where the need for spatial information is 
obvious. 
In that line, it could contribute to better understanding of urban habitat, monitoring the 
processes iilvolved and offer the needed information to decisionmakers. It would improve 
operationally the activities of organizations working with the urban environment such as 
optimised solid waste reduction. 
Collection, re-use and disposal for the purpose of sustainability. 
We conclude and recommend that geo-informatics should also contribute to the UN objective 
of shelter for all by promoting land information and cadastral systems. The demand for this 
specific geo-informatic activity comes evidently to the fore, from needs assessments executed. 
Furthermore geo-informatic technology should assist the promotion of an informed citizenship. 
This is needed to create a mutuality in urban habitat problem perception between both 
government and citizens. It is evident that the idea of sustainability can only be supported when 
those who are involved can understand the ins-and-outs of the matters at stake. 

Urban services 
We conclude that the urban living conditions are seriously threatened by inadequate solid waste 
- and sanitation treatment in a context of too rapid urbanization. Also, the timely provision of 
water and facilities for communication are lagging behind. 
In order to support solving strategies, we recommend to implement a number of measures. 
Though governments know, in genera!, how to solve the problems technically, they do not 
have the adequate organization nor financial means to do their job properly. One of the 
solutions is cost recovery forservices provided. 
Another one concerns the active promotion of public awareness. 

Disaster management 
With regard to disaster management, scientifically and vocationally, we conclude that much 
work has been done so far, globally and in many cases locally as wel!. 

This concerns the study and predierion of natura! disasters in particular. A growing problem in 
urban areas is the more difficult predierion of man induced disasters such as land subsidence, 
toxic emissions as a consequence of explosions in certain chemica! industries and burst of 
mains. 
In conneetion with (civil) war, continuous strife of thousands to millions of people can be 
observed more frequently in the last few years. 

In order to reach a sustainable urban environment in the context of disasters expected or 
suddenly occurring, we recommend the development of strategies to mitigate the effects of 
such disasters, not only after but especially in advance of such occasions. 
To manage e.g. sea level rise, global warming-up should be reduced or avoided by the . 
promotion of awareness and reduction of car vehicles, etc. Hazard resistant building 
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constructions should be promoted to reduce earthquake effects; and so on. 
We conclude that man induced disasters such as land subsidence could be avoided by the 
prohibition of groundwater extraction and obviously also by adequate politica! decision 
making. 
In case of (civil) wars, we conclude and recornmend that disaster reduction should be 
promoted by continuous monitoring of areas and countries through the analysis of data 
collected for that purpose. Once war has become a reality and refugee camps are the 
consequence, it should become cornmon practice to transfer the planning and building of those 
camps from relief into permanent management, knowing that many camps will exist for a 
rather long time. 

Conclusions 
We agree that the environment of tomorrow is guided by the urban habitat, which was 
threatened withso many imponderabilities from policy complexity. It is not always clear and 
when it is clear it has to be negotiated in relation to capacity, both existing and to be built. This 
is primarily a matter of good governance at a national level; this could be supported by 
international cooperation and generous development aid. Issues of planning, finance and 
participation, link the local community to the global community. Also the community at a 
global level does not have to be threatened if we were able to handle the environment of 
tomorrow properly. It wil!, of course, be achallenge to Habitat 11 to deal with these issues. 

International thinking and discussion about a better living environment, in particular in the 
human, urbanized settlements was the main goal of the 1995 DelftUrban Habitat Conference. 
Emphatically "the environment of tomorrow" has been added in that title. This implicitly 
suggested a politica! shift of approach to human settlements as sustainable urban living 
environments; insteadof emphasizing 'Shelter for all' for more actvaneed ' Housing for all ', 
emphasis should concentrate on 'Habitat' to be defined as the right for a sustainable living 
environment in urban settlements. Consequently, 'urban' becomes exchangeable with 'habitat' 
as a priotity or even as a fact, a point of departure for global action. 

In our opinion, it is in the interest of mankind and urbanization to value and to acknowledge 
'Habitat as a basic human right' . 
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URBAN HABITAT: THE ENVIitONMENT OF TOMORROW 

The book "Urban Habitat· the Environment of Tomorrow" is a 

campilotion of the best popers presenled during the International 

Conference with the same name, which hos been held from 15-17 
Februory in Delft. The conference was olso meent os a preparetion 

for the Uniled Notions Conference on Humon Settlements, Habitat 11, 

lstanbul, June 1996. SomP. of the important conlributions are From 

leading persons in cha1ge of this globol UN activity. 

Apafl from specific contributions of the editors at vvrious locelions 

ond more generol contri utions, thc book consists of six different 

topics, locusing on porticuier Gispeels in relotion to urbon end 
environmentollimitotions. These topics are: 

a. habitat: policies lor sustainobility 

b. urbo'}. housing or:d environment reloted policies 
c. inlroslructure ollhe city ltömorrow 

d geerinformaties 

e. service$ of the city of tomorrow 

I. urbon end regionol disasters and strile. 

The book contoins • ebabie inlormation lor those who c re involved 

in aspects of urbon habitat ond sustoinobility, in porticvier in 
developing countries. 




